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The Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement Photographs were originally part of the War Relocation Authority (WRA) portion of the Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement Papers. The WRA designated the University of California, Berkeley Library as the prime depository for WRA record materials outside the National Archives on September 7, 1945. The photographs were transferred with the papers to The Bancroft Library July 3, 1963.
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Organizational Note
WRAs original organization has been maintained for Series 1-17. Within the container listing, Volume refers to the physical location where the Library has stored each photograph. Use this number when requesting an original or group of original photographs. Volumes "AX1" and "AX2" refer to oversize enlargements (see above) and should be requested as "BANC PIC 1967.014--AX box 1" (or box 2).

Section refers to the WRA drawer number where the photographs were originally stored. Letters A-J (except I) were used and correspond to Series 1-17 as follows:

Section A: Series 1-4
Section B: Series 5-7
Section C: Series 8-9
Section D: Series 10-11
Section E: Series 12
Section F: Series 13
Section G: Series 14
Section H: Series 15
Section J: Series 16-17

WRA no. refers to WRA's original alpha-numeric numbering system. This alpha-numeric combination is written on the front of the photographs and used to arrange them within the volumes.

Series 18 (Slides) was not numbered by WRA and therefore has only volume and item numbers within each of four sub-series.

Scope and Content
The War Relocation Authority (WRA) records represent the official documentation of the United States agency created to assume jurisdiction over the Japanese and Japanese Americans evacuated from California, Oregon, and Washington by the Western Defense Command, the Fourth Army, and the Wartime Civilian Control Administration (WCCA) during January/February of 1942. During its existence from March 1942 to 1946, the WRA controlled the administration of the relocation centers, administered an extensive resettlement program, and oversaw the details of the registration and segregation programs. Included in their records are administrative files, official publications, reports and surveys, legal papers, correspondence, and photographs and scrapbooks. All of the records except the photographs have been cataloged as BANC MSS 67/14 c.

It is important to note that the photograph collection, as the official documentation of the WRA, reflects the point of view that the WRA wanted to present to the citizens of the United States during World War II. A number of photographs exist in...
x 7 format and as enlargements that one assumes were made for public exhibition. The photographs, presumably created for public exhibition, and the captions accompanying them written by WRA staff, present an idealistic view of the relocation centers which clashes greatly with the harsh realities detailed by many survivors and historians in the decades following the interment.

The collection contains approximately 7000 photographs and 317 Kodachrome slides which have been arranged into 18 series (described below). Series 1-6 and B-11 document day-to-day life and activities in individual relocation centers in California, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and Arkansas as captured by WRA photographers. The remaining series cover pre-evacuation activities in California only; relocation of evacuees in various states; assembly centers in California; and resettlement activities, primarily in California cities. Most of the photographs are well captioned with information on the photographer, place, date, people, and activities featured in the photographs. Series 18 consists of Kodachrome slides for the WRA lecture "The Wrong Ancestors", and slides of the Granada and Central Utah relocation centers.

Among the WRA photographers is Dorothea Lange. There are 691 photographs by Lange in the collection, 209 of the Manzanar Relocation Center (Series 8), and 482 of pre-evacuation activities in California cities (Series 14). Other WRA photographers include Francis Stewart, Hikaru Iwasaki, Joe McClelland, Tom Parker, Charles E. Mace, Gretchen Van Tassel, and others.

The bulk of the photographs are 5 x 7 inch black and white prints that are housed in 88 volumes. One additional box contains oversize enlargements. In the container listing these enlargements are referred to as being in volume "AX1". Seven additional boxes (stored off-site) contain oversize enlargements duplicating photographs in the volumes. There is currently no concordance for these oversize duplicates.

---

**Series 1: Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)**

**Physical Description:**
- **Extent:** Volumes 1-3, 78.
- **Extent:** 368 photographs.

**Content/Description**
- Photographers: (29), (31), (143), (6), (1), (125), unidentified (33)

**volume 1, section A**

**Parker [Poston], Ariz.**—View of partially developed site of War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.

**Photographer:** Albers, Clem

**Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-09** WRA no. A-11 [ark://13030/k62b94qz]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 1, section A**

**Parker [Poston], Ariz.**—Rolls of roofing paper used in the construction of the War Relocation Authority center located on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.

**Photographer:** Albers, Clem

**Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-10** WRA no. A-13 [ark://13030/ft6870066p]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 1, section A**

**Parker, Ariz.**—Highway leading to War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on Colorado River Indian Reservation.

**Photographer:** Albers, Clem

**Poston, Arizona. [actual location likely near Palm Springs, Calif.] 1942-04-09** WRA no. A-14 [ark://13030/ft3g50045k]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River Valley west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-19 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-17 WRA no. A-20 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-22 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-23 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-24 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-25 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial view of Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-26 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-27 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial view. Colorado River west of town of Parker, Arizona. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-28 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-29 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 1, Section A</th>
<th>Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-30 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Site 1. Crowd around Alice Maeda signing for WRA Work Corps. Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-100 ark:/13030/ft909nb4r8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Unloading lumber with bulldozer in the construction of barracks for evacuees of Japanese ancestry who will spend the duration in War Relocation Authority centers. 
Photographer: Clark, Fred 
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-30 WRA no. A-103 ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2fp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Military sentry keeping civilians away from mess hall at Poston 1. 
Photographer: Clark, Fred 
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-105 ark:/13030/ft5c60063q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Site No. 1. Larry Orida at the hospital being constructed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 
Photographer: Clark, Fred 
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-12 WRA no. A-107 ark:/13030/ft467nb1rk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Site No. 1 Larry Orida watches erection of the hospital at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 
Photographer: Clark, Fred 
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-12 WRA no. A-108 ark:/13030/ft9r29p1w5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Unloading baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Caucasian construction employees assist evacuees in getting their belongings from the bus at the relocation center. 
Photographer: Clark, Fred 
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-109 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb2x2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Site No. 1. Caucasian employees assist evacuees with the unloading of their baggage from the bus which has just arrived at the relocation center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 
Photographer: Clark, Fred 
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-110 ark:/13030/ft1779n60x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 1, section A

Site No. 1. Construction employees aided evacuees unload their baggage as they arrived at the relocation center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-111
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Geo. Kith [George Kita], evacuee at this War Relocation Authority center, and Norris James, WRA official, at the microphone.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-112
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Florence Mori, evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center, taking part in this CBS broadcast. Chet Huntley of the CBS is directing the program.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-113
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Florence Mori, evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center, with Mr. Huntley of the CBS in a nationwide hookup.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-114
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Announcer Chet Huntley of the CBS interviewing Ellis Georgia, WRA area engineer, in a nationwide hookup.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-115
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Announcer Chet Huntley of the CBS interviewing Ellis Georgia, WRA area engineer, in a nationwide hookup.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-116
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--George Kita (left) and Norris James, WRA official, in an interview at this War Relocation Authority center during a CBS nationwide hookup.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-117
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 1:Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>Ark Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>George Kita, evacuee of Japanese ancestry, and Norris James, WRA official, in an interview at this relocation center during a CBS nationwide hookup.</td>
<td>Clark, Fred</td>
<td>1942-05-26</td>
<td>A-118</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft3489n7h4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz.--Mrs. Lyle Kurisaki, evacuee of Japanese ancestry, and Norris James, WRA official, in an interview at this War Relocation Authority center during a CBS nationwide hookup.</td>
<td>Clark, Fred</td>
<td>1942-05-26</td>
<td>A-119</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft7v19p0rn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz.--Kay Nishimura, evacuee of Japanese ancestry, and Chet Huntley (right), CBS announcer, in an interview at this War Relocation Authority center during a nationwide hookup.</td>
<td>Clark, Fred</td>
<td>1942-05-26</td>
<td>A-120</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft9z09p2c6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz.-- Site No. 1. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center. Some ice has been found in a thermos and is used.</td>
<td>Clark, Fred</td>
<td>1942-04</td>
<td>A-122</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8s2008gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are given a preliminary medical examination upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
<td>Clark, Fred</td>
<td>1942-05-10</td>
<td>A-123</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft0p30028i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are given a preliminary medical examination upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
<td>Clark, Fred</td>
<td>1942-05-10</td>
<td>A-124</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ftw1005r3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.-- Site No. 1. Evacuee firemen getting drinks at this War Relocation Authority center. Frank Shibata (right).
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-125
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuee firechief, Tom Nishimura, discusses Army type fire extinguisher with his staff at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-126
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Army type fire extinguishers are being examined by evacuees Eiichi Omori and George Nakamura at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuee fire truck crew prepare for eventualities at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-128
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuee fire truck crew prepare for eventualities at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-129
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Members of the police department carving clubs at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) standing: Chief Kiyoshi Shigekawa; Toshio Ikeda and Hitoshi Nitta.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-130
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Members of the police department carving clubs at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) standing: Chief Kiyoshi Shigekawa; Toshio Ikeda and Hitoshi Nitta.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-131
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Poston, Ariz.--Members of the police department carving clubs at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) standing: Chief Kiyoshi Shigekawa; Toshio Ikeda and Hitoshi Nitta.
Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Ariz.--Members of the police department carving clubs at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) standing: Chief Kiyoshi Shigekawa; Toshio Ikeda and Hitoshi Nitta.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-133

Poston, Ariz.--Members of the police department carving clubs at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) standing: Chief Kiyoshi Shigekawa; Toshio Ikeda and Hitoshi Nitta.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-134

Poston, Ariz.--Police Chief Kiyoshi Shigekawa painting sign on first police station at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-135

Poston, Ariz.--Tom Nishemarv [Nishimura?] and Tom Enomoto inspecting tractors which have been received at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Ariz.--This bus, bringing evacuees of Japanese ancestry to the Colorado River War Relocation Authority center has become sand-bound near its destination.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-137

Poston, Ariz.--The bus in the foreground is stuck in the sand while on its way to the Colorado River War Relocation Authority center bringing evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Ariz.--This bus, bringing evacuees of Japanese ancestry to the Colorado River War Relocation Authority center, has become sand-bound near its destination.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-139  ark:/13030/ft2k4003j4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Little evacuee playing in the desert sand at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-27 WRA no. A-140  ark:/13030/ft3x0nb1sc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-141  ark:/13030/ft1s2003fk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Filling straw ticks for mattresses at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-28 WRA no. A-142  ark:/13030/ft8d5nb45s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site 1. Filling straw ticks.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06 WRA no. A-144A  ark:/13030/ft196n993w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are filling straw ticks for mattresses upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-21 WRA no. A-145  ark:/13030/ft6g5005zw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are filling straw ticks for mattresses after arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-21 WRA no. A-146  ark:/13030/ft758006n2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are filling straw ticks for mattresses after arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|---|---|
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Most of the hauling is being done by old CCC trucks at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 2. Ditch-digger at work.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 2. Ditch-digger at work. Part of crew hired in building up this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. They are paid 87-1/2 cents an hour by the construction company.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Radio Service.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Radio Service.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Site #3. Burning brush to clear more land for the enlarging of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 1, Section A | Poston, Ariz.--Site #3. Burning brush to clear more land for the enlarging of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Poston, Ariz.--Bulldozer clearing brush for Site No. 3 at the Colorado River War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-01 WRA no. A-156  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Sawing celotex for the construction of barracks for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-28 WRA no. A-157  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Apache Indians are assisting in the unloading of beds for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center which is located on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-29 WRA no. A-158  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz. (Site #1)--Unloading beds for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center which is located on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-29 WRA no. A-159  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1) Apache Indians assist in the unloading of beds for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center which is located on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-29 WRA no. A-160  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.(Site #1)--Apache Indians assist in the unloading of beds for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center which is located on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-29 WRA no. A-161  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz. (Site #1)--CCC telephone crew building telephone lines from Parker, Ariz., to this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Clark, Fred  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-03 WRA no. A-162  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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<th>CCC telephone crew building telephone communications from Parker, Arizona, to the relocation center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.</th>
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<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
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<td>Poston, Ariz. (Site #1) -- CCC telephone crew building telephone communications from Parker, Ariz., to this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.</td>
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<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
<td>Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-03 WRA no. A-164 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft6r29p05w</a></td>
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<td>Volume 1, Section A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz. (Site #1) -- Jim Morikawa sprinkling to settle the dust at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.</td>
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<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
<td>Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-165 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft3m3nb10h</a></td>
</tr>
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<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
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<td>Volume 1, Section A</td>
<td>(Site No. 1) -- Jim Morikawa sprinkling in an attempt to settle the dust at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.</td>
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<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
<td>Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-166 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft5779n90m</a></td>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 1, Section A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz. (Site #1) -- Jim Morikawa sprinkling in an attempt to settle the dust at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
<td>Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-167 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft7q2nb3zv</a></td>
</tr>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
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<tr>
<td>Volume 1, Section A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Evacuees are brought in by car and truck from the train to this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
</tr>
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<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
<td>Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-168 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft9q5008d0</a></td>
</tr>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 1, Section A</td>
<td>Poston, Ariz. (Site #1) -- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry spending their first day at this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
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<td>Photographer: Clark, Fred</td>
<td>Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-169 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft8z09p18v</a></td>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
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</table>
Poston, Ariz. (Site #1)--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry spending their first day at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-170

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Interior view of barrack construction at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-08 WRA no. A-171

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Sawing celotex which is used in the construction of barracks for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-28 WRA no. A-172

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are being registered upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-173

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry signing up for the WRA Work Corps.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-174

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Arrival of young evacuee cripple of Japanese ancestry by ambulance to this War Relocation Authority center. A doctor is in attendance.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-17 WRA no. A-175

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 1. Evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center cleaning up the grounds around the Administration building.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-20 WRA no. A-177

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Preliminary medical examinations are made upon arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-178

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Preliminary medical examinations are made by Registered Nurse Hosmer upon arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-179

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1) --This evacuee is fortified with an umbrella for protection from the sun, and high-top boots for strolling through the dusty streets at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-09 WRA no. A-180

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 2--Leveling the streets with tractors at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-185

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--Site No. 2. High tension poles being installed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-186

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #2)--High tension poles being installed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-187

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Living quarters of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center, as seen from the top water tower facing southwest.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-190

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A

Poston, Ariz., (Site No. 2) --Living quarters of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center as seen from water tower.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-191

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 1:Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

volume 1, section A
Poston, Ariz.--(Site #3)-- Barracks in Site 3 are nearing completion at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-192 ark:/13030/ft367nb15g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Poston, Ariz.--(Site No. 1) Mosaru Oshio with his children on the steps of his barrack home at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-193 ark:/13030/ft0779n5hw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Poston, Ariz. (Site No. 2)--Barracks C at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-195 ark:/13030/ft758006pk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Poston, Ariz. (Site #1)--Barrack building typical of those at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Note the double roof construction for protection against the elements.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-01 WRA no. A-196 ark:/13030/ft409nb1ss
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Parker, Ariz.-- Henry Welsh, Mojave Indian and chairman of the tribal council on the Colorado River Indian Reservation, which is site of a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-306 ark:/13030/ft0r29n5mq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Parker, Ariz.-- Henry Welsh, Mojave Indian and chairman of the tribal council on the Colorado River Indian Reservation, which is site of a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-307 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb27k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Parker, Ariz.-- The land is plentiful. But the water is scarce. Irrigation canals, such as that shown (above) on the ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-309 ark:/13030/ft2t1nb0nv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 1, section A
Parker, Ariz.-- The land is plentiful. But the water is scarce. Irrigation canals, such as that shown (above) on the ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-310 ark:/13030/ft5x0nb2sg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Parker, Ariz.--View of partially developed site of War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-311

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--Colorado River water, combined through irrigation with dry desert land, produces green alfalfa such as that shown in this field on the Colorado River Indian Reservation, site of a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-312

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--Indian Service offices, surrounded by lawn and greenery amid the desert, on Colorado River Indian Reservation, site of War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-315

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--View of main street in Parker. Near this desert town, the War Relocation Authority will maintain a center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-316

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--View of main street in Parker. Near this desert town, the War Relocation Authority will maintain a center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-317

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--Unloading lumber for construction of War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-318

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--Thousands of concrete foundation blocks were cast for foundations of new living quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at War Relocation Authority center on Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-319

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-32  ark:/13030/t938nb51
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--Constructing quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at War Relocation Authority center on Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-320  ark:/13030/ft5489n8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--Lieutenant Commander Ralph B. Snavely of the U.S. Public Health Service watches well-digger bore for fresh water at War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-323  ark:/13030/ft658006
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--A ditch-digging machine excavates for water pipes and for sewer lines at War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of ... 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-325  ark:/13030/ft500005
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--View of quarters under construction for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at War Relocation Authority center on Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-326  ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Parker, Ariz.--View of quarters under construction for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at War Relocation Authority center on Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Parker, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-327  ark:/13030/ft1g5003
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Aerial shot. Colorado River west of Poston.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-35  ark:/13030/ft1k400312
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Aerial view of town of Parker, Arizona.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-37  ark:/13030/t2s2003q1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Aerial shot. Camp #3 site 3.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-38  ark:/13030/t4j49n8w7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Contractor's superintendent Newell with announcer Chet Huntley, CBS Strange Ports of Call.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-42  ark:/13030/t3m3nb111
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees unloading their baggage.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-12 WRA no. A-45  ark:/13030/t40000434
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arrival of Japanese. Loading baggage for delivery to homes.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-12 WRA no. A-51  ark:/13030/t1x0n99h1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Site 3. Building erection.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-19 WRA no. A-56  ark:/13030/t3199n717
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arrival of Japanese.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-23 WRA no. A-76  ark:/13030/t6q2nb302
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Site 1. Camp #1 facing S.E.
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-24 WRA no. A-91  ark:/13030/t387003x5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.-- View of quarters under construction for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at War Relocation Authority center on Colorado River Indian Reservation. Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-328  ark:/13030/t538nb25x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.-- View of quarters under construction for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at War Relocation Authority center on Colorado River Indian Reservation. Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-329  ark:/13030/t2000038m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Poston, Ariz.--Mrs. Ruby Snyder, Chemehuevi Indian, states: I hear that the Japanese are wonderful farmers. I would like to go ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-332

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Ben Butler, a Mojave and the most successful farmer on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Farmers and gardeners among ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-334

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Mrs. Ruby Snyder, Chemehuevi Indian, states: I hear that the Japanese are wonderful farmers. I would like to go ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-336

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Sheriff Jim Washum of Parker. A War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry is situated on the Colorado River Indian Reservation, near Parker. Photogarpher: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-337

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Henry Chappo, Chemehuevi Indian. Colorado River Indian Reservation is site of one of War Relocation Authority centers for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-338

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Henry Chappo, Chemehuevi Indian. Colorado River Indian Reservation is site of one of War Relocation Authority centers for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Albers, Clem
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-339

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Thousands of concrete blocks were cast for foundations of new living quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority Center. Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-30 WRA no. A-340

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz. (Site No. 1)--Partially completed building showing the double roof construction for hot weather protection at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-09 WRA no. A-341

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Aerial view of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from the West Coast.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-342
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Aerial view of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from the West Coast.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-343
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Aerial view of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from the West Coast.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-344
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Aerial view of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from the West Coast.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-25 WRA no. A-345
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #3)--Workmen getting drinks after record breaking erection of 16 buildings in 22 minutes at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-19 WRA no. A-367
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Kay Nishimura with Announcer Chet Huntley of CBS in a nationwide broadcast at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-26 WRA no. A-368
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Wade Head, project director, with Announcer Chet Huntley of CBS in a nationwide hookup at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Poston, Arizona. WRA no. A-371
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Poston, Ariz.--Wade Head, project director, with Announcer Chet Huntley of CBS in a nationwide hookup at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** WRA no. A-372 [ark:/13030/ft296nb05b]
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site No. 1)- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are locating their baggage upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** 1942-05-17 WRA no. A-374 [ark:/13030/ft7z9p0hp]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
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Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry register upon arrival at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** 1942-05-28 WRA no. A-375 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb52p]
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site No. 1)--Baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry is delivered to their barracks upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** 1942-05-12 WRA no. A-376 [ark:/13030/ft458005ch]
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Arrival of persons of Japanese ancestry at the Colorado River Relocation Center, Camp 1.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** 1942-05-20 WRA no. A-377 [ark:/13030/ft1q2n99p9]
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Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at this War Relocation Authority center.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** 1942-05-19 WRA no. A-378 [ark:/13030/ft009n99fs]
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site No. 1) Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are given a preliminary medical examination upon arrival at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

**Photographer:** Clark, Fred

**Poston, Arizona.** 1942-05-21 WRA no. A-380 [ark:/13030/ft229003br]
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Poston, Ariz.--Arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center. This is an important event as friends and families are reunited.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-11 WRA no. A-389 ark:/13030/ft1779n62z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site 1)--Safe arrives for the post office at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-11 WRA no. A-390 ark:/13030/ft7v19p0s5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry register at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-22 WRA no. A-391 ark:/13030/ft8f59p1f5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese [ancestry] registering at this War Relocation Authority. The sign explains features of WRA work corps.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-22 WRA no. A-392 ark:/13030/ft6v19p05j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site No. 1) Filling straw ticks for mattresses upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-24 WRA no. A-393 ark:/13030/ft8d5nb469
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Unloading baggage of evacuees of Japanese ancestry upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-17 WRA no. A-394 ark:/13030/ft2h4nb09q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Sewer trench being dug by ditch digger at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-14 WRA no. A-396 ark:/13030/ft1f59n65t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-23 WRA no. A-397 ark:/13030/ft838nb48c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Poston, Ariz.--Buses bringing evacuees of Japanese ancestry to this War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-23 WRA no. A-398 ark:/13030/ft0f59n5ps
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Installing fire hydrants at this War Relocation authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-21 WRA no. A-400 ark:/13030/ft7c6006vg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--First sick man at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) Head doctor, Leo Schnur, and evacuee doctor, Dr. S. Watoke.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-401 ark:/13030/ft0199n4tr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)--Light poles and wiring for electric lighting are being installed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-06 WRA no. A-402 ark:/13030/ft7t1nb495
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)--Electric lighting is being installed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-06 WRA no. A-403 ark:/13030/ft4r29n934
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)--Light poles and wiring for electric lighting are being installed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-06 WRA no. A-404 ark:/13030/ft858007rd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--These little buildings are for the use of construction employees.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. A-405 ark:/13030/ftf4f9n8gc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--Construction of out-buildings for construction employees.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. A-406 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2hc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Poston, Arizona--Loading lumber for use in the construction of living quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at the Colorado River War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-408
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)--Unloading roofing paper to be used in the construction of barracks at the Colorado River War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-24 WRA no. A-410
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Poston, Ariz.--Baggage is inspected for contraband upon arrival at War Relocation Authority centers where evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-11 WRA no. A-411
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Poston, Ariz.--Site #1--Typical shower facilities at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-03 WRA no. A-412
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1) Young evacuee mother of Japanese ancestry arrives with her young baby at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-414
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)--Scrap lumber which will be put to many uses by evacuees of Japanese ancestry upon their arrival.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-09 WRA no. A-415
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1) Organizing first office force consisting of evacuee girls.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-416
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Poston, Arizona --Roofing material which will be used in the construction of living quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at the Colorado River War Relocation center.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-24 WRA no. A-418 ark:/13030/ft2779n74s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)--Alice Maeda signs up the Shiomichi family at the intake center for the War Relocation Authority Work Corps. (L to R) Toke Shiomichi, Alice Maeda, Joe and Edna Shiomichi, Mrs. Shiomichi.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-14 WRA no. A-419 ark:/13030/ft5n39n949
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Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1) Signing up for WRA Work Corps.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-420 ark:/13030/ft1290033t
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1)-- Shigekawa family from Anaheim, Washington, among the first registrants.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-422 ark:/13030/ft2v19n74q
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Poston, Ariz.--(Site #1) Office force being organized at Intake Center.

Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-10 WRA no. A-423 ark:/13030/ft3j49n7d6
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A scene in block 19, which is ingeniously landscaped by evacuee residents.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-12-31 WRA no. A-800 ark:/13030/ft1n39n6kb
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Landscaping done by evacuee residents of Camp No. 1.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-12-31 WRA no. A-801 ark:/13030/ft629006cz
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Landscaping done by evacuee residents of Camp No. 1.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-12-31 WRA no. A-802 ark:/13030/ft2779n759
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Landscaping done by evacuee residents of Camp No. 1.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-12-31 WRA no. A-803
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Landscaping done by evacuee residents of Camp No. 1.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-12-31 WRA no. A-805
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-806
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jerry Osumi, 11, was formerly a student in Sacramento, California. He is, at present, a student at the center. New Year's Fair marble champ.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-807
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Norris James with a Whitlock flat-bed printing press, which is owned by the staff of the Poston Daily Chronicle.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-808
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. This symbol and the words Progress Thru Unity were adopted by the fair committee as the official insignia of the New Year's Fair, which was held in Camp No. 2.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-809
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. Crowds entering educational exhibit.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-810
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. Crowds entering agricultural exhibit.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-811
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Shoe repair shop at Camp No. 1. The shoes on the left were received on a single day at this repair shop.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-828
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Adobe factory at Camp No. 1.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-829
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Adobe factory at Camp No. 1.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-830
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Norris James, Reports Officer.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-831
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Norris James, Reports Officer.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-833
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In the foreground can be seen the irrigation canal which will supply Poston with agricultural water. This canal receives its water from the Parker Dam. In the background can be seen the Colorado River.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-834
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In the foreground can be seen the irrigation canal which will supply Poston with agricultural water. This canal receives its water from the Parker Dam. In the background can be seen the Colorado River.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-835
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In the foreground can be seen the irrigation canal which will supply Poston with agricultural water. This canal receives its water from the Parker Dam. In the background can be seen the Colorado River.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-836
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 2, Section A</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>Ark URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the foreground can be seen the irrigation canal which will supply Poston with agricultural water. This canal receives its water from the Parker Dam. In the background can be seen the Colorado River.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-03</td>
<td>A-837</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8779p104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Year's Fair. Pretty Nami Nadaoka is shown with the program sign at the fair, which was held in Camp No. 2. Present occupation: waitress in personnel mess. Former occupation: student. Former residence: Los Angeles, California.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-03</td>
<td>A-838</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0bk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Year's Fair. A group of pretty Niseis pose beside the sign program at the fair to be held to commemorate New Year's at Camp No. 2.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-03</td>
<td>A-839</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft838nb49w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Year's Fair. Model of camp 2 prepared for agricultural exhibit by evacuee craftsmen.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-02-02</td>
<td>A-840</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft5w1005sm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adobe factory. A woman worker placing mortar in adobe form.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-03</td>
<td>A-841</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft4489n7vm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sewing school. Evacuee students are taught here not only to design but make clothing as well.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-04</td>
<td>A-842</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft3z09n866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sewing school. Evacuee students are taught here not only to design but make clothing as well.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-04</td>
<td>A-843</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft4779n8nn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beauty shop.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1943-01-04</td>
<td>A-844</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft1779n63g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sewing school. Evacuee students are taught here not only to design but make clothing as well.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-845
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Sewing school. Evacuee students are taught here not only to design but make clothing as well.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-846
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-847
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Sewing school. Evacuee students are taught here not only to design but make clothing as well.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-848
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A group picture of the sewing school.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-849
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-850
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Dry goods canteen, Camp 1.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-851
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Dry goods canteen, Camp No. 1.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-852
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 2, section A
Shoe repair shop.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-853
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This youngster is preparing to fill a mattress-cover with straw after arriving at the relocation center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-33
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volume 3, section A
Cooks and chefs among the evacuees of Japanese ancestry were immediately given opportunity to follow their callings after they arrived at the relocation center on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Kitchen scene.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-34
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Cooks and chefs among the evacuees of Japanese ancestry were immediately given opportunity to follow their callings after they arrived at the relocation center on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Kitchen scene.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-35
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First service at the newly established post office, Poston, at the Relocation Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the ... 1942 WRA no. C-36
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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On the night of the arrival of the first evacuees of Japanese ancestry religious services were held in this relocation center on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-37
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Community store on the first day of arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at the relocation center on the Colorado ... 1942 WRA no. C-38
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Construction continues on the War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Three units in the center are scheduled to house 20,000 evacuees eventually.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-40
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Construction continues on the War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Three units in the center are scheduled to house 20,000 evacuees eventually.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-41 ark:/13030/ft1d5n9984
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Construction continues on the War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Three units in the center are scheduled to house 20,000 evacuees eventually.

Photographer: Clark, Fred

Poston, Arizona. 1942 WRA no. C-42 ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3k6
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Poston, Ariz.--Boring a fresh water well at War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the Colorado River Indian Reservation.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Poston, Arizona. WRA no. C-82 ark:/13030/ft9f59p207
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No longer are there small children splashing about in the wading pool built for them by fathers and older brothers. ... 1945-09 WRA no. K-336 ark:/13030/ft0k40025b
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One of the many block mess halls used as a storehouse for evacuee property when it was no longer needed ... 1945-09 WRA no. K-337 ark:/13030/ft1f59n67v
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Baggage of residents leaving from the Parker, Arizona, Railroad Station is picked up on the morning of their departure by ... 1945-09 WRA no. K-340 ark:/13030/ft9n39p296

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mr. Niseki tries one of his heart lockets on Mrs. Niseki. Although most of the skilled craftsmen have left Poston ... 1945-09 WRA no. K-364 ark:/13030/ft909nb4ss
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There will be no need for these army cots in the barracks at Poston. Much of this type of government ... 1945-09 WRA no. K-375 ark:/13030/ft489p058
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After the final plans have been made, boxes packed, and grants picked up, the residents of Poston are at last ... 1945-09 WRA no. K-377 ark:/13030/ft438nb1c7
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Series 1: Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)
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Fire which started in the barrack, remains of which are shown in the foreground, swept six barracks in Poston II, ... 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-393 [ark:/13030/ft809nb413]
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Electric stoves, gas stoves and other hard-to-get items, belonging to personnel and evacuees, were destroyed in a Christmas night 1943 fire which destroyed six barracks in Block 202, Poston II. The barracks were being used as warehouses.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-394 [ark:/13030/ft5r29n8xc]
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46 electric washing machines were destroyed in a Christmas night 1943 blaze in Block 202, Poston Unit II. Two mangles, 29 gas stoves, 8 electric refrigerators and an electric stove also were destroyed. The buildings served as warehouses for evacuee and personnel household goods.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-395 [ark:/13030/ft8w100845]
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47 electric washing machines were destroyed in a Christmas night 1943 blaze in Block 202, Poston Unit II. Two mangles, 29 gas stoves, 8 electric refrigerators and an electric stove also were destroyed. The buildings served as warehouses for evacuee and personnel household goods.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-396 [ark:/13030/ft296nb06v]
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Fire hose was kept available, and in action for hours following the fire. Wind blew hard all day following the blaze, as well as during the fire.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-397 [ark:/13030/ft0k40026v]
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The fire in block six, Unit I, Poston, which took place November 16. This picture shows firemen and volunteers at work to extinguish the blaze.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-11-16 WRA no. G-398 [ark:/13030/ft1p300348]
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Shown here are the remains of the six barracks after the fire on Christmas night, 1943, which swept block 202, Poston No. II.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-399 [ark:/13030/ft5g2nb2dg]
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This photo shows the sweep of the fire which swept block 202, Poston No. II, on Christmas night, 1943, and the nearness of the buildings to the point where the fire was stopped.
Poston, Arizona. 1943-12-25 WRA no. G-400 [ark:/13030/ft729006w1]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>[Image]</td>
<td>Kiyoko Tatsukawa, former high school student from Huntington Beach, California, and a graduate of the spring 1943 class in Nurse's... <strong>1943-05-03</strong> WRA no. B-491 <a href="">ark://13030/ft3489n7j0</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | The class of 11 girls who graduated in the spring of 1943 Nurse's Aid course at the Poston Hospital. This... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-493 [ark://13030/ft1w10036m](ark://13030/ft1w10036m) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Cheiko Neeno, Nurse's Aid student at the Poston Hospital, attending a baby patient in the children's ward. These nurse's aid... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-494 [ark://13030/ft8b69p119](ark://13030/ft8b69p119) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Cheiko Neeno, Nurse's Aid student at the Poston Hospital, attending a baby patient in the children's ward. These nurse's aid... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-495 [ark://13030/ft8b69p12t](ark://13030/ft8b69p12t) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Registered Nurse, Mrs. Edythe Sasser, is assisted by Yoshiko Konatsu, Nurse's Aid, and Tomiko Kitasaki, Nurse's Aid, in the treatment... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-496 [ark://13030/ft0779n5jd](ark://13030/ft0779n5jd) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Registered Nurse, Mrs. Edythe Sasser, is assisted by Yoshiko Konatsu, Nurse's Aid, and Tomiko Kitasaki, Nurse's Aid, in the treatment... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-497 [ark://13030/ft5g50060k](ark://13030/ft5g50060k) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Registered Nurse, Mrs. Edythe Sasser, is assisted by Yoshiko Konatsu, Nurse's Aid, and Tomiko Kitasaki, Nurse's Aid, in the treatment... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-498 [ark://13030/ft4q2nb283](ark://13030/ft4q2nb283) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Nurse's Aid student Cheiko Neeno attends Mrs. Hide Uyeda, a patient in the Poston Hospital.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-499 [ark://13030/ft8x0nb541](ark://13030/ft8x0nb541) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 3      | A       | [Image] | Dr. George S. Kido, Ph.D. from the University of California and developer of a machine which is used to spray... **1943-05-03** WRA no. B-501 [ark://13030/ft009n99g9](ark://13030/ft009n99g9) |
|        |         |       | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Mosquito control spray unit which has been developed by Dr. George S. Kido. This machine has been adapted from a ... 1943-05-03 WRA no. B-503 ark:/13030/ft2z09n78f
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Mosquito control crew at work treating a pond in the campaign to rid Poston of the mosquito menace. The mosquitos ... 1943-05-03 WRA no. B-505 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5cg
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Saburo Tomita, foreman of the print shop, and the only Japanese-American to hold a card in the Pressman’s Union. Saburo formerly worked for the Morrissey Brothers Printing Company in Los Angeles, and has had 22 years experience as a pressman.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-05-05 WRA no. B-506 ark:/13030/ft9c6008hw
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Tamio Yamada, former student in press work at the Frank Wiggins Trade School in Los Angeles. Photo shows Tamio feeding an issue of the Poston Chronicle into the new flat press.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-05-05 WRA no. B-507 ark:/13030/ft3n39n83p
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Roy Sugiura, former student of printing at the Roosevelt High School in Los Angeles, is shown hand-setting type which will ... 1943-05-05 WRA no. B-508 ark:/13030/ft9489p1fh
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Taketora Yamamoto, evacuee from Winslow, Arizona, is shown at work in the machine shop here. Taketora worked in the machine shop of the Santa Fe Rail Road for 27 years as a mechanic and lathe operator at Winslow.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-05-04 WRA no. B-509 ark:/13030/ft0k40027c
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Welders in the machine shop at this War Relocation Authority center. They are left to right: Shig Yamaguchi, evacuee from ... 1943-05-04 WRA no. B-511 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0dw
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Welders in the machine shop at this War Relocation Authority Center. They are left to right: Shig Yamaguchi, evacuee from ... 1943-05-04 WRA no. B-512 ark:/13030/ft2w1003r6
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| Volume 3,  | View in the machine shop, where tracks, tractors, automobiles, and other machines are repaired.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Poston, Arizona. 1943-05-04 WRA no. B-513 [ark://13030/ft0f59n5rt]  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |

| Volume 3,  | George Makanishi, evacuee from Anaheim, California, is shown at work on an engine lathe in the shop here. George is a graduate of the Fullerton Junior College, where he studied machine shop work.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |

| Volume 3,  | Residents of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry requesting repatriation to Japan.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Poston, Arizona. 1942-06 WRA no. D-555 [ark://13030/ft2k4003kn]  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |

| Volume 3,  | Residents of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry requesting repatriation to Japan.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Poston, Arizona. 1942-06 WRA no. D-556 [ark://13030/ft9k4008sb]  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |

| Volume 3,  | Residents of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry requesting repatriation to Japan.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Poston, Arizona. 1942-06 WRA no. D-557 [ark://13030/ft209n99z5]  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |

| Volume 3,  | Residents of Colorado River Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry requesting repatriation to Japan.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Poston, Arizona. 1942-06 WRA no. D-558 [ark://13030/ft2h4nb0b7]  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |

| Volume 3,  | A group of children evacuees enjoying a game of Black Jack at this War Relocation Authority center.  |
| section A | Photographer: Stewart, Francis  |
|           | Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-561 [ark://13030/ft0b69n5d0]  |
|           | Subjects and Indexing Terms  |
|           | Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  |
Series 1: Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)
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**Poston, Ariz.-- Norris James, WRA representative, gives instructions and assignments to the newspaper staff of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-562 [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft0000024f}\)]

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Poston, Ariz.-- Robert Naeda, 9, son of the first family to arrive at this War Relocation Authority center, studies his school lessons in a home-made chair. His family are evacuees from El Centro, California.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-564 [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft1x0n9k2}\)]

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Parker, Arizona--Mrs. Iwasaki tidies up her home at this War Relocation Authority center. Her family was the first family to be admitted to this center where evacuees are now spending the duration.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-565 [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft6489n9k2}\)]

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Parker, Arizona--These two little evacuees of Japanese ancestry are getting acquainted at this War Relocation Authority center.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-566 [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft600006dc}\)]
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**Toy shop, Block 38, Unit I, Poston. Boys carving toy boats.**

Poston, Arizona. 1943-10 WRA no. D-566B [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft196n994d}\)]

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Poston, Arizona--Evacuees of Japanese descent fish for carp in the canal on northwest side of this War Relocation Authority ... 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-567 [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft3z09n87q}\)]**

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Poston, California--Little girls playing house at this War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration. (L to R) Ayako Nakamura, 9 yrs.; June Ibe, 6 yrs.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-587 [\(\text{ark:/13030/ft5n39n95t}\)]

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 1: Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

---

**volume 3, section A**

Poston, Arizona--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry watching from their positions on a light pole an outdoor musical performance by evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-589 [ark:/13030/ft896nb4bq]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 3, section A**

A little evacuee of Japanese descent gets a ride on her father's shoulders.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-590 [ark:/13030/ft8t1nb4w8]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 3, section A**

A small evacuee of Japanese ancestry amuses himself while his parents are entertained by an outdoor musical show at this War Relocation Authority center.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-591 [ark:/13030/ft1199n5x3]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 3, section A**

Parker, Ariz.--Several girls watch an outdoor musical show put on by fellow evacuees at this War Authority Relocation center where they are spending the duration.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-592 [ark:/13030/ft3g500463]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 3, section A**

Poston, Ariz.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry watching an outdoor musical performance by fellow evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-593 [ark:/13030/ft2p3003xg]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 3, section A**

Poston, Arizona--Evacuees of Japanese descent watching an outdoor musical performance at this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-594 [ark:/13030/ft7h4nb3nw]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 3, section A**

Evacuees of Japanese descent watching an outdoor musical performance at this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-595 [ark:/13030/ft3n39n846]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 3, section A

Poston, Arizona—Evacuees of Japanese descent watching an outdoor musical performance at this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-596

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 3, section A

A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry entertains her fellow evacuees with a demonstration of her tap dancing ability. This was one number in an outdoor musical show.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-597

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 3, section A

Evacuees of Japanese descent on odd perch watching an outdoor musical performance at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry, where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-598

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 3, section A

Poston, Ariz.--A group of spectator evacuees watch an outdoor musical and dramatic show. This show was the first to be given at this War Relocation Authority center, and the entertainment was furnished by evacuee talent.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-599

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 3, section A

Parker, Arizona --A little evacuee of Japanese ancestry gets a ride on her brother's shoulders at this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-601

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 3, section A

Evacuees of Japanese descent watch fellow evacuee surveyors work at this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-602

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 3, section A

An evacuee smooths street with grading equipment at the relocation center where evacuees of Japanese descent are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-603

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuees of Japanese descent fish for carp in the canal on the northwest side of this War Relocation Authority center. The boys caught eight fish on bent pins with bread as bait.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-605

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Boys of Japanese ancestry fishing for carp in the canal on the northwest side of this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-606

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Norris James, War Relocation Authority representative, gives instructions and assignments to the newspaper staff of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this center where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-04 WRA no. D-607

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The newspaper staff at this War Relocation Authority center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry publish their own newspaper which not only keeps evacuees informed of current happenings in their center, but also affords openings to follow their callings in this field.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-608

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Barn dance given in Block 12. No music was available so evacuees of Japanese descent sang Pop goes the Weasel and clapped hands while dancing the Virginia Reel. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration at War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-612

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two young girl evacuees of Japanese ancestry invite their boy friends to dance at a barn dance given by Block 12.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-613

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yachiyo Honda and Sakae Nakasaki pin a favor on Jean Honda at a barn dance given by Block 12 at this War Relocation Authority center where evacuees are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-614

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuees of Japanese ancestry dance the Virginia Reel at a barn dance given by Block 12. No music was available so dancers sang "Pop goes the Weasel" and clapped hands for rhythm at this War Relocation Authority center where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1942-06-05 WRA no. D-615

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New adobe school buildings erected at this center for use at the opening of the fall term of school.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-742

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Slight damage done by fire believed incendiary at the apartment occupied by Charles Smith, member of the administration staff in ...

Corner of Barrack G in Block 34, where appointed personnel live at this relocation center, which was damaged by fire ...

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Corner of Barrack G in Block 34, where appointed personnel live at this relocation center, which was damaged by fire ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-747 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Damage done to Barracks G, Block 34, occupied by administrative personnel by a fire believed incendiary. Another fire was also discovered at the opposite end of this same building later the same evening.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-748 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Slight damage done by fire believed incendiary at the apartment occupied by Charles Smith, member of the administrative staff in ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-749 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Damage done by fire believed of incendiary origin to the Barracks G, Block 34 building, occupied by administrative personnel at ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-751 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Remains of box of trash which was pulled away from Barracks G, Block 34, occupied by administrative personnel when fire ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-752 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

William Hoffman, Chief of the Fire Protection Section of WRA, pointing to burned place on building and to match which ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-753 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

William Hoffman, Chief of the Fire Protection Section of WRA, pointing to burned tar paper on the side of Barracks ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-754 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Slight damage done by fire believed incendiary at the apartment occupied by Charles Smith, member of the administrative staff in ... 1943-08-18 WRA no. B-755 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young Nisei bids goodbye to his friends just before the bus starts for Gila River Relocation Center, August 24, ... 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-756 [1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A young Nisei bids goodbye to his friends just before the bus starts for Gila River Relocation Center, August 24, ... 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-757 ark:/13030/ft1k40032k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Large crowd assembled to bid bon voyage to residents of Poston who left the project by bus and truck August 24, 1943, for the Rivers center, on the first lap of the journey to Japan via the Gripsholm, which sailed from an eastern seaport Sept. 1.
Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-758 ark:/13030/ft696nb2rb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Goodbye to Gripsholm voyageurs, en route to Japan, who left the project August 24, 1943.
Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-760 ark:/13030/ft409nb1vt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Large crowd assembled to bid bon voyage to residents of Poston who left the project by bus and truck August 24, 1943, for the Rivers center, on the first lap of the journey to Japan via the Gripsholm, which sailed from an eastern seaport Sept. 1.
Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-759 ark:/13030/ft409nb1vt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Showing a part of the crowd assembled to see the Gripsholm voyageurs off and the baggage trucks which carried their effects to Rivers, thence to an eastern seaport where they embarked Sept. 1, 1943.
Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-761 ark:/13030/ft2g5003mh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Back of post office at Poston--a branch office of the Phoenix post office--showing sacks of mail ready to be taken into the office and sorted for delivery. Four tons of Sears Roebuck catalogues arrived at this office during the week of August 24.
Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-763 ark:/13030/ft3g50047m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Back of post office at Poston—a branch office of the Phoenix post office—showing sacks of mail ready to be taken into the office and sorted for delivery. Four tons of Sears Roebuck catalogues arrived at this office during the week of August 24.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-764

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Last truck of the convoy carrying Gripsholm voyageurs to Rivers Relocation Center on the first lap of their journey to Japan, August 24, 1943, moves away from the departure station at Poston.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-765

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Occupants of the last bus in convoy get set for the trip to Rivers center on the first lap of their journey to Japan via Gripsholm.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-766

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Crowded to capacity, the large bus carrying Gripsholm voyageurs to Rivers center on the first lap of their journey to Japan, prepares to depart August 24, 1943.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-767

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Left to right: Mr. and Mrs. Tom Yanai of Poston, Tom Takamatsu and [illegible] Takamatsu of Manzanar, ready to board the Rivers-bound bus for first lap of trip to Japan via Gripsholm. Mr. amd Mrs. Yanai, however, returned to Poston.

Photographer: Brown, Pauline Bates
Poston, Arizona. 1943-08-24 WRA no. B-770

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
First row: Joe Nakai, James Takashima & Kenji Uyeno. Second row: Setsugo Sakamoto, Y. Kawasaki, Thomas Masuda, Associate Project Director ... 1943-09-01

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

First row (L to R): S. Sakamoto, Y. Kawasaki, Amy Inouye, May Taketaya, Mariko Harada, Miye Ichiki, James Takashima, and ... 1943-09-01 WRA no. B-772

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. A-854

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. Model of Camp No. 2, which was constructed [by] local craftsmen and on display at the agricultural exhibit. Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-855

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. A basketball game was held as part of the athletic events to commemorate the New Year. Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-857

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Charcoal making. Evacuee workers warm themselves by fires made from this charcoal on chilly mornings. Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-858

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. Model of proposed swimming pool. This model was built by evacuee craftsmen for display in the agricultural exhibit. Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-859

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New Year's Fair. Kitchen crew making pies, which were sold to appreciative customers in kitchen, near the fair area. Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-860
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume, Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>ARK URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| volume 3, section A | **New Year's Fair. Popcorn stand run by Girl Scouts.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-861 [link](ark:/13030/ft6g50060w)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-861            | ark:/13030/ft6g50060w |
| volume 3, section A | **New Year's Fair committee, including Wade Head, Director**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-862 [link](ark:/13030/ft4s2004wg)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-862            | ark:/13030/ft4s2004wg |
| volume 3, section A | **New Year's Fair. View of throngs which viewed home grown vegetables on display in the agricultural exhibit.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-863 [link](ark:/13030/ft0r29n5n7)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-863            | ark:/13030/ft0r29n5n7 |
| volume 3, section A | **Wade Head, Project Director.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-864 [link](ark:/13030/ft1n39n6nc)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-864            | ark:/13030/ft1n39n6nc |
| volume 3, section A | **New Year's Fair. Part of a large crowd which witnessed a basketball game found ringside seats on a recreation hall next door.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-865 [link](ark:/13030/ft2r29n7j8)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-865            | ark:/13030/ft2r29n7j8 |
| volume 3, section A | **Adobe factory. A woman worker placing mortar in adobe form.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-866 [link](ark:/13030/ft1k400333)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-03       | A-866            | ark:/13030/ft1k400333 |
| volume 3, section A | **New Year's Fair. Model of camp 2, prepared for agricultural exhibit [by] evacuee craftsmen.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-867 [link](ark:/13030/ft0000025z)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-867            | ark:/13030/ft0000025z |
| volume 3, section A | **New Year's Fair. A kitchen in the fair area served pie and tea to visitors to this New Year event.**  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. A-868 [link](ark:/13030/ft0p3002c3)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | Stewart, Francis          | Poston, Arizona            | 1943-01-02       | A-868            | ark:/13030/ft0p3002c3 |
Adobe factory. Mixing mud and straw in a concrete mixer.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-869 ark:/13030/ft609nb2pb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Adobe factory. Women workers carrying adobe frames to the mixing tables.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-870 ark:/13030/ft058001t2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Adobe factory. Women workers scraping mortar into adobe frames.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-871 ark:/13030/ft1m3n99rp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Adobe factory. Wheeling adobe bricks from stand to drying racks in the [sun?].
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-872 ark:/13030/ft6199n94p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Adobe factory. Mixing mud and straw in a concrete mixer.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-03 WRA no. A-873 ark:/13030/ft109n994f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yukiyasu Uyeoka, soldier of the United States army, stands before the Poston Relocation Center's service flag as one of the ... 1943-11 WRA no. B-984 ark:/13030/ft8c60087f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Site No. 1. Unloading lumber with bulldozer in the construction of barracks for evacuees of Japanese ancestry who will spend the duration in War Relocation Authority centers.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-04-30 WRA no. -104 ark:/13030/ft238nb0sb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are filling their ticks with straw for mattresses upon arrival at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Clark, Fred
Poston, Arizona. 1942-05-21 WRA no. -144 ark:/13030/ft1r29n6x5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 1: Colorado River Relocation Center (Poston, Arizona) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

volume 78, section A

Landscaping done by evacuee residents of Camp No. 1.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1942-12-31 WRA no. -804 ark:/13030/ft1z09n6h8  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

Shoe Repair Shop at Camp No. 1.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-04 WRA no. -827 ark:/13030/ft2c6003nc  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

New Year's Fair. A basketball game was held as part of the athletic events to commemorate the New Year.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Poston, Arizona. 1943-01-02 WRA no. -856 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2bq  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 2: Gila River Relocation Center (Rivers, Arizona) 1942-1944. (1942-43)

Physical Description:  
Extent: Volumes 4-5, 78, 81, 82, 83.  
Extent: 137 photographs.  
Content/Description  
Photographers: (111), unidentified (26)

volume 4, section A

Group picture of a class with the instructor at the blackboard giving lecture on dehydration.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-447 ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3mq  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 4, section A

Students preparing carrots for dehydration. Carrots are peeled, sliced cross-wise, washed, and then steamed before the drying process is started.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-448 ark:/13030/ft8w10085p  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 4, section A

Student Mary Sakai, former resident of Stockton, California, is shown putting sliced carrots in a double boiler in preparation for the drying process.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-449 ark:/13030/ft0s2002cr  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 4, section A

Student Mary Sakai, former resident of Stockton, California, is shown putting sliced carrots in a double boiler in preparation for the drying process.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-450 ark:/13030/ft2f59n73k  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 2: Gila River Relocation Center (Rivers, Arizona) 1942-1944. (1942-43)

**volume 4, section A**

Mary Sakai demonstrating the loss in volume of vegetables after dehydration.
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

*Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23* WRA no. B-452 [ark:/13030/ft3h4nb13d]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Mary Sakai in the pantry store room, showing the storage method.
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

*Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23* WRA no. B-453 [ark:/13030/ft0x0n991g]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

S. Hanasaki, former vegetable seed specialist from San Jose, California, where he owned his own business and sold under the ... *1943-04-24* WRA no. B-454 [ark:/13030/ft087001x8]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

S. Hanasaki, former vegetable seed specialist from San Jose, California, where he owned his own business and sold under the ... *1943-04-24* WRA no. B-455 [ark:/13030/ft2t1nb0qw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Unloading Nappa plants onto canvas to finish drying, prior to threshing for their seeds.
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

*Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24* WRA no. B-457 [ark:/13030/ft1q2n99rb]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Threshing green eating peas for seed. Eleven acres of peas are grown here for their seed, and yield 10 to 12 sacks per acre. This is an extremely high yield.
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

*Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24* WRA no. B-458 [ark:/13030/ft2b69n6vt]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

U. Shine, former vineyard farmer from Kingsburg, California, is shown here loading Nappa plants, which will be threshed for seed.
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

*Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24* WRA no. B-459 [ark:/13030/ft9n39p2c7]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Loading Nappa plants onto a truck to be taken to drying racks prior to threshing for seeds.
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

*Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24* WRA no. B-460 [ark:/13030/ft8c60088z]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A view of cauliflower, which is being grown for its seed. Most cauliflower seed came from Denmark, but since the ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-461 [ark://13030/ft300003sp

Fred K. Fujii, former owner and operator of the Fuji Nursery Co., of Berkeley, California, where he has had 20 ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-462 [ark://13030/ft7870076q

Fred K. Fujii, former owner and operator of the Fuji Nursery Co., of Berkeley, California, where he has had 20 ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-463 [ark://13030/ft4g5005fh

Itaro Nakata, former operator of an experimental nursery in Tracy, California, is shown with some choice specimens of Larkspurs grown ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-464 [ark://13030/ft6j49n9hn

Paul S. Goya, former nurseryman from Sierra Madre, California, now in charge of all flowers grown in the nursery here, shown with a bed of prize summer sweet peas. He had been in the cut flower business in Sierra Madre since 1921. Photographer: Stewart, Francis Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-465 [ark://13030/ft1t1nb017

A sign at the flower nursery, where much experimentation is being done to develop strains of flowers which will thrive in hot dry climates. Photographer: Stewart, Francis Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-466 [ark://13030/ft6p30072q

George Nagamatsu, a farmer with 15 years' experience and former resident of Santa Ana, California, is shown with two month old tomato plants. These plants are ready for transplanting. George's family owned and operated a 300 acre farm at Santa Ana. Photographer: Stewart, Francis Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-467 [ark://13030/ft5q2nb2f0

Kelly Ishimoto, former farmer from Del Rey, California, waters two months old bell pepper plants, which will soon be ready for transplanting on the farm here. Kelly is a farmer with 20 years experience in truck vegetables, and owned a 38 acre farm at Del Rey. Photographer: Stewart, Francis Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-468 [ark://13030/ft6h4nb3dz
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, accompanied by Dillon Myer, National Director of the War Relocation Authority, visits the Gila Relocation Center, where they were greeted by crowds of enthusiastic evacuees. 

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-469 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb55j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mrs. Yamatoto, former P.T.A. president from San Francisco, and now head of the Canal Women’s Club, presents Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt with a bouquet of flowers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-471 ark:/13030/ft9k4008tv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Representatives of Councils greet Mrs. Roosevelt.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-23 WRA no. B-472 ark:/13030/ft7g5006zp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

George Takemoto, former resident of Ventura County, California, now evacuee instructor at the dairy farm school, is shown preparing a ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-474 ark:/13030/ft9489p1g1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

George Takemoto, former resident of Ventura County, California, now evacuee instructor at the dairy farm school, is shown milking a ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-475 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5fh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

George Takemoto, former resident of Ventura County, California, now evacuee instructor at the dairy farm school, is shown milking a ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-476 ark:/13030/ft6779n9qs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

A view of students milking at the dairy farm school. Students are taught milking and the care of cows in order to prepare them for jobs on the outside of the center. 

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-477 ark:/13030/ft2f59n743

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

S. Ishimoto, former resident of El Centro, California, is shown at the dairy farm school here. He will be the milk barn foreman as soon as it has been completed, but now is helping to train evacuee students. At El Centro, he owned and operated a 200 cow dairy. 

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-478 ark:/13030/ft2b69n6wb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
S. Ishimoto, former resident of El Centro, California, is shown at the dairy farm school here. He will be the milk barn foreman as soon as it has been completed, but now is helping to train evacuee students. At El Centro, he owned and operated a 200 cow dairy.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-479 [ark:/13030/ft4d5nb25k]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Y. T. Sakoda, former vegetable worker from Guadalupe, California, is now enrolled in the dairy school, here. He is shown feeding calves.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1943-04-24 WRA no. B-480 [ark:/13030/ft6s20065f]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers are here harvesting Daikon, a large radish like vegetable which is a great delicacy among the Japanese people. ...

1942-11-25 WRA no. D-617 [ark:/13030/ft796nb3k]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Momayo Yamamoto, formerly a farm worker in Fresno County, California. At present, he [i.e., she] is a farm worker. Momayo Yamamoto in the spinach harvesting field at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-617 [ark:/13030/ft8199p15d]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Momayo Yamamoto in the spinach harvesting field at this relocation center. Present occupation: farm worker. Former occupation: farm worker. Former residence: Fresno County, California.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 11/25/42 WRA no. D-620A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. D-620

Momayo Yamamoto in the spinach harvesting field at this relocation center. Present occupation: farm worker. Former occupation: farm worker. Former residence: Fresno County, California.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-621 ark:/13030/ft9p30087q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers harvesting spinach at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-622 ark:/13030/ft2z09n79z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers are here shown harvesting cucumbers in the fields at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-623 ark:/13030/ft4489n7w4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers harvesting cucumbers at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-624 ark:/13030/ft0v19n66n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee agricultural workers are here shown on their way to work in the fields in the morning.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-625 ark:/13030/ft2n39n6qq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Participants of Japanese ancestry who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-626 ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0cr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Some of the spectators who witnessed the Harvest Festival Parade held at the Gila River Center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-627 ark:/13030/ft458005d1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
**volume 4, section A**

A few of the spectators who witnessed the Harvest Festival Parade held at this center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-628  🌐 ark:/13030/ft496nb1sr

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

One of the floats in the Harvest Festival Parade which was held at this center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-629  🌐 ark:/13030/ft8f59p1h6

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Two of the evacuees carrying the J.A.C.L. banner in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-630  🌐 ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0c3

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

A few of the evacuees who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade held at the Gila River center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-632  🌐 ark:/13030/ft5j49n976

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Evacuee participants who marched in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-633  🌐 ark:/13030/ft6c6005t5

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

A group of V...- girls who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade at the Gila River Center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-634  🌐 ark:/13030/ft52900594

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

A view of some of the school children who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade at the Gila River Center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-635  🌐 ark:/13030/ft5g2nb2qh

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 4, section A**

Pretty evacuee girls rode in this float in the Harvest Festival Parade which was held at this center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-636  🌐 ark:/13030/ft4b69n88m
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The Buddhist Church at camp two at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-27 WRA no. D-647
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A line of evacuees waiting for lunch at one of the mess halls.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-649
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunrise services (Christian) which were held at this center Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-650
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunrise services (Christian) which were held at this center Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-652
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunrise services (Christian), which were held at this center Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-653
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunrise services (Christian) were held at this center Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-655
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Rivers Nurseries, a hot house owned by Nakata and Son. Some blossoms, never before shown, are grown at this hot house.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-656
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Irrigating winter pasture this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-657
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Irrigating winter pasture this relocation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Momoyo Yamamoto, formerly from Fresno, California, shown here topping a large Daikon, a large radish like vegetable which is a ... 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-659  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kindergarten and nursery children having a grand time on the see-saw.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-10-25 WRA no. B-989  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sgt . Kazuo Komoto, veteran of Guadalcanal and New Georgia, shows his medal, the Purple Heart, to his younger brother, Susumu, while visiting his parents at the Gila River Relocation Center near Phoenix, Arizona.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-10-31 WRA no. B-992  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Girl Scouts of Rivers also participated in the Armistice Day Parade.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-253  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Many organizations are represented in the Rivers Armistice Day Parade.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-254  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of view of Butte camp looking towards block 59-72-74 and hospital in far distance.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-12-14 WRA no. G-444  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

South front view of Canal Auditorium under construction.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-01-17 WRA no. G-445  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Canal Staff Housing Quarters.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-03-22 WRA no. G-584  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 5, section A  

**Butte Nursery and Kindergarten children's snack hour.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-03-24 WRA no. G-585 [link] ark:/13030/ft2p3003z0  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Side view of Butte Administration Building.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-04-05 WRA no. G-586 [link] ark:/13030/ft5w1005vn  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Servicemen's Monument.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-04-10 WRA no. G-587 [link] ark:/13030/ft800007k2  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**The Teraura Family. The only two sons left with the second group of inductees for Camp Shelby, June 7, 1944.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-06 WRA no. G-613 [link] ark:/13030/ftx0nb5mk  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Farm work.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-06 WRA no. G-614 [link] ark:/13030/ft8v19p1rf  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Pvt. Joe Watanabe and his family. Pvt. Watanabe left with the first group of inductees for Camp Blanding, Florida, May 1[?], 1944.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-05 WRA no. G-615 [link] ark:/13030/ft7c6006xh  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Canal view.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-06 WRA no. G-616 [link] ark:/13030/ft3p3004aj  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Canal view.**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-06 WRA no. G-617 [link] ark:/13030/ftk4008vc  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**Evacuee farmers are here harvesting Daikon, a large radish like vegetable which is a great delicacy among the Japanese people. ... 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-661 [link] ark:/13030/ft9t1nb598**  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  

**A rousing game of football was played at this center between the Vandals and the Leather Necks on Thanksgiving day. The Vandals won 18 to 6. Photographer: Stewart, Francis**  
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-663 [link] ark:/13030/ft0z09n6hz  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 5, section A

A general view of the Community Activities Office. Here evacuees are preparing for the Harvest Festival to be held November 26, 1942--Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-667  ark:/13030/ft7n39p0kr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

Two of the residents at this relocation center who participated in the wrestling tournament Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-668  ark:/13030/ft409nb1wb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

The wrestling tournament held at this center on Thanksgiving day was witnessed by a large crowd of residents.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-670  ark:/13030/ft1d5n999n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

Two of the evacuees who participated in the wrestling tournament held at this center Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-671  ark:/13030/ft9n39p2dr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

A wrestling tournament was held by the evacuees Thanksgiving day at this center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-672  ark:/13030/ft8q2nb58s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

Dave Rogers, Chief of the Agricultural Production Division at Camp #2, crowns Hideko Maeyama Harvest Festival Queen at the Gila Center on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-673  ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2h1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

A view at a dance given to celebrate the Harvest Festival at Camp #2, which was held on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-675  ark:/13030/ft458005fj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A

A view at a dance given to celebrate the Harvest Festival, which was held on Thanksgiving day at Camp #2.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-676  ark:/13030/ft500005pg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A view at a dance given at Camp #2 to celebrate the Harvest Festival, which was held at this camp on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-677  ark:/13030/ft4t1nb1rh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hideko Maeyama. Harvest Festival Queen at Camp #2. This festival was held on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-678  ark:/13030/ft5489n8wx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-680  ark:/13030/ft6g50061d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three evacuees playing the age old Japanese game of Go in the recreation room at this center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-681  ark:/13030/ft7c6006z1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view at a dance given at Camp #2 to celebrate the Harvest Festival which was held at this camp on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-682  ark:/13030/ft1k40034m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dave Rogers, after crowning Hido [Hideko] Maeyama from Camp #2 Harvest Festival Queen, dances with her.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-683  ark:/13030/ft1p30035s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Harvest Festival Queens at Camp #1. This festival was held on Thanksgiving day. (L to R:) Irene Takayama; Peggy Tagami; Chiyi Sekino, Queen; Claire Fujishige; Janet Miura.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-685  ark:/13030/ft4n39n8h6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of volunteer workers setting plants in a box for further growth in a greenhouse at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-686  ark:/13030/ft1d5n99b5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Watering chrysanthemum plants in Nakata and Son hot house. Many rare and patented flowers have been developed by this firm. Some of the blooms shown in this picture have never been shown before.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-687  ark:/13030/ft0m3n9963

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-688  ark:/13030/ft409nb1xv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view at a dance given at Camp #2 to celebrate the Harvest Festival, which was held at this camp on Thanksgiving day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-690  ark:/13030/ft8m3nb4wz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jimmy Dotemoto. Watering Chrysanthemum plants in Nakata and Son hot house. Many rare and patented flowers have been developed by this firm. Some of the blooms shown in this picture have never been shown before.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-25 WRA no. D-691  ark:/13030/ft6t1nb3j0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A panorama of the Northwest section of Camp #2 at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-27 WRA no. D-693
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An evacuee of Japanese ancestry contemplates a move in the age-old Japanese game of Go.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-702
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A large crowd was in attendance at the Harvest Festival held at the Gila Center on Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-704
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of part of the crowd witnessing the Harvest Festival which was held at the Gila Center on Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-705
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the barracks which was used as an exhibit room at the Harvest Festival on Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-706
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the large crowd which attended the Harvest Festival at the Gila Project which was held on Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-707
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view at a dance given at Camp #2 to celebrate the Harvest Festival, which was held at this camp on Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-708
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the posters at the Gila project, where a Harvest Festival was held on Thanksgiving day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-710
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A partial view of the large crowd in attendance at the Harvest Festival held at the Gila River center Thanksgiving day.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-711  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the large crowd that witnessed the Harvest Festival at the Gila River Center Thanksgiving day.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-713  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of part of the crowd that witnessed the Harvest festival at this center Thanksgiving day.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-714  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A few of the spectators who witnessed the Harvest festival held at this center Thanksgiving day.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. D-715  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Girl Scouts Drum and Bugle Corp. participate in the 4th of July parade.  
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-07-04 WRA no. G-717  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

S. Hanasaki, former vegetable seed specialist from San Jose, California, where he owned his own business and sold under the ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. -456  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, accompanied by Dillon Myer, National Director of the War Relocation Authority, visit the Gila Relocation Center, where they were greeted by crowds of enthusiastic evacuees.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-01-23 WRA no. -470  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunrise services (Christian) were held Thanksgiving Day at this center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Rivers, Arizona. 1942-11-26 WRA no. -654  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Kindergarten class in Canal.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-10-25 WRA no. -991
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scouts participate in the program and ceremony during the Girls' League Convention which was held in Rivers on April 15 with 150 delegates from ten outside Arizona High Schools.
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-04-15 WRA no. -401
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scouts participate in the program and ceremony during the Girls' League Convention which was held in Rivers on April 15 with 150 delegates from ten outside Arizona High Schools.
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-04-15 WRA no. -405
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scouts participate in the program and ceremony during the Girls' League Convention which was held in Rivers on April 15 with 150 delegates from ten outside Arizona High Schools.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scouts participate in the farewell ceremony for inductees who are leaving for active service in the Armed Forces.
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-05-18 WRA no. -504
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As one scout sounds the bugle call, others stand at attention while the flag is lowered at the Servicemen's Monument atop a hill which overlooks the camp.
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-05-25 WRA no. -505
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scouts participate in the farewell ceremony for inductees who are leaving for active service in the Armed Forces.
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-05-18 WRA no. -505
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scouts participate in the farewell ceremony for inductees who are leaving for active service in the Armed Forces.
Rivers, Arizona. 1944-05-18 WRA no. -506
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
As one scout sounds the bugle call, others stand at attention while the flag is lowered at the Servicemen’s Monument atop a hill which overlooks the camp. Rivers, Arizona. 1944-05-25 WRA no. -506 ark:/13030/ft7s2007ng

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Boy scouts attend to the ceremony of lowering the flag at the Servicemen’s Monument when the Ministerial Alliance of camp ... 1944-05-25 WRA no. -507 ark:/13030/ft1g5003ck

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

M. Funita is pictured feeding the cows at the dairy farm school. He works days on the hog farm, and ... 1943-04-24 WRA no. -473 ark:/13030/ft0s2002d8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chic Yamaguchi, former farm worker from Kingsburg, California, is shown turning a section of one of the model ships on ... 1943-04-27 WRA no. -484 ark:/13030/ft9v19p1wt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers are here harvesting Daikon, a large radish like vegetable which is a great delicacy among the Japanese people. ... 1942-11-25 WRA no. -660 ark:/13030/ft767nb3cs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Akira Sameshima, student body president, presenting athletic awards. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-23 WRA no. B-578 ark:/13030/ft8d5nb47t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of evacuee children playing. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-23 WRA no. B-579 ark:/13030/ft338nb107

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school assembly showing flag-raising ceremony. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-23 WRA no. B-580 ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3dm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer: McClelland, Joe Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-23</th>
<th>WRA no. B-581</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boy Scouts at flag-raising ceremony.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school students at outdoor assembly.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amache high school national honor society members.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school girls' glee club.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school band marching.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture of this center’s air-raid alert, which took place May 23.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture of this center’s air-raid alert, which took place May 23.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture of this center’s air-raid alert, which took place May 23.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture of this center’s air-raid alert, which took place May 23.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Harvesting the first spinach from the project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-599 ark:/13030/ft0q2n9957
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jitsumi Abe, unit supervisor, and John N. Spencer, Chief of the Granada Farm Division.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-600 ark:/13030/ft600006fw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cattle on pasture, XY Ranch, project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-601 ark:/13030/ft7870078h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cattle on pasture, XY Ranch, project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-602 ark:/13030/ft2f59n75m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fourth grade children weeding their victory garden.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-603 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb0p2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fourth grade girl--Diane Wallace--weeding the school victory garden.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-604 ark:/13030/ft5s20062k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-605 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3p2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chicken pens, project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-606 ark:/13030/ft596nb28s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees are staging a Boy Scout Memorial Day Service on May 30.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-30 WRA no. B-608 ark:/13030/ft8870078t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuees staging a Boy Scout Memorial Day Service on May 30.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-30 WRA no. B-609  ark:/13030/ft267nb087
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of little pigs on project hog farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-29 WRA no. B-612  ark:/13030/ft7n39p0m8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of hog pens on project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-29 WRA no. B-613  ark:/13030/ft0j49n5hv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An evacuee cutting hay on project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-29 WRA no. B-614  ark:/13030/ft6489n9n3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A scene from the Boy Scout Memorial Day Parade, which was held at this center on May 30.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-30 WRA no. B-616  ark:/13030/ft0000026g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A scene from the Boy Scout Memorial Day Parade, which was held at this center on May 30.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-30 WRA no. B-617  ark:/13030/ft2q2nb091
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A scene from the Boy Scout Memorial Day Parade, which was held at this center on May 30.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-30 WRA no. B-618  ark:/13030/ft2p300400
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A scene from the Boy Scout Memorial Day Parade, which was held at this center on May 30.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-30 WRA no. B-619  ark:/13030/ft7199p064
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hay operations on the project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-17 WRA no. B-620  ark:/13030/ft3k4004cb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee barracks showing gardens and trees.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-623  ark:/13030/ft1r29n6zp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school commencement.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-24 WRA no. B-625  ark:/13030/ft6b69n9hb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school commencement.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-24 WRA no. B-627  ark:/13030/ft5d5nb2dh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Flood control structure on the Manvell Ditch.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-28 WRA no. B-631  ark:/13030/ft0s2002fs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Flood control structure on the Manvell Ditch.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-28 WRA no. B-632  ark:/13030/ft4199n853
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache Community Council.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-28 WRA no. B-633  ark:/13030/ft900008nw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache Community Council.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-28 WRA no. B-634  ark:/13030/ft038n98q3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 5, section A  
**Coal on storage slab.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-635  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Sewage disposal plant ponds.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-636  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Miss Marion Konishi, who made the commencement speech at the Granada Relocation Center High School.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-14 WRA no. B-657  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Miss Marion Konishi, who made the commencement speech at the Granada Relocation Center High School.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-14 WRA no. B-658  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Cattle on the XY Ranch, Granada Farm, showing the center in the background.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-12 WRA no. B-659  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Flood damage to G Street.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-662  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Flood damage to G Street.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-663  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 5, section A  
**Flood damage to G Street.**  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-664  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
<th>Amache Police Station.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographer: McClelland, Joe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-665</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
<th>Community store under construction damaged by storm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographer: McClelland, Joe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
<th>G Street damage at 10th Street.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographer: McClelland, Joe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
<th>Block 11E showing course of flood water.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographer: McClelland, Joe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. B-668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
<th>9E Block after flood.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographer: McClelland, Joe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-10 WRA no. B-669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 5, Section A</th>
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Carnival shots taken at night.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-10 WRA no. B-682
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Carnival shots taken at night.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-10 WRA no. B-683
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Carnival shots taken at night.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-10 WRA no. B-684
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These barrels, located in back of the warehouse, are used by the mess division in preparing pickled lettuce, cabbage, etc., for winter use.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08-09 WRA no. B-727
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of the Amache dental staff.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-732
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Interior of dental clinic.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-735
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache High School model airplane display.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-736
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache High School model airplane display.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-737
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Amache High School model airplane display.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-738 ark:/13030/ft4v19n8nk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

All available trucks were made ready for transporting evacuees from Tule Lake arriving at Granada.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-788 ark:/13030/ft0c600293
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The train of Tule Lake evacuees as it arrived in Granada.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-789 ark:/13030/ft9s2008r4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Train from Tule Lake as it arrived in Granada Wednesday, September 15, at 6 p.m.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-790 ark:/13030/ft0s2002g9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees from Tule Lake getting off the train.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-791 ark:/13030/ft3k4004dv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees from Tule Lake being loaded on trucks to be transported to Amache from the Granada railway station.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-792 ark:/13030/ft300003t6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Registration table for the new residents from Tule.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-793 ark:/13030/ft8w100866
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Doctor's examinations were given the new arrivals from Tule Lake before registration.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-794 ark:/13030/ft4w1005bk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Registration table for new arrivals from Tule Lake.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-796 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3gk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache Boy Scouts assist with the baggage.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-797 ark:/13030/ft5x0nb2vh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Close-up of registration procedure.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-798 ark:/13030/ft7j49p0rp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache residents watch for friends from Tule Lake.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-799 ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1fw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Baggage from Tule Lake.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-800 ark:/13030/ft6n39n9w0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Coal loading machine in operation at Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-801 ark:/13030/ft9k4008ww
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Coal loading machine in operation at Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-802 ark:/13030/ft4t1nb1tj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Loading Tule Lake-bound baggage.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-803 ark:/13030/ft8v19p1sz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees going out on leave getting train information at Granada Santa Fe railroad station.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-804 ark:/13030/ft9b69p26p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 6, section A

The baggage-car kitchen on the train, Trip #2.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-805  ark:/13030/ft587005nm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 6, section A

The baggage-car diner on the train, Trip #2.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-806  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb02r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 6, section A

Looking into kitchen from diner, Trip #2.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-807  ark:/13030/ft7j49p0s6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 6, section A

Granada evacuee crew cleaning coach preparing coach for return trip to Tule Lake (Trip #2).
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-808  ark:/13030/ft229003ds
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volume 6, section A

(Tokio Express). We don’t know who did it!
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-809  ark:/13030/ft7g50070p
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Loading Tule Lake-bound evacuees from Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-810  ark:/13030/ft296nb07c
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volume 6, section A

Tule Lake-bound evacuees from Granada are shown at the Granada depot.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 9/16/43 WRA no. B-811  ark:/13030/ft9r29p1xp
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Tule Lake-bound evacuees from Granada are shown at the Granada depot.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-812  ark:/13030/ft3w1004c9
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Tule Lake-bound evacuees from Granada are shown at the Granada depot.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-813  ark:/13030/ft9q2nb562
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Tule Lake-bound evacuees from Granada are shown at the Granada depot.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-814 🌐 ark:/13030/ft0m3n999n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Boarding the Tule Lake-bound train from Granada.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-815 🌐 ark:/13030/ft8c60089g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake-bound evacuees bid farewell to Amache friends.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-816 🌐 ark:/13030/ft71t4nb4dq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Boarding a Tule Lake-bound train.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-16 WRA no. B-817 🌐 ark:/13030/ft629006dq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Flower displays at the Amache Agricultural Fair, 9/11 to 9/12/43.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-818 🌐 ark:/13030/ft1f59n69w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Trayscape and flower display at the Amache Agricultural Fair held September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-819 🌐 ark:/13030/ft6489n9pm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Woodcarving exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair, held September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-820 🌐 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3r3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Display of flower and vegetable arrangement at the Amache Agricultural Fair
September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-821 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5w1005w5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Melons and pumpkins shown at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12  WRA no. B-822  ark:/13030/ft1199n614
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Vegetable crop display, Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12  WRA no. B-823  ark:/13030/ft600006hx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Display of vegetables grown in the center victory gardens near barracks buildings,
Amache Agricultural fair, September 11 & 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11  WRA no. B-824  ark:/13030/ft9c6008kx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Potatoes produced on the Amache farm exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair,
September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12  WRA no. B-825  ark:/13030/ft109n995z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the crowd of 2,000 people, evacuees and outsiders, who witnessed a baseball
game Sunday, September 12, 1943, between the Prowers County all-star team and
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12  WRA no. B-826  ark:/13030/ft0d5n98n1
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Part of the crowd of 2,000 people, evacuees and outsiders, who witnessed a baseball
game Sunday, September 12, 1943, between the Prowers County all-star team and
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12  WRA no. B-828  ark:/13030/ft2w1003t7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Potatoes produced on the Amache farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09  WRA no. B-829  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb038
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the potato crop produced on the Amache farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09  WRA no. B-830  ark:/13030/ft2489n6z2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Amache farm cattle on one of the pastures.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-832

Part of the cattle herd on the Amache farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-833

Cutting corn on the Amache farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-834

Butting corn on the Amache farm. The fodder was stored in trench silos.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-835

One of the two trench silos on the Amache farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-836

Filling one of the two trench silos at the Amache farm with corn ensilage.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-837

Packing down corn ensilage in one of the two trench silos on the Amache farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09 WRA no. B-839

First-prize-winning booth put up by the Amache Vocational Agricultural Boys, Amache Agricultural fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-840
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Display of vegetable crops grown on the Amache farm at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-851 ark:/13030/ft6b69n9jv
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Amache Agricultural Fair exhibit, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-852 ark:/13030/ft396nb12k
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Exhibit of reptiles at the Amache Agricultural Fair held September 11 and 12. Many species of snakes, all of which were caught by the exhibitor, Frank Mukaida, near the Granada Relocation Center, are shown.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-853 ark:/13030/ft200003c5
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Exhibit of potatoes produced on the Amache farm, Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-854 ark:/13030/ft38700416
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Vegetable crops exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-855 ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5h2
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache elementary school victory garden exhibit, Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-856 ark:/13030/ft7s2007p0
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Amache elementary school victory garden exhibit, Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-857 ark:/13030/ft4c6005gc
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Vegetable crops exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-858 ark:/13030/ft3f59n7h3
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<td>Melon crops exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.</td>
<td>McClelland, Joe</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado</td>
<td>1943-09-01</td>
<td>B-866</td>
<td>ark://13030/ft9r29p1z6</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Second-prize-winning farm-unit display at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.</td>
<td>McClelland, Joe</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado</td>
<td>1943-09-12</td>
<td>B-867</td>
<td>ark://13030/ft1s2003g3</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Vegetable crops produced on the Amache farm as exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.</td>
<td>McClelland, Joe</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado</td>
<td>1943-09-12</td>
<td>B-868</td>
<td>ark://13030/ft6k4006mv</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amache farm crops exhibited at Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-869 📚 ark:/13030/ft5s200633
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Third-prize-winning booth, Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. B-870 📚 ark:/13030/ft0489n5k8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Onions and radishes (left) exhibited at the Amache Agricultural Fair, September 11 and 12.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-11 WRA no. B-871 📚 ark:/13030/ft1q2n99sv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Unloading hand baggage.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-872 📚 ark:/13030/ft8d5nb48b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A couple of youngsters looking out the train window.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-873 📚 ark:/13030/ft3199n72r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Unloading from the train into trucks.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-874 📚 ark:/13030/ft7r29p0r0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Views of the train from Tule.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-875 📚 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb54q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Views of the train from Tule.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-876 📚 ark:/13030/ft4k4004p9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Views of the train from Tule.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-877 📚 ark:/13030/ft4p3005ft
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Welcome Tuleans sign.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-878  ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0bj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Unloading from trucks for registration at the high school auditorium.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-879  ark:/13030/ft2c6003qd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Check baggage was unloaded near the high school auditorium.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-880  ark:/13030/ft4r29n94n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache residents turn out to welcome the Tuleans.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-881  ark:/13030/ft1f59n6bd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guides directed Tuleans to their new homes.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-882  ark:/13030/ft909nb4t9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A family group of Tuleans being shown to their new living quarters.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-883  ark:/13030/ft7x0nb447
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toshio Ninomiya, left, assisted with registration and Tomoo Ogita, right, at the microphone giving instructions to new residents.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-884  ark:/13030/ft2w1003vr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Check baggage was sorted alphabetically by family name.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-885  ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0dm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 6, section A

Tuleans locating their baggage.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-886  ark:/13030/ft596nb299
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 6, section A

View of baggage piles.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-887  ark:/13030/ft3q50049n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 6, section A

Tulean freight with checked baggage in the background.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-888  ark:/13030/ft5j49n98q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 7, section A

Overlooking the Amache Relocation Center, near Granada, Colorado. In the foreground is a typical barracks unit consisting of 12 six room apartment barracks buildings, a recreation hall, laundry and bathrooms, and the mess hall.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-415  ark:/13030/ft6q2nb323
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 7, section A

A young worker of Japanese ancestry grinding eye glasses in the optometry clinic at the Amache Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-416  ark:/13030/ft3b69n779
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 7, section A

The Ninomiya family in their barracks room at the Amache Center. The mother's handiwork is preparing drapes, fashionable furniture out ...
1942-12-09 WRA no. E-418  ark:/13030/ft7f59p0jx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 7, section A

In a block laundry at the Amache Relocation Center, a group of 13 to 16 year old boys meet to organize a Hi Y club. The names are (extreme left), Tad Mukaihata, advisor, (standing right) Masao Yusaki, newly elected president.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-419  ark:/13030/ft796nb3nk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 7, section A

In one of the two hospital operating rooms at the center, Dr. Gerald A. Duffy, resident physician, assisted by chief resident Japanese physician, Dr. S. Yamada, performs an emergency appendectomy.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-420  ark:/13030/ft3p3004h2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
As a part of their commercial courses, the high school students operate a cooperative store which carries the normal school requirements. Here students are purchasing notebooks, pens and supplies in the student operated store.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-421

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Milk and graham crackers being served to nursery school children in a block recreation hall. The nursery teacher is Mrs. Sumi Kashiwagi.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-422

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school class in commercial arts, using a student as a model for sketching fashion figures. Art classes in the Junior High School and adult sections carry a crowded quota of students.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-423

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The young son of Howard and Mrs. Uno. On the day this picture was made, his father, Howard Uno, enlisted in the U.S. Army.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-425

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On a quiet Sunday afternoon at the Amache Center, the day is calm and the warm December sun invites center residents from their barracks homes.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-13 WRA no. E-427

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In an adult still life art class, Tokio Ueyama gives a few pointers to one of the students.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-429

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunday afternoon and the three girls who occupy this barracks room relax. The furniture, the book niches, flower pot and print mats are all made by the girls from scrap lumber and scrap pieces of wall board.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-13 WRA no. E-432

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sunday afternoon and the three girls who occupy this barracks room relax. The furniture, the book niches, flower pot and print mats are all made by the girls from scrap lumber and scrap pieces of wall board.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-13 WRA no. E-433 ark:/13030/ft987008jr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Ninomiya family in their barracks room at the Amache Center. The mother's handiwork in preparing drapes, fashioning furniture out ... 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-434 ark:/13030/ft438nb1qs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The magazine counter at one of the cooperative stores in the Amache Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-435 ark:/13030/ft9f59p23s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two adult women and a small girl occupy this barracks room at the Amache Center. All the furniture, shelves and the dressing table were made by the girls from scrap lumber picked up from the contractors' scrap pile.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-436 ark:/13030/ft096n98vg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young Nisei girl purchases Christmas wrappings in the cooperative notion store.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-439 ark:/13030/ft7n39p0ns

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A magazine and newsstand in the cooperative canteen.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-440 ark:/13030/ft8n39p1bx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With makeshift equipment and arrangements, the cooperative beauty salon does a rushing business.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-445 ark:/13030/ft667nb319

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With a total of three chairs, the cooperative barber shop does a brisk business every day of the week.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-446 ark:/13030/ft4870058m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
With a total of three chairs, the cooperative barber shop does a brisk business every
day of the week.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-447 ark:/13030/ft167n99vm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With makeshift equipment and arrangements, the cooperative beauty salon does a
rushing business.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-448 ark:/13030/ft4f59n8hw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With makeshift equipment and arrangements, the cooperative beauty salon does a
rushing business.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-449 ark:/13030/ft096n98w0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Interior of the cooperative canteen on a Saturday afternoon.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-451 ark:/13030/ft9w1008mq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An adult education class in fine needlework. The teacher, Mrs. A. Okuda.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-452 ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2d4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Drama instructor, Derlan, coaches three drama students in preparing for the
presentation of 3 one act plays, as the first presentation of their adult education
Little Theatre Group.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-453 ark:/13030/ft9w1008n7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An adult education class in pattern drafting. The teacher (right) is Miss Okimoto.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-454 ark:/13030/ft7p300721
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of the Little Theatre Group, under the direction of instructor Derlan (right),
prepare their ticket selling campaign for their first play presentation.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-456 ark:/13030/ft2c6003rx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A choral group of 200 volunteer voices practicing for a Christmas Carol and program. The group will, on Christmas Eve, ... 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-458  ark:/13030/ft0m3n99cp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An adult education drama group, practicing for the presentation of their first play. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-460  ark:/13030/ft6199n956
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the adult class in fine needle work, this center resident makes an embroidered wall hanging. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-461  ark:/13030/ft1w1003c6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In an adult crafts class, these students unravel used onion sacks and wrap the ravelings around glass bottles to make flower pots. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-462  ark:/13030/ft7z09p0kq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three members of an adult crocheting class. The instructor (center) teaches students to crochet everything from doilies to lapel trinkets and flower pot covers. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-463  ark:/13030/ft5f59n8xd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Junior high school students at their first social hour cut loose with a bit of rug cutting. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-465  ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3sm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Junior high school students at their first social hour cut loose with a bit of rug cutting. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 12/11/42 WRA no. E-465A
Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. E-465

[recto] Junior high school students at their first social hour cut loose with a bit of rug cutting. ; Photographer: Parker, Tom ; Amache, Colorado.
WRA no. E-465A [recto]

[verso] Junior high school students at their first social hour cut loose with a bit of rug cutting. ; Photographer: Parker, Tom ; Amache, Colorado.
WRA no. E-465A [verso]

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. E-465
At the high school junior class dance students, even though the admission was strictly couples, the stag line was formidable.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-466
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A junior high class in art. Aside from trinkets and the ordinary high school [illegible] the boys make many useful objects that contribute to the comfort of their barracks homes.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-471
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A junior high class in art preparing their own Christmas cards.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-472
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A story hour in a nursery class conducted by (right ) Miss Sumi Kashiwagi.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-473
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the optometry clinic, a resident is fitted with corrective glasses.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-474
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young technician in the hospital laboratory, preparing a blood count.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-475
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A former Los Angeles dentist continues to perform the duties of his profession despite the makeshift equipment and temporary arrangements.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-477
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A patrolman of the resident police staff brings in a culprit and turns over suspected stolen contraband to the desk sergeant. During the first three months of the center, only two cases of petty theft were on the desk sergeant's blotter.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-478
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
With some regular equipment and considerable makeshift or privately owned equipment, the dental clinic does a rushing business. The head of the clinic, a Japanese-American DDS, was formerly an eminent west coast oral surgeon.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-479  ark:/13030/ft7b69p07m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Japanese-American dentist and his assistant work on a resident with makeshift equipment and clinic arrangements.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-480  ark:/13030/ft2f59n764

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An X-ray technician prepares to take an abdominal X-ray of a resident in the X-ray room of the hospital. In addition to the stationary equipment shown, the hospital also has a portable X-ray unit which is also used in the dental clinic.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-481  ark:/13030/ft5r29n90w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A resident of the center receives a prescription over the counter of the prescription laboratory. Three licensed pharmacists are on duty at the pharmacy.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-483  ark:/13030/ft4r29n955

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The school administers a throat swabbing to a young grade school student. One room of the school barracks block is occupied by the school nursing staff, who maintain careful watch and administer, under the hospital doctor, ordinary medical treatment.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-485  ark:/13030/ft3r29n7pn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A partial view of the milking shed at the project farm, formerly a dairy farm. The building is being rehabilitated ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-486  ark:/13030/ft4v19n8p3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of residents loll over their evening meal.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-487  ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3fg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 7, Section A</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A kitchen crew wiping the last remnants of the evening dishes in a resident mess hall.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-489 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The school nurse administers a throat swabbing to a young grade school student. One of the school barracks block is occupied by the school nursing staff, who maintains careful watch and administers, under the hospital doctor, ordinary medical treatment.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-490 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical section of the land to be farmed by the residents of this relocation center. Vegetables and produce will be raised in this area which lies in the rich valley of the Arkansas River. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-27 WRA no. E-65 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-fabricated wall sections are raised at the place by contractor's workers in constructing barracks at this relocation center. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-30 WRA no. E-67 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor's construction crews assembling the roof structure on a typical barracks unit. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-29 WRA no. E-69 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A part of the kitchen crew of the first arrival slices bacon for the first barracks breakfast to be served at this relocation center. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-20 WRA no. E-73 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Okuda, evacuee student, registers with her social service employer, Miss Virginia Ransland, for permission to leave the center and attend Colorado State Teachers College at Greeley, Colorado.</td>
<td>Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-27 WRA no. E-77 <a href="">archived</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Looking north over a section of the center as grading for construction is getting under way. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-29 WRA no. E-78 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6cx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kitchen crews preparing pork chops for the evening meal of the first volunteer worker arrivals at the relocation center. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-26 WRA no. E-82 ark:/13030/ft567nb2d6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Early arrivals preparing benches and make shift seats to provide temporary furniture in their barracks. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-29 WRA no. E-83 ark:/13030/ft4g5005g1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking west over a section of the relocation center just getting under construction. Former residence: Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-30 WRA no. E-88 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5g1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Freight from Tule Lake. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-889 ark:/13030/ft0w1002j0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Loading baggage to be taken to the barracks. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-890 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb3pd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Check baggage was sorted alphabetically by family name. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-891 ark:/13030/ft4z09n8jp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Amache Boy Scouts help with the check baggage.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-892  ark:/13030/ft9q2nb57k

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the approximately 1,000 dancers who participated in the Bon Odori festival sponsored by the Granada Buddhist Church on August 14. Spectators are shown in the background. The dance was held at night on the baseball diamond.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-22 WRA no. B-893  ark:/13030/ft587005p4
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Young dancers line up for refreshments during intermission at the Bon Odori dance, August 14, sponsored by the Granada Buddhist Church.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08-14 WRA no. B-894  ark:/13030/ft2489n702
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Hirotaka Okubo (foreground) at the Bon Odori dance, August 14, sponsored by the Granada Buddhist Church. Other dancers are shown in the background.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08-14 WRA no. B-897  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb33n
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Although music for the Bon Odori held August 14 was furnished by phonograph records and a loud speaker, it was ... 1943-08-14 WRA no. B-898  ark:/13030/ft367nb17h
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Two Issei who joined the Bon Odori dance, August 14, which was sponsored by the Granada Buddhist Church.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08-14 WRA no. B-899  ark:/13030/ft2p300421
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Henry Inouye, evacuee supervisor of the Granada Relocation Center farm, and a field of onions produced on the center farm.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-900  ark:/13030/ft538nb27z
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Henry Inouye, evacuee supervisor of the Granada Relocation farm, exhibiting in a field of mung beans produced on the center farm.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-08 WRA no. B-901  ark:/13030/ft9t1nb5c9
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An adult art class under the direction of Tokio Ueyama, working in pencil sketch charcoals and oils. Adult art classes are extremely popular at the Amache Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -424 ark:/13030/ft0x0n9920
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In one of the two hospital operating rooms at the center, Dr. Gerald A. Duffy, resident physician, assisted by chief resident Japanese physician, Dr. S. Yamada, performs an emergency appendectomy.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. -428 ark:/13030/ft2w1003w8
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A section of the general store.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -437 ark:/13030/ft596nb2bt
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A choral group of 200 volunteer voices practicing for a Christmas Carol and program. The group will, on Christmas Eve, ... 1942-12-10 WRA no. -457 ark:/13030/ft829007h4
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Three students of an adult crafts class doing steamed crayon work in making table cloths and wall hangings.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -464 ark:/13030/ft78700791
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A corner of the grade school library in one of the barracks.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. -470 ark:/13030/ft3v19n851
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An evening class in the adult education section who are taking up second year German. Note that among the students of Japanese ancestry, there is also in regular attendance, a Caucasian grade school teacher.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -484 ark:/13030/ft796nb3p3
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Mrs. Kobayashi and the youngest of her family.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. -529 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6df
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The exterior of the cooperative canteen which includes a grocery store, cigars, cigarettes, pop, candy, ice cream, newspapers and magazines.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. -553A
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Each block in the center has a recreation hall, originally intended for the use of that block, but which has ... 1942-12-10 WRA no. -570
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Farm project hogs ready for shipment to the slaughter house for butchering.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-04 WRA no. -607
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A field of peas on project farm.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-29 WRA no. -611
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First arrivals at this relocation center are registering for housing. This first contingent consists of over 200 volunteer workers whose task was to prepare and organize the center for the arrival of its subsequent population.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-28 WRA no. -62
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Granada Center from the water tower.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-20 WRA no. -624
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High School commencement.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-24 WRA no. -626
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First evacuees to arrive at the Granada railroad station boarding buses to be transported to the relocation center. These evacuees hail from Merced Assembly Center, Merced, Calif.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-28 WRA no. -63
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Typical scene of the construction of the barracks. Here workmen are laying concrete foundations for a barracks unit. These workmen are from Merced Assembly Center, Merced, Calif.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-28 WRA no. -64 ark:/13030/ft48700594
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Cattle on the XY Ranch, Granada Farm, showing the center in the background.

Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-12 WRA no. -660 ark:/13030/ft2s2003s2
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A field of corn on the Granada Project Farm.

Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-06-12 WRA no. -661 ark:/13030/ft8k4007sj
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Carnival shots taken at night.

Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-10 WRA no. -679 ark:/13030/ft3r29n7q5
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First evacuee arrivals at Granada assemble alongside the train awaiting bus transportation to the relocation center which is located some 2-1/2 miles away. These evacuees are from Merced Assembly Center, Merced, Calif.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-30 WRA no. -70 ark:/13030/ft309nb0gb
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A truck load of young evacuees leaving the Granada railroad station bound for the relocation center 2-1/2 miles away. These evacuees were formerly from Merced Assembly Center, Merced, Calif.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-24 WRA no. -72 ark:/13030/ft4n39n8jq
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A temporary timekeeping office is a busy spot as the first contingent of workers set about preparing and organizing the center for the arrival of its first residents.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-29 WRA no. -74 ark:/13030/ft8199p16x
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Sergeant Fred H. Odanaka, only Japanese-American member of the special Army recruiting team sent to the Granada Relocation Center to ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. -745 ark:/13030/ft229003f9
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First contingent workers volunteers for tasks necessary in preparing the center for later arrivals. They came from Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-27 WRA no. -75 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2jj
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With her son, young Dennis, in her arms, Mrs. T. Sasabushi, Nisei resident at the Granada center, registers for defense ... 1943-02-12 WRA no. -751

ark:/13030/ft5i1nb2fn
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Temporary Post Office does rushing business as first arrivals advised friends and relatives back in the Assembly Center of what might be expected in the new Granada Center. They were brought in from Merced Assembly Center, Merced, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-27 WRA no. -76 ark:/13030/ft096n98xh
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A tense moment in the Amache-Prowers County all-star baseball game held in the center Sunday, September 12, 1943, in connection with the Amache Agricultural Fair. Amache won 20-9. Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-09-12 WRA no. -827 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb5n3
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Lunch time and the workers of the first contingent display healthy appetites. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-20 WRA no. -84 ark:/13030/ft0h4n992c
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Young evacuees carrying their personal belongings into their new quarters at this relocation center just getting under construction. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-28 WRA no. -87 ark:/13030/ft2f59n77n
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Two days after arrival and the first Sunday afternoon finds these volunteer workers of the first contingent have arranged their barracks as comfortably as possible and are spending an afternoon much in the manner of young folks anywhere else. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-08-30 WRA no. -90 ark:/13030/ft4779n8sq
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A hotly contested basketball game between the Granada city business men's team and a team recruited from the staff of ... 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-493

ark:/13030/ft0199n4ws
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A hotly contested basketball game between the Granada city business men’s team and a team recruited from the staff of ... 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-494
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A tense moment in a basketball game between the Granada High School girls team and a girls team from the ... 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-495
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In an adult class, resident women are learning fine needle work and other crafts that will contribute to the comfort of their barracks homes. The teacher is (right) Mrs. A. Akuda.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-497
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A young nisei family, HowardUno, his wife and baby. Howard, a former Los Angeles vegetable producer, has volunteered in the United States Army and is now stationed at Camp Savage, Minnesota.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-498
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A regular Saturday evening dance at Terry Hall, a mess hall in the school block which has been used for social functions and adult class groups.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-499
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Two Nisei girls perform on native Japanese musical instruments during a talent show in one of the block mess halls.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-500
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Since there are no movies, talent shows are extremely popular at the center, and this mess hall, converted for an evening’s block talent show, is crammed to capacity with other residents crowding for window space on the outside.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-501
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Two Nisei girls perform a Hawaiian Hula at a block talent show held in the mess hall. Acts include everything from the older Eiseis performing folk lore chants and dances to Nisei renditions of boogie woogie blues on the clarinet or mouth organ.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-502 ark:/13030/ft1w1003dq
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An Army sergeant finger prints Howard Uno, a loyal Nisei, who has been recruited in the United States Army. Howard will leave his wife and baby at the center, probably for the duration at the Amache Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-505 ark:/13030/ft1x0n99mk
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Playground games during the winter calls for a lot of action to keep warm. A young fourth grader makes the most of the 15 minute morning recess.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-507 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2jw
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Scattered throughout the school grounds and near recreation halls throughout the center, these single standard baskets get a great deal of use from both boys and girls.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-508 ark:/13030/ft4k4004qt
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A general all over view of the emergency center looking north and west.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-509 ark:/13030/ft1j49n5tt
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Over and under with a volley ball is an exciting game of these grade school children during the morning recess.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-510 ark:/13030/ft1h4n99mz
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A general all over view of the emergency center looking north and west.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-511 [ark://13030/ft8w10087q
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Over and under with a volley ball is an exciting game of these grade school children during the morning recess.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-512 [ark://13030/ft6k4006nc
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A typical barracks building. The weather canopies over the doors were constructed by the residents. The bicycle is a rare article in the center, and its owner is indeed fortunate.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-513 [ark://13030/ft596nb2cb
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The center has many small group football groups and have organized touch foot ball playoffs. This boys sweater is typical of team identification, combining the words Colorado and U.S.A., they turn up with the name Colusa Reds.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-514 [ark://13030/ft4p3005gb
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Volunteer workers constructing hog sheds for the Amache Center hog farm.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-515 [ark://13030/ft7r29p0sh
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Volunteer workers constructing fence and hog pens for the center hog farm.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-516 [ark://13030/ft296nb08w
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The Amache Center hog farm foreman, Nakashima [Nakamura?], and two of his assistants with some of their charges at the hog farm where center garbage is being used to feed hogs for center consumption.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-517 [ark://13030/ft1k400354
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The Amache center hog farm foreman, Nakamura, with some of his fattening charges. These hogs, purchased young, are being fattened and bred as a nucleus of the hog farm.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-518 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft1290034b
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The Amache center hog farm foreman, Nakamura, and two of his assistants with some of their charges at the hog farm where center garbage is being used to feed hogs for center consumption.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-519 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft8870079b
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The Amache center hog farm foreman, Nakashima [Nakamura?], and two farm workers, with some of his fattening charges. These hogs, purchased young, are being fattened and bred as a nucleus of the hog farm.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-520 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft1h4n99ng
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Three high school Ag students rounding up new born calves at the Amache Center dairy farm.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-521 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft5j49n997
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Three high school Ag students with three of their charges. From new born calves, the students get farm shop credit through part time work at the center farm units.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-522 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft3f59n7jm
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Three high school Ag students with three of their charges. From new born calves, the students get farm shop credit through part time work at the center farm units.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-523 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft1q2n99vw
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Center dairy farm foreman, J. Abe, with several of his born proteges who have already learned where their lunch is liable to be found.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-524 ⏎ ark:/13030/ft4p3005hv
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The youngest of the Unos. This young feller's father was a produce man in Los Angeles before evacuation. On the day this photo was made, he had volunteered in the United States Army.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-525  ark:/13030/ft0t1n99bg
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The youngest of the Unos. This young feller's father was a produce man in Los Angeles before evacuation. On the day this photo was made, he had volunteered in the United States Army to be sent to Camp Savage, Minnesota.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-526  ark:/13030/ft800007mk
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When the Uno baby takes his sunning, it is a block attraction, and papa Howard Uno, who has since volunteered in the United States Army, just stands around and beams.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-527  ark:/13030/ft609nb2rc
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The youngest of the Kobayashi family, out for an afternoon sunning with a neighbor.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-528  ark:/13030/ft8f59p1k7
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It is a long time between meals at the mess hall for a hungry man, so the cracker box at the Kobayashi barracks gets a frequent raiding.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-531  ark:/13030/ft1199n62n
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It is a long time between meals at the mess hall for a hungry man, so the cracker box at the Kobayashi barracks gets a frequent raiding.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-532  ark:/13030/ft9w1008pr
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To a class of civilian police, Internal Security Director Tomlinson demonstrates on the desk sergeant how to use a police club effectively.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-534  ark:/13030/ft1x0n99n3
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The loop on a police club and its long handle are used for more than carrying as Chief of Internal Security Tomlinson demonstrates to a class of center civilian police. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-536 [ark:/13030/ft4j49n8xr]
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The center is guarded 24 hours a day by volunteer civilian police such as this patrolman, who is at the moment charged with the task of maintaining order and the dignity of law in block 6-F.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-537 [ark:/13030/ft8x0nb562]
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Volunteer civilian police, such as this patrolman, guard the safety and home security of center residents 24 hours a day. His mark of office is the typical police club and the blue and white arm band carrying the letters P.D.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-538 [ark:/13030/ft009n99ht]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A typical recess scene on the temporary school grounds.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-539 [ark:/13030/ft796nb3qm]
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Young center Niseis are football enthusiasts. Here during lunch hour, employees in administrative offices choose up sides and have a rousing half hour of touch.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-540 [ark:/13030/ft9j49p1zw]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Young center Niseis are football enthusiasts. Here during lunch hour, employees in administrative offices choose up sides and have a rousing half hour of touch.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-541 [ark:/13030/ft8r29p1n7]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Police Chief Tomlinson demonstrates to a class of volunteer civilian police regular police techniques in subduing recalcitrants.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-542 [ark:/13030/ft4r29n96p]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **Chief of Internal Security Tomlinson demonstrates to a class of volunteer civilian police the art of handling a knife attack. Tomlinson holds regular classes instructing his force on the mechanics of good police work.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08*  
WRA no. E-543  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **Chief of Internal Security Tomlinson demonstrates to a class of volunteer civilian police the art of handling a knife attack. Tomlinson holds regular classes instructing his force on the mechanics of good police work.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08*  
WRA no. E-544  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **Chief of Internal Security Tomlinson and a group of his police staff demonstrating their new identifying arm bands, which in ... 1942-12-08**

*ark:/13030/ft238nb0vc  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **Spectator interest ran high as this resident artist completed a water color of his duration home.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-13*  
WRA no. E-546  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **Six volunteers of the civilian police demonstrate their new identifying arm bands. The design of the band signifies the rank of the wearer. From left to right Patrolman, throughout the various grades to the Chief.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08*  
WRA no. E-547  
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<th>Section</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **On a sunny Sunday December afternoon, a center resident completes a water color of his duration home.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-13*  
WRA no. E-548  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8      | A       | **Grade school boys playing touch football during the recess play period.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11*  
WRA no. E-549  
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A recreation leader conducts games on the girls play ground of a primary school during a recess period.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-550 ark:/13030/ft658006d4
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A cold December afternoon doesn't dampen the spirits of these primary school girls as they compete in a racing game with the primary boys.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-551 ark:/13030/ft8s2008h6
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Primary school children line up for a racing game on the temporary school grounds.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-552 ark:/13030/ft458005g2
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Primary school children jumping rope during a recess period at the temporary school grounds.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-553 ark:/13030/k6zc870t
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The age old school boy idea of building a cave went along pretty good during the morning, but it was a little too much work in the afternoon, so cave digging gave way to impromptu wrestling and the possibilities of scaring up a rattle snake or a jackrabbit.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-554 ark:/13030/k6tm7g7n
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5:00 P.M. and the administrative office workers trek home to their barracks.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-555 ark:/13030/k6pv6qhx
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Volunteer resident workers and a heavy grader in leveling grounds and constructing surface drainage.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-557 ark:/13030/k6k35zsh
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A typical barracks building resident of the first apartment has constructed from scrap lumber a storm porch and added a touch with mock shutters at the windows.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-558 ark:/13030/k6fb572k
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Every day is wash day in a relocation center. The impromptu lines generally erected in the area to the rear of each pair of barracks buildings find constant use.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-559
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Volunteer workers man heavy grading equipment in leveling ground and preparing surface drainage before winter snows turn bare streets into quagmires.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-560
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Among the 8000 residents at this center, there wasn’t a single man who had ever run a steam shovel, but volunteers for the job were many. Two of those selected are acting as oilers as they learn the technique of swinging the big shovel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-561
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A section of the hospital area.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-562
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The water reservoir which insures an adequate water supply for the center. In addition to the reservoir, a stand pipe provides adequate pressure.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-563
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Among the 8000 residents at this center, there wasn’t a single man who had ever run a steam shovel, but volunteers for the job were many. Two of those selected are acting as oilers as they learn the technique of swinging the big shovel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-564
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A young Nisei operates a surveying instrument in laying out the grounds for administrative quarters.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-565
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A young Nisei operates a surveying instrument in laying out the grounds for administrative quarters.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-566  ark:/13030/k6db85z7
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Every day is wash day in a relocation center; the impromptu lines generally erected in the area to the rear of each pair of barracks buildings find constant use.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-567  ark:/13030/k68k7f6g
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Garbage collection crew gather refuse from a mess hall. This garbage is transported to the center hog farm, where it is fed to the pigs and eventually by round about way, will come back to the mess hall.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-568  ark:/13030/k64x5cw2
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Volunteer workers in block 11-H constructing a vegetable cellar just outside the mess hall, to provide better facilities for taking care of the food supply.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. E-569  ark:/13030/k6154n52
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Each block in the center has a recreation hall, originally intended for the use of that block, but which has ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-10 WRA no. E-570  ark:/13030/k6wd44pr
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It is a cold December day, but what does the weather have to do with a serious game of lag marbles.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-571  ark:/13030/k6rn3cz1
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A typical outside entrance to a barracks apartment. This door leads to a small foyer which opens onto two single room units.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 12/11/42 [?] WRA no. E-572  ark:/13030/k6mw2n7q
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Fire drill and, under the direction of a Caucasian Fire Chief, the volunteer fire staff learns to use the center fire fighting equipment.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-573  ark:/13030/k6h41wh9
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Ag students cleaning the dairy farm feeding yard.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-11 WRA no. E-574  ark:/13030/k6cc14sz
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Fire drill and, under the direction of a Caucasian Fire Chief, the volunteer fire staff learns to use the center fire fighting equipment.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-575  ark:/13030/k67p93hv
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Strategically located fire plugs provide adequate water supply to the center fire department. Volunteer firemen take their work seriously, realizing the fire danger, as the center is constructed entirely of wood, tar paper and composition board.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-08 WRA no. E-577  ark:/13030/k6057m24
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Resident workers man heavy grading equipment in leveling streets and preparing surface drainage before winter storms arrive.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. E-578  ark:/13030/k6vd73kt
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Farm of Ed Paulish, 9 mi. southeast of Granada, Colo. High-school student topping beets.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Granada, Colorado. 1942-11-14 WRA no. E-584  ark:/13030/k6qn6bwj
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Farm of Ed Paulish, 9 mi. southeast of Granada, Colo. High-school boys topping beets. These high-school students volunteer for beet work as a patriotic gesture. Nearest figure is Don Honda, foreman of the crew.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Granada, Colorado. 1942-11-14 WRA no. E-585  ark:/13030/k6kw5m4s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Farm of Ed Paulish, 9 mi. southeast of Granada, Colo. Group of high school students topping beets.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Granada, Colorado. 1942-11-14 WRA no. E-586  ark:/13030/k6g44vdc
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Series 3: Granada Relocation Center (Amache, Colorado) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

volume 83, section E

Four technicians and a patient in the hospital laboratory. A blood test patient.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-12 WRA no. -482 ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4d2
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volume 83, section E

Volunteer workers man heavy grading equipment in leveling grounds and preparing surface drainage before winter snows turn bare streets into quagmires.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-12-09 WRA no. -560 ark:/13030/ft887007bv
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volume 83, section E

Three young evacuees drop their baggage and relax to argue about whose bunk goes in which corner on arriving at their new quarters.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1942-06-27 WRA no. -85 ark:/13030/ft6s20066z
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volume 9, section A

These are typical evacuee quarters in the Granada Relocation Center in Southern Colorado. The former west coast residents began immediately ... 1943-07
WRA no. H-10 ark:/13030/ft1d5n99d6
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volume 9, section A

The high school dance orchestra at the Granada Relocation Center at Amache, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Amache, Colorado. 1943-12-23 WRA no. I-147 ark:/13030/ft1p300369
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volume 9, section A

There aren’t any Christmas trees for the barracks room homes of these children in a Relocation Center. A Granada merchant, ... 1943-12-24 WRA no. G-245 ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3rs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 9, section A

Christmas at the Granada relocation Center didn’t provide a Christmas tree for each barracks room home, but there was one ... 1943-12-24 WRA no. G-247 ark:/13030/ft5779n914
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volume 9, section A

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10-15 WRA no. K-388 ark:/13030/ft529005c5
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BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 115
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
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Woodcarving--Name Plate--Granada Project, Amache, Colorado, October 8, 1945.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
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Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
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Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
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Zori (straw sandals) and Geta (wooden clogs) made at Granada WRA Project.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10-15 WRA no. K-393
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Bucking Bronco--Woodcarving. WRA Granada Project, Amache, Colorado.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10-15 WRA no. K-394
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Watercolor painting of cactus by S. Kawashiri.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Artificial flowers in holder made from tree branches.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10 WRA no. K-396
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Wooden vases carved from sections of local trees—natural formations. Granada Project.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10 WRA no. K-397  ark:/13030/ft367nb181
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Name plate made of slab of cottonwood tree.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10 WRA no. K-398  ark:/13030/ft8v19p1tg
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Name plate—original design made of woven cotton yarn.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10 WRA no. K-399  ark:/13030/ft2489n71k
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Name plates in English letters and Japanese characters carved from [illegible] lumber.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-10 WRA no. K-400  ark:/13030/ft2i49n737
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A review of the administrative area after a December storm. At the left is the post office and the two buildings to the right are administrative office buildings.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-12 WRA no. G-405  ark:/13030/ft6q2nb344
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The administrative living quarters, December, 1943. Note the chimneys coming out of the windows!
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-12 WRA no. G-406  ark:/13030/ft167n99w4
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Not all the center residents will return to their former homes. Many have found permanent relocation in the sandy soil ...
1945-10 WRA no. K-410  ark:/13030/ft4w1005c3
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James G. Lindley, Project Director, Granada Relocation Center, Amache, Colorado.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Amache, Colorado. 1944-09-28 WRA no. H-588  ark:/13030/ft0b69n5hj
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C Section, Appointed Personnel Quarters at Amache.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1944-08-12 WRA no. G-713 🌐 ark:/13030/ft2s2003tk
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James G. Lindley, Project Director, Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1944-08-05 WRA no. G-714 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5p3005wv
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South entrance, Amache High School.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1944-08-10 WRA no. G-715 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5w1005xp
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volume 9, section A

Mitsuma Yakahari, 21-year-old Japanese-American and former resident of Red Bluff, California, shakes hands with Sergeant Robert I. Bischoff, a member ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. E-740 🌐 ark:/13030/ft8t1nb4xs
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volume 9, section A

A serious moment for this 21-year-old Japanese-American, for he has just signed voluntary enlistment papers which puts him into a ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. E-741 🌐 ark:/13030/ft7s2007qh
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volume 9, section A

Sergeant Robert I. Bischoff, a member of a special recruiting detail, sent to the Granada Relocation Center, where persons of ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. E-742 🌐 ark:/13030/ft8c6008b0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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volume 9, section A

Captain William S. Fairchild discusses the Army with a couple of young Nisei volunteers about to fill out their enlistment ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. E-743 🌐 ark:/13030/ft4s2004zr
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volume 9, section A

A recruiting officer grin lights the face of Sergeant George T. Davis, a member of the special recruiting force detail ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. E-744 🌐 ark:/13030/ft2t1nb0sx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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volume 9, section A

Sergeant George T. Davis, a member of the special recruiting team sent to the Granada Relocation Center to recruit volunteers ... 1943-02-10 WRA no. E-746 🌐 ark:/13030/ft2p300442
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Mary Oki, a member of the Center Education Department, assisting in registering two young Nisei residents, Edith Yoshimoto (left), and ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-757 ark:/13030/ft2199n6m7
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The woodcarvings on this exhibit panel at the Arts and Crafts Festival, were made by students in adult education classes. ... 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-758 ark:/13030/ft609nb2sw
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Miscellaneous woodwork exhibited at the Arts and Crafts Festival which was held in Terry Hall March 6th to 8th. This festival was sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, the center newspaper. The pins (center) were made by Masaji Murai.
Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-759 ark:/13030/ft4j49n8z8
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This model apartment was furnished by the High School Economics Class for the Arts and Crafts Festival held at the Granada Center March 6th to 8th.
Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-760 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3t4
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Mrs. Tom Kusumi in charge of the needlework exhibited at the Arts and Crafts Festival, which was sponsored in the center by the Education Division and the Pioneer, center newspaper. Note the crocheted dolls in the background.
Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-761 ark:/13030/ft3199n74s
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An exhibit prepared by the Elementary School for the Arts and Crafts Festival which was sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, center newspaper.
Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-762 ark:/13030/ft9z09p2qr
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Bankei (tray scapes) and growing plant arrangements on exhibit at the Arts and Crafts Festival which was sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, the center newspaper.
Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-763 ark:/13030/ft2z09n7bg
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Charcoal sketches drawn by art students in the Senior High School art class for the Arts and Crafts Festival. The center newspaper, the Pioneer, and the Education Division sponsored the center festival.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-764  ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2g5
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This portrait painting was made at the Santa Anita Assembly Center by Tokio Ueyama, head of the art studio at the Granada Center, and displayed at the Arts and Crafts Exhibit, sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, center newspaper, at Terry Hall.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-765  ark:/13030/ft9j49p20w
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A miscellaneous assortment of items on display at the Arts and Crafts Festival held at Terry Hall at the Granada Center. Note the hanging basket with flower arrangement on the wall (right) and the Japanese musical instruments and wood carvings (left).

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-766  ark:/13030/ft3g5004cp
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This model apartment was furnished by the High School Economics Class for the Arts and Crafts Festival held at the Granada Center, March 6th to 8th. The festival was sponsored by the Pioneer and Education Division.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-767  ark:/13030/ft7f59p0mz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A closeup of textile work. Yasko Taniguchi (seated) is working on a textile with crayons. In the background watching her work are, left to right, Terumi Uyesugi, Sumiye Sasaki and Jane Nakamura.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-768  ark:/13030/ft9r29p206

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache Boy Scouts raising flag to half-mast at Memorial Service for first six Nisei soldiers from this Center killed in action in Italy. The service was held August 5, 1944, and attended by 1500 Amache residents.

Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1944-08-05 WRA no. G-769  ark:/13030/ft4f59n8jd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Girls' Reserves Victory Dolls. Jane Nagai, left, and Boots Sotomura, right. Each doll was dressed by a Girl Reserves group in the Granada Center. They represent various women's war-work activities, and were on display at the Arts and Crafts Festival March 6th to 8th.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-769 ark:/13030/ft9p30089r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee residents at the Granada Relocation Center, viewing exhibits at the Arts and Crafts Festival in Terry Hall, March 6th to 8th. This festival was sponsored by the Educational Division and the Pioneer, center newspaper.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-770 ark:/13030/ft5199n8t7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A woodcarving demonstrated by M. Y. Murakami, left, a student, and Y. Suzuki, right, the inspector, at the Arts and Crafts Festival, which was sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, the center newspaper.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-771 ark:/13030/ft6t1nb3kh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two Japanese-American soldiers, home on furlough and their girl friends viewing the flower booth at the Arts and Crafts Festival. These artificial flowers were made at the center by students who attended night school classes.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-772 ark:/13030/ft067n993x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Saturday afternoon finds a group of boys in the center playing the ever popular game of softball.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-773 ark:/13030/ft7p30073]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A woodcarving demonstration by M. Y. Murakami, left, a student, and Y. Suzuki, right, the inspector at the Arts and Crafts Festival, which was sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, the center newspaper.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-774 ark:/13030/ft287003t9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee and appointed personnel office workers assisting in the onion harvest on the Project farm during the volunteer farm harvest ...

1944-10-17 WRA no. G-774 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3vn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This demonstration of artificial flower making is being performed by three centerites at the Arts and Crafts Festival which was sponsored by the Education Division and the Pioneer, the center newspaper.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Amache, Colorado. 1943-03-06 WRA no. E-775
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Amache High School building looking towards the front from the south and west.

Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1944-07 WRA no. G-775
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nisei soldiers and civilians at a U.S.O. dance in Terry Hall.

Amache, Colorado. 1944-11-23 WRA no. G-805
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Leo W. Kraus instructing high school in class properties of wood.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-845
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school physics class. Harry Williams, instructor, at right.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-846
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school and community library.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-847
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Leo W. Kraus and his high school woodworking shop.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-848
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Woodworking shop tool room.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-849
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school typing class.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-850
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache High School graduation.

Amache, Colorado. 1945-01-23 WRA no. G-851
View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-875  ark:/13030/ft7q500716
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-876  ark:/13030/ft0x0n9941
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-877  ark:/13030/ft0x0n995j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-878  ark:/13030/ft0p3002f4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-879  ark:/13030/ft658006fn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-880  ark:/13030/ft3x0nb1wx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View showing Elementary children landscaping the grounds in front of their barracks school.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-04-24 WRA no. E-881  ark:/13030/ft7w10078f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Exhibits of work done by the various boy scout troops at Granada.
Photographer: McClelland, Joe
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-10 WRA no. E-883  ark:/13030/ft2b69n6xv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Exhibits of work done by the various boy scout troops at Granada.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-10 WRA no. E-884 [ http://ark:/13030/ft4z09n8k6 ]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Exhibits of work done by the various boy scout troops at Granada.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-10 WRA no. E-885 [ http://ark:/13030/ft7f59p0ng ]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache District Headquarters, Boy Scouts of America, Granada Relocation Center.  
Photographer: McClelland, Joe  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-05-10 WRA no. E-886 [ http://ark:/13030/ft409nb1zc ]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Girls of all nationalities attend the summer Y.M.C.A. harvest camp at Pueblo, Colorado. The camp of '43 welcomed girls of Japanese ancestry, who were residing at a relocation center in Colorado.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A silk screen booth produces clever souvenirs, string tags of Little Nebo center newspaper cartoon character.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Amache, Colorado. 1943-07-11 WRA no. E-938 [ http://ark:/13030/ft4000048g ]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Blue Star Mothers booth at the summer carnival held in the school buildings of the Granada Relocation Center. The Blue Star Mothers gave away cake prizes and did a brisk business in Defense Stamps.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Christmas at the Granada Relocation Center didn't provide a Christmas tree for each barracks room home, but there was one ... 1943-12-24 WRA no. E-963 [ http://ark:/13030/ft34b9n7k5 ]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Little Peggy and Bobby Miyake won't have a Christmas tree in their barracks room home at the Granada Relocation Center. ... 1943-12-24 WRA no. E-964 [ http://ark:/13030/ft1t1nb059 ]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
### Volume 9, Section A

**Nine month old Takashi Yoshida symbolizes the spirit of Christmas at the Granada Relocation Center, where persons of Japanese ancestry ... 1943-12-24**

*WRA no. E-970 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Interior of motor pool garage at Granada Center, showing effects of tornado-like storm which struck camp on the evening of June 25, 1945.**

*Photographer: McGovern, Melvin P.*
*Amache, Colorado. 1945-06-26 WRA no. G-982 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Exterior view of Granada motor pool garage after storm of June 25, 1945, showing one-half of roof lifted off.**

*Photographer: McGovern, Melvin P.*
*Amache, Colorado. 1945-06-26 WRA no. G-983 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Flying Tiger made of yarn with pine needles of silk thread by Mrs. Kotono Kato.**

*Amache, Colorado. 1945-09-14 WRA no. G-985 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Crane against a background of symbolic pines, plum blossoms, and bamboo shoots. Woodcarving by K. Ikegami.**

*Amache, Colorado. 1945-09-14 WRA no. G-986 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Ship models made by Issei patient at Amache hospital.**

*Amache, Colorado. 1945-09-14 WRA no. G-987 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

### Series 4: Central Utah Relocation Center (Topaz, Utah) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

**Physical Description:**
- Extent: Volumes 10, 66, 78.
- Extent: 158 photographs.

**Content/Description:**
- Photographers: (21), (11), (63), (41), (3), unidentified (19)

**Volunteer workers clearing sagebrush and wild guayule from a section of the lands of the Topaz Relocation Center to be used for truck gardening and animal forage acreage.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom*
*Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-27 WRA no. E-1 [link]*

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
General view of a section of the Topaz center. White buildings in the background and the hospital, right; administrative buildings, left.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-10  ark:/13030/ft4j49n908
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A general view of a section of the east end of the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-11  ark:/13030/ft7t1nb4h8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking down a main thoroughfare at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-12  ark:/13030/ft7h4nb3rf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical barracks with a section of the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-13  ark:/13030/ft4w1005dm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

South and East section of the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-14  ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3w5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Daily supply of milk being delivered by young evacuee workers at the mess kitchen door.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-20 WRA no. E-140  ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0g9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Daily supply of milk being delivered by young evacuee workers at the mess kitchen door.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-20 WRA no. E-141  ark:/13030/ft838nb4cx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The weather was bitter as these young evacuee engineers began the task of laying out the irrigation system for the farming lands surrounding the relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-20 WRA no. E-142  ark:/13030/ft1r29n716
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A bitter Utah winter wind doesn't stop this engineering crew in their task of laying out irrigation canals for the reclamation of farm land at the relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-20 WRA no. E-143 ark:/13030/ft4x0nb1w7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical Nisei family man engaged in delivering mess hall provisions at relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-20 WRA no. E-144 ark:/13030/ft509nb28t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One corner of the Topaz Relocation Center. White buildings at the right are military police barracks and headquarters, and on the left is the evacuee hospital.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-15 ark:/13030/ft0779n5mf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Young volunteer Nisei agricultural foreman inspects site for the drainage ditch bridge, together with an agricultural division foreman and superintendent.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-16 ark:/13030/ft9g5008hj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of volunteer workers contemplate the clearing of brush on a section of the farm land at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-17 ark:/13030/ft509nb29b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese farmer residents at the Topaz Relocation Center examining an existing hog farm which has been taken over and will be converted to a cattle and hog unit in the general agricultural program.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-18 ark:/13030/ft0z09n6iq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese farmer residents at the Topaz Relocation Center examining an existing hog farm which has been taken over and will be converted to a cattle and hog unit in the general agricultural program.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-19 ark:/13030/ft738nb3sb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A young Nisei agricultural section foreman, together with a WRA agricultural expert, inspects alfalfa on a section of the land taken over for the production of animal forage at the Topaz Relocation Center.  

Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-2  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese farmer residents at the Topaz Relocation Center examining an existing hog farm which has been taken over and will be converted to a cattle and hog unit in the general agricultural program.  

Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-20  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Because the soil is dead, as the Japanese farmers, now residents at the Topaz Center, say, meaning, because of the ...  

Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-22  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A warm sunny afternoon at the Topaz Relocation Center finds footballs in the air everywhere as young Americans of Japanese ancestry practice their favorite outdoor game.  

Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-23  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of volunteer agricultural workers clearing virgin land of sagebrush and wild guayule prior to establishing irrigation ditches and the planting of forage crops.  

Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-24  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Young volunteer workers, residents at the Topaz Relocation Center, completing the water mains.  

Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-25  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A group of carpenters using a power saw in preparing pieces for completing the interiors of barracks at Topaz.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-26
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tables made on the project by volunteer workers being delivered to barracks rooms which will be temporarily used as school rooms, since the project has no school structures.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-27
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A panorama view of the Central Utah Relocation Center, taken from the water tower.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-277
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of the drum and bugle corps, formerly a boy scout troop at Los Angeles, pose for their photograph at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-28
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A panorama view of the Central Utah Relocation Center, taken from the water tower.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-280
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A panorama view of the Central Utah Relocation Center, taken from the water tower.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-281
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A panorama view of the Central Utah Relocation Center, taken from the water tower.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-282
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mechanical graders are used to scrape off high spots in their subjugation process on the farm, at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-283
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 130
### A view on the hog farm, where evacuee workers raise all the pork which is used by the residents of this War Relocation Authority Center. Due to special treatment and care, the death rate among this group of hogs is far less than the national average.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-16** WRA no. B-286 [ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3s9](ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3s9)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### One of the caretakers on the hog farm is an evacuee woman. Her responsibility is to see that the baby ... 1943-03-16 WRA no. B-287 [ark:/13030/ft4t1nb1v2](ark:/13030/ft4t1nb1v2)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### To soften the general atmosphere at the hospital at the Topaz relocation center these volunteer workers are preparing to move a tree to be transplanted near the hospital grounds.

**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
**Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-16** WRA no. E-29 [ark:/13030/ft6n39p00n](ark:/13030/ft6n39p00n)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### Married men, who have volunteered for service in the combat unit which is being formed by the army. Army volunteers at this center are known as Volunteers for Victory.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-13** WRA no. B-290 [ark:/13030/ft8w100887](ark:/13030/ft8w100887)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### Brothers who have volunteered in the combat unit, which is being formed by the army. Volunteers for Victory is the ... 1943-03-13 WRA no. B-291 [ark:/13030/ft338nb11r](ark:/13030/ft338nb11r)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### Rose Nakagawa, former student from San Francisco, California, now works as a mimeograph operator on the Topaz Times.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11** WRA no. B-292 [ark:/13030/ftj49p0tq](ark:/13030/ftj49p0tq)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### Masomi Yano, former newspaper worker on a Japanese language newspaper in San Francisco, California, is now the Transcriber Editor on the Topaz Times.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11** WRA no. B-294 [ark:/13030/ft3x09n887](ark:/13030/ft3x09n887)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

### A scene at Delta, Utah, as passengers from the Topaz Center entrain for Tule Lake on trip 15.

**Photographer:** Mace, Charles E.  
**Topaz, Utah. 1943-09** WRA no. H-294 [ark:/13030/ft2j49n758](ark:/13030/ft2j49n758)

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A Boy Scout band in full regalia greeted the evacuees from Hawaii when they arrived at this center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-295 ark:/13030/ftw1002kh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tough football, as practiced by these young residents at the Topaz center, develops into a very rough game indeed, despite the lack of gear or any suitable equipment.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-3 ark:/13030/ft267nb09r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young doctor of Japanese parentage addresses the gathered crowd at dedication ceremonies for the new hospital at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-30 ark:/13030/ft200003dp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A family of newly arrived evacuees from Hawaii inspect their new barracks home at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-301 ark:/13030/ft667nb33b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of newly arrived evacuees from Hawaii are pictured in their new barracks homes. These evacuees, upon arrival in San Francisco, were given army issue over coats to protect them from the Utah cold.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-303 ark:/13030/ftw810089r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees from Hawaii were transported from Delta, Utah, to this center on army trucks. A reception was held by the other residents in honor of the newly arrived.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-14 WRA no. B-304 ark:/13030/ft7k40070b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yonezo Suzuki, 539 West Second, South, owner and operator of the Topaz Barber Shop. Yonezo was evacuated from San Francisco, ...

1943-03-29 WRA no. B-305 ark:/13030/ftv619p09m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A young doctor of Japanese ancestry describes the meaning of the inscribed symbols at the dedication of the new hospital at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-31 ark:/13030/ft987008n9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The only woman member of the Community Council, is shown arguing her point at a meeting of the Community Council, which was held to make a Charter for the residents of this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-312 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb45r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pupils of the high first grade are shown busily at work on their geography lessons.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-316 ark:/13030/ft4z09n8mq
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A globe is used by this pupil in the high first grade to assist in his geography lesson.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-317 ark:/13030/ft9s2008sn
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Mike Yoshimine, an evacuee member of the Fire Department, makes a routine check of a fire hydrant to see that pressure is sufficient to handle any emergency. This flow test is made once a week.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-319 ark:/13030/ft4k4004rb
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A group of volunteer workers at the Topaz Relocation Center gathering a truck load of scrap lumber from the contractor's scrap pile.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-32 ark:/13030/ft158003j6
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An evacuee fireman checks with his Chief from a fire alarm box which is located on a telephone pole. These alarm boxes are conveniently located throughout the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-320 ark:/13030/ft3j49n7j8
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An evacuee fireman checks with his Chief from a fire alarm box which is located on a telephone pole. These alarm boxes are conveniently located throughout the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-321 ark:/13030/ft0s2002ht
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James Hughes, Assistant Project Director.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-15 WRA no. B-325
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Charles F. Ernst, Project Director, is shown with photographs of his two sons, who are now in the armed services.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-15 WRA no. B-327
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Loren Bell, Assistant Project Director.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-15 WRA no. B-328
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Knitting warm woolen clothing for her children against the coming winter, this Japanese mother, at the Topaz Relocation Center, takes advantage of the warm Utah sun.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-33
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Editors on the Topaz Times, who have volunteered for combat duty in the army. All male members of the staff ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-330
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Keeping well worn motor equipment running is a problem confronting these two Nisei volunteer mechanics at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-34
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ralph G. Barnhart, Project Attorney.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-341
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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(L. to R.) Victor Abe, and Shozo Tsuchida, former law students from San Francisco, California, are members of the legal staff in the Project Attorney's office, at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-342
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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(L. to R.) Tsuruko Takahashi, Kai Hasegawa, and Mary Suzuki, all former residents of San Francisco, California, and now working as stenographers in the Project Attorney’s Office.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-343
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A view of the Reports Office, at this War Relocation Authority Center. Russell Bankson, Reports Officer, is shown on the far right.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-344
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Russell Bankson, Reports Officer.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-345
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A general view of the Administrative Office in this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-346
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A general view of the Administrative Office in this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. B-348
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Volunteer farm workers cutting sagebrush and wild guayule from lands to be farmed at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-35
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Young volunteer workers of Japanese parentage haul lumber for the construction of barracks and interiors at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-16 WRA no. E-36
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Evacuee firemen are shown posed beside their fire truck. Excellent work by this trained crew has minimized fire and fire damage in this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese descent.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-361
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Henry Yamashiro watches Tad Horita pitch a game of horse shoes. Members of the fire department, like members of all fire departments, are experts at this American game.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-362 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft9r29p21q
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Members of the fire department spend their leisure time by a friendly game of cards.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-363 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft4g5005hj
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Members of the fire department spend their leisure time by a friendly game of cards.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-364 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft8489p173
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First touchdown was scored by Topaz team in football game with Fillmore on November 11, 1943 at Topaz Relocation Center.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-365 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft6r29p0bg
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Warming up for start of football game between Topaz and Fillmore high schools at Topaz Relocation Center, November 11, 1943.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-366 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft1j49n5wv
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Presentation of colors before start of football game between Topaz High School and Millard County High School of Fillmore at Topaz Relocation Center on Armistice Day, November 11, 1943.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-367 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft1g5003d3
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A demonstration of fire fighting with a stirrup pump is put on by an evacuee member of the fire department.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-367 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft067n994f
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The Rev. E. Stanley Jones, Head of the Traveling Missionary Team, addresses assembled audience at Central Utah Relocation Center during visit on October 28, 1943. At speaker's table seated left to right are Dr. Skoglund, Rev. E. Stanley Jones, Dave Tatsuno and Mrs. Charles E. Ernst.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-10-28 WRA no. G-368 Ⓡ ark:/13030/ft4m3nb317
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| Volume 10, Section A | A demonstration of fire fighting with a stirrup pump is put on by an evacuee member of the fire department.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-368 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft967nb58t  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| --- | --- |
| Volume 10, Section A | Resident church workers enjoy themselves at the tea honoring Rev. E. Stanley Jones which was held at the Protestant Church.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-10-28 WRA no. G-369 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft3r29n7rp  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 10, Section A | A young resident farm worker heaves to with a grub axe to clear sagebrush and scrub from a field of the farm area.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-37 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft996nb51v  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 10, Section A | Staff members occupied a table at the tea honoring Rev. E. Stanley Jones, leader of traveling missionary team. The affair was held at Protestant Church.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-10-28 WRA no. G-370 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft896nb4dr  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 10, Section A | Rev. E. Stanley Jones, leader of traveling missionary team, enjoys tea during conference at Central Utah Relocation Center at Topaz. The affair was held at Protestant Church. Left to right: Dave Tatsuno, Rev. E. Stanley Jones, Dr. Skoglund, and Rev. Nishimura.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-10-28 WRA no. G-371 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft896nb4f8  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 10, Section A | Boy Scouts hold a Court of Honor at Central Utah Relocation Center. Deputy Director James F. Hughes presents merit badges to first class scouts.  
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-372 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft0f59n5vc  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 10, Section A | Boy Scouts hold a Court of Honor at Central Utah Relocation Center. Project Director Charles, E. Ernst presents certificates of merit to Scout Masters of three center troops. (Left to Right: Kenji Okawachi, Frank Marucha, Vernon Ichisaka).  
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-373 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft3v19n86j  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 10, Section A | Yo Ikeda raises her beautiful voice during ceremonies which open the football game between Topaz and Fillmore high schools at Topaz Relocation Center, November 11, 1943.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-377 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft5x0nb2w1  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
A flat tire proved the undoing of this WRA passenger car at the Central Utah Relocation Center. The car loaded ... 1943-10-27 WRA no. G-378  ark:/13030/ft867nb4kp
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Vocational training class in farm construction gets some real action at the Central Utah Relocation Center. Picture shows a classroom exercise with instructor Gardener at rear right.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-10-27 WRA no. G-379  ark:/13030/ft3r29n7s6
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Volunteer worker dumps a wheelbarrow load of fertilizer on a soil ripening bed at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-38  ark:/13030/ft667nb34v
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Educational games are part of the prescribed course of study in the nursery school, at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-12 WRA no. B-380  ark:/13030/ft4r29n976
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Back from the fighting front on furlough to visit their families at Topaz Relocation Center are (left to right): Ben Moriwaki and Fred Tanakatsubo. These fighting men saw real action during the campaign in Aleutians and were with the landing force which occupied Attu under heavy fire.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-380  ark:/13030/ft229003gt
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Back from the fighting front on furlough to visit their families at Topaz Relocation Center are (left to right): Ben Moriwaki and Fred Tanakatsubo. These fighting men saw real action during the campaign in Aleutians and were with the landing force which occupied Attu under heavy fire.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-381  ark:/13030/ft896nb4gs
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Over the line for a touchdown for Topaz in football game between Topaz and Fillmore high schools at Topaz Relocation Center on November 11, 1943. The score favored Topaz.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-11-11 WRA no. G-382  ark:/13030/ft8m3nb4xg
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The visitors from Fillmore, Utah, brought a good cheering section with them when their high school team met Topaz High School at Topaz Relocation Center, November 11, 1943. Fillmore cheer leaders are shown here.

Ceremonies opening the football clash between Topaz and Fillmore on November 11, 1943, at Topaz Relocation Center.

Girls’ grade school chorus render a song during ceremonies opening the football game between Topaz and Fillmore at the Topaz Relocation Center, November 11, 1943.

Casualty in the ranks of Topaz football team during game with Fillmore High School at Topaz Relocation Center November 11, 1943.

Volunteer workers delivering scrap wood to be used as kindling at barracks at the Topaz Center.

A long pass and the dust flies over the improved football field at the Topaz Relocation Center where football enthusiasm pays little heed to the lack of equipment or proper uniforms.

This former California tournament runner-up keeps his golf form by first preparing a short course and then spending all his spare time with his irons and putting clubs.

A drum and bugle corps, formerly a boy scout unit in Los Angeles, performs the dedication of a new hospital at Topaz.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-39 ark:/13030/ft9f59p249
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Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-4 ark:/13030/ft6k4006pw
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Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-40 ark:/13030/ft3779n7j9
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Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-42 ark:/13030/ft5g50062m
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With a fervent prayer, this Japanese Topaz resident, a Christian Minister, opens the dedication ceremonies at the Relocation Center at Topaz.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-43
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A young resident at the Topaz Relocation Center adjusts a carburetor on a well worn WRA truck.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-44
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Volunteer farm workers swing grubbing axes in clearing the farm land at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-45
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Volunteer farm workers swing grubbing axes in clearing the farm land at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-46
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Transplanting trees from existing farms to the hospital area at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-47
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Volunteer workers gathering a load of scrap from the contractor's scrap pile. Part will be used for kindling, part in the construction of makeshift barracks furniture.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-16 WRA no. E-48
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Japanese resident at the Topaz Center operating the power driven saw in preparing standard pieces for the interior construction of barracks.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-49
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Charles F. Ernst, Project Director, at his desk in the Administration building at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-5
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A crew delivering U.S. Army No.1 Space Heaters to a resident barracks at the Topaz Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-50
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A crowd gathers for the dedication ceremonies at the hospital at the Topaz Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-16 WRA no. E-51
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A crew delivering U.S. Army No. 1 Space Heaters to a resident barracks at the Topaz Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-52
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This former California tournament runner-up keeps his golf form by first preparing a short course and then spending all his spare time with his irons and putting clubs.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-53
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A crew of young Nisei volunteers completing the installation of water mains at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-54
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A section of land to be used for the production of vegetables and animal forage at the Topaz Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-55
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A crew of former California farmers, now residents at the Topaz Relocation Center, preparing soil livening beds where this salt heavy Utah soil will be impregnated with bacteria life prior to its use in vegetable gardening.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-56
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Off with a load of scrap from the contractor's scrap pile. The volunteer workers riding on top of the load are anxious to do this type of work since it gives them an opportunity to select a few precious pieces for their own use in making barracks furniture.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-57 ark:/13030/ft8r29p1pr
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Young volunteer workers, residents at the Topaz Relocation Center, completing the water mains.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-58 ark:/13030/ft3870042q
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A section of the drum and bugle corps, a former Los Angeles Boy Scout Unit, performs at the dedication of the hospital at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-17 WRA no. E-59 ark:/13030/ft5489n90z
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First Japanese-American family leaves Central Utah Relocation Center for California. Mrs. Saku Moriwaki, 33 (center), formerly of Berkeley, and her ... 1945-01-03 WRA no. H-591 ark:/13030/ft2489n723
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We'll be seeing you in Redwood City! Mrs. Sumiye Sugimoto, 26 (second from right), and her sister, Miss Keiki Adachi, ... 1945-01-06 WRA no. H-593 ark:/13030/ft529005dp
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Daddy will be glad to know we're going home. So said Mrs. Marianne Arimoto to Deanne, 4, who was born ... 1945-01-03 WRA no. H-594 ark:/13030/ft8v19p1v0
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Japanese-American women prepare to return to their California ranch home. Mrs. Sumiye Sugimoto, 26, marks a box of household goods ... 1945-01-03 WRA no. H-595 ark:/13030/ft4f59n8mf
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Dolly wants to return to California too. Suga Ann, 2, tries to stuff her rag doll into the bulging suitcase ... 1945-01-03 WRA no. H-596 ark:/13030/ft3x0nb1xf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Charles F. Ernst, Project Director, at his desk in the Administration building at the Topaz Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-19 WRA no. E-8  ark:/13030/ft79nb3r4
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Volunteer carpenters placing the interior lining in one of the barracks at the Topaz Center. Contractor's work included finishing the exterior walls -- evacuee workers completed the interior lining.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Topaz, Utah. 1942-10-18 WRA no. E-9  ark:/13030/ft900008qx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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James Wakasa funeral scene. (The man shot by military sentry.)

Photographer: Bankson, Russell A.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-04-19 WRA no. C-917  ark:/13030/ft667nb35c
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James Wakasa funeral scene. (The man shot by military sentry.)

Photographer: Bankson, Russell A.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-04-19 WRA no. C-918  ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3g0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at James Wakasa funeral.

Photographer: Bankson, Russell A.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-04-19 WRA no. C-919  ark:/13030/ft158003nr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at James Wakasa funeral.

Photographer: Bankson, Russell A.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-04-19 WRA no. C-920  ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5n4
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Army volunteer. (Iiano family)

Photographer: Bankson, Russell A.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-05-05 WRA no. C-927  ark:/13030/ft4s20050r
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Army volunteer. (Iiano family)

Photographer: Bankson, Russell A.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-05-05 WRA no. C-928  ark:/13030/ft9w1008q8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Scene as first group of Army volunteers leave for Fort Douglas, Utah, to be inducted. 
Photographer: Bankson, Russell A. 
Topaz, Utah. 1943-05-05 WRA no. C-929  ark:/13030/ft958008p5
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene as first group of Army volunteers leave for Fort Douglas, Utah, to be inducted. 
Photographer: Bankson, Russell A. 
Topaz, Utah. 1943-05-05 WRA no. C-930  ark:/13030/ft809nb434
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene as first group of Army volunteers leave for Fort Douglas, Utah, to be inducted. 
Photographer: Bankson, Russell A. 
Topaz, Utah. 1943-05-05 WRA no. C-931  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb35p
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene as first group of Army volunteers leave for Fort Douglas, Utah, to be inducted. 
Photographer: Bankson, Russell A. 
Topaz, Utah. 1943-05-05 WRA no. C-932  ark:/13030/ft18700355
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Girl reporters on the staff of the Topaz Times, publication of the Central Utah 
Relocation Center, interview new arrivals from Tule Lake through the car windows, 
while the latter are awaiting to detrain. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-269  ark:/13030/ft658006g5
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bennie Nobori, former animator in a Hollywood film studio, is now a cartoonist on the 
Topaz Times. Bennie has a regular cartoon strip which appears in the paper at the 
Center, and is known as Jankee. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Topaz, Utah. 1943-03-11 WRA no. -293  ark:/13030/ft9d5nb4z0
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees celebrate New Year's Eve. Japanese-Americans at Central Utah Relocation 
Center celebrated reopening of the West Coast with a big New Year's Eve party. 
Joseph Aoki portrays Father Time and his son, Tommy, Baby New Year. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 
Topaz, Utah. 1944-12-31 WRA no. -590  ark:/13030/ft3489n7mp
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
First Japanese-American family leaves Central Utah Relocation Center for California. Mrs. Saku Moriwaki, 33 (center), formerly of Berkeley, and her ... 1945-01-03

WRA no. -592  ark:/13030/ft4m3nb1vr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 5: Heart Mountain Relocation Center (Heart Mountain, Wyoming) 1942-1945. (1943-44)

Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 11-14, 78, 83.
Extent: 358 photographs.

Content/Description
Photographers: (6), (6), (11), (137), (1), (3), (182), (1), (7), unidentified (4)

An instructor in the weight lifting class at this relocation center demonstrates the proper handling of 200 pound bars to a group of aspiring students.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-14 WRA no. E-100  ark:/13030/ft058001vk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical scene in the Community Enterprise Stores at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Chief stocked item are tobacco, drug sundries, ... 1942-09-16 WRA no. E-101

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of actors in a scene from a play depicting a legendary incident of old Japan, as presented at an entertainment program at this relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-19 WRA no. E-102  ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3h5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

For the benefit of the administrative personnel of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, this players' group present a play from the folk lore of old Japan.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-09 WRA no. E-103  ark:/13030/ft4v19n8qm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee workers operate a wood shaper in the wood shop where furniture for schools and recreational building at this relocation center are being [made].
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-21 WRA no. E-104  ark:/13030/ft4v19p1x1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A group of volunteer beet workers look over the labor contracts which will provide their unit with seasonal work outside the relocation center and assist the farmers in harvesting the all important beet sugar crops of 1942.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-105
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Crates of personal belongings shipped from Assembly Centers being delivered to permanent duration residents in this relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-21 WRA no. E-106
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two young Nisei evacuees wood workers constructing benches for the grade and high school at this relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-16 WRA no. E-108
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As carloads of personal belongings arrived at this relocation center, they were taken to the central square and sorted alphabetically and distributed to the barracks.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-14 WRA no. E-109
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A production of clay products will be among the important activities to be carried out at this relocation center. Here an embryo ceramic laboratory is getting under way.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-30 WRA no. E-110
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Future Caucasian teachers and administration staff. Single dormitory wings are provided for the single people. A group of administrative workers and teachers gather for a bit of relaxation after a busy day.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09-14 WRA no. E-111
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With a few yards of cloth and a nick knack or two, Miss Adeline Story, Caucasian teacher, has made her small dormitory room a comfortable spot.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09-30 WRA no. E-112
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An efficient, well equipped fire department is an absolute necessity where 11,000 people are living in wood and tar paper barracks. Here one truck company of the Heart Mountain Fire Department sets off on a practice run.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-16 WRA no. E-121  ark:/13030/ft8n39p1dz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During an evening program, an evacuee entertainer demonstrates the ancient art of dish twirling. (See E-95)

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-17 WRA no. E-122  ark:/13030/ft4p3005jc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Swing Band practice--a strictly hep gang directly in the groove. The boys play at mess hall dances which generally end up in a straight jitterbug contest.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-12 WRA no. E-123  ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0hf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Crates of personal belongings are sorted in the central square at this relocation center. Individual owners identify their belongings and provide addresses for delivery of the crates to their barracks.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-19 WRA no. E-124  ark:/13030/ft1779n640

Additional Note
Researcher-supplied information: this image is backwards. Heart Mountain viewed from the camp should slope in the opposite direction. Also, tall sign near truck has letters "H I J", for that segment of the alphabet, and they appear as "U H" in reversed view. (The original print made by the FSA is printed backwards. The error is not from later duplication.)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An efficient well equipped fire department is an absolute necessity where 11,000 people are living in wood and tar paper barracks. Here one truck company of the Heart Mountain Fire Department sets off on a practice run.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-20 WRA no. E-125  ark:/13030/ft587005qn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking west over the Heart Mountain Relocation Center with its sentry name sake Heart Mountain on the horizon.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-126  ark:/13030/ft3f59n7k4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Salvaging lumber from the scrap pile, these evacuee residents are preparing lumber for use in making small items of resident furniture.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-16 WRA no. E-127
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Store No. 1 at this relocation center does a rushing business in a limited line of foods, drugs and sundries.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-20 WRA no. E-128
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Husky evacuee lads unloading personal belongings to be delivered to residents of the Heart Mountain Center. Common among the items were clothing, extra blankets, sewing machines and a few scanty household necessities.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-19 WRA no. E-129
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A crew of poster artists preparing Caution and Fire Hazard posters in an early campaign for the prevention of fire, greatest danger to the initial inhabitants of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-17 WRA no. E-130
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The ice cream counter in the community operated stores. Two such were operating by September 1st in the Heart Mountain Center, and did a land office business in the warm Wyoming September days.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-22 WRA no. E-131
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the last group of arrivals at the relocation center cross the warehouse area from the railroad platform to the registration office.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-20 WRA no. E-132
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking west on F Street [i.e. Avenue G?], main thoroughfare of this relocation center, with its namesake Heart Mountain looming in the background.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-133
Additional Note
Researcher-supplied information: this view must be on Avenue G, because the view is looking west and avenues ran east-west. If it were Avenue F, there would be power poles visible and if it were Avenue E, the high school would be visible.
volume 11, section B

Looking east over the relocation center from reservoir hill.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-10 WRA no. E-135 ark:/13030/ft6199n977
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

Funeral picture taken for Mr. J. Fukui. (See E-137)
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-136 ark:/13030/ft6k4006qd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

Funeral picture taken for Mr. J. Fukui. (See E-136)
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-137 ark:/13030/ft7r29p0t1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

Heart Mountain's first bride and groom pose after the ceremony at a minister's home in Cody, Wyoming.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Cody, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-138 ark:/13030/ft909nb4wb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

Reverend Clyde Keegan performs a wedding ceremony at his home in Cody, Wyoming, for Kenichi Tanaka and Miss Shizuko, the first couple to be married at this relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Cody, Wyoming. 1942-09-18 WRA no. E-139 ark:/13030/ft229003hb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

Heart Mountain high school campus scene. Classes are housed in tar paper-covered barracks-style buildings originally designed as living quarters for the evacuees.
Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-555 ark:/13030/ft0h4n993w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

A group of students gathers around the entrance to the principal's office with Ralph Forsythe, assistant principal.
Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-556 ark:/13030/ft758006s4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 11, section B

A part of the Echoes staff gathers for a conference with Sidney Melby, faculty journalism advisor, in one corner of the Sentinel office.
Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-557 ark:/13030/ft1d5n99fq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Janice Shieta, Ted Fujioka, student body president, and Shogo Iwasaki, student body vice president, look over a poster advertising the senior play. Janice is president of the Girls Pep Club.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-558 ark:/13030/ft529005f6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Albert Saijo, Echo editor, looks over copy being put on a mimeograph stencil by Shizu Yamaguchi, typist.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-559 ark:/13030/ft9r29p227
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Editor Albert Saijo inspects a copy of Echo, high school paper, being run off on the mimeograph machine by Toyoji Sugita, staff artist and technician.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-560 ark:/13030/ft5n39n96b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Editor Saijo confers with former co-editors Alice Tanouye and Hisako Takehara.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-561 ark:/13030/ft0p3002gn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A group of Heart Mountain high school students gathers around the entrance to the principal's office with Ralph Forsythe, assistant principal.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-562 ark:/13030/ft1q2n99wd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Editor Saijo watches while Toyoji Sugita, artist, puts finishing touches to a headline on the stencil used for mimeographing Echoes, the Heart Mountain high school student newspaper.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-563 ark:/13030/ft9s2008vp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Albert Saijo, editor of Echoes, Heart Mountain high school publication, confers with Sidney Melby, former advisor.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-564 ark:/13030/ft809nb455

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Albert Saijo, second semester editor of Echoes, Heart Mountain high school publication, talks things over with Hisako Takehara and Alice Tanouye, first semester co-editors.

Photographer: Hosokawa, Bill
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06 WRA no. B-565 ark:/13030/ft7b69p09n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Visiting soldiers from the Army of the United States are entertained in the Heart Mountain Center where persons of Japanese ancestry are held. Photographs date: 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-566 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2mk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Visiting soldiers from the Army of the United States are entertained in the Heart Mountain Center where persons of Japanese ancestry are held. Photographs date: 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-567 ark:/13030/ft309nb0hv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Visiting soldiers from the Army of the United States are entertained in the Heart Mountain Center where persons of Japanese ancestry are held. Photographs date: 1943-06-04 WRA no. B-568 ark:/13030/ft829007k5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Boy Scouts conducting morning flag raising ceremony at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, where persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from west coast defense areas, now reside. Photographers: Coffey, Pat
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-05 WRA no. B-570 ark:/13030/ft1m3n99s6
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In a night school art class at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, students gather around the instructor for criticism. Classes date: 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-587 ark:/13030/ft6n39p015

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the poster shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, a young artist completes the first draft of a general ... WRA no. E-588 ark:/13030/ft3g5004fq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Reporter Kay Masuda of the Sentinel staff, Heart Mountain Relocation Center 's 8-page tabloid newspaper, which is published entirely by center residents of Japanese ancestry. Photographers: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-590 ark:/13030/ft767nb3ft

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
At the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, night school classes in advanced English are very popular. For the first time, many of the older people are now able to take advantage of the opportunity to read and write the language of their chosen country.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-591 ark:/13030/ft2489n73m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

To increase school facilities, several abandoned CCC buildings were moved from a former CCC camp to the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Here, resident workers are reassembling the buildings.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-592 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2n3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young artist in the poster shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center copies a poster in Japanese for the ... 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-593 ark:/13030/ft7q50072q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young Nisei artist in the Poster Shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center prepares the final sketch on a poster, which is part of the drive at the center to save rubber.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-594 ark:/13030/ft138n99sx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Artists work in the Poster Shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, where posters for safety, fire prevention, public activities and general information material are prepared by young Nisei artists, evacuated from west coast areas.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-595 ark:/13030/ft9r29p23r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young Nisei artist works on a lettering design for a poster to be used as part of a rubber saving drive at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-596 ark:/13030/ft6s200680
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young artist of Japanese parentage, correcting a poster in the Poster Shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Posters, ... 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-597 ark:/13030/ft400004br
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Three young artists in the Poster Shop discuss suitable lettering for a new poster. Notices of safety and fire prevention, ... 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-598

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

After a mock ceremony of presenting a visiting photographer with transportation, least available of project facilities, members of the Brenda ... 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-599

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of centerites gather around two of the center's expert Go players. The game, popularly conceived as a game ... 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-600

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Benji Okuda, well known artist of Japanese ancestry, sketches a few pointers for a student in an adult art class at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-601

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nisei mother, Alice Hosokawa, wife of the editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, and her two year old son, Mike. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-602

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Though his father is editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Center newspaper, a former foreign correspondent and west coast newspaper ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-603

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ruby Hifumi, 16 year old high school student with a special New Year's flower arrangement. The material is a piece ... 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-604

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Young Mike Hosokawa's chief interests are mechanical. In the tradition of American boyhood, his toys were soon in pieces to ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-605

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Benji Okuda instructing a life class, an adult night school group at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-606 🚹 ark:/13030/ft6p300737
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A wood carver in a craft shop at the Heart Mountain Center where persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from west coast defense areas, now reside.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-607 🚹 ark:/13030/ft6d5nb37q
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A Heart Mountain resident of Japanese ancestry, adds finishing touches to a carving he has just completed in one of the shops at the center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-609 🚹 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6gg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Shogi, a game very similar to Chess, is played in a recreation hall by persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from west coast areas.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-610 🚹 ark:/13030/ft2n39n6sr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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An early immigrant from Japan, now residing at Heart Mountain, after evacuating from west coast areas, reaches for a pawn ... 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-611 🚹 ark:/13030/ft0c6002bm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a life class, conducted by a well known artist, Benji Okuda, these night school students of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from west coast areas, seriously continue their art studies.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-612 🚹 ark:/13030/ft287003vt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A member of the staff of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, wraps labels and addresses of Sentinel for ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-613 🚹 ark:/13030/ft7489p06s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kinoshida, the Russian wife of a center minister of Japanese ancestry, throws a male instructor in a Judo class at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-07 WRA no. E-614 🚹 ark:/13030/ft1t1nb07b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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In a class for girls, an advanced girl student throws a male Judo instructor. Not generally considered a sport for...

It isn’t often that a common citizen has an opportunity to man the nozzle end of a fire hose, the...

A few pieces of scrap and some additional mail order lumber, and the ingenuity of skilled hands, have converted a...

Mrs. S. Nako entertains a friend, Mrs. William Hosokawa, for an afternoon’s knitting. Starting with a bare barracks room, some scraps and some mail order lumber and much ingenuity, S. Nako, a young Nisei, constructed the typically modern furniture shown.

Guy Robertson, Project Director, Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

The poster crew at this relocation center, turning out fire and safety post announcements for public gatherings, dances and some general instructions.

During its first week of operation, 250 students enrolled in the weight class at this relocation center.

A demonstration of the theatrical folk lore of old Japan, as presented by players at this relocation center.
A member of one of the entertainment groups includes this Issei member who is adept at the age old art of dish twirling.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-21 WRA no. E-95
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A typical Nisei family, Bill, Alice and Young Mike Hosokawa. Bill is editor of the Heart Mountain Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center Newspaper.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-16
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The beet workers look over the shoulder of the chef for the day as he prepares the evening meal. These Nisei boys are members of a crew of volunteer beet workers who helped in the harvest of sugar beets near Billings, Montana.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-19
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Evening falls over the Heart Mountain Relocation Center where nearly 11,000 persons of Japanese ancestry reside. One by one, lights dim out in the barracks and Wyoming’s third largest city dozes off to sleep.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-19
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S. Nako, a young Nisei, evacuated from west coast defense areas, constructed, out of scrap and mail order lumber, shelving and furniture to increase the livability of his Heart Mountain barracks home.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09
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Out of small bits of scrap lumber and wall board, M. Imafuji has created in his barracks home, an atmosphere ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-07
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M. Imafuji amid the oriental decorations which he has constructed out of scrap lumber in his barracks home at Heart ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
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With the coming of cold Wyoming temperature, ice rinks were flooded and many former Californians of Japanese ancestry, now residing ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 12, Section B</th>
<th>A typical young high school girl at the Heart Mountain Center. The light and casual California school clothing has given way to heavy flannels and plaid wool shirts for the relocated students. Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-13 WRA no. E-623 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft1v19n6qq">ark:/13030/ft1v19n6qq</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume 12, Section B</td>
<td>With the coming of cold Wyoming temperatures, ice rinks were flooded and many former Californians of Japanese ancestry, now residing ... 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-624 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft067n995z">ark:/13030/ft067n995z</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 12, Section B</td>
<td>A young hopeful, not yet quite sure of himself on ice, attempts to show his best girl some of the intricacies of ice skating. For former Californians of Japanese ancestry, now residing at Heart Mountain, ice skating was a new thrill. Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-625 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5pn">ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5pn</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 12, Section B</td>
<td>By the third time he had been to an ice skating rink, the thing to do is set off with confidence. This young Nisei girl of Japanese ancestry now residing at Heart Mountain has a look of determination as she masters a new sport for former Californians. Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-626 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2j6">ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2j6</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 12, Section B</td>
<td>The enthusiasm was immediate as cold Wyoming winter made ice skating possible at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center for persons of Japanese ancestry, now residing at Heart Mountain. Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-627 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft667nb36w">ark:/13030/ft667nb36w</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 12, Section B</td>
<td>Volunteer ice keepers maintain the ice rinks which have sprouted in many blocks at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Here, young former Californians of Japanese ancestry are learning what to them is a new sport. Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-628 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft796nb3sn">ark:/13030/ft796nb3sn</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 12, Section B</td>
<td>Mike Hosokawa, son of Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, and recognized Nisei leader. Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-629 <a href="https://ark:/13030/ft0870022t">ark:/13030/ft0870022t</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A man just can’t seem to get to sleep unless he first has his nursery story so Mike stalls as … 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-630 https://ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2h
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Four children of the Hifumi family, formerly of Los Angeles, left to right, Helen, 13; Fred, 14; Alice, 17 and Ruby, 16. All attend the Heart Mountain High School.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-631 https://ark:/13030/ft1870036p
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Alice and Bill Hosokawa, young Americans of Japanese ancestry now residing at Heart Mountain. Bill, whose father came to the … 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-632 https://ark:/13030/ft2c6003vg
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The Howard Hisayan family in one corner of their barracks home. The furniture, constructed with much ingenuity by Howard, was … 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-633 https://ark:/13030/ft3489n7n6
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Dave and Ruth Natike with their daughter Judy. Dave is block manager and his wife, Ruth, is office attendant at … 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-634 https://ark:/13030/ft996nb53w
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[recto] Dave and Ruth Natike with their daughter Judy. Dave is block manager and his wife, Ruth, is office attendant at … 1/9/43 WRA no. E-634A
[verso] Dave and Ruth Natike with their daughter Judy. Dave is block manager and his wife, Ruth, is office attendant at … WRA no. E-634A

A young Nisei girl, Alice Hifumi, 17. Alice is a high school student and part time mess hall waitress.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-635 https://ark:/13030/ft296nb09d
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A young Nisei girl, Helen Hifumi, 13, a high school student at the Heart Mountain Center High School where classes are held temporarily in barracks blocks.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-636 https://ark:/13030/ft596nb2dv
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Mike and his mother Alice Hosokawa, son and wife of Bill Hosokawa.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-637 https://ark:/13030/ft0b69n5j2
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Ray S. Hifumi, 43 year old father of three teenage girls and a boy. Ray was formerly a Los Angeles gardener, now works as a master carpenter and cabinet maker at the Heart Mountain Center. Though alien, he speaks and writes excellent English. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-638
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Helen Hifumi and her mother, Mrs. Ohiyo Hifumi, formerly of Los Angeles. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-639
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Customers line up at the counter as the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center 8-page tabloid newspaper, is delivered. Center news ... 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-640
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Trimming the assembled Sentinels is George Tokoshige, while Reports Officer Vaughn Mechau and Sentinel Editor Bill Hosokawa check for the hundredth time for possible makeup or printing errors. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-641
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Big city newspapers on the counter of the Center Community Stores go begging until residents have gotten their copies of ... 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-643
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The reportorial staff of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, do double duty on Friday night and Saturday morning ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-644
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A member of the staff of the Japanese language section of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, assembles the ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-645
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The reportorial staff of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, do double duty on Friday night and Saturday morning ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-646
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The motor pool garage where all motor equipment for the city of 11,000 persons is maintained and repaired.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-647 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1cv
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That none of the precious rubber for center trucks and vehicles may be misplaced or lost track of, all tires ... 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-648 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft0h4n994d
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In his barracks home at block 7-21, Bill Hosokawa and his wife Alice serve oyster stew in an evening visit ... 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-649 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft738nb3tv
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Workmen reconstructing an abandoned CCC building which was moved to the center from a nearby CCC camp. The building will be used to augment a resident barracks being used for a primary school.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-650 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft7k40072c
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A shoemaker busy on a machine in a shoe repair shop at the center. With all available shoemakers at work, ... 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-651 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft8w1008b8
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Shoemakers at work in the repair shop at the center. With every available shoemaker at work the flood of shoe ... 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-652 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft1779n661
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A shoemaker busy on a machine in a shoe repair shop at the center. With all available shoemakers at work, ... 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-653 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft0779n5pg
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In the radio repair shop a young Nisei of Japanese ancestry, an experienced radio repairman, fixes a centerite's set. The ... 1943-01-06 WRA no. E-654 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft5c60065h
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A young radio repairman in the radio shop at Heart Mountain Center repairs centerites' sets. The shop, carried on as ... 1943-01-06 WRA no. E-655 ⚙️ ark:/13030/ft7b69p0b5
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Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, a Washington U. graduate, and former west coast newspaper man and foreign correspondent, conducts a biweekly class in journalism for the reporters of his Sentinel staff.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-06 WRA no. E-656 ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0c2
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The reportorial and other members of the staff of the Heart Mountain Sentinel center newspaper attend bi-weekly journalism classes conducted by Sentinel Editor, Bill Hosokawa, a Washington U. graduate and former foreign correspondent.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-657 ark:/13030/ft0m3n99hr
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In the press room of the Cody Enterprise, Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, sets ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-658 ark:/13030/ft5p3005zw
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In the press room of the Cody Enterprise, Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, prepares ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-659 ark:/13030/ft900008rf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the press room of the Cody Enterprise, Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, pulls a ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-661 ark:/13030/ft10000258
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the press room of the Cody Enterprise, Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, knocks ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-662 ark:/13030/ft6z09n9xg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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In the press room of the Cody Enterprise, Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, checks ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-663 ark:/13030/ft2c6003w0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the press room of the Cody Enterprise, Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, grabs ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-664 ark:/13030/ft11nb08y
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Centerites at Heart Mountain were quick to grab the recreational opportunities of cold Wyoming winters. Shallow ponds were prepared and flooded for ice skating. Here a former California boy and girl try out what to them is a brand new sport. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-665 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb35n
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Cold Wyoming winters make for hard solid ice, and residents at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center were quick to construct ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-666 ark:/13030/ft167n99xn
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Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, and the Nisei leader in center activities, an American ... 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-667 ark:/13030/ft1j49n5xc
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Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, and the Nisei leader in center activities, an American ... 1/8/43 WRA no. E-667A [recto]
[verso] Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, and the Nisei leader in center activities, an American ... WRA no. E-667A [verso]

Two electricians repair wires slightly damaged by fire at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Resident workers of Japanese ancestry maintain all center facilities, such as electric power, water sewage, etc.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-668 ark:/13030/ft4x0nb1z8
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The Reverend Donald Toriumi, acts as temporary chairman at a meeting of interested centerites of Japanese ancestry, to form a ... 1943-01-13 WRA no. E-669 ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0dk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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As the instructor looks on, a young Nisei resident wields a plane in one of the recreation department craft shops. Scarcity of small home facilities has made this type of recreational activity popular at the center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-670 ark:/13030/ft8p3007gj
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A class of early teen age students of Japanese ancestry, in a craft shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Under trained supervisors, students learn to make art objects of wood and paper.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-671 [ark:/13030/ft9d5nb500]
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Wilbur Maxwell, visiting Y.M.C.A. Secretary, points out some of the details of organizing a branch of the Y.M.C.A. and student life to Nisei leaders at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-13 WRA no. E-673 [ark:/13030/ft309nb0jc]
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Mike Hosokawa, three year old son of Bill Hosokawa, Editor of the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, and Nisei leader in center activities.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-674 [ark:/13030/ft5x0nb2xj]
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A young enthusiast working on a pair of book ends in a center craft shop. Craft shops are popular recreation for old as well as young residents of Japanese ancestry at this relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-675 [ark:/13030/ft7q2nb40v]
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Young enthusiasts in a craft shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Scarcity of small art objects to relieve the bareness of barracks homes has made the craft shops popular with young and old residents of Japanese ancestry at this center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-676 [ark:/13030/ft5b69n908]
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Residents of Japanese ancestry, at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, were quick to grasp the recreational advantages of Wyoming's cold...

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-678 [ark:/13030/ft958008qp]
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A crew of firemen and volunteer helpers man the fire house in flooding an ice skating rink at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-679 [ark:/13030/ft8k4007t2]
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A crew of firemen and volunteer helpers man the fire house in flooding an ice skating rink at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-680
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A crew of firemen and volunteer helpers man the fire house in flooding an ice skating rink at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-11 WRA no. E-681
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Residents of Japanese ancestry, at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, were quick to grasp the recreational advantages of Wyoming’s cold ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-683
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A young mechanic of Japanese ancestry, a resident at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, honing cylinders in a truck motor. ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-684
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A young mechanic of Japanese ancestry preparing a truck in the motor pool at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. The well used former CCC and Forestry Service motor equipment is repaired and maintained by experienced resident mechanics and student workers.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-685
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Trucks line up at the coal cars on the siding at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, where volunteer workers unload cars and distribute coal throughout the center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-06 WRA no. E-686
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A volunteer worker of Japanese ancestry unloading coal from a box car at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Says this ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-06 WRA no. E-687
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A volunteer worker of Japanese ancestry unloading coal from a box car at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Says this ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-06 WRA no. E-688
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Two young Nisei machinists set up a truck sale on the lathe for repair. Mechanics of Japanese ancestry, residents of this relocation center, perform the all important task of maintaining well used former CCC and Forestry Service equipment.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-689 ▶ ark:/13030/ft4s200518
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Not generally considered a sport for women, a Judo class, at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, organized at the request of the Nisei girls, enrolled 30 students. Here a student throws a male instructor in a standard Judo style.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-07 WRA no. E-690 ▶ ark:/13030/ft1b69n6br
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This complicated looking gadget is a standard Japanese typewriter, the private property of a resident of Japanese ancestry at the ... 1943-01-13 WRA no. E-691 ▶ ark:/13030/ft02900210
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Residents of Japanese ancestry, at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, were quick to grasp the recreational advantages of Wyoming's cold ... 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-692 ▶ ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1qd
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For this former Californian of Japanese ancestry, learning to ice skate is a challenge.  
By this, his third time out, ... 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-693 ▶ ark:/13030/ft8b69p13b
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Some of the costumes still bear the stamp of California living, but the skates are strictly mid winter, as these young relocation center residents of Japanese ancestry prepare for an hour on the ice.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-695 ▶ ark:/13030/ft3n39n867
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Heavy Wyoming winter footgear parked alongside the benches while these center residents of Japanese ancestry, many of whom are Californians, try out what to them is a new winter sport, ice skating.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-10 WRA no. E-696 ▶ ark:/13030/ft6c6005vp
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A young Nisei machinist repairing a truck's axle in the machine shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.  
The vital ... 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-698 ▶ ark:/13030/ft8z09p1bw
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At a meeting of the Center Planning Commission, which is composed of the resident Architect Engineer and appointed personnel and ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-699
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Paul and Alice Nakadate and their son Paul, Jr., better known as Polito. Paul was an insurance agent in Los ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-702
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A young machinist operates a drill press in the motor pool shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Center residents of Japanese ancestry man the shops for the maintenance of former CCC and Forestry Department motor equipment. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-09 WRA no. E-703
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Kay Kawahara, three year old son of Dr. Kazuto Kawahara, a former Los Angeles dentist, being held by a neighbor Joan Ishiyama. Joan is a stenographer in the office of the Project Director, Guy Robertson. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-704
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In the ceramics plant at the Heart Mountain Center, a careful analysis of clay from the surrounding hills is being ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-705
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Minnie Negoro, an art student at the University of California in Los Angeles before the evacuation of persons of Japanese ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-706
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Minnie Negoro, an art student at the University of California in Los Angeles before the evacuation of persons of Japanese ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-707
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Minnie Negoro, an art student at the University of California in Los Angeles before the evacuation of persons of Japanese ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-708
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Fuji Fujikama (right) and a fellow artist reproducing posters by silk screen method at the Poster Shop at the center. Young Nisei artists prepare all posters for center activities for safety and fire protection under the direction of Fuji at the Poster Shop.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-709 [ark:/13030/ft5c600661]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At a meeting of the Center Planning Commission, a group composed of 8 resident members and 1 appointed personnel, Bill ... 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-710 [ark:/13030/ft500005ts]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young poster artist intent on applying color for a poster, in the [illegible] Poster Shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. The Poster Shop provides posted notices for center activities and safety.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-711 [ark:/13030/ft4d5nb27m]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Sansei, or third generation boy of Japanese ancestry. His father, a Nisei, second generation, American citizen, and the rest of his family, evacuated from the west coast areas, now reside at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-712 [ark:/13030/ft6t1nb3m1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the Poster Shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, posters of general information announcing activities for safety and fire ... 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-713 [ark:/13030/ft92900826]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young poster artist at work in the poster shop at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-714 [ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0f3]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Paul Nakadati and his son Paul, Jr., better known as Polito. Paul, a young Nisei, was formerly an insurance salesman in Los Angeles. He now teaches Social Sciences in the night school at the Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-715 [ark:/13030/ft1w1003f7]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 12, section B

Polito, nickname for Paul, Jr., the son of Paul Nakadati, Nisei, and former Los Angeles insurance agent, who now teaches Social Sciences in the night school at the Heart Mountain Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-12 WRA no. E-716
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 12, section B

Alice Chira and daughter Sachi, 28 months old. The husband and father Sam Chira was a farmer before evacuation in El Monte, California. He specialized in the raising of fine strawberries.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-717
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 13, section B

Real action can be expected when two of the Junior age teams tangle on the Heart Mountain gridiron.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-20 WRA no. G-191
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 13, section B

Game interference is here demonstrated as a ball carrier for the Heart Mountain team breaks away for a touch down.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-20 WRA no. G-192
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 13, section B

Scene at the entrance of the Heart Mountain Hospital as obstetrics case is brought in.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-18 WRA no. G-193
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 13, section B

Young girl residents of Heart Mountain compare costumes as they assemble for the get together, Priority Stomp.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24 WRA no. G-194
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 13, section B

Keeping a trim figure is a chief concern of any young American girl, regardless of ancestry. This scene, in the Heart Mountain Gymnasium, shows a group of young evacuees keeping fit.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-195
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tosh Asano, of the All Star team, is run out of bounds. Heart Mountain residents are ardent football fans, as ... 1943-11-25 WRA no. G-198 [ark:/13030/ft8c6008ch

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Heart Mountain residents work long hours harvesting the center’s huge crop before the heavy frost sets in. The bean thrasher is here shown still at work in the twilight hours.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-21 WRA no. G-199 [ark:/13030/ft2w1003xs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dancing is one of the chief forms of recreation at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. This scene, in the high school gymnasium, shows the portion of the crowd at a school dance to which the public was invited.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24 WRA no. G-200 [ark:/13030/ft4w1005gn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Haruko Tachi, left, and Yaeko Hattori try out a new recipe in the cooking class of the Heart Mountain high school.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-201 [ark:/13030/ft5x0nb2z2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Laverne Kurahara and Tubbie Kunimatsu demonstrate some intricate jitterbug steps during a school dance held in the high school gymnasium.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24 WRA no. G-202 [ark:/13030/ft1x0n99pm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. T. Tanaka, one of the dentists at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center Hospital, is shown at work filling a molar of one of the residents of Heart Mountain.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-203 [ark:/13030/ft71nb4js

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry Ishigaki conducts an experiment in Chemistry in the laboratory of the Heart Mountain High School.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-205 [ark:/13030/ft367nb1ck

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene in the Heart Mountain High School library, as Miss Mickey Yabe helps a fellow student with some research work in ancient history.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-207 [ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0jz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Scene during a game between the All Stars and the Jack Rabbits, two of the favorite teams of Heart Mountain football fans.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-25 WRA no. G-208

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Football fans of Heart Mountain braved sub-zero weather to watch a hotly contested game between two of the favorite teams, the All Stars and Jack Rabbits.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-25 WRA no. G-209

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exciting moment during a Heart Mountain football game between the All Stars and the Jack Rabbits. An attempted pass is fumbled and a member of the opposing team falls on the ball.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-25 WRA no. G-210

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exciting bit of action between the All Star and the Jack Rabbit football teams, during a game at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. At the moment it is difficult to say who has the ball.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-25 WRA no. G-211

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

K. Ishijima, pharmacist, is shown at work preparing a prescription, at the Heart Mountain Pharmacy.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-18 WRA no. G-212

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Football fans of Heart Mountain braved sub-zero weather to watch a hotly contested game between the All Stars and the Jack Rabbits.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-23 WRA no. G-213

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. H. Nakahara, head of the dental clinic at the Heart Mountain Hospital, is shown examining teeth of one of the center's residents.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-18 WRA no. G-214

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Scene in the Chemistry class at the Heart Mountain High School, as Kaoru Inouye, instructor, is showing student SumiTam[...] a step in one of the Chemistry experiments.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-215 [拱] ark:/13030/ft8t1nb509  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A detail of the X-Ray equipment in the Heart Mountain Hospital. Technician H. Sasai is shown measuring the skull of a patient to determine the duration of the exposure to the rays.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-18 WRA no. G-216 [拱] ark:/13030/ft5489n91g  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ventilation in the roof of one of two huge root cellars recently completed at Heart Mountain Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-23 WRA no. G-218 [拱] ark:/13030/ft4779n8t7  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the young Heart Mountain school children is enjoying a swing on the center's playground.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical of the young girls at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center is attractive Janice Shirota.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 11-25-1943 WRA no. G-220 [拱] ark:/13030/ft5p30061d  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eichi Sakauye, resident of Heart Mountain Relocation Center, is shown operating a bean thrasher on the center's extensive agricultural farm.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-22 WRA no. G-221 [拱] ark:/13030/ft1199n635  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Joan Ritchie, left, and Janet Sakamoto, students at the Heart Mountain High School, learn to make patches in school sewing class.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17 WRA no. G-223 [拱] ark:/13030/ft3p3004jk  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 13, Section B</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dancing is one of the chief forms of recreation at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. This scene in the High School Gymnasium shows the portion of the crowd at a school dance to which the public was invited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft567nb2g7](ark:/13030/ft567nb2g7) |
| One of the young Heart Mountain school children is enjoying a swing on the center's play ground. |  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft9c6008nz](ark:/13030/ft9c6008nz) |
| Scene on a football field during a practice game. |  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-22  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5q5](ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5q5) |
| Scene in the warehouse at the Heart Mountain Hospital, where is stored canned milk, prepared baby food, etc. |  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-18  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft8t1nb51t](ark:/13030/ft8t1nb51t) |
| Identification photos are made of relocation center residents when they apply for indefinite or seasonal leave. The camera, here shown ... |  
1943-11-22  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft3199n76t](ark:/13030/ft3199n76t) |
| Keeping a trim figure is a chief concern of all American girls, regardless of ancestry. This scene in the Heart Mountain Gymnasium shows a group of young evacuees keeping fit. |  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-17  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft6b69n9kc](ark:/13030/ft6b69n9kc) |
| Tubbie Kunishima and Laverne Kurahara demonstrate some intricate jitterbug steps, during a school dance held in the High School gymnasium. |  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
[ark:/13030/ft5779n92n](ark:/13030/ft5779n92n) |
Two young girls, of the Heart Mountain Center, clown before the microphone, for a delighted audience at one of the get together parties. The occasion is the Priority Stomp.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-24 WRA no. G-233

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A snow covered hill forms the background for a hotly contested game between the Jack Rabbits and the All Stars at Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-25 WRA no. G-234

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Albert Sumio Tanouye, one of two hundred Heart Mountain selectees, who is a pharmacist at the Heart Mountain hospital at ...

1944-03-03 WRA no. I-35

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Albert Sumio Tanouye, one of two hundred Heart Mountain selectees, who is a pharmacist at the Heart Mountain hospital at ...

1944-03-03 WRA no. I-36

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Albert Sumio Tanouye, pharmacist of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center hospital, is preparing to leave for his pre-induction physical to ...

1944-03-03 WRA no. I-37

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Albert Sumio Tanouye, one of the Heart Mountain selectees, reporting to Heart Mountain Selective Service Clerk Helen Morioka. Albert Tanouye ...

1944-03-03 WRA no. I-38

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the Heart Mountain selectees within bus on the way to pre-induction physical at Fort Warren, Wyoming.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-39

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Selectees leaving Heart Mountain Relocation Center for pre-induction physical at Fort Warren, Wyoming.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-40

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Selectees waiting for processing of paper at the Powell Draft Board. John Kitasako, group leader, checks with secretary, Miss Alta Christinsen of the Powell Draft Board, while Douglas M. Todd, Assistant Project Director, looks on. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Powell, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-41 ark:/13030/ft0j49n5jc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese American selectees from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center leaving the Powell Draft Board for their pre-induction physicals. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Powell, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-43 ark:/13030/ft7489p079
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Heart Mountain selectees contingent in front of the Powell Draft Board office waiting for bus to take them to Fort ... 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-44 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb1w8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Selectees from Heart Mountain Relocation Center departing from the Powell Draft Board for pre-induction physical to be given at Fort Warren, Wyoming. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Powell, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-45 ark:/13030/ft3489n7q7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Albert Sumio Tanouye, one of the Heart Mountain selectees, reporting to Heart Mountain Selective Service clerk Helen Morioka. Albert Tanouye ... 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-46 ark:/13030/ft5x09n9k0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

T/C Kazuo Yoshida (left) and T/C Clarence Ota (right) visited Heart Mountain. They are originally from Hawaii--volunteered for the 442nd ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-463 ark:/13030/ft0h4n995x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura from Camp Shelby, Mississippi, conversing with Heart Mountain draftees (left to right), Mason Funabiki, Masao Higashiuchi and Albert Tanouye. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-48 ark:/13030/ft9b69p28g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura from Camp Shelby, Mississippi, conversing with Heart Mountain draftees, (left to right), Mason Funabiki, Masao Higashiuchi and Albert Tanouye. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-49 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb0r3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 13, Section B</th>
<th>Heart Mountain draftees meet Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura of Camp Shelby, Mississippi, at the Heart Mountain Selective Service office. (Left ... 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-51</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td>Heart Mountain draftees, (left to right), Mason Funabiki, Masao Higashiuchi and Albert Tanouye. Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura from Camp Shelby, Mississippi, conversing with Heart Mountain draftees, (left to right), Mason Funabiki, Masao Higashiuchi and Albert Tanouye. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-50</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td>Heart Mountain draftees meet Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura of Camp Shelby, Mississippi, at the Heart Mountain Selective Service office. (Left ... 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-51</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td>Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura is with Company C, 442nd Division at Camp Shelby Mississippi. He recently returned from Fort Benning, ... 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-53</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Farewell party at the Heart Mountain U.S.O. for Mason Funabiki. Mr. Funabiki was inducted into the Army April 18th.

Photographer: Sakauye, Eiichi
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-31 WRA no. G-530 ark:/13030/ft6199n98r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Second Lieutenant Moe Yonemura is with Company C, 442nd Division at Camp Shelby Mississippi. He recently returned from Fort Benning, ...

1944-03-20 WRA no. I-54 ark:/13030/ft7p30077m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Douglas M. Todd, Assistant Project Director, addressing a joint meeting of the Community Council and the block managers on Selective Service procedures and laws, so they in turn can explain them to the people in the community.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-05 WRA no. I-55 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb1sq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Douglas M. Todd, Assistant Project Director, addressing a joint meeting of the Community Council and the block managers on Selective Service procedures and laws, so they in turn can explain them to the people in the community.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-56 ark:/13030/ft38700437

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Douglas M. Todd, Assistant Project Director, addressing a joint meeting of the Community Council and the block managers on Selective Service procedures and laws, so they in turn can explain them to the people in the community.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-03 WRA no. I-57 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2h9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Martha Tomita, U.S.O. hostess, entertains draftees Mas Aji and Sam Shimane, as Senior Hostesses Alice Mukai, Hilda Tani and Haruko Fujita look on.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-08 WRA no. I-59 ark:/13030/ft2h4nb04h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 13, Section B | Heart Mountain U.S.O. hostess Tamiko Nakao entertains draftee Chester Shimono at the center U.S.O.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-08  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|---|---|
| Volume 13, Section B | It's refreshment time at the Heart Mountain U.S.O., as hostesses Himo Okubo, Kay Kushino and Mitsuko Tamari serve Tom Yoshikai and Joe Hamashita, draftees.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-08  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 13, Section B | Land cleared of sagebrush in the fall and corrugated against wind erosion for spring planting.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 13, Section B | Land cleared of sagebrush last fall and corrugated against wind erosion. Assistant Farm Superintendent, Eiichi Sakauye, checking the moisture for early spring crop planting.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 13, Section B | Land cleared and planted to grain crops. This picture shows the contoured irrigation system which is practiced by the Heart Mountain Agricultural Section. This method of irrigation prevents erosion.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 13, Section B | Land cleared of sagebrush in the fall and corrugated against wind erosion for spring planting.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 13, Section B | Land cleared and planted to grain crops. This picture shows the contoured irrigation system which is practiced by the Heart Mountain Agricultural Section. This method of irrigation prevents soil erosion.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Land cleared and planted to grain crops. This picture shows the contoured irrigation system which is practiced by the Heart Mountain Agricultural Section. This method of irrigation prevents soil erosion.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10 WRA no. I-68  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Showing the contrast of cleared land and uncleared land.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10 WRA no. I-69

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son, Robert Kodama, Jr., residents of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-70

Busily preparing to leave the Center for outside employment are Mr. ad Mrs. Robert Kodama. The Kodamas formerly lived in ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-71

Sachi Chira, daughter of Sam Chira, Nisei, a resident at Heart Mountain, formerly a farmer in El Monte, California who specialized in the raising of strawberries.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-05 WRA no. E-718

Temporary structures built of tar paper, wood and composition materials offer constant fire hazard. Here, two center firemen of Japanese ... 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-720

Temporary structures built of tar paper, wood and composition materials offer constant fire hazard. Here, two center firemen of Japanese ... 1943-01-04 WRA no. E-721
Temporary structures built of tar paper, wood and composition materials offer constant fire hazard. Here, two center firemen of Japanese parentage, evacuated from west coast defense areas, are now residing.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04
WRA no. E-722

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A nursery school group at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center where persons of Japanese parentage, evacuated from west coast defense areas, are now residing.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04
WRA no. E-723

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A nursery school group at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center where persons of Japanese parentage, evacuated from west coast defense areas, are now residing.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1/4/43
WRA no. E-723A

Additional Note
Duplicata of WRA No. E-723

[recto] A nursery school group at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center where persons of Japanese parentage, evacuated from west coast defense areas, are now residing. ; Photographer: Parker, Tom ; Heart Mountain, Wyoming. WRA no. E-723A [recto]

[verso] A nursery school group at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center where persons of Japanese parentage, evacuated from west coast defense areas, are now residing. ; Photographer: Parker, Tom ; Heart Mountain, Wyoming. WRA no. E-723A [verso]

Additional Note
Duplicata of WRA No. E-723

Two small girls, whose grandparents came to the United States from Japan, play with clay toys in the nursery school at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04
WRA no. E-725
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A bashful little girl, whose parents are American born citizens of Japanese ancestry, is tickled at posing for her picture in a nursery school at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-04
WRA no. E-726

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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When the Sentinel weekly newspaper, of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, hits the newstands, the rush is on. The two young Nisei shown here had to read the sports page before they could leave the community store.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. E-727 ark:/13030/ft1x0n99q4
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---

Members of the staff and volunteer helpers reassemble a privately owned Japanese typewriter to be used for the Japanese language ...

1943-01-13 WRA no. I-728 ark:/13030/ft229003jy
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---

Koso Fukuda of the Evacuee Property Office is helping Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama with transportation of property and ...

1944-03-18 WRA no. I-73 ark:/13030/ft7z09p0m7
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---

Guy Robertson, Project Director, Heart Mountain Center.
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-08 WRA no. B-739 ark:/13030/ft1290035v

Additional Note
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---

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama, with their son, receiving cash grant from cashier Tomio Miyahara for indefinite relocation from ...

1944-03-18 WRA no. I-74 ark:/13030/ft35800443
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---

Busily preparing to leave the center for outside employment are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama. The Kodamas formerly lived ...

1944-03-18 WRA no. I-75 ark:/13030/ft2t1nb0vz
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---

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son, Junior, give their passes to Pfc. Courtland Dalheim of the ...

1944-03-18 WRA no. I-76 ark:/13030/ft3n39n87r
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---

Harvest is on at Heart Mountain. This picture shows some of the fifty-two varieties of crops grown by the Agricultural ...

1944-10-03 WRA no. G-765 ark:/13030/ft858007tf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Of the many crops grown by the Agricultural Department, a few are pictured as following left to right: Nerima daikon, carrots, table beets, green onion and dry onion. These crops are grown on the Heart Mountain Project.

Photographer: Ushioka, Henry
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-10-03 WRA no. G-766 (ark:/13030/ft4p3005md
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The 1944 crop of Yellow Sweet Spanish onion grown Agricultural Section of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.
Photographer: Ushioka, Henry
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-10-10 WRA no. G-767 (ark:/13030/ft6x0nb3mp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Giant Pascal celery stands 29 inches high and is the average size produced by agricultural section of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.
Photographer: Ushioka, Henry
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-10-03 WRA no. G-768 (ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4bc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at the Heart Mountain, Wyoming, Bus Depot. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son, Junior, are ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-77 (ark:/13030/ft058001xm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at the Heart Mountain, Wyoming, Bus Depot. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son, Junior, are ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-78 (ark:/13030/ft1290036c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Edward Nakano, Jr., Leave Officer, issues passes for indefinite leave to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-79 (ark:/13030/ft6g50064z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Request for government transportation has been granted, so Lulu Tamura of the Requests Office issues bus tickets to Mr. and ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-80 (ark:/13030/ft0c6002c4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Heart Mountain USO sponsored a pre-Thanksgiving social which was held at the USO Lounge. Approximately forty soldiers representing six ... 1944-11-22 WRA no. G-806 (ark:/13030/ft767nb3gb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Memorial Services were held for the six war dead. The girl, pictured at the left, is a Girl Scout, while a Camp Fire Girl is laying a wreath before the community gold star service flag.

Photographer: Ushioka, Henry

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-12-09 WRA no. G-807
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Misako Tomita of the Heart Mountain Relocation Office is helping little Robert Kodama, Jr., have his fingerprints taken while ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-81

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With the reinstitution of Selective Service for Japanese-Americans, the subsequent drafting of eligible young men into the Army, the Heart ... 1944-12 WRA no. G-810
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The water filtration plant at Heart Mountain.

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1945-02 WRA no. G-817
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and son are obtaining internal employment clearance from Haruko Fujita of the Internal Employment ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-82

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yuki Shirakawa, Relocation Department Photographer, is taking a picture of Robert Yoshio Kodama for the file and identification card as ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-83

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Yuki Shirakawa, Relocation Department Photographer, is taking a picture of Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama for the file and identification card ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-84

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A center resident watches from the bank of the Highline Ditch canal, main irrigation source for this relocation center's farm lands, as the first water finds its way along the just completed excavation.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-05 WRA no. E-926
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A group of center residents watch from the bank of the Highline Ditch canal main irrigation water source for this relocation center’s farm lands, as the first water finds its way along the just completed excavation.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-05 WRA no. E-927
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of center residents watch from the bridge of the Highline Ditch canal main irrigation water source for this relocation center’s farm lands, as the first water finds its way along the just completed excavation.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-05 WRA no. E-928
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Reversing the scenes of nearly three years ago when train after train brought more than 11,000 evacuees from the West ...

1945-07 WRA no. G-945
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Tom Oki Bob Kodama Wright Kawakami
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-02-02 WRA no. X-1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Virgil Payne, head of the Social Welfare Department, is helping Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara make application for clothing ...

1944-03-16 WRA no. I-100
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara and their daughters, Maureen and Diane, are shown packing their clothing prior to leaving ...

1944-03-16 WRA no. I-101
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara with their daughters, Diane, 12; and Maureen, 11; and son, Tom Jr. Their former ...

1944-03-16 WRA no. I-102
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara are obtaining internal employment clearance from Haruko Fujita to clear all government property before ...

1944-03-16 WRA no. I-103
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Misako Tomita of the Relocation Office is helping Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara have her finger prints taken for the file ...

1944-03-16 WRA no. I-104
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Scene at the Heart Mountain Bus station as Mr. and Mrs. Sashihara and family prepare to board the bus for ... 1944-03-16 
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara with their daughters, Maureen and Diane, and their son Tom Jr. await the bus ... 1944-03-16 
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Mr. and Mrs. Sashihara and their daughters, Maureen and Diane, and son Tom, Jr., preparing to give their passes to ... 1944-03-16 
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara checking time for the last payroll with Bud Aoyama, timekeeper, before leaving the center ... 1944-03-16 
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Noburu Yoshida, head cashier, is giving cash grants to relocatees Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara. The Sashiharas, former home ... 1944-03-16 
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki with their small daughter, Dinne, receiving cash grants from cashier Tomio Miyahara for indefinite leave ... 1944-03-14 
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Koso Fukuda of the Evacuee Property Office is helping Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki with transfer of property, freight, and ... 1944-03-14 

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki and their small daughter, Dinne, checking out time with Dorothy Hiuga of the timekeepers division, ... 1944-03-14 

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki and baby Dinne give their indefinite leave passes to Pfc. Courtland Dalheim of the Military ... 1944-03-14
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki and daughter Dinne, about to board the bus from Heart Mountain Relocation, Wyoming, on their ... 1944-03-14 WRA no. I-116
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Haruko Fujita of Internal Employment clears all government property for Mr. and Mrs. Tom Oki before they leave the Heart ... 1944-03-14 WRA no. I-118
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Edward Nakano, Jr. Leave Officer, issues passes for indefinite leave to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Oki and their small daughter, ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-119
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Request for government transportation has been granted to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Oki and their small daughter, Dinne. So Lulu ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-120

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mr. Tom Oki holds his small daughter, Dinne, while Misako Tomita of the Relocation Department helps Dinne to have her ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-121

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yuki Shirakawa, Relocation Department Photographer, is taking a picture of little Dinne Oki for the file and identification card, as ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-122
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Relocation Department Photographer Yuki Shirakawa is taking a picture of Mrs. Thomas Oki for the file and identification card, as ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-123
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Photographer Yuki Shirakawa, of the Relocation Department, is taking a picture of Mr. Tom Oki for the file and identification ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-124
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Fumi Taketa of the War Ration Book Department issues War Ration Books to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki, as they ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-125

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki and their small daughter, Dinne, apply for leave applications for indefinite leave, from Asako Nomura ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-126
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Tomi Fujimura, Counselor for the Relocation Office, is explaining the indefinite leave procedures to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki, as ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-127
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Preparing to leave for outside employment, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Oki are busily packing their belongings. The Okis formerly resided ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-128
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Preparing to leave for outside employment, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Oki are busily packing their belongings. The Okis formerly resided ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-129
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A typical Nisei family of Heart Mountain Relocation Center are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Oki and their small daughter, Dinne. ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-130
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Block manager Tom Oki presiding in a special meeting of block managers concerning the center’s population. The Okis formerly resided ... 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-131
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Block manager Tom Oki explains draft procedures to fellow block managers, so they in turn can explain them to center ... 1944-03-20 WRA no. I-132
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Heart Mountain Community Council meets twice weekly. (Left to right) Councilmen: George Tani, Shogo Iwamoto, Secretary of Council Shinji Fujimoto, Toyo Suke Kimoto, Mune Jiro Hayashi, Frank Kuwamoto [?] and Hinoshi Matsushigo. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-21 WRA no. I-135
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A hotly contested interscholastic basketball game between Heart Mountain and Powell High School girl teams took place at Heart Mountain Relocation Center on March 18. The Heart Mountain girls were victorious, with the final score reading 32 to 24.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-136 ark:/13030/ft4n39n8k7
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Pretty Hideo Takehara, 18-year-old Heart Mountain high school student, formerly of Los Angeles, California, where she attended Roosevelt High, poses for the camera.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-21 WRA no. I-139 ark:/13030/ft2g5003s3
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Nurses Aide Dixie Honda taking the temperature of one of the patients in room D of ward 7 at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center Hospital. Dixie is one of the 100 Nurses Aides working in the Hospital.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-07 WRA no. I-140 ark:/13030/ft0d5n98q2
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16-year-old Yoko Sato represents a typical Heart Mountain High School student. Before evacuation, Yoko lived in Sacramento, California, where she attended The Grant Union High School.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-07 WRA no. I-141 ark:/13030/ft8n39p1fq
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Pretty Hideo Takehara, 18-year-old Heart Mountain high school student, formerly of Los Angeles, California, where she attended Roosevelt High, poses for the camera.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-21 WRA no. I-142 ark:/13030/ft0c6002dn
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Visiting soldiers and a USO volunteer worker leaving the USO Club quarters at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-05 WRA no. I-148 ark:/13030/ft9d5nb51h
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son, Junior, are applying for War Ration Books from Fumi Taketa ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-85  ark:/13030/ft2n39n6t8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son are applying for indefinite leave from Asako Nomura of the ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-86  ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4cw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and son, Junior, consult with Tomi Fujimura, Counselor For Relocation, in regards to relocation. ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-87  ark:/13030/ft1w1003gr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yoshio Kodama and their small son, Robert Kodama, Jr., residents of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, ... 1944-03-18 WRA no. I-88  ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4fk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Edward Nakano, Jr., Leave Officer of the Heart Mountain Relocation Office, is issuing passes to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-89  ark:/13030/ft3s2004cn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry Fuji of the Heart Mountain Relocation Office in charge of transportation, is helping Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-90  ark:/13030/ft2x09n7dh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fumi Taketa of the Heart Mountain Relocation Office is issuing War Ration Books to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara, ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-92  ark:/13030/ft1m3n99tq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Asako Nomura, of the Leave Application Department, is helping Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara file their applications for indefinite ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-93  ark:/13030/ft0r29n5qB
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara consult with Frank Ken Toya, Heart Mountain Property Clerk, in regards to transferring personal ... 1944-03-16 WRA no. I-94  ark:/13030/ft309nb0kw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Asako Nomura, of the Leave Application Department, is helping Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara fill in their application for … *1944-03-16* WRA no. I-95 [ark:/13030/ft4n39n8mr]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara consult with Frank Ken Toya, Heart Mountain Property Clerk, in regards to transferring personal … *1944-03-16* WRA no. I-96 [ark:/13030/ft5n39n97v]
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tomi Fujimura is showing Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara steps to be taken before indefinite leave may be secured. … *1944-03-16* WRA no. I-98 [ark:/13030/ft7s2007r1]
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Sashihara receiving word of confirmation in regard to their employment in an Eastern city by … *1944-03-16* WRA no. I-99 [ark:/13030/ft1q2n99xx]
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

It takes approximately four carloads of coal a day to provide heat for residents at this Wyoming relocation center during the cold winter months. Here a crew of volunteers are loading trucks from the coal gondola for delivery to barracks. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. *1942-09-15* WRA no. -107 [ark:/13030/ft787007c2]
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Montana beet farmer, Spencer, gives these young evacuees of Japanese ancestry, who have volunteered for farm work, instructions in the … *1942-09-20* WRA no. -113 [ark:/13030/ft829007n6]
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Dinner is served cafeteria style to young and old in the mess halls at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. *1942-09-23* WRA no. -134 [ark:/13030/ft2489n744]
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Mrs. Mari Yashida looks at her baby through the plate glass window of the nursery, as nurse’s aide Nobuko Hirashima returns it to its crib after feeding. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Heart Mountain, Wyoming. *1943-11-18* WRA no. -190 [ark:/13030/ft0v19n675]
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Priorities need be no bar to personal cleanliness. Tak Sugiyama, Heart Mountain resident, is here shown scrubbing up in one of the improvised bath tubs made of sawed off pickle barrels.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-23 WRA no. -197
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Optometrist Wright Kawakami, examines the eyes of Al Tanouye prior to fitting him with glasses. Dr. Wright Kawakami is a graduate of the University of California School of Optometry.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-11-18 WRA no. -206
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A fourth grade rhythm class in the grade school of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, where persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from the west coast, now reside.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-04 WRA no. -569
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A session of the court at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. The court is composed of seven judges selected from the residents and appointed by the Project Director. They preside over infractions of center regulations and ordinary civil court cases.

Photographer: Coffey, Pat
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-06-04 WRA no. -571
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On cold winter evenings at the Heart Mountain Center, old timers pit their wits in the game of Goh, in ... 1943-01-04 WRA no. -608
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Symbolic Heart Mountain towers at the end of F Street, the main thoroughfare of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-08-28 WRA no. -61

Additional Note
Filename: jB-61a.tif
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Symbolic Heart Mountain towers at the end of F Street, the main thoroughfare of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-08-28 WRA no. -61
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**Land cleared of sagebrush last fall and corrugated against wind erosion. Assistant Farm Superintendent, Eiichi Sakauye, checking the moisture for early Spring crop planting.**

*Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru*

*Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1944-03-10 WRA no. -64*  
[ark:/13030/ft0z09n6n1](ark:/13030/ft0z09n6n1)
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**At a preliminary meeting, interested residents at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, where persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from west ... 1943-01-13**

*WRA no. -672 [ark:/13030/ft1489n61s](ark:/13030/ft1489n61s)*
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**Residents of Japanese ancestry, at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, were quick to grasp the recreational advantages of Wyoming's cold ... 1943-01-10**

*WRA no. -677*  
[ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0kv](ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0kv)
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**Yuki Shirakawa, Heart Mountain Relocation Office Photographer, is taking a picture of Mr. Thomas T. Sashihara, who has applied for ... 1944-03-16**

*WRA no. -91*  
[ark:/13030/ft400004c8](ark:/13030/ft400004c8)
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**Furniture for the schools, public buildings and administrative offices is being made in the wood working shop at the Heart Mountain relocation center by these evacuee residents.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom*

*Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-22 WRA no. -99*  
[ark:/13030/ft6b69n9mw](ark:/13030/ft6b69n9mw)
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**Assembling and folding the Sentinel, Heart Mountain Relocation Center newspaper, Bill Hosokawa, Editor, mothers his paper from editing and directing his reporters to seeing that they are wrapped and distributed properly to residents of Heart Mountain.**

*Photographer: Parker, Tom*

*Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-01-08 WRA no. -642*  
[ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3tt](ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3tt)

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Series 6: Jerome Relocation Center (Denson, Arkansas) 1942-1944.**

**Physical Description:**

**Extent:** 362 photographs.

**Content/Description**

Photographers: (87), (48), (70), (8), (135), (8), unidentified (6)
Series 6: Jerome Relocation Center (Denson, Arkansas) 1942-1944.

volume 14, section B

A view showing the sewage disposal plant which is under construction at the Jerome Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-14 WRA no. E-208 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb47s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

A view showing the sewage disposal plant which is under construction at the Jerome Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-14 WRA no. E-209 ark:/13030/ft1m3n99v7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

A view showing the sewage disposal plant which is under construction at this center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-14 WRA no. E-210 ark:/13030/ft696nb2wd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Section of the sewage disposal plant being constructed at this center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-211 ark:/13030/ft4489n7xn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

An exterior view of the fire station at the Jerome Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-214 ark:/13030/ft0290022h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Evacuee workers are here constructing water facilities for use at the Jerome Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-215 ark:/13030/ft0t1n99c0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

A view showing the water storage tank, which is under construction at the Jerome Relocation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-216 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb557

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An exterior view of the motor and truck shop at this relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-217 ark:/13030/ft6z09n9z0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exterior view of the hospital wing which is now in use.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-218 ark:/13030/ft9779p1n8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exterior view of the hospital wing which is now in use.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-218 ark:/13030/ft9779p1n8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exterior view of the hospital wing which is now in use.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-218 ark:/13030/ft9779p1n8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exterior view of the Employment Office.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-220 ark:/13030/ft3b69n79b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The exterior of the Internal Security Office and the Housing Department in rear.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-221 ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2m7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing a section of the hospital.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-222 ark:/13030/ft3j49n7m9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the west section of the hospital.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-223 ark:/13030/ft3r29n7tq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Unloading cut timber at sawmill. Logs are hardwood oak, birch, gum, cypress, and hard pine.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-228 ark:/13030/ft9d5nb521
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Loading cut timber for hauling to the center operated sawmill. The land is being cleared for agriculture and the wood is used for construction and fuel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-229
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Loading cut timber for hauling to the center operated sawmill. The land is being cleared for agriculture and the wood is used for construction and fuel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-230
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Loading cut timber for hauling to the center operated sawmill. The land is being cleared for agriculture and the wood is used for construction and fuel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-231
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer worker residents of the center operating a saw mill where hardwood logs of oak, gum, birch and cypress are cut for building material and fuel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-233
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Back to the days of the mule, as two evacuee boys haul firewood with a pair of Arkansas mules.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-234
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Back to the days of the mule, as two evacuee boys haul firewood with a pair of Arkansas mules.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-235
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Back to the days of the mule, as two evacuee boys haul firewood with a pair of Arkansas mules.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-236
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Back to the days of the mule, as two evacuee boys haul firewood with a pair of Arkansas mules.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-237
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Back to the days of the mule, as two evacuee boys haul firewood with a pair of Arkansas mules.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-238 ark:/13030/ft9w1008rs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One thing about Arkansas mules--you don't have to keep your eye glued to the road--so say these young nisei boys as they deliver firewood to barracks within the center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-239 ark:/13030/ft1g2n99z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A street scene in block 7 on a November afternoon.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-240 ark:/13030/ft067n996g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A street scene in block 7 on a November afternoon.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-241 ark:/13030/ft3f5n7n5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. T. Arima busily prepares her doorstep garden in Block 7. Besides odd plants and stump arrangements, there will be a pool with goldfish.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-242 ark:/13030/ft6x0nb3n6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. T. Arima busily prepares her doorstep garden in Block 7. Besides odd plants and stump arrangements, there will be a pool with goldfish.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-243 ark:/13030/ft558005g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Workers preparing drainage ditches in front of the Block 7 mess hall.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-244 ark:/13030/ft72900702
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young worker gnawing at the hard Arkansas buck shot mud in digging drainage ditches in barracks streets.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-246 ark:/13030/ft7779p0jm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 14, section B  
Evacuee work crews repairing drainage ditches and walks between the barracks at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
A street scene on an uneventful afternoon in block 7.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-248 [9] ark:/13030/ft0r29n5rs  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
Woodcutting for fuel on the central square. The wood cut here is oak, gum, and hardwood.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-249 [9] ark:/13030/ft8c6008d1  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
Woodcutting for fuel on the central square. The wood cut here is oak, gum, and hardwood.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-250 [9] ark:/13030/ft5c60067j  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
The football team coach declared so many hours a day on the woodpile for his [illegible] as training, so tackle and fullback both tackle a red oak log.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-251 [9] ark:/13030/ft7290071k  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
The exterior of the medical and optometry field clinic at this center.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
An exterior view of the Field Clinic in one of the barracks buildings.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-253 [9] ark:/13030/ft1p30039v  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B  
An exterior view of the Optometry clinic.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-254 [9] ark:/13030/ft8t1nb54c  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 14, section B

Hospital Laundry.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-03-19 WRA no. B-773
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Dorothy Maruki having her identification picture taken with a new Identification Camera in Leave Office in order to leave the center.
Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1942-04-12 WRA no. B-775
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

First U.S.O. show held in the M.P.P.X.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. B-776
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

View of the right-of-way, the timber felled, before it has cleared for the dragline.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1942-01-16 WRA no. B-778
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

View of the completed excavation for the main drainage ditch No. 1.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-01-15 WRA no. B-779
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

View of the right-of-way in front of excavation showing land ready for draglines.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-01-15 WRA no. B-780
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

The main drainage ditch, facing South, when it had been carved to a point 500 ft. South of where it will cross State Highway 14.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-05-18 WRA no. B-782
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Radishes and mustard in the brag patch immediately west of the administration building. Note irrigation accomplishment from a fire-hydrant.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-05 WRA no. B-783
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Volume 14, section B

Radishes and mustard in the brag patch right after irrigation was begun.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-05 WRA no. B-784 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb489
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of second graders doing their rhythmic exercises inside grammar school auditorium.
Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. WRA no. B-785 ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5d5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the 5th and 6th graders going through their exegeses on elementary school grounds.
Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. WRA no. B-786 ark:/13030/ft6x0nb3pq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(L. to R.) Cpl. Danley Ask and Pvt. John Vichers of Camp Robinson, Arkansas, peeling potatoes for the first segregation ...
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-916 ark:/13030/t5489n93h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Army representatives and WRA personnel can be seen loading segregees on the first segregation train (trip 4) leaving this center ...
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-917 ark:/13030/k6bg2t3c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

General view during loading of the first segregation train (trip 4) to leave this center for Tule Lake. Segregees may be seen walking toward the train. The large crowd in the foreground were center residents who came down to the siding to see them depart.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-918 ark:/13030/k66q22c1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A part of the first segregation train (trip 4) to leave this center for Tule Lake, showing segregees being directed ...
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-919 ark:/13030/k62z19n9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Four trucks (three can be seen in this picture) were used to transport segregees from their blocks to each car ...
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-15 WRA no. B-920 ark:/13030/t738nb3ww
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 14, section B

Jerome evacuees supplied the gasoline to segregation kitchen cars.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-921
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Newcomers from Tule Lake are receiving their assignments in Warehouse 12 before being transported to their blocks.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-922
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Typical crowd in front of Warehouse 12 watching the departure of the segregation train.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-923
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

A group of Hawaiian evacuees waiting for the segregation train to start.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-924
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

Hand luggage of newcomers from Tule Lake were inspected at Warehouse 12 immediately after arrival of the trains.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-925
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

General view of operations at departure time of segregation train from Jerome to Tule Lake. This picture was taken from the train. One truck-load of segregees can be seen finding their hand luggage in right center.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-926
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

An army medical officer and two army nurses attached to the segregation train inspecting special baby formulas prepared for the trip.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-927
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 14, section B

A stretcher and several mothers and babies are shown boarding the Pullman on one of the segregation trains from Jerome to Tule Lake. Picture was taken from the rear of the first aid car.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-928
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Aiko Nishikata of the Jerome Office Services Section assembling various documents for a typical file which accompanies each segregee from ... 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-929
ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5rp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mess operations in the segregation kitchen baggage car progressed while loading was under way.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-930 ark:/13030/ft1n39n6qd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The first evacuees off the first train from Tule Lake at about 1:00 A.M., September 25.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-931 ark:/13030/ft367nb1d3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Army nurses holding an evacuee baby and seated in the first aid station of the September 25 segregation train from Jerome to Tule Lake.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-932 ark:/13030/ft1z09n6nb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the kitchen car, store room on the September 25 segregation train from Jerome to Tule Lake.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-933 ark:/13030/ft9p3008cs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A carful of Hawaiian evacuees waving farewell as their segregation train left Jerome for the Tule Lake Center.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-934 ark:/13030/ft2w1003z9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees at the Jerome Relocation Center chop their own wood in nearby wooded areas. After it is sawed and split to a convenient size for burning stoves it is piled alongside each barrack.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. C-934 ark:/13030/ft6p300758
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Barrack scene at Jerome Relocation Center.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-12-07 WRA no. C-935 ark:/13030/ft7199p085
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
(L. to R.) Robert Allison, Reverend Kai, Paul A. Taylor, Director, Mits Kimura. Taken just before the September 24 segregation train left Jerome for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-935 [ark:/13030/ft5k4005qm]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Left to right are Masako Mikami, Miss Gladys Townsend, Chiyoka Kawanami, George Nakaji, Aiko Nishikata of the Jerome Office Services Section assembling the files for persons being transferred to Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-936 [ark:/13030/ft787007dk]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Segregees are seen trying to check tags to their checkable baggages, prefatory to transfer to Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-937 [ark:/13030/ft8w1008cs]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Each segregee tied his own baggage check to his checkable baggage in preparation for transfer to Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-938 [ark:/13030/ft487005bn]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A large crowd of residents is seen returning to their blocks from the rail head after witnessing the arrival of the first train from Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-939 [ark:/13030/ft8z09p1cd]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee loading crews are seen filling a segregation baggage car with checkable baggages bound for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-941 [ark:/13030/ft8z09p1dx]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Receiving tags and check stubs for checkable baggages bound for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.

Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-942 [ark:/13030/ft200003gg]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Segregees from a typical block bringing hand baggages to the street and receiving check stubs for each item from the members of the Appointed Personnel.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-943

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Segregees from a typical block bringing hand baggages to the street and receiving check stubs for each item from the members of the Appointed Personnel.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-944

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Facing north at the rail head just before segregation train No. 13 left Jerome to the Tule Lake Center.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-945

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Loading one of the segregation baggage cars.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-946

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Tom Matsumoto, a segregee, to a large extent directed the transfer of checkable baggages shown supervising the loading of one baggage car. He was sent to Tule Lake on September 25 train.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-947

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Each segregee tied his own baggage check to his checkable baggage in preparation for transfer to Tule Lake.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-948

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Receiving tags and check stubs for checkable baggages bound for Tule Lake.  
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-949

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Hazel Nishimura and George Fujikawa enjoying the last farewell party together. George is leaving for Tule Lake Center.  
Photographer: Okano, Tom K.  
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-961

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A farewell party being held in Block 17 in honor of the people leaving for Tule Lake Center. The general scene is where the girls are having refreshments.

Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-962 ark:/13030/ft3h4nb16z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A farewell party of the Boy Scouts, Troop 97, held in honor of their Scout Master, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Sakaniwa. The picture is where the group is playing Post Office. Mr. and Mrs. Sakaniwa are leaving the center for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-963 ark:/13030/ft0199n51b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A farewell party of the Boy Scouts, Troop 97, being held in honor of their Scout Master, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Sakaniwa. The picture is the scene of midst of their having refreshments. Mr. and Mrs. Sakaniwa are leaving the center for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-964 ark:/13030/ft109n996g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Helen, Maxine, and Irene Miyao, first transferees from Tule Lake to apply for jobs, are shown interviewing Masa Seto and Katherine Kawachi.

Photographer: Okano, Tom K.
Dermott, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-965 ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0cd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Store exterior in Block 8.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-255 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb49t
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The exterior of a store in which the canteen is located in Block 8.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-256 ark:/13030/ft5z09n9mh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A crew of postal workers engaged in sorting packages at the Jerome Center Post Office, called Denson, Arkansas.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-257 ark:/13030/ft02900231

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing the Housing Department at this relocation center. (L to R) Virginia Shilby, secretary. John H. Tucker, Housing.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-258 ark:/13030/ft7c60071
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 15, Section B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **W. C. Love, Placement Officer, showing assignment desks.**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-259  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| **Interviewers in the Placement Office at this relocation center. W. C. Love is the Placement Officer.**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-260  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| **Paul A. Taylor, Project Director, holding a conference with the Council Committee in his office.**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-261  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| **Paul A. Taylor, Project Director, holding a conference with newly elected members in his office.**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-262  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| **Rolling the presses as the Jerome Communique, project mimeographed newspaper, prepares to hit the streets. (L to R) Eunice Yakota, Stencil Cutter; Kiyomi Nakamura, Mimeograph Operator; Tsugio Makagama, Mimeo Chief; Ray Kawamoto, Communique Artist and [illegible].**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-263  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| **The Superintendent of Schools, A. G. Thompson, on a busy morning in his office. (L to R) Miye Magota, stenographer; A. G. Thompson, Superintendent of Schools; Ida Mae Clark, Secretary to the Sup't.**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-264  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| **A view of the office section of the Education Director, J. A. Trice.**  
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*  
*Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18*  
WRA no. E-265  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Paul A. Taylor, Project Director, seated casually at his desk.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18  WRA no. E-266  ark:/13030/ft8m3nb500  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Paul A. Taylor, Project Director of this Relocation Center, seated at his desk.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18  WRA no. E-267  ark:/13030/ft7w10079z  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two assistant postal clerks sorting mail and readdressing to residents whose addresses have been changed, as Postmaster Fred R. Paris gives instructions.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-20  WRA no. E-268  ark:/13030/ft3r29n7v7  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical street scene in Block 30.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11  WRA no. E-269  ark:/13030/ft2v19n778  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A patient, teacher of high school science, being examined in a temporary field clinic by Doctor K. H. Taira. In the background Pharmacist Tom Arase prepares a prescription. (L to R) Patient; Tom Arase, Pharmacist; Kitt Tairce [?], M.D.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11  WRA no. E-271  ark:/13030/f55b69n91s  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Masaki Hironoka, Chief Postal Orderly, cancelling mail by hand.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-20  WRA no. E-272  ark:/13030/ft2f59n79p  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Children playing house in a makeshift play house.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-20  WRA no. E-274  ark:/13030/ft429004z5  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical scene, showing a crew of men preparing drainage ditches between barracks at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16  WRA no. E-275  ark:/13030/ft596nb2jx  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 15, section B

A mother and son of Japanese ancestry. Another son is in the U.S. Army.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-20 WRA no. E-276 ark:/13030/ft496nb1w9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

A mother and daughter who are living at this relocation center. The husband and father is in an internment camp.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-20 WRA no. E-277 ark:/13030/ft5x0nb302
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

An interior view of a dormitory room in the Administrative living quarters.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-20 WRA no. E-278 ark:/13030/ft9d5nb53j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

The chair, table and settee in this barracks home were made by M. Makimoto of 7-06-F.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-279 ark:/13030/ft0x0n9983
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

Paul A. Taylor, Project Director, and Administrative Staff. (L to R) Paul A. Taylor, Project Director; Guy B. Smith, Chief, ... 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-280 ark:/13030/ft3779n7mb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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volume 15, section B

Paul A. Taylor, Project Director, and Administrative Staff. (L to R) Paul A. Taylor, Project Director; Guy B. Smith, Chief ... 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-281 ark:/13030/ft658006hp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

An interior view of the Office Service Section headed by J. S. Jancock.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18 WRA no. E-282 ark:/13030/ft5g500634
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

An interior view of the Personnel Records Section headed by Mrs. Nancy Damera.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. E-283 ark:/13030/ft8k4007w3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The evacuees grouped around this table are part of the Welfare Department.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-19

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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The property control section headed by F. G. Merrifield, Director, and his Assistant Property Officer, Mrs. Helen S. Walton.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-19

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Paul A. Taylor, Project Director, and W. C. Melton, Assistant Project Director.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-19

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The interior of the storeroom at Mess Hall 7. Chief cook Hamazaki receives supplies from storekeeper Jimmy Saito.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Block 7 kitchen crew pauses for a picture in the early afternoon.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A settee and chest of drawers built by Fred Hayarki (left on settee in Block [illegible]).
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical interior of a barracks home.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-18

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A temporary Optometry Clinic, which was set up at this relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 11/17/42

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A patient with a toothache in a temporary makeshift field clinic at the Jerome Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17
| Volume 15, Section B | The kitchen section at work preparing dinner for Block 7, in the early afternoon. Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-295 [ark:/13030/ft9k4008xd]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| --- | --- |
| Volume 15, Section B | The kitchen of the interior of the store in Block 8, showing the grocery section. Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-297 [ark:/13030/ft8m3nb51h]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | Young children at Jerome Relocation Center. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01-08 WRA no. G-358 [ark:/13030/ft0c6002f5]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | Young children at Jerome Relocation Center. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01-18 WRA no. G-359 [ark:/13030/ft967nb59b]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | Young children at Jerome Relocation Center. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01-18 WRA no. G-360 [ark:/13030/ft8c6008f1]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | Part of the newspaper staff at work in the Communique Office. (L to R) Roy Kawamoto, Ellen Noguchi, Paul Yokota, Eddie Shimano, Editor. Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-405 [ark:/13030/ft72900723]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | Evacuees on the newspaper staff at work in their office. Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-406 [ark:/13030/ft238nb0xd]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | The newspaper staff in a group, including (center) Charles Lynn, Reports Office. Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. E-407 [ark:/13030/ft9489p1m3]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 15, Section B | A young nisei mechanic under a project car in a temporary shop. Photographer: Parker, Tom  
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-408 [ark:/13030/ft3j49n7nt]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
volume 15, section B

Attending to details in motor repair at the temporary shop.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-409 ark:/13030/ft5c600682
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volume 15, section B

A view of the first ward (section in use), at the hospital which is still mostly under construction.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-412 ark:/13030/ft3489n7rr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

Football crowd at game between group teams at this center, organized to provide sports event participation and general center recreation.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-29 WRA no. E-580 ark:/13030/ft5s20066n
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volume 15, section B

Football crowd at game between group teams at this center, organized to provide sports event participation and general center recreation.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-29 WRA no. E-581 ark:/13030/ft967nb5bv
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volume 15, section B

Football crowd at game between group teams at this center, organized to provide sports event participation and general center recreation.
Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-29 WRA no. E-582 ark:/13030/ft900008tg
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

In a corner of a laundry building, Mr. I. Telashita stirs a tub of rendered fats, in preparing soap for ... 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-777 ark:/13030/ft1r29n72q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

In a makeshift soap factory, at the Jerome Center, Mrs. K. Oyama and Miyo Mishikawa cut bars into hand sizes ... 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-778 ark:/13030/ft7779p0k4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 15, section B

In the Engineering and Operations Division, of the Jerome Relocation Center, where relocated persons of Japanese ancestry now reside, Ted Oda, former University of California, Berkeley, graduate architect, prepares plans for center construction.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-779 ark:/13030/ft6n39p02p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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In the Engineering and Operations Division, of the Jerome Relocation Center, where relocated persons of Japanese ancestry now reside, Yoshiyuki Murata, graduate architect, prepares plans for center construction.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-780 ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0f4
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In an adult education class at the Jerome Relocation Center, where former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry now reside, ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-781 ark:/13030/ft7j49p0x8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former California residents of Japanese ancestry, who now reside at the Jerome Center, show great interest in adult education classes, ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-782 ark:/13030/ft7k40073w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two young former California residents of Japanese ancestry, now residing at the Jerome Center, peer into hot beds in quest ... 1943-03-13 WRA no. E-783 ark:/13030/ft3k4004hd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young farm assistant preparing hot beds at the Jerome Center, where former west coast residents of Japanese ancestry now reside. The center farm activities will include the raising of any vegetable for center use.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-13 WRA no. E-784 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb365

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In an afternoon class, enrolling 150 students, center housewives make artificial flowers of tissue paper and paste. Afternoon and evening ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-785 ark:/13030/ft900008v0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A former Californian, Dr. Fujikawa, examining a patient, S. Ego, in the center hospital fluoroscope.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-786 ark:/13030/ft0j49n5kw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Tom Arasae, former California Bio-Chemistry student, performs a gastro analysis in the center hospital laboratory.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-787 ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3b8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
In the laboratory at the center hospital, Iiuao Oyama, laboratory technician, performs a urinalysis. Oyama, a former Californian of Japanese ancestry, now resident at the Jerome Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-788  ark:/13030/ft4489n7z5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kiyo Hase, Chief of the hospital laboratory staff, operates the center autoclave. All functions of the hospital are performed by center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry), except for the chief doctor and superintending nurses.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-11-43 WRA no. E-789  ark:/13030/ft9t1nb5fb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hospital assistants preparing bandages and gauze sponges for operating room use. All functions of the hospital are performed by center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry), except the chief doctor and the superintending nurses.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-790  ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3j1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Nobuo Renge applies an eye bandage to George Arita in the center hospital clinic. All functions of the hospital are performed by center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry), except for the chief doctor and the superintending nurses.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-791  ark:/13030/ft0s2002kv
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Medical prescriptions are supplied to center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry) through the hospital pharmacy. Looking through ...

1943-03-11 WRA no. E-792  ark:/13030/ft5w100606
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A pre-school class in the Jerome Center grade school. Teachers are Marie Izume, Nelli Nishimura and Emiko Shinagawa. Assistant teachers, such as those shown, are drawn from qualified residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry).

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-793  ark:/13030/ft1j49n5zw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Six-year-old Reiko Masado, convalescing from a serious illness, is looked after by nurse’s aid, Chiyo Okata. All functions of the ...

1943-03-11 WRA no. E-794  ark:/13030/ft809nb46p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
In a pre-school class at the Jerome Center, young residents reach for the crayon box, under the supervision of assistant teacher Emiko Shinagawa. Children, left to right, are: Hidemi Kimura, Tomiko Fukute, Shigea Konishi, Alfred Miyamoto, and Sei Asaki.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-795 arkt:/13030/ft2779n78v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Two young pre-school students play in the sand box at the Jerome Center grade school. Left, Sei Asaki; right, Horace Mochizuki.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-796 arkt:/13030/ft158003p8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Playing in the sand box at the Jerome Center pre-school, Tamiko June Fukuta plays like she is feeding Nancy Krayama's doll. The girls and their parents reside at the Jerome Center where west coast persons of Japanese ancestry have been temporarily located.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-797 arkt:/13030/ft5f59n91f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Home visiting day, when parents will visit the school, is a big event, and these nursery school children are decked ... 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-798 arkt:/13030/ft209nb03b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Home visiting day, when parents will visit the school, is a big event, and these nursery school children are decked ... 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-799 arkt:/13030/ft6870068q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a third grade class at the Jerome Center grade school resident teacher Miss Saiki answers student study hour questions. ... 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-800 arkt:/13030/ft7199p09p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

While a portion of her third grade class studies, another section recites for assistant teacher, Miss Saiki. To complement the ... 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-801 arkt:/13030/ft938nb543
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young former Californian of Japanese ancestry, now residing in the Jerome Relocation Center, operates a joiner in the center cabinet shop.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-802 arkt:/13030/ft096n9901
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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In the center cabinet shop, where office and school furniture is being prepared, K. Inouye, a former Californian, operates a band saw.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-803  ark:/13030/ft296nb0dz
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In the cabinet shop at the Jerome Relocation Center, where 8,000 former Californians of Japanese ancestry now reside, John Onishi and M. Goto cut furniture pieces on a mitre box. The cabinet shop constructs office and school furniture for center use.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-804  ark:/13030/ft4x0nb21s
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In the cabinet shop at the Jerome Center, where 8,000 former west coast residents of Japanese ancestry have been temporarily located, Harry Takiuchi prepares parts for an office cabinet. The shop produces school and office furniture.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-805  ark:/13030/ft6779n9vy

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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On a sunny afternoon, the center resident who can repair shoes becomes a popular showman. To date, the center has ... 1943-03-13 WRA no. E-806  ark:/13030/ft50005v9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Maintaining center roadways, despite Arkansas rainy springs, is a man size job. Here a former Californian of Japanese ancestry operates a big Diesel bulldozer.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-808  ark:/13030/ft058012z4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Maintaining center roadways, despite Arkansas rainy springs, is a man size job. Here a former Californian of Japanese ancestry operates a big Diesel bulldozer.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-809  ark:/13030/ft8779p15q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Maintaining center roadways, despite Arkansas rainy springs, is a man size job. Here a former Californian of Japanese ancestry operates a road scraper.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-810  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb41c
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Maintaining center roadways, despite Arkansas rainy springs, is a man size job. Here a former Californian of Japanese ancestry operates a road scraper.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-811  ark:/13030/ft7g500737
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Arkansas rainy season, and this young resident of the Jerome Center dons rubber boots and carries a parasol. The (buckshot) mud makes the trip to and from school a little difficult.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-815  ark:/13030/ft367nb1fm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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School children leaving the grade school. At the Jerome Relocation Center, where 8,000 persons of Japanese ancestry who formerly resided in California now reside. The rainy season in the lowlands of Arkansas have created mud and drainage problems for the center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-816  ark:/13030/ft3779n7nv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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One umbrella wasn't enough for these lads of Japanese ancestry, who formerly lived in west coast areas. The rainy season, in Arkansas, makes the relocation center one vast quagmire.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-817  ark:/13030/ft8x0nb583
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Grade school children leaving the school, at the Jerome Relocation Center. During the rainy season, in the heart of the Arkansas lowlands, the Jerome Center, whose residents are former Californians of Japanese ancestry, was one vast quagmire.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-818  ark:/13030/ft500005wt
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Two students, in an adult education class, getting points from instructor Masao Hatano in the art of Ikebana. The example ...
1943-03-12 WRA no. E-819  ark:/13030/ft7779p0mn

Grade school children leaving the school, at the Jerome Relocation Center. During the rainy season, in the heart of the Arkansas lowlands, the Jerome Center, whose residents are former Californians of Japanese ancestry, was one vast quagmire.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-820  ark:/13030/ft3k4004jx
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Rene Miyake, member of the legal aid staff, at the Jerome Center, and graduate law student of the Hastings School at San Francisco, discusses income tax problems with a center resident who was a former large scale California farmer.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-822 ark:/13030/ft30000408
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Attorney Ulys A. Lovell, and his resident secretary, Miss Fujiye Jitsumyo. Along with his duties as legal adviser to the center appointed staff, the project attorney also carries on a legal aid for center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry).

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-823 ark:/13030/ft9j49p21d
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In the administrative offices, at the Jerome Center, a qualified stenographer operates the teletype machine.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-824 ark:/13030/ft9z09p2h8
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Attorney Ulys A. Lovell, and his resident secretary, Miss Fujiye Jitsumyo. Along with his duties as legal adviser to the center appointed staff, the project attorney also carries on a legal aid for center residents, (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry).

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-825 ark:/13030/ft6n39p036
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Project Attorney, Lovell, a client and a part of his staff in the legal department office at the Jerome Center. ... 1943-03-11 WRA no. E-826 ark:/13030/ft2779n79c
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A self organized string quartet, or more accurately, a harikuri band, in a practice session at the Jerome Center. The ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-827 ark:/13030/ft3779n7pc
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A self organized string quartet, or more accurately, a harikuri band, in a practice session at the Jerome Center. The ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-828 ark:/13030/ft1n39n6rx
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A pattern making class in the adult education division of the Jerome Center schools. Housewives and mothers swelled the rolls ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-829 ark:/13030/ft7199p0b6
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Two workmen in the cabinet shop, constructing furniture for school and center office use, operating a planer.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-03-12 WRA no. E-868 ark:/13030/ft1n39n6sf
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Harry Shiramizu, Editor of the Denson Tribune, semi-weekly publication of the Jerome Center, writes finis to that paper's existence after the last copy of the last edition comes off the press.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. I-153 ark:/13030/ft7v19p0wq
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Dismantling one of Jerome's thirty-three messhalls. The equipment was assembled at warehouse to be sent where needed.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. I-154 ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5s6
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Carrying equipment from one of the dismantled messhalls at the Jerome Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-155 ark:/13030/ft6b69n9nd
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Travel is just another adventure to the children of the relocation centers. Here a little tot eagerly mounts the steps of the chair car assisted by a member of the military police.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. I-156 ark:/13030/ft7489p08t
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Assistant Project Director W. O. Melton meets with the block managers to make selections for train captains, monitors, etc., prior to the movements of residents to other centers.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-12 WRA no. I-157 ark:/13030/ft587005sp
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. W. H. Jenkins, left, motor pool superintendent; Fritz A. Zuendt, transportation superintendent, meet ... 1944-06-12 WRA no. I-158 ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0gn
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Cutting cabbages which have been left for winter harvest.  
**Photographer:** Van Tassel, Gretchen  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01-18** WRA no. G-362  
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Loading cabbages which have been harvested during the winter season.  
**Photographer:** Van Tassel, Gretchen  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01-18** WRA no. G-363  
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Closing of Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Mrs. M. Nakagama, an evacuee resident of the Jerome Relocation Center, writes to her ...  
**1944-06-20** WRA no. H-411  
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Closing of Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Here we go again! A typical truck load of Japanese American residents of the ...  
**1944-06-18** WRA no. H-412  
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Clara Hasegawa and Tad Mijake take a last look at the Jerome Center ...  
**1944-06-19** WRA no. H-413  
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Closing of Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Mrs S. Matsunaga, a Jerome resident, takes up her flower garden for transplanting at ...  
**1944-06-14** WRA no. H-415  
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Mitzi Matsunaga packs her wardrobe just prior to being moved with her family ...  
**1944-06-14** WRA no. H-416  
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Three young ladies of the Jerome Relocation Center exchange addresses before leaving to ...  
**1944-06-14** WRA no. H-417  
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Moving day at the Jerome Center. A typical scene in one of the center’s streets as trucks arrive to load ...  
**1944-06-20** WRA no. H-418  
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Dental and surgical instruments are being sorted and labeled in the center’s hospital prior to shipment to other center hospitals.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-17 WRA no. H-419
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Hospital equipment being assembled in one of the wards where it will be sorted, labeled and sent to other centers where needed.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-17 WRA no. H-420
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A room full of hospital equipment ready for crating and shipment to hospitals at other centers.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-17 WRA no. H-421
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Hospital beds and mattresses assembled in one of the wards for shipment to other centers.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-17 WRA no. H-422
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Dishes from the center’s thirty-three mess halls were carefully packed in straw and put in G.I. cans ready for shipment. Angelo Girardo of the Denver Office is shown supervising the work.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. H-423
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A caravan of trucks with household belongings moves from the Jerome Center en route to Rohwer, thirty miles distant.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-424
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Jerome residents who are to be moved to the Rohwer Center are assembled at the block mess halls and then taken the thirty mile distance by bus. They are here shown being checked into one of the buses.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-425
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Students of the Denson High School who are to be moved to distant centers, say goodbye to their classmates who are being taken by bus to the Rohwer Center.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-426  ark:/13030/ft7t1nb4mt
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volume 16, section B
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Scene as one train of 500 Jerome residents leaves for the Gila River Center.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-18 WRA no. H-427  ark:/13030/ft1k40038p
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of the freight caravans which assembled almost daily at the center’s gateway ready to move the residents' belongings to the Rohwer Center, 30 miles distant.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. H-429  ark:/13030/ft887007dw
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volume 16, section B
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Jerome residents who are to be sent to the Granada Center wait in trucks to entrain.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-430  ark:/13030/ft1m3n99wr
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The all male residents of block no. 1, known as Bachelor Row, were ...
1944-06-13 WRA no. H-431  ark:/13030/ft0r29n5s9
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The all male residents of block no. 1, known as Bachelor Row, were ...
1944-06-13 WRA no. H-432  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3cs
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The all male residents of block no. 1, known as Bachelor Row, were ...
1944-06-13 WRA no. H-433  ark:/13030/ft42900505
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The all male residents of block no. 1, known as Bachelor Row, were ...
1944-06-13 WRA no. H-434  ark:/13030/ft709nb3m3
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Scene as household furnishings were loaded in trucks for movement to the Rohwer Center. Practically all the furniture in the center is home made from plain scrap lumber salvaged from the center's sawmill.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-435
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Carloading was heavy work in the Arkansas atmosphere. Many of the crated articles were weighty. The crews doing this were augmented by men recruited from outside the center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-18 WRA no. H-437
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. In the movement of Jerome residents to other centers, infants under 18 months, ... 1944-06-13 WRA no. H-438
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A little girl is consoled as the closing of the Jerome Center separates ... 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-439
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Henry Ishino, an evacuee resident of the Jerome Center, shakes hands with his ... 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-440
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. W.R.A. officials and transportation officers check out the truck load of Jerome residents as they pass through the gate to the tracks where they are to entrain for the Gila River Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-441
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Military Police assist evacuees entering the chair cars on the June 13th trip to the Gila River Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. H-442
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Trucks carrying Jerome residents from their barracks to the train deposited them immediately ... 1944-06-13
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BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 222
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Evacuees still remaining in the Jerome Center wave to friends on the train ... 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-444
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Hospital patients were the first to be evacuated and were sent by pullman ... 1944-06-13 WRA no. H-445
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A typical evacuee family watches the departure of their friends and neighbors who are en route to the Granada Center. Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-446
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Scene at the tracks as the June 19th train left Jerome for Granada.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-447
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Passengers for the Gila River train leave the trucks and approach the cars to which they have been assigned.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. H-448
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A sentimental custom still practiced by many when friends part is the trailing ... 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-451
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Fourth grade children at Jerome, with the help of their teacher, Miss Era Nixon, and the Community Cooperative Association, planned ... 1944-02 WRA no. G-451
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A sentimental custom still practiced by many when friends part is the trailing ... 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-452
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Fourth grade children at Jerome, with the help of their teacher, Miss Era Nixon, and the Community Cooperative Association, planned ... 1944-02 WRA no. G-453 ark:/13030/ft4j49n94b
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Goodbye and good-luck as the train whistle announces departure to the Granada Center.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-453 ark:/13030/ft296nb0fg
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A view of one end of the evacuated Jerome Center as seen from one of the guard towers. In the distance is the recently completed recreation hall and the moving picture theatre.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-454 ark:/13030/ft6g50065g
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Block 44 in the Jerome Center is typical of the blocks in which ... 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-455 ark:/13030/ft4s200539
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The quarters of the Military Police at the entrance to the Jerome Center ... 1944-06-23 WRA no. H-456 ark:/13030/ft0p3002h5
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The decorative flower gardens at the approach to the center's administrative buildings was ... 1944-06-23
WRA no. H-458 ark:/13030/ft6489n9q4
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Local boys recruited from outside the center helped in the dismantling of the thirty-three messhalls. Here they are shown loading kitchen utensils in a truck from the messhall in block 2.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. H-459 ark:/13030/ft0n39n5xq
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of the many truck loads of Jerome residents wait in the broiling ... 1944-06-13 WRA no. H-460 ark:/13030/ft0g5002ft
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Truck loads of household furnishings from the Jerome Center are here seen entering the Rohwer Center in advance of the bus carrying evacuees.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-461
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of the hundreds of truck loads of household furnishings belonging to the new residents of Rohwer is seen passing through the Welcome Arch at that center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-462
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of several elected by the residents of Rohwer to welcome the new arrivals from Jerome.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-463
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Typical moving scene in one of the blocks at the Jerome Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-464
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Many flowers among the residents being moved from Jerome to the Rohwer Center dug up their gardens for replanting. Here a tub of flowers is seen nesting amid a truck load of household furnishings.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-465
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The health of the Jerome residents was safeguarded so long as any remained ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-23 WRA no. H-466
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Block 30 goes back to nature. Some of the blocks in the Jerome ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-467
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Evacuees were supplied with cots, blankets, a stove, a broom, and a light ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-469
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Rohwer residents salvage the tomato plants from the Jerome hot beds and take them to the Rohwer Center for replanting.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. H-470
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Rohwer residents salvage the tomato plants from the Jerome hot beds and take them to the Rohwer Center for replanting.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. H-471
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The Jerome lumber yard. Much of this lumber was cut at the center's ... 1944-06-22 WRA no. H-472
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The whistle blows, the train jerks forward, and Jerome residents awaiting movement to other centers wave to their friends who are en route to Gila River Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. H-474
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Evacuee workers load a freight car with the crated possessions of Jerome residents being transferred to Gila River.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. H-475
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Shigeru Igarashi and Tsuki Kawaguchi, students of the Denson High School, in the ... 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-476
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Major Frank Prince, transportation officer, Japanese evacuee transfer branch, Checks Out a train load of Japanese residents.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-477
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Weeds had already begun to take possession of the sidewalks leading to the center’s hospital wards even before the building was completely evacuated.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. H-478 ark:/13030/ft1s2003hm
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The train for Granada has just departed and remaining residents who had assembled to say goodbye to their friends crowded the foot bridges as they returned to their homes.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-482 ark:/13030/ft9199p1fv
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Residents remaining in the Jerome Center awaiting transportation to other localities crowd the streets as they return to their homes after the departure of a train.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. H-483 ark:/13030/ft7r29p0w2
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Freight belonging to Jerome residents was loaded a day or two in advance of the departure of the evacuees. The crews doing this heavy work were augmented by Caucasians recruited from outside the center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. H-484 ark:/13030/ft338nb149
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The Jerome center motor pool showing wheels assembled for sale or shipment to other localities.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-485 ark:/13030/ft5d5nb2h2
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Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. View in the Jerome motor pool showing trucks and other vehicles assembled for shipment to other centers.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-486 ark:/13030/ft5v19n98p
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. View in the Jerome motor pool showing trucks and other vehicles assembled for shipment to other centers.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. H-487 ark:/13030/ft5k4005r4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 16     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Farm equipment assembled in the Jerome motor pool showing trucks and other vehicles assembled for shipment to the Rohwer Center.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 16     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of the bridges built by Jerome evacuees over one of the large drainage canals in the center’s extensive agricultural area.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 16     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of the main canals dug to drain the Jerome Center’s farming area. The bridge was constructed by the evacuees.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 16     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Main bridge, No. 1, over ditch No. 1, which helps drain a Jerome agricultural area. The bridge was built by the evacuees.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 16     | B       | Mr. and Mrs. Takahashi are the parents of five boys serving in the U.S. Army. One is at Camp Savage, ...  
1944-05  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 16     | B       | Small boy at the Jerome Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. S. Ano, a former resident of Alameda, California, and a landscape painter for the past 20 years, adds one more oil to his collection before leaving Jerome to take up his residence at the Rohwer Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-159  ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2p8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Old sign at the Jerome Center's lumber yard.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-160  ark:/13030/ft267nb0b8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Children under 18 months, accompanied by their mothers, were provided pullman accommodations for travel to other centers. Here the mother of a small child is seen waving goodbye to her friends.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. I-161  ark:/13030/ft1000028t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. In the movement of evacuees from Jerome to Rohwer, the trip was made ...

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. I-162  ark:/13030/ft0v19n68p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Robert Allison, Leave Officer (left), and Charlie Lynn, Reports Officer, Miss Henry of ...

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. I-163  ark:/13030/ft5f59n93g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Dishes from the thirty-three Jerome messhalls were packed in straw and placed in large G.I. Cans for shipment to other centers. The straw was purchased at a nearby farm.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. I-164  ark:/13030/ft3000041s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Dr. Susaji Inada and Dr. H. K. Kawamato sort dental equipment at the Jerome Hospital prior to packing it for shipment to other centers.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-165  ark:/13030/ft2b69n6zc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. An elderly Issei woman waves a bunch of paper flowers to her friends as she enters a pullman car for the trip to Granada.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4fx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A little boy and his sister who, with their parents, are to be moved to the Rohwer Center, watch the departure of their playmates on the train to Granada.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft109n9970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Perry Carmichael, Principal of the Denson High School in the Jerome Center, checks over the football and baseball equipment of the High School teams being broken up through movement to other centers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft3779n7rd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Left to right: R. A. Walling, Transportation Supervisor, W.R.A., San Francisco; Major C. L. Whitmarsh; W. O. Melton and E. B. Whitaker on hand to supervise the loading of the train for Gila River.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft138n99wg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Transportation officials finish checking a bus load of Jerome residents as they depart for the Rohwer Center.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft2n39n6ys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Clara Hasegawa, Jerome resident, whose new home will be the Rohwer Center.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft4199n86m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Mitzi Matsunaga packs her dresses just prior to her departure to the Rohwer Center. All that remains are the cots, blankets and stove furnished by the government.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14</td>
<td>Iwasaki, Hikaru</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft0b69n5kk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A mother and very small infant, occupants of one of the pullman berths, waves goodbye from the car window.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-174  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Many fans were in evidence in the stuffy chair cars as the trains left the humid atmosphere of the Jerome Center for other centers.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-175  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Typical scene in the chair car entrances as WRA officials and Military Police checked the passengers and assisted them up the steps.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-176  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A teacher in the Jerome school bids goodbye to some of her little pupils as they wait in the trucks to be put on the trains to other centers.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-177  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Jerome evacuees with their hand luggage wait for their names to be called.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-178  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Scene in one of the block streets as transportation crews carry personal belongings from the one room residences and load them on trucks.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-179  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. One of the 500 Jerome residents waiting to be put on the train for movement to the Granada Center bids goodbye to a neighbor whose new residence will be the Rohwer Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-181  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Farewell hand clasps as the train bearing 500 Jerome residents leaves for the Gila River Center. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13** WRA no. I-182  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Young folks enjoy a final dance in one of the recreation halls before their departure to other centers. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14** WRA no. I-183  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. W. O. Melton, Assistant Project Director, assists a group of block managers busily selecting captains and train monitors. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-12** WRA no. I-184  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Everybody helped in the loading of their neighbors' household goods prior to their departure to other centers. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21** WRA no. I-185  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Loading freight cars with the personal possessions of Jerome residents being moved to the Gila River Center. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16** WRA no. I-186  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Typical scene in one of the box cars as transportation crews loaded personal belongings being shipped to other centers. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16** WRA no. I-187  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 17     | B       | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A group of block managers select personnel to serve as train assistants during the movement to other centers. **Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-12** WRA no. I-188  
**Subjects and Indexing Terms:** Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Loading freight cars with evacuee property to be shipped to the Gila River Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-15 WRA no. I-189 ark:/13030/ft0199n53c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Meeting of block managers to select personnel for train captains, monitors, etc., prior to movement to other centers.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-12 WRA no. I-190 ark:/13030/ft9r29p269
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. View from the train platform during loading of evacuees to the Gila River Center. A W.R.A. representative checks the list of passenger as they board the train from the trucks shown unloading in the background.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-18 WRA no. I-191 ark:/13030/ft1199n64p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Storing mattresses in one of the Jerome warehouses. They are being removed from cots in evacuated blocks and will be sent to other locations where needed.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-192 ark:/13030/ft758006v5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A bus load of Jerome residents are seen passing under the Welcome approach as they enter the Rohwer Center to take up their new residence.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-21 WRA no. I-194 ark:/13030/ft6s2006b1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Some of the few remaining residents of the Jerome Relocation Center return to their barracks after the departure of one of the last trains.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-23 WRA no. I-195 ark:/13030/ft6r29p0f1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Dismantling the hospital pharmacy and packing drugs and equipment for shipment to hospitals in other centers.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. I-196 ark:/13030/ft529005gg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Laundering facilities were nil during the closing days of the Jerome Center. Two young ladies from the Denver office who went to Jerome to help with the closing operations are snapped helping out in this respect.  
**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. I-197** | [ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5cb](ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5cb) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A recruited crew of Jerome evacuees remove the arms from the high school classroom desks prior to crating them and shipping them to other centers.  
**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. I-198** | [ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5b4](ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5b4) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Ice is at a premium in the Jerome Center, consequently there is usually a long line of customers waiting to enjoy a cool drink at the center's refrigeration plant.  
**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-199** | [ark:/13030/ft4c6005hw](ark:/13030/ft4c6005hw) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. View from inside one of the chair cars showing a mother and her three children taking one last look at the Jerome Center as the train pulls out for Granada.  
**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-201** | [ark:/13030/ft2489n75n](ark:/13030/ft2489n75n) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. View in one of the administration buildings showing a large staff of clerical workers Swing Shift Duty completing evacuation details.  
**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-12 WRA no. I-202** | [ark:/13030/ft487005c5](ark:/13030/ft487005c5) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. An Issei couple sit on their porch and watch their belongings being loaded on trucks for movement to another center.  
**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru  
**Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-203** | [ark:/13030/ft1f59n6h0](ark:/13030/ft1f59n6h0) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. An evacuated block in a far corner of the Jerome Center as it ... 1944-06-18 WRA no. I-204 | [ark:/13030/ft0m3n99ks](ark:/13030/ft0m3n99ks) |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs | |
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A group of interested youngsters view the last showing of the final attraction Sahara in the recently completed recreation hall at the Jerome Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-205
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A view of the audience in the large, recently constructed recreation hall at ... 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-206
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Scene in the projection booth at the Jerome Center’s huge recreation hall. An operator is shown rewinding a film for the feature attraction Sahara with Humphrey Bogart.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-207
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. An Issei woman carrying her personal belongings in an improvised barracks bag mounts the steps in a chair car for the trip to the Gila River Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-208
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A view of the Denson Post Office in the Jerome Center. Two young ladies are seen coming out after leaving a notice of Change of Address as requested in the bulletin board.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-23 WRA no. I-209
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. View in the projection booth of the center’s moving picture theatre during the ... 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-210
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Scene as one of the buses departed carrying Densonites to the Rohwer Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-211
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A crew is shown gathering mattresses from the evacuated barracks and piling them on a truck to be taken to the center's warehouse for storage.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-212 ark:/13030/ft1870038q

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. In all sections of the center still occupied, care was taken to safeguard ... 1944-06-23 WRA no. I-213 ark:/13030/ft4r29n997

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Loading a car with cots removed from the center's hospital wards for shipment to the Tule Lake Center. Approximately 1000 (?) cots to a carload.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-214 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb5q4

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Jerome residents who are to be transferred to the Rohwer Center assembled at one or another of the center's messhalls where they are put aboard chartered buses.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-215 ark:/13030/ft0x0n999m

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A typical truck load of evacuees waiting to board the [illegible] for other locations.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-216 ark:/13030/ft8199p17f

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. An attractive Miss, aboard the train for Gila River, smiles as she calls to her friends who assembled at the train to say Aloha.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-217 ark:/13030/ft00000291

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Pullman passengers, a mother and child and an Issei gentleman, bid their friends farewell at the car's platform.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-218 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2cn
| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A hospital case is loaded by stretcher and will be cared for by Army nurses during the trip to the Gila River Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-219 | ark:/13030/ft6k4006rx |
<table>
<thead>
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<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Friends bid goodbye to Harold Oychida who served as car monitor on the June 13th trip to the Gila River.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-220 | ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0h4 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 17, Section B</th>
<th>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. M. Inada helps his neighbor, the Rev. H. Miyasaki (left) who is moving ... 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-221</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft2v19n78s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Truck loading scene in one of the block streets.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-18 WRA no. I-222 | ark:/13030/ft0t1n99dh |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 17, Section B</th>
<th>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Japanese-American evacuees are constantly saying goodbye. New friends are made and old friends ... 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-223</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft7p30079n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A farewell handclasp as an Issei lady, en route to Granada, bids goodbye to a neighbor who is leaving for the Gila River Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-224 | ark:/13030/ft367nb1g4 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 17, Section B</th>
<th>Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Three young students of the Denson High School, in the Jerome Center, exchange ... 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-225</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft0d5n98rk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Volume 17, Section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Four young high school students leaving Jerome for the Gila River Center say goodbye to fellow classmates who are waiting to be transferred to Amache.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-13 WRA no. I-226 | ark:/13030/ft1779n69k |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 237
Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Jerome young folks are seen entering the recently completed recreation hall and movie theatre to view the final showing of the last feature attraction, Humphrey Bogart in Sahara.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-227  ark:/13030/ft3c6003vs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Removing mattresses from the vacated Jerome dwellings and loading them on trucks to be taken to the center's warehouse and stored for shipment elsewhere.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-17 WRA no. I-228  ark:/13030/ft7199p0cq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Three young student nurses of the Jerome Center hospital help sort and pack ... 1944-06-18 WRA no. I-229  ark:/13030/ft5489n941

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The sheet iron stove, a prominent fixture in all relocation center apartments, will be the only article remaining when cots and mattresses are carried to the warehouses.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-230  ark:/13030/ft2t1nb0wg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Hospital linen stored in one of the supply rooms ready for packing and shipment to other centers.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-17 WRA no. I-231  ark:/13030/ft3s2004d5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Two W.R.A. transportation officials compare notes as a bus loaded with Jerome residents is about to take off for the Rohwer Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-19 WRA no. I-232  ark:/13030/ft4t1nb1x3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. A typical early evening scene in the Jerome Center during one of the ... 1944-06-20 WRA no. I-233  ark:/13030/ft6r29p0gj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Farewell wiener roast held in one of the open spaces between blocks the evening before the participants depart for other centers.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-234  📌 ark:/13030/ft3s2004fp |
|---|---|
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. The Jerome Center's recently completed recreation hall and movie theatre. Residents are seen gathering at the entrance to view the last showing of the final attraction.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-14 WRA no. I-235  📌 ark:/13030/ft3v19n893 |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Jerome residents with their hand luggage wait at the [illegible] car entrance for their names to be called by the W.R.A. official checking the list.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-18 WRA no. I-236  📌 ark:/13030/ft1s2003j4 |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Panorama view of the Jerome Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-237.1  📌 ark:/13030/ft196n996f |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Panorama view of the Jerome Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-237.2  📌 ark:/13030/ft909nb4xv |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Panorama view of the Jerome Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-237.3  📌 ark:/13030/ft1290038d |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 17, section B | Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Panorama view of the Jerome Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-237.4  📌 ark:/13030/ft1000029b |
| | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Series 6: Jerome Relocation Center (Denson, Arkansas) 1942-1944.

volume 17, section B

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Panorama view of the Jerome Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-237.5  ark:/13030/ft4c6005jd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

Closing of the Jerome Center, Denson, Arkansas. Panorama view of the Jerome Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-06-22 WRA no. I-237.6  ark:/13030/ft0q2n996r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

John Yoshida, suicide, 23 years old. He is survived by father, step-mother, married sister, all at Jerome Relocation Center, and a married sister living at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01 WRA no. K-513  ark:/13030/ft4r29n9br
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

John Yoshida, suicide, 23 years old. He is survived by father, step-mother, married sister, all at Jerome Relocation Center, and a married sister living at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01 WRA no. K-514  ark:/13030/ft996nb55x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

John Yoshida, suicide, 23 years old. He is survived by father, step-mother, married sister, all at Jerome Relocation Center, and a married sister living at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01 WRA no. K-515  ark:/13030/ft8n39p1g0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

John Yoshida, suicide, 23 years old. He is survived by father, step-mother, married sister, all at Jerome Relocation Center, and a married sister living at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01 WRA no. K-516  ark:/13030/ft9c6008q0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

John Yoshida, suicide, 23 years old. He is survived by father, step-mother, married sister, all at Jerome Relocation Center, and a married sister living at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01 WRA no. K-517  ark:/13030/ft7000070z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 17, section B

John Yoshida, suicide, 23 years old. He is survived by father, step-mother, married sister, all at Jerome Relocation Center, and a married sister living at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Denson, Arkansas. 1944-01 WRA no. K-518  ark:/13030/ft2v19n799
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Volunteer worker residents of the center operating a saw mill where hardwood logs of oak, gum, birch and cypress are cut for building material and fuel.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-16 WRA no. -232

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Block 14 casting ballots to elect a block manager. Similar elections were being held simultaneously in all blocks.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. -270

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing the sewage disposal plant which is under construction at the Jerome Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1942-11-14 WRA no. -207

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 7: Beet Workers (Near Milliken, Johnstown, Keensburg and Prospect) 1942.

Physical Description:
Extent: Volume 18.
Extent: 49 photographs.

Content/Description
Photographer: (49). Agricultural laborers in beet fields in Colorado towns of Milliken, Johnstown, Keensburg and Prospect. Also includes 7 photographs of beet workers at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

Husky young evacuees from Los Angeles volunteer and are registered at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center to top beets in ... 1942-09-27 WRA no. E-114

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On the first day in beet fields in Montana, these former Los Angeles Nisei boys are being instructed in the proper art of beet topping by beet farmer Spencer.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Montana. 1942-09-27 WRA no. E-115

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With a deft hand, beet farmer Spencer demonstrates sugar beet topping to former Los Angeles boys who have volunteered from the Wyoming Relocation Center to relieve the serious beet labor shortage in Montana.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Montana. 1942-09-24 WRA no. E-116

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A young Los Angeles Nisei who has volunteered from the Wyoming Relocation Center for beet work in the fields of Montana, takes his first swipe at a beet top under the direction of farmer Spencer.

Photographer: Parker, Tom, Montana. 1942-09-25 WRA no. E-117 ark:/13030/ft600006jf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bridge playing beet toppers are something new to Montana farmers, but the Los Angeles boys who have volunteered for beet work from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center spend much of their spare time in heated rubbers of bridge under the heckling of numerous kibitzers.

Photographer: Parker, Tom, Montana. 1942-09-15 WRA no. E-118 ark:/13030/ft1779n6b3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Heart Mountain residents of Japanese ancestry come to the aid of Wyoming and Montana beet growers as one group of the 1700 volunteers board a bus for Montana farms.

Photographer: Parker, Tom Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1942-09-25 WRA no. E-119 ark:/13030/ft287003xv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

After their first hour in the fields these young Los Angeles Nisei evacuees decided that beet topping is no snap. ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Philip Nakaoka swings his piked knife to pick up a sugar beet. The beet is grasped in the left hand and the top chopped off with the knife. Philip is a former Los Angeles resident who volunteered for beet work from the Poston Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-145 ark:/13030/ft629006f0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former Los Angeles residents who have volunteered to help save the sugar beet crop in Colorado are here pulling a row of beets for topping in a field in Milliken, Colorado.

Photographer: Parker, Tom Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-146 ark:/13030/ft858007wq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former Los Angeles residents who volunteered to top beets in the fields of Colorado work down two rows on a farm in Johnstown, Colorado.

Photographer: Parker, Tom Johnstown, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-147 ark:/13030/ft7n39p0rb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 7: Beet Workers (Near Milliken, Johnstown, Keensburg and Prospect) 1942.

volume 18, section B

**Former Los Angeles residents who have volunteered to help save the sugar beet crop in Colorado are here pulling a row of beets for topping in a field near Milliken, Colorado.**

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-148

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 18, section B

**Before sugar beets can be topped they must be pulled and laid in rows for topping.**

Here Asao Philip Nakaoka, former Los Angeles resident who volunteered from Poston Relocation Center, pulls a row of sugar beets.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-149

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 18, section B

**Before sugar beets can be topped they must be pulled and laid in rows for topping.**

Here Asao Philip Nakaoka, former Los Angeles resident who volunteered from Poston Relocation Center, pulls a row of sugar beets.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-150

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 18, section B

**In the shadow of the Great Western Sugar Company at Johnstown, Colorado, John Fukushima and Takayuki Tashima, former Los Angeles residents from the Poston Relocation Center, topping beets.**

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Johnstown, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-151

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 18, section B

**A field in the shadow of the Great Western Sugar Company at Johnstown, Colorado. Masayuki Tashima, former Los Angeles resident and beet worker, volunteered from the Poston Relocation Center as a beet topper.**

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Johnstown, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-152

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 18, section B

**Former Los Angeles resident, Takayuki Tashima, volunteered from the Poston Relocation Center and is topping beets in the fields near Milliken, Colorado.**

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-153

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 18, section B

**Two former Los Angeles youths, John Fukushima and Masayuki Tashima, who volunteered as beet topping labor from the Poston Relocation Center, work in the fields near Milliken, Colorado.**

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-154

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
George Adachi, former advance student in Entomology at the University of California, volunteered to assist in saving the beet crop. He is shown topping beets in fields near Milliken, Colorado.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-156 ark:/13030/ft7d5nb3vb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Six volunteer beet workers from the Poston Relocation Center heave to on the soup course after having spent a day in the fields near Milliken, Colorado.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-157 ark:/13030/ft5779n935

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Living quarters for a crew of six volunteer beet toppers from the Poston Relocation Center provide two bedrooms and three double beds. Evacuee beet toppers here preparing for bed are Takayuki Tashima, Chihiro Sugi, Asao Philip Nakaoka, Masayuki Tashima.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
, . 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-158 ark:/13030/ft909nb4zc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One worker of the six man beet topping crew is sent to the farmhouse to [prepare] dinner while the rest of the crew work till sundown. Here George Adachi [illegible] the rice steaming on the kitchen stove.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
, . 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-159 ark:/13030/ft529005h7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Adachi, former California University student of Entomology, slices onions as a part of the evening meal for himself and 5 beet topping companions.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-160 ark:/13030/ftc60073k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

While the kitchen table is being used for a bridge game, John Fukushima tallies the scores of his beet topping companions.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Milliken, Colorado. 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-161 ark:/13030/ft4199n874

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Beet topping from sunup till sundown is a new kind of work for former college students, produce representatives and insurance salesmen, which leaves these lads almost too tired to undress. (L to R) Chihiro Sugi, Asao Philip Nakaoka and Takayuki Tashima.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
, . 1942-11-03 WRA no. E-162 ark:/13030/ft489p09b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Kibitsing on the evening bridge game is Masayuki Tashima, former Los Angeles resident who has volunteered from the Poston Relocation ... 1942-11-03

Farmhouse quarters for beet worker volunteers did not always include bathrooms. Chihiro Sugi does his evening washing in a typical makeshift arrangement.

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry who have volunteered for beet work top beets in a field near Keensburg, Colorado.

An evacuee who volunteers for beet topping from the Granada Relocation Center.

Six volunteer workers from the Granada Relocation Center working in a field near Prospect, Colorado.

Evacuee who volunteered for beet topping from the Granada Relocation Center.

A typical house provided for evacuee beet worker near Prospect, Colorado.

This evacuee volunteered for beet topping from the Granada Relocation Center.
Volunteer beet workers from the Relocation Center at Granada, Colorado, working a field near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-172
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A mechanical beet loader passes a volunteer evacuee beet topper in a field near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-173
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A truck driver, of Japanese descent, for farmer Pete Zimbleman, closing his truck after delivery of a load of beets to the pile near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-174
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sugar beets being piled unloaded at the beet field near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-175
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer evacuee beet workers from the Granada Relocation Center working in a field near Prospect, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Prospect, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-176
Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. E-176

Delivering a truck load of beets at a beet station near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-177
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
One member of a family group of former California residents topping beets in a field near Prospect, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Prospect, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-178

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One member of a family group of former California residents topping beets in a field near Prospect, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Prospect, Colorado. 11/5/42 WRA no. E-178A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. E-178

Pete Zimbleman, who with his brother harvested 280 acres of sugar beets, here instructs an evacuee, who is driving a beet truck, and who intends to remain in the employ of Mr. Zimbleman after the beet harvest.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-179

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pete Zimbleman, who with his brother harvested 280 acres of sugar beets, here instructs an evacuee, who is driving a beet truck, and who intends to remain in the employ of Mr. Zimbleman after the beet harvest.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-180

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical house provided for volunteer beet workers of Japanese ancestry at Colorado beet farms near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-181

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical house provided for volunteer beet workers of Japanese ancestry at Colorado beet farms near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-182
A typical house provided for volunteer beet workers of Japanese ancestry at Colorado beet farms near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-183
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical house provided for volunteer beet workers of Japanese ancestry at Colorado beet farms near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-05 WRA no. E-184
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical house provided for volunteer beet workers of Japanese ancestry at Colorado beet farms near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-06 WRA no. E-413
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical house provided for volunteer beet workers of Japanese ancestry at Colorado beet farms near Keensburg, Colorado.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Keensburg, Colorado. 1942-11-06 WRA no. E-414
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 8: Manzanar Relocation Center (Manzanar, California) 1942-1943.
Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 19-24, 78.
Extent: 447 photographs.
Content/Description
Photographers: (92), (209), (138), unidentified (8)

Relocated Nisei girls getting a bucket of water from one of the hydrants at this relocation center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-10
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Vaccination is required of evacuees at War Relocation Authority centers to guard against typhoid and other diseases.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-100
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Newcomers are vaccinated by evacuees of Japanese ancestry on arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| --- | --- |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Mealtime, cafeteria style, at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are enjoying postal service at this War Relocation Authority center. This is a branch of the Los Angeles Post Office, more than 250 miles away, and a two-cent stamp will send a letter to and from Los Angeles.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Newcomers move into Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Mealtime during early days after evacuation at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. In housing, as well as at meal times, family life is observed.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | So that gardeners and farmers may follow their callings and to make it possible for evacuees to be self-supporting (agriculture is a major pursuit at War Relocation Authority centers), here is a battery of spades for garden work.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Dr. James Goto, Los Angeles physician and surgeon, examines elderly patient in emergency hospital at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Manzanar, Calif.--Construction of barrack apartments for evacuees of Japanese ancestry has commenced at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04 WRA no. A-12 [ark:/13030/ft6n39p057
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lt. Harvey H. Severson (right) of military police, and Dr. Charles W. Anderson of Bishop discuss procedure at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-13 [ark:/13030/ft8j49p0pz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yaeko Yamashita (in doorway) watches Fugiko Koba trying a new pair of geta, which are stilt-like sandals specially useful in dust. They are evacuees of Japanese descent now living at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-14 [ark:/13030/ft0870024v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--A branch of the Los Angeles post office has been established at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. A-16 [ark:/13030/ft6r29p0h2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--A street is being constructed at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. A-19 [ark:/13030/ft0m3n99m9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Close-up of geta, stilt-like sandals which are especially useful in dust. These are made by evacuee craftsmen in this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-2 [ark:/13030/ft4v19n8r4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--Mother and child evacuees of Japanese descent on train en route to War Relocation Authority center at Manzanar, California.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-283 [ark:/13030/ft4290051p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Lone Pine, Calif.--Soldiers assist elderly evacuee of Japanese descent leave car steps on transfer to War Relocation Authority center at Manzanar. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-285
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese descent arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-287
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese descent arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-288
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese descent arrive by bus from Lone Pine. They were taken there by train and thence to Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-289
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese descent arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-290
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-292
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Persons of Japanese ancestry being helped from the train by MP's upon their arrival at the Manzanar Relocation Center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-293
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Lone Pine, Calif.--Young evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train prior to being transferred by bus to Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>An evacuee family, of Japanese descent, is assisted by an evacuee nurse on arrival at this War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-297 [ark:/13030/ft3489n7s8]</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Manzanar, Calif.--While military policeman stands guard, this detachment watches arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-3 [ark:/13030/ft1k400396]</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 19, Section C</th>
<th>Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.</th>
<th>Photographer: Albers, Clem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-303  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry arrives here by train prior to being transferred by bus to Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-304  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train prior to being transferred by bus to Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-305  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Picture of relief map showing location of Manzanar, War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry, in Owens ... 1942-04-02
WRA no. B-4  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Special food formulae are prepared for babies at Manzanar reception center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-6  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Office and other workers are given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Trudes Osajima, (above), switchboard operator in the Administration building. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-7  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry move into this War Relocation Authority center. 
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-8  

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Distributor of one of the 150 impounded automobiles owned by evacuees of Japanese ancestry assigned to this War Relocation Authority center. These distributors are kept in Administration building.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-87 ark:/13030/ft296nb0kj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bulletins in English and in Japanese keep evacuees posted at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-9 ark:/13030/ft6k4006sf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Newcomers move into Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-91 ark:/13030/ft3v19n8bm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Children are taught democratic games in the nursery school at the Relocation Center. All desks, chairs, and other furnishings are made in the furniture factory, by evacuee workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-918 ark:/13030/ft829007q7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Play time in the third grade class at the student training center. Student teachers are given college credit for this teaching practice, and are supervised by accredited teachers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-919 ark:/13030/ft7489p0bv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Clearing the grounds at this War Relocation Authority center where 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-92 ark:/13030/ft749p0zs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A third grade student at the Manzanar Relocation Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry practices free hand drawing. This photo ...

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-920 ark:/13030/ftk4003t8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Children are taught democratic games in the nursery school at this Relocation Center. All desks, chairs, and other furniture are made in the furniture factory, by evacuee workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-922

A scene in the third grade class in the student training center, where student teachers are given college credit for this practice teaching. All classes are supervised by accredited teachers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-923

A pupil of the third grade is taught to read and enjoy children's books, like any other young American boy. ...

1943-02-10 WRA no. A-924

Sixth grade boys enjoy a game of ball at recess time. Note boys in rear who mistrust control of the speed ball pitcher.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-926

Girls from the sixth grade spend recess time in a spirited game of volleyball.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-928

First grade students play post office in this class taught by Miss Martha Job. This set was constructed by the students themselves.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-929

Manzanar, Calif.--Clearing the grounds at this War Relocation Authority center where 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-93

First grade pupils play Post Office in this class taught by Miss Martha Job. This set was constructed by the students themselves.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-930
A view of Manzanar Relocation Center in the late afternoon. Mount Whitney, the highest mountain in the continental United States, is seen in the background.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-934 [ark:/13030/ft867nb4qr]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view on the main fire break at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese descent. In the background is seen the Sierra Nevada range of mountains, and in the foreground is a rabbit hutch, which houses pets of some of the children.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-935 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb58s]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view on the main fire break at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese descent. In the background is seen the Sierra Nevada range of mountains, and in the foreground is a rabbit hutch, which houses pets of some of the children.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-936 [ark:/13030/ft3580045m]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the Manzanar Relocation Center, with Mount Whitney, highest mountain in the continental United States, in the background. The smoke in the distance is caused from burning trash.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. A-937 [ark:/13030/ft0f59n5xd]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lt. Eugene Bogard explaining the purpose of registration to Japanese and Japanese-Americans. Similar meetings were held at all centers for the purpose of registering all evacuees between the ages of 18 and 38.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-938 [ark:/13030/ft2779n7bw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lt. Eugene Bogard explains the purpose of registration to a group of Japanese and Japanese-Americans who are now residing at this center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-939 [ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2d5]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Construction begins at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry, in Owens Valley, flanked by the High Sierras and Mt. Whitney, loftiest peak in the United States.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-94 [ark:/13030/ft6v19p0b4]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 8: Manzanar Relocation Center (Manzanar, California) 1942-1943.

**Volume 19, Section C**

**Lt. Eugene Bogard explains the purpose of registration to a group of Japanese and Japanese-Americans who are now residing at this center.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-940  ark:/13030/ft167n99z5

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Sergeant Victor Tierman explains the purpose of registration to a group of Japanese and Japanese-Americans, who were evacuated from west coast areas and are now residing at the Manzanar Center.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-941  ark:/13030/ft9f59p26b

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**A group of residents of Japanese descent listening to the purpose of the registration which was held at this center. The registration forms were explained to the evacuees by WRA and Army officials.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-942  ark:/13030/ft1290039x

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**A meeting was held in one of the mess halls to explain to Japanese and Japanese Americans the purpose of ... 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-943  ark:/13030/ft296nb0m2

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Robert Cozzens, WRA Ass’t Field Director, is here explaining to a group of evacuees of Japanese descent the purpose of registration. All centerites between the ages of 18 and 38 registered at this time.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-944  ark:/13030/ft5r29n94z

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Registration forms and the purpose of registration are being explained to persons of Japanese descent by a member of the WRA staff.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-946  ark:/13030/ft829007rr

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Life in an army camp is here explained by typical pictures to three evacuees by Sergeant Kenneth Uni, formerly from ... 1943-02-11**

WRA no. A-947  ark:/13030/ft8w1008d9

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
In one of the school rooms at the Manzanar Center, Sergeant Victor Tierman explains the registration forms and purpose of registration to a group of appointed personnel.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-948 [ark://13030/ft3k4004kf]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sergeant Victor Tierman explaining the registration purposes to a group of appointed personnel who assisted the army in registering all persons of Japanese ancestry between the ages of 18 and 38.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-949 [ark://13030/ft4m3nb1xs]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Hanging out curtains in their barrack apartment at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-95 [ark://13030/ft6r29p0jk]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lt. Eugene Bogard explaining the methods of registration to appointed personnel at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-951 [ark://13030/ft3489n7ts]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lieutenant Eugene Bogard explains the method of registration of Japanese and Japanese-Americans to a group of appointed personnel at the Manzanar Center. All evacuees between the ages of 18 and 38 were compelled to register.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-952 [ark://13030/ft6s2006d2]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lieutenant Eugene Bogard explaining registration purposes to a group of Japanese-Americans and Japanese who were evacuated from west coast defense areas. All persons between the ages of 18 and 38 were compelled to register. Seated is Sergeant Victor Tierman.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-953 [ark://13030/ft8w1008ft]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry registering for indefinite leave in block 10.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-954 [ark://13030/ft91nb5hc]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 19, Section C | Residents of Japanese ancestry registering for indefinite leave in block 10.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-955 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|----------------------|-------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Volume 19, Section C | Mrs. Chlde Zimmerman, clerk, aiding Fumi Ido in registering for indefinite leave.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-11 WRA no. A-956 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Constructing quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center in Owens Valley in the shadow of the High Sierras.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-96 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Pruning trees at this War Relocation Authority Center, where 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration, while an M.P. is standing guard in the foreground.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-97 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Newcomers vaccinated by fellow and sister evacuees of Japanese ancestry on arrival at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-98 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 19, Section C | Construction begins at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry, in Owens Valley, flanked by the High Sierras and Mt. Whitney, loftiest peak in the United States.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-99 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 20, Section C | Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese descent carry their personal effects preparatory to setting up housekeeping at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-107 | Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Manzanar, Calif.--Not high above Park Ave., New York City--but high in Owens Valley, California, in the shadow of the High Sierras, this evacuee retains his sense of humor at the Manzanar reception center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-108 [ark:/13030/ft509nb2dw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Firewood is gathered by evacuees of Japanese descent at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-109 [ark:/13030/ft1n39n6tz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Army military police go on duty to guard the boundaries of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-110 [ark:/13030/ft4v19n8sn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An evacuee resting on his cot after moving his belongings into this bare barracks room. Army cot and mattress are the only things furnished by the government. All personal belongings were brought by the evacuees.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-112 [ark:/13030/ft487005dp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Meals are being served cafeteria style at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-114 [ark:/13030/ft9v19p1zv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee clerk obtaining personal data from evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-116 [ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3kj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees are shown returning to the center for lunch after clearing the land of brush and weeds around the boundary of this War Relocation Authority Center. Army Military Police guard these boundaries.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-117 [ark:/13030/ft867nb4r8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--A bewhiskered evacuee at this War Relocation Authority center which houses 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry for the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-118  ark:/13030/ft2199n6p8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Dancing for recreation at Manzanar reception center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-120  ark:/13030/ft6p30076s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Construction begins at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-121  ark:/13030/ft1m3n99zs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees clearing brush to enlarge this War Relocation Authority center which will house 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry for the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-122  ark:/13030/ft4v19n8t5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Street scene and view of quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at Manzanar reception center. High Sierras in background.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-123  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0dx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Clearing brush from land at reception center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-124  ark:/13030/ft3489n7v9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Pruning trees at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-126  ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0kg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--An afternoon stroll at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-128  ark:/13030/ft05800204
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Trees are being trimmed and the brush cleared from the grounds of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-129  ark:/13030/ft800007q4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--In the doorway of her barrack apartment at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. B-131  ark:/13030/ft4g5005nm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Registering for work at this War Relocation Authority center, under the Work Corps plan for evacuees.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-132  ark:/13030/ft3j49n7qv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Entrance, during construction, of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry in Owens Valley, flanked by High Sierras and Mt. Whitney, United States' loftiest peak.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-133  ark:/13030/ft229003kc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, California--Boys start a ball game soon after their arrival at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-134  ark:/13030/ft4p3005nx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Boys start a ball game soon after their arrival at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-135  ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5fp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are not permitted to use their automobiles at War Relocation Authority centers so those brought to this Center have been impounded for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-136  ark:/13030/ft896nb4qd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry signing up for work at this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
<td>Albers, Clem</td>
<td>1942-04-02</td>
<td>B-137</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Time out to talk over the construction of water pipes at this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
<td>Albers, Clem</td>
<td>1942-04-02</td>
<td>B-141</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--A Uku affords amusement for young evacuee at this War Relocation Authority center.</td>
<td>Albers, Clem</td>
<td>1942-04-04</td>
<td>B-142</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee of Japanese ancestry receiving mail at Manzanar Post Office--a branch of the Los Angeles Post Office, more than 250 miles away. A two-cent stamp will send a letter by first-class mail from Manzanar to Los Angeles.</td>
<td>Albers, Clem</td>
<td>1942-04-02</td>
<td>B-144</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residents of the Manzanar Center are shown waiting at the water hydrant for water for their barrack apartments.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-145 (ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3m2)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Clipping stories on their migration at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-146 (ark:/13030/ft7199p0d7)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Unpacking in their quarters at this War Relocation Authority center. Rear: Eva (left) and Emiko Yamashita. Front Michi Yamashita (left), and Taka Sakai. Family groups are kept intact.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-147 (ark:/13030/ft0870026w)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees clearing the land of brush at the Manzanar Relocation Center, where persons of Japanese ancestry are being housed after evacuation from their west coast homes.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-148 (ark:/13030/ft787007gm)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Newcomers waiting their turn to be vaccinated at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. A personal history is kept of each case in the hospital of which this is a temporary building.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-149 (ark:/13030/ft1d5n99j8)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Dr. James Goto, Los Angeles physician and surgeon, examines elderly patient in emergency hospital at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-150 (ark:/13030/ft0580021n)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--This little evacuee is being vaccinated by an evacuee nurse, and doctor, as are other evacuees upon arrival at War Relocation Authority centers.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-151 (ark:/13030/ft6q2nb37p)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Newcomers are vaccinated by evacuee nurses and doctors upon arrival at War Relocation Authority centers for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Dr. Kazue Togasaki administering vaccine. 

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-152  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--opportunities are made for handicraft at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. This craftsman is making geta--home-made wood sandals.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. B-154  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lucy Yonemitshu, former student from Los Angeles, California, enjoys a pleasant afternoon with her book. Lucy lives with her parents in this barrack home, which has been very tastefully decorated by her father.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-181  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lucy Yonemitshu, former student from Los Angeles, California, enjoys a pleasant moment with her book. Lucy lives with her parents in this barrack home, which has been very tastefully decorated by her father.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-182  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Takeshi Shindo, Manzanar Free Press reporter, tastes some home-cooked soup, prepared on the electric plate in his barracks home. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-183 [recto] ark:/13030/t1v19n6w9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Material for spring frock is selected by an evacuee housewife in the yardage department of the community store. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-185 [recto] ark:/13030/t8z09p1g8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An elderly evacuee purchases peanut butter for a between meal snack. All meals for the residents are served in mess halls, and are merely supplemented by tid bits which the evacuees prepare in their own barracks. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-188 [recto] ark:/13030/tv3v19n8c4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the magazine and newspaper stand in the community store. George Yamashita is the manager of this newsstand. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-189 [recto] ark:/13030/t2b69n70c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the block manager's office, where evacuees signed up for indefinite leave registration clearance. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-192 [recto] ark:/13030/t0p38n98s4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the block manager's office, where evacuees signed up for indefinite leave registration clearance. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-193 [recto] ark:/13030/t0m3n99nt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the block manager's office, where evacuees signed up for indefinite leave registration clearance. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Manzanar, California. 2/13/43 WRA no. B-193A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. B-193

[recto] A view in the block manager's office, where evacuees signed up for indefinite leave registration clearance. ; Photographer: Stewart, Francis ; Manzanar, California. WRA no. B-193A [recto]
A view in the block manager’s office, where evacuees signed up for indefinite leave registration clearance. Photographer: Stewart, Francis. Manzanar, California. WRA no. B-193A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. B-193

Mrs. Mary Nagao, former housewife from Los Angeles, California, now works as a seamstress in the industrial division of the ... 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-196

Bert Miura, former garment factory worker from Los Angeles, California, is now working in the cutting department on the garment ... 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-197

Jack Toyo, former owner of a cleaning and dyeing works in Hollywood, California, now works in the pressing department in ... 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-198

Basketball games are part of the regular scheduled recreational events, which help to fill out the lives of residents in relocation centers. These boys are participating in a nip and tuck game, which frequently brought the spectators to their feet. Photographer: Stewart, Francis. Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-200

Basketball games are part of the regular scheduled recreational events, which help to fill out the lives of residents in relocation centers. These girls are participating in a nip and tuck game, which frequently brought the spectators to their feet. Photographer: Stewart, Francis. Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-201

Basketball games are part of the regular scheduled recreational events, which help to fill out the lives of residents in relocation centers. These girls are participating in a nip and tuck game, which frequently brought the spectators to their feet. Photographer: Stewart, Francis. Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-202

Basketball games are part of the regular scheduled recreational events, which help to fill out the lives of residents in relocation centers. These girls are participating in a nip and tuck game, which frequently brought the spectators to their feet. Photographer: Stewart, Francis. Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-204
Basketball games are part of the regular scheduled recreational events, which help to fill out the lives of residents in relocation centers. These girls are participating in a nip and tuck game, which frequently brought the spectators to their feet.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-205  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toshiko Mikami and Kazuko Sakai, pretty Nisei girls, visit the picnic ground located on the banks of Shepards Creek, which runs through this recreation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-208  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toshiko Mikami and Kazuko Sakai, pretty Nisei girls, visit the picnic ground located on the banks of Shepards Creek, which runs through this recreation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-209  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Takeshi Shindo, Reporter for the Manzanar Free Press, and his girl friend Toshiko Mikami, enjoy a pleasant afternoon at the picnic ground at this War Relocation Authority Center, for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-213  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Takeshi Shindo, Reporter for the Manzanar Free Press, and his girl friend Toshiko Mikami, enjoy a pleasant afternoon at the picnic ground at this War Relocation Authority Center, for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-12 WRA no. B-214  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Golfing enthusiasts enjoy a friendly game of golf at Manzanar Golf Course. These golfers, and other fellow evacuees, when clearing ...  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-218  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Golfing enthusiasts enjoy a friendly game of golf at Manzanar Golf Course. These golfers, and other fellow evacuees, when clearing ...  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-13 WRA no. B-219  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lieutenant Eugene Bogard, Commanding Officer of the Army Registration team, explains to young evacuees details of volunteering in the Army Combat team, which is being organized and made up entirely of Japanese-Americans.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-15 WRA no. B-221  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Lieutenant Eugene Bogard, Commanding Officer of the Army Registration team, explains to young evacuees details of volunteering in the Army Combat team, which is being organized and made up entirely of Japanese-Americans.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-15 WRA no. B-222 ark:/13030/ft9c6008rh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of the Manzanar Fire Department are shown posed in front of their fire truck.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-15 WRA no. B-224 ark:/13030/ft6199n998

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group picture of the Manzanar fire men and fire marshals posed with their fire truck.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-15 WRA no. B-228 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2nf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A practice fire drill gives the local fire department the necessary practice to handle any emergency which might arise.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-15 WRA no. B-229 ark:/13030/ft2c60041

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A practice fire drill gives the local fire department the necessary practice to handle any emergency which might arise.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1943-02-15 WRA no. B-230 ark:/13030/ft1c60039w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Playing Japanese checkers at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese descent where they are spending the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04 WRA no. C-43 ark:/13030/ft6489n9tp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Enjoying an afternoon stroll at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Manzanar, California. 1942-04 WRA no. C-44 ark:/13030/ft7w1007bg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Enjoying an afternoon stroll at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-502 ark:/13030/ft3g5004j8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Pre-school children on the way to their barrack homes from morning class at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-657 ark:/13030/ft896nb4rx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--These young evacuees are attending the first elementary school at this War Relocation Authority center. There are six grades with volunteer teachers and voluntary attendance.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-658 ark:/13030/ft8b69p14v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Young sixth-grade students studying their lessons in the shade of the barracks at this first voluntary elementary school.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-659 ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2m8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Third grade students working on their arithmetic lesson at this first volunteer elementary school. School equipment was not yet available at the time this photograph was taken.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-661 ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0k5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee children of the 5th grade struggling over their English composition in the first temporary voluntary school at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-662 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9c8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An elementary school has been established with evacuee volunteer teachers, most of whom are college graduates. Attendance at this time is voluntary. No school equipment is as yet available and classes are also held outside the barrack building in the shade.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-663

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An elementary school with voluntary attendance has been established with volunteer evacuee teachers, most of whom are college graduates.

... 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-664

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An elementary school with voluntary attendance has been established with volunteer evacuee teachers, most of whom are college graduates.

... 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-665

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An elementary school with voluntary attendance has been established with volunteer evacuee teachers, most of whom are college graduates.

No school equipment is as yet obtainable and available tables and benches are used.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-667

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An elementary school with voluntary attendance has been established with volunteer evacuee teachers, most of whom are college graduates.

These young evacuees are eager to learn and do not mind the lack of equipment.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-668

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of a line waiting for lunch outside the mess hall at noon.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-670

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of a line waiting for lunch outside the mess hall at noon.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-671

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry lining up outside the mess hall at noon at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-672

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center line up at warehouse No. 26 for their allotment ...
1942-07-01 WRA no. C-673

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-674

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in the wide space between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-675

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--A view of the hobby gardens, where, in plots 10 x 50 feet, evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing garden-truck crops for their own use, in the wide space between rows of barracks.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-676

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in the wide space between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-677

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in the wide space between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: [Lange, Dorothea?] Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-678

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee in her hobby garden which rates highest of all the garden plots at this War Relocation Authority Center. Vegetables for their own use are grown in plots ten by fifty feet between rows of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-679

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Irrigating hobby gardens. Garden truck crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at ...

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-680

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-681

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-682

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-683

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-684

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-685

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee in her hobby garden which rates highest of all the garden plots at this War Relocation Authority center. Vegetables for their own use are grown in plots of 10 x 50 feet between barracks rows. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-686 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft6j49n9p7</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee family of Japanese ancestry relax in front of their barrack room at the end of day. The father ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-692 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft1c6003bd</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are growing flourishing truck crops for their own use in their hobby gardens. These crops are grown in plots 10 x 50 feet between blocks of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-689 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft6g50067h</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees watching a ball game late in the afternoon at this War Relocation Authority center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-691 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft3s2004hq</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee family of Japanese ancestry relax in front of their barrack room at the end of day. The father ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-693 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft187003c8</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manzanar, Calif.--Grandfather of Japanese ancestry teaching his little grandson to walk at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-694  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Grandfather and grandson of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-695  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Grandfather and grandson of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-696  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Grandfather and grandson of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-697  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Henry Ishizuka, graduate of U.C.L.A., now superintendent of the camouflage project which at this date employed approximately 500 workers ...

1942-07-01 WRA no. C-698  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Henry Ishizuka, graduate of U.C.L.A., now superintendent of the camouflage project which at this date employed approximately 500 workers ...

1942-07-01 WRA no. C-699  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Henry Ishizuka, graduate of U.C.L.A., now superintendent of the camouflage project which at this date employed approximately 500 workers ...

1942-07-01 WRA no. C-700  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Young evacuee baseball player, member of one of the eighty teams which has been organized at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-701  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--H. M. Kumano, artist, now teacher of painting in the art project at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-702 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5nm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Frank Hirosawa, 29-year-old former scientist from Seattle, Washington, is now working on the guayule rubber experiment project as a ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-703 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb0vn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Mrs. Togo Tanaka, American-born mother of Japanese ancestry, now at this War Relocation Authority center. Her husband is active in government affairs within the center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-704 ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2ns

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Togo Tanaka, active participant in the governmental affairs at this War Relocation Authority center. He is a member of ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-705 ark:/13030/ft896nb4sf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Chico Sakaguchi, born in Los Angeles in 1918, and is one of a family of six children, all of ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-706 ark:/13030/ft938nb55m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Shizuco Setoguchi is now assisting on the local newspaper, the Manzanar Free Press, at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Former occupation: Secretary. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-707 ark:/13030/ft629006gh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Joe Blamey, born in Japan, came to this country when he was seven, twenty years ago. He is now editor of the local newspaper, the Manzanar Free Press, at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-708 ark:/13030/ft5k4005sn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Ted Akahoshi, chairman of the Block Leader Council at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-709 ark:/13030/ft496nb1xt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 21, Section C</th>
<th>Image Link</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Manzanar, Calif.--Ogura Shuichi, 22, born in Pasadena. He attended Pasadena Junior College and was a visiting student at the California ...  | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft3n39n89s) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--Karl Yoneda, Block Leader at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. He is married to ... | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft7w1007c0) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--This evacuee is foreman of the Hobby Gardens project at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-712 | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft2s200415) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--This evacuee spends most of his time at the Hobby Gardens project at this War Relocation Authority center. Former occupation: nurseryman.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-713 | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft0w1002p2) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--Young evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-717 | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft9x0nb5rn) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--Little evacuee of Japanese ancestry in a happy mood at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-718 | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft9g5008j2) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: [Lange, Dorothea?]  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-719 | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft9t1nb5jw) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  
| Manzanar, Calif.--A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-720 | [Image Link](ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3gb) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 277
Manzanar, Calif.--A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center. WRA no. C-721

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center. WRA no. C-722

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guayule plantings are being inspected by Doctor Robert Emerson (third from right), a bio-chemist and botanist from the California Institute of Technology, on June 28, 1942. WRA no. C-724

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guayule beds in the lathe house at this War Relocation Authority center. These plants are year-old seedlings from the Salinas experiment station which are ready to be transplanted to the open ground. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Guayule plantings being inspected by Doctor Robert Emerson (extreme right), a bio-chemist and botanist from the California Institute of Technology, on June 28, 1942. WRA no. C-726

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guayule beds in the lathe house at this War Relocation Authority center. These plants are year-old seedlings from the Salinas experiment station which are ready to be transplanted into the open ground. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Open growing bed for guayule plants. Plot 4 at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Walter T. Watanabe (left), foreman in charge of the Guayule Rubber Experiment at this War Relocation Authority Center. He ...

WRA no. C-729  ark:/13030/ft1c6003cx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--In the lathe house of the guayule rubber experiment project at this War Relocation Authority center. These seedlings were transplanted on May 8.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-28 WRA no. C-730  ark:/13030/ft0p3002k6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--A view of section of the lathe house at this War Relocation Authority center where seedling guayule plants are propagated by experienced nurserymen evacuees in the guayule rubber experiment work.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-28 WRA no. C-731  ark:/13030/ft6c6005z7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Exterior view of the lathe house for the guayule rubber experiments under the direction of Walter T. Watanabe, who ...

WRA no. C-732  ark:/13030/ft3x0nb220

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--George J. Yokomizo, hybridizer for the guayule rubber experiment project, outside the lathe house, with one of the guayule plants.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-734  ark:/13030/ft367nb1hn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--George J. Yokomizo, hybridizer for the guayule rubber experiment project. A view of a section of the growing bed for guayule plants. The plot is 30 x 50 sq. feet, and these plants have been in the ground for ten days.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-28 WRA no. C-735  ark:/13030/ft938nb564

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--George J. Yokomizo, hybridizer for the guayule rubber experiment project.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-736  ark:/13030/ft0r29n5tt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
George J. Yokomizo, hybridizer for the guayule rubber experiment project. Manzanar, California. WRA no. C-737  ark:/13030/ft3n39n8b9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of section of the lathe house at this War Relocation Authority center where seedling guayule plants are propagated by experienced nurserymen evacuees in the guayule rubber experiment work. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-738  ark:/13030/ft5489n95j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guayule beds in the lathe house at this War Relocation Authority center. These plants are year-old seedlings from the Salinas Experiment Station, and are ready to be transplanted to the open ground. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-739  ark:/13030/ft2w10041t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guayule beds in the lathe house at this War Relocation Authority center. These plants are year-old seedlings from the Salinas Experiment Station, and are ready to be transplanted to the open ground.
Manzanar, California. WRA no. C-740  ark:/13030/ft187003ds
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chemists, nurserymen and plant propagators at this War Relocation Authority center assemble to witness a new experiment in an attempt ... 1942-06-28 WRA no. C-741  ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2q4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Robert Emerson, bio-chemist and botanist from California Institute of Technology, performs an experiment to resolve the amount of rubber ... 1942-06-28 WRA no. C-742  ark:/13030/ft0580023p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chemists, nurserymen and plant propagators at this War Relocation Authority center assemble to witness a new experiment in an attempt ... 1942-06-28 WRA no. C-743  ark:/13030/ft4j49n95v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--The farm project is well under way with 125 acres now in cultivation at this War Relocation Authority center ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-744  ark:/13030/ft3x0nb23h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 21, Section C</th>
<th>Image 1</th>
<th>Image 2</th>
<th>Image 3</th>
<th>Image 4</th>
<th>Image 5</th>
<th>Image 6</th>
<th>Image 7</th>
<th>Image 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--The farm project is well under way, with 125 acres now in cultivation at this War Relocation Authority center ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-745  ark:/13030/ft3779n7vy  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Field laborers returning to the Center's mess hall for lunch. This is one of four crews on the farm project at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-746  ark:/13030/ft9r29p27t  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Looking south from this War Relocation Authority center. The project farm lies in two main sections. This is farm ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-747  ark:/13030/ft658006i6  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--More land is being cleared of sage brush at the southern end of the project to enlarge this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-749  ark:/13030/ft1r29n74r  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--More land is being cleared of sage brush at the southern end of the project to enlarge this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-750  ark:/13030/ft3870044r  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Irrigating corn field on the farm project at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 125 acres of crops are under cultivation. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-751  ark:/13030/ft5p30063f  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--More land is being cleared at the southern end of the project at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Mt. Whitney, the highest peak in the United States, is in the range of mountains in the background. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-752  ark:/13030/ft5n39n9bd  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manzanar, Calif.--Johnny Fukazawa, foreman of fields 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the farm project, heads a 20-man crew. He formerly attended the Agricultural College at Davis and is the only Nisei in his gang.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-753

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Johnny Fukazawa, evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority Center, weeding corn in the farm project.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-754

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Farm crew of which Johnny Fukazawa is foreman. These men are ready to return to the center's mess hall for lunch after a busy morning in the fields of the farm project at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-755

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Cultivating corn field on the project farm at this War Relocation Authority Center. To date, 125 acres have been cleared and put into crops.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-757

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Hoeing corn field on the farm project at this War Relocation Authority Center. 125 acres have already been cleared and put into crops.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-758

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Part of crew working in field no. 4, hoeing corn on the farm project at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (See Photo [8C] C-692 which shows this same farmer at his barrack apartment in the evening.)

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-759

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 22, Section C</th>
<th>Manzanar, Calif.--Hoeing corn field on the farm project at this War Relocation Authority Center. 125 acres have already been cleared and put into crops. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-760 [1] ark:/13030/ft409nb25z Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Johnny Fukazawa, foreman of fields Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, and heading a 20-man crew on the farm ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-761 [2] ark:/13030/ft3v19n8dn Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Johnny Fukazawa, foreman of fields Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, and heading a 20-man crew on the farm project, says that there are many problems in farming here to cope with and solve with which evacuees of Japanese ancestry are not familiar. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-762 [3] ark:/13030/ft7j49p119 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Cultivating cornfield on the farm project at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. The man carrying the canteen is bringing water to the crew. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-765 [5] ark:/13030/ft8779p188 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees watching a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. This is a very popular recreation with 80 ... 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-768 [6] ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3hv Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees watching a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. This is a very popular recreation with 80 ... 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-769 [7] ark:/13030/ft5c6006b3 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees watching a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. This is a very popular recreation with 80 teams having been formed throughout the Center. Most of the playing is in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-770 ark:/13030/ft6v19p0cn

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees watching a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. This is a very popular recreation with 80 teams having been formed throughout the Center. Most of the playing is in the wide firebreak between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-771 ark:/13030/ft629006h1

Manzanar, Calif.--Baseball is the most popular recreation at this War Relocation Authority center with 80 teams having been formed throughout the Center. Most of the playing is in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-772 ark:/13030/ft5c6006cm

Manzanar, Calif.--Baseball players in a huddle. This game is very popular with 80 teams having been formed throughout the Center. Most of the playing is in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-773 ark:/13030/ft3000043t

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are enjoying a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. This is a very popular recreation with 80 teams having been formed throughout the Center. Most of the playing is in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-774 ark:/13030/ft1z09n6pv

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are enjoying a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. 80 teams have been organized to date. Most of the playing is in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-775 ark:/13030/ft7q2nb43d

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry enjoying a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. 80 teams have been organized to date with most of the playing being done in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-776 ark:/13030/ft7w1007dh
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 22, Section C</th>
<th>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry enjoying a baseball game at this War Relocation Authority center. Eighty teams have been organized to date with most of the playing being done in the wide fire-break between blocks of barracks. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-777 ark:/13030/ft80007rm Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry rest in the cool of the evening beside their barrack apartments at this War Relocation Authority center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-778 ark:/13030/ftv19n7bt Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Typical Issei. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-779 ark:/13030/ft1z09n6qc Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-780 ark:/13030/ft3580046 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee boy waiting at the entrance of the Recreational Hall at this War Relocation Authority center. He is anxious for the baseball team to assemble. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-781 ark:/13030/ft7p3007b Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee boys of Japanese ancestry at entrance of Recreational Hall reading Funnies. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-782 ark:/13030/ft758006x Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee boy at this War Relocation Authority center reading the Funnies. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-783 ark:/13030/ft2p30047 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 22, Section C</td>
<td>Manzanar, Calif.--Playing the Japanese game Goh in the Recreational Hall at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-784 ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manzanar, Calif.--Family groups enjoying the mountain creek which flows along the outer border of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-785 ark:/13030/ft9p3008ft
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee children enjoying a hot summer afternoon in the mountain creek which flows through the desert on the border of this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-786 ark:/13030/ft067n9970
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Small evacuee boys enjoying a swim in the mountain creek which flows through the desert on the border of this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-787 ark:/13030/ft767nb3jc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee children enjoying games under the shade of trees near the mountain creek which flows through the desert on the border of this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-788 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2b5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Little evacuee of Japanese ancestry gets a haircut.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-790 ark:/13030/ft3w1004gv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Common sight during the long summer evenings after the day's work is done. As yet, there are no barber shops.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-791 ark:/13030/ft1z09n6rw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar Relocation Center (Manzanar, California) 1942-1943.

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry enjoying a hot summer afternoon at this War Relocation Authority center. This mountain stream flows through the desert on the border of the Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-792 ark:/13030/ft4n39n8q9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees enjoying the creek which flows along the outer border of this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-793 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb1vr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees enjoying the creek which flows along the outer border of this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-794 ark:/13030/ft796nb3t5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Young evacuees girls gather in the shade of their barrack apartment and practice the songs they learned in school prior to evacuation to this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-795 ark:/13030/ft0489n5qb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees girls practicing the songs they learned in school prior to evacuation to this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-796 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb3v0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. It is composed of ...

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. Miss Doris Nakagawa, 25, ...

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. It is composed of ...

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center.
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volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. Miss Doris Nakagawa, 25, ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-800
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. It is composed of ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-801
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. It is composed of ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-802
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Part of a class under the Adult Education Program at this War Relocation Authority center. It is composed of ... 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-803
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Street scene looking west between barrack blocks at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-828
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Looking north between blocks of barracks on a hot summer day. This center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry has been opened about three months. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-829
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--Street scene looking east toward the Inyo Mountains at this War Relocation Authority center. The children are coming to ... 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-830
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C
Manzanar, Calif.--General view of this War Relocation Authority center located in the Owens Valley looking east across the wide fire-break which separates blocks of barracks. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-831
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--This War Relocation Authority center which houses 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry is located in Owens Valley between the ... 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-832 ark:/13030/ft3p3004k3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--General view of this War Relocation Authority center looking southwest across the wide fire-break which separates blocks of barracks. Evacuees are on their way to breakfast or to work.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-833 ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5gw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Looking southwest across the wide firebreak at this War Relocation Authority center which houses 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry. ... 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-834 ark:/13030/ft2870040c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Street scene of barrack homes at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-835 ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5g6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Street at this War Relocation Authority center on a summer evening, showing the barrack apartments.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-836 ark:/13030/ft829007s8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Far end of barrack row looking west to the desert beyond with the mountains in the background. Evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center are encountering the terrific desert heat.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-837 ark:/13030/ft3c6003xt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--View of barracks at this War Relocation Authority Center, looking southwest across the wide fire-break which is used as a recreation field.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-841 ark:/13030/ft738nb40x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--View of barracks at this War Relocation Authority Center, looking southwest across the wide fire-break which is used as a recreation field.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-842 ark:/13030/ft5w100648

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Looking west from Mess Hall No. 1. The small square buildings in the center rows of barracks are the laundry and sanitary units. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration in War Relocation Authority centers.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-843
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--View of barracks at this War Relocation Authority center, showing outside entrances.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-844
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--View of barrack homes at this War Relocation Authority center, showing outside entrances.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-845
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This is the type of barrack building in the relocation center. Each contains four rooms, to house four family groups. Each has its own outside entrance, two at the side and one at each end. There are thirty-six blocks of barracks.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-846
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--A view of surrounding country flanked by beautiful mountains at this War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-847
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical interior scene in one of the barrack apartments at this center. Note the cloth partition which lends a small amount of privacy.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-848
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Part of the dental clinic staff at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. The entire staff is of Japanese descent.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-849
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Manzanar, Calif.--Emergency hospital housed in temporary quarters at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. The modern new hospital is almost ready for occupancy as shown in Photos [8C] C-851 and [8C] C-852.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-850 arch:/13030/ft996nb56f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--The new hospital at this War Relocation Authority center is almost ready for occupancy. It will be fully equipped ...

1942-07-01 WRA no. C-851 arch:/13030/ft7q2nb44x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Making an examination of an evacuee patient are Dr. Takahashi, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist, and his wife, who serves as his assistant. They are evacuees of Japanese ancestry from Los Angeles now at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-853 arch:/13030/ft3h4nb17g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Mary Uyesato, trained laboratory assistant at work in the medical center at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Former residence: Seaside Hospital, Long Beach, Calif.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-854 arch:/13030/ft0x0n99b4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Young expectant mother (center) receives check-up from her doctor (left) in the medical clinic, now housed in a temporary building at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-855 arch:/13030/ft7q2nb45f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee dentist in the temporary dental clinic at this War Relocation Authority center which cares for an average of 100 persons daily.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-857 arch:/13030/ft2m3nb0dx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 22, section C

Manzanar, Calif.--The dental clinic in this temporary quarters at this War Relocation Authority center cares for an average of 100 persons daily.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-858
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 22, section C

Manzanar, Calif.--Women's ward in temporary barracks hospital at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. The new hospital with accommodations for 250 beds is almost ready for occupancy.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-859
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Manzanar, Calif.--Dr. Takahashi, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist, lances sty on very young patient in the medical clinic at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-860
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Manzanar, Calif.--Young evacuee dentist and his assistant in their temporary quarters at the dental clinic which cares for an average of 100 evacuees of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-861
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 23, section C

In an experimental nursery at the relocation center, K. Matsuyama inspects two-year-old guayule plants, now ready for transplanting.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-501
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 23, section C

Walter T. Watanabe, rubber project foreman, examines two specimens of guayule, rubber-bearing desert shrub, in various stages of growth. In ...
1942-06-02
WRA no. D-503
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Ichiro Okumura, 22 (left), from Venice, California, and Ben Iguchi, 20, from Saugus, California, thin young plants in a two-acre field of white radishes at the relocation center. High Sierras are shown in the background.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-504
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
George Sakai, 19, from Venice, California, pours onion seed in hopper of mechanical hand planter preparatory to sowing field at the relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-505 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft0779n5rh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Ichiro Okumura, 28, from Venice, California, thins young plants in two-acre field of white radishes at this War Relocation Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-506 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft7c600743
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Irrigating recently planted onion field at the relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-507 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft800007s5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The evacuees of Japanese descent operate tractor rows for sowing onion seeds in agricultural development at the relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-508 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft2s20042p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hank Oba, 19 (left), and Ken Oba, 20, brothers from Venice, California, collaborate in operating a hand planter for sowing onion seeds at the relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-509 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft9s200907
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Henry Takada, farm project foreman, is shown (above) irrigating recently planted onion field at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-510 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft600006kz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

H. Kawase, 20 (left), and M. Sakai, 22, operate tractor preparing ground for sowing onion seeds at the relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-511 ⬇️ ark:/13030/ft0v19n6c7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Ben Iguchi, 20, from Saugus, California, thins young plants in two-acre field of white radishes at the relocation center. Snow covered Mt. Whitney, highest peak in the United States, is shown in the background.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-512

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Oko Murata (left), and Esther Naito, office workers from Los Angeles, in their quarters at Manzanar, a War Relocation ...

1942-05-30 WRA no. D-513

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Esther Naito, office worker from Los Angeles, is shown operating an electric iron in her quarters at Manzanar, a ...

1942-05-30 WRA no. D-514

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Chiyeko Nakashima, high school student, plays table tennis in girls' recreation hall at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where persons of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-515

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Dancing class in a girls' recreation hall at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-516

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of quarters at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority Center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration. Mount Whitney, highest peak in the United States, in the background.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-517

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of quarters at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority Center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration. Mount Whitney, highest peak in the United States, in the background.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 5/30/42 WRA no. D-517A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. D-517
[recto] View of quarters at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority Center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration. Mount Whitney, highest peak in the United States, in the background. ; Photographer: Stewart, Francis ; Manzanar, California. WRA no. D-517A [recto]

[verso] View of quarters at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority Center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration. Mount Whitney, highest peak in the United States, in the background. ; Photographer: Stewart, Francis ; Manzanar, California. WRA no. D-517A [verso]

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. D-517
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These youngsters are playing in the field of a nursery school at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority Center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-28 WRA no. D-518 ⎯ ark:/13030/ft8b69p16w
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Manzanar, Calif.--Little girls of Japanese descent at a nursery school. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration at War ... 1942-05-28 WRA no. D-519 ⎯ ark:/13030/ft0p3002mg
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry await bus for Manzanar, War Relocation Authority center, where they will spend the duration. They were brought by train to Lone Pine from Elk Grove, California.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-520 ⎯ ark:/13030/ft7s2007vk
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Manzanar, Calif.--Signing for bedding at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese descent will spend the duration. These evacuees came from Elk Grove, California.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-521 ⎯ ark:/13030/ft538nb2c3
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees from Elk Grove, California, signing for bedding at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese descent will spend the duration.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-522 ⎯ ark:/13030/ft487005f6
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Lone Pine, Calif.--Soldier of the Army Military police assists evacuees with baggage as they arrive by train at Lone Pine ... 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-523 ⎯ ark:/13030/ft0199n54w
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Lone Pine, Calif.--Evacuees from Sacramento to change from the train to a bus on their trip to the Manzanar War Relocation Authority center where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-524
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Manzanar, Calif.--Ice cream bar passes hands in the community store at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of ... 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-525
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Manzanar, Calif.--Time out for refreshments in community store at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese descent will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-526
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Manzanar, Calif.--Members of the Chick-a-dee soft ball team from Los Angeles choose sides for a practice game at Manzanar, where, ... 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-527
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Manzanar, Calif.--A close play at third base in a practice game between members of the Chick-a-dee softball team. The team ... 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-528
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Manzanar, Calif.--Maye Noma behind the plate and Tomi Nagao at bat in a practice game between members of the Chick-a-dee ... 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-529
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Manzanar, Calif.--Maye Noma behind the plate and Tomi Nagao at bat in a practice game between members of the Chick-a-dee ... 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-530
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Lone Pine, Calif.--Arriving by train at Lone Pine from Elk Grove, California. Newcomers are transported by bus from Lone Pine to Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-531
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This group arrived by train from Elk Grove, California, and are boarding a bus for Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-532 ark:/13030/ft8b69p17d
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Manzanar, Calif.--Ready to pass into dining room at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-533 ark:/13030/ft009n99ky
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry watch Memorial Day services. Evacuee Boy Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-534 ark:/13030/ft8199p18z
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Manzanar, Calif.--Taps at Memorial Day services at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Boy Scouts and American Legion members participated in the services.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-31 WRA no. D-535 ark:/13030/ft7489p0gx
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Manzanar, Calif.--Memorial Day services at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration. American Legion members and Boy Scouts participated in the services.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-31 WRA no. D-536 ark:/13030/ft967nb5cc
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Hospital latrines, for patients, between the barracks, which serve temporarily as wards. For the first three months of occupancy medical facilities have been meager but the new hospital, fully equipped, is almost ready for occupancy.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-862 ark:/13030/ft2489n765
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees waiting their turn to be called by the nurse of the medical clinic at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-863 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb599
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Manzanar, Calif.--Dr. James Goto, Medical Director of Japanese ancestry, in charge of all medical work at this War Relocation Authority center. He has had six years of experience as House Surgeon in the Los Angeles General Hospital, prior to evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-864 ark:/13030/ft467nb1wn
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William Katsuki, former professional landscape gardener for large estates in Southern California, demonstrates his skill and ingenuity in creating from ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-865 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2rn
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Manzanar, Calif.--William Katsuki, former professional landscape gardener for large estates in Southern California, demonstrates his skill and ingenuity in creating ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-865A ark:/13030/k6z60t5b
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Manzanar, Calif.--A view of the garden strip arranged by William Katsuki, former landscape gardener from Southern California, alongside his home in the barracks at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-867 ark:/13030/ft738nb41f
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Manzanar, Calif.--View of side barrack building at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-868 ark:/13030/ft787007jn
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Manzanar, Calif.--Typical barrack building at this War Relocation Authority center which houses 10,000 persons of Japanese ancestry for the duration. ... 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-869 ark:/13030/ft0z09n6s3
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are enjoying the out-of-doors near their barrack homes on a warm day at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-870 ark:/13030/ft5s20068p
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Manzanar, Calif.--A barracks home at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry has been beautified by flowers, lawn, and a small rock garden.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-871 ark:/13030/ft229003mw
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Manzanar, Calif.--Growing flowers in the gardens by their barracks homes at this War Relocation Authority center is a popular pastime occupation for the older evacuees.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-29 WRA no. C-872 ark:/13030/ft867nb4ss
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Manzanar, Calif.--Lawns and flowers have been planted by some of the evacuees at their barracks homes at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-873 ark:/13030/ft4v19n8w6
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Manzanar, Calif.--Barracks homes at this War Relocation Authority center. A family in the foreground have commenced a flower garden to make their surroundings more home-like.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-874 ark:/13030/ft3290046g
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center relaxing in the shade of their barracks apartment.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. C-875 ark:/13030/ft3779n7wg
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Manzanar, Calif.--There are many evidences of skill and ambition within this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry, ...
1942-06-29
WRA no. C-876 ark:/13030/ft4n39n8rt
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Manzanar, Calif.--The evacuee in the foreground is having an early afternoon nap on a hot summer day. Another stands in ...
1942-07-02 WRA no. C-877 ark:/13030/ft0n39n607
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A view of the Manzanar Relocation Center showing streets and blocks.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-879 ark:/13030/ft338nb16b
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Manzanar, Calif.--Fire equipment is used to keep the dust down at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-880
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Manzanar, Calif.--Fire equipment is used in spraying the ground to keep the dust down at this War Relocation Authority center. Administration buildings in background.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-881
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Manzanar, Calif.--A complete record, by personal interview, is being made of every evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-882
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Manzanar, Calif.--Miss S. Akinaga, one of a staff of 40 interviewers obtaining complete personal history records of each evacuee of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-883
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Manzanar, Calif.--The staff of the Japanese language section of the Manzanar Free Press conferring with the editor, Joe Blamey.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-884
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Manzanar, Calif.--The Manzanar Free Press, the local newspaper at this War Relocation Authority center, is published twice a week and is delivered free to evacuees.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-885
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Manzanar, Calif.--Staff of The Manzanar Free Press at work. This is the local mimeographed paper of happenings at this War ... 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-886
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Manzanar, Calif.--Staff of The Manzanar Free Press at work. This is a mimeographed paper of news happenings at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-887 ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3p3
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Manzanar, Calif.--Mealtime in one of the mess halls at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-888 ark:/13030/ft4s20055b
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Manzanar, Calif.--A chef of Japanese ancestry at this War Relocation Authority center. Evacuees find opportunities to follow their callings. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-889 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7cb
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Manzanar, Calif.--Mess Hall No. 16 at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. An average of 290 persons are fed three meals a day in each mess hall, and all work is done by the evacuees themselves. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. C-891 ark:/13030/ft9p3008hv
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Manzanar, Calif.--One of the barrack buildings houses the library for evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center. The Librarian is a college graduate of Japanese ancestry who employs modern methods in library procedure. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-892 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5p4
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Manzanar, Calif.--A barrack buildings has been turned into a library at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-893 ark:/13030/ft900008zi
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Manzanar, Calif.--A corner in the library at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. This section contains books in the Japanese language most of which are translations of English classics. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-894 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7dv
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Manzanar, Calif.--A barrack building has been turned into a library at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-895 ark:/13030/ft3b69n7dw
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Manzanar, Calif.--The Main Library at this War Relocation Authority center. The Librarian is a graduate of the University of California Library School and employs modern library techniques. All books have been donated.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-896  ark:/13030/ft9z09p2js
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Manzanar, Calif.--Class is being held in the Art School at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Instruction is given in oils and water-color, life-drawing and sketching, lettering, poster-making and fashion drawing.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-897  ark:/13030/ft8w1008gb
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Manzanar, Calif.--In the Art School at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-898  ark:/13030/ft596nb2kf
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Manzanar, Calif.--Class is being held in the Art School at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. ...

1942-06-30 WRA no. C-899  ark:/13030/ft5f59n940
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Manzanar, Calif.--Making artificial flowers in the Art School at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-900  ark:/13030/ft8489p194
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Manzanar, Calif.--Making artificial flowers in the Art School at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-901  ark:/13030/ft2q5003x5
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The first grave at the Manzanar Center in cemetery. It is that of Matsunosuke Murakami, 62, who died of heart disease on May 16. He had been ill ever since he arrived here with the first contingent and had been confined to the hospital since March 23.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. C-902  ark:/13030/ft8q5007wf
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Manzanar, Calif.--Orphan boys, two of a group of 65 who are now making their home in the Children's Village at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-903 ark:/13030/ft3z09n8ft  
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Manzanar, Calif.--The two youngest of the 65 evacuee orphans in the Children's Village at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-904 ark:/13030/ft8w1008hv  
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Manzanar, Calif.--An evacuee orphan, one of 65 now housed in the Children's Village at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-906 ark:/13030/ft558005kx  
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Hospital boiler room.  
Manzanar, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. C-906 ark:/13030/ft558005kx  
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Manzanar, Calif.--Memorial Day services at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration. American Legion members and Boys Scouts participated in the services.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-03 WRA no. D-537 ark:/13030/ft8z09p1hg  
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Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuee Boys Scouts took a leading part in the Memorial Day services held at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-539 ark:/13030/ft1z09n6sd  
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Manzanar, Calif.--Taps at Memorial Day services at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Boy Scouts and American Legion members participated in the services.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-540 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2jt  
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Manzanar, Calif.--George S. Takemura, landscape artist from West Los Angeles, builds a rustic wishing well at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-541 [ark:/13030/ft0h4n9990]
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Manzanar, Calif.--George S. Takemura (center), landscape artist from West Los Angeles, builds a wishing well and other rustic articles for his quarters at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-542 [ark:/13030/ft1w1003h8]
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Manzanar, Calif.--Left to right, Mrs. T. Kakehashi; Mitsoshi Shijo, 5 months old, and Mrs. M. Shijo, seated on a rustic ... 1942-05-31 WRA no. D-543 [ark:/13030/ft5r29n960]
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Manzanar, Calif.--View of construction of water reservoir at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed for the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-31 WRA no. D-544 [ark:/13030/ft687006c8]
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Manzanar, Calif.--View of water reservoir at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed for the duration. A larger reservoir is under construction.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-31 WRA no. D-545 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5bt]
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Manzanar, Calif.--This mountain stream, which originates in the snow covered slopes of the High Sierras, feeds water to reservoirs at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed for the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-31 WRA no. D-546 [ark:/13030/ft3s2004kr]
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Manzanar, Calif.--Florence Yamaguchi (left), and Kinu Hirashima, both from Los Angeles, are pictured as they stood under an apple tree at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-547 [ark:/13030/ft0g5002gb]
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Manzanar, Calif.--Nancy Kawashima (left), and Emiko Hino, both from Los Angeles, arrange paper flowers for one of many art exhibits at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-549 ark:/13030/ft5199n8z9
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Manzanar, Calif.--Nancy Kawashima (left), and Emiko Hino, both from Los Angeles, arrange paper flowers for one of many art exhibits at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-550 ark:/13030/ft0v19n6dr
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Manzanar, Calif.--Florence Yamaguchi (left), and Kinu Hirashima, both from Los Angeles, are pictured as they stood under an apple tree at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-551 ark:/13030/ft367nb1kp
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Manzanar, Calif.--Kinu Hirashima, from Los Angeles, perches in an apple tree at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-552 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7fc
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Manzanar, Calif.--Florence Yamaguchi, from Los Angeles, pictured beneath an apple tree at Manzanar, a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-553 ark:/13030/ft100002dw
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Manzanar, Calif.--These girls are enjoying a game of ping-pong in the girls' recreation center at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-554 ark:/13030/ft2b69n71w
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Manzanar, Calif.--Three engineers inspect the proposed site for the WRA administrative staff housing quarters.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-568
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Manzanar, Calif.--a group of Block Leaders who are drawing up the Constitution for this War Relocation Authority center. They are: front row (L to R), Karl Yoneda, H. Inouye; Back row (L to R), Bill Kito, Ted Akahoshi, Tom Yamazaki, and Harry Nakamura.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-569
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Masaro Takahashi, 19, evacuee farmer from Malibu Beach, takes a drink from a portable Army canteen on the farm at the relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-570
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Ichiro Okumura, 22, from Venice, California, thins young plants in the two-acre field of white radishes at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-571

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young Nisei who assisted in sowing onions in the field at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-02 WRA no. D-574

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry watching Memorial Day services. Evacuee Boy Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-575

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry watching Memorial Day services. Evacuee Boy Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-576
manzanar, calif.--little evacuees of japanese descent watch memorial day services. evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-577 ark:/13030/ft7s2007w3
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs

manzanar, calif.--evacuees of japanese ancestry watching memorial day services. evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremonies held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-578 ark:/13030/ft0p3002n7
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs

manzanar, calif.--group of little evacuees of japanese descent at memorial day services in which evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-579 ark:/13030/ft6s2006g3
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs

manzanar, calif.--small boys of japanese descent at memorial day services. evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-580 ark:/13030/ft8t1nb55w
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs

manzanar, calif.--two small evacuees of japanese descent at memorial day services. evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-581 ark:/13030/ft2f59n7d7
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs

manzanar, calif.--a small boy of japanese descent at memorial day services. evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-582 ark:/13030/ft938nb57n
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs

manzanar, calif.--evacuees of japanese ancestry watch memorial day services. evacuee boy scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this war relocation authority center.
photographer: stewart, francis
manzanar, california. 1942-05-30 wra no. d-583 ark:/13030/ft909nb51w
subjects and indexing terms
japanese americans--evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--photographs
A group of evacuees watching a Memorial Day service. The Boys Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-584 ark:/13030/ft7g50074r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.—A little girl evacuee of Japanese descent watches the Memorial Day Service. Evacuee Boy Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-585 ark:/13030/ft900090j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.—A little boy evacuee of Japanese descent watches the Memorial Day service. Evacuee Boy Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-586 ark:/13030/ft6779p001

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Workers on the Auditorium.

Manzanar, California. WRA no. G-588 ark:/13030/ft6f59n9rm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

A group of evacuees watching a Memorial Day service. The Boy Scouts took a leading part in the ceremony held at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-05-30 WRA no. D-588 ark:/13030/ft867nb4t9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Auditiorium.

Manzanar, California. WRA no. G-589 ark:/13030/ft496nb1zb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Manzanar, Calif.—Henry Ushijima, formerly a sound engineer in Hollywood, plays dance records at a dance given by the Girls’ Recreation ... 1942-05-29 WRA no. D-609 ark:/13030/ft200003h7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Dance in the social hall at this War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending the duration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Manzanar, California. 1942-06-01 WRA no. D-610 ark:/13030/ft4z09n8pr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 308
volume 24, section C

Manzanar, California -- A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry entertains on an accordion at a dance given by the Girls' Recreation Committee for fellow evacuees. Photograph: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1943-05-29 WRA no. D-611 [ark:/13030/ft5779n94p]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section B

Mealtime shortly after arrival in April 1942 of first evacuees of Japanese ancestry at Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Manzanar, California. WRA no. -119 [ark:/13030/ft8n39p1j1]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section C

Evacuee in her hobby garden which rates highest of all the garden plots at this War Relocation Authority Center. Vegetables for their own use are grown in plots 10 X 50 feet between rows of barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-02 WRA no. -687 [ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0ff]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section C

Scene of barrack homes at this War Relocation Authority Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. A hot windstorm brings dust from the surrounding desert.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Manzanar, California. 1942-07-03 WRA no. -838 [ark:/13030/ft6x0nb3ts]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section C

Evacuee orphans from an institution in San Francisco who are now established for the duration in the Children's Village at ... 1942-07-01 WRA no. -905 [ark:/13030/ft6489n9v6]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

Sixth grade boys enjoy a game of softball at recess time. Note boys in rear who mistrust control of the speed ball pitcher.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Manzanar, California. 1943-02-10 WRA no. -925 [ark:/13030/ft7779p0pp]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 9: Minidoka Relocation Center (Hunt, Idaho) 1942-1943.

Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 24-25, 78, 82.
Extent: 127 photographs.
Content/Description
Photographers: (7), (101), unidentified (19)
These two boys are rapidly developing a love for a sport which is entirely new to them . . . sledding. (L to R) Toshio Boi, Henry Kumasaka. Present occupation: students. Former occupation: students. Former residence: Seattle, Washington. Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-727

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These two boys are rapidly developing a love for a sport which is entirely new to them . . . sledding. (L to R) Toshio Boi, Henry Kumasaka. Present occupation: students.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-728

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These two boys are rapidly developing a love for a sport which is entirely new to them . . . sledding. (L to R) Toshio Boi, Henry Kumasaka. Present occupation: students. Former occupation: students. Former residence: Seattle, Washington.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-729

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

General view--Radio Repair shop.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-730

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-731

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-732

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-733

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-735

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-736

Hospital Series. Business office waiting room.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-737

Hospital Series. Nurse aid and attendants class room.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-738

Hospital Series. Nurse aid and attendants class room.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-739

Hospital Series. Central Corridor.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-740

Hospital Series. A Doctor's quarters.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-741

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-744
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-745
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hospital Series. Dental Laboratory.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-747
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hospital Series. Nursery.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-748
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hospital Series. Operating room sterilizer.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-749
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Trash Incinerator for entire camp. (Dillon Myer wanted picture of this)
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-750
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the home of Mrs. Eizo Nishi. This view shows attractive scene in which this evacuee family has decorated their barrack apartment.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-755
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-756
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Nishi reads a bedtime story to little Eime at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. (L to R) Mrs. Eizo Nishi, Eime, four, daughter.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-758
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 9: Minidoka Relocation Center (Hunt, Idaho) 1942-1943.

volume 24, section C

Free-hand drawing class.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-759  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former occupation: student.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-760  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Barber shop.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-761  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-762  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-764  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-10 WRA no. A-765  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Winter time panorama view.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-766  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Winter time panorama view.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-767  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Community store in Block 30.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-768 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Community store in Block 30. Customers warming hands by stove.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-769 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Selling slates in community store in Block 30. (L to R) Betty Yasunobu, Nellie Arai, salesgirl.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-770 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This picture shows coal stove which is furnished by WRA.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-771 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This picture shows view of apartment. WRA furnishes sleeping equipment, only other thing furnished is a light globe.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-772 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-773 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry L. Stafford, Project Director.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-774 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

All the furniture in this evacuee apartment was constructed from scrap material. The wall paper, drapes and other furnishings were purchased from a mail order house. (L to R) Mrs. Eizo Nishi, housewife, and Eime, four, daughter. Former residence: Seattle, Washington.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-775 [Link to image]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
All the furniture in this evacuee apartment was constructed from scrap material. The wall paper, drapes and other furnishings were purchased from a mail order house. Mrs. Eizo Nishi, housewife. Former residence: Seattle, Washington.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-09 WRA no. A-776

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A view of a farm a few miles south of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. Beans are growing in the foreground.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-100

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A view of a wheat farm a few miles south of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese descent.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-101

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--One of several water towers which serves the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-102

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Workers constructing the barracks for the evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-103

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Workers constructing the barracks for the evacuees at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-104

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A panorama view of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. This view, taken from the top of the water tower at the east end of the camp, shows partially completed barracks.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-105
Eden, Idaho--A panorama view of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. This view, taken from the top of the water tower at the east end of the center, shows partially completed barracks.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-106
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A panorama view of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. This view, taken from the top of the water tower at the east end of the center, shows partially completed barracks.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-107
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A panorama view of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. This view, taken from the top of the water tower at the east end of the center, shows partially completed barracks.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-108
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A panorama view of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. This view, taken from the top of the water tower at the east end of the center, shows partially completed barracks.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-109
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A panorama view of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. This view, taken from the top of the water tower at the east end of the center, shows partially completed barracks.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-110
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Adult education class member using portable welding outfit.
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-06 WRA no. G-237
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Main administration building.
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-06 WRA no. G-242
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hunt High school students clean and rake the areas between classroom barrack buildings preparatory to planting rye-grass.
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-05 WRA no. G-243
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Block 36 saw favor in the judges' eyes for fifth place in the Christmas dining hall decorations contest, by its homey atmosphere and clever decorations made out of waste material.
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12 WRA no. G-408
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A garden of table vegetables planted by the high school students of Hunt High school.
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-07 WRA no. G-409
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. G-409

Joseph Gerald Osamu Sakamoto, 80, and Mary Ann Tsuchi Sakamoto, 80, on their golden wedding anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. Sakamoto ...
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-12-11 WRA no. G-410
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

H. L. Stafford, project director of the Minidoka Relocation Center, Hunt, Idaho, formerly administrative officer in Idaho for the Agricultural ...
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-11 WRA no. G-411
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Dedication of the flag pole at the Stafford Elementary School conducted by the Boy Scouts of the Hunt troop. The Stafford School is one of two elementary schools in the Minidoka Relocation Center.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-06 WRA no. G-412 ark:/13030/ft8j49p0qq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking down the rows of barracks westward from block [illegible]. At extreme left is a corner of the dining hall ... 1943-08 WRA no. G-413 ark:/13030/ft6j49n9qr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking down a street of the Minidoka Relocation Center. A service flag with two stars can be seen in the window of the first room in the barrack at extreme right.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-08 WRA no. G-414 ark:/13030/ft687006ds

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Minidoka sewage treatment plant.

Hunt, Idaho. WRA no. K-519 ark:/13030/ft2b69n72d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Minidoka sewage treatment plant.

Hunt, Idaho. WRA no. K-520 ark:/13030/ft6v19p0d5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A train bringing approximately six hundred evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington. Busses, used to transport these people to the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center, are waiting at the siding.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-76 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb5tp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A train bringing approximately six hundred evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington. Busses, used to transport these people to the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center, are waiting at the siding.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-77 ark:/13030/ft3w1004hc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-777 ark:/13030/ft458005nn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 25, section C  
**Constructing and decorating model apartment to show possibilities using scrap materials. George Nakashima, architect. Former occupation: architect. Former residence: Seattle, Washington.**
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-778 [ark:/13030/ft6r29p0mm]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 25, section C  
**Constructing and decorating model apartment to show possibilities using scrap materials. George Nakashima, architect. Former occupation: architect. Former residence: Seattle, Washington.**
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-779 [ark:/13030/ft0489n5sc]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 25, section C  
**Eden, Idaho--Kiyoko Baba, 2, and Miyoko Baba, 4, looking from the train which brought 600 evacuees from the assembly center ... 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-78 [ark:/13030/ft7q2nb480]**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 25, section C  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-780 [ark:/13030/ft2b69n73x]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 25, section C  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-781 [ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4hm]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 25, section C  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-782 [ark:/13030/ft909nb53x]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 25, section C  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-09 WRA no. A-783 [ark:/13030/ft8s2008k7]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 25, Section C | Crew of chefs preparing lunch under the direction of chef Dave Yoshida, formerly employed by Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Seattle, Washington. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
| Volume 25, Section C | Hospital Series. Dr. examining eyes of girl. George Tani, optometrist. Former occupation: optometrist. Former residence: Oakland, California. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
| Volume 25, Section C | Eden, Idaho--Gerald, 3, David, 6, and Chester Sakura, Jr., 1-1/2, brothers. These little evacuees, along with 600 others from the Puyallup assembly center, have just arrived here and will spend the duration at the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
| Volume 25, Section C | Dr. examining eyes of girl. George Tani, optometrist. Former occupation: optometrist. Former residence: Oakland, California. 
Photographer: Stewart, Francis 
Volume 25, section C

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. A-791 [13030/ft6b69n9qf](https://ark:/13030/ft6b69n9qf)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 25, section C

**Hospital Series. Scene in out patients clinic, where Jimmie has an injured thumb repaired.** (L to R) Dr. Robert H. Shiomi, Niyoko Shitamae, nurse, Jimmie Shimizu, patient.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. A-792 [13030/ft6s2006hm](https://ark:/13030/ft6s2006hm)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 25, section C

**Hospital Series. Out patient waiting room.**
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. A-793 [13030/ft987008qb](https://ark:/13030/ft987008qb)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 25, section C

**Hospital Series. Operating Room showing instruments.**
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. A-795 [13030/ft1n39n6w0](https://ark:/13030/ft1n39n6w0)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 25, section C

**Hospital Series. Mess for patients and hospital personnel.**
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. A-796 [13030/ft2d5nb0jp](https://ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0jp)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 25, section C

Eden, Idaho--The baggage of approximately six hundred evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is taken from the train by truck to their new homes at the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-80 [13030/ft2g5003zp](https://ark:/13030/ft2g5003zp)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 25, section C

[Boarding a Union Pacific Bus.]
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 8/17/42 WRA no. D-80A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. D-80

[recto] [Boarding a Union Pacific Bus.] ; Photographer: Stewart, Francis ; Hunt, Idaho. WRA no. D-80A [recto]
[verso] [Boarding a Union Pacific Bus.] ; Photographer: Stewart, Francis ; Hunt, Idaho. WRA no. D-80A [verso]

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. D-80
Eden, Idaho--Phillip Schafer, assistant project director (left), and George Townsend assist in the assorting of evacuee baggage.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-81
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--This evacuee has just arrived by train with 600 others from the Puyallup assembly center and is boarding one of the waiting buses for the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-82
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Evacuees from this center at Puyallup, Washington, are transferred to buses from the train and hence to the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-83
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

T/4 Taniguchi visits his wife and daughter at the Minidoka Relocation Center before returning to his unit in the Pacific. ... 1943-03 WRA no. G-836
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--The baggage, belonging to evacuees who have just arrived from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and trucked to their barrack apartments.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-84
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Baggage, belonging to evacuees who have just arrived from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and then trucked to their barrack apartments.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-85
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Baggage, belonging to evacuees who have just arrived from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and trucked to barrack apartments.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-86
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Eden, Idaho--Baggage, belonging to evacuees who have just arrived from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and trucked to owners in their barrack apartments.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-87
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Baggage, belonging to evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and trucked to owners in their barrack apartments.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-88
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Baggage belonging to evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and trucked to owners in their barrack apartments.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-89
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Baggage belonging to evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, is sorted and trucked to owners in their barrack apartments.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-90
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A family group picture of the Sakura family. Left to right are, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sakura and their baby, ...

1943-03-12 WRA no. C-907
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here are the four Sakura brothers who have volunteered for service in the combat team in the United States ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. C-908
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here are the four Sakura brothers who have volunteered for service in the combat team in the United States ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. C-909
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Friends welcome new arrivals from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-91
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A family group picture of the Sakura family. Left to right are, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sakura and their baby, ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. C-911  ark:/13030/ft2p3004b5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(Left to right) Mrs. Misa Sakura, mother of the four Sakura brothers, Ted, Kenny, Chester and Howard. The boys have ... 1943-03-12 WRA no. C-912  ark:/13030/ft3g5004ks

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here are the four Sakura brothers who have volunteered for service in the combat team in the United States ... 1943-03-26 WRA no. C-913  ark:/13030/ft567nb2m9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Newly arrived evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, are registered and assigned apartments at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-92  ark:/13030/ft1r29n758

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Newly arrived evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, are registered and assigned apartments at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-93  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0gz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--Newly arrived evacuees from the assembly center at Puyallup, Washington, are registered and assigned apartments at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-17 WRA no. D-94  ark:/13030/ft7g500758

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A view of the Twin Falls North Side Canal which borders this War Relocation Authority center on the south.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-95  ark:/13030/ft5p30064z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eden, Idaho--A view of the Twin Falls North Side Canal which borders this War Relocation Authority center on the south.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-96  ark:/13030/ft8489p1dp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 25, section C | Eden, Idaho--A view of the Twin Falls North Side Canal which borders this War Relocation Authority center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-97 [link] ark:/13030/ft4k4004xx  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 25, section C | Eden, Idaho--A view of a farm a few miles south of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. Beans are growing in the foreground.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-98 [link] ark:/13030/ft687006gt  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 25, section C | Fumi Onodera, 20, proudly points at the names of her 3 brothers, Ko, Kaun, 24; and Satoru, 22, on the ... 1943-10-14 WRA no. B-983 [link] ark:/13030/ft9779p1ps  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 25, section C | Eden, Idaho--A view of a farm a few miles south of the Minidoka War Relocation Authority center. Beans are growing in the foreground.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-08-18 WRA no. D-99 [link] ark:/13030/ft0x0n99cn  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 78, section G | Adult education class in carpentry, building chicken houses.  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-06 WRA no. -236 [link] ark:/13030/ft658006kq  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 78, section G | Swimming hole located south of warehouse are adjacent to the North Side Irrigation Canal, which may be seen at upper right. Water flows from canal into pool and out again. The average depth of pool is 6 feet.  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-08-28 WRA no. -238 [link] ark:/13030/ft7w1007f1  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 78, section G | Adult education class in auto mechanics.  
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-06 WRA no. -239 [link] ark:/13030/ft8m3nb53j  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 78, section G | Norakuro band. This is called a harmonica band although harmonicas are augmented by an equal number of other instruments. The ... 1943-08-20 WRA no. -241 [link] ark:/13030/ft2s200436  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Henry Tambora, a former radio repairman from Portland, Oregon, continues at his old trade in the radio repair shop at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -734 ark:/13030/ft829007v9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Luncheon serving ....... Menu: Baked macaroni with Spanish sauce, spinach, pickled beets, bread pudding, tea, bread and butter.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-02 WRA no. -788 ark:/13030/ft3v19n8f5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hospital Series. One of the wards.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -798 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb5v6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mud from rain and melting snow.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -799 ark:/13030/ft9k40090x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee stenographers and clerks at work in Administrative Office.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-01-28 WRA no. -905 ark:/13030/ft2g50040p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here are the four Sakura brothers and their mother Mrs. Misa Sakura. The boys have volunteered for service in ...
1943-03-12 WRA no. -910 ark:/13030/ft3z09n8gb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hospital Series, Dental Laboratory.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Hunt, Idaho. 1942-12-10 WRA no. -746 ark:/13030/ft8w1008kw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 10: Rohwer Relocation Center (McGehee, Arkansas) 1942-1944. (1942-43)
Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 26-28, 34, 78.
Extent: 169 photographs.
Content/Description
Photographers: (1), (10), (132), (7), unidentified (19)
| Volume 26, Section D | Part of a crowd watching a football game between the Stockton and Santa Anita Teams.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-299 [ark://13030/ft8z09p1j0]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| --- | --- |
| Volume 26, Section D | The crowd floods the football field as the game ends. Stockton and Santa Anita teams clashed mightily.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-300 [ark://13030/ft1199n68r]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 26, Section D | The crowd floods the football field as the game ends. Stockton and Santa Anita teams clashed mightily.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-301 [ark://13030/ft409nb26g]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 26, Section D | Junior High School students are here changing classes.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 26, Section D | Junior High School students are here changing classes.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-303 [ark://13030/ft2x0nb0nh]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 26, Section D | Evacuee High School students are here shown changing classes.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-304 [ark://13030/ft3g5004m9]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 26, Section D | Evacuee High School students are here shown changing classes.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-305 [ark://13030/ft5f59n95h]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 26, Section D | Evacuee High School students are here shown changing classes.  
**Photographer:** Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-306 [ark://13030/ft0h4n99bh]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
A group of evacuee High School students are here shown changing classes.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-307  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers are here constructing apartments for the administrative staff.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. E-308  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers are here constructing apartments for the administrative staff.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. E-309  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers are here constructing apartments for the administrative staff.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. E-310  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers constructing apartments for the administrative staff.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. E-311  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers are here constructing apartments for the administrative staff.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-19 WRA no. E-312  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer crews unloading supplies on a railroad siding for transportation to the warehouses at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-313  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of this center are cutting plaques from a green oak log for an oil painting.  
Photographer: Parker, Tom  
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-314  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Three small boys compete in a stiff marble game on a Sunday afternoon in Block [cut off].

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-315 ark:/13030/ft3199n78v

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

If he’s a boy in America he plays marbles, as these lads of Japanese parentage are doing at the Rohwer Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-17 WRA no. E-316 ark:/13030/ft4489n81p

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Voluntary workers cutting up cleared logs for stove wood and fuel collection.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-317 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4dc

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Voluntary workers cutting up cleared logs for stove wood and fuel collection.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-318 ark:/13030/ft367nb1nq

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Voluntary workers transporting supplies from a railsiding to warehouses at this center by truck.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-319 ark:/13030/ft8r29p1s9

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers loading a truck from a boxcar for transportation to the warehouse at this center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-320 ark:/13030/ft4p3005rg

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees loading trucks with supplies for transportation to the warehouses at this relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-321 ark:/13030/ft067n998h

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer workers loading coal from a gondola to trucks for transportation to mess halls. Wood is used for barracks heating.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-322 ark:/13030/ft409nb270

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A view of the warehouse area at this relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-323 ark:/13030/ft5d5nb2k3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of girls who are residents at this center and a puppy at a football game.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-324 ark:/13030/ft096n991j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of girls who are residents at this center and a puppy at a football game.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-325 ark:/13030/ft487005gq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dick Kunishima, Coach and former California High School Athletic Director, tears his team apart between halves of a Stockton-Santa Anita game.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-326 ark:/13030/ft509nb2fd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dick Kunishima, Coach and former California High School Athletic Director, tears his team apart between halves of a Stockton-Santa Anita game.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-327 ark:/13030/ft3s2004m8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A football game between teams representing Stockton and Santa Anita.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-328 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7gw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A football game between teams representing Stockton and Santa Anita.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-329 ark:/13030/ft0v19n6f8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A crowd of evacuees watching a football game between teams representing Stockton and Santa Anita Assembly Centers.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-330 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9f9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume, Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>Ark:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>The crowd breaks the line during a tense moment of a football game between Stockton and Santa Anita teams.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-15</td>
<td>E-331 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>The crowd gathers on all available spots to see a football game. This game was between the Stockton and Santa Anita teams.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-15</td>
<td>E-332 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>The crowd stands on benches to see the football game between the Stockton and Santa Anita teams.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1945-11-15</td>
<td>E-333 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>Changing classes at the temporary high school quarters.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-23</td>
<td>E-334 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>Changing classes at the temporary high school quarters.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-23</td>
<td>E-335 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>Changing classes at the temporary high school quarters.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-23</td>
<td>E-336 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>Two young grade school students watch the camera as their pictures are being taken.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-22</td>
<td>E-337 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, D</td>
<td>The arrival of kindling wood from the contractor's stock pile means new shiny blocks for the Grade School children.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>1942-11-22</td>
<td>E-338 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volume 26, section D
This young lad was late for school and he isn't wasting any time.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-339  ark:/13030/ft3g5004nt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
A typical wood cutting scene in the street in the north of the Rohwer Relocation Center, where former west coast ... 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-340  ark:/13030/ft5199n909
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
Adding a front porch to their barracks, these centerites are thinking of winter snow and rain.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-341  ark:/13030/ft4p3005s0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
At the Rohwer Relocation Center, wood for fuel is piled in the barracks street, while a group of residents use ... 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-342  ark:/13030/ft7489p0hf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
A High School office assistant leaves the principal's office ringing the temporary class change bell. (A cow bell)
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-21 WRA no. E-343  ark:/13030/ft8779p1b9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
Ikebana. An example of the Japanese art of arranging plants, flowers and twigs.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-345  ark:/13030/ft909nb54f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
A Football squad at the Rohwer Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11 WRA no. E-346  ark:/13030/ft3f59n7pp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 26, section D
Ray D. Johnston, the Project Director at this center, seated at his desk in the Administrative Office.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-27 WRA no. E-347  ark:/13030/ft1j49n60w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
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<th>Location</th>
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<th>Digital Link</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Ray D. Johnston, the Project Director at this center, seated at his desk in the Administrative Office.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-27</td>
<td>E-348</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft6v19p0fp</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A view of the Social Service Office Section.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-349</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft5q2nb2s5</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Ray D. Johnston, Project Director, in conference with the staff.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-350</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5hg</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A Judo class at this relocation area. Classes are held every afternoon and evening.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-351</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8199p19g</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A Judo class. Lessons are held every afternoon and evening at this relocation center.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-352</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft6s2006j4</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A Judo class. Lessons are held every afternoon and evening at this relocation center.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-353</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8t1nb56d</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A Judo class. Lessons are held every afternoon and evening at this relocation center.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-354</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft1p3003cw</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A Judo class. Lessons are held every afternoon and evening at this relocation center.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-355</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft6k4006tz</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A Judo class. Lessons are held every afternoon and evening at this relocation center.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25</td>
<td>E-356</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft5d5nb2mm</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ninth grade class being held in the Home Room. Mrs. Pearl Bristow, ninth grade teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-358
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The boys of 9A in shop class. Yataka Ito, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-359
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Students of Japanese parentage of Grade 9-A in Spanish. Mrs. Marie McCullough, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-361
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Latin Class, 10-A. Miss Elaine Simpson, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-23 WRA no. E-362
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Music Class. Vocal lessons are taught by Miss Leola Parsley.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-363
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-24 WRA no. E-364
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fourth Grade School in Barracks 43-4-B. Nareen Oura, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-24 WRA no. E-365
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Story hour in the first grade. Miss Margaret Morrissy.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-22 WRA no. E-367
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Eighth Grade Science class. Mr. Kinji Sayama, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-368
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kindergarten class in barracks 35-4-F. Shigeko Tabuchi, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-24 WRA no. E-369
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A student acting as teacher in a second grade class of the Rohwer Relocation Center grammar school. The assistant teacher ...
1942-11-22 WRA no. E-370
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A third grade class at this relocation center. Miss Rose Shada, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-22 WRA no. E-371
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the third grade classes. Miss Rita Hayes, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-22 WRA no. E-372
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A third grade class at this relocation center. Miss Velma Mullins, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-22 WRA no. E-373
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Study Hall--a converted mess hall--High School. Miss Opal Albright, teacher.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-374
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-375
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. H. Zeigler, Elementary Principal at this relocation center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-22 WRA no. E-376
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of barracks at Rohwer Relocation Center showing front yards and drainage
ditch which surrounds each block.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-993
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. P. A. Weber, from the WRA office in Salt Lake City, who speaks fluent Japanese,
talks with some of the evacuees during the visit of a Relocation Team to the Rohwer
Project.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-994
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

There is provision for weaving and spinning at Rohwer Relocation Center. This man
has grown his own cotton on a little plot by his barrack. Here he is spinning it into
thread preparatory to weaving it.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-995
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Many of the evacuees are very skillful woodcarvers. This man at Rohwer Relocation
Center is at work on a cane.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-996
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This Issei woman is winding yarn in the weaving room at Rohwer Relocation Center.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-997
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harold Fistere, Relocation Supervisor from Cleveland, and Elmer Shirrell, Relocation
Supervisor from Chicago, discuss their respective areas with an evacuee during a
recent visit of a Relocation Team to Rohwer Relocation Center.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-998
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Scene at Rohwer Relocation Center. Alongside the barracks, many of the evacuees have small vegetable and flower gardens.
Photographer: Van Tassell, Gretchen
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-12-09 WRA no. B-999 ark:/13030/ft787007mp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mr. H. Zeigler, Elementary Principal, and his office staff, Miriam Minamo, Secretary (right), and Barbara Hamabe, File Clerk.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-22 WRA no. E-377 ark:/13030/ft1v19n6xt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

General Office in the High School.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-378 ark:/13030/ft4489n826
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Principal Wm. M. Beasley and his office staff, Nobu Sayama, Secretary, and Mary Fujita, clerk. (L to R) Nobuo Sayama, Secretary; H. S. Principal, Wm. M. Beasley; Mary Fujita, clerk.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-379 ark:/13030/ft8199p1b0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

John Bledsoe, Jr. High School principal, his secretary and two school students. (L to R) Jr. High School Principal, John T. Bledsoe; Stenographer Stella Nawa; Students Agnes Yayosho and George Hanzawa.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-380 ark:/13030/ft0k40029d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

The 11th grade class in American History in the temporary High School. Mrs. B.D. Ramsdell.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-381 ark:/13030/ft02900252
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

The third Grade class in the temporary elementary school in barracks 35-6-F.
Teacher: Tokio Inouye.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-382 ark:/13030/ft0w1002r3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
A football game, between teams representing Stockton and Santa Anita Assembly Centers, brings out practically the entire population of the Rohwer Relocation Center, where persons of Japanese ancestry, formerly residents in west coast defense areas, now reside.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-24  
WRA no. E-383  ark:/13030/ft8v19p212
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the football crowd at a game between teams representing Stockton and Santa Anita Assembly Centers.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15  
WRA no. E-384  ark:/13030/ft3r29n7zs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the football crowd at a game between teams representing Stockton and Santa Anita Assembly Centers.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15  
WRA no. E-385  ark:/13030/ft4f59n8pg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Japanese folk dancer at an outdoor entertainment.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15  
WRA no. E-386  ark:/13030/ft6w1006sd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The engineering staff at this relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25  
WRA no. E-387  ark:/13030/ft267nb0ft
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A section of the office staff at the Rohwer center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25  
WRA no. E-388  ark:/13030/ft267nb0ft
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A section of the office staff at this relocation center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25  
WRA no. E-389  ark:/13030/ft5v19n996
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
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<th>Volume</th>
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<th>Photographer</th>
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<th>Location</th>
<th>WRA no.</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>The Thanksgiving day dinner at the Staff mess hall.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>1942-11-25</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>E-396</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>An art class at a recreation center at the Rohwer project.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>1942-11-25</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>E-399</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A class in English at the Rohwer center. This class, a part of the Adult Education Program, is attended chiefly by issei women who after having their first opportunity to learn English.</td>
<td>Parker, Tom</td>
<td>1942-11-25</td>
<td>McGehee, Arkansas</td>
<td>E-394</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A section of the office staff at the Rohwer Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-401 ark:/13030/ft87008rv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of this center gather strange root and tree formations from the surrounding forests of oak, cypress and gum, and by deft handiwork make many art objects.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-402 ark:/13030/ft3s2004ns

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A first generation mother learning to spin an old fashioned wheel at the Recreation Center.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-25 WRA no. E-404 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb39g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A 5-day Boy Scout Camp on the bank of the Mississippi River was composed of nearly a hundred boys from the Rohwer Center, a few less from the Jerome Center, together with a small group from the nearby town of Arkansas City.
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-08-10 WRA no. G-417 ark:/13030/ft5p300660

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A 5-day Boy Scout Camp on the bank of the Mississippi River was composed of nearly a hundred boys from the Rohwer Center, a few less from the Jerome Center, together with a small group from the nearby town of Arkansas City.
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-08-19 WRA no. G-418 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4fw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The championship softball game between two center clubs, Stockton Rebels and the Los Angeles Mutineers.
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-08-25 WRA no. G-420 ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0n7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A tense moment in a football game between Stockton and Santa Anita teams finds spectators perched everywhere.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1942-11-15 WRA no. E-579 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb1xs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
In a sewing class at the Rohwer Center schools, Misaye Oku gets pointers from instructress, Mrs. Sadako Yasue. Adult classes, teaching subjects which contribute to the comforts or living requirements of center life, are very popular with housewives and mothers.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-07 WRA no. E-831

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

A sewing class in the adult education division of the Rohwer schools. This class is conducted by center resident, Mrs. ... 1943-03-07 WRA no. E-832

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Much of the timber cleared from reclaimed farm lands is used for fuel to heat barracks homes. Cutting and chopping ... 1943-03-07 WRA no. E-833

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

A big oak goes down with a crash, as center workmen begin clearing reclaimed land, which will be used for center agricultural purposes. Workers, for this and other farm activities, are recruited from center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry).

Photographer: Parker, Tom

McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-07 WRA no. E-836

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

John K. Matsuhiro, a former California radio service man, carries on his trade at the Rohwer Center, where, despite difficulties ... 1943-03-08 WRA no. E-837

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Larry Sato, a former southern California dragline operator back at his old trade on a dragline at the Rohwer Relocation ... 1943-03-08 WRA no. E-838

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Larry Sato, former southern California dragline operator back at his old trade on a dragline, at the Rohwer Relocation Center. ... 1943-03-08 WRA no. E-839

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Sam Takeda and George Yoshihara, former west coast butchers, cutting meat for center mess halls. With meat rationing strictly adhered ... 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-840

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
Sam Takeda, a former west coast butcher, cutting a beef quarter in the refrigerator room at the Rohwer Center. With ... 1943-03-10  WRA no. E-841  ark:/13030/ft7g50076s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of farm workers assembling equipment, in preparing for spring plowing. Farm workers, for the extensive project agricultural activities, are recruited from center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry). Photographer: Parker, Tom McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-09 WRA no. E-842  ark:/13030/ft987008sc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Gathering a supply of food stuffs, in the produce cooler for delivery to center mess halls, are these two young former Californians (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry). Photographer: Parker, Tom McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-845  ark:/13030/ft9z09p2mt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Husky young former west coast residents in the produce cooler at the Rohwer Center. Workers who handle the storage and distribution of food supplies throughout the center, are recruited from center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry). Photographer: Parker, Tom McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-846  ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1hx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A part of the reed section of the High School band in a practice session. Most of the student band ... 1943-03-09 WRA no. E-847  ark:/13030/ft0c6002jq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A part of the brass and reed section of the High School band of the High School in a practice ... 1943-03-09 WRA no. E-849  ark:/13030/ft759p0r1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A trombone section of the High School Band in a practice session at the school band room. Most of the ... 1943-03-09 WRA no. E-850  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3jc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A snare drum section of the high school band, in a practice session. Most of the student band members are ... 1943-03-09 WRA no. E-851  ark:/13030/ft7s2007xm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A part of the brass section of the High School Band, at the Rohwer Center. The students learning to play instruments for the band are former Californians, who, with their parents, were evacuated from strategic west coast areas.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-09 WRA no. E-852

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Captain John A. Holbrook, of a special Army Recruitment Team, points out the dotted line to Fred H. Kitagawa and Tommy Hiraoka, who are volunteering for combat duty with a special Japanese-American unit in the United States Army.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-853

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sergeant Isamu Adachi, of the Army Recruiting Team, congratulates center residents Fred H. Kitagawa and Tommy Hiraoka on accepting their enlistment papers for duty with a special combat unit of the United States Army.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-854

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ray D. Johnston, left, center director, and Captain John A. Holbrook, chief of an army recruiting team, discuss army with a group of volunteers and Sergeant Isamu Adachi, at the Rohwer Relocation Center.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-856

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Center Director Ray Johnston, right, congratulates George Kiwashima on his voluntary enlistment in the United States Army while Captain John ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Allan Hagio, a former Californian artist, preparing a sign in the sign shop at the Rohwer Relocation Center, where former west coast residents are temporarily residing.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-08 WRA no. E-858

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the sign shop, at the Rohwer Center, experienced artists and sign painters prepare sign boards for center use.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-08 WRA no. E-859
In the motor pool repair station. George Baba and Toki Umeda begin overhauling a truck loader. Motorized equipment at the center is maintained by qualified mechanics volunteered from center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry).

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-861 ark:/13030/ft1n39n6xh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In repairing a piece of farm machinery, Chester Ishii raises his welder’s hood to inspect the job. Chester, a former California mechanic, now resides at the Rohwer Center and contributes his knowledge and experience to the maintenance of center motorized equipment.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-10 WRA no. E-862 ark:/13030/ft629006k2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In center motor pool shop, George Kenotsu [i.e. George Kenmotsu] and George Baba, former, Stockton, California mechanics, prepare to remove an automobile motor...

1943-03-10 WRA no. E-863 ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2p9

Additional Note
Corrected spelling of name of George Kenmotsu provided by a family member, July 2008.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a wood carving class, this center resident, a former Californian of Japanese ancestry, works on a patriotic carving cut from a natural hardwood formation.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-03-07 WRA no. E-864 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7hd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the wood carving class, at the Rohwer Center, this young former Californian, begins work on a new piece of...

1943-03-07 WRA no. E-865 ark:/13030/ft9779p1q9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Among the unusual hobbies to be found in the relocation center, whose residents are former west coast persons of Japanese...

1943-03-07 WRA no. E-866 ark:/13030/ft7290075n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a wood carving class, at the Rohwer Relocation Center, center residents (former west coast persons of Japanese ancestry) enthusiastically...

1943-03-07 WRA no. E-867 ark:/13030/ft8779p1ct
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-967

ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5kr

Additional Note
Date formerly mis-transcribed as 7/26/43.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-968

ark:/13030/ft7489p0j2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-969

ark:/13030/ft487005h7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-970

ark:/13030/ft5779n96q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-971

ark:/13030/ft187003f9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-973

ark:/13030/ft0b69n5an

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-974

ark:/13030/ft5k4005w6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-976

ark:/13030/ft6j49n9ss

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Series 10: Rohwer Relocation Center (McGehee, Arkansas) 1942-1944. (1942-43) Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-977 [link] ark:/13030/ft0v19n6gs Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-979 [link] ark:/13030/fj638nb2vk Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-980 [link] ark:/13030/ft409nb28h Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Noboru Matsumoto and Jimmie Ishida inspect tall corn they are helping to grow on the extensive agricultural project in connection with the Rohwer Relocation Center where they reside. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-07 WRA no. H-1 [link] ark:/13030/ft819p1ch Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center near McGehee, Arkansas, are shown harvesting a large crop of cucumbers grown at the center’s agricultural project. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-07 WRA no. H-2 [link] ark:/13030/ft2v19n7jx Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A young resident of the Rohwer Center views the grave of one of his relatives buried in the permanent cemetery, built and maintained by the evacuees. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru McGehee, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. I-238 [link] ark:/13030/ft0d5n98s3 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center harvest a truck load of mustard on the extensive acreage they have helped cultivate near-by. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-07 WRA no. H-3 [link] ark:/13030/ft300044b Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>One of many truck loads of mustard harvested by the residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center on the land cultivated by the evacuees. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. McGehee, Arkansas. 1943-07 WRA no. H-4 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft396nb14m</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>In contrast to most of the relocation center sites, many of the blocks in the Rohwer Center are shaded by ... 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-493 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft1g5003hn</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>Vines hide the tar paper on this Rohwer residence. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. McGehee, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-494 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0nw</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>One of the many small victory gardens seen throughout the Rohwer Center. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. McGehee, Arkansas. 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-495 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft9m3nb5v7</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>Rohwer maintains its own cemetery at the edge of the center. Permanent tombstones and monuments are constructed by the residents. ... 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-496 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft0t1n99qi</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>Rohwer maintains its own cemetery at the edge of the center. Permanent tombstones and monuments are constructed by the residents. ... 1944-06-16 WRA no. H-497 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft858007x0</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 28, section D</td>
<td>Noboru Matsumoto, left, and Jimmie Ishida look for a ripe one. The men are residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-5 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0p1</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 34, section D</td>
<td>Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-972 <a href="">ark:/13030/k6f02f0</a></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-975

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Special trains are leaving from WRA relocation centers to return people of Japanese ancestry to their homes on the West ... 1945-07-26 WRA no. G-978

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Forty head of Arkansas mules have been acquired by the Rohwer Relocation Center for use in the agricultural program. The ... 1943-03-11 WRA no. -821

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Morio Higashi, a former California plumber, marks out a steel casting for welding. The maintenance of center plumbing, electrical and ... 1943-03-08 WRA no. -860

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 11: Tule Lake Relocation Center (Newell, California) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 28-34, 78.
Extent: 564 photographs.

Content/Description
Photographers: (46), (12), (26), (1), (1), (454), unidentified (24)

Tule Lake, Calif.--Construction begins April 23, 1942, on this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-256

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Construction of this War Relocation Authority center has commenced. Approximately 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed here for the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-258

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--Bird's-eye view of War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-259
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Drainage ditch near the War Relocation Authority center which is being established to house 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-260
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--Construction begins on War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-261
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Site on which a War Relocation Authority center is to be constructed for the housing of 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-262
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Construction of barrack apartments has begun at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-263
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Work commences on the construction of barrack homes for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on the site selected for this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-265
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--This site near Tule Lake in Modoc County, just south of the Oregon border, has been selected for the construction of a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-266
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Construction begins on the site selected for this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-267
Tule Lake, Calif.--View of a main street of this town which is located near the site selected for the construction of a War Relocation Authority center for the housing of evacuees of Japanese ancestry for the duration.

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-268 ark:/13030/ft238nb10x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--Construction begins on this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-269 ark:/13030/ft6z09p04p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Drainage ditch at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-270 ark:/13030/ft6w1006tx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--Beauford Hayden, Superintendent Reclamation Project, displaying chart showing the location of the site selected for a War Relocation Authority center for the housing of evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-271 ark:/13030/ft2t1nb111

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A scene on a farm near the site selected for a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-277 ark:/13030/ft9j49p23f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--This field of sugar beets is located three miles southeast of Tulelake, California, near the site selected for a War Relocation Authority center for the housing of 10,000 evacuees of Japanese ancestry for the duration.

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-278 ark:/13030/ft8489p1f6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--Construction begins on War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-279 ark:/13030/ft9j49p24z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
Tule Lake, Calif.--Potato digger operating at Hatfield, California. Adaptable for growing potatoes is acreage in War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-280  ark:/13030/ft8489p19g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--View of Canadian Honker geese in formation over Tule Lake Sump Wildlife Refuge. The geese nest here and ...

1942-04-23 WRA no. A-281  ark:/13030/ft0m3n99pb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--Construction begins on a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. A-282  ark:/13030/ft438nb1qd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Great originality in costumes was shown at the Harvest Festival parade held at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-429  ark:/13030/ft267nb0gb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Great originality in costumes was shown at the Harvest Festival Parade held at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-430  ark:/13030/ft567nb2nt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two evacuees in the Harvest Festival Parade who wore cleverly designed costumes.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-431  ark:/13030/ft400004f9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Great originality in costume designs was shown at the Harvest Festival Parade which was held at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-432  ark:/13030/ft629006mk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Some of the evacuees who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-433  ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1jf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Two of the participants of the Harvest Festival parade, which was witnessed by a large crowd of the residents at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-434 ark:/13030/ft3p3004mm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Harvest Day Festival parade.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-435 ark:/13030/ft5p30067h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A scene at the Harvest Festival held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-436 ark:/13030/ft4199n88n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvest day festival concessionary.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-437 ark:/13030/ft4b69n8dp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A scene at the Harvest Festival held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-438 ark:/13030/ft6489n9wq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvest day festival. An artist sketches one of the festive throng in the concessionary.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-439 ark:/13030/ft38700479
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two of the evacuees who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade which was held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-440 ark:/13030/ft5w10067t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Farm workers who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this relocation center. Their hats were fashioned from turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-441 ark:/13030/ft9g2nb5m8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Two of the participants in the Harvest Festival Parade. Note the large crowd in the background that witnessed this parade.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-443  ark:/13030/ft5489n97k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the evacuees who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-444  ark:/13030/ft7s2007z4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Part of the High School group that participated in the Harvest Festival Parade at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-445  ark:/13030/ft438nb1rx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two of the Nursery School children who participated in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-446  ark:/13030/ft3k4004ng
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three costumes that were worn in the Harvest Festival Parade held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-447  ark:/13030/ft8f59p1q9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A sixth grade pupil in the classroom. Miss Mae Hert is the teacher.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-451  ark:/13030/ft296nb0p3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sixth grade pupils in the classroom. Miss Mae Hert is the teacher.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-452  ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0mp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A sixth grade pupil in the classroom. Miss Mae Hert is the teacher.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-453  ark:/13030/ft8j49p0r0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sixth grade pupils in the classroom. Miss Mae Hert is the teacher.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-454 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft4m3nb1z9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Low fifth grade pupils and their teacher, Mrs. Rhoda McGarva, outside the barracks school room.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-455 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft1m3nb00d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The boys of the lower fifth grade, taught by Mrs. Rhoda McGarva, shown here are choosing sides for games.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-456 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft8489p1h7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These boys of the low fifth grade, taught by Mrs. Rhoda McGarva, are playing Cock Fight.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-457 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft1p3003dd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These girls of the low fifth grade, taught by Mrs. Rhoda McGarva, are here shown playing Two Deep.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-458 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft3x0nb25j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing the artistic way in which the evacuees decorate the exterior of the barracks to make them more homelike.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-460 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft9p3008jc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing the way in which the evacuees decorate the exterior of the barracks to make them more homelike.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-461 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft9n39p2mv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view down one of the streets of this relocation center, showing the artistic way in which the evacuees decorate the exterior of their barracks to make them more homelike.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-462 ⊗ ark:/13030/ft9v19p20v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 28, section D

A close up of hogs feeding at the temporary location of the hog farm at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-463  ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5cn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

A view of hogs on the temporary hog farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-464  ark:/13030/ft6199n9c9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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A view of hogs at the temporary hog farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-465  ark:/13030/ft3s2004p9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

A close up of hogs feeding at the temporary location of the hog farm at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-466  ark:/13030/ft1m3nb01x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

A close up of hogs eating garbage at the temporary location of the hog farm. The garbage is brought to the farm by truck from the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-467  ark:/13030/ft6w1006vf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

A close up of hogs eating garbage at the temporary location of the hog farm. The garbage is brought to the farm by truck from the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-468  ark:/13030/ft0v19n6h9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

A close up of hogs feeding at the temporary location of the hog farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-469  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb49h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

A close up of hogs eating garbage at the temporary location of the hog farm. The garbage is brought to the farm by trucks from the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-470  ark:/13030/ft42900526
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A close up of hogs eating garbage at the temporary location of the hog farm. The garbage is brought to the farm by trucks from the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-471 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2nc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A close up of hogs eating garbage at the temporary location of the hog farm. The garbage is brought to the farm by trucks from the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-472 ark:/13030/ft496nb20b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A close up of evacuees feeding garbage from the center to the hogs at the temporary location of the hog farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-473 ark:/13030/ft8w1008md

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A close up of hogs eating garbage at the temporary location of the hog farm. The garbage is brought to the farm by trucks from the center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-474 ark:/13030/ft4s20058w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of hogs at the temporary hog farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-476 ark:/13030/ft158003r9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A close up of a garbage truck from the center which is used to bring garbage to the hogs at the temporary location of the hog farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-477 ark:/13030/ft7t1nb4qc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of hogs eating garbage which was brought to them by a truck from the center. This hog farm is in a temporary location.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-478 ark:/13030/ft7s200804

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Evacuees unloading a truck load of garbage at the temporary hog farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-479 ark:/13030/ft5w10068b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 28, section D

Truck loads of garbage from the center are brought to the hogs at the temporary hog farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-480 ark:/13030/ft767nb3kw
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volume 28, section D

A view showing the hogs at the temporary hog farm at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-481 ark:/13030/ft709nb3p4
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Two of the many hogs at the temporary hog farm at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-482 ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5ns

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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One of the barracks at this center which is used for a high school. As yet the students haven't decided on a name for the school.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-483 ark:/13030/ft3f5n7qg6
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volume 29, section D

One of the barracks at this center which is used for a high school. As yet, the students haven't decided on a name for the school.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. A-484 ark:/13030/ft25803wp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D

Evacuee farmers loading a truck with potatoes from the farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-485 ark:/13030/ft6g5006b2
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Evacuee farmers loading a truck with recently dug potatoes at the farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-486 ark:/13030/ft0w1002sm
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An evacuee farmer ready to put a sack of newly dug potatoes on the truck at the farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-487 ark:/13030/ft4g5005p4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D
Sacks which are being filled with newly dug potatoes by evacuee farmers at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-488 ark:/13030/ft1s2003qq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D
Crew harvesting potatoes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-12-04 WRA no. A-489 ark:/13030/ft0489n5tw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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volume 29, section D
View of wild geese on farm. These geese, which are protected by game laws, cause hundreds of dollars of damage to the crops.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-12-04 WRA no. A-490 ark:/13030/ft838nb4gg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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View of wild geese on farm. These geese, which are protected by game laws, cause hundreds of dollars of damage to the crops.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-12-04 WRA no. A-491 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2gg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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View of farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-12-04 WRA no. A-492 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6q3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Two women of Japanese ancestry pause from their potato harvesting to pose for this picture.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-589 ark:/13030/ft9w1008vb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Evacuee farmers filling sacks with newly dug potatoes at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-590 ark:/13030/ft909nb55z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuee farmers filling sacks with newly dug potatoes on the farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-591 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft796nb3vp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Potatoes on the farm at this relocation center dug by a mechanical digger pulled by a tractor.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-592 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft3v19n8gp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers at this relocation center filling sacks with newly dug potatoes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-594 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft5r29n981
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers at this relocation center filling sacks with newly dug potatoes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-595 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft2k4003xt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers at this relocation center filling sacks with newly dug potatoes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-596 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft9g5008kk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Potatoes on the farm at this relocation center are dug by a mechanical digger pulled by a tractor--then sacked by evacuee farmers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-597 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft6k4006vg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farmers on their way to the fields at this relocation center to harvest potatoes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-599 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft9d5nb55k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of evacuee farmers warming their hands over a bonfire before they start harvesting potatoes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-05 WRA no. A-600 Ⓝ ark:/13030/ft4779n8xs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Artist at Fair. Harvest Festival.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-601  [link]
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Harvest Festival crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-602  [link]
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Harvest Festival crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-603  [link]
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Harvest Festival crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-604  [link]
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Harvest Festival crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-605  [link]
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Harvest Festival crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. A-606  [link]
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Cabaret Internationale evacuee show.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-01 WRA no. A-607  [link]
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Woodie Ichihashi band.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-01 WRA no. A-608  [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Drummer in Woodie Ichihashi band. George Sumida, Sacramento.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-01 WRA no. A-609  [link]
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Ziegfield number in Cabaret Internationale program.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-01 WRA no. A-612
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Entertainers at the Cabaret Internationale Program held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-01 WRA no. A-613
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Yuki Shimoda does an imitation of Carmen Miranda’s Mama Yo Quiero at the Cabaret Internationale Program held at this center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-01 WRA no. A-614
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nursery school children playing house.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-615
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Home made toilets for nursery school children.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-616
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nursery school children singing Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-617
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nursery school children singing Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-618
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nursery school children singing Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-12 WRA no. A-619
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Little nursery school girl singing Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-620
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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volume 29, section D  
Nursery school children with model barracks.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-621 [ark:/13030/ft9g5008m3]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D  
A general view of the office of the Tulean Dispatch.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-622 [ark:/13030/ft3779n80h]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D  
Evacuee artists who work on the Tulean Dispatch. (L to R) Dick Kurihara, Martha Mizuguchi, Mas Inada.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-623 [ark:/13030/ft0p3002pr]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
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Evacueees working at the city desk of the Tulean Dispatch.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-624 [ark:/13030/ft7q2nb4b1]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D  
Absentee voters of Japanese descent getting ballots and having them notarized.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-625 [ark:/13030/ft909nb56g]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-626 [ark:/13030/ft800007v6]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 29, section D  
Absentee voters of Japanese descent getting ballots and having them notarized.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-627 [ark:/13030/ft158003st]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-628 [ark:/13030/ft358004b6]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
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Absentee voters of Japanese descent getting ballots and having them notarized.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-02 WRA no. A-629  ark:/13030/ft000002h4
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View in grammar school at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-630  ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3s9
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View in grammar school at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-632  ark:/13030/ft829007wt
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View in grammar school at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-633  ark:/13030/ft8c6008m4
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A view in grammar school at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-634  ark:/13030/ft7d5nb41d
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World History and English, a two hour class taught by Mrs. Hanny Billigmei.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-635  ark:/13030/ft9f59p27v
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Arthur Ramey, supervisor of student teachers in counselor's room.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-637  ark:/13030/ft4n39n8tv
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Seventh grade pupils in one of the school rooms at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-638  ark:/13030/ft2j49n7bv
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Seventh grade pupils at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-639  ark:/13030/ft5x0nb31k
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The Seventh Grade in Barracks 6602-B.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. A-640  ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0gz
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Joe Hayes, Assistant Project Director.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-12-05 WRA no. A-703  ark:/13030/ft9g5008nm
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. A-901  ark:/13030/ft7z09p0r9
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Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. A-902  ark:/13030/ft187003gt
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Former residence: Loomis, California.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. A-904  ark:/13030/ft038n98x6
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Housing Staff group . . . Frank Smith in charge.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. A-907  ark:/13030/ft196n99bh
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Hana Uyeno, Filing Clerk.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. A-908  ark:/13030/ft0580025q
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<td>Mortimer Cook. In charge of Transportation Department. (Guess why this pix was taken)</td>
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<td>Mortimer Cook. In charge of Transportation Department. (Guess why this pix was taken)</td>
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<td>View of barracks looking east down the main fire break.</td>
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Exterior views of the motor pool and gas station. This motor pool is used as a checking station for all vehicles used on the project.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. A-960 ark:/13030/ft296nb0qm
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Evacuee blacksmiths do all the blacksmith work necessary in the garage, at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. A-961 ark:/13030/ft3g5004pb
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Frank K. Mizuni, former garage owner and mechanic, from Auburn, Washington, welds a radiator in the local garage, at this War Relocation Authority center. All repair work on the cars, trucks, tractors, and other vehicles is done by evacuee workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. A-963 ark:/13030/ft8c6008nn
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An expert job of motor repairing is done on a heavy truck by garage mechanics. All repair work on cars, trucks, tractors, and other motor vehicles is done by evacuee mechanics.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. A-967 ark:/13030/ft8489p1jr
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The treads on a caterpillar tractor are repaired by local mechanics. All repair work on cars, trucks, tractors, and other motor vehicles is done by evacuee workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. A-968 ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5p9
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A view in the paint shop in the garage, at this relocation center. All repair work on cars, trucks, and other motor vehicles is done by evacuee labor.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Newell, California. 1943-01-30** WRA no. A-970 [ark:/13030/ft0t1n99h2]
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Mechanics check parts and tools from the tool room, in the garage, at this relocation center. All repair work on cars, trucks, and other motor vehicles is done by evacuee labor.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Newell, California. 1943-01-30** WRA no. A-971 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5cb]
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A pleasant Sunday afternoon’s recreation is spent by evacuee winter sports enthusiasts, on the slopes of Castle Mountain. Home made sleds and various other home made pieces of equipment were used by these young people.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Newell, California. 1943-01-31** WRA no. A-976 [ark:/13030/ft400004gt]
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A pleasant Sunday afternoon’s recreation is spent by evacuee winter sports enthusiasts, on the slopes of Castle Mountain. Home made sleds and various other home made pieces of equipment were used by these young people.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Newell, California. 1943-01-31** WRA no. A-978 [ark:/13030/ft1q2nb023]
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A pleasant Sunday afternoon’s recreation is spent by evacuee winter sports enthusiasts, on the slopes of Castle Mountain. Home made sleds and various other home made pieces of equipment were used by these young people.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Newell, California. 1943-01-31** WRA no. A-979 [ark:/13030/ft5r29n99j]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Evacuee members of the Fire Department brave the cold weather to have a practice drill.

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis

**Newell, California. 1943-02-03** WRA no. A-980 [ark:/13030/ft0j49n5qz]

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuee members of the Fire Department brave the cold weather to have a practice drill.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-03  WRA no. A-985  [ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1kz]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The evacuee firemen spend their recreation moments, as do all firemen, by playing a good old American game of cards.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-03  WRA no. A-988  [ark:/13030/ft6s2006kn]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Granary storage buildings, which are used to store feed for the poultry farm.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-02  WRA no. B-155  [ark:/13030/ft0k4002bx]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Granary storage buildings, which are used to store feed for the poultry farm.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-02  WRA no. B-156  [ark:/13030/ft5j49n9gt]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the slaughter house and butcher shop. Hogs, which are grown in the evacuee run hog farm, are slaughtered here, for consumption by the residents of the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-02  WRA no. B-158  [ark:/13030/ft0290026k]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the slaughter house and butcher shop. Hogs, which are grown in the evacuee run hog farm, are slaughtered here, for consumption by the residents of the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-02  WRA no. B-159  [ark:/13030/ft32900470]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the slaughter house and butcher shop. Hogs, which are grown in the evacuee run hog farm, are slaughtered here, for consumption by the residents of the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-02  WRA no. B-160  [ark:/13030/ft4r29n9hb]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A view in the slaughter house and butcher shop. Hogs, which are grown in the evacuee run hog farm, are slaughtered here, for consumption by the residents of the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-161

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Great care is given the baby pigs at the hog farm here. Evacuee workers jealously guard the health of these animals, realizing that later on, this will mean more pork chops for the residents of the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-162

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee workers unload coal at Staley Junction, which is the rail head for this center. This coal is used by the residents during the extremely cold winters which northern California offers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-165

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuee workers unload coal at Staley Junction, which is the rail head for this center. This coal is used by the residents during the extremely cold winters which northern California offers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-169 ark:/13030/ft7s20081n

---

Evacuee workers unload coal at Staley Junction, which is the rail head for this center. This coal is used by the residents during the extremely cold winters which northern California offers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-170 ark:/13030/ft5f59n961

---

Evacuee workers unload coal at Staley Junction, which is the rail head for this center. This coal is used by the residents during the extremely cold winters which northern California offers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-171 ark:/13030/ft809nb48q

---

Thaws turn the streets and fire breaks into seas of mud, and makes difficult motor transportation through the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-172 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6rm

---

Thaws turn the streets and fire breaks into seas of mud, and makes difficult motor transportation through the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-173 ark:/13030/ft987008tw

---

Thaws turn the streets and fire breaks into seas of mud, and makes difficult motor transportation through the center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-174 ark:/13030/ft129003cz

---

A complaint is filed, by a resident of this War Relocation Authority center, at the Warden's Office.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. B-177 ark:/13030/ft7g500779
volume 30, section D
An evacuee warden inspects flashlight equipment, which is supplied to wardens for their night duty. This equipment is checked out only when wardens go on duty.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. B-178 ark:/13030/ft1w1003k9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
A winter time view of the central heating plant, which supplies the Tule Lake Hospital with heat and the necessary hot water. The snowy hill in the background is Castle Mountain.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-238 ark:/13030/ft199p1jd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
A winter time scene looking east down the main fire break.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-239 ark:/13030/ft9000912
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
A wintry view, showing fire department No. 1 on the right with the hospital in the background.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-240 ark:/13030/ft5b69n95v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
A wintry view of early construction work on the Tule Lake schools. All work is being done by evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-241 ark:/13030/ft009n99nw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
This photo shows friends wishing bon voyage to a group of 11 evacuees who were leaving the center. Of this group, four were transfers to the Central Utah project, and the other seven were students and workers going out on indefinite leave.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-245 ark:/13030/ft059n5zx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
A large group of friends wish bon voyage to a group of eleven evacuees, who are leaving the center. Of ... 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-247 ark:/13030/ft05800267
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 30, section D
Mixed emotions are displayed by this group of friends and well wishers, who gathered to wish gods speed to a ... 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-249 ark:/13030/ft7580072r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Quick work, by the evacuee fire department, kept the fire which broke out in the office located at the old hog farm from doing other than minor damage.
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-253 [ark:/13030/ft3h4nb1b1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Quick work, by the evacuee fire department, kept the fire which broke out in the office located at the old hog farm, from doing other than minor damage.
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-01-28 WRA no. B-255 [ark:/13030/ft3199n79c]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A large iron stove is enjoyed on cold winter days by the evacuee workers in the motor pool.
*Photographer: Parker, Tom*

Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. B-259 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5dv]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

All vehicles, whether used by the Administrative Staff or evacuee workers, must be checked out at the motor pool, where ...
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-01-30 WRA no. B-264 [ark:/13030/ft7p3007cp]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The staff of firemen at Fire Station No. 1. The two girls in the center, are the Mascots of the group, and are the stenographers who work in their office.
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-02-01 WRA no. B-265 [ark:/13030/ft996nb58g]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of firemen from Fire Department No. 1 proudly display their fire equipment.
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-02-01 WRA no. B-266 [ark:/13030/ft0r29n5wv]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pupils in the Activities Class at the Rim Rock school enjoy diversified fields of training. The two boys in the ...
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. B-267 [ark:/13030/ft2f59n7fr]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group picture of all the wardens at this War Relocation Authority center.
*Photographer: Stewart, Francis*

Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. B-271 [ark:/13030/ft3p5004qv]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 30, Section D | A group picture, showing supervisors and field supervisors from the warden's office, at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. B-272 [ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0r2]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|---|---|
| Volume 30, Section D | A group of four supervisors, who direct the activities of the rest of the wardens.  
Evacuee wardens patrol the relocation center 24 hours a day, and are responsible for the maintenance of law and order.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. B-274 [ark:/13030/ft467nb1zp]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, Section D | A group of 19 newspapermen, wire service, and news reel cameramen, and representatives of OWI visited the Tule Lake Relocation Center. This was the first inspection tour granted the press.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-515 [ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0sk]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, Section D | Harry Makino, manager of the Tule Lake poultry farm, is shown talking to Clarence Zimmer, in charge of agriculture and industry at this project, in the office at the poultry farm.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-516 [ark:/13030/ft3f59n7rq]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, Section D | S. Uyeda, evacuee from Auburn, Washington, is shown gathering eggs on the poultry farm here. Uyeda owned his own poultry business which consisted of 2,000 chickens. He operated this farm for 10 years.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-517 [ark:/13030/ft7r29p0z3]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, Section D | S. Uyeda, evacuee from Auburn, Washington, is shown gathering eggs on the poultry farm here. Uyeda owned his own poultry business which consisted of 2,000 chickens. He operated this farm for 10 years.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-518 [ark:/13030/ft7c60075m]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, Section D | S. Uyeda, evacuee from Auburn, Washington, is shown gathering eggs on the poultry farm here. Uyeda owned his own poultry business which consisted of 2,000 chickens. He operated this farm for 10 years.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-519 [ark:/13030/ft6t1nb3p2]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
M. Iseri is shown feeding baby bronze turkeys on the poultry farm here. For 26 years he owned and operated a 60 acre turkey farm at Marysville, California.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-520  ark:/13030/ft6n39p078
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A general view of the hog farm at the Tule Lake Relocation Center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-522  ark:/13030/ft5b69n96c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry Makino, manager of the Tule Lake poultry farm, is shown talking to Clarence Zimmer, in charge of agriculture and industry at this project, in the office of the poultry farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-524  ark:/13030/ft587005t6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-525  ark:/13030/ft0779n5tj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-527 ark:/13030/ft5s200696

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-528 ark:/13030/ft7r29p103

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Man feeding baby chicks.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-529 ark:/13030/ft7s200825

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-530 ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1jf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-531 ark:/13030/ft5j49n9hb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-532 ark:/13030/ft696nb2zf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seed potato cutting at the cutting sheds of the Tule Lake Relocation Center farm. 7,500 sacks of potatoes will be cut by the 48 workers in 2-1/2 weeks. This will be enough seeds to plant the 600 acres.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-24 WRA no. B-533 ark:/13030/ft0199n57f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Newspaper reporters and cameramen, newsreel cameramen, representatives from the West Coast OWI office, and wire service reporters visited the Tule Lake Relocation Center (Newell, California) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Newsreel cameramen and newspaper cameramen from the San Francisco newspapers photograph potato planting on the farm at the Tule Lake Relocation Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-535 ark:/13030/ft438nb1tz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Frank Vail, Cameraman for Pathe, photographs home life in one of the evacuee apartments.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-537 ark:/13030/ft6r29p0n4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Hermie Bryant, Cameraman for the San Francisco News, pictures evacuee actors making-up before putting on a stage show.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-538 ark:/13030/ft6f59n9tn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Cameramen from the San Francisco newspapers photograph potato planting.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-539 ark:/13030/ft9290083q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Robert Cozzens, field director of the WRA, discusses potato planting with one of the evacuee farmers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-540 ark:/13030/ft9290083q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Gertrude Michaelove, member of the West Coast OWI office, takes field notes on living conditions at the Tule Lake Relocation Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-541 ark:/13030/ftk4002cf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Cameramen from the San Francisco newspapers picture life at a relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-542 ark:/13030/ft0g5002jc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
Peter O’Crotty, photographer for OWI overseas, pictures actors making-up before putting on a stage show.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-543

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Joe Rucker, newsreel cameraman for Paramount Pictures, changes film reels on the potato farm. Rucker spent several days picturing relocation center life.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-544

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Newspaper cameramen from the San Francisco newspapers photograph a general view of the Tule Lake Relocation Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-545

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Carl Bigelow, cameraman from the Oakland Tribune, photographs a general view of The Tule Lake Relocation Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. B-546

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.—Construction begins on a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. B-55

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.—Construction begins on a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, just south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. B-60

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.—Construction begins on a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, just south of the Oregon border.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. B-62

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
| Volume 30, section D | Tule Lake, Calif.--Douglas Puckett and George M. Smith, Tulelake farmers. Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. B-64 [ark://13030/ft2m3nb0hg](ark://13030/ft2m3nb0hg) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, section D | Klamath Falls, Oregon--Beauford Hayden, Supt. Klamath Reclamation Project, pointing to a chart showing the location of the site selected for ... 1942-08 WRA no. B-65 [ark://13030/ft200003jr](ark://13030/ft200003jr) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, section D | Tulelake, Calif.--A. A. Rodenberger, Mayor of Tulelake. Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-66 [ark://13030/ft9s20091r](ark://13030/ft9s20091r) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, section D | Tulelake, Calif.--Edwin Davis, Editor of The Tulelake Reporter. Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-67 [ark://13030/ft2h4nb0pd](ark://13030/ft2h4nb0pd) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, section D | Tule Lake, Calif.--Bird’s-eye view of site of a War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry near Tule Lake in Modoc County, California, south of the Oregon border. Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. B-68 [ark://13030/ft8x0nb5d5](ark://13030/ft8x0nb5d5) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 30, section D | Tulelake, Calif.--A. A. Rodenberger, Mayor of Tulelake. Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. B-70 [ark://13030/ft9j49p25g](ark://13030/ft9j49p25g) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-71 [ark://13030/ft6g5006ck](ark://13030/ft6g5006ck) | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese--United States--History--20th century--Photographs |
| Volume 30, section D | Tulelake, Calif.--C. V. Sommerville [i.e. G. V. Sommerville], a Tulelake farmer. Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-72 [ark://13030/ft838nb4jh](ark://13030/ft838nb4jh) | Additional Note  
Identified by family member, in 2015, as George V. Sommerville. Typed information on form on back indicates "C.V. Sommerville".  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Raymond R. Best, Tule Lake Center Director.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Newell, California. 1943-07 WRA no. B-725 <ark:/13030/ft3p3004n4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tulelake, Calif.--H. E. Dickson, President of the Tulelake Chamber of Commerce.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. B-73 <ark:/13030/ft6199n9dt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Klamath Falls, Oregon--Frank Jenkins of the Klamath Falls News and the Klamath Falls Herald.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-74 <ark:/13030/ft4199n895
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Klamath Falls, Oregon--Earl C. Reynolds, Executive Secretary of the Klamath Falls Chamber of Commerce.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-75 <ark:/13030/ft7n39p0vw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Klamath Falls, Oregon--L. L. Low, Sheriff of Klamath Falls.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-76 <ark:/13030/ft5r29n9b2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee firemen spend much of their time in checking equipment and training themselves in fire fighting techniques. The crew of Fire Department No. 2 are readying their fire fighting apparatus.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. A-990 <ark:/13030/ft996nb590
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

S. Kanda, poultry caretaker and former oyster worker from Olympia, Washington, tends baby chicks at the poultry farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. A-993 <ark:/13030/ft8489p1k8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry Makino, General Manager of the poultry farm, and former farmer from Sacramento, California, is shown with some eighteen day ...
1943-02-02 WRA no. A-994 <ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2d6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Eighteen day old chicks which were grown at the poultry farm at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. A-995 ark:/13030/ft1s2003r7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

M. Nakamura, poultry caretaker, and former farmer of Sacramento, California, feeds four months old chickens. It is anticipated that the ... 1943-02-02 WRA no. A-996 ark:/13030/ft9779p1rt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exterior view of one of the buildings which house the chickens during the winter months. All poultry at this center have been raised from baby chicks, and it is expected that these chickens will supply all the eggs and chickens consumed on the project.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. A-998 ark:/13030/ft3n39n8fv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A general view, showing buildings which house the chickens during the winter months, on the evacuee run poultry farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. A-999 ark:/13030/ft3870048t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

K. Kubo, farmer-evacuee from Clarksburg, California, putting white onion seeds in onion planter. Each planter can plant 15 acres of the 100 acres which are set aside for the growing of onions.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-1 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2fp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Proud Mrs. Kumiko Noda, 23, evacuee from Florin, California, holds her new son, Newell Kazuo Noda. Baby ... 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-11 ark:/13030/ft6z09p056
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Kiyo Kobayashi, R.N., exhibits Newell Kazuo Noda, first baby born at this War Relocation Authority center on ... 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-12 ark:/13030/ft9w1008wv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Lillian Hiraieke, 18, evacuee from Seattle, Washington, shows a sweater to a prospective buyer in the general store at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-13 ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1kz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake--Newell, Calif.--A view showing part of the crowd at general store no. 1 at this War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese descent are spending the duration.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-14 ark:/13030/ft5489n983
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Shinkichi Kiyono, 56, evacuee from Longview, Washington, exhibits the cabinet which won for him first prize (a carpenter's plane) in a furniture building contest. All pieces of furniture were made from scrap lumber.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-15 ark:/13030/ft5g500655
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Four little evacuees from Sacramento, California, read comic books in the newsstand at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese descent.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-16 ark:/13030/ft8r29p1tt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Cabinet worker's saw is expertly used by Jime Kabayashi, 62, on the interior construction of general store ... 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-17 ark:/13030/ft0k4002dz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A potato warehouse used to store and cut seed potatoes by evacuee-farmers at this War Relocation Authority center. Note that earth has been thrown over the side of the building. This protects the seed potatoes from frost and heat.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-18 ark:/13030/ft5489n99m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view showing evacuee farmers cutting seed potatoes in the cutting house at this War Relocation Authority center .
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-19 ark:/13030/ft5z09n9q2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A crew of four feeding rotary planters seeding 500 acres at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing evacuee farmers cutting seed potatoes in the cutting house at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-20
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Evacuee-farmers sorting seed potatoes in the seed storage warehouse at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-21
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Three evacuee workers exhibit the tags given them in conjunction with the first pay day at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-22
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--May Minyamoto, executive clerk, and Hyrum L. Clark, project personnel clerk, distribute identification tags to be used in conjunction with the first pay day at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-23
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell Calif.--A line up of evacuee workers waiting for their identification tags which are to be used in conjunction with the first pay day at this War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-24
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Shinkichi Kiyono, 56, carpenter-evacuee from Longview, Washington, is shown using a carpenter's plane which he won as first prize in a furniture contest among the evacuees of Japanese descent at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-25
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Kendall Smith, Assistant Supervisor of Community Enterprises, on left and Mortimer Cooke, Supervisor of Community Enterprises, on right, assist John Ito, store manager, in arranging stock at the Community Store No. 1.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-26  ark:/13030/ft638nb2w3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, -Newell, Calif.--A panoramic view of this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-27  ark:/13030/ft4489n83q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.-- Maye Ikemoto, 5, evacuee from Sacramento, California, takes a ride on the teeter-totter at the nursery school for children at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese descent.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-28  ark:/13030/ft2c60043k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Mortimer Cooke, Supervisor of Community Enterprises, enjoys the first hair-cut given in the barber shop at this War Relocation Authority center. Frances Imura, evacuee from Sacramento is the barber.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-29  ark:/13030/ft6r29p0pn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

John Matsumoto, 28, former tenant farmer from Staten Island Land Company San Joaquin County, California, puts seed peas in pea drill. Twenty acres of peas are now being planted at the relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-3  ark:/13030/ft5779n977
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, -Newell, Calif.--A view showing evacuee farmers cutting seed potatoes in the cutting house at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-30  ark:/13030/ft6v19p0g6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A potato warehouse used to store and cut seed potatoes by the evacuee farmers at this War ...  1942-07-01 WRA no. D-31  ark:/13030/ft600006mg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake--Newell, Calif.--A group of nursery school children take a ride in a home-made wagon. This wagon was made by evacuee-craftsmen at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-32  ark:/13030/ft4k4004zf

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Five little nursery school try out the slide in the playground at this War Relocation Authority center. All playground equipment was built from scrap lumber by evacuee-craftsmen.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-33  ark:/13030/ft4p3005th

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view showing the recently completed Store No. 2 at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-34  ark:/13030/ft7h4nb3wh

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view of Selective Service registration headquarters where 420 youths of 18 to 20 signed up in the latest draft registration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. D-35  ark:/13030/ft6779p022

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view of Selective Service registration headquarters where 420 youths of 18 to 20 signed up in the latest draft registration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. D-36  ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0qx

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view of Selective Service registration headquarters where 420 youths of 18 to 20 signed up in the latest draft registration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. D-37  ark:/13030/ft438nb1vg

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view of Selective Service registration headquarters where 420 youths of 18 to 20 signed up in the latest draft registration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-06-30 WRA no. D-38  ark:/13030/ft0d5n98tm

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A panorama view of this War Relocation Authority project where evacuees of Japanese descent are spending the duration.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-39
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Loading seed potatoes onto a feed rotary potato planter on the 500-acre farm at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A view of evacuee farmers at work on a semi-automatic-feeding, rotary potato planter.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-43
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Potatoes are planted in the rich black earth by crews of evacuee farmers at the relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-44
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Evacuees distribute scrap lumber to each block. This scrap will be used by the residents to construct furniture for their apartments and also for firewood.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-45
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--K. Kubo, evacuee-farmer from Clarksburg, Calif., putting onion seed in an automatic planter. Each machine can plant about fifteen acres of white onions a day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-46
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A tractor disk is used to cover potatoes which had not been planted to sufficient depth. This practice is not generally necessary as adjustments were later made on the planting machines.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-47
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Seed potatoes are placed in the rich black earth by this evacuee farmer crew on the farm near this War Relocation Authority center. 

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-48

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--George Nakanishi, 25, evacuee farmer from Isleton, California, operates a gas pump as a farm grease unit at the scene of potato planting at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-49

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

K. Fukushima, 38, farmer-evacuee from Clarksburg, California, adjusts the flow of seed potatoes on a feeding rotary potato planter. Five hundred acres of potatoes are being planted on this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of general store No. 1 at the relocation center.

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-50

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-51

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the bank and newsstand at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. The bank is open on Tuesdays and Fridays only.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-52

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.--A panoramic view of the agricultural land which will be cultivated by evacuee farmers at this War Relocation Authority center. Tule Lake is shown in the background. (See also C-53, C-54, and C-55 for complete panorama.)

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-52

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view of the agricultural land which will be cultivated by evacuee farmers at this War Relocation Authority center. Tule Lake is shown in the background. (See also C-52, C-54, and C-55 for complete panorama).

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-53 ark:/13030/ft667nb3bz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Evacuees distribute scrap lumber to each block. This scrap will be used by the residents to construct furniture for their apartments and also for firewood.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-53 ark:/13030/ft2q500416

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view of the agricultural land which will be cultivated by evacuee farmers at this War Relocation Authority center. Tule Lake is shown in the background. (See also C-53, C-52, and C-55 for complete panorama).

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-54 ark:/13030/ft009n99pd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Evacuees distribute scrap lumber to each block. This scrap will be used by the residents to construct furniture for their apartments and also for firewood.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-54 ark:/13030/ft6w1006wz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view showing site of Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center. (See also nos. C-57, C-58, and C-59 for complete panorama.)

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-55 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2g6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view showing site of Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center. (See also nos. C-57, C-58, and C-59 for complete panorama.)

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-56 ark:/13030/ft096n9922

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.-- A dredge is used to dig a drainage ditch on the farm at this War Relocation Authority center. As this picture shows, water is found only a few feet under the surface of the earth.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-56 ark:/13030/ft5779n98r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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**Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view showing site of Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center. (See also nos. C-56, C-57, and C-59 for complete panorama.)**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-57 [ark:/13030/ft0580027r]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Seed potatoes are brought to the 500 acre farm at this War Relocation Authority Center by truck and are then loaded into a feed rotary potato planter.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-57 [ark:/13030/ft8w1008pf]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**A crew operating an onion planter on the evacuee farm near the relocation center. Each onion planter can seed about 15 acres of white onions per day.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-58 [ark:/13030/ft967nb5dw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--K. Kubo, evacuee farmer from Clarksburg, California, putting onion seed in an automatic planter. Each machine can plant about fifteen acres of white onions a day.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-59 [ark:/13030/ft0p3002q8]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view showing site of Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center. (See also nos. C-56, C-57, and C-59 for complete panorama.)**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-59 [ark:/13030/ft7d5nb44z]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Nancy Motomatsu, 11, chooses a package of Petunia seed from the assortment in the general store at this War Relocation Authority center. Nancy, prior to evacuation, attended the seventh grade at Woodenville, Washington.**

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-6 [ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3tt]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Two evacuee crews are shown operating onion planters on the farm at this War Relocation Authority center. Each planter can seed about fifteen acres of white onion per day.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-60 🌐 ark:/13030/ft600006n0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Calif.-- A panoramic view showing a portion of the site for Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-60 🌐 ark:/13030/ft8m3nb542
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Jimmy Inahara, 24, farmer-evacuee from Stockton, California, operates a tractor on the farm at this War Relocation Authority center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-61 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5v19n9c7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A panoramic view showing a portion of the site for the Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-61 🌐 ark:/13030/ft4n39n8vc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.-- Foster Goss, associate information specialist, and Edwin Bates, Chief of the Information Division, interview evacuee-farmers on the farm at this War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-63 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5j49n9jy
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A panoramic view showing a portion of the site for the Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-63 ark:/13030/ft996nb5c1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.-- Evacuee crew is shown operating a pea drill on the farm at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-64 ark:/13030/ft8s2008mr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A panoramic view showing a portion of the site for the Tule Lake War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Newell, California. 1942-04-23 WRA no. C-64 ark:/13030/ft5v19n9dr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--This group of evacuees have just arrived at this War Relocation Authority center and are being assigned quarters and bedding.
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-65 ark:/13030/ft2870042d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Evacuee-farmer operating a semi-automatic-feeding, rotary potato planter on the project farm at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-66 ark:/13030/ft92900847
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Four crews of potato farmers drop seed potatoes in the rich black soil on the evacuee farm near this War Relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-67 ark:/13030/ft667nb3cg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This picture shows the method used by the evacuee farmer crews in placing seed potatoes in the semi-automatic potato planters.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-68 ark:/13030/ft838nb4k1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A crew of evacuee-farmers planting potatoes with a semi-automatic-feeding, rotary potato planter on the project farm at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-69 ark:/13030/ft1199n6bs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Three crews of potato planters drop seed potatoes in the rich black soil on the evacuee farm near this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-7 [ark://13030/ft4v19n8xg]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--This picture shows the method used by the evacuee farmer crews in placing seed potatoes in the semi-automatic potato planters at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-70 [ark://13030/ft70000720]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Planting time at the Tule Lake Relocation Center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-71 [ark://13030/ft096n993k]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Isaac Sakuma, 18, evacuee farmer from Mt. Vernon, Washington, inspects the mechanism of a Pick potato planter.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-72 [ark://13030/ft887007hf]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Loading a potato planter with sacks of seed potatoes while the evacuee crew relaxes between rounds of planting.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-8 [ark://13030/ft538nb2dj]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--John Matsumoto, 28, evacuee truck farmer from the Staten Island Company in San Joaquin, California, putting seed peas in a pea drill at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07-01 WRA no. D-9 [ark://13030/ft2k40040b]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of turnips lying in the field where evacuee farmers have placed them for the pickup crews. This photograph shows the tremendous size of these quick grown turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-113 [ark://13030/ft3c60040b]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 32, section D

Harvesting spinach.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-114  ark://13030/ft0489n5vd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-115  ark://13030/ft7q2nb4cj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-116  ark://13030/ft709nb3qn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-117  ark://13030/ft309nb0qz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach on the farm at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-119  ark://13030/ft596nb2qh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-120  ark://13030/ft609nb2x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-121  ark://13030/ft1b69n6hb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-122  ark://13030/ft4b69n8qg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An evacuee farmer takes time out from harvesting spinach to take a refreshing drink of water.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-124  ark:/13030/ft6k4006xh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-125  ark:/13030/ft5v19n9f8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-126  ark:/13030/ft829007zv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-127  ark:/13030/ft9b69p2f9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farm hands irrigate the crops at the farm on this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-129  ark:/13030/ft0p3002rs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee spinach harvesters take time out from their work to have a refreshing drink of water.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-130  ark:/13030/ft629006n3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-131  ark:/13030/ft167nb00s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-132 ark:/13030/ft096n9943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-133 ark:/13030/ft179n6cm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-134 ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0rf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During the noon hour, evacuee farm workers fish for carp in a nearby slough.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-135 ark:/13030/ft167nb019
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During the noon hour, evacuee farm workers fish for carp in a nearby slough.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-136 ark:/13030/ft800007wg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-137 ark:/13030/ft5p30069j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-138 ark:/13030/ft267nb0hy
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-139 ark:/13030/ft5199n91t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
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<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
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</table>
A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-08  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view in the lunch shed at the farm. Trucks from the kitchens bring hot lunches to the workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-08  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bobby Kaneko, 4. Little Bobby wears a head dress which was part of his costume in the Labor day Parade. His nursery school class used the theme of Mary, Mary Quite Contrary, and Bobby was one of Mary's little flowers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Drawing time in the nursery school.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-08  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nursery school children pause for refreshments of graham crackers and milk.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three little nursery school children in costumes worn in the Labor Day parade. The little girl in the center recites Mary, Mary Quite Contrary. The two other children are her flowers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Art time in the nursery school at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Clever costumes worn by the nursery school children during the Labor Day celebration.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Milk and cracker time in the nursery school.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-158
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This view shows an irrigation ditch which supplies the water for the farm run by evacuee workers at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-159
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the farm at this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and crops grown by evacuee workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-160
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-161
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the farm at this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and crops grown by evacuee workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-162
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the farm at this War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-163
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the farm at this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and crops grown by evacuee workers.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-164
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-165
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 32, section D

**Harvesting turnips.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-166 [ark:/13030/ft8n39p1m2]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 32, section D

**Harvesting spinach.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-167 [ark:/13030/ft7w1007gj]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 32, section D

**Evacuee workers in the packing shed, sorting and packing turnips which have been grown on the farm near this relocation center.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-169 [ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2r9]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 32, section D

**Evacuee workers in the packing shed, sorting and packing turnips which have been grown on the farm near this relocation center.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-170 [ark:/13030/ft6j49n9vt]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 32, section D

**Making crates in the packing shed. These crates are used to ship evacuee grown vegetables to other relocation centers.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-171 [ark:/13030/ft087002bz]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 32, section D

**Washing vegetables in the packing shed prior to their shipment.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-173 [ark:/13030/ft9k40092z]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 32, section D

**Washing vegetables in the packing shed prior to their shipment.**
**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis
**Newell, California. 1942-09-08** WRA no. D-174 [ark:/13030/ft458005r6]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
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<td>A view of the farm at this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and superb crops grown by evacuee workers.</td>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
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A view of the farm at this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and superb crops grown by evacuee workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-183 ark:/13030/ft2p3004d6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the farm at this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and superb crops grown by evacuee workers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-184 ark:/13030/ft4779n8z9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-185 ark:/13030/ft7c600764

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-186 ark:/13030/ft138nb004

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This view shows an irrigation ditch which supplies the water for the farm run by evacuee workers at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-187 ark:/13030/ft6j49n9wb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting spinach.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-189 ark:/13030/ft10002gx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view showing the tremendous size of the lettuce (top) and radishes (bottom) which are grown on the farm at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-192 ark:/13030/ft7w1007h2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 32, section D

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-193  ark:/13030/ft4290053g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--A crew of evacuee farmers at work on a semi-automatic-feeding, rotary potato planter.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-07 WRA no. D-73  ark:/13030/ft267nb0jc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tule Lake, Newell, Calif.--Captain Patterson shows Walter Fuesler, architect, the view from a hilltop near this War Relocation Authority center, which can be seen in the background.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. WRA no. D-74  ark:/13030/ft096n995m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A general view of the field at the farm of this relocation center, showing the tremendous acreage and large size of the lettuce plants which are grown here.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-196  ark:/13030/ft0v19n6kb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting turnips.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-197  ark:/13030/ft6c600607

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An evacuee is shown with a crate of spinach. His simile seems to show that he is proud of the high quality of this crop.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-08 WRA no. D-198  ark:/13030/ft05800288

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This view shows an irrigation ditch which supplies the water for the farm run by evacuee workers at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-09 WRA no. D-199  ark:/13030/ft258003x6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farm hands irrigate the crops at the farm on this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-200  ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2sh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee farm hands irrigate the crops at the farm on this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-201  ark:/13030/ft067n99bj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Admiring lines of evacuees files through a recreation hall, which exhibited floral arrangements made by local craftsmen.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-202  ark:/13030/ft309nb0rq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volunteer farm workers are shown here returning to the fields after their noonday meal.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-203  ark:/13030/ft9n39p2pw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Signs tacked on barracks advertising Labor Day beauty queen contest which was held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-204  ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0sz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two pretty evacuees shouldered their lunch and hiked into the foothills for a Labor Day picnic.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-205  ark:/13030/ft5c6006fn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Local evacuee artisans displayed their handiwork in a Labor Day festival.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-206  ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2fq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Admiring lines of evacuees filed through a recreation hall, which exhibited floral arrangements made by local craftsmen.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-207 🌐 ark:/13030/ft258003zq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A fashion show was one of the many exhibits held at this relocation center on Labor Day. Great skill was shown in dressmaking and tailoring, and was thoroughly appreciated by the large audience which witnessed this display.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-209 🌐 ark:/13030/ft2580040q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Crowds of evacuees witnessed the local handicraft and art display held at the recreation halls at this center on Labor Day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-210 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5g2nb2wg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Five little school girls proudly hold the dolls they made in school. These dolls were on display in the exhibit of school handicraft which was held on Labor Day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-211 🌐 ark:/13030/ft4g2nb2j7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These attractive young evacuees show the garments made by the pattern drafting class in Block 1308. (L to R) Mary Arima, Mrs. Alice Tsukuno.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-212 🌐 ark:/13030/ft4p3005v1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the Administration building at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-213 🌐 ark:/13030/ft2p3004fq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the Administration building at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-214 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2st
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the Administration building at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-215 🌐 ark:/13030/ft7f59p0sj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The prize winning fight in the Labor Day Parade was the one entered by the Agricultural Division. These three pretty ... 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-216 ark:/13030/ft196n99c1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An evacuee girl proudly shows friends her art work which was on display in the exhibit shows held on Labor Day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-217 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5r5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A fashion show was one of the many exhibits held at this relocation center on Labor Day. Great skill was shown in dressmaking and tailoring, and was thoroughly appreciated by the large audience which witnessed this display.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-218 ark:/13030/ft500005zv
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An evacuee school girl proudly shows friends her art work which was on display in the exhibit shows held on Labor Day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-220 ark:/13030/ft6g5006d3
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A group of pretty hikers shouldered their lunches and hiked into the foothills for a Labor Day picnic.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-221 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2qd
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Floral arrangements in the recreation halls were part of the celebration which was held to commemorate Labor Day.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-222 ark:/13030/ft1h4n99qh
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-230 ark:/13030/ft1m3nb02f
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-231 ark:/13030/ft2489n79q
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-232 ark:/13030/ft8199p1f
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-233 ark:/13030/ft42900547
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-234 ark:/13030/ft2b69n74f
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-236 ark:/13030/ft2489n7b7
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-237 ark:/13030/ft858007zh
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-238 ark:/13030/ft3z09n8hv
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-239 ark:/13030/ft7p3007d6
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A panorama view showing the tremendous crowd which participated in the Labor Day celebration at this relocation center. Evacuee leaders as well as Caucasian administrators addressed the enthusiastic crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-240 ark:/13030/ft7p3007fq
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A panorama view showing the tremendous crowd which participated in the Labor Day celebration at this relocation center. Evacuee leaders as well as Caucasian administrators addressed the enthusiastic crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-241 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb209
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A panorama view showing the tremendous crowd which participated in the Labor Day celebration at this relocation center. Evacuee leaders as well as Caucasian administrators addressed the enthusiastic crowds.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-242 ark:/13030/ft1j49n61d
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-243 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb5x7
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-244 ark:/13030/ft5779n998
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-245 ark:/13030/ft6c60061r
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A view of the flag display which was part of the Labor Day celebration at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-246 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2t1
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-247 ark:/13030/ft2489n7cr
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A parade was held by evacuees to celebrate Labor Day. Great originality in costuming was shown.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-248 ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0tg
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the proud mother holding the doll-like featured child.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-249 ark:/13030/ft996nb5dj
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the proud mother holding the doll-like featured child.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-250 ark:/13030/ft8z09p1ni
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the proud mother holding the doll-like featured child.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-251 ark:/13030/ft538nb2gk
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</table>
This photograph shows one of the fire hazards which must be avoided by constant vigilance. The photo shows a bucket ... 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-259 ark:/13030/ft3f59n7s7
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the proud mother holding the doll-like featured child.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-260 ark:/13030/ft8s2008n8
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the proud mother holding the doll-like featured child.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-261 ark:/13030/ft100002hf
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the proud mother holding the doll-like featured child.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-262 ark:/13030/ft7199p0fr
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This picture of mother and child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the doll-like features of the Japanese children.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-263 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb3b7
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This picture of an evacuee child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the doll-like features of the Japanese children.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-264 ark:/13030/ft1n39n6z1
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This picture of an evacuee child was taken for evacuee use. This picture is interesting from a documentary angle, however, for it shows the doll-like features of the Japanese children.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-265 ark:/13030/ft3870049b
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A husband to be proudly looks into the eyes of his bride. This photograph was taken several days prior to the wedding.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-10 WRA no. D-273 ark:/13030/ft5s2006bg
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Evacuee band plays a stirring march at the beauty queen coronation ceremony held Labor Day at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-275 ark:/13030/ft0k4002g0
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The Labor Day queen and her attendants are shown at the coronation ceremony which was a part of the celebration at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-276 ark:/13030/ft5w10069v
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After the Labor Day queen coronation ceremony, a dance was held to celebrate the event. Square dances as well as jitterbug was enjoyed by all participants.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-277 ark:/13030/ft9v19p21c
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Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.
Newell, California. WRA no. X-1 ark:/13030/ft4v19n8z7
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Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.
Newell, California. WRA no. X-2 ark:/13030/ft838nb4mj
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The Labor Day queen is shown with her maids of honor at the coronation ceremony which was held as a part of the celebration held at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-278 ark:/13030/ft7v19p10r
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The Labor Day queen and her attendants are shown at the coronation ceremony which was held as a part of the celebration at this relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-279 ark:/13030/ft200003ms
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Two of the Labor Day queen's attendants march down the aisle at the coronation ceremony which was part of the celebration at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-280  ark:/13030/ft3b69n7hf  
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Elmer Shirrell, Project Director, crowns the Labor Day queen at the ceremony which was part of the celebration at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-281  ark:/13030/ft7489p0m0  
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Labor day queen eats an ice cream cone and winks at the photographer at the celebration which was held after the coronation ceremony and was only part of the celebration at this relocation center.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-282  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb4fk  
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A crowd watches the Labor Day queen go by at the coronation ceremony which was part of the Labor Day celebration at this relocation center. Note the wide eyes and open mouths of the interested spectators.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Newell, California. 1942-09-07 WRA no. D-283  ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5fc  
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Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.  
Newell, California. WRA no. X-3  ark:/13030/ft3v19n8h6  
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Newest profession--evacuees get autograph of Sachiko Miu[?] who is relocating.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-38  ark:/13030/ft6g5006fm  
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Left to right--Henry Kaihara and Minoru Iwasaki.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-39  ark:/13030/ft196n99dj  
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Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.  
Newell, California. WRA no. X-4  ark:/13030/ft5s2006c7  
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Young Tule Lake citizen on the morning of his departure with parents for Idaho.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-40  ark:/13030/ft5c6006p5
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Mrs. Ohmura and Father Dai bid goodbye to Mae Ohmura who leaves for work on the outside.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-41  ark:/13030/ft6199n9fb
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Typical high school girls.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-42  ark:/13030/ft4x0nb229
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Recess in grade school.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-43  ark:/13030/ft5g500676
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Recess in grade school.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-44  ark:/13030/ft0v19n6mv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the high school buildings with high school graduates (L. to R.) Sakiko Suyama and Chizuko Ishida.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-45  ark:/13030/ft0580029s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese--United States--History--20th century--Photographs

Four outstanding Tri-State High School leaders (L to R) Minoru Mochizuki, Shigeo Nakanishi, Yoshimitsu Hada, Paul Ohmura.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-46  ark:/13030/ft6w1006z0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Project farmer with carrots.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-47  ark:/13030/ft8290080v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 34, Section D | Unloading farm vegetables at packing shed.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-48 | ark:/13030/ft1h4n99r1  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|----------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| Volume 34, Section D | Project farm scene.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-49 | ark:/13030/ft058002b9  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. X-5 | ark:/13030/ft1r29n76s  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | Shiro Takemoto sacking turnips.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-50 | ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1mg  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | Project farm women are driven to farm mess hall for lunch.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-51 | ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5fp  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | 10:30 A.M. Farm workers' siesta.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-52 | ark:/13030/ft4489n847  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | Loading trucks with lava rock.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-53 | ark:/13030/ft9d5nb584  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | Tractor and driver.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-54 | ark:/13030/ft1m3nb03z  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 34, Section D | Close up of tractor and driver.  
Photographer: Cook, John D.  
Newell, California. WRA no. G-55 | ark:/13030/ft809nb497  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Series 11: Tule Lake Relocation Center (Newell, California) 1942-1945. (1942-43)

volume 34, section D

Supervisor of the chicken farm.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-56
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

Fire which started from a defective flue destroyed the kitchen and part of the main mess hall in the administrative area of the Tule Lake Segregation Center. Evacuees in two companies responded to the alarm at 3 a.m. and brought the fire under control. Damage was estimated at $3,000.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-565
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

The 1944 league baseball season got under way at the Tule Lake Segregation Center on April 19. Project Director Ray R. Best tossed out the first ball. Nearly half of the 17,000 residents of the center were present for the opening game.
Newell, California. 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-566
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

General view of the motor pool at the Tule Lake Segregation Center. Here all motor equipment needed for the operation of the center is housed, repaired and serviced. Residents of the center are employed in the motor pool and garage, under the supervision of appointed personnel.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-567
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

People from the Manzanar Relocation Center were moved to the Tule Lake Segregation Center and quartered in the ten blocks ...
Newell, California. WRA no. G-579
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

Reverend Shigeo Tanabe.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-58
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

Project scene.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-59
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 34, section D

Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.
Newell, California. WRA no. X-6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 34, section D
Original stoop built at entrance to evacuee apartment.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-60
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Evacuee flower garden.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-61
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Katsumi Ogawa, first and only person to enlist from this center in Army Nurse Corps, August 28, 1943.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. 1943-08-28 WRA no. G-62
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Championship game between Hillmen and West Sacramento.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-63
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Wash day.
Photographer: Cook, John D.
Newell, California. WRA no. G-64
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Frank Kawai, has been declared acceptable to the Army. If inducted, he will be the first inductee from the Tule Lake Center since segregation last fall.
Newell, California. 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-661
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Opening scene of the Talent Show sponsored by Tri-State High School student body June 9 at Tule Lake Center to help finance the annual. Shown is Reiko Kumasaki, Nisei tot who had a toe-dancing contract with a film studio pre-evacuation.
Newell, California. 1944-06-09 WRA no. G-694
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

volume 34, section D
Opening scene of the Talent Show sponsored by Tri-State High School student body June 9 at Tule Lake Center to help finance the annual. Shown is Reiko Kumasaki, Nisei tot who had a toe-dancing contract with a film studio pre-evacuation. --Faculty department production in Talent Show.
Newell, California. 1944-06-09 WRA no. G-695
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
Girls quartet from the Talent Show sponsored by Tri-State High School student body June 9 at Tule Lake to help finance the annual.
Newell, California. 1944-06-09 WRA no. G-696 ark:/13030/ft3p3004rp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Skit by boys in Talent Show sponsored by Tri-State High School student body June 9 at Tule Lake to help finance the annual.
Newell, California. 1944-06-09 WRA no. G-697 ark:/13030/ft3779n811
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Majorettes perform in Talent Show sponsored by Tri-State High School student body June 9 at Tule Lake to help finance the annual.
Newell, California. 1944-06-09 WRA no. G-698 ark:/13030/ft558005mf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Guy Cook, assistant high school principal of Tri-State High School at Tule Lake Center, hands out honor awards at commencement exercises June 16. This was the first commencement since segregation.
Newell, California. 1944-06-09 WRA no. G-699 ark:/13030/ft567nb2pb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.
Newell, California. WRA no. X-7 ark:/13030/ft409nb291
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These elementary school children at the Tule Lake Center are thrilled at the sight of their first calf.
Photographer: Bigelow, John
Newell, California. 1944-10 WRA no. G-745 ark:/13030/ft2k40042c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These elementary school children at the Tule Lake Center are thrilled at the sight of their first calf.
Photographer: Bigelow, John
Newell, California. 1944-10 WRA no. G-746 ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0j0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A field of cabbage on the Tule Lake center farm.
Photographer: Bigelow, John
Newell, California. 1944-09 WRA no. G-747 ark:/13030/ft058002ct
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This field of turnips at the Tule Lake Center was planted May 30, 1944.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-07 WRA no. G-748  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This field of potatoes at the Tule Lake Center was planted May 18, 1944.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-07 WRA no. G-749  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This field of peas (Laxton Progress) at the Tule Lake Center was planted June 1, 1944.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-07 WRA no. G-750  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Carrot field at the Tule Lake Center farm, 1944, which raises approximately 22 tons to the acre.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-09 WRA no. G-752  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Holt Harvester threshing barley at the Tule Lake Center, 1944. Kiyoshi Hamamoto and Hararu Oda are the unit foremen.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944 WRA no. G-753  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at the Sumo tournament held at the Tule Lake Center, October, 1944.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-10 WRA no. G-754  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at the Sumo tournament held at the Tule Lake Center, October, 1944.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-10 WRA no. G-755  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Moving a 100-foot, 32-ton barrack office building at the Tule Lake Center.  
Photographer: Bigelow, John  
Newell, California. 1944-10 WRA no. G-756  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>Ark:</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A kindergarten class at the Tule Lake Center on the playground.</td>
<td>Bigelow, John</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1944-09</td>
<td>G-776</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft1x0n99tp</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Miscellaneous shots taken at Tule.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1944-09</td>
<td>X-8</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft0v19n6nc</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Harvesting spinach.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1942-09-08</td>
<td>-112</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft267nb0kw</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>An evacuee is shown with a crate of spinach. His smile seems to show that he is proud of the high quality of this crop.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1942-09-08</td>
<td>-123</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft2199n6st</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Nursery school children taking a midafternoon nap. Note the piles of shoes placed at the head of each bed.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1942-09-08</td>
<td>-156</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8c6008qp</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Quick work, by the evacuee Fire Department, kept the fire, which broke out in the office located at the old hog farm, from doing other than minor damage.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-01-28</td>
<td>-256</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8r29p1vb</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>All vehicles, whether used by the Administrative Staff or evacuee workers, must be checked out at the motor pool, where ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-01-30</td>
<td>-261</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft9k40093q</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Pupils in the Activities Class at the Rim Rock school enjoy diversified fields of training. The two boys in the ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-02-02</td>
<td>-269</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft358004cq</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 420
volume 78, section D

Elmer Shirrell, Project Director, escorts the labor day queen to the coronation ceremony which was held as a part of the labor day celebration at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-09-07 WRA no. -274
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section B

This photo shows one of the two patrol cars which are used by evacuee wardens.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. -276
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

This float in the Harvest Festival Parade consisted of garden produce from the farm at this relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-10-31 WRA no. -442
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

A view showing the artistic way in which the evacuees decorate the exterior of the barracks to make them more homelike.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-03 WRA no. -459
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section B

(L to R) Frank Vail, newsreel cameraman for Pathe, and Joe Rucker of Paramount photograph boundary markers.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-05-26 WRA no. -536
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

World History and English, a two hour class taught by Mrs. Hanny Billigmeier.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1942-11-04 WRA no. -636
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A


Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-29 WRA no. -915
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 78, section A

A pleasant Sunday afternoon’s recreation is spent by evacuee winter sports enthusiasts on the slopes of Castle Mountain. Home made sleds and various other home made pieces of equipment were used by these young people.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-01-31 WRA no. -975
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The evacuee firemen spend their recreation moments, as do all firemen, by playing a good old American game of cards.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-03 WRA no. -987 ark:/13030/ft7j49p12t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

S. Kanda, poultry caretaker and former oyster worker from Olympia, Washington, tends baby chicks at the poultry farm.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Newell, California. 1943-02-02 WRA no. -992 ark:/13030/ft0w1002w5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif.--E. R. Fryer, Regional Director, War Relocation Authority.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
San Francisco, California. 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-1 ark:/13030/ft3m3nb14k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former California University students of Japanese ancestry who are completing their studies at the University of Nebraska. (L to R) ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yuri Naruyama, Midori Sakamoto (seated on floor), other two, names unknown.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-188 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4qg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume, Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Mason Mamoda, relocated student of Japanese ancestry, assigns a tool from the stock room to Harold Largen, a fellow student in a wood working class at the University of Nebraska. (L to R) Harold Largen and Mason Mamoda, former residence, Minidoka Relocation Center. Photographer: Parker, Tom Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-190 [ark:/13030/ft3290048h]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Former California University students of Japanese ancestry who are completing their studies at the University of Nebraska. (L to R) ... 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-192 [ark:/13030/ft1h4n99sj]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Engineering students doing field work in engineering at the University of Nebraska. (L to R) Takuro Nakai, front, a freshman student in Engineering. Photographer: Parker, Tom Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-193 [ark:/13030/ft3x0nb262]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Engineering students doing field work in engineering at the University of Nebraska. Takuro Nakai, freshman in Engineering. Photographer: Parker, Tom Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-194 [ark:/13030/ft7s20083p]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--United States--History--20th century--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Kataro Murai, left, and fellow student doing some field work in engineering at the University of Nebraska. Photographer: Parker, Tom Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-195 [ark:/13030/ft1489n67w]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Carrying on the traditional homework, two students of Japanese ancestry, relocated from west coast states, will complete their studies at ... 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-196 [ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3vb]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>Former California University students of Japanese ancestry who are completing their studies at Nebraska University. (L to R) Sukio Oji, ... 1942-11-10 WRA no. E-198 [ark:/13030/ft896nb4xh]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 35, section E</td>
<td>These evacuee students at the University of Nebraska are standing in front of the stadium at Nebraska University. Joe Nishimura, ... 1942-11-11 WRA no. E-199 [ark:/13030/ft0w1002xp]  Subjects and Indexing Terms  Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These evacuee students at the University of Nebraska are standing in front of the stadium at Nebraska University. (L to R) Joe Nishimura, sophomore in Mechanical Engineering; John Mitsumari, freshman; Cromwell Mai Sakamoto, freshman from Minidoka.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-11 WRA no. E-200

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
John Shiokari, a freshman at the Agricultural Engineering School, who is working in the Y.M.C.A. cafeteria for his room and board. 
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-11 WRA no. E-206 ark:/13030/ft8580080h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kotaro Murai performing an experiment in the chemical laboratory at the University of Nebraska. Kotaro is working his way thorough school by working in the Y.M.C.A. cafeteria. He was formerly a student at the University of California, Berkeley, California.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
Lincoln, Nebraska. 1942-11-11 WRA no. E-213 ark:/13030/ft3s2004qt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco--E. R. Fryer, Regional Director, War Relocation Authority.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
San Francisco, California. 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-3 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7kf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yonezo Suzuki, 539 West Second, South, owner and operator of the Topaz Barber shop. Yonezo was evacuated from San Francisco, ... 1943-03-29 WRA no. B-306 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2g7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yonezo Suzuki, 539 West Second, South, owner and operator of the Topaz Barber shop. Yonezo was evacuated from San Francisco, ... 1943-03-29 WRA no. B-307 ark:/13030/ft9s200928
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yonezo Suzuki, 539 West Second, South, owner and operator of the Topaz Barber shop. Yonezo was evacuated from San Francisco, ... 1943-03-29 WRA no. B-308 ark:/13030/ft3m3nb153
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yutaka Inouye, 23, former vegetable worker from Watsonville, California, is employed here as a vegetable packer in a local produce farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Denver, Colorado. 1943-03-31 WRA no. B-369 ark:/13030/ft8g5007xz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yutakoa Inouye, 23, former vegetable worker from Watsonville, California, is employed here as a vegetable packer in a local produce farm.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Denver, Colorado. 1943-03-31 WRA no. B-371 ark:/13030/ft4c6005mf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Yoshiye Abe is an employee of the Flag and Decorating Company, 1848 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colorado. A former resident ... 1943-03-31 WRA no. B-372 ark:/13030/ft1p3003fx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Marry Higuchi, formerly of San Pedro, California, was a voluntary evacuee, in March, 1942. She is shown separating eggs at Toner’s Egg Company in Denver. 90% of the eggs that pass through the plant go either to the army or to Lease Lend.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Denver, Colorado. 1943-04-01 WRA no. B-374 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7mx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ralph Iyemure, formerly a nursery man in Oakland, California, is shown here operating an egg sealing machine at Toner’s Egg ... 1943-04-01 WRA no. B-375 ark:/13030/ft0t1n99mm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Miss Matilde Honda, attending a patient in the Colorado General Hospital, where she is employed as a staff nurse. Miss ... 1943-04-06 WRA no. B-381 ark:/13030/ft496nb22c
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Miss Matilde Honda, attending a patient in the Colorado General Hospital, where she is employed as a staff nurse. Miss ... 1943-04-06 WRA no. B-382 ark:/13030/ft3x0nb27k
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Miss Masako Takayoshi attending a patient in the Colorado General Hospital, where she is employed as assistant head nurse in ... 1943-04-06 WRA no. B-383

George Dotimoto, Japanese-American evacuee from the Gila River Relocation Center working at a power grinder in the G. & N. ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-547

Bob Sato (at hoist) and Otto Shinagawa (at lathe) help to make machine tools, dies, and castings at the G. ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-548

Johnny Mishima (left) and George Tanaka have just completed the process of chrome plating a machined part at a plant ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-549

May Mukai, Japanese American girl evacuated from the West Coast, begins the process of making a basket in a factory ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-550

Jiro Habara (center) and Jack Sakamoto (right) work with Caucasian employees at a chrome plating plant in Cleveland. Both Japanese-Americans ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-551

Fumio Miyamoto, Japanese American evacuee from the Gila River Relocation Center in Arizona, works at a shaper in the plant ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-552

May Mukai (left) and Florence Uyeda, Japanese-American girls who formerly lived at the Central Utah Relocation Center, in front of ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-553

Mr. and Mrs. Seiji Imori and their daughter, May, in the Dougherty Lumber Company. Both Mr. and Mrs. Imori are ... 1943-06 WRA no. B-554
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<tr>
<th>Volume 35, Section E</th>
<th>Miss Helen Shoji, a registered nurse, employed at the Children's Hospital of Michigan, in Detroit. She came here from the ... 1943-06-19 WRA no. B-572 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft138nb025]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<td>Evacuees coming out of the Central Methodist church in Detroit after attending services on Sunday, June 20, 1943. In the ... 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-573 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft658006p8]</td>
</tr>
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<td>Volume 35, Section E</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. George Amano having breakfast in their apartment. They are newlyweds, having been married at the Central Methodist ... 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-574 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft0s2002nw]</td>
</tr>
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<td>Volume 35, Section E</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Frank Doi in their victory garden. This scene shows Frank, with a garden rake in his hand, ... 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-576 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft9r29p28b]</td>
</tr>
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<td>Evacuees who have relocated in Detroit under the program of the War Relocation Authority, participate in young people's service and ... 1943-06-20 WRA no. B-577 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft7779p0rq]</td>
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<td>Joyce Ichikawa is a file clerk, aged twenty, and is single. Her mother and father are, at the present time, ... 1943-07-15 WRA no. B-644 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft5s2006dr]</td>
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<td>(L to R) Miss Masako Takayoshi, a participant in the Colorado General Hospital where she is employed as assistant head ... 1943-07-15 WRA no. B-645 ✎ [ark:/13030/ft7199p0g8]</td>
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John Oya, Assistant Accountant in Charge of Payrolls, with his immediate superior, Mr. Paul A. Tadlock, Accountant in Charge. In ... 1943-07-15 WRA no. B-646

New Moon. This entry in the art exhibit, recently held at Cambridge, Massachusetts, under sponsorship of the Friends meeting, won first prize. ARTIST: Chiura Obata, Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah. DATE: ??/??/43 [?]

Bunny. This entry at the art exhibit recently held at Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting received a special award, first in portrait (solo). ($20) ARTIST: Frank Taira, Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah.

This is one of the prize winning entries at the art exhibit at Cambridge, Massachusetts under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting. 2nd Prize winner - Horizons Can Be Clear Paul Zaima - Heart Mountain.

Dust Storm - Poston. This entry in the art exhibit recently held at Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting, received honorary mention. ARTIST: Gene T. Sogioka, Colorado River Relocation Center, Poston, Arizona.

Flowers grown in Tanforan. This entry in the art exhibit recently held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting, received a special award, first in flower painting. ARTIST: Hisako Hibi, Central Utah Relocation Center, Topaz, Utah.

Lonely Country. A third prize winner at an art exhibit recently held at Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting there. ARTIST: Y. Tsuruda, Granada Relocation Center, Amache, Colorado.
Poston After Sundown. A special award, first in camp scenes, was received on this entry in an art exhibit recently held at Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting. ($20) ARTIST: Kakunen Tsuruoka, Colorado River Relocation Center, Poston, Arizona.

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1943 WRA no. B-653 ark:/13030/ft0d5n98v4
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Thistle and Columbine. Honorable mention was made by this entry in an art exhibit recently held at Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting. ($15) ARTIST: Kango Takemura, Manzanar Relocation Center, Manzanar, California.

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1943 WRA no. B-654 ark:/13030/ft938nb59p
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Raccoon Among The Bamboos At Night. Honorable mention was given on this entry in an art exhibit in Cambridge, Massachusetts, ... 1943 WRA no. B-655 ark:/13030/ft3w1004iw

Winter in Minidoka. This entry received honorable mention an art exhibit recently held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the sponsorship of the Friends Meeting. ARTIST: Harry Fukura, Minidoka Relocation Center, Hunt, Idaho.

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1943 WRA no. B-656 ark:/13030/ft8v19p254
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Joe Sitsuda, a former Los Angeles vegetable and fruit clerk who spent two months in a relocation center at Poston, Arizona, is selling a hammer to a customer in the Union Hardware Store in Denver, Colorado, where he is now employed. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denver, Colorado. 1943-03-02 WRA no. E-729 ark:/13030/ft187003hb
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Joe Sitsuda weighs nails for a customer in the Union Hardware Store in Denver. Joe, a former Los Angeles vegetable ... 1943-03-02 WRA no. E-730 ark:/13030/ft3s2004rb
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Masao Igasaki, instructor, listens carefully to check the inflection of tone and pronunciation while lunching with students at the University ... 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-731 ark:/13030/ft7g50078t
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Just learning the language isn't enough for Navy men at the Japanese Language School at the University of Colorado. Habits, ... 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-732 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb21t
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Volume 35, Section E

Group of instructors grading papers at the Japanese language school for Navy and civilian students at the University of Colorado. 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-733
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A group of instructors marking test papers at the Japanese language school for Navy and civilian students at the University. 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-734
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On the University of Colorado campus, two students of the Navy Language School stop to chat in Japanese with Susumu. 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-735
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Navy students in the Japanese Language school at the University of Colorado recording their spoken Japanese as part of the... 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-736
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In his dormitory quarters at the University of Colorado Japanese Language school, John Sato, instructor, grades student papers. Before using... 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-737
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Navy students in the Japanese Language school at the University of Colorado learn to write by dictation. Language instructor, Grayce... 1943-02-03 WRA no. E-738
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Ikuro Wada, former produce packing shed worker from Hollister, California, came to Denver from the Colorado River Relocation Center. Ikuro... 1943-08-16 WRA no. B-740
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Hank Takeda, former truck driver from Hollywood, California, came to Denver from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center. Hank likes his... 1943-08-16 WRA no. B-741
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Kenneth Sugioka, young Nisei, at work on a precision lathe in the defense plant of the Hathaway Instrument Company in... 1943-05-05 WRA no. E-870
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Jim Kamahachi, an electro-plater, at work in the defense plant of the Hathaway Instrument Company in Denver, Colorado. Jim and ... 1943-05-05 WRA no. E-871

Jim Kamahachi, an electro-plater, at work in the defense plant of the Hathaway Instrument Company in Denver, Colorado. Jim and ... 1943-05-05 WRA no. E-872

Chief designing engineer, Sam Behar of the Superior Type Company, Chicago War Contract Manufacturer of automatic marking machines for the ... 1943-05-15 WRA no. E-887

Eugene Y. Komo at work at a drafting table in the design room of the Superior Type Company, War Contract ... 1943-05-15 WRA no. E-888

Harry Bostram, Chief Machinist in charge of tool and design [illegible], checks the operation of a model machine, in the ... 1943-05-15 WRA no. E-889

In a Chicago Corrugated Box Manufacturers Plant, Jack [illegible]matsu adjusts controls on a big corrugated paper making machine. He was ... 1943-05-17 WRA no. E-891

In the heart of a big corrugated paper manufacturing machine, with cardboard whizzing through the machine above his head, Walter ... 1943-05-17 WRA no. E-892

Children in an afternoon class at the Christopher House in Chicago, learning folk dances under the direction of Tetsu Sugi. ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-893

Children in an afternoon class at the Christopher House in Chicago, learning folk dances under the direction of Tetsu Sugi. ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-894

- **volume 35, section E**
  
  A group of eager students gather around their instructor, Tetsu Sugi, in a children's sewing class at Christopher House in ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-895

  ark:/13030/ft2489n7d8
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  At Brandt's Beauty Salon in Chicago, Mary Lucy Nakamura continues to practice her trade as a beautician, which was temporarily ... 1943-05-19 WRA no. E-897

  ark:/13030/ft4c6005nz
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  In the drafting room of Dave Chapman, prominent Industrial Designer, Mr. Chapman and two designing engineers, Kim Yamaski and Albert ... 1943-05-19 WRA no. E-898

  ark:/13030/ft638nb2xm
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  In a typical greenhouse operation of spreading sulphur on the steam pipes to purify the air, Harley Umeda, a former ... 1943-05-17 WRA no. E-899

  ark:/13030/ft7k400790
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  Maintaining the pump and machines in a greenhouse is a job for an experienced mechanic, such as Sho Takahashi, who ... 1943-05-17 WRA no. E-900

  ark:/13030/ft6b69n9sg
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  Watering the roses in a Chicago florist's greenhouse is Mas Nagai, former west coast resident of Japanese ancestry, who, at ... 1943-05-17 WRA no. E-902

  ark:/13030/ft0t1n99n4
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  Placing an X-ray in a viewing box for study is Dr. Harold Kushi, M.D., formerly of Los Angeles, California. At ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-903

  ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3wv
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- **volume 35, section E**
  
  Placing an X-ray in a viewing box for study is Dr. Harold Kushi, M.D., formerly of Los Angeles, California. At ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-904

  ark:/13030/ft896nb4z1
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Intent at the microscopic slide is Dr. Harold Kushi, M.D., formerly of Los Angeles, California. At the time of the ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-905 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4jf
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Satsui Fujii, laboratory technician, has found permanent employment. Satsui, whose former home, and the present home of her parents, is ... 1943-05-16 WRA no. E-906 ark:/13030/ft600006ph
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Jane Oi from Granada Relocation Center, Sally Fujimoto, from Manzanar, and Harrio Najima from Tule Lake, visit the Lincoln Memorial. All three are working for the War Relocation Authority in Washington. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen

"Washington, D.C.", . 1943-10-14 WRA no. B-906 ark:/13030/ft3s2004sv
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Two evacuees working for a nursery at Monroe, Michigan, relax at the end of the day. They are Dean Ono ... 1943-07 WRA no. B-987 ark:/13030/ft8779p1db
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The first evacuees to relocate in Michigan went to work for the Greening Nursery Company at Monroe. Some of them ... 1943-07 WRA no. B-988 ark:/13030/ft6779p03k
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A big breakfast bright and early is the custom of the Katagiri and Kadoyama families who have relocated from Tule ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-255 ark:/13030/ft9b69p2hb
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When there is work to be done, the women folks at the Arlington Heights farm are ready, and as can ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-256 ark:/13030/ft8c608sq
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George Shintaku, 26-year-old Auburn, California store clerk who was evacuated from Tule Lake and later relocated in the Chicago area, ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-257 ark:/13030/ft75800738
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Husky Atsushi Tokunaga, 22 year old Stockton, California youth, is checking up on a load of newly-washed carrots, while his ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-258
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Sam Yuki, formerly of Lodi, California, and now working in Chicago, is going through his wardrobe to select that particular ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-259
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Judging from their smiles, these boys like working in Chicago. They are washing and sorting vegetables for the A.J. Krecker ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-260
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Home life in Chicago can be mighty cozy, says James Kashima, 58-year-old issei from Pasadena, California, who brought his wife ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-261
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Elmer L. Shirrell, Chicago area supervisor for the WRA, is explaining the functions of the Chicago WRA office to Pvt. ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-262
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Chicago WRA supervisor, Elmer L. Shirrell, welcomes five resettlers who have come to the Midwest. From left to right as ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-263
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Nisei boys and girls in Chicago find a ready welcome in the Midwest schools. Here is an assembly class in ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-264
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Although these young people are not all in the same class they have dropped in to the science lab at ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-265
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Although mushroom growing was an unknown art six months ago, Yasaburo Akinaga now is an expert mushroom grower and picker ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-266
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Four American Japanese employed by the Illinois Mushroom Company have just brought in loaded baskets of mushrooms which they had ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-267</td>
</tr>
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<td>In Chicago several American Japanese families live in war housing projects. Here is a picture of one section of the ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-269</td>
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<td>Everybody likes to eat and the nisei who have resettled in Chicago are no exception. Seated before this luscious meal ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-270</td>
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<td>Miss Waka Mochizuki, secretary to John Thomas of the Department of Cities in the American Baptist Home Mission Society. Waka ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-271</td>
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<td>36</td>
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<td>Checking construction plans in the New York Office of an architectural firm is Sunao John Iwatsu with a fellow worker. ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-272</td>
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<td>Checking blue prints in the New York Office of an architectural firm is Sunao John Iwatsu, a former San Francisco ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-273</td>
</tr>
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<td>36</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Kaname Fred Ota and their nine month old baby girl, Madeline, in the kitchen of their New ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-274</td>
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<td>36</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Putting their nine month old daughter, Madeline, to bed in their New York City home, is Mr. and Mrs. Kaname ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-275</td>
</tr>
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<td>36</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Kaname Fred Ota (left) his wife and nine month old daughter Madeline, and their guest Saburo Tomita at dinner in ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-276</td>
</tr>
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Miss Tokiko Ann Tanaka giving a permanent wave in the Economy Beauty Shop, which she owns and operates on upper ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-277

Mae Enseki and her brother Richard, Jr., relax at their hobbies in their new home in New York City. They ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-278

The Enseki family, May and Richard, Jr., and their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Enseki, enjoy a game of ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-279

Mrs. Rachel Davis Du Bois (extreme left), director of the Intercultural Educational Workshop, is leading a group of New York ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-280

Dr. Frederick R. Thorne (standing, right) discussing the cutting and editing of a moving picture taken of several relocation centers, ... 1944-01-06 WRA no. G-281

James Yoshida, who is weighing vegetables for a customer, is in charge of the produce department of the Media Cooperative store in Media, Pennsylvania. He came from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center.

In the living room at Pendle Hill, a Quaker graduate school at Wallingford, Pennsylvania. From left to right: Jyuichi Sato, ... 1944-01-01 WRA no. G-283

Yoshihiro Tsukahara, Gila River, and Jesse Hiraoka, Gila River, are working at the Strath Haven Inn at Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, for their room, board, and spending money. They attend Swarthmore High School during the day where both were members of the football squad at one time.
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The versatile Jesse Hiraoka, Gila River, and Yoshihiro Tsukahara, Gila River, put on white coats at Strath Haven Inn at Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, and help in many capacities to put themselves through high school. Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. 1944-01 WRA no. G-285 ark:/13030/ft2779n7dx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

John Y. Nakagawa, formerly of Granada, who works in the produce department of the Media Cooperative store in Media, Pennsylvania, shows a customer the best buy. Media, Pennsylvania. 1944-01 WRA no. G-286 ark:/13030/ft6779p043

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Satsui Fujii, laboratory technician, has found permanent employment. Satsui, whose former home, and the present home of her parents, is ... 1943-05-16 WRA no. E-907 ark:/13030/ft0q2n9978

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the tool shop at the plant of the Tuthill Spring Co., War Contract Manufacturers of heavy truck springs and ... 1943-05-14 WRA no. E-908 ark:/13030/ft8p3007n4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the Chicago Plant of the Tuthill Spring Company, War Contract Manufacturers of heavy truck springs and spring accessories, George ... 1943-05-14 WRA no. E-909 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2hr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the plant of the Tuthill Spring Company, War Contract Manufacturers of heavy truck springs and spring accessories, Takeo Itami, ... 1943-05-14 WRA no. E-910 ark:/13030/ft9g5008p4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Checking a model machine for marking 20mm machine gun shells, Eugene Y. Komo, mechanical craftsman and designer, is again pursuing ... 1943-05-15 WRA no. E-911 ark:/13030/ft0s2002pd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Making preliminary sketches for post war construction of an electric appliance office in St. Louis is Albert Nozaki, in the ... 1943-05-19 WRA no. E-913 ark:/13030/ft087002d0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the drafting room of Dave Chapman, Chicago Industrial Designer, Kim Yamasaki re-designs a bench drill press for post war ... 1943-05-19 WRA no. E-914 ark:/13030/ft8t1nb59z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
In a Des Plaines, Illinois, Photo Finishing Plant, Sakiko Shiga, former resident of Seattle, Washington, feeds snapshot prints into ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-915

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At an enlarger in the dark room of a Des Plaines, Illinois, Photo Finisher, Mas Ito, former resident of Los ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-916

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the sorting room of the Des Plaines greenhouse plant of the Premier Rose Gardens, a group of relocated boys ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-917

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The chief and foreman, former west coast residents of Japanese ancestry, who spent several months at relocation centers after evacuation ... 1943-05-18 WRA no. E-918

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Masako Toyama, a former Californian, who was evacuated from the west coast and spent several months in a relocation center, at work on the bench of a defense plant, rewinding truck armatures at the Thompson Auto Supply Company of Denver. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denver, Colorado. 1943-07-05 WRA no. E-919

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. James Kamahachi being complimented on her party cake by her new neighbor Mrs. Peterson. Mr. Kamahachi works in a ... 1943-07-07 WRA no. E-920

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

John Canda, night manager of the Master Service Garage at 1750 Welton Street, checking with a cab owner driver for ... 1943-07-05 WRA no. E-921

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jim Canda, a former west coast garage operator who spent several months in the Granada Relocation Center, inspects brake drums on his present job as night manager of the Master Service Garage in Denver. Photographer: Parker, Tom

Denver, Colorado. 1943-07-05 WRA no. E-923

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 36, section E
Jimmie Kamahachi and his wife entertain friends at an evening of bridge, with the traditional windup of cake and coffee. ... 1943-07-07 WRA no. E-924

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Misao Okada and Kazuko Okada, whose homes prior to the evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from the west coast ... 1943-07-06 WRA no. E-929

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Misao Okada and Kazuko Okada, whose homes prior to the evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from the west coast ... 1943-07-07 WRA no. E-930

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Mrs. Ayako Kasai, 24, from the Granada Relocation Center, formerly from Colusa, California, where she was a housewife. She is ... 1943-08 WRA no. E-932

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Mrs. Ayako Kasai, 24, from the Granada Relocation Center, formerly from Colusa, California, where she was a housewife. She is ... 1943-08 WRA no. E-933

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Ruth Nishi, 21, an evacuee from Poston who is now working for the Bloomfield Mfg. Co., Chicago, where she skillfully ... 1943-08 WRA no. E-934

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Larry Ogino (left), formerly a student of commercial art at San Jose State College in California, now relocated from the Poston Center and working for the Florence Art Company where he decorates figurines and giftware. Photographer: Parker, Tom Chicago, Illinois. 1943-08 WRA no. E-935

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Larry Ogino (left), formerly a student of commercial art at San Jose State College in California, now relocated from the Poston Center and working for the Florence Art Company where he decorates figurines and giftware. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Chicago, Illinois. 8/7/43 WRA no. E-935A

[recto] Larry Ogino (left), formerly a student of commercial art at San Jose State College in California, now relocated from the Poston Center and working for the Florence Art Company where he decorates figurines and giftware. ; Photographer: Parker, Tom ; WRA no. E-935A [recto]

[verso] Larry Ogino (left), formerly a student of commercial art at San Jose State College in California, now relocated from the Poston Center and working for the Florence Art Company where he decorates figurines and giftware. ; Photographer: Parker, Tom ; WRA no. E-935A [verso]

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. E-935

Girls of all nationalities attend the summer Y.M.C.A. harvest camp at Pueblo, Colorado. The camp of '43 welcomed girls of Japanese ancestry, who were residing at a relocation center in Colorado. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Pueblo, Colorado. 1943-07-09 WRA no. E-937 ark:/13030/ft7d5nb460

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On Army leave, these three young soldiers from Camp Shelby, Mississippi, are visiting relatives and friends who have relocated in ... 1943-09-13 WRA no. E-941 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2kr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

James Tanaka works in the New York City studios of a movie cartoon producer. James worked for five years in the studios of Walt Disney and secured his present position while at the Rohwer Relocation Center in Arkansas. Photographer: Parker, Tom
New York, New York. 1943-09-17 WRA no. E-943 ark:/13030/ft0k4002hh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Before evacuation, Tsutaye Ikebasu taught sewing in a private school in Inglewood, California. After spending nine months in the Rohwer ... 1943-09-13 WRA no. E-945 ark:/13030/ft4k40050f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Katsuo Horiuchi had a nursery business out in California before evacuation. He was interested, since completing a high school course ... 1943-09-13  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Saburo Tomita is a printer. He followed his craft in Los Angeles for many years, then when all persons of ... 1943-09-13  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Before the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from the west coast, Mrs. Miyoko Hirano Masuda specialized in the ... 1943-09-13  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Tom Inada and James Tanaka work in the New York City studios of a movie cartoon producer. James worked for ... 1943-09-13  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
High in a New York skyscraper, Masao Nakata works at his new profession, dental laboratory technician. Masao lived in Alameda, ... 1943-09-14  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Enjoying a game of ping-pong at the Washington USO for Nisei servicemen and their guests is Yvonne Noguchi, Minidoka, one ... 1945-08-11  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Shown are the checks received by Jim Takeuchi and Yosh Hada, workers of the Big Spruce Logging Company operated by ... 1945-08  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
Greeting travelers in a Bridgeport, Connecticut hotel is Ken Hayashi, former newspaper correspondent and gas station operator from Tacoma, Washington. ... 1943-09-18  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E  
I sure like New England, says Ben Ninomiye, former Oakland, California laundry route man who spent a few weeks in ... 1943-09-16  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Prior to the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from west coast areas, Takashi Inouye was a farmer and ... 1943-09 WRA no. E-957 <ark:/13030/ft9z09p2qc

Mary Kobayashi, who spent some time at the Colorado River Relocation Center, is now working in Washington as housekeeper and general aid to the director of the American Friends Service Committee guest house.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
"Washington, D.C.", , 1943-09 WRA no. E-958 <ark:/13030/ft6w10071h

Richard Sakamoto and his wife came to Washington from the Granada Relocation Center. He is now working for a photographic studio.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
"Washington, D.C.", , 1943-09 WRA no. E-959 <ark:/13030/ft3779n82j

Left to right: Miss Iris Watanabe and Miss Sue Ogata at induction ceremonies where the two girls, along with seventeen ... 1943-12-13 WRA no. E-960 <ark:/13030/ft6k4006z1

Ruby Yoshino was on the threshold of a concert career as a lyric soprano when all persons of Japanese ancestry ... 1943-12-20 WRA no. E-961 <ark:/13030/ft638nb2z4

Second Lieutenant Kei Tanahashi of the 442nd Combat Team in the United States Army. Lt. Tanahashi is a Nisei, a ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. E-971 <ark:/13030/ft638nb2z4

Miss Ann Tanaka owns and operates her own beauty shop on upper Broadway in New York. Ann relocated from the ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-975 <ark:/13030/ft787007pq
volume 36, section E

Left to right: May Tanaka, Ann Tanaka, and Grace Miyata (sitting). May and Ann Tanaka, who relocated from the Granada ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-976 ark:/13030/ft3c60041v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Left to right: May Tanaka, Ann Tanaka, and Grace Miyata. May and Ann Tanaka, who relocated from the Granada Relocation ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-977 ark:/13030/ft1p3003gf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

In a Manhattan lapidary plant, a group of relocated Nisei representing nearly all the relocation centers, are employed at the highly skilled trade of cutting and polishing semi-precious stones.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

New York, New York. 1944-01 WRA no. E-978 ark:/13030/ft5p3006b2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Akio Ite is working in a Manhattan lapidary plant where he cuts and polishes semi-precious stones. Akio relocated in New York in July, 1943. He formerly lived in Los Angeles, where he was a landscape gardener. His parents are still in Amache.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

New York, New York. 1944-01 WRA no. E-979 ark:/13030/ft138nb03p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

A former San Francisco art shop sales girl, Tae Doi, now works in a Manhattan specialty shop. Tae was born ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-980 ark:/13030/ft8489p1n9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Kay Odahara in her new apartment just across the street from Radio City in New York. Here she is hanging ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-982 ark:/13030/ft9d5nb5b5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Grace Ohno (center) and her co-workers are preparing surgical injection sets in New York's world famous Mount Sinai Hospital. Grace ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-983 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb3d8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Ella Ito (third from left) and her co-workers prepare plasma containers for the blood bank at New York's world famous ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-984 ark:/13030/ft9489p1sp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Sam S. Matayoshi makes his first job application in New York to Miss Edith Smith, Employment Director at New York's ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-985 ark:/13030/ft7290079q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 36, section E

Left to right: Shig Murao, Minidoka; Grove Yoshiwara, Granada; Minoru Arita, New York; Hideo Furokawa, Heart Mountain and Granada; George ... 1944-01
WRA no. E-986  [ark:/13030/ft6z09p077]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

All Japanese-Americans in the New York area have a standing invitation to attend the Thursday night social and dance at ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-987  [ark:/13030/ft5s2006f8]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Richard K. Enseki is an auto mechanic for a Brooklyn Motor Sales Co. Richard relocated from the Gila River Center ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-988  [ark:/13030/ft8199p1q2]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Yuriko Amemiya is a seamstress for a mid-Manhattan dress manufacturer since she relocated from the Gila River Relocation Center. Her ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-989  [ark:/13030/ft5g50068q]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Yuriko Amamiya is studying interpretive dancing on a scholarship at the famed Martha Graham School in New York. Back in ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-990  [ark:/13030/ft8h4n4b4d]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Yasamura family. In the foyer of the famed Riverside Church in New York, the Yasamura family stop to chat with ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-992  [ark:/13030/ftm3nb0kh]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Yasamura family. Mr. Jobu Yasamura manages a cooperative store in Brooklyn, New York. Back home in Auburn, Washington, he and ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-993  [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5hd]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Yasamura family. Ailyn, seven, and a neighbor boy watch big brother Seiichi Yasamura work on his airplane models. Seiichi has ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-994  [ark:/13030/ft489n68d]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E

Yasamura family. Ailyn, six, entertains a neighbor boy and her not too impressed big brother, Seiichi, eleven, at the tea ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-995  [ark:/13030/ft658006r9]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Yasamura family. Seiichi Yasamura, eleven, listens to the teacher in his Sunday School at the famed Riverside Church in New York. 1944-01 WRA no. E-997
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Yasamura family. Seiichi Yasamura, center, eleven year old son of Jobu Yasamura, in one of his classes at Corpus Christie High School in San Antonio. 1944-01 WRA no. E-998
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 36, section E
Yasamura family. Ailyn Yasamura, six, and a classmate enact a story for the rest of a first grade class in Corpus Christie High School in San Antonio. 1944-01 WRA no. E-999
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 37, section E
Masami Yoshida from Heart Mountain, secretary to Clarence Pickett, the Executive Secretary of the American Friends Service Committee, works in Corpus Christie High School in San Antonio. 1944-01 WRA no. G-287
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 37, section E
When the photographer stopped on short notice at Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, only six of the ten Japanese American students attended. 1944-01 WRA no. G-288
Additional Note
Correct spelling of Miyoko Inouye's name, and association of Inouye brothers with Tule Lake rather than Jerome, provided by a family member in Feb. 2007.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 37, section E
Masami Yoshida and Kiyo Nakagawa watch Jerry Nakagawa and Dorothy Yoshida playing around the Christmas tree in the living room of the Japanese Quarters in Corpus Christie High School in San Antonio. 1944-01 WRA no. G-289
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 37, section E
Dean Frances Blanshard of Swarthmore College talks to a group of Nisei students. From left to right they are Tomomi Murakami, Rohwer; Warren Uchimoto, Gila River; Kimi Nagatani, Minidoka; Miyoko Inouye, Jerome; George Inouye, Jerome; and Ruth Dohi, Poston. Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. 1944-01 WRA no. G-290
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 37, section E
Kiyo Nakagawa (Mrs. John), formerly of Granada, and her five-year-old son, Jerry, admire Hobo, as three-year-old Dorothy Yoshida looks on. 1944-01 WRA no. G-291
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 446
Mrs. Kiyoko Nakagawa, Granada, and Mrs. Yoshida, Heart Mountain, know how to make themselves useful and share the domestic duties in their new homes. Mrs. Nakagawa is washing spinach.

Wallingford, Pennsylvania. 1944-01 WRA no. G-293 ark:/13030/ft558005q0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

The Student Relocation Council offices on the 15th floor at 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are the mecca for all Japanese Americans arriving here. From left to right they are Kimi Tanaka, Poston; Chiyo, Hiraoka, Gila River; Mrs. Iyo Tamaki, Central Utah; and Kay Yamashita, Central Utah.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-01 WRA no. G-294 ark:/13030/ft6489p02d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

The American Friends Service Committee is one of the organizations which has called upon the WRA when secretaries were scarce. ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-295 ark:/13030/ft938nb5b6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Karl Koiwai, formerly of Minidoka, shows Kay Nakagiri of Central Utah his anatomical specimens which he keeps in his room. Karl is a medical student at Hahnemann Medical College and Kay, a new arrival in Philadelphia, is starting work at Cuneo Press.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-01 WRA no. G-296 ark:/13030/ft6f59n9wp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Three of our men have good jobs as mechanics with the Yellow Cab Company. Here Sam Azuma from Colorado River and Mamoru Kiyoka from Jerome try to get a cab marked 'Off Duty' rolling thru the streets of Philadelphia again.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Pat Mafune, formerly of Tule Lake, at the switchboard at the Women's Homeopathic Hospital, came to Philadelphia at the invitation ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-299 ark:/13030/ft7v19p139
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Yoneko Watanabe and Fuji Fujikawa both from Heart Mountain, who share an apartment, invite the Koiwai brothers, Karl and Henry, ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-301 ark:/13030/ft5f59n97j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Yoneko Watanabe, whose mother returned to Japan just before her birth, remembers nothing there but the earthquake in 1923. She ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-302 ark:/13030/ft0h4n99f2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
In his office at 960 Union Commerce Building, Cleveland, is Harold S. Fistere, Area Supervisor of the WRA activities for ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-303 ◁ ark:/13030/ft3v19n8k7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harold S. Fistere (far right), Cleveland WRA Area Relocation Supervisor, with a group of West Coast evacuees in the Cleveland ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-304 ◁ ark:/13030/ft9n39p2rx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Takeshi Katayanagi, his wife Yaeko, his brother Kiyoshi, and his baby daughter, Kathryn relax in their Cleveland home. The family lived in Berkeley, California, and were sent to the Topaz Relocation Center. They came to Cleveland, where Takeshi works as a trucker and his brother is a warehouseman.
Cleveland, Ohio. 1944-01 WRA no. G-305 ◁ ark:/13030/ft5p3006ck

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Nagayama and his wife Kawayo both work for the same disinfectant manufacturing company in Cleveland. Mr. Nagayama is a ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-306 ◁ ark:/13030/ft4v19n907

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Hitoshi Fukui of Los Angeles and the Heart Mountain Relocation Center now leases and operates a small downtown hotel ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-307 ◁ ark:/13030/ft1m3nb04g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Soichi Yamamoto, an Issei, who formerly lived at Pasadena and spent some time at the Gila River Relocation Center, now ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-308 ◁ ark:/13030/ft7n39p0wd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Joyce Hasegawa (second seat, first row) and June Iwata (first seat, second row) attend public school in Cleveland. Nine-year-old Joyce ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-309 ◁ ark:/13030/ft009n99rf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hoses, funnels, barrels and scales. These are the tools of Carl Takano, a Nisei from Colusa, California, and Amache, who ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-310 ◁ ark:/13030/ft2j49n7cc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tadao Kawaguchi (left), formerly of Rivers, Arizona, and Terminal Island, California, is about to make a move as Hayato Harris ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-311 ◁ ark:/13030/ft25800417

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
On their way to a picture show are Jimmie Okura and Jean Ikeguchi shown leaving the Co-op House in Cleveland ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-312
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Fusaye Nitta of the Colorado River Relocation Center and La Mesa, California; Mrs. Mary Tashima of Poston and Arcadia, ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-313
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tadamasa, 12, Karolyn, 9, and David, 11, children of Mr. and Mrs. Tadao Kawaguchi, being served their dinner by Mrs. ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-314
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Elaine Nishimura, 12, (left); her father, James T.; her mother Bessie; and her aunt, Miss Toyo Miyata, in their new ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-315
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Happy at work are these four Nisei youngsters who are sorting and preparing photograph mountings in The Camera Shop location ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-316
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An interesting picture is in the making as the many intriguing pieces of a jig-saw puzzle are begin fitted together ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-317
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Fred Ouye, or Mary, as she is know to her host of friends in Kansas City, prepares the evening ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-318
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The scene here is the machine compartment of one of Kansas City's many shoe repair shops. In the foreground stooping ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-319
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lily Sakemi, age 20, a Poston Nisei, is just what the boss ordered when he called for an attractive clerk-typist. ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-320
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A concrete example of how Japanese-Americans may progress in American industry outside the centers is here illustrated by Bill Sasagawa, ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-321
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Niseis and Caucasians work together in a spirit of splendid cooperation at Brand and Puritz Garment Company located at 819 ... 1944-01-04 WRA no. G-322

Dr. Milton Honda, Issei evacuee from the Tule Lake Relocation Center, is shown here in his dental office, which he ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-323

The four evacuees in this picture are Masato Yamashita, Willie Tsusaki, and Kiichi Hiramoto (Nisei), and Mr. George Tsusaki (Issei). ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-324

This picture shows Miyoko Mano, a Nisei evacuee from the Tule Lake Relocation Center, busy at her work operating the ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-325

From left to right: Jutaro Ryugo (Issei); Kenneth Robert Ashizawa (Sansei); Mrs. Robert Ashizawa (Nisei); Mrs. Jutaro Ryugo (Issei); and ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-326

Mas Hata (left) and Yosh Watanabe (right), Nisei evacuees from the Jerome Relocation Center, are shown here at their work ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-327

Miss Masako Matsunami is shown in this picture fixing the coat of a customer. The gentleman at the left, fixing ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-328

Miss Flora Kakehashi (standing left), age 22, formerly from the Minidoka Relocation Center, relocated to Omaha in September, 1943, where ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-329

Miss Flora Kakehashi (standing left), age 22, formerly from the Minidoka Relocation Center, relocated to Omaha in September, 1943, where ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-330
(Left) Yoshio Tomita and (right) Masao Tomita, twin brothers from the Minidoka Relocation Center, arrived in Omaha on September 17, ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-331 ark:/13030/ft3x0nb29m
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Seated at the right of the picture is Mr. Henry Katayama, working at the bench as a watchmaker for the ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-332 ark:/13030/ft0q2n99s
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Mr. Amile Okasaki (left), age 19, formerly from the Topaz Relocation Center, a graduate of high school, is shown being ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-333 ark:/13030/ft8k4007z4
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Masako Matsunami, age 26, former resident of the Central Utah Relocation Center, has been employed with the fur department of ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-334 ark:/13030/ft6c60063s
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Kason Kuroda, from the Jerome Relocation Center; Kenji Noda, from the Gila River Relocation Center; and Tom Arima from the ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-335 ark:/13030/ft5k4005z7
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Fred Kitigawa (left) and Chester Ishii, both former residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center, are hard at work at the Chambers Motor Company, Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. Kitigawa states, Des Moines people have been very nice to me. Mr. Ishii also states, Des Moines people have been swell. Des Moines, Iowa. 1944-01 WRA no. G-336 ark:/13030/ft5489n9b4
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Dr. and Mrs. Tom Abe are former residents of the Jerome Relocation Center. Dr. Abe is now resident physician at ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-337 ark:/13030/ft487005jr
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A pleasant homelike atmosphere at the American Friends Hostel in Des Moines, Iowa. Shown in the living room are, left ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-338 ark:/13030/ft1489n69x
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Mrs. Sachi Furuto and Sally Kusayanagi, formerly from Manzanar Relocation Center, at work with the National Screen Corporation of Des ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-339 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2sf
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LaVonne Hammitt (left) and Macine Denger discuss their problems with their teacher and high school principal, Patrick Noda, at Galt, ... 1944-01-01 WRA no. G-340
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volume 37, section E

A group of Japanese-Americans who appeared en masse at the blood donor section of the American Red Cross to volunteer ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-342
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volume 37, section E

George Yoshizaki, 28-year-old Japanese-American, one of 35 Nisei who offered their blood to the blood donor section of the American ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-343
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Dr. Howard Suenaga, physician and surgeon formerly of Guadalupe, California, leader of 35 Japanese-American who volunteered to give their blood ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-344
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Mrs. Margaret Plotkin, left, and Mrs. Roy W. Wallace, Red Cross staff assistants, register Mrs. Jean Kuroda, Japanese-American evacuee from ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-345
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In Baer's Florist Shop in downtown Cincinnati, Takazumi Asakura, formerly of Santa Barbara and relocating from Gila River Relocation Center, ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-346
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Basketball practice at the University with Mas Nishiba shooting at the basket. Mas lives at the Graduate School of Applied ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-347
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The American Friends Service Committee Hostel operated for the benefit of Japanese Americans ... coming to Cincinnati. The evacuees live ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-348
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Takayama and their family, formerly from Portland, Oregon, enjoy a quiet evening at home after they ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-349
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The Caucasian and Japanese American young people of the contact group which meets regularly at the Y.M.C.A. enjoy a skating ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-350
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Jack Kiba, Nisei, formerly in business partnership with the George A. Michael Produce Company in the State of Washington and ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-351
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Miss Mary Ishii, graduate in liberal arts from University of California at Berkeley in 1942; lived in Sacramento before evacuation ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-352
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Miss Pearl Wright, principal, and one of her teachers playing a game with a few of the pupils, among whom ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. G-353
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Allyce Hirabayashi, one of a dozen Japanese-American women and several men who appeared at the blood donor center of the ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. G-354
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Maxine Davis, nurse at the American Red Cross Blood Donor Center, 117 15th Street, interviews a number of Japanese-American women ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. G-356
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John Katsu, 17-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Miyake Katsu of 35-I C & D, Topaz, Utah, has been elected ... 1944-01-20 WRA no. G-389
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Shown here are eight of Kansas city’s resettlers playing at soccer at the Young Kansas Citians’ Club located at 500 Armour Boulevard in Kansas City, Missouri. The entire facilities of this club have been turned over to the resettlers for every Thursday evening.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1944-01-20 WRA no. G-390
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Community singing is still a popular pastime as evidenced by the group shown here. The Caucasian seated at the piano is the ... secretary of the Young Kansas Citizens’ Club.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1944-01-20 WRA no. G-391
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Table tennis or ping-pong is a popular game with the settlers. Shown here are four near experts at the game. The scene was caught at the Young Kansas Citians’ Club.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. 1944-01-20 WRA no. G-392
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The thrill that comes once in a lifetime! That’s when the newly-blessed bride and groom take up the knife together ...

1944-02-20 WRA no. G-401
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After the ceremony it’s see how pretty the bride is. The pretty bride in this picture is the former Miss ...

1944-02-20 WRA no. G-402
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With faces serene and solemn this young couple listens to the holy words of the wedding ceremony as pronounced by ...

1944-02-20 WRA no. G-404
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The Reverend Jitsuo Morikawa from Poston is the first Japanese American to be made a Pastor of the Baptist Church ...

1944-02-27 WRA no. G-421
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Congratulations are in order after being installed as Assistant Pastor in the First Baptist Church of Chicago. The Reverend Jitsuo ...

1944-02-27 WRA no. G-422
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Beneath the high vaulted ceiling of the First Baptist Church of Chicago, the congregation listens to the first sermon by ...

1944-02-27 WRA no. G-424
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U.S.S. South Dakota

WRA no. G-426
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U.S.S. South Dakota

WRA no. G-427
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U.S.S. South Dakota

WRA no. G-428
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**Volume 37, Section E**

**U.S.S. South Dakota** WRA no. G-429 [ark:/13030/ft3s2004wd]
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**U.S.S. South Dakota** WRA no. G-430 [ark:/13030/ft009n99sz]
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**U.S.S. South Dakota** WRA no. G-431 [ark:/13030/ft238nb12z]
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**John C. Baker, Chief, Office of Reports; War Relocation Authority, Washington D.C.** Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen

- "Washington, D.C.", 1944-03 WRA no. G-432 [ark:/13030/ft4s20059d]
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Hazel Mizusaki is a bookkeeper at the Volta Bureau for the Deaf. She is a graduate of Armstrong College in Berkeley, California. Her parents are still at the Jerome center but she has a brother in Cleveland working for the Asplin Basket Co.** Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen

- "Washington, D.C.", 1944-03 WRA no. G-433 [ark:/13030/ft5w1006bc]
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**Harry Nakao from the Central Utah Relocation Center is now working for the Department of Interior in the Geological Survey ... 1944-03** WRA no. G-436 [ark:/13030/ft829p1wv]
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**Father K. W. Nakajo, M.Th., S.T.M., arrived from Minidoka in November 1943. He is working as a graduate student of Hebrew at Episcopal Seminary in Alexandria. He is also assistant priest at the Emmanuel Episcopal Church in Washington, D.C.** Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen

- Alexandria, Virginia. 1944-03 WRA no. G-438 [ark:/13030/ft109n9991]
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**Miye Yamasaki from Granada is doing graduate work at the University of Maryland as a soil analyst. Her sister is ... 1944-03** WRA no. G-439 [ark:/13030/ft11nb0kh]
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Miye Yamasaki from Granada is doing graduate work at the University of Maryland as a soil analyst. Her sister is ... 1944-03 WRA no. G-440
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Pfc. Kanchi Heyada of the 100th Infantry enlisted March 24, 1941, from Kapaa, Kauai, T.H., where he was born November ... 1944-03-27 WRA no. G-441
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Pfc. Kanchi Heyada of the 100th Infantry enlisted March 24, 1941, from Kapaa, Kauai, T.H., where he was born November ... 1944-03-27 WRA no. G-442
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Captain Taro Suzuki of the 100th Infantry was formerly employed in the grocery department of T.H. Davies & Co., Ltd., ... 1944-03-27 WRA no. G-443
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volume 37, section E


Kansas City, Missouri. 1944-02-19 WRA no. G-446
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Social given by Omaha Y.M.C.A. for the evacuees. Refreshment time. Seated from left to right are Howard Hoshida, Ruth Foland, Betty Schuster, Setsuo Dairiki, Auzella Yamamoto, Paul Tosaya, and Marie Yamamoto. Photographer: Okano, Tom K.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1944-02-19 WRA no. G-447
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Social given by Omaha Y.M.C.A. for the evacuees. Refreshment time. Seated at the front table from left to right are ... 1944-02-19 WRA no. G-448
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From Under the bridge come Miss June Shrauger and George Hashimoto. Mr. Amile Okasaki is helping to hold the bridge ... 1944-02-19 WRA no. G-449
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Social given by Omaha Y.M.C.A. for the evacuees. A group from Lincoln, Nebraska, who were guests at the party are ... 1944-02-19 WRA no. G-450
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T/C Kazuo Yoshida (left) and T/C Clarence Ota (right) visit Heart Mountain. They are originally from Hawaii--volunteered for the 442nd ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-462  
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volume 37, section E  
T/C Kazuo Yoshida (left) and T/C Clarence Ota (right) visit Heart Mountain. They are originally from Hawaii--volunteered for the 442nd ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-464  
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volume 37, section E  
Shugo William Seno came to New York in March, 1944, from the Jerome Relocation Center to take a job with ... 1944-04-24 WRA no. G-465  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
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volume 37, section E  
Shugo William Seno and a fellow worker are lettering copy at one of New York's leading advertising art studios. Mr. ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-466  
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In the New York headquarters of the Common Council for American Unity, Joe Oyama is helping the manager of the ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-467  
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volume 37, section E  
Joe Oyama and the chief clerk of the mailing department of the Common Council for American Unity are checking a ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-468  
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volume 38, section E  
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oyama, now of New York City, were married at the Santa Anita Assembly Center on October ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-469  
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volume 38, section E  
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oyama and Miss Carol Levy are cleaning up the supper dishes in the kitchen of the ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-470  
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volume 38, section E  
Joe Oyama is doing a card trick in the living room of the apartment which he and Mrs. Oyama, formerly ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-471  
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volume 38, section E  
A native of Sacramento, California, Michiko Date was graduate from Sacramento High School and attended Sacramento Junior College for one ... 1944-04-25 WRA no. G-472  
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BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 457
A native of Sacramento, California, Michiko Date was graduated from Sacramento High School and attended Sacramento Junior College for one year. 1944-04-25
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Miss Michiko Date (left) came to New York in February, 1944, from the Jerome Relocation Center to join her sister. 1944-04-25
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These four girls, relaxing in the cozy New York apartment which they now share, came East from four different relocation centers. 1944-04-25
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As a finisher in an exclusive New York custom dress shop, Toshiko Torii is now exercising the skill which she learned during her relocation camp experience. 1944-04-25
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Toshiko Torii and a fellow worker are putting the final touches to a dress in an exclusive New York custom dress shop. 1944-04-25
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The supervisor in this exclusive custom dress shop in New York is explaining a fine point in the art of dressmaking to a visiting soldier. 1944-04-25
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Sgt. Isamu Sanemitsu, with several fellow-patients, partakes of his mess in the ward at Moore General Hospital where he is recovering ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-483 [ark:/13030/ft267nb0pf]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sgt. Isamu Sanemitsu takes his mess in the ward at Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina, where he is recovering ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-485 [ark:/13030/ft9c6008s1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sgt. Isamu Sanemitsu with his fellow patients takes his mess in the ward at Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-486 [ark:/13030/ft1s2003t8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pfc. Kiyashi Yonemori at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina, reads a letter from home. With the 100th Battalion ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-487 [ark:/13030/ft9w1008zw]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pfc. Kiyashi Yonemori at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina, reads a letter from home. With the 100th Battalion ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-488 [ark:/13030/ft2870043x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pvt. Kenichi Kawakami receives physio-therapy treatments at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina. Pvt. Kawakami was serving with the ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-489 [ark:/13030/ft9v19p23d]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three members of the 100th Battalion, all wounded in Italy and recovering at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina, talking with 1st Lt. Shigeru Tsubota.

Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen Swannanoa, North Carolina. 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-482 [ark:/13030/ft8j49p0t1]
Pvt. Kenichi Kawakami receives physio-therapy treatments at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina. Pvt. Kawakami was serving with the ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-490
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Pfc. James Oshiro receiving physio-therapy treatment at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina. He was drafted in Hawaii in ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-491
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Pfc. James Oshiro receiving physio-therapy treatment at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina. He was drafted in Hawaii in ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-492
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Pvt. Kenichi Kawakami is learning weaving from a fellow patient. Working with the loom will help to strengthen his shoulder ... 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-495
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Pfc. James Oshiro and Pvt. Shuichi Tengan playing a game of mumbly-peg. Both boys, wounded while overseas with the 100th Battalion, are patients at the Moore General Hospital.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Swannanoa, North Carolina. 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-496
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Pvt. Noboru Hashiro and Pvt. Kenichi Kawakami at the refreshment bar near their ward in the Moore General Hospital. Both boys, inducted into the army in Hawaii, received shrapnel wounds while in action with the 100th Battalion in Italy.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Swannanoa, North Carolina. 1944-04-19 WRA no. G-497
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>1st Lt. Shigeru Tsubota playing bridge with other officer patients at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina. Lt. Tsubota ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA no. G-498 <em>ark:/13030/ft7g50079b</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>1st Lt. Shigeru Tsubota playing bridge with other officer patients at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina. Lt. Tsubota ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA no. G-499 <em>ark:/13030/ft1x0n99wq</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>1st Lt. Shigeru Tsubota has been serving with the 100th Battalion in Italy. Wounded in action, he is now undergoing ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>Pfc. Kiyashi Yonemori tries taking a few steps with the help of crutches and the nurse. While Yonemori was serving ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>1st Lt. Shigeru Tsubota points out where he was serving in Italy with the 100th Battalion. Lt. Tsubota is a ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>Sgt. Isamu Sanemitsu points out to Lt. Shigeru Tsubota and Pvt. Noboru Hashiro where he was serving in Italy. All ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA no. G-503 <em>ark:/13030/ft729007b7</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>Pvt. Noboru Hashiro and Pvt. Kenichi Kawakami with fellow patients at the Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina, try the ... 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA no. G-504 <em>ark:/13030/ft200003n9</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>1st Lt. Shigeru Tsubota points out where he was serving in Italy with the 100th Battalion to a WAC corporal. Lt. Tsubota is at the Moore General Hospital recovering from a leg wound received in action overseas. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen Swannanoa, North Carolina. 1944-04-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA no. G-505 <em>ark:/13030/ft8r29p1xc</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>Fred Doi, age 35, his wife Mrs. Doi, and their three small children relocated on the Omar Farm, near Elkorn, ... 1944-04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRA no. G-506 <em>ark:/13030/ft496nb24d</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fred Doi, age 35, his wife Mrs. Doi, and their three small children relocated on the Omar Farm, near Elkhorn, ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-507

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Walter Morimoto, age 22, a graduate of Modesto Jr. College, Modesto, California, came to Omaha, Nebraska, last November to take ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-508

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Fred Akahoshi, his wife, daughters Alyce, age 22, and Florence, age 19, son John, age 17, came to Omaha ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-509

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Kasahara, Harry Ikebasu, and Herbert Endo, employed at the Omaha Cold Storage Company, Eighth and Farnan Streets, Omaha, Nebraska. ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-510

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshiaka Sugita, age twenty-three, came to Omaha in October 1943 to make a position with the University of Nebraska Medical ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-511

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pvts. Kazuto Yoshioka and Wallace Hisamoto have a game of cards in the ward at Walter Reed Hospital. Yoshioka lost his right arm below the elbow and Hisamoto his left leg, both in action with the 100th Battalion in Italy. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen


Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pvts. Kazuto Yoshioka and Wallace Hisamoto have a game of cards in the ward at Walter Reed Hospital. Yoshioka lost his right arm below the elbow and Hisamoto his left leg, both in action with the 100th Battalion in Italy. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen


Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tami Nakaguchi arrived in Washington from Jerome in Sept., 1943. Using secretarial training acquired at the center, Tami is now working for the Public Health Service at Bethesda, Maryland. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen

Bethesda, Maryland. 1944-04 WRA no. G-514

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Volume 38, section E

Pat Urushima from Jerome is now working for the Public Health Service at Bethesda, Maryland. 
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Bethesda, Maryland. 1944-04 WRA no. G-515 ☞ ark:/13030/ft2p3004g7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pat Urushima and Tami Nakaguchi, both from Jerome Relocation Center, are now working for the Public Health Service at Bethesda, Maryland, using the secretarial experience which they received in the center. 
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Bethesda, Maryland. 1944-04 WRA no. G-516 ☞ ark:/13030/ft3s2004xx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nobu Yamasaki is a stenographer at the University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. Her sister is working there, too, as a soil analyst. Both girls share an apartment with a younger brother who is in school. 
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
College Park, Maryland. 1944-04 WRA no. G-517 ☞ ark:/13030/ft2n39n72c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Midori Harry Sugimoto, an Issei couple formerly of Torrance and Jerome Relocation Center, are shown checking over ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-519 ☞ ark:/13030/ft267nb0qz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Issei and Sansei go for a walk. Mrs. Umeo Tatsukawa, formerly of Hanford and Jerome Relocation Center, takes her granddaughter, ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-520 ☞ ark:/13030/ft4w1005n7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Enjoying a game of Monopoly at their home in Cleveland, Mr. and Mrs. George Susuma Tabata and their sons, George, ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-521 ☞ ark:/13030/ft2j49n7dw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Asa Tabata at home with William, 7, playing with toys on the floor, and George reading a book. The ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-522 ☞ ark:/13030/ft296nb0sn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These four boys from the Jerome Relocation Center are shown at work at a veneer machine in a basket factory. ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-523 ☞ ark:/13030/ft5s2006h9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. Harold Arase, Jerome, seems to know what is in all the bottles, and he is very successful in his work as laboratory technician at the Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-531 ark:/13030/ft0199n59g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exacting measurement--Mr. Harold Arase, Jerome, concentrates on his work in the laboratory of the Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-532 ark:/13030/ft0v19n6qd

Miss Emi Kiyokawa, Jerome, does some filing in the Finance Section of the American Friends Service Committee, Philadelphia. Miss Kiyokawa's two brothers are also in Philadelphia. Mamoru is with the Yellow Cab Company and Sigeo is engaged in defense work for the Hugh H. Eby Company.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-533 ark:/13030/ft3000046c

Although Miss Emi Kiyokawa only arrived from Jerome in January, she is a valued co-worker of Mr. Ray Leirer and Toshiyuki Koiwai, formerly from Minidoka, in the Finance Section of the American Friends Service Committee, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-534 ark:/13030/ft7n39p0zf

Miss Mary Nojima, Jerome, discussing bookkeeping details with her boss, Miss Bassett, in the Payroll Department of the Farm Journal, Philadelphia. Miss Bassett says that Miss Nojima is her invaluable aide.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-535 ark:/13030/ft0r29n5xc

Miss Mary Nojima enjoys her bookkeeping and payroll work at the nationally-known Farm Journal Magazine in its home office, Philadelphia. Miss Nojima recently relocated from Jerome.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-536 ark:/13030/ft2779n7ff

Miss Rose Utsunomiya, who recently relocated from Jerome, filling a prescription in the pharmacy of Philadelphia's Jefferson Hospital. She is also working for her degree at the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-537 ark:/13030/ft438nb1xh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Miss Rose Utsunomiya, recently from Jerome, and her friend, Judy Schwartz, are busily preparing capsules in the Pharmacy Department of the large Jefferson Hospital. Both are also working for their degrees at the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-538 ark:/13030/ft3c60042c

The Inouye Family, Jerome, on the steps of the Philadelphia Hostel. Mr. and Mrs. S. Inouye, as managers of the Hostel, stand ready to welcome all newcomers while Miyoko, William, and George are enthusiastic aides on weekends from nearby Swarthmore College.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-539 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6tn

The Inouyes form a happy family group in the Philadelphia Hostel. Mr. and Mrs. S. Inouye are the managers of the Hostel, while George, William, and Miyoko attend nearby Swarthmore College. The family relocated from Jerome.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-05 WRA no. G-540 ark:/13030/ft5w1006cw

A small group of the many Japanese American girls employed as maids in the Stevens Hotel in Chicago are relaxing ...

1944-05 WRA no. G-544 ark:/13030/ft83nb4q3

Norima Kitaoka and Yoshito Sera pose for the photographer beside one of the giant ranges in the kitchen at the ...

1944-05 WRA no. G-545 ark:/13030/ft9s20093s

Natsumi Yamashita, formerly of Long Beach, California, is shown working as a typist for a large wholesale stationery concern in ...

1944-05 WRA no. G-546 ark:/13030/ft9fp2b6

Dorothy Yamashita, 4332, S. Drexel Blvd., Chicago, is employed as a typist by a large wholesale stationery concern where she ...

1944-05 WRA no. G-547 ark:/13030/ft6w1002z6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 38, Section E</th>
<th>Marian Nakatsumi, 3430 N. Elaine Place, is employed as a general clerical worker in the credit department of a large ... 1944-05</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Norima Kitaoka are shown in their home, which is also partly their business place, as they have ... 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Sandburg spends most of his time writing and his wife, Lilian Paula Sandburg, most of hers with her goats. ... 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adeline Polega shares with Kaye Miyamoto the job of caring for Mr. and Mrs. Sandburg's 200 goats in their model ... 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilian Paula Sandburg, one of the nation's better known breeders of dairy goats and wife of Carl Sandburg, poet and ... 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A close-up of Carl Sandburg, Lincoln biographer, poet, and staunch advocate of American principles of equality. This picture was taken ... 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Carl Sandburg is shown here with a kid at the entrance to Chikaming Goat Farm, where Kaye Miyamoto, formerly from Jerome, is employed as a goat herd and Sanao Imoto, formerly of Poston, is the Sandburgs' secretary. Harbert, Michigan. 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Carl Thoman, Jr., grandson of Carl Sandburg, poet and biographer, plays with Sanao Imoto, Mr. Sandburg's secretary, at the entrance to the Thoman home adjoining the Sandburg goat farm. Joe Carl and Sanao are close friends and spend many happy hours together. Harbert, Michigan. 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Shizuko Shinagawa, 21, of the Women's Army Corps, who was sent to Denver to recruit Japanese-American women for the ... 1944-05</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Private Shizuko Shinagawa, 21, of the Women’s Army Corps, who was sent to Denver to recruit Japanese-American women for the ... 1944-05-22 WRA no. G-564 [ ark:/13030/ft329004f3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Robert Takahashi of Los Angeles and Colorado River Relocation Center is working in a greenhouse after school hours. Bob’s mother and father are also working in Cleveland.

Cleveland, Ohio. WRA no. G-590 [ ark:/13030/ft538nb2jm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bob Takahashi from Colorado River Relocation Center and Seisaburo Ito from Gila River working with their employer H. M. Petersen in his large greenhouse in Cleveland. Mr. Ito is in charge of the temperature control room.

Cleveland, Ohio. WRA no. G-591 [ ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1n0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Seisaburo Ito discussing the tomato plants with Mr. H. M. Petersen, owner of a large greenhouse in Cleveland. Mr. Ito is originally from Los Angeles and relocated from the Gila River Relocation Center.

Cleveland, Ohio. WRA no. G-592 [ ark:/13030/ft2580042r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harold S. Fistere, WRA Relocation Supervisor for the Middle Atlantic area, is addressing representatives of the Japanese American organizations in Cleveland.

1944-05-27 WRA no. G-593 [ ark:/13030/ft467nb237

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harold S. Fistere, WRA Relocation Supervisor for the Middle Atlantic area, is addressing representatives of the Japanese American organizations in New York City.

1944-05-27 WRA no. G-594 [ ark:/13030/ft1m3nb050

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This group of New York City residents is gathered to attend a dinner given by the city’s Japanese American organizations.

1944-05-27 WRA no. G-595 [ ark:/13030/ft6k40071

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Representatives of New York City’s Japanese American organizations saying grace at a dinner given in honor of Harold S. Fistere.

1944-05-27 WRA no. G-597 [ ark:/13030/ft9n39p2t2z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Minoru Yamasaki, chairman of the Resettlement Council of Japanese American organizations in New York City and a representative of the ... 1944-05-27

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kohachiro Takeshita and their daughter, Joy, are now living in Washington, D.C. When at Heart Mountain, ... 1944-04

Rev. Thomas Machida visits the Tidal Basin in Washington. The Jefferson Memorial is seen in the background. Rev. Machida is working for the Federal Communication Commission and, like several other evacuees in Washington, is living in one of the government housing projects.

"Washington, D.C.", . 1944-04

These guests at a get-acquainted party sponsored by the Rochester, N.Y., Committee for the Resettlement of Japanese Americans are participating ...

A few of the 70 Japanese Americans employed by the Illinois Mushroom Company, Naperville, Illinois, are shown in the company's ...

Five Issei asparagus cutters on seasonal leave from Rohwer Relocation Center in Arkansas are shown at work in the fields ...

Isamu Tanaka, formerly resident of Orange County, is shown pitchforking asparagus fresh cut from the fields onto a conveyor belt. ...

Ed B. Phillips, shown seated on the tractor, is just starting from his asparagus field with a full load of ...
Men who work must eat, and the 60 asparagus cutters employed on a seasonal basis by the Illinois Mushroom Company ... 1944-06-15 WRA no. G-607 ark:/13030/ft8c6008vr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Several Japanese Americans are shown working in an asparagus canning plant operated by the Illinois Mushroom Company at Naperville, Illinois. ... 1944-06-15 WRA no. G-608 ark:/13030/ft738nb43g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical scene in the asparagus canning plant operated at the Illinois Mushroom Company at Naperville, Illinois. The company employs ... 1944-06-15 WRA no. G-609 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9nd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Most of the work of grading and sorting asparagus in the cannery operated by the Illinois Mushroom Company at Naperville, ... 1944-06-15 WRA no. G-610 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5g6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Terumitsu Akita, who was a vegetable farmer near Stockton, California, prior to evacuation of the Japanese Americans from the West ... 1944-06-15 WRA no. G-611 ark:/13030/ft709nb3sp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tommy Tanahara, who lived at Anaheim, California, in Orange Country until he and his family were evacuated to Poston Relocation ... 1944-06-15 WRA no. G-612 ark:/13030/ft1w1003nb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As Eugene Matsushige returns to his home in Baltimore, Maryland, from a week-end visit with friends, he is greeted by ... 1944-07-06 WRA no. G-619 ark:/13030/ft5x0nb323

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As parts man in the Baltimore, Maryland garage of the Sun Cab Company, Masao Yano is doing the kind of ... 1944-07-06 WRA no. G-620 ark:/13030/ft9000092k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Iwahei Frank Inui, Issei, found work as a presser in a busy valet service in Baltimore, Maryland, soon after arriving ... 1944-07-06 WRA no. G-624 ark:/13030/ft7199p0hs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Opal Matsushige and her sister Lilly are relaxing in the Baltimore, Maryland, apartment they are occupying temporarily until a home, ... 1944-07-06 WRA no. G-625

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Frances Adachi (extreme left) and Mr. and Mrs. Kaz Adachi, all from Los Angeles and the Granada Relocation Center, ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-626

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An Issei couple recently arrived in New York City are chatting with another Issei couple who have lived in New ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-628

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Chiyo Taki (right), president of the Japanese American Young People's Christian Federation of New York City, is introducing the ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-629

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Charles W. Iglehart, associate professor of the Union Theological Seminary in New York City, leads a discussion group at ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-630

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Dwight J. Bradley, director of the Council for Social Action of the Congregational Christian Churches, is chatting with Miss ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-631

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These New York City residents were participants in a joint discussion on resettlement at the Broadway Temple of the Methodist ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-632

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These second-generation New York City girls have just arrived at the Broadway Temple of the Methodist Church to participate in ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-633

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At a social in the Philadelphia Hostel Miss Mary Ouye of Central Utah is passing the cookies to Miss Dorothy ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-634

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A mah jong game engages the attention of this group at a social at the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Hostel. Seated about ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-635

While refreshments are served at a social in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Hostel, Mrs. Arnold Nakajima, of Princeton, N.J., and Miss ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-636

During a social at the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Hostel, this group of resettlers and Caucasian friends listens to spirituals sung by ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-637

Edwin Sakaguchi of Jerome is passing the cookies at a social in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Hostel while Mrs. Victor Goertzel ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-638

Takako Matsumoto (left) and Ritsuko Nakaji [Kanaji] (right) stroll along a street in New York City where they have resettled. ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-639

Ritsuko Kanaji prepares to enter the Y.W.C.A.'s International Center where she resides in New York City. Ritsuko formerly lived in ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-640

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Komai, formerly of Los Angeles (center), spend an evening in their New York apartment playing bridge ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-641

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Komai in their New York apartment. Following evacuation to Manzanar, the Komais resettled in Washington, D.C., ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-642

Ray Komai (seated), layout artist for a leading New York advertising agency, is shown with two of his fellow workers, ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-645

- **Katsuo Imakyure** is a waiter at the fashionable Terrace Garden Restaurant at the Sulgrave Hotel on New York City's famous ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-646

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese--United States--History--20th century--Photographs

- **Mrs. George Stanicci**, the former Miss Margaret Ichino of the Manzanar Relocation Center, is now a floral designer for a ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-650

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

- **These four former residents of Manzanar Relocation Center are having dinner in the New York City apartment of Mr. and ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-652

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

- **George Stanicci**, formerly of the Manzanar Relocation Center, is sketching his wife, the former Miss Margaret Ichino also of Manzanar, ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-653

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

- **Lani Kai**, Hawaiian born Nisei, is shown in his New York City room. Lani was evacuated to Manzanar from Los ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-654

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

- **Carl Kondo**, freelance writer from Manzanar, formerly lived in Los Angeles. While he was in Los Angeles Carl owned a ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-655

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

- **Aiko Nomiyama (left) from Granada, Sada Akazawa (center) from Manzanar, and Carl Kondo, (right) from Manzanar are seen going over ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-656
Tomiko Yasuda, age 24, was born in Altadena near Pasadena, California. After graduating from Hollywood High School, she attended Los ... 1944-07-18
WRA no. G-657 [ark:/13030/ft1c6003pg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Tomiko Yasuda, who is now in training at the Genesee Hospital in Rochester, New York, as a Cadet Nurse, ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-658 [ark:/13030/ft4p3005w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Rev. Sankin Sano is shown with his wife, Chiyeko, nine year old boy, Toshio, and their latest arrival, a son. ... 1944-07-14 WRA no. G-662 [ark:/13030/ft6w100721

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank H. Ito came to Kansas City on November 4, 1943. He is employed as a shoe repairman together with ... 1944-07-14 WRA no. G-663 [ark:/13030/ft4z09n8rs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Seiji Horiuchi came to work at the Ace Radio Company in Kansas City in early April, 1944. Being an ... 1944-07-14 WRA no. G-664 [ark:/13030/ft238nb13g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Nishimura, age 17, came to Iowa in June, 1944, from the Manzanar Relocation Center. He has completed plans to ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-665 [ark:/13030/ft6t1nb3w5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Shizuka Furuto, age 20, recently came to Des Moines to live with her sister-in-law, Sachi Furuto, where they share ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-666 [ark:/13030/ft9f59p2cx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Susumu Myose, age 19, came to Des Moines in February, 1944. He has been attending the American Institute of Business ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-667 [ark:/13030/ft1r29n79b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Florence Takemura, age 23, former resident of Los Angeles, California, relocated from the Manzanar Relocation Center in October, 1942, ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-668 [ark:/13030/ft0q5002qz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jackson and Mary Takayanagi, formerly of the Manzanar Relocation Center, who have attended Drake University the past year. While attending ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-669 [ark:/13030/ft438nb21j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Gordon Sato, age 16, arrived in Des Moines in June, 1944. He has already made arrangements to enroll at Central ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-670

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Percy Fukushima weighs a package in his very essential job as a shipping clerk. He is employed by the James G. Biddle Company, makers of scientific ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-671

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Keep 'em rolling. Percy Fukushima, formerly of Manzanar, does his bit with the James G. Biddle Company, makers of scientific ... 1944-07-24

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Emiko Ishisaki is a skillful assistant to the well-known American artist, Robert H. Ransley. The goblets she artistically decorates with game birds, animals, and fish will be sent to all parts of the world. Emiko relocated from Manzanar in April, 1944. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-673

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Emiko Ishisaki, formerly of Manzanar, is one of the valued assistants of Robert H. Ransley, prominent American artist. At the ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-674

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These two Japanese Americans are employed by a prominent Philadelphia artist, Robert H. Ransley, painter of American wildlife. Mr. and ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-675

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Games with Chico Sakaguchi, a staff member of the Hope Day Nursery, are eagerly awaited by the children. Chico, who relocated from Manzanar in April, 1944, is a skilled social worker, and the children and their parents deeply appreciate her excellent work.


Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two little girls at Philadelphia's Hope Day Nursery eagerly turn to their teacher, Chico Sakaguchi, formerly of Manzanar, for assistance. ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-677

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Everyone at the Hope Day Nursery in Philadelphia dearly loves Miss Chico. They should, for Chico Sakaguchi, a graduate of ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-678

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Setsuko Mary Yano, formerly of Manzanar, enjoys her work with two well known staff members of the National Japanese American ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-679

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Setsuko Mary Yano, who relocated from Manzanar in April, 1944, is one of the busiest stenographers at the National Japanese ... 1944-07-24 WRA no. G-680

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pvt. Kenneth Otagaki, 27, Japanese American veteran of the famed 100th Infantry Battalion which is still making news in Italy ... 1944-07 WRA no. G-681

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. George Harada, the former Mary Nakano of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, and two of her fellow workers are ... 1944-07-17 WRA no. G-682

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lieut. Col. Gordon Singles of Denver, Colorado and a West Point graduate of 1931, who is in command of the famous 100th Infantry Battalion, which was cited by General Mark Clark for bravery in post-invasion action. Denver, Colorado. 1944-07 WRA no. G-683

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pantomime skit put on by the Omaha WRA personnel entitled Wild Nell, Pet of the Plains. Cast from left to ... 1944-04 WRA no. G-684

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Harumi Yamasaki, from Granada Relocation Center and their grand-daughter, Pat Kiyoi, examining ripening squash on the Edward ... 1944-07-21 WRA no. G-685

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As well as handling all the cultivation, Mr. Harumi Yamasaki takes care of all the farm machinery on the farm ... 1944-07-21 WRA no. G-686

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Harumi Yamasaki is preparing dinner for her employer. She and her husband relocated late this spring to the farm ... 1444-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft6f59n9x6

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. G-687

[recto] Mrs. Harumi Yamasaki is preparing dinner for her employer. She and her husband relocated late this spring to the farm ... WRA no. G-687A [recto]

[verso] Mrs. Harumi Yamasaki is preparing dinner for her employer. She and her husband relocated late this spring to the farm ... WRA no. G-687A [verso]

The Yamasaki family from Granada Relocation Center pose for their picture. From left to right, standing in back, Edith, Jim, ... 1944-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft7000741

Gathered around the piano for some singing are several members of the Yamasaki family with a couple of their friends. ... 1944-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft5q2nb318

Mrs. George Kiyoi is holding her 2 1/2 week old son, Michael for his first picture. Mrs. Kiyoi, the former ... 1944-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft4m3nb23v

Although unable to get his crops in as early as he should have, Mr. Harumi Yamasaki is pleased with the ... 1944-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft4m3nb24c

Mr. Harumi Yamasaki examines his crop of pole beans. He and his wife relocated this spring from the Granada Relocation ... 1944-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft9000933

Mr. Harumi Yamasaki discusses plans for the next day’s work with his employer, Mr. Edward Barron. Mr. Yamasaki and his ... 1944-07-21  
Ark:/13030/ft467nb26s

**Volume 39, Section E**

When the Shelby Hawaiians, a small Hawaiian orchestra composed of members of the 442nd Infantry, visited Walter Reed Hospital under ... 1944-08-12 WRA no. G-701

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Shelby Hawaiians, eight of the Japanese Americans who have been in training with the 442nd Infantry at Camp Shelby, ... 1944-08-12 WRA no. G-702

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Takagi and his father, Tokuichi, formerly of Heart Mountain, who are share-cropping truck crops. Everything grows fast here, says ... 1944-08

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The produce from the 16-acre vegetable garden at Boys Town will be processed for winter use in the new cannery ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-704

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

There are eight in the Tomita family, all of whom are working except Mrs. Tomita. They relocated from the Minidoka ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-705

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kazuo Takichi and his cousin, Mr. T. Ozima, recently purchased this cafe in Omaha, Nebraska. Mr. Ozima is seated ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-706

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Truck crops can be grown in Nebraska and Iowa too. Mr. Tokuichi Takagi (Issei) and his sons, George, formerly of ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-707

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jerry Hashii (left), formerly of Santa Anita, and Henry Kodama, formerly of Tule Lake, with one of the boys of ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-708

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Tsuneoyoshi Manabe (Issei), formerly of Heart Mountain Center, is employed by Mr. John Murray, who is a prominent photographer ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-709

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Ikebasu are a popular couple in the young married group. Their home is always open to the evacuees. They are both working for the Omaha Cold Storage Company, where Harry is drawing top salary as an egg dryer. They say they are getting along nicely and saving a tidy sum every month.

Omaha, Nebraska. 1944-08 WRA no. G-710  ark:/13030/ft5x0nb33m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jerry Hashii from Santa Anita and Henry Kodama formerly of Tule Lake. Mr. Kodama is in charge of the gardens ... 1944-08 WRA no. G-711  ark:/13030/ft3k4004r1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A successful post-evacuation farmer is Harry Saisho, 62, who operates about 85 acres of irrigated tract near Holdrege, Nebraska. Mr. ... 1944-08-20 WRA no. G-712  ark:/13030/ft0d5n98wn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sewing clothes for European refugees are four young women attending the Eastern Regional Conference of the United Christian Youth Movement ... 1944-08-15

WRA no. G-719  ark:/13030/ft5s2006jt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sue Miura is shown making change for a customer at her restaurant in Denver, Colorado. She transferred to the Granada ... 1944-11-01 WRA no. G-722  ark:/13030/ft038n98zq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Reverend T. Shirakawa, Buddhist minister from Granada, and Henry Tanabe, formerly of Tule Lake Relocation Center, visit the Lincoln ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-723  ark:/13030/ft996nb5f2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jesse Hiraoka stops in for a moment to see his brother, Harry, produce manager of one of the Eastern Cooperative ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-724  ark:/13030/ft2j49n7fd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The school band at Palmyra High School is practicing for a forthcoming football game when it will parade and play ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-726  ark:/13030/ft2n39n73w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The school band at Palmyra High School is practicing for a forthcoming football game when it will parade and play ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-727  ark:/13030/ft896nb501

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The kindergarten class of the Westfield Friends School at Riverton, N.J. adds a final whistle to a whistling story being ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-728  ark:/13030/ft8290085f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chieko Anne Shimomura is known as Annie in the third grade of the Westfield Friends School at Riverton, N.J. because ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-730  ark:/13030/ft309nb0v1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Shimomura children are the proud owners of a mother cat and her three kittens. After school Chieko Anne and ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-732  ark:/13030/ft3779n84k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

David Shinn Shimomura is playing a quick game of basketball during recess at the Township Public School near the Ritchie ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-734  ark:/13030/ft1k4003gs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Umeko Shimomura shops for groceries at the Cooperative grocery store managed by Harry Hiraoka at Moorestown, N.J. Mr. and ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-735  ark:/13030/ft1p3003hz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Umeko Shimomura, Mrs. Joshua Ritchie, and Mollie Ritchie in the living room of the Ritchie home. Mrs. Shimomura has ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-736  ark:/13030/ftj49n62x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

David Shinn Shimomura does his homework in the family kitchen while his mother, Mrs. Umeko Shimomura looks on. Mr. and ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-737

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Among the animals on the A. L. Ritchie and J. S. Ritchie farm are nine Irish settler pups which are ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-738

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

In the yard of their home on the Ritchie fruit farm, Riverton, N.J., Mrs. Umeko Shimomura has started a small ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-739

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

In the yard of their home on the Ritchie fruit farm, Riverton, N.J., Mrs. Umeko Shimomura has started a small ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-740

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Mr. Shungo Shimomura sorts Roman Beauty and Delicious apples with his employer, Joshua Sharpless Ritchie. Mr. and Mrs. Shimomura are ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-741

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

After school the Shimomura children usually play with Mollie and Bonnie Ritchie, sometimes with the new kittens and Irish settler ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-742

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Mr. and Mrs. Shungo Shimomura relocated in August from Colorado River Relocation Center to Philadelphia with five of their eight ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-743

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Toshiye Shimomura from the Colorado River Relocation Center is now working as a typist at the Social Service Exchange in ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-744

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Left to right: Robert Ferrario, Kats Tokunaga, and Walter Fuchigami. Robert Ferrario's home is in Duluth and he is a ... 1944-10-15 WRA no. G-770

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---
Left to right: Ben Oishi, Larry Fujii and Ben Furuta. Mr. Furuta, formerly from Colorado River, is shown with two of his assistants in the shipping department of the Bean Sprout Company at Duluth, Minnesota.

Duluth, Minnesota. 1944-10-15 WRA no. G-771 ark:/13030/ft2j49n7gx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Furuta now employs six full-time men producing bean sprouts which are distributed through Mr. Persha's wholesale firm. Mr. Persha is one of Duluth's prominent businessmen. Mr. Furuta is from the Colorado River Relocation Center at Poston, Arizona.

Duluth, Minnesota. 1944-10-15 WRA no. G-772 ark:/13030/ft096n9964

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Susumu L. Takao (left) and Mr. McCleod, Executive Secretary of the Duluth YMCA (right), are shown discussing YMCA activities ... 1944-10-15 WRA no. G-773 ark:/13030/ft1g5003kp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the large duplex home at 5210 Swope Parkway, Kansas City, Missouri, recently purchased by the Yanagas, a reunited family consisting of thirteen members. The home is in a fine neighborhood near the city's largest and most beautiful public park.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1944-10 WRA no. G-777 ark:/13030/ft0199n5ch

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Standing at the front of their newly acquired duplex at 5210 Swope Parkway, Kansas City, Missouri, are Mr. and Mrs. ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-778 ark:/13030/ft1d5n99qv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Reunited in Kansas City, Mo., in Oct. 1944 was this family group of former Californians. Standing, left to right are: ... 1944-10 WRA no. G-779 ark:/13030/ft01n99pn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Rose Yokomizo, a native of Scottsbluff, Nebraska, takes dictation from Major William A. Kutzke, post engineer, whose secretary she is. Until recently she did secretarial work for the War Relocation Authority office at Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

Photographer: Aoyama, Takashi

Sidney, Nebraska. 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-780 ark:/13030/ft8c6008w8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Sam Kimura works in the kitchen of her apartment at the Sioux Ordnance Depot. She, her husband and 21-month-old ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-781 ark:/13030/ft429n88tt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Musaki Yamashita, a former resident of the Topaz Relocation Center, buys a pair of shoes in the post exchange at ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-782  ark:/13030/ft1n39n743

Mrs. Sueno Kodama, formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, works as a clerk-typist in the post property section at the ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-783  ark:/13030/ft958008r6

Mrs. Taft Beppu irons in her apartment at the depot while her two-year-old daughter, Penny, busies herself with a blanket. ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-784  ark:/13030/ft111nb0m1

Mrs. Ben Kawata, who came to the Sioux Ordnance Depot with her husband and small son from the Granada Relocation Center. Mr. Kawata is a munitions handler at the depot. The family formerly resided at Petaluma, California. Photographer: Aoyama, Takashi Sidney, Nebraska. 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-785  ark:/13030/ft7r29p124

Mrs. Roy Takemoto and her son, James, who came to the depot from the Central Utah Relocation Center. Prior to evacuation the Takemotos lived in Lincoln, California. Photographer: Aoyama, Takashi Sidney, Nebraska. 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-786  ark:/13030/ft058002gc

Mrs. Sam Kimura, former Minidoka Relocation Center resident, prepares dinner in the kitchen of her living quarters at the depot ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-787  ark:/13030/ft987008vd

Mrs. Taft Beppu hands Penny, her two-year-old daughter, a soft drink from the electric refrigerator in the kitchen of her ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-788  ark:/13030/ft3w1004mx

Three evacuees unloading prop charges from a box car at the Sioux depot. The prop charges are placed on a truck and transported to a storage place at the depot. Photographer: Aoyama, Takashi Sidney, Nebraska. 1944-11-28 WRA no. G-789  ark:/13030/ft709nb3t6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 483  | **Ben Kawata, former resident of the Granada Relocation Center, and a Caucasian employee arrange shells in neat piles in one ... 1944-11-28** WRA no. G-790  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft5f59n982  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Pfc. Harry Yanaga (left), 26, a native of Fort Lupton, Colorado, and Pfc. Tom Yokoyama, 22, of Ontario, Oregon, wounded ... 1944-12** WRA no. G-793  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft4t1nb214  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Pfc. Edwin Ohki, 21, (left) and Pvt. Ichiro (Bill) Kato, 22, wounded members of the famous 442nd Combat Team which ... 1944-12** WRA no. G-795  🌐<br>ark:/13030/ft2580044s  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Mrs. Duayne M. Kimball of 820 Humboldt Street greets her brother, 1st Lt. Howard Y. Miyake, wounded Japanese war veteran, ... 1945-01-06** WRA no. G-796  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft6199n9gy  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Mrs. Duayne M. Kimball of 820 Humboldt Street greets her brother, 1st Lt. Howard Y. Miyake, wounded Japanese war veteran, ... 1945-01-06** WRA no. G-797  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft658006st  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Harry Yasuda was a linotype operator in San Francisco, California. He came to Rochester from the Topaz Relocation Center in ... 1944-12** WRA no. G-799  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft6q5006j5  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Margie Kawasaki is from the Minidoka Relocation Center in Idaho. Prior to evacuation, she lived in Portland, Oregon. She first ... 1944-12** WRA no. G-800  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft587005w7  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Irene Fukushima relocated from the Rohwer Relocation Center in Arkansas. Her former home was Montebello, California, where she was attending ... 1944-12** WRA no. G-801  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft138nb05q  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
| 483  | **Charles Sawabe was evacuated from Santa Clara, California, to the Poston Relocation Center in Arizona. He received his B.S. degree ... 1944-12** WRA no. G-802  🌐<br>arc:/13030/ft1t1nb0nj  🌐
Subjects and Indexing Terms  🌐
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  🌐 |
Miss Ruby Yoshino visits Walter Reed Army Hospital to entertain the patients there with her singing. With her are Dr. ... 1944-11 WRA no. G-803 ark:/13030/ft5c6006j6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Ruby Yoshino talks with one of the patients at the Walter Reed Army Hospital in Washington, D.C. Miss Yoshino ... 1944-11 WRA no. G-804 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2ks

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sgt. Ben Kuroki is welcomed into the Veteran of Foreign Wars at Omaha, Nebraska. Sgt. Kuroki has spent a year ... 1944-11-26 WRA no. G-809 ark:/13030/ft309nb0w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chas. Mace and Hikaru Iwasaki of the WRA Photographic Unit, pack 1044 mounted enlargements for distribution to the centers where they will be displayed to promote relocation in the southern area. Denver, Colorado. 1945-02-12 WRA no. G-811 ark:/13030/ft8g50080g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacrificing a successful photographic studio in Los Angeles, California, after the evacuation order was a blow to Frank Azuo, but ... 1945-04-02 WRA no. G-812 ark:/13030/ft2f59n7g8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

That enterprising Issei can make new lives for themselves in strange communities is proved by the case of George Inai, ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. G-813 ark:/13030/ft0k4002i1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

What by general consent is one of the most attractively arranged fruit and vegetable stands in the busy downtown Home ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. G-814 ark:/13030/ft8000080r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Captain Yoshiye Togosaki is about to leave for Italy with UNRRA as a medical officer assigned by the U.S. Public ... 1945-02-01 WRA no. G-815 ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5kf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Captain Yoshiye Togosaki talking to Major Eva Landaberg at the UNRRA Overseas Training Center at College Park, Maryland. They are ... 1945-02-01 WRA no. G-816 ark:/13030/ft467nb279

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. 1945-03 WRA no. G-818A

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. 1945-03 WRA no. G-818B

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Kay Kageyama, formerly of Culver City, California, and the Manzanar Relocation Center, is arranging plastic novelties in the showroom of ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-821

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Committee members of the Young Buddhist Association of New York are shown with WRA officials just before the Association's annual ... 1945-02-21 WRA no. G-823

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

The George Washington's Birthday Eve Ball sponsored by the Young Buddhist Association of New York at the Caravan Hall, 110 ... 1945-02-21 WRA no. G-824

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

These resettlers and servicemen are dancing at a George Washington's Birthday Eve Ball sponsored by the Young Buddhist Association of ... 1945-02-21 WRA no. G-825

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Paratrooper Pvt. Tim Arai was one of many servicemen who attended the annual George Washington's Birthday Eve Ball of the ... 1945-02-21 WRA no. G-826

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Miss Mine Okubo, Nisei, who resettled to New York from the Topaz Center, is speaking at a tea in her ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. G-827

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 40, section E

Miss Mine Okubo, Nisei, who resettled to New York from the Topaz Center, is showing one of her drawings to ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. G-829

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Spectators are viewing paintings and drawings of relocation center life by Miss Mine Okubo, Nisei, who resettled to New York ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. G-830

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These are some of a party of 125 Japanese American girls from New York City and vicinity who went to ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-831

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three persons who helped bring together 125 Japanese American girls from New York City and vicinity and 200 Nisei soldiers ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-832

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yuriko Amemiya, modern dancer with the famed Martha Graham dance company, is entertaining 125 Japanese American girls from New York ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-833

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Time out for refreshments at a party for Nisei soldiers at the Nyack, N.Y., USO finds this serviceman and Nisei ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-834

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These Nisei soldiers and girls are being made at home by a hostess at the Nyack, N.Y., USO at a ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-835

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Asaka weighing potatoes in their grocery store. Harry Asaka, Issei, first relocated to Washington, D.C., in ... 1945-04 WRA no. G-852

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Asaka hands out soda pop to neighborhood children in the grocery store which she and her husband own. Harry ... 1945-04 WRA no. G-853

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Higa came to Washington, D.C., in October of 1943 to take a job as a laboratory technician in order ... 1945-04 WRA no. G-854

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Higa, his sister, Shizu, and brother, George, in Frank's grocery store in Washington, D.C. Frank came to Washington in ... 1945-04 WRA no. G-855

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
These two Issei, Koichi Marui, formerly of Central Utah, and Kazuma Nobuto, formerly of Rohwer, are selecting Easter lilies for ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-856 ark:/13030/ft5k40061r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At the Issei-owned Ozone Park Nursery, near New York City, these workers and boys have paused to have their picture ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-857 ark:/13030/ft4p3005x2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These men, all Issei, are at work in one of the 36 greenhouses operated by the Issei-owned Ozone Park Nursery, ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-858 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9px

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At the Issei-owned Ozone Park Nursery, Inc., near New York City, George Fuchigami, son of the founder, and two young ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-859 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2m9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These three women, two of them Issei resettlers, are assembling artificial flower novelties in a workroom of the Miya Flower ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-860 ark:/13030/ft196n99f2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Otozo Iwatsu, Issei, a former resident of San Francisco and the Central Utah Relocation Center, is now employed by the ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-861 ark:/13030/ft696nb32g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kenji Fujimoto, a newcomer to New York City, who formerly resided at the Tule Lake and Central Utah Relocation ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-862 ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3xc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kenji Fujimoto, a newcomer to New York City, who formerly resided at the Tule Lake and Central Relocation Centers, ... 1945-03 WRA no. G-863 ark:/13030/ft489n6cz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ken Shimizu, extreme left, represented the young people of New York City Riverside Church at a City-Wide Unity Conference which ... 1945-03-17 WRA no. G-865 ark:/13030/ft2199n6tb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Ken Shimizu, extreme left, meets other delegates of various racial backgrounds during the City-Wide Unity Conference held in New York ... 1945-03-17 WRA no. G-866 (ark:/13030/ft1z09n6w)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Gathered at the tea table are a few of the 60 persons from Rochester, New York, and vicinity who attended ... 1945-04-08 WRA no. G-867 (ark:/13030/ft3c6004w)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. George Nakashima and their daughter, Mira, from Minidoka, formerly of Seattle, have rented a small house in ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-868 (ark:/13030/ft0199n5d)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Nakashima, architect, laying out a form for bending wood to be used in chairs he is making. George, with ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-869 (ark:/13030/ft5489n9cn)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mira Nakashima puts Moya, her doll, to bed in the little bed made for her by her father, exactly like ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-870 (ark:/13030/ft487005ms)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mira Nakashima puts Moya, her doll, to bed in the little bed made for her by her father, exactly like ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-871 (ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2qt)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Nakashima cuts the beef into thin strips in preparation for a sukiyaki dinner. George and his wife, Marion, and ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-872 (ark:/13030/ft7k4007c1)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. George Nakashima preparing a sukiyaki dinner. The Nakashimas, formerly of Seattle and Minidoka, are living in a ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-873 (ark:/13030/ft2t1nb132)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Little Mira Nakashima is following in her father's footsteps as she prepares to drill a hole in a piece of ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-874 (ark:/13030/ft8c6008x)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Little Mira Nakashima is following in her father's footsteps as she drives a nail into a piece of wood outside ... 1945-05 WRA no. G-875 (ark:/13030/ft767nb3nx)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 40, Section E</th>
<th>George Nakashima at work in his furniture workshop. George, an architect, formerly of Seattle and Minidoka, is living with his ... 1945-05</th>
<th>WRA no. G-876 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft1p3003jg</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>The Nakashima family and Mrs. Nakashima's father and sister from Minidoka enjoy an informal supper around a low table in ... 1945-05</td>
<td>WRA no. G-877 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3md</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Portrait of an Issei. Mr. Kinya Okajima, formerly of Los Angeles and Minidoka, determined to contribute what he can to ... 1945-05</td>
<td>WRA no. G-878 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft338nb1cx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Mira Nakashima shows her picture book to Grand-dad, Mr. Kinya Okajima. Mira lives with her mother and father, George and ... 1945-05</td>
<td>WRA no. G-879 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft5r29n9ck</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Mira Nakashima shows her picture book to Grand-dad, Mr. Kinya Okajima. Mira lives with her mother and father, George and ... 1945-05</td>
<td>WRA no. G-880 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft6j49n9xy</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Lt. James Oda with an Army friend, Lt. Jack Waldo, visits the Tasaka home in Washington while on leave from ... 1945-04</td>
<td>WRA no. G-881 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft25800459</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Lt. James Oda visits the Tasaka home in Washington while on leave from the Merchant Marine. Lt. Oda, from Honolulu, ... 1945-04</td>
<td>WRA no. G-882 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft7k4007dj</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Ichisuke Fukuhara, Issei, from the Manzanar Relocation Center are shown with other members of their family outside ... 1945-04</td>
<td>WRA no. G-883 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft4x0nb23t</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Henry and Willy Fukuhara (left to right) and their father, Ichisuke Fukuhara, Issei, all formerly of the Manzanar Relocation Center, ... 1945-04</td>
<td>WRA no. G-884 <a href="">ark:/13030/ft896nb51j</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Playing with two of their new friends, the Olsen children, at Farmingdale, Long Island, 30 miles from New York City, ... 1945-04 <a href="">WRA no. G-885</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 40, Section E</td>
<td>Mr. Ben Ninomiya, a foreman at the Fairfield Lumber Company in Fairfield, Connecticut, stops to chat with some of the ... 1945-06 <a href="">WRA no. G-886</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Volume 40, Section E | A house in Black Rock, Connecticut, recently purchased by Ben Ninomiya and his wife of Central Utah. Ben has been working for some time at the Fairfield Lumber Company in the nearby town of Fairfield, Connecticut. His wife works in a restaurant. 
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Black Rock, Connecticut. 1945-06 [WRA no. G-887](ark:/13030/ft9s200949) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
| Volume 40, Section E | Mr. Ben Ninomiya, a foreman at the Fairfield Lumber Company, Fairfield, Connecticut, measures a newly stacked pile of lumber. Ben ... 1945-06 [WRA no. G-888](ark:/13030/ft9000094m) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
| Volume 40, Section E | Mr. and Mrs. Teruharu Suzuki and their daughter, Peggy, in the garden of the estate at Cornwall, Connecticut, where Mr. ... 1945-06 [WRA no. G-889](ark:/13030/ft8199p1hk) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
| Volume 40, Section E | Mr. and Mrs. Teruharu Suzuki and their daughter, Peggy, with Mr. and Mrs. Jose Machado, on the porch of the ... 1945-06 [WRA no. G-890](ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3nx) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
| Volume 40, Section E | Mr. and Mrs. Teruharu Suzuki finishing up the dinner dishes. Mr. and Mrs. Suzuki are working at the country home ... 1945-06 [WRA no. G-891](ark:/13030/ft1n39n75m) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
| Volume 40, Section E | Mr. and Mrs. Teruharu Suzuki take a look to see how the roast is getting along. Mr. and Mrs. Suzuki ... 1945-06 [WRA no. G-892](ark:/13030/ft987008wx) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
| Volume 40, Section E | Mrs. Teruharu Suzuki looks on as Mrs. Jose Machado points out a bumblebee to a neighbor. Mr. and Mrs. Suzuki ... 1945-06 [WRA no. G-893](ark:/13030/ft1g5003m6) |
|                      | Subjects and Indexing Terms                                                                                      |
|                      | Japanese Americans---Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945---Photographs                                           |
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Matsuuichi have recently arrived from Heart Mountain to work at the Old Lyme Inn, Old Lyme, ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-894 📖 ark:/13030/ft4290057s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Frank Matsuuichi at his new job as dishwasher at the Old Lyme Inn, Old Lyme, Connecticut. Mr. and Mrs. ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-895 📖 ark:/13030/ft2g50044r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Matsuuichi relax after a day's work at the Old Lyme Inn, Old Lyme, Connecticut, which is ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-896 📖 ark:/13030/ft1n39n764
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Matsuuichi in front of the house which they share with other employees of the Old Lyme ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-897 📖 ark:/13030/ft5j49n9kc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Saburo Iwana of Manzanar checks in at the gate of the American Brass Company in Waterbury, Connecticut, where he is ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-898 📖 ark:/13030/ft0d5n98x5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Church in Old Lyme, Connecticut.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Old Lyme, Connecticut. 1945-06 WRA no. G-899 📖 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9qf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tobacco field, showing cheesecloth protection for shade-grown variety typical of the Connecticut River Valley. At the right is a special barn for drying tobacco leaves.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. 1945-06 WRA no. G-900 📖 ark:/13030/ft967nb5gx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical New England church.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. 1945-06 WRA no. G-901 📖 ark:/13030/ft6t1nb3xp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Cooperative store at the Windsor Locks Housing project at Windsor Locks, Connecticut.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. 1945-06 WRA no. G-902 📖 ark:/13030/ft0b69n5z8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Living room in one of the homes at the Windsor Locks housing project. This project, at Windsor Locks, Connecticut, consists ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-903 ark:/13030/ft8v19p275

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kitchen and dinette alcove at the Windsor Locks, Connecticut, housing project, showing brand new equipment in these one-story houses, renting ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-904  ark:/13030/ft5z09n9s3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dining alcove with kitchen beyond at the Windsor Locks housing project, one-story houses at Windsor Locks, Connecticut, varying in rental ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-905  ark:/13030/ft2k40044d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Attractive one story houses at the Windsor Locks housing project, Windsor Locks, Connecticut, renting from $33.25 to $38 per month. ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-906  ark:/13030/ft8d49p023

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Attractive one story houses at the Windsor Locks housing project, Windsor Locks, Connecticut, renting from $33.25 to $38 per month. ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-907  ark:/13030/ft2r29n7nt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Some of the members and guests of the temporary organizing committee of the Greater New York Citizens' Committee for Japanese ... 1945-11-16 WRA no. G-1000  ark:/13030/ft7t1nb4vf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Legoro, 22, relocated in Chicago from the Jerome Center, is here shown at his new job in a large candy factory. He was formerly a farmer at Fresno, California. He has a brother at Camp Savage in the Intelligence Service. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-11  ark:/13030/ft4k40051z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Legoro, 22, relocated in Chicago from the Jerome Center, is here shown at his new job in a large candy factory. He was formerly a farmer at Fresno, California. He has a brother at Camp Savage in the Intelligence Service. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Chicago, Illinois. 7/7/43 WRA no. H-11A

Additional Note
Duplicate of WRA No. H-11
Henry Legoro, 22, relocated in Chicago from the Jerome Center, is here shown at his new job in a large candy factory. He was formerly a farmer at Fresno, California. He has a brother at Camp Savage in the Intelligence Service.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Atsusa Sakuma, a former strawberry farmer from Mt. Vernon, Washington, is here shown making a spray mixture to combat potato blight on the large farm near Chicago where he is now relocated and employed. Sakuma is from the Tule Lake Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Susie Yuasa, 18, a former evacuee from the Jerome Relocation Center, now employed in a Chicago candy factory, turns from her task momentarily to display the familiar symbol of victory. Susie's job is packaging marshmallows.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ted Matsushita, 22, late of the Tule Lake Relocation Center, smiles with satisfaction at finding himself back on the farm. ... 1943-07

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Torao Hayano, a young potato farmer from Mt. Vernon, Washington, and more recently from the Tule Lake Relocation Center, is here shown mixing lime and copper sulphate to kill off potato blight on a large acreage north of Chicago, where he is now employed.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Tsukasa Sakuma and Torao Hayano, two Washington farmers, are here shown operating a tractor spray on a large farm near ... 1943-07** WRA no. H-17

[ark:13030/ft1w1003pv]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Former West Coast farmers of Japanese ancestry, evacuated to the various relocation centers, are here shown hoeing potatoes on a large farm north of Chicago where they are now relocated and employed.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-18

[ark:13030/ft3k4004sj]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Atsusa Sakuma, a former strawberry farmer at Mt. Vernon, Washington, now relocated from the Tule Lake Relocation Center now employed ... 1943-07** WRA no. H-19

[ark:13030/ft5z09n9tm]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Roy Himoto, a young evacuee from the Tule Lake Relocation Center, is now employed on one of the Curtiss Candy ... 1943-07** WRA no. H-20

[ark:13030/ft9z09p2rw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Roy Himoto, a farmer from Walnut Grove, California, is here shown operating a cultivator on one of the large Curtiss Candy Company’s farms northwest of Chicago. Himoto was relocated from the Tule Lake Center.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-21

[ark:13030/ft5h4nb2qt]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**It’s hot work hoeing potatoes. Shinobu Sakuma, a former evacuee from the Tule Lake Relocation Center, hits the water bag at the end of a long row. Sakuma was formerly a strawberry farmer at Mt. Vernon, Washington.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-22

[ark:13030/ft7t1nb4wz]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Noboru Arimura, an evacuee from the Jerome Relocation Center, feeds the chickens between heavier chores at the Schlosser Farm northwest ... 1943-07** WRA no. H-23

[ark:13030/ft1b69n6kc]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 41, section E**

**Komagu Shimotsu, formerly a California house man, prepares and serves the noon day meal for his two companions, Kay Nakadoi, ... 1943-07** WRA no. H-24

[ark:13030/ft0z09n6x5]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---
Kay Nakadoi, 18, who used to work on a farm at New Castle, California, now gathers eggs and performs other duties on the big Schlosser farm northwest of Chicago. Nakadoi is one of the youngest evacuees relocated for farm work. He is from the Tule Lake Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-25

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

All the tall corn doesn’t grow in Iowa. Here, on the Schlosser Farm northwest of Chicago, Kay Nakadoi, an evacuee from the Tule Lake Center inspects the crop with farm foreman, Pat Thompson.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-26

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

New dormitory with quarters for both married and single evacuees now nearing completion on one of the Curtiss Candy Company’s farms near Marengo, Illinois. Eighteen former residents of War Relocation Centers are now employed on the company’s farms.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-27

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jim Kurisu, 22, an evacuee from the Jerome Relocation Center and formerly employed as a clerk in Madera, California, now makes molds for marshmallows in a Chicago candy factory. He is here shown stacking the trays as they emerge from the machine.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-28

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Betty Hashigushi, 21, formerly a San Diego, California girl and recently relocated from the relocation center at Poston, Arizona, is here shown at work in a large Chicago candy factory where she is employed with a number of evacuees.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chicago, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-29

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The man with the hoe in this instance is Yoshio Dogen, a Tacoma farmer from the Tule Lake Relocation Center. His parents are at the Minidoka Center. Dogen is now relocated and working with other Americans of Japanese ancestry on a large farm north of Chicago.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-30

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Another freedom of considerable importance to the young feminine mind in America is the freedom to shop for and wear ... 1943-08-13 WRA no. H-31
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Another freedom of considerable importance to the young feminine mind in America is the freedom to shop for and wear ... 1943-08-13 WRA no. H-33
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Seen unpacking in their new home in Chicago are Mr. and Mrs. Oshima and one of their three small children. The Oshimas were recently relocated from the Manzanar Center. Mr. Oshima has secured a position with a large hotel company in the windy city.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chicago, Illinois. 1943-08-16 WRA no. H-34
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Mr. and Mrs. Oshima and their three small children, all recently arrived from the Manzanar Relocation Center, survey their new ... 1943-08-16 WRA no. H-35
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Residents of the relocation centers resent, perhaps more than anything else, the necessity of eating en masse in the center's ... 1943-08-16 WRA no. H-36
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Home town papers. In this instance they are the periodicals printed by the Japanese-American evacuees in Uncle Sam's ten relocation ... 1943-08-14 WRA no. H-37
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Children have their own standards in their selection of friends and playmates. Color and ancestry simply don't enter into it. ... 1943-08-15 WRA no. H-38
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Bill Agawa, 22, an evacuee from the Gila River Relocation Center, is here shown loading out sheaves at the John ... 1943-08-14 WRA no. H-39
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A baby born to Japanese-American parents in one of the relocation centers is now a current attraction for the children ... 1943-08-15 WRA no. H-40
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New arrivals from one of the relocation centers are welcomed at the Brethren Hostel in Chicago, one of the places where evacuees, who have accepted employment in the city, are temporary housed awaiting the finding of suitable accommodations.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chicago, Illinois. 1943-08-15 WRA no. H-41
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Mr. and Mrs. Hoshiro Oshima, with one of their three small children, all evacuees from the Manzanar Relocation Center, are ... 1943-08-15 WRA no. H-42
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House hunting remains one of the major problems confronting Japanese-Americans who leave the relocation centers and accept employment in the ... 1943-08-15 WRA no. H-43
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Machine gun practice under Lieutenant Ferris. The volunteers look forward to this branch of their training, as they enjoy operating ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-49
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A radio equipped scout car, camouflaged from the eyes of the enemy, receives orders to advance. This 442nd combat team ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-50
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Girls from the Y.W.C.A. Summer Camp at Pueblo, Colorado, many of them evacuees of Japanese ancestry from the Relocation Center ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-6
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These three boys, with others from the various relocation centers, are now relocated and employed on a large farm near Marengo, Illinois. They are here shown hoeing a large acreage of potatoes. Left to right are: Shinobu Sakuma, Joe Chihara and Yoshio Dogen.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Marengo, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-7
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Tets Shiota, evacuee from the Gila River Relocation Center, a former farmer at Venice, California, is here shown feeding oats to the thresher on the 2000 acre Hawthorn Farm near Chicago, where he is now employed.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Libertyville, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-8
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Tets Shiota, evacuee from the Gila River Relocation Center, a former farmer at Venice, California, is here shown feeding oats to the thresher on the 2000 acre Hawthorn Farm near Chicago, where he is now employed. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Libertyville, Illinois. 1943-07 WRA no. H-9 ark:/13030/ft5d5nb2rp
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Some of the residents of the Warner Gardens Housing project in Waterbury, Connecticut, enjoy the view out over the city ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-908 ark:/13030/ft01n99q5
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Exterior view of the Warner Gardens Housing project in Waterbury, Connecticut. This project has vacancies for 38 families (as of ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-909 ark:/13030/ft9000954
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Kitchen alcove of apartment in Warner Gardens housing project at Waterbury, Connecticut. At present (July 1) there are 38 vacancies ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-910 ark:/13030/ft4j49n97w
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Mrs. Shigeko Sakamoto sweeps the terrace at the home of Mrs. H. D. Warner in Fairfield, Connecticut, where she and ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-911 ark:/13030/ft838nb4rm
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Mr. and Mrs. Shigeko Sakamoto and their son, Shiori, raking hay in the yard beside their new home in Fairfield, ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-912 ark:/13030/ft529005qb
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Shiori Sakamoto tries to persuade a young chicken to sample some greens as his father looks on. Mr. and Mrs. ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-913 ark:/13030/ft2870045z
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Matsuuichi look over the day's menu with Mrs. Harry Champion, manager of the Old Lyme Inn ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-914 ark:/13030/ft438nb222
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Mr. William Mori outside the very successful restaurant which he operates at 88 East Main Street, Waterbury, Connecticut. The menu ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-916 ark:/13030/ft3k4004t2
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volume 41, section E

Mr. and Mrs. Kengitsu Iijima with their daughters, Aileen and Lillian, at home in their three-room apartment at 39 Wadsworth. ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-917
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volume 41, section E

The Abe family from Colorado River, formerly of Seal Beach, California, gather on the porch of their new home to ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-918
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volume 41, section E

Frank Abe and his brother, Donald, examining young cabbage plants on the farm at St. Elizabeth’s Convent, Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania. ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-919
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volume 41, section E

Wakichi Endo does some hosing in his patch of Victory Garden beside his house while Patricia and Freddie Endo look ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-921
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Weeding soy beans on the Clark Farm owned by Lewis Barton in Haddonfield, New Jersey, near Philadelphia. Among evacuees who ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-922
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volume 41, section E

Freddie Endo is spending part of his summer vacation working in the fields on the Clark Farm, Haddonfield, New Jersey. ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-923
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volume 41, section E

Enjoying dinner in the Moriuchi home at Haddonfield, New Jersey are Miss Eleanor Moore, Washington WRA, Tak Moriuchi, Granada, Herb ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-924
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volume 41, section E

Haircut, home style. Herb Sato gives Tak Takeuchi a trim. Herb from Granada, and Tak from Poston, are both working ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-925
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Tak Takeuchi from Poston heads from the barn to put away the tractor at the Clark Farm, at Haddonfield New ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-926
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Tetsuo Yamamoto stops his weeding for a moment to have his picture taken on the Heston farm in Newtown, Pennsylvania. ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-927

George Yamamoto and his wife, with four of their children, weeding carrots on the land which they are sharecropping on ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-928

George Yamamoto from Gila River Relocation Center is sharecropping on the Heston farm, Newtown, Pennsylvania, assisted by Tamekichi Fujiwara and ... 1945-07

Herbert and Calvin Nogami, from Central Utah, are now working at the Willowdale farm. They live with the Willetts, owners ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-930

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kunieda, their son, Melvin, and baby daughter, Karen, with Mr. Kunieda's father, Mr. Hikohachi Shirakawabe, in ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-931

Hiroko Fujita, clerk-stenographer in WRA office, tacks up new job offers on the Job Offer Bulletin Board in the office. ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-933

Mr. Robertson Fort of the American Friends Service Committee looks over a map showing the scattering of relocatees in all ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-934

Hiroshi Uyehara and his sister, Yuri, are comfortably settled in West Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pa., in their new home to which ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-935

Mrs. Miye Tachihara Ota and her sister, Mrs. Hama Itow add finishing touches to a customer's wave. Mrs. Ota and ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-936
Mr. and Mrs. Heijiro Moriuchi, their son, Tak, from Granada, and Mrs. Seijiro Okamoto from Heart Mountain, pose for their ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-937  ark:/13030/ft6489p04f
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Mr. Lewis Barton, owner of the Clark Farm in Haddonfield, New Jersey, talks with several resettled farmers who are working ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-938  ark:/13030/ft3k4004vk
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Freddie and Patricia Endo are now living in Haddonfield, New Jersey, with their father, Mr. Wakichi Endo, and their brothers ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-939  ark:/13030/ft7r29p145
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Students at the New Jersey College for Women, New Brunswick, New Jersey, view an exhibit of paintings and sculpture by ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-940  ark:/13030/ft3c60044d
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Students at the New Jersey College for Women, New Brunswick, New Jersey, view an exhibit of paintings and sculptures by ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-941  ark:/13030/ft1g5003ng
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Students at the New Jersey College for Women, New Brunswick, New Jersey, view an exhibit of paintings and sculptures by ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-942  ark:/13030/ft6j49p000
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Ted Yuge, an Issei, formerly of Block 15-11-1, Manzanar, and Los Angeles is the fifth person (three of these are ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-943  ark:/13030/ft1j49n63f
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Ted Yuge, an Issei, formerly of Block 15-11-1, Manzanar, and Los Angeles is the fifth person (three of these are ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-944  ark:/13030/ft996nb5gk
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After a comfortable stay at the Washington Hostel, 2311 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. Mr. and Mrs. Shigeru Koizumi and their ... 1945-08 WRA no. G-946  ark:/13030/ft0s2002rf
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Between dances at the Washington USO for Nisei servicemen and their guests, several boys from Hawaii and their partners, USO hostess Sophie Ravetta, and a guest, Tess Amitrano, chat outside the USO. 

Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen

"Washington, D.C.", 1945-08-11 WRA no. G-951 ark:/13030/ft8580084k
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Chiyoiku Juliet Fukuoka leaves the portals of the New York Public Library. Formerly of San Francisco, California, where she attended ... 9/14/43 WRA no. E-952

Additional Note
[Private] dup image deleted: j10DG-420A.gif in Volume 37, Section E, WRA no. G-952*

This shows the barracks and cook shack of the Big Spruce Logging Company operated by James Yanari, formerly from Heart ... 1945-08 WRA no. G-955 ark:/13030/ft396nb16n
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This is a view of the timber of the Big Spruce Logging Company operated by James Yanari, formerly from Heart ... 1945-08 WRA no. G-956 ark:/13030/ft5w1006dd
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Jim Takeuchi and Yosh Hada are shown enjoying their lunch at the Big Spruce Logging Company operated by James Yanari, ... 1945-08 WRA no. G-957 ark:/13030/ft738nb440
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[ ... ] their first checks received from Jim Yanari, operator of the Big Spruce Logging Company. Workers now employed ... 1945-08 WRA no. G-959 ark:/13030/ft867nb4xv
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Posing for their picture on the front steps of the Washington Hostel, 2311 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C., are Mr. I ... 1945-08 WRA no. G-960 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5hq
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**Mrs. Eldon Burke**, director of the Brooklyn Hostel for Japanese Americans, shows an album of clippings to Robert Kazahaya, Kohay ... 1945-08

Ark: 13030/ft1m3nb06h
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**Judge William F. Hagarty**, chairman of the Resettlement Committee of the Brooklyn Council for Social Planning, is getting acquainted with ... 1945-08

Ark: 13030/ft487005pt
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Ark: 13030/ft038n990q
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**Mrs. George Sumida** plays a record at the Brooklyn Hostel for Japanese Americans for Judge William F. Hagarty, chairman of ... 1945-08

Ark: 13030/ft5489n9f6
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Ark: 13030/ft509nb2iz
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**Mr. and Mrs. George Yonekura** are getting some leads on living and working conditions in New York City from Miss ... 1945-08

Ark: 13030/ft5489n9g6
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**Former S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho** is shown with his wife and 18-month-old daughter Carol Jeanne preceding a dinner in his ... 1945-09-12

Ark: 13030/ft0199n5fj
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**Former S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho** is shown with his wife and 18-month-old daughter Carol Jeanne preceding a dinner in his ... 1945-09-12

Ark: 13030/ft6n39p0bt
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**Former S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho** is shown with his wife and 18-month-old daughter Carol Jeanne preceding a dinner in his ... 1945-09-12

Ark: 13030/ft8c6008z9
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<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>An officer of the 522nd field artillery gives the firing order during maneuvers of the Japanese-American combat team at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-114 [3] ark:/13030/ft0j49n5s0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Many church denominations are represented among the personnel of the Japanese-American combat team here in the third battalion amphitheater. Chaplain ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-115 [3] ark:/13030/ft958008sq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Pass the Ammunition. Heavy artillery goes into action during maneuvers of the 522nd field artillery, Japanese-American combat team at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-116 [3] ark:/13030/ft7489p0nh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Pass the Ammunition. Heavy artillery goes into action during maneuvers of the 522nd field artillery, Japanese-American combat team at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-117 [3] ark:/13030/ft4c6005pq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Lieutenant Ferris observes the accuracy of marksmanship of the machine gun crew before him during practice of the trainees at ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-118 [3] ark:/13030/ft9b69p2kc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Members of a camouflage unit dispense with step ladders in arranging a net to conceal artillery from possible observation from ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-119 [3] ark:/13030/ft3s2005of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Members of a camouflage unit dispense with step ladders in arranging a net to conceal artillery from possible observation from ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-120 [3] ark:/13030/ft3199n7bw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 42, Section E</td>
<td>Chaplain Thomas Eugene West joins in the Dedicatory Introit at divine services in the third battalion amphitheater. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-121 [3] ark:/13030/ft7w1007k3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thomas Eugene West, Chaplain, plays the organ during the singing of a hymn at the Sunday services in the third ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-122 ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0p2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Church call is sounded by buglers of the Japanese-American combat team as members gather for outdoor services. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-123 ark:/13030/ft2779n7j0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A machine gun crew goes into action to protect trench diggers at work behind them. The 442nd combat team at ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-124 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb209

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of a camouflage unit dispense with step ladders in arranging a net to conceal artillery from possible observation from ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-125 ark:/13030/ft0q2n9999

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Modern improvements in warfare extend to the digging of trenches, which is now done, where possible, with compressed air shovels, ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-126 ark:/13030/ftv19n7ng

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A machine gun crew awaits the firing orders at their position in an open trench. The 442nd combat team at ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-127 ark:/13030/ft0t1n99rp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-128 ark:/13030/ft329004gm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A division of the Japanese-American Combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-129 ark:/13030/ft3v19n8q9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Modern highway equipment is employed by the army in building roads through heavily wooded sections near Camp Shelby. A bulldozer ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-131 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb0z5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A band of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-132

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
Caucasian and Japanese-American officers of the 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby salute the colors during review. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-133

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-134

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-135

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-136

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
Lieutenant Ferris, carrying a walkie-talkie, directs the setting up of machine guns during target practice at Camp Shelby. The 442nd ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-137

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A machine gun crew hits the target during practice on the extensive firing range adjoining Camp Shelby. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-138

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-139

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 42, section E
A typical machine gun setup during practice firing on the Camp Shelby range. Two men man the gun while a ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-140

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A machine gun crew in action. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely of Americans of Japanese ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-141

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical machine gun setup during practice firing on the Camp Shelby range. Two men man the gun while a ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-142

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-143

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A machine gun crew protects trench diggers while they complete the work with the modern compressed air trench shovels. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-144

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A machine gun crew protects trench diggers while they complete the work with the modern compressed air trench shovels. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-145

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A division of the Japanese-American combat team passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-146

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Curly-haired dispatch rider Private Terry S. Higa adjusts his goggles as he prepares to mount his motorcycle and deliver a ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-147

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Captain Nakada supervises the placing of a dynamite charge in preparation for blowing up a road during maneuvers of the ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-148

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The regimental color guard passes in review. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely of Americans of ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-149

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A company of infantry of the 442nd combat team salutes the colors as they pass in review. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-150 [ark:/13030/ft2j49n7hf]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two members of the 522nd field artillery telephone unit transmit messages during firing practice, on the extensive range at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-151 [ark:/13030/ft5199n95w]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A gun crew of the 522nd field artillery awaits firing orders during heavy artillery practice on the Camp Shelby range. ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-152 [ark:/13030/ft238nb140]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A telephone field unit of the 522nd field artillery receives and transmits instructions during maneuvers on the extensive Camp Shelby ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-153 [ark:/13030/ft4w1005q8]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A telephone switch board and operator is here shown deeply dug in during maneuvers of the 552nd field artillery. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-154 [ark:/13030/ft309nb0zk]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Time out for watermelon. Many farms within the military area surrounding Camp Shelby were permitted to continue operation. The farmers ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-155 [ark:/13030/ft6v19p0j7]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An artillery telephone unit dug in at an advanced position receives firing orders from the command car. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-51 [ark:/13030/ft6j49p021]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hand grenade drill. Sergeant Miyamoto instructs Private Sano in the proper stance for tossing a hand grenade. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-52 [ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3z6]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A motorized unit receives radio orders to move to an advanced position, and is here shown moving from its concealed ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-53 [ark:/13030/ft7m3nb3z6]
A motorized convoy awaiting orders to advance. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely of Americans of ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-54 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lieutenant Watt instructs a class in the mechanism of the M1 rifle. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-55 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of many church denominations, but all bearing the insignia of the third army, are here shown attending morning services ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-56 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lieutenant Watt instructs a class in the mechanism of the M1 rifle. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-58 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Private Sano, foreground, and members of his company toss hand grenades into an open trench. The 442nd combat team at ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-59 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bushes That Bite. Members of a mechanized anti-aircraft unit practice sighting from the camouflaged truck on which the gun is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-60 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bushes That Bite. Members of a mechanized anti-aircraft unit practice sighting from the camouflaged truck on which the gun is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-61 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A rapid fire anti-aircraft gun mounted on a truck is quickly concealed from the enemy after being put into position ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-62 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. The first section is assembled on the shore and carried quickly into the water, where it ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-64 ❁

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. The sections are unloaded from trucks, assembled and put in the water, where they are hooked ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-65

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. Captain Nakada, left, in command of the 232nd Engineers composed entirely of Japanese-Americans (both officers and men) is here shown ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-66

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. The bridge completed, a company of infantry rush with fixed bayonets to the opposite shore and ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-67

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. Captain Nakada, right, in command of the 232nd engineers, confers with Lieutenant Kobata. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-68

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. The first step in constructing a pontoon bridge, namely, the driving of heavy stakes to hold ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-69

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. Truck loads of infantry arriving at the river bank where they hurriedly cross the bridge to ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-70

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. Another section is added and the bridge is nearly midway in the stream. This unit, under ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-71

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. A company of infantry arrives by truck and moves over the hastily constructed bridge in double ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-72

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Private Noyama of Headquarters Company, 442nd combat team, stands guard at the entrance to Field Headquarters. The combat team wears ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-73

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
442nd combat team band plays the National Anthem at retreat. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-74 ark:/13030/ft652002sz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. Section No. 6 splashes into the stream and is connected to the support cable during the ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-75 ark:/13030/ft9f59p2df

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An amphibious jeep takes on pictorial quality as it moves silently up stream on the Leaf River near Camp Shelby. ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-76 ark:/13030/ftv19p16v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Building a Pontoon Bridge. The bridge completed, a company of infantry rush with fixed bayonets to the opposite shore and ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-77 ark:/13030/ft3p3004s6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of 232nd engineers watches an amphibian climb a steep river bank as it emerges from the stream. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-78 ark:/13030/ft4489n87s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The color guard moved Old Glory into position before the commanding officer during retreat. The 442nd combat team at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-79 ark:/13030/ft3w1004nf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A gun crew of the third battalion anti-tank platoon practices setting up a 37mm field piece. The 442nd combat team ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-80 ark:/13030/ft796nb407

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A gunner leaps over the breach of a 37mm anti-tank gun as the crew quickly assembles into firing position. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-81 ark:/13030/ft687006kc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ready to Fire. A gun crew of the third battalion anti-tank platoon is shown in position awaiting orders to fire. ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-82 ark:/13030/ft9s20096b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A gun crew puts a 37mm anti-tank gun in position to fire. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-83 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5ng

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Keep 'Em Rolling is the universal slogan of all motorized units in the army. Here a member of the 442nd ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-84 [ark:/13030/ft0t1n99s6]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The already famous jeeps, a string of which are shown here, are kept in perfect running order at the field ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-85 [ark:/13030/ft6p30078t]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two American army vehicles which have already made names for themselves in World War II are the Jeep and the ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-86 [ark:/13030/ft696nb34h]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Caucasian officers of the 442nd Japanese-American combat team, watch two Nisei boys go through a highly specialized bayonet routine. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-87 [ark:/13030/ft2f59n7hs]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Right Shoulder Arms. A squad of Japanese-American soldiers are here shown in the action of obeying this command during routine ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-88 [ark:/13030/ft0z09n70p]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A company of Japanese-American soldiers in training at Camp Shelby present arms during a routine drill. The 442nd combat team ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-89 [ark:/13030/ft5x0nb344]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The familiar setting up exercises are still practiced as a part of the Japanese-American training, although modern tactics concentrate more ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-90 [ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3pf]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sparring routine. Japanese-American recruits are shown in routine army setting up exercises. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-91 [ark:/13030/ft596nb2w3]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Types of Japanese-Americans who make up the personnel of the 442nd combat team now in training at Camp Shelby. They ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-92 [ark:/13030/ft896nb522]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Retreat. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is composed entirely of Americans of Japanese descent who volunteered for services ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-93 [link] ark:/13030/ft9k40095h&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>The Mormon choir sings Come, Come Ye Saints during services in the third battalion amphitheater. Chaplain Thomas Eugene West at ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-94 [link] ark:/13030/ft80000818&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Eyes Right. A company of infantry stand at attention during training on the Camp Shelby drill field. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-95 [link] ark:/13030/ft3f59n7v8&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>The Mormon Choir sings during morning services in the third battalion amphitheater. The 442nd combat team at Camp Shelby is ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-96 [link] ark:/13030/ft5779n9c9&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Running the obstacle course. A squad of Nisei soldiers are shown leaping over an open trench. The 442nd combat team ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-97 [link] ark:/13030/ft9c6008v2&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Modernized combat training takes into account many hitherto ignored aspects of presenting a formidable front. Facial expression and accompanying sound ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-98 [link] ark:/13030/ft9489p1vq&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Privates Kato and Ota of the Japanese-American combat team practice their bayonet routine during training at Camp Shelby. The 442nd ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-99 [link] ark:/13030/ft409nb2dk&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A telephone switchboard and operator is here shown deeply dug in during maneuvers of the 522nd field artillery. The 442nd ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-156 [link] ark:/13030/ft367nb1ss&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>An advance observation post dug in and skillfully camouflaged. These two members of the Japanese-American combat team observe the results ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-157 [link] ark:/13030/ft6199n9hc&lt;br&gt;<strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong>&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Primary instruction in rifle sighting employs wooden sticks with sliding sights in the place of rifles. Members of an infantry ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-158</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft1h4n99xm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Lieutenant Paddock instructs a unit of the Japanese combat team in the relatively new but important fox hole digging. the ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-159</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft6c60066b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Captain Freyberger instructs a medical unit in the care of the wounded in the field. They are here shown placing ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-160</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft687006mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Captain Freyberger instructs a medical unit in the care of the wounded in the field. They are here shown placing ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-161</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft6d5nb2nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>A class in marksmanship observes a demonstration of the proper technique in rifle sighting. The 442nd combat team at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-162</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>A class in marksmanship observes a demonstration of the proper technique in rifle sighting. The 442nd combat team at Camp ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-163</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft696nb351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>The Japanese-Americans who compose the 442nd combat team in training at Camp Shelby are keenly interested in daily news from ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-164</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft0f59n63q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Members of a medical unit carry a casualty to the mobile dressing station set up in the deep woods surrounding ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-165</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8z09p1qk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Members of a medical unit carry a casualty to the mobile dressing station set up in the deep woods surrounding ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-166</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 43, Section E</td>
<td>Captain Freyberger instructs a medical unit in the care of the wounded in the field. They are here shown placing ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-167</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft9v19p26z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Captain Freyberger gives instructions to a field unit in the proper method of caring for the wounded. The 442nd combat ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-168

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Forced marches in the humid atmosphere of the region surrounding Camp Shelby causes a speedy depletion of the sodium chloride ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-169

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Private Richard Chinnen, Japanese-American boxing instructor at Camp Shelby, says a ten round bout was nothing like this as he ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-170

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An amphibian emerges from the Leaf River after entering a stream from the opposite shore and a mile below. The ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-171

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of an infantry unit watch a demonstration in fox hole digging under the supervision of Lieutenant Paddock. The 442nd ... 1943-07 WRA no. H-172

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Type of Indiana farm land, showing barns and silo. This farm is west of Indianapolis. Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-173

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical farmland house and barns in southern Illinois.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, Illinois. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-174

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This town is typical of hundreds found in the agricultural sections in southern Illinois.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Vandalia, Illinois. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-175

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Ernest Shirakawa, a young evacuee from the Gila River Center is now employed by the Cuneo Press in Chicago, where he operates a book binding machine. He is shown here receiving his first check from the company's Pay Master.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Chicago, Illinois. 1943-08-18 WRA no. H-176 [ark:/13030/ft7z09p0tb]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ernest Shirakawa, from the Gila River Center, now employed with many other relocatees at the Cuneo Press in Chicago, is shown operating a head bonding and lining machine. Shirakawa's parents and two sister are still at the Gila Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Chicago, Illinois. 1943-08-18 WRA no. H-177 [ark:/13030/ft6b69n9xj]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tad Shimizu, relocated from the Jerome Center, is now employed in Chicago as an automobile mechanic at the Uptown Chevrolet Agency in Chicago. Shimizu at one time owned a garage in Los Angeles, California. He has a cousin in the army at Camp Grant.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Chicago, Illinois. 1943-08-19 WRA no. H-178 [ark:/13030/ft6199n9jw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Details of the World War Memorial Shrine in Memorial Plaza, Indianapolis, Indiana. This memorial is said to be one of the largest in the world.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-26 WRA no. H-179 [ark:/13030/ft9b69p2mw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Marie Kitazomi (left), from the Tule Lake Center, is seen with Monica Itoi from Minidoka at the entrance to a church where they attend services. Both girls are employed as secretaries in the city and Miss Itoi expects to enroll in Hanover College this fall.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-25 WRA no. H-180 [ark:/13030/ft0k4002k]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

World War Memorial Shrine in Memorial Plaza, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-26 WRA no. H-181 [ark:/13030/ft9j49p29]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mary Matsamura, relocated from the Heart Mountain Center, is seen talking to her employer Walter Eaton in an Indianapolis restaurant ...

1943-08-26 WRA no. H-182 [ark:/13030/ft4f59n8tj]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A committee on housing is shown in session in Indianapolis. Mrs. Royal McLain (left) is seen discussing ways and means ... 1943-08-26 WRA no. H-183  ark:/13030/ft7j49p14v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Marie Kitazomi, formerly of the Tule Lake Center, is now employed as a secretary in Indianapolis. She is here shown ... 1943-08-25 WRA no. H-184  ark:/13030/ft787007q7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mei Yamasaki, relocated in Indianapolis from the Tule Lake Center, is now employed as secretary and office manager of The ... 1943-08-26 WRA no. H-186  ark:/13030/ft2v19n7p0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A scene at the base of the colossal Soldiers and Sailors Monument in The Center in the heart of the Indianapolis business district. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-27 WRA no. H-187  ark:/13030/ft958008t7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A street scene in The Circle, the hub of the Indianapolis business district. In the center are shops, theatres, restaurants, a church, etc. Buses to and from all parts of the city take on and unload passengers here. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-27 WRA no. H-188  ark:/13030/ft1q2nb044

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the many high school buildings in an Indianapolis residential district. This edifice is more or less typical of all school buildings throughout the middle west. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-26 WRA no. H-189  ark:/13030/ft8v19p28p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Street cars taking on passengers on Washington Street in the heart of downtown Indianapolis. In the background is the Claypool Hotel, the management of which has filed a request for help recruited from the centers. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-25 WRA no. H-190  ark:/13030/ft9199p1pg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Washington Street scene in busy downtown Indianapolis. 
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indianapolis, Indiana. 1943-08-25 WRA no. H-191  ark:/13030/ft1p3003k0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The principal streets of Indianapolis radiate like spokes from the hub of a wheel, similar to Washington, D.C., and many ... 1943-08-25 WRA no. H-192

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The residents of Indianapolis are for the most part amusement lovers. The city boasts dozens of theaters, both legitimate and movie. One of the latter is the Indiana, shown here.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indiana, Indiana. 1943-08-24 WRA no. H-193

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A section of the Soldiers and Sailors Memorial in The Circle, the heart of the Indianapolis business district.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indiana, Indiana. 1943-08-24 WRA no. H-194

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking down Market Street from the War Monument is the Capitol Building in downtown Indianapolis.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indiana, Indiana. 1943-08-24 WRA no. H-195

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical Indiana farm land. This scene is west of Indianapolis. Corn is one of the major crops throughout the Midwest states.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Indiana, Indiana. 1943-08-27 WRA no. H-196

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Type of farm land in southern Illinois.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Effingham, Illinois. 1943-08-28 WRA no. H-197

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Type of farm land in southern Illinois.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Effingham, Illinois. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-198

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A small town typical of those found in the Midwest farming regions.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Plainfield, Indiana. 1943-08-27 WRA no. H-199

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Every day is wash day for the 20 lads recruited from the Rohwer Relocation Center to help harvest peaches at the Eckert Orchards near Bellville, Illinois. The boys live in tents provided by their employer and they do their own housekeeping. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Bellville, Illinois. 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-200 [ar:13030/ft2p3004j8] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Young peach pickers wash up before their evening meal after a day’s work in the Alvin O. Eckert Orchards near ... 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-201 [ar:13030/ft9q2nb5tc] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Takashi Kikita, relocated from the Rohwer Center, is shown picking peaches in the Eckert Orchards near Bellville, Illinois. Kakita is ... 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-202 [ar:13030/ft3h4nb1j4] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>One of 20 lads recruited from the Rohwer Relocation Center at the Alvin O. Eckert Orchards near Bellville, Illinois, for ... 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-203 [ar:13030/ft2c600485] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Hizuo Hojo, relocated from the Rohwer Center, is here seen picking choice peaches at the Alvin O. Eckert Orchards near Bellville, Illinois. Hojo is one of 20 relocatees who were recruited from the Rohwer Center for this work. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Bellville, Illinois. 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-204 [ar:13030/ft729007d8] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Japanese-American boys form the Rohwer Relocation Center are seen at work in the Alvin O. Eckert Orchards near Bellville, Illinois. Eckert employs 20 of these relocatees from Rohwer as peach pickers and declares himself well pleased with their work. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Bellville, Illinois. 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-205 [ar:13030/ft4489n889] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Two of 20 boys from the Rohwer Relocation Center who are employed on the Alvin O. Eckert farm near Bellville, ... 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-206 [ar:13030/ft1j49n64z] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Three evacuee farmers from the Granada Relocation Center visit the Eckert choice orchards near Bellville, Illinois, where 20 young relocated ... 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-207 [ar:13030/ft796nb41r] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alvin O. Eckert, right, grower of choice peaches near Bellville, Illinois, shows some of the basketed fruit to three visitors ... 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-208  ark:/13030/ft329004h4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Omachi (right) at the transit, a young student of engineering from the Tule Lake Center, now relocated in Cleveland and employed by the National Surveys Company, is here seen at work on the water front with Joe Semanisin, a Caucasian.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Cleveland, Ohio. 1943-08-18 WRA no. H-209  ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4hz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Omachi, a young student of engineering from the Tule Lake Center, now relocated in Cleveland and employed by the National Surveys Company, is here seen at his drafting desk.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Cleveland, Ohio. 1943-08-18 WRA no. H-210  ark:/13030/ft400004kc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ben Tsusaki, 17, relocated from the Poston Center, is now working in a shoe repair shop in Cleveland, where his ... 1943-08-19 WRA no. H-212  ark:/13030/ft5x0nb35n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

James Maeda, 23, relocated from the Poston Center, is here shown operating a stitching machine in a shoe repair shop ... 1943-08-19 WRA no. H-213  ark:/13030/ft1b69n6mw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ikeguchi, whose wedding took place in Cleveland recently, are typical of the loyal Japanese-Americans for whom ... 1942-08-01 WRA no. H-214  ark:/13030/ft109n99c2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Nobori until six months ago was an evacuee in the Jerome Relocation Center, but is now a resident of ... 1943-08-19 WRA no. H-216  ark:/13030/ft5w1006hz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 43, Section E

Relocated Japanese-Americans now employed by the Greening Nursery Company near Monroe, Michigan, are shown loading baled hay for winter storage ...
1943-08-23 WRA no. H-218 ark:/13030/ft396nb175

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene at the Greening Nursery, Monroe, Michigan, where about 20 young relocatees from the various relocation centers are employed in farm and nursery work. Here three of the boys are seen unloading hay into the company's big barn.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Monroe, Michigan. 1943-08-23 WRA no. H-219 ark:/13030/ft6p30079b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Peach tree budding at the Greening Nurseries, Monroe, Michigan, where almost a score of relocated evacuees are employed. The boys shown here are, left to right, Kiyoshi Renge, from the Jerome Center; Fred Shimasaki, Jerome; and James Tanda, Poston #2.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Monroe, Michigan. 1943-08-23 WRA no. H-220 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5qh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eugene Kodani, from the Poston Relocation Center, now employed at the Greening Nursery Company, Monroe, Michigan, where he is engaged in budding peach trees. This nursery employs nearly 20 evacuees in this type of work.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Monroe, Michigan. 1943-08-23 WRA no. H-221 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb32s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eugene Kodani from the Poston Center, expert peach tree budder, is here shown at work in the Greening Company's nursery at Monroe Michigan. Approximately 20 other evacuees are employed by this nursery doing the same type of work.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Monroe, Michigan. 1943-08-23 WRA no. H-222 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2vi

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Missouri River bottom lands produce choice cantaloupes. Some producers, such as the Hellwig Brothers, ship the melons in their own trucks. Other farmers prefer to sell direct to the consumer from roadside stands, as shown here.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Chesterfield, Missouri. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-223 ark:/13030/ft5g2nb339

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical Missouri River bottom land west of St. Louis. This soil is perhaps the most productive in Missouri. It is flooded about one year in five, but is so productive that it is said to more than pay for the off year.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-224 ark:/13030/ft7j49p15c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Choice cantaloupes are grown on the Missouri River bottom land. Many of the farmers prefer to sell direct to the consumers as here shown west of St. Louis, where workers from a nearby ordnance plant stop to purchase the melons.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-225  ark:/13030/ft109n99dk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Putting up hay on a small farm on the Missouri River bottom land west of St. Louis.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-226  ark:/13030/ft7z09p0vv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical small farm along the highway in eastern Missouri.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-09-03 WRA no. H-227  ark:/13030/ft3h4nb1kn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the buildings on the campus of the University of Kansas City.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-228  ark:/13030/ft1q2nb05n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The skyline as seen from the World War Memorial. In the foreground is the Union Terminal.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-03 WRA no. H-229  ark:/13030/ft8v19p296

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A portion of the huge municipal auditorium.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-230  ark:/13030/ft8t1nb5bg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical street in the business section of Kansas City, Missouri.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-03 WRA no. H-231  ark:/13030/ft2b69n76g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The William Rockhill Nelson gallery of art in Kansas City, Missouri.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-03 WRA no. H-232  ark:/13030/ft7h4nb44m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**The Plaza in one of the better residential sections of Kansas City, Missouri. The architecture resembles that of southern California.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-03 WRA no. H-233 [ark:/13030/ft779n853]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**A type of home in one of Kansas City’s residential sections where relocated Japanese-Americans, employed in Kansas City, have found vacancies.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-03 WRA no. H-234 [ark:/13030/ft6q2nb3ht]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Apartment houses near the business section of Kansas City, Missouri, where a number of relocatees have found quarters.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-235 [ark:/13030/ft3z09n8kw]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**A number of relocated families from the centers are housed in this apartment house in downtown Kansas City.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-236 [ark:/13030/ft3p3004tt]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Monument to the Pioneer Mother, one of the many fine pieces of sculpture to be seen in Kansas City public parks.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Kansas City, Missouri. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-237 [ark:/13030/ft4g5005gn]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**A freshly cut load of alfalfa is coupled to a truck to be hauled away to one of the two …**

1943-09-04 WRA no. H-238 [ark:/13030/ft4z09n8vb]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**An alfalfa cutter and loader is shown at work in a field near Lawrence, Kansas. The fodder will be hauled …**

1943-09-04 WRA no. H-239 [ark:/13030/ft8f59p1vc]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Scene on the campus at Kansas State University at Lawrence, Kansas.**

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Lawrence, Kansas. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-240 [ark:/13030/ft75800759]

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
High School in Lawrence, Kansas. This building is typical of high school buildings throughout the middle west.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Lawrence, Kansas. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-241  ark:/13030/ft6c60067v  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Saturday afternoon on main street in Lawrence, Kansas. Lawrence is typical of towns in the Midwest.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Lawrence, Kansas. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-242  ark:/13030/ft729007fs  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Relaxing in their apartment after a hard day's work in a dehydration laboratory near Lawrence, Kansas, these six youths, from ...  
1943-09-04 WRA no. H-243  ark:/13030/ft6j49p03j  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical farm in Eastern Kansas. The barn usually outranks the house, and there are one or more silos. Wheat is the principal crop of Kansas.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
, Kansas. 1943-09-04 WRA no. H-244  ark:/13030/ft90000975  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

All the essentials of a farm in Central Kansas--house, barn, windmill, etc. This farm produced 4800 bushels of wheat for the 1943 season.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
, Kansas. 1943-09-05 WRA no. H-245  ark:/13030/ft7f59p0t2  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical western Kansas stock farm.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
, Kansas. 1943-09-05 WRA no. H-246  ark:/13030/ft6c60068c  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Type of farm land along the Missouri River west of St. Louis, Missouri. Much of this bottom land is flooded about one year in five, but it is so productive that it is said to more than pay for the off year.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-247  ark:/13030/ft4p30060k  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Classic sculptured figures at the entrance to the Soldiers Memorial and Memorial Plaza in St. Louis.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-28 WRA no. H-248  ark:/13030/ft338nb1df  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Modern architecture as seen in the Civil Courts Building and Custom House in St. Louis, Missouri.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-249
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Soldiers Memorial and glimpses of the St. Louis business section.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-28 WRA no. H-250
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A street in the business section of St. Louis, Missouri, as seen from the Soldiers Memorial.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-28 WRA no. H-251
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A view of the huge auditorium in St. Louis, Missouri where many civic and cultural functions are held.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-29 WRA no. H-252
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The ornate and much discussed Milles Fountain in Aloe Plaza opposite the Union Station.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-28 WRA no. H-253
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Type of modern office building as seen from the Soldiers Memorial in St. Louis, Missouri
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
St. Louis, Missouri. 1943-08-28 WRA no. H-254
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bill Hellwig, second from the left, one of three brothers who operate the extensive Hellwig Brothers farm west of St. Louis. 1943-08-31
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two relocatees from the Rohwer Center are shown coupling sections of irrigation pipe on the Hellwig Brothers farm west of St. Louis. Ample water for this system is pumped from an underground stream.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Gumbo, Missouri. 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-256
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 43, section E  Many of the large farms along the Missouri River in the vicinity of St. Louis employ the comparatively new irrigation ... 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-257  ark://13030/ft0199n5hk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  Two relocatees from the Rohwer Center put cantaloupes on the conveyor which carries them into sorting bins. Nearly 100 of the employees at the Hellwig Brothers farm near St. Louis were recruited from the Rohwer Relocation Center. Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Gumbo, Missouri. 1943-09-01 WRA no. H-258  ark://13030/ft6c60069w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  The cantaloupes on the conveyor in the sorting and shipping department at the Hellwig Brothers farm west of St. Louis. The Hellwigs employ nearly 100 men from the Rohwer Relocation Center in various farm activities.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Gumbo, Missouri. 1943-09-01 WRA no. H-259  ark://13030/ft496nb26f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  Showing some of the dormitories and the mess hall which were built by the Hellwig Brothers on their farm west ... 1943-09-02 WRA no. H-260  ark://13030/ft509nb2kq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  Kitchen crew at the Hellwig Brothers Farm near St. Louis. All the men were recruited from the Relocation Center at ... 1943-08-31 WRA no. H-261  ark://13030/ft7v19p17c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  A scene in the cantaloupe shipping sheds at the Hellwig Brothers farm near St. Louis. The Hellwig Brothers employ nearly ... 1943-09-01 WRA no. H-262  ark://13030/ft8p3007pn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  A scene in the sorting sheds on the Hellwig Brothers extensive farm west of St. Louis. The Hellwigs are growers ... 1943-08-31 WRA no. H-264  ark://13030/ft5x0nb365

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  A scene on the Hellwig Brothers farm 30 miles west of St. Louis, where nearly 100 relocatees from the Rohwer ... 1943-08-31 WRA no. H-265  ark://13030/ft638nb304

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 43, section E  Beet weeding on the Hellwig Brothers farm near St. Louis, where scores of relocated Japanese-Americans from the Rohwer Center are ... 1943-08-31 WRA no. H-266  ark://13030/ft6d5nb3gz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The mess hall on the Hellwig Brothers farm near St. Louis. This building was constructed by the proprietors for the use of the nearly 100 relocatees from the Rohwer Center who are employed on the farm. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Gumbo, Missouri. 1943-09-01 WRA no. H-267 ark:/13030/ft5w1006jg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese-American employees on the Hellwig Brothers farm west of St. Louis are here seen entering the specially built mess hall ... 1943-09-01 WRA no. H-268 ark:/13030/ft4p300613

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kitao Tanabe, from the Rohwer Relocation Center, is shown driving a cultivator on the Tanaka farm near Henderson, Colorado, where he is employed with a number of other relocatees from various centers. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Henderson, Colorado. 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-391 ark:/13030/ft167nb05c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Rose Tanaka, who owns her own farm near Henderson, Colorado, discusses the quality of her sugar beets with Tom ... 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-392 ark:/13030/ft6209p08

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kitao Tanabe, a young relocatee from the Rohwer Center, enjoys running a cultivator on the farm of Miss Rose Tanaka, where he is employed with a number of others from Rohwer, Granada and Heart Mountain. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Henderson, Colorado. 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-393 ark:/13030/ft458005t7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three relocatees from the Heart Mountain Center are shown helping harvest the sugar beet crop on the farm of Miss ... 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-394 ark:/13030/ft167nb06w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Four of a group of relocatees from the Granada, Heart Mountain, and Rohwer Relocation Centers who harvested the sugar beet ... 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-395 ark:/13030/ft487005gb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Rose Tanaka, who owns her own farm near Henderson, Colorado, discusses the quality of her sugar beets with Tom ... 1943-10-29 WRA no. H-396 ark:/13030/ft787007rr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 43, Section E

Miss Rose Tanaka, who owns and operates her own farm near Henderson, Colorado, is seen at the wheel of one ... 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-397 [ark:/13030/ft9v19p27q]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Rose Tanaka, owner and operator of her own farm near Henderson, Colorado, is shown with Tom Tanabe from Rohwer, ... 1943-10-28 WRA no. H-398 [ark:/13030/ft096n997n]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fruit punch and cookies were on the refreshment menu at a recent Fun Night in the Chicago Y Hotel for ... 1944-01-19 WRA no. H-399 [ark:/13030/ft2v19n7qh]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Happy Nisei and Caucasian couples throng the dance floor of the YMCA at the All-American Fun Night program in Chicago ... 1944-01-19 WRA no. H-400 [ark:/13030/ft629006q4]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

When the Nisei get together for social entertainment in Chicago, their Caucasian friends also participate in the general fun. At ... 1944-01-19 WRA no. H-401 [ark:/13030/ft9w10090w]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dora Sato, a Palo Alto, California girl who resettled in Chicago, has just finished singing a popular melody to a ... 1944-01-19 WRA no. H-402 [ark:/13030/ft3m3nb195]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Vernon R. Kennedy is the Relocation Supervisor for the Chicago area, including the states in Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the eastern half of North Dakota.
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Vernon R. Kennedy is the Relocation Supervisor for the Chicago area, including the states in Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the eastern half of North Dakota.
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### Volume 44, Section E

**Vernon R. Kennedy** is the Relocation Supervisor for the Chicago area, including the states in Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the eastern half of North Dakota.

*Photographer: Mace, Charles E.*  
*Chicago, Illinois. 1944-01-24*  
WRN no. H-405  
[ark:/13030/ft629006rn](http://ark:/13030/ft629006rn)

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
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**Paul C. Dougherty** is the Relocation Officer in charge of the Chicago district office, which includes the metropolitan area of Chicago and the northern counties of Indiana.

*Photographer: Mace, Charles E.*  
*Chicago, Illinois. 1944-01-24*  
WRN no. H-406  
[ark:/13030/ft3d5nb127](http://ark:/13030/ft3d5nb127)

** Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
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**Joseph H. Hansen** is the Assistant Relocation Officer for the State of Wisconsin with headquarters in Milwaukee.

*Photographer: Mace, Charles E.*  
*Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 1944-01-26*  
WRN no. H-407  
[ark:/13030/ft7b69p0g7](http://ark:/13030/ft7b69p0g7)

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
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**John H. Putz** is the Relocation Officer for the State of Wisconsin with headquarters in Milwaukee.

*Photographer: Mace, Charles E.*  
*Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 1944-01-26*  
WRN no. H-408  
[ark:/13030/ft067n99dk](http://ark:/13030/ft067n99dk)

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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**Milton C. Geuther** is Relocation Officer for southern Illinois with headquarters at Peoria.

*Photographer: Mace, Charles E.*  
*Chicago, Illinois. 1944-01-24*  
WRN no. H-409  
[ark:/13030/ft2489n7g9](http://ark:/13030/ft2489n7g9)

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
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First Lt. Ozamoto, a former Denver surgeon, now attached to the Medical Corps of the Japanese-American Combat Team at Camp ...  
1944-04-13  
[ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0zi](http://ark:/13030/ft2h4nb0zi)

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
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---

**Pfc. Thomas Higa**, 28-year-old Japanese-American veteran of the campaign in Italy and a proud member of the famous 100th Infantry ...  
1944-09-09  
[ark:/13030/ft6v19p0kr](http://ark:/13030/ft6v19p0kr)
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**Pfc. Thomas Higa**, 28-year-old Japanese-American veteran of the campaign in Italy and a proud member of the famous 100th Infantry ...  
1944-09-09  
[ark:/13030/ft129003f0](http://ark:/13030/ft129003f0)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>It’s suppertime for the kiddies and in their well-furnished, well-stocked kitchen Mrs. George Isoda, left, and Mrs. Masumi Kaneko, right, ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-502 [ark:/13030/ft6j49p042] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>The Nisei live very well in Milwaukee. In this large and well-lighted living room, Mrs. Masumi Kaneko has looked up ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-503 [ark:/13030/ft5z09n9v4] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Here is a corner view of the spacious living room in the home of the Kaneko and Isoda families who ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-504 [ark:/13030/ft458005vr] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It's good to have a private bath of your own again, says Mrs. George Isoda as she gives her 2-1/2-year-old ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-505 🌐 ark:/13030/ft9f59p2fz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Every man likes to put on his slippers, light up his favorite pipe, and read the evening paper before the ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-507 🌐 ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0q8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This picture shows the home of the Isoda and Kaneko families who have resettled in Milwaukee.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-508 🌐 ark:/13030/ft887007jz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Kanekos and the Isodas live on the corner of W. Marian Street and N. 48th in Milwaukee in a ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-509 🌐 ark:/13030/ft5w1006k0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

When Mrs. Masumi Kaneko goes shopping, she likes to take her young 2-1/2-year-old son, Wayne, to the store with her. ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-510 🌐 ark:/13030/ft1199n6dt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

It's family wash time at the Kanekos and the Isodas, and Mrs. George Isoda and her helper, her 2-1/2-year-old son, ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-511 🌐 ark:/13030/ft738nb45h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

When the children of the Isoda and the Kaneko families grow up, when Wayne Kaneko and Robin Isoda are old ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-512 🌐 ark:/13030/ft0t1n99tq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Type of dwellings in the block in which live the Isodas and the Kanekos, who have been resettled in Milwaukee ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-513 🌐 ark:/13030/ftd5nb49
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. George Isoda (left) and Mrs. Masumi Kaneko (right) are preparing supper for their husbands in the kitchen of their ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-514 🌐 ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5mz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
One corner in the basement of the home of the Kanekos and the Isodas has been turned into the kiddies’ ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-515

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On the studio couch in the living room of their large home in Milwaukee, Mrs. George Isoda is reading a ... 1944-01-25 WRA no. H-516

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The lagoon in Juneau Park on the lake’s edge is a favorite for Milwaukee strollers and also with the Nisei ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-517

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Here is a picture of the large garage and auto repair shop where Mr. George Isoda is employed. He has worked there for almost one year and is a valued member of the mechanic crew. He says his relationship with customers and fellow employees is excellent.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-518

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. George Isoda and Mrs. Masumi Kaneko patronize this well-stocked shopping center. This shopping center in the Shorewood district in ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-519

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Since the Milwaukee River runs through the heart of the city of Milwaukee, many of its large commercial buildings are ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-520

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the most imposing and beautiful buildings in the city of Milwaukee is the Milwaukee County Building which was ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-521

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The large Milwaukee auditorium, the biggest of its kind in the State of Wisconsin, is a scene for some of ... 1944-01-26 WRA no. H-522

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Church is a Sunday must with many of the young Nisei girls. Here are four girls who have just attended a sermon by Rev. William Clyde Howard, pastor of the Second Presbyterian Church on Michigan Boulevard.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>After Sunday church services with their Caucasian friends, the Niseis leave for a stroll along Michigan Boulevard in Chicago. Chicago Nisei like to go to church and here is a group which just attended Sunday services at the Second Presbyterian Church.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Photographer:</strong> Mace, Charles E.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Chicago, Illinois. 1944-01-23 WRA no. H-524 [ark:/13030/ft69nb36]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>Young Chicago resettlers get acquainted with their fellow church members after the Sunday service. Here we see several Niseis leaving the entrance of the Second Presbyterian Church on Chicago's Michigan Boulevard.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Photographer:</strong> Mace, Charles E.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Chicago, Illinois. 1944-01-23 WRA no. H-525 [ark:/13030/ft4b69n8k8]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>Kelly Yamada, from Poston and before that an optician in Oakland, California, has resettled in Peoria, Illinois, where he works ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-526 [ark:/13030/ft087002g1]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>Kelly Yamada, formerly of Oakland, California, where he managed three optician shops, has resettled in Peoria, Illinois, and is back ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-527 [ark:/13030/ft7v19p18w]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>Blaine Seminary grade school is just two blocks from the Yamada home, and is attended by Dexter Yamada, 5-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Yamada.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Photographer:</strong> Mace, Charles E.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Peoria, Illinois. 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-528 [ark:/13030/ft4290059t]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>The honored American custom of raiding the icebox is especially pleasurable to the Yamadas after life in a relocation center. ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-529 [ark:/13030/ftf59n7f9]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>Toraji Yemoto is getting a cup of tea from his wife, Haru, while his grandson, Dexter Yamada, looks on. The ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-530 [ark:/13030/ft849p103]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>E</td>
<td><strong>To have a home of your own again with private bedrooms, baths, and the like, is a welcome change from ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-531 [ark:/13030/ft419n8bp]</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subjects and Indexing Terms&lt;br&gt;Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is the home which the Yamada family rent in Peoria. They have the entire house, which is located in one of the residential districts in Peoria, Illinois.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Peoria, Illinois. 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-532  ark:/13030/ft958008w8

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Peoria, Illinois, is in the central part of the state, 150 miles southwest of Chicago. It has a population of ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-533  ark:/13030/ft5199n96d

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking across the downtown district of Peoria from the west, one sees the tall hotels and buildings in the heart of the town, as they push up through the smoke of Peoria's industries.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Peoria, Illinois. 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-534  ark:/13030/ft2r29n7rc

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Irene Eiko Yonemura works in the Peoria, Illinois, public library, where she has found work much to her liking and her training. Miss Yonemura is from the Poston center and came to Peoria in the summer of 1943.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Peoria, Illinois. 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-535  ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5j7

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This is the Peoria Public Library building. Miss Irene Eiko Yonemura works here. She is from the Poston center and has been in Peoria since the summer of 1943.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Peoria, Illinois. 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-536  ark:/13030/ft787007s8

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

That Peoria, Illinois, has many thriving industries is easily seen as one enters the city from the east going over the Illinois River, along which border many factories such as the kind seen in this picture, which looks south along the west bank of the river.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Peoria, Illinois. 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-537  ark:/13030/ft229003sg

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Julie Sugimoto (left) and her sister, June (right), work in the home of the Burchette family in Peoria, Illinois. ... 1944-02-07 WRA no. H-538  ark:/13030/ft2489n7ht

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Judging from the smile on his face, Mr. Bill Okazaki find life on an Illinois farm much to his liking. ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-539  ark:/13030/ft4k400530

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Like every farmer, Mr. Okazaki likes horses. Here he is shown viewing two of his prize draft horses. Mr. Bill ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-540 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Although this is only their second day at school, the Okazaki twins, Sazami (left) and Toshiko (right) take to kindergarten ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-541 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

After working all morning on a 185-acre farm, Mr. Okazaki welcomes the noonday meal. Here at the table he has ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-542 [link]
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After the noonday meal and before going out to work on the farm again, Mr. Bill Okazaki likes to spend ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-543 [link]
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Inside the barn on the A. J. Krecker farm which he helps manage, Mr. Bill Okazaki, formerly a Lodi, California, ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-544 [link]
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Over a Skelgas cooking range, Mrs. Bill Okazaki prepares the noonday meal for her husband, as he looks on. The ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-545 [link]
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One of Mr. Bill Okazaki's duties on the A. J. Krecker farm is gathering fodder for the stock. In this ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-546 [link]
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This scene shows the good farm soil found in northern Illinois, and the fields here are part of the 185-acre ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-547 [link]
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Here is a general view of the A. J. Krecker Company farm in northwestern Illinois, including the farm houses and ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-548 [link]
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Mr. Bill Okazaki is shown here viewing some of the stock on the A. J. Krecker farm. The Okazakis have lived in Illinois for more than six months, having relocated from the Rohwer Relocation Center to McHenry, Illinois, where they help manage the Krecker farm.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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volume 44, section E

Here is a view of the Okazaki house on the farm owned by A. J. Krecker where they live. The ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-550 ark:/13030/ft196n99gk
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Every school day at noon, Mr. Bill Okazaki drives into McHenry, Illinois from the farm, which is three miles from ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-551 ark:/13030/ft9z09p2sd
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volume 44, section E

Here is a view of the A. J. Krecker farm showing several of the 185 acres with the farm buildings ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-552 ark:/13030/ft7c600785
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volume 44, section E

Approaching McHenry, Illinois from the east, the newcomer is greeted by this scene of one of the business blocks. The town is built along the Des Plaines River and is typical of Illinois farm towns.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
McHenry, Illinois. 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-553 ark:/13030/ft6s2006qg
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volume 44, section E

Every little girl likes her dolls and every girl thinks her dolly must have her cradle. The Okazaki twins, Sazami ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-554 ark:/13030/ft3v19n8rt
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volume 44, section E

This is one of the business blocks where the Okazakis do their shopping at McHenry, Illinois. McHenry is a typical ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-555 ark:/13030/ft938nb5d7
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volume 44, section E

A view of the business districts of McHenry is shown in this picture. The Okazaki family has purchased a new ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-556 ark:/13030/ft4j49n99x
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volume 44, section E

In the kindergarten of the McHenry, Illinois, grade school, the 6-year-old Okazaki twins, Sazami (left) and Toshiko (right), thumb through ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-557 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb21t
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volume 44, section E

Here is one of McHenry, Illinois' several churches, and typical of small town churches found throughout the northwest farming regions of Illinois.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
McHenry, Illinois. 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-558 ark:/13030/ft687006nd
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McHenry, Illinois is a typical Illinois farm town, some 60 miles northwest of Chicago. Here is McHenry, Illinois, grade school, ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-559  
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The McHenry, Illinois, High School is a modern, 2-story brick building where the Okazaki children will go after graduating from ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-560
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McHenry, Illinois, besides being in the heart of the northern Illinois farm region, is also a resort town and offers ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-561
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Strung along the Des Plaines River at McHenry, Illinois, are several small cottages and small docks from which row boats ... 1944-02-01 WRA no. H-562
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After a day of office work, the Oda sisters like to play their record player and try out the latest ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-563
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The Oda sisters like to entertain their friends in their apartment in Rockford, Illinois. Right to left, Sumi lifts up ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-564
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Although the Oda sisters do office work, they help their mother with the household duties in the evenings. The supper ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-565
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This bridge across the Rock River at Rockford, Illinois, leads into the business section of this thriving northern Illinois town ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-566
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The Oda family consists of Mrs. Isago Oda and her three daughters, Ariye, Fumi, and Sumi. They live in the ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-567
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Ariye Oda works in Rockford, Illinois as a cost accountant for the Black Hawk Machine Company. Ariye's sisters, Fumi and ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-568

Keeping the payroll for a large industrial firm is not an easy job, but Ariye Oda, who has worked for ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-569

Fumi Oda is a bookkeeper for a certified public accountant in Rockford, Illinois. She has worked at this job since ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-570

After camp life at the Tule Lake Relocation Center, it is nice to have large private bedrooms again. Ariye Oda ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-571

In their smartly furnished upstairs apartment in the Rockford residential section, the Oda family spends many pleasant evenings together. With ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. H-572

Looking west across the Rock River, one sees the tall, modern buildings of Rockford, Illinois, located 90 miles northwest of ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-573

Shaded by towering elms is St. Anthony's Hospital, one of the largest and most up-to-date hospitals in Rockford. It is ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-574

In an attractively furnished apartment in one wing of St. Anthony's Hospital, Rockford, Illinois, the Nakamura family has found a ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-575

Dinner-time is a busy time for the workers at St. Anthony's Hospital in Rockford, Illinois. The food is prepared in ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-576

George Nakamura works as a cook in the St. Anthony's Hospital kitchen. His wife, four daughters and one son also ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-577
At St. Anthony’s Hospital, Rockford, Illinois, the nisei and Caucasians work together. In this picture, which shows part of the ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-578
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In the serving kitchen of the 2nd floor of St. Anthony’s Hospital, Irene Nakamura is pouring tea into the cups ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-579
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Irene Nakamura has just taken a trayful of food from the serving kitchen on the 2nd floor of the St. ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-580
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Willie Nakamura is a junior at East High School, Rockford, Illinois. One of his favorite classes is the R.O.T.C., and ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-582
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Mary Nakamura is a sophomore at East High School, Rockford, Illinois. Biology is one of her favorite subjects, and in ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-583
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East High School is one of the most up-to-date schools in the Midwest. It was completed in 1940 and has ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-584
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Lincoln Junior High School, Rockford, Illinois, is typical of the modern schools found in Illinois. Schools in the Midwest welcome nisei students.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Rockford, Illinois. 1944-02-04 WRA no. H-585
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Haruye Inouye (left), a voluntary evacuee from Watsonville, California, and Yoshiko Furumoto from the Hunt Relocation Center, formerly a resident ... 1944-02-17
WRA no. H-586
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Haruye Inouye (left), a voluntary evacuee from Watsonville, California, and Yoshiko Furumoto from the Hunt Relocation Center, formerly a resident ... 1944-02-17
WRA no. H-587
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Conference on Interracial Coordination called together by the Pacific Coast Committee on American Principles and fair play. Dillon S. Myer, Director of WRA, addresses the conference on The Situation and the Outlook at the opening session. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. San Francisco, California. 1945-01-10 WRA no. H-599 [ark:/13030/ft958008xs]
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Conference on Inter-racial Coordination called together by the Pacific Coast Committee on American Principles and Fair Play. Tieko Ishida, Acting ... 1945-01-10 WRA no. H-601 [ark:/13030/ft9k400961]
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Conference on Inter-racial Coordination called together by the Pacific Coast Committee on American Principles and Fair Play. Attending the conference ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. H-601 [ark:/13030/ft2t1nb153]
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Conference on Inter-racial Coordination called together by the Pacific Coast Committee on American Principles and Fair Play. Principal speakers on ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. H-602 [ark:/13030/ft3r29n82t]
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Conference on Inter-racial Coordination called together by the Pacific Coast Committee on American Principles and Fair Play. Among the speakers ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. H-603 [ark:/13030/ft267nb0s0]
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Among the speakers addressing the conference on the second day session were, left to right: Frank L. Buckner, Assoc. State ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. H-604 [ark:/13030/ft7n39p11z]
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-606 [ark:/13030/ft9000098p]
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-607 [ark:/13030/ft9f59p2gg]
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-608 [ark:/13030/ft6s2006r7]
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-609 ark:/13030/ft2199n6vv
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-610 ark:/13030/ft487005rv
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-611 ark:/13030/ft3j49n7td
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-612 ark:/13030/ft2p3004ks
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Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. H-613 ark:/13030/ft009n99tg
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Sumi Iwata and her sister Ethel relax on the porch of their attractive home at Mountain View, California, near San ... 1945-01-18 WRA no. H-616 ark:/13030/ft6779p064
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Sumi (left) and Ethel Iwata stand before the office of their greenhouse and nursery at Mountain View near San Jose, ... 1945-01-18 WRA no. H-617 ark:/13030/ft629006s5
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Little Bernice Hijama, three, watches her mother pick a bucket of oranges from the trees surrounding their forty acre vineyard ... 1945-01-19 WRA no. H-618 ark:/13030/ft7489p0qj
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Mrs. Kazuo Hijama and her daughter Bernice, three, eagerly take the morning mail from the box before their forty acre vineyard home near Fowler, California. The Hijamas recently returned to their former home from the Gila River Relocation Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Fowler, California. 1945-01-19 WRA no. H-619 ark:/13030/ft2g500458
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Pricilla Morishige, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Morishige, late of the Gila River Relocation Center, repaints the family name ... 1945-01-19 WRA no. H-620 ark:/13030/ft7r29p15p
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Miss Pricilla Morishige, one of the two daughters of Mr. and Mrs. James Morishige who have returned to their forty ... 1945-01-19 WRA no. H-621 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5ji
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R. B. Cozzens, Assistant Director, WRA, in a symbolic gesture, wipes the relocation centers from the map on the wall of his San Francisco office.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

San Francisco, California. 1945-01-16 WRA no. H-622 ark:/13030/ft0t1n99v7
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Miss Marlene Morishige tidies up the yard at their home near Selma, California, to which the family has returned from ... 1945-01-19 WRA no. H-623 ark:/13030/ft0g5002s0
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R. B. Cozzens, Assistant Director, WRA, is shown at his desk in the San Francisco Office of the WRA.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

San Francisco, California. 1945-01-16 WRA no. H-624 ark:/13030/ft2580046t
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R. B. Cozzens, Assistant Director, WRA, is shown at his desk in the San Francisco Office of the WRA.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

San Francisco, California. 1945-01-16 WRA no. H-625 ark:/13030/ft8c600909
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Hershel Abe, former resident of the Jerome, Arkansas, relocation center, works on a plane at the Pueblo, Colorado, municipal airport. ... 1945-02-27 WRA no. H-626 ark:/13030/ft1w1003rw
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**volume 45, section E**

The Hideo Satow family from Rohwer. Fumi, wife of Hideo (Jibo) Satow, the first returnees to Hawthorne, near Los Angeles, ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. H-647

[ark:/13030/ft11nb0p2]
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**volume 45, section E**

Kiichi Uyeda from Manzanar (right), the first returnee to Little Tokyo, now Bronzeville, Los Angeles, opens the Bronzeville 5-10-25 Cents ... 1945-05-14

WRA no. H-648

[ark:/13030/ftj49n9cz]
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**volume 45, section E**

James Kobata, from Rohwer, returns to his flower nursery on 139th St., Gardena, California. His wife and children remain in ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. H-649

[ark:/13030/ftj779n92b]
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---

**volume 45, section E**

Mrs. Mary Kito, a Nisei from Granada, works in Los Angeles as office manager of Now magazine, a publication of ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. H-650

[ark:/13030/ftj349n7vx]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 45, section E**

Mary Kito, Nisei from Granada, and office manager of Now magazine, is shown here with public relations man Foster Ricardo ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. H-651

[ark:/13030/ftj4hnb1n0]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 45, section E**

Mary Kitano from Manzanar works for City New Service in Los Angeles. Holding the paper is Betty Lyou, Korean; next ... 1945-05-14 WRA no. H-652

[ark:/13030/ftj777n5wk]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 45, section E**

Mary Kitano from Manzanar and her fellow-workers on the staff of the City News Service. Left to right: Betty Lyou, ... 1945-05-14 WRA no. H-653

[ark:/13030/ftj7s20088]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 45, section E**

Kyuji Hozaki and his wife Haruyo, from Rohwer, reopen their barber shop in Los Angeles. both are master barbers. Left ... 1945-05-19 WRA no. H-654

[ark:/13030/ftj9m3nb5x8]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 45, section E**

Kyuji Hozaki at work in his barber shop, 822 E. 7th St., Los Angeles, recently reopened it after leaving Rohwer. ... 1945-05-19 WRA no. H-655

[ark:/13030/ftj7199p0nv]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 45, section E**

(Left to right) Chiaki Osumi, Akiko Higake from Gila River; Shirley Erickson; Ruth Michiko Kodama from Colorado River; instructor Ella ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. H-656

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(Left to right) Nell McLean; Chiaki Osumi, Gila River; instructor Ella Woodrow; Paula Rider; Ruth Michiko Kodama, Colorado River; and ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. H-657

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kura Kai, Issei from Heart Mountain, operator of the New King Hotel on lower Broadway, Los Angeles, finds no ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. H-658

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The home of Kay Kunisaki in Hollywood, around the corner from Alexander Pantages' former estate and close to Theatre Mart. ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. H-659

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kay Kunisaki in his Hollywood home, close to Theatre Mart and around the corner from Alexander Pantages' former estate. He ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. H-660

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kay Kunisaki returns to Hollywood from Heart Mountain, to again operate a vegetable department in a super-market. This picture shows ... 1945-05-18

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kay Kunisaki at work in his vegetable department in Douds' Hollywood super-market, where he recently returned to from Heart Mountain. ... 1945-05-19 WRA no. H-662

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tech. Sgt. Minoru Masukane, believed to be the first Nisei discharge from the Army on points, visits Los Angeles to ... 1945-05-24 WRA no. H-663

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tech. Sgt. Minoru Masukane, believed first Nisei discharged from Army on points, looks over the city of Los Angeles from ... 1945-05-24 WRA no. H-664

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 548
Tech. Sgt. Minoru Masukane, believed first Nisei discharged from Army on points, looks over the city of Los Angeles from ... 1945-05-24 WRA no. H-665

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tech. Sgt. Minoru Masukane, believed first Nisei discharged from the Army on points, done his pre-war civilian clothes and visits ... 1945-05-24 WRA no. H-666

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tech. Sgt. Minoru Masukane, believed first Nisei discharged from the Army on points, done his pre-war civilian clothes and visits ... 1945-05-24 WRA no. H-667

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Returnees arrive in Los Angeles by bus from Manzanar Relocation Center, some to resume residence in that city and others ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. H-668

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hikotaro Toda and his wife, Fuseo, return to Los Angeles from Gila River, to again operate the Sunrise Hotel on ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. H-669

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The office of Dr. Toshio Ichioka and his wife, Tsutayo (also an M.D.), in East Los Angeles, California. Left to ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. H-671

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Robert Goka’s show-place flower and plant nursery, known as Frank’s, fronts an entire block on fashionable Wilshire Blvd., near Santa ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. H-672

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of Robert Goka’s show-place flower and plant nursery, know as Frank’s, fronting an entire block on fashionable Wilshire Blvd., ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. H-673

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank S. Hata, owner and manager of the Blossom Girl Cosmetic Co., opened his new establishment at 547 S. Fairfax ... 1945-05-23 WRA no. H-674

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Frank S. Hata, owner and manager of the Blossom Girl Cosmetic Company, at the new retail section of his establishment. 1945-05-23 WRA no. H-675

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Irene Kaizuka, recently returned to West Los Angeles after relocation in Buffalo, N.Y., where she went from Gila River, 1945-05-23 WRA no. H-676

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Exterior of the Pasadena Hostel, where returnees, chiefly from Gila River, Colorado River, and Manzanar, are temporarily housed. Seen in 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-677

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the buildings at the Pasadena Hostel, showing the Honor Roll of Japanese-Americans in service. This is the erstwhile 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-678

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The staff of the Pasadena Hostel planning accommodations for additional returnees. Left to right: Miss Sarah Field, manager; Mrs. Kengo ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-679

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Pasadena Hostel, showing personal property of returning evacuees carried into the hostel upon arrival from centers. The Honor Roll ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-681

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Returnees to Pasadena assist in unloading personal property from the Pacific Railroad truck at the Pasadena Hostel. The Pasadena Hostel ... 1945-05-25

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Sierra Co-Op Service, a Pasadena service station and garage at 250 Mary Street, Pasadena, is operated by John Oshima ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-683

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Sierra Co-Op Service, the service station and garage operated by Joe Nawa and John Oshima at 250 Mary Street, ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-684

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mary Kageyama, Song Bird of Manzanar, and her younger sister, Tillie, at the piano, have relocated in Pasadena, and are ... 1945-05-26 WRA no. H-685 ark:/13030/ft2n39n75x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jiro Oishi and Satoru Akutagawa (on the ladder), setting up their new shop, the A-O Radio Service, at 1856 E. ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-686 ark:/13030/ft6f59p00b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Satoru Akutagawa (left) and Jiro Oishi at work in their new radio service shop, 1856 E. Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena. The ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-687 ark:/13030/ft4k40054h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

John Kimata from Gila River at work in the A-O Service Shop on Colorado Boulevard, Pasadena’s main street. John is ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. H-688 ark:/13030/ft6z09p0bs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nisei students arriving on the campus at the University of California in Los Angeles. In the foreground is Michiko Kataoka. ... 1945-05-29 WRA no. H-689 ark:/13030/ft3w1004r0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Michiko Kataoka, a freshman, and Meriko Hoshiyama, a junior, both from Manzanar (left to right in picture), with fellow students ... 1945-05-29 WRA no. H-690 ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5p0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Michiko Kataoka, a freshman, and Meriko Hoshiyama, a junior, both from Manzanar (left to right in picture), with fellow students ... 1945-05-29 WRA no. H-691 ark:/13030/ft0m3n99sw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evan Oyakawa (left) with his chum, Alwyn Wong of Chinese descent, on the University of California at Los Angeles campus. ... 1945-05-29 WRA no. H-692 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2b2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Soichi Arao from Rohwer lives at the home of a friend on South Kingsley Street in Los Angeles until his ... 1945-05-29 WRA no. H-693 ark:/13030/ft596nb2z4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A gathering at the beautiful Evergreen Cemetery in Los Angeles, Memorial Day morning for the first such service since 1942. ... 1945-05-30 WRA no. H-694

About 100 Issei and Nisei lay flowers on the graves of the dead of Japanese ancestry at beautiful Evergreen Cemetery ... 1945-05-30 WRA no. H-695

Miss Reiko Ito, secretary at International Institute, Los Angeles, with her chum, Miss Eva Lee of Chinese descent (right), in ... 1945-05-31 WRA no. H-696

Yasutaro Naide from Manzanar is back in Los Angeles on his old job at Maryknoll Home, 425 So. Boyle Ave. ... 1945-05-31 WRA no. H-697

Miss Hisaye Matsumune from Poston acts as receptionist at International Institute, 435 South Boyle Avenue, Los Angeles. She is one ... 1945-05-31 WRA no. H-698

The backyard garage of Yam Okamuro in Glendale, California. Left to right, Mr. Okamuro, Dennis Okamuro (Mrs. Hara’s little nephew), ... 1945-05-31 WRA no. H-699

Yam Okamuro has set up his garage business in the backyard of the home rented to him by his friend. ... 1945-05-31 WRA no. H-700

Mrs. Hiroshi Yamao and her children, Frances and Henry, from Heart Mountain, at the home of friends, the S. Imamuras, ... 1945-06-01 WRA no. H-701

Mr. George Yanase, his wife Ann, their little girl Robbie Jeane (age 19 months), and Rev. S. Kowta, all from ... 1945-06-01 WRA no. H-702

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Additional Note
Correct spelling of names (Shigeko and Unmeiji) provided by a family member, January 2008.
Luncheon at the Evergreen Hostel, 506 N. Evergreen Street, Los Angeles. Three meals a day and dormitory accommodations are provided ... 1945-06-01

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

James Shimokawa, his wife Jennie and their little son Gary, age 3, shown living at the Evergreen Hostel, Los Angeles. ... 1945-06-01

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Suenaga (reading newspaper) from Manzanar, and Ben Nishiyama from Poston, relaxing in a section of one of the men's ... 1945-06-01

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Iwao Takamoto from Manzanar begins work at Walt Disney Studios in Hollywood as an animator. While he had no ... 1945-06-02

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This is the main dwelling on the beautiful walnut grove estate of Dr. Sidney Walker, 17367 Parthenia Street, Northridge, in ... 1945-06-02

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Left to right, Dr. Sydne Walker, Evan Oyakawa, his sister Lily, and their father Yokichi pose before the modern tile ... 1945-06-02

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

It is not all work and no play on the Walker Estate. Here the doctor is seen relaxing on the ... 1945-06-02

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Sydne Walker pauses for a friendly chat with his employees, Yokichi (left) and Evan Oyakawa, at the foot of ... 1945-06-02

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Yokichi Oyakawa pauses for a picture as he leads the main source of the family's milk supply from the ... 1945-06-02

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evan assists his father, Yokichi Oyakawa, in trimming the ornamental hedges which surrounds the estate of Dr. Sydne Walker, where ... 1945-06-02
This is a view of the home of K. Ota and his family near Carpenteria, California, where they returned on ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. H-713

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Otas of Gila River Relocation Center are again receiving their mail at the old address near Carpenteria, California. Mrs. ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. H-714

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. K. Ota, who with her family recently returned to her home near Carpenteria, California, is seen leaving the laundry ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. H-715

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. K. Ota and his eldest son, Kenji, examine lemons grown on their thirty-five acre place to which the family ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. H-718

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese American veterans of the famous 100th Infantry Battalion who are now patients at the Hoff General Hospital in Santa ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. H-719

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese--United States--History--20th century--Photographs

No discrimination in this huddle. Akshi Alan Asakora (center) plays football in the yard of the Lincoln School in Santa ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. H-721

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Naomi Asakura, age 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Taki Asakura, who returned to Santa Barbara from Gila River on ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. H-722

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two veterans of the famous 100th Infantry Battalion, now patients at Hoff General Hospital in Santa Barbara, relax in the ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. H-725

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Miyeko Fukusawa, nee Miyeko Ota, from Gila River, has returned to Santa Barbara and is again employed in the ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. H-726

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Miyeko Fukusawa and her two-year-old son, Johnny, at the home of Mrs. Buell Hammet in the hills overlooking Santa ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. H-727

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Alice Fukuhara, 15-years-old, formerly of Poston, returned with her father to their former home at 521 Elm Street, Seaside, California. ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. H-728

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Copy of a full page paid advertisement appearing in the Monterey Peninsula Herald and bearing the signatures of nearly five-hundred ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. H-729

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Manaka, right, formerly of Poston, relaxes in the living room of his Monterey home with a friend, Eisuke Kami, ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. H-730

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Mitoshi Hirahara and family, Rt. 3, Box 895, Watsonville, California, are again living on their 100-acre vegetable ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. H-731

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Long rows of lettuce entirely surround the home of the Hirahara family of thirteen who recently returned to their one-hundred-acre ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. H-732

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Asaki Hiyashi (alien) and his wife, Koito, from Camp #2, Poston, have returned to Watsonville and reopened their hotel where ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. H-734

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cannery Row in Monterey, California. Canners who formerly employed Japanese and Japanese Americans, and the Union to which they belonged, ... 1945-06-08

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fishing boats in Monterey Bay. These are the boats that bring in salmon, sardines, cod and squid for the more ... 1945-06-09 WRA no. H-736

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This huge Honor Roll on the main street in Watsonville contains many Japanese names, some with Gold Stars. The boys were former residents of the community and it is hoped that a lot of them will be able to return.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Watsonville, California. 1945-06-09 WRA no. H-737 ark:/13030/ft596nb304

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This fertile valley in Santa Cruz County, of which Watsonville is the center, contains much acreage owned by evacuees. Strawberries ... 1945-06-09 WRA no. H-738 ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1ph

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kai Shimuzu [i.e. Kay Shimizu] at her home at 484 Horning Street, San Jose, to which she returned April 11. The Shimuzus [i.e. Shimizus] ... 1945-06-11 WRA no. H-739 ark:/13030/ft1q5003qr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kohei Kogura (Issei) returned to San Jose from the Gila River center on May 9, and has reopened his ... 1945-06-11 WRA no. H-741 ark:/13030/ft1p3003mh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. T. Kawakami (Issei) are operating the Civic Unity Hostel, 630 North 5th Street, San Jose, California, next ... 1945-06-11 WRA no. H-742 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4ph

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Civic Unity Hostel at 639 North 5th Street, San Jose, California, operated by Mr. and Mrs. Kawakami of Heart ... 1945-06-11 WRA no. H-743 ark:/13030/ft1m3nb092

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Mary Terada (left) and Miss Yuri Kawakami, both of Heart Mountain, set the table at the Civic Unity Hostel in San Jose. Mrs. Terada, with her husband and two young daughters, arrived on June 7. They are stopping at the hostel while looking for a house.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
San Jose, California. 1945-06-11 WRA no. H-744 ark:/13030/ft0w100327

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Teruyoshi Terada, who arrived in San Jose from Heart Mountain on June 7, is seen with his two daughters, Mitsuye, 6, and Sachiy, 2, before the entrance to the Civic Unity Hostel, where they are temporarily residing.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
San Jose, California. 1945-06-11 WRA no. H-745 ark:/13030/ft038n994s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Joe Takeda, who with his family returned from Gila River to their ten-acre pear orchard just north of San Jose ... 1945-06-12 WRA no. H-746 [ark:/13030/ft6c6006bd]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Another American citizen has arrived at the home of Joe Takeda since night-riding hoodlums set fire to his house and ... 1945-06-12 WRA no. H-747 [ark:/13030/ft4j49n9f0]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Takeda home and pear orchard just north of San Jose, California, to which the family returned from Gila River. ... 1945-06-12 WRA no. H-748 [ark:/13030/ft6j49p05k]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Toshio Kimura have reopened their large house at 556 North Third Street, in San Jose, and have ... 1945-06-12 WRA no. H-749 [ark:/13030/ft6z09p0c9]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

James K. Dobashi is seen with his family and mother on the porch of his attractive home at 575 North ... 1945-06-12 WRA no. H-750 [ark:/13030/ft9r29p2fx]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Mount Eden Nursery and Greenhouses, owned and operated by the Shibatas of Tule Lake. The family originally relocated to ... 1945-06-15 WRA no. H-751 [ark:/13030/ft329004jn]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Mount Eden Nursery and Greenhouses, owned and operated by the Shibatas of Tule Lake. The family originally relocated to ... 1945-06-15 WRA no. H-752 [ark:/13030/ft2q50046s]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Mount Eden Nursery and Greenhouses, owned and operated by the Shibatas of Tule Lake. The family originally relocated to ... 1945-06-15 WRA no. H-753 [ark:/13030/ft267nb0v1]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Mount Eden Nursery and Greenhouses, owned and operated by the Shibatas of Tule Lake. The family originally relocated to ... 1945-06-15 WRA no. H-754 [ark:/13030/ft2c60049p]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 46, section E

The Mount Eden Nursery and Greenhouses, owned and operated by the Shibatas of Tule Lake. The family originally relocated to ... 1945-06-15 WRA no. H-755

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

Alice Takeuchi, Secretary in the Oakland office of the Alameda County C.I.O. Council. Alice was evacuated to the Jerome Center ... 1945-06-15 WRA no. H-757

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

Dr. Seizo Murata, Dentist, from Topaz, has reopened his office at 1948 Bush Street in San Francisco, and is enjoying ... 1945-06-16 WRA no. H-758

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

Sam Kitabayashi, who left Heart Mountain on May 16, and now has a home at 1398 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco, ... 1945-06-16 WRA no. H-759

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

Koutei Sugaya, who left Topaz on May 21, is about to reopen his laundry at 2325 Pine Street in San ... 1945-06-16 WRA no. H-760

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

Mr. and Mrs. Shottsu Gishifu from Topaz, at work in their cleaning and tailoring establishment at 1704 Laguna Street in ... 1945-06-16 WRA no. H-761

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

Mr. and Mrs. Shottsu Gishifu from Topaz, at work in their cleaning and tailoring establishment at 1704 Laguna Street in ... 1945-06-16 WRA no. H-762

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 46, section E

View of the Oakland Methodist Hostel at 797 10th Street, operated under the direction of Mr. John Yamashita of Topaz. ... 1945-06-18 WRA no. H-763

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
View of the Family Unit section of the Oakland Hostel at 797 10th Street, Oakland, California. Other dormitories and living ... 1945-06-18 WRA no. H-764 [ar:13030/ft3z09n8md

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Group in the lounge of the Oakland Hostel at 797 10th Street, Oakland, California. Left to right, those shown are, ... 1945-06-18 WRA no. H-765 [ar:13030/ft729007ht

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Personal effects arriving at the Oakland Hostel are being check by Saburo Sasaki, Gila River (left); Mr. Joseph S. Aoki, Topaz; and Mr. J. Yamashita, Topaz. The latter is director of the hostel. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Oakland, California. 1945-06-18 WRA no. H-766 [ar:13030/ft61nb3z6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Aiko Kiroki, who returned to Berkeley from Granada April 16, is seen seated on the steps of her attractive ... 1945-06-18 WRA no. H-768 [ar:13030/ft5v19n9t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. M. Fujii of Heart Mountain are again at work in their greenhouses at 77 Jackson Street, Mountain ... 1945-06-19 WRA no. H-769 [ar:13030/ft5x0nb37p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Julian Piazzo, Rt. 2, Box 44, Gilroy, California, owners and operators of a large ranch and prune ... 1945-06-19 WRA no. H-770 [ar:13030/ft1b69n6px

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Julian Piazzo, Rt. 2, Box 44, Gilroy, California, owners and operators of a large ranch and prune ... 1945-06-19 WRA no. H-771 [ar:13030/ft6g50b6m6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Julian Piazzo, Rt. 2, Box 44, Gilroy, California, owners and operators of a large ranch and prune ... 1945-06-19 WRA no. H-772 [ar:13030/ft7b69p0j8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

T/Sgt. Thomas K. Tsubota of Honolulu, one of 14 Nisei sent to General Merrill's Marauders in India in September, 1943. ... 1945-06-23 WRA no. H-773 [ar:13030/ft4m3nb25w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tsuma Ichimura and her husband Jisakichi are again operating their Pioneer Grocery at 4312 Floral Drive in East Los Angeles. ... 1945-06-22 WRA no. H-774

Additional Note
Fact that daughter Mary Haruyo was not an only child was provided by a family member in 2007.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Taro Kawa (left) and his first employee, Toshiharu Yamashita, both from Gila River, prepare for the June opening of Taro’s ... 1945-06-22 WRA no. H-775

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Dorothy Takechi from Manzanar, talking with the noted author, Carey McWilliams, whose recent book, Prejudice, on the subject of ... 1945-06-22 WRA no. H-776

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Just starting in Los Angeles is the Cooperative Service Bureau at 3554 S. Normandie, near the new Methodist Hostel. Shown ... 1945-06-22 WRA no. H-777

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The New Takaki Grocery at 3550 S. Normadie, Los Angeles, opened by George Takaki, Nisei, and his father Yoshihiro, Issei. ... 1945-06-22 WRA no. H-778

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Takaki, Nisei (left) and his father Yoshihiro, Issei, busy in their new Takaki Grocery at 3550 S. Normandie, Los ... 1945-06-22 WRA no. H-779

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

International Settlement, 435 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, is the scene of monthly social get-togethers of Nisei and Issei. On ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-780

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former Postonites, all from Camp #1, entering International Settlement, enjoy one of the monthly, social get-togethers of Nisei and Issei. ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-781

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Buddhist Hostel, 1336 W. 36th Place, Los Angeles, near the University of Southern California. This is one of five hostels ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-782

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Buddhist Hostel, 1336 W. 36th Place, Los Angeles, showing (left to right): Mrs. Chiyo Okamoto (Amache), Rev. Imamura's little son ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-783

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Buntaro Tabuchi from Amache with his gardening tools and truck, loading up for the day's work in Los Angeles. Buntaro ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-784

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The new Methodist Hostel at 3508 South Normandie, Los Angeles, which opened June 12, 1945, to accommodate 70 people eventually. ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-785

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The new Methodist Hostel at 3508 So. Normandie, Los Angeles, of which Rev. Yuzuru Yamaka from Amache is manager as ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. H-786

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Takejiro Kusayanagi's 14-room home at 3741 W. 27th Street, in the fashionable West Adams district of Los Angeles, to ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. H-787

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shizuo (Jimmie) Mitsuhata, chef at Clifton's Cafeteria in Los Angeles, on the job after having returned from Manzanar on May ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. H-788

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Akagi's boarding house at 1936 S. Sawtelle Blvd., West Los Angeles. It accommodates 30 people in six separate houses. ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. H-789

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Akagi rents accommodations at six houses at 1936 S. Sawtelle Blvd., West Los Angeles, to families and singles--some do ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. H-790

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
S/Sgt. Tatsumi Iwate, a Japanese American Infantryman, who bears a piece of Nazi shrapnel an inch deep in his brain ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. H-791

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

S/Sgt. Tatsumi Iwate, a Japanese American Infantryman, who bears a piece of Nazi shrapnel an inch deep in his brain ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. H-793

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

S/Sgt. Tatsumi Iwate, a Japanese American Infantryman, who bears a piece of Nazi shrapnel an inch deep in his brain ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. H-794

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A section of the Winona Housing Project in Burbank, California, where returned evacuees are provided with temporary housing while they located permanent homes in and around Los Angeles.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. H-797

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of returned evacuees study the bulletin board at the Winona Housing Project in Burbank, California, where temporary trailer housing is provided for the returnees while they are securing permanent housing in the Los Angeles Area.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. H-798

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Whiling time away in the Winona Housing project at Burbank, California, where temporary trailer quarters are provided while returnees locate permanent homes in and around Los Angeles.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. H-799
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<td>46, E</td>
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<tr>
<td>46, E</td>
<td><strong>A portion of the Magnolia Housing Project at Burbank, California, where</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>returned evacuees find temporary quarters while locating homes in the</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Los Angeles area. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Burbank, California.</strong></td>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>A family boards the SS Shawnee, Army Troop Transport, for the return trip to their former homes in Hawaii. 1100 evacuees of Japanese ancestry were returned aboard the Shawnee.  Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Los Angeles, California. 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-808 [ark:/13030/ft7z09p0wc] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>Master Sergeant Charles Akiyama, acting as the liaison personnel at the Port of Los Angeles, briefs a group of Japanese ... 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-809 [ark:/13030/ft3w1004t1] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>A bus arrives at a pier in Los Angeles Harbor from the Santa Ana housing project with a group of ... 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-810 [ark:/13030/ft529005sc] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>Lining the rails of the SS Shawnee, in Los Angeles Harbor, to bid farewell to friends, are a group of ... 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-811 [ark:/13030/ft6r29p0s6] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>Passengers, for the Shawnee, Army Troop Transport, detailed to return 1100 persons of Japanese ancestry to their former homes in Hawaii, coming through the arches of the pier at Los Angeles Harbor.  Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Los Angeles, California. 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-812 [ark:/13030/ft6b69n9z2] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>A group of Los Angeles Nisei bid farewell to old friends aboard the SS Shawnee, Army Troop Transport, detailed to return persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from Hawaii during the war, to their former homes.  Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Los Angeles, California. 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-813 [ark:/13030/ft3g5004td] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>A Nisei Sergeant, who had seen overseas duty in the China-Burma-India theatre with the United States Army, visits with a ... 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-814 [ark:/13030/ft2b69n770] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, section E</td>
<td>A Nisei soldier, who had seen overseas duty in the China-Burma-India theatre with the United States Army, visits with a ... 1945-11-30 WRA no. H-815 [ark:/13030/ft7n39p130] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
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<td>Volume, Section</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section A</td>
<td>Evacuees of Japanese ancestry waiting to board buses which will take them to the War Relocation Authority center at Manzanar where they will spend the duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section A</td>
<td>Bird's eye view of quarters and baggage at Salinas, California Assembly Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section A</td>
<td>Evacuees of Japanese descent enjoy a moment of relaxation before setting up housekeeping at this assembly center. They will be transferred ultimately to a War Relocation Authority Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section C</td>
<td>Barrack apartments on the former race track grounds temporarily house evacuees of Japanese ancestry from Southern California until they can be transferred to War Relocation Authority Centers to spend the duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section C</td>
<td>Lunch time, cafeteria style, at the Santa Anita Assembly Center where many thousands of evacuees of Japanese ancestry are temporarily housed pending transfer to War Relocation Authority Centers where they will spend the duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section B</td>
<td>A caravan of 74 cars, plus many military escort vehicles, at West Seventh and South Pacific Streets as evacuees of ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section B</td>
<td>The Nagamine home prior to evacuation from this area of all residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority Centers for the duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume 78, section B</td>
<td>Mrs. Yoshiye Abe is an employee of the Flag and Decorating Company, 1848 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colorado. A former resident ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bird's eye view of quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority Centers for the duration.

Attendants register arrivals at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center and assign them, family by family, to new quarters. The family unit is kept intact. These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are transferred later to War Relocation Authority Centers for the duration.

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are vaccinated by fellow evacuees.

Three sisters, all high school students, awaiting evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Families of Japanese ancestry with their baggage at railroad station awaiting the arrival of special train which will take them to the Merced Assembly Center about 125 miles away.

These three evacuee students, Cromwell Mukai, from Topaz; Marie Yamashita from Heart Mountain; and Joe Nishimura from Manzanar; are shown leaving the stadium at the University of Nebraska.

Henry Omachi at the transit, a young student of engineering from the Tule Lake Center, now relocated in Cleveland and employed by the National Surveys Company, is here seen at work on the water front with Joe Semanisin, a Caucasian.

Abe Hagiwara, from Minidoka, now boys' work secretary at the YMCA, talks to boys of nine nationalities. Mrs. Hagiwara has a job as typist at the county library.

Cleveland, Ohio. WRA no. -217  ark:/13030/ft067n99gm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jimmy Kikushima's Oriental Restaurant at 1620 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is usually crowded with Caucasians and Japanese Americans who enjoy ...

1944-01 WRA no. -292  ark:/13030/ft9s2009bd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese ranch house seen across strawberry bed. Family of eight children in this house earn their living by the production ...

1942-04-18 WRA no. -44  ark:/13030/ft7p3007j8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pvt. Yoshinao Omiya, Hawaiian-born Nisei who served with the famed 100th Infantry Battalion and lost his eyesight during the crossing ...

1944-09 WRA no. -720  ark:/13030/ft6779p07n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets. Young Americans salute the flag in the playground.

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-20 WRA no. -77  ark:/13030/ft587005xr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tadao Yamanaka, his wife, and Ann Louise, his daughter in their New York apartment which is just off Riverside Drive ...

1944-01 WRA no. I-10  ark:/13030/ft9199p1rh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Newly arrived in New York are Miss Julie E. Tanji and her cousin Miss Tai Tanji. They are out for ...

1943-10-18 WRA no. I-11  ark:/13030/ft5k40063s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Newly arrived in New York are Miss Julie E. Tanji and her cousin Miss Tai Tanji. They are out for ...

1943-10-18 WRA no. I-12  ark:/13030/ft6489p06q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Newly arrived in New York are Miss Julie E. Tanji and her cousin Miss Tai Tanji. They are out for ...

1943-10-18 WRA no. I-13  ark:/13030/ft3k4004xm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
On their first afternoon in New York, three former Granada Relocation Center residents take the time out for a ride ... 1943-10-18 WRA no. I-14  ark:/13030/ft838nb4s4

Sgt. Sukio Oji on leave in Denver, Colorado, from Camp Shelby, Mississippi. Sgt. Oji lived in California prior to evacuation to the Gila River Center, and after spending several months there he went to the University of Nebraska to study Civil Engineering.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Denver, Colorado. 1944-03-24 WRA no. I-143  ark:/13030/ft038n9959

Mrs. Fred Mittwer, who writes under the name of Mary Oyama, relocated in Denver from Heart Mountain in January, 1943. ...

Miss Miye Tachihara, a beautician, has relocated from the Gila River Relocation Center to Philadelphia. Miss Tachihara formerly lived in ...

Harley Asari, left, relocatee from the Poston, Arizona Relocation Center, and Kenneth Jimbo, a voluntary evacuee from Huntington, California, shown ...
Wheeling a patient from an operating room in a famous women’s hospital near Philadelphia is Mack Tsujimoto. Before evacuation, Mack ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-16 ark:/13030/ft5r29n9d3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the Friends School at Media, Pennsylvania, a Philadelphia suburb, are the small children of two relocated families, 5-year-old Jerry ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-17 ark:/13030/ft1w1003tx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Hasegawa teaches the Japanese language to students at the Quaker graduate school, Pendle Hill, Wallingford, Pa. Her husband, Mr. ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-18 ark:/13030/ft0g5002th

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In their new home in Ardmore, Pennsylvania, a Philadelphia suburb, young Stanley Tomita, the son of Tad Tomita, an Issei, ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-19 ark:/13030/ft8i49p11m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fred Ota at his desk in lower Manhattan. Fred is assistant manager of Co-operation Distributors Inc., and lives with his ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-2 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb24c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Stanley Tomita, 9-month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Tad Tomita, was born in the Tule Lake Relocation Center. At the ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-20 ark:/13030/ft287004c2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Fuji Fujikawa, who has relocated to Philadelphia where she works for an art advertising company doing silk screen poster ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-21 ark:/13030/ft0489n5xf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a cooperative house in Philadelphia lives a mixed group of young people of similar interests. They call the place ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-22 ark:/13030/ft5g5006ds

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pfc. Thomas Higa, 27-year-old Japanese American war veteran and smallest member of the 100th Battalion, who is in Denver to ... 1944-06-24 WRA no. I-239 ark:/13030/ft196n99h3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tamejiro Kiraoka came to the United States in 1903. For a while he worked on farms and then succeeded in ... 1944-01-27 WRA no. I-24

Technical Sergeant Ben Kuroki of the United States Army Eighth Air Force. Sgt. Kuroki has spent a year and a ... 1944-06-26 WRA no. I-240

Soze and Mitsue Ito and their children, Diane and Joel, and Caucasian friends at the Putney School, Putney, Vermont. The Itos came from the Gila River Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Soze and Mitsue Ito and their children, Diane and Joel, and Caucasian friends at the Putney School, Putney, Vermont. Itos came from the Gila River Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

A Connecticut tobacco field showing the growing tobacco and the harvesting. This is a fine grade of cigar wrapping tobacco ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-243

The Kusudo brothers and their families in front of their typical New England house at Red Bird Farm, Wrentham, Mass. ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-244

Ted and Hiroshi Kusudo who, since coming East, have become skilled chick sexors, in front of one of the poultry ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-245

A hot summer afternoon. Camp swimming pool maintained by one of the large manufacturing companies for children of its employees. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Harvey Aki (Jerome) who previously had his own refrigeration service shop at Fresno, California, keeps his hand in training as shop foreman at the Miller & Seddon Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Harvey Aki (Jerome) who previously had his own refrigeration service shop at Fresno, California, keeps his hand in training as shop foreman at the Miller & Seddon Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-248 [ark:/13030/ft9x0nb618

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mathematics class in the Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, High School includes (center row front) Jessie Hiraoka, National Honor Society member and champion ...

1944-01-27 WRA no. I-25 [ark:/13030/ft509nb2nh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshiro Befu (Granada) from Santa Maria, California, gains experience in eastern horticulture before continuing his college education, on the Greenough estate in Belmont, Massachusetts.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Belmont, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-250 [ark:/13030/ft5s2006pw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshiro Befu (Granada) from Santa Maria, California, gains experience in eastern horticulture before continuing his college education, on the Greenough estate in Belmont, Massachusetts.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Belmont, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-251 [ark:/13030/ft9n39p2w0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshiro Befu (Granada) from Santa Maria, California, gains experience in eastern horticulture before continuing his college education, on the Greenough estate in Belmont, Massachusetts.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Belmont, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-252 [ark:/13030/ft109n99qm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A New England church of typical New England architecture. While this church is of brick, the beautifully designed, white painted wooden churches are found all over New England.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-253 [ark:/13030/ft8p3007q5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kiichi Saito (Granada) busy in the pantry of the Greenough estate in Belmont, Massachusetts.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Belmont, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-254 [ark:/13030/ft6b69p016

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-256  ark:/13030/ft0d5n98zp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Uneyo Ishimoto and her daughter, Carol, in the garden of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Seeler, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-257  ark:/13030/ft8489p1sc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

State Capitol in Vermont.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Montpelier, Vermont. 1944-08 WRA no. I-258  ark:/13030/ft1199n6qv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Spoford Lake, one of the many beauty spots in New Hampshire, typical of the New England recreational area.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Spoford Lake, New Hampshire. 1944-08 WRA no. I-259  ark:/13030/ft058002mf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tamejiro Hiraoka, Issei, and a part of his family, including his wife; his elder son, Harry; and two daughters, Alice ... 1944-01-27 WRA no. I-26  ark:/13030/ft95800909
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A modern poultry laying house in New Hampshire’s poultry section.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
, New Hampshire. 1944-08 WRA no. I-260  ark:/13030/ft2b69n78h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Chick Uno with her daughters, Sheila and Naomi, in their flower garden at their home in Hyde Park, Mass. ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-261  ark:/13030/ft8b69p1bz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Setsujiro Uno shows Roland A. Bernard, New England Farm Placement Officer, his Victory Garden which he has grown in ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-262  ark:/13030/ft6x0nb40v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sheila (age 6), Setsujiro Uno, Chick Masaru Uno and Naomi (age 2-1/2) are shown picking string beans in the victory ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-263  ark:/13030/ft7199p0pc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Chick Masaru Uno shows Sheila (age 6) and Naomi (age 2-1/2) a picture of their uncle, Master Sgt. Paul Uno, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-264

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Kosaku Steven Tamura (Granada), Ben Yashikawa (Tule), and Tsetsu Morita (Minidoka) visit the historical battlefield at Concord, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-265

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Kosaku Steven Tamura (Granada) at the famous Minute Man statue on the battlefield at Concord, Mass., where ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-266

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Kosaku Steven Tamura (Granada), Ben Yashikawa (Tule), and Tsetsu Morita (Minidoka) at the Concord River where the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-267

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Kosaku Steven Tamura (Granada), Ben Yashikawa (Tule), and Tsetsu Morita (Minidoka) at the famous bridge of the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-268

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bill Mori, a non-evacuee who has lived in the East for some time, and a Caucasian friend in front of his successful restaurant on the main street of Waterbury, Connecticut.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Waterbury, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-269

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tamejiro Hiraoka, Issei, and a part of his family, including his wife; his elder son, Harry; and two daughters, Alice ... 1944-01-27 WRA no. I-27

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A moment of relaxation at Bill Mori's K & J Restaurant, 88 E. Main Street, Waterbury, Connecticut. Left to right, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-270

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bill Mori, owner of the K & J Restaurant, 88 E. Main St., Waterbury, Connecticut, operates a successful business in the center of the city. Mr. Mori lines his workers up for the photographer, with himself at the head.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Waterbury, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-271

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Elliot and Nancy Horikoshi, children of Rev. and Mrs. Casper Horikoshi from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, and Edward, Catherine ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-272

Reverend and Mrs. Casper Horikoshi from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center with their children, Elliot and Nancy, and Mr. and ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-273

Reverend Casper Horikoshi from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center and Mr. Sergi Gaposchkian weeding wildgrass out of the flower beds ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-274

Reverend Casper Horikoshi from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center and Mr. Sergi Gaposchkian weeding wildgrass out of the flower beds ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-275

Reverend Casper Horikoshi (center), his son, Elliot, (on left) and Peter Gaposchkian, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sergi Gaposchkian, at ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-276

In the living room of the International Institute, 190 Beacon Street, Boston, where many of the Nisei group meetings have ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-277

Miss Mary Saito, formerly of Granada and Los Angeles, takes dictation as part of her regular duties at the International ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-278

Mr. and Mrs. Junzo Hibino came to Boston from the Central Utah Relocation Center to join their son, Yoshi. They ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-279

Jack Hirose was a sign painter in Los Angeles before evacuation, now he is a commercial artist in the art ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. I-28
Familiar to all relocatees in Boston, the entrance to the International Institute at 190 Beacon Street where many parties have ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-280

Hideo Ishimoto at the Wallrath Greenhouses in Waltham, Massachusetts, with Mr. Wallrath. Hideo is from Heart Mountain and previously from San Jose, California. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Mr. Tay Andow is very proud of the Jersey heifer he has raised at the Kreuger farm in Stratford, Conn. ...

Mr. and Mrs. Tay Andow and Michael at their cottage of the Theodore Kreuger farm in Stratford, Conn. Michael was ...

The last of the hay crop goes in today. Richard Nishimura left Manzanar in October 1943 to accept a job ...

Caring for the Jersey herd at Maplemount Farm, Enosburg Falls, Vermont. Richard Nishimura left Manzanar to accept this job although ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-289
In relocating, Harry Asaka, a former Pasadena fruit and vegetable store operator, took a farm job near San Springs, Maryland, ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. I-29  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, campus group (evacuees only). Left to right: Jim Nakana (Topaz--Redwood City, Calif.); Tokuji Furuta (Poston--San ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-290  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

University of Connecticut campus group with Caucasian friends (left to right): Yoneo Ono (Poston & Bakersfield, Calif.); Ray Cudler, Tokiyi ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-291  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Susumu Kobayashi (Topaz) finds that raising flowers on the Gun Mill Farm, Bloomfield, Connecticut, is not much different than at his former home in San Leandro, California.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Bloomfield, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-293  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Susumu Kobayashi (Topaz) and daughter, Michiko, picking early peaches at Gun Mill Farm, Bloomfield, Connecticut.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Bloomfield, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-294  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Susumu and Suye Kobayashi (Topaz) and daughter, Michiko, at Gun Mill Farm, Bloomfield, Connecticut. The Kobayashis formerly lived at San Leandro, California, and also had done market gardening in Florida  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Bloomfield, Connecticut. 1944-08 WRA no. I-295  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Chick Masaru Uno shows Sheila (age 6) and Naomi (age 2-1/2) a picture of their uncle, Master Sgt. Paul Uno ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-297  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Connecticut tobacco field showing the growing tobacco and the harvesting. This is a fine grade of cigar wrapping tobacco ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-298  
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Yoshiro Befu (Granada) from Santa Maria, California, gains experience in eastern horticulture before continuing his college education, on the Greenough estate in Belmont, Massachusetts.

**Photographer:** Iwasaki, Hikaru

**Belmont, Massachusetts. 1944-08** WRA no. I-299 [ark:/13030/ft5v19n9kb]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Although Mark Bando has an A.B. Cum Laude degree from Stanford University, where he majored in philosophy, he's learning a ...

**1944-01** WRA no. I-3 [ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1ph]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In relocating, Harry Asaka, a former Pasadena fruit and vegetable store operator, took a farm job near San Springs, Maryland, ...

**1944-02-03** WRA no. I-30 [ark:/13030/ft7p3007ks]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Torazo Matsumoto, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center, is harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston, Newtown, ...

**1944-08** WRA no. I-300 [ark:/13030/ft2k40045x]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Yamamoto, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center is harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston, Newtown, ...

**1944-08** WRA no. I-301 [ark:/13030/ft2z09n7pn]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kazumasa Frank Kitagawa, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center, is harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston, ...

**1944-08** WRA no. I-302 [ark:/13030/ft6k40073k]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Katsuji Edward Taniguchi, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center, is harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston, ...

**1944-08** WRA no. I-303 [ark:/13030/ft7f59p0w3]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston in Newtown, Bucks County, Pa., are five Issei farmers who were ...

**1944-08** WRA no. I-304 [ark:/13030/ft1w1003wz]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Yamamoto, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center is harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston, Newtown, ...

**1944-08** WRA no. I-306 [ark:/13030/ft396nb196]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Bill and Betty Kobayashi, formerly of the Poston Relocation Center and Santa Ana, California, where they operated a chicken ranch. Bill and Betty are now working at a large poultry and hatchery farm in Montgomery County, Maryland, near Washington, D.C.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

"Washington, D.C.", 1944-01 WRA no. I-32 ark:/13030/ft7w1007mm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The home Bill and Betty Kobayashi live in was built for them by the owner of the large hatchery where Bill works. Bill and Betty formerly lived at the Poston Relocation Center and Santa Ana, California.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

"Washington, D.C.", 1944-01 WRA no. I-33 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5kr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Giichi Omori, formerly of the Poston Relocation Center and Costa Mesa, California, did truck farming and poultry farm work before he went to California State Polytechnical College, where he and Bill Kobayashi majored in Poultry studies.

Photographer: Parker, Tom

"Washington, D.C.", 1944-01 WRA no. I-34 ark:/13030/ft0s2002v0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miwako Oana is now a New York secretary. Folks back at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center remember her as Moe, ...

1944-01 WRA no. I-4 ark:/13030/ft596nb31n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jin Asakura specializes in making plant miniatures in a Whitestone, Long Island greenhouse. He came to New York from the ...

1944-01 WRA no. I-5 ark:/13030/ft5w1006mh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jin Asakura and Ichiru Yoshihashi work on plant miniature in a greenhouse at Whitestone on Long Island. Both came to ...

1944-01 WRA no. I-6 ark:/13030/ft0f59n65h
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jin Asakura, Ichiru Yoshihashi and their foreman in a greenhouse at Whitestone, Long Island, New York. Jin and Ichiru both ...

1944-01 WRA no. I-7 ark:/13030/ft4j49n9gh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toge Yasuda came to New York in November, 1943, and went to work for a large modern greenhouse in Roslyn, ...

1944-01 WRA no. I-8 ark:/13030/ft187003yw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Ann Louise Yamanaka and her mother in their New York apartment which is just off Riverside Drive in upper Manhattan. ... 1944-01 WRA no. I-9  ark:/13030/ft58700608

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Yamamoto, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center is helping his employer, Herman S. Heston, harvest tomatoes on the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-307  ark:/13030/ft6000069l

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Yamamoto, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center is helping his employer, Herman S. Heston, harvest tomatoes on the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-308  ark:/13030/ft200003sc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ted Eikichi Miyamura, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center, is harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-309  ark:/13030/ft2n39n76f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvey Suzuki is manager of the poultry farm of L. L. Logan in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, about 25 miles from ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-310  ark:/13030/ft509nb2p1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvey Suzuki is manager of the poultry farm of L. L. Logan in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, about 25 miles from ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-311  ark:/13030/ft9k40099k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Suzuki, formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center, are relaxing with Blackie in the bedroom of ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-312  ark:/13030/ft9t1nb5mx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Suzuki, formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center, are relaxing with Blackie in the bedroom of ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-313  ark:/13030/ft5j49n9nd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Harvey Suzuki, who relocated with her husband from the Colorado River Relocation Center, is preparing a snack for him ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-314  ark:/13030/ft5f59n9cm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Helping their father, Tom Toyoji Yamane, Issei from the Gila River Relocation Center, pick apples in the orchard surrounding their ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-315

Shown at the entrance to their new home, a cottage set in an apple orchard on the outskirts of Wilmington, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-316

Shown at the entrance to their new home, a cottage set in an apple orchard on the outskirts of Wilmington, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-317

Shown at the entrance to their new home, a cottage set in an apple orchard on the outskirts of Wilmington, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-318

In the food store of the Wilmington, Delaware Cooperative Society, Inc., Tom Toyoji Yamane, Issei from the Gila River Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-319

Donald Shima, 9, and his sister Tami, 10, live with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima, on the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-320

Donald Shima, 9, and his sister Tami, 10, live with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima, on the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-321

Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima and their children, Tami, 10, and Donald, 9, formerly of the Gila River Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-322

Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima and their children, Tami, 10, and Donald, 9, formerly of the Gila River Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-323

Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima and their children, Tami, 10, and Donald, 9, formerly of the Gila River Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-324

Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima and their children, Tami, 10, and Donald, 9, formerly of the Gila River Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-325
Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Shima and their children, Tami, 10, and Donald, 9, formerly of the Gila River Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-326  ark:/13030/ft609nb32h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Eishichiro George Koiwai, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation Center, and their son and new daughter-in-law, Pfc. and ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-327  ark:/13030/ft787007ts

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In front of their home on a tree-lined street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Mr. and Mrs. Eishichiro George Koiwai, Issei formerly ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-328  ark:/13030/ft4v19n928

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In front of their home on a tree-lined street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Mr. and Mrs. Eishichiro George Koiwai, Issei formerly ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-329  ark:/13030/ft8n39p1qm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This group of resettlers is gathered in the attractively furnished living room of Mr. and Mrs. Eishichiro George Koiwai, Issei ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-330  ark:/13030/ft5s2006qd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This group of resettlers in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania has paused for refreshments during a Saturday afternoon stroll through Philadelphia's famous Fairmount ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-331  ark:/13030/ft4c6005rh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fuku Yokoyama, formerly of Colorado River, who now lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, pauses before one of the statues in beautiful ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-332  ark:/13030/ft3g5004vx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fuku Yokoyama, formerly of Colorado River, who now lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, pauses before one of the statues in beautiful ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-333  ark:/13030/ft6k400743

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Thee resettlers in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are taking a Saturday afternoon stroll along the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia's famous Fairmount Park, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-334  ark:/13030/ft1f5n6wp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Fuku Yokoyama, Colorado River, and Hiroshi Uyehara, Rohwer, who now live in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, pause before one of the statues ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-335

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During a sightseeing tour of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Dorothy Tanaka, Colorado River, and Toshio Ino, Manzanar, pause before one of the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-336

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fuku Yokoyama, formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center, gazes at the skyline of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where she now lives, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-337

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These residents of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have stopped in the courtyard of the Philadelphia Art Museum during a Saturday afternoon sightseeing ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-338

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During a sightseeing tour of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, these resettlers stop for a rest on the steps of the Philadelphia Art ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-339

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hiroshi Uyehara, from the Rohwer Relocation Center, and Fuku Yokoyama, from Colorado River, are walking though the tree-shaded square behind Independence Hall in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where they have just seen the famous Liberty Bell.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These four Nisei, now living in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have just seen the famous Liberty Bell in Independence Hall. From left ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-341

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During an afternoon of sightseeing in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where they now live, four young resettlers pause for a rest in ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-342

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Dr. George Wada, formerly on the staff at the hospital of the Colorado River Relocation Center, is now resident physician ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-343
ark:/13030/ft7s20089s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. George Wada, formerly on the staff at the hospital of the Colorado River Relocation Center, is now resident physician ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-344
ark:/13030/ft8c60091t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the printing plant of the Message Publishing Company in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Shojiro Horikawa, Issei from the Colorado River Relocation Center, is being greeted during a call at ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-345
ark:/13030/ft0s2002wh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Harvey Suzuki, formerly of Berkeley, California, and the Gila River Relocation Center, is being greeted during a call at ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-346
ark:/13030/ft2g50048t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Tsunayoshi George Kaneda, Issei, is shown at his work as second chef at the Hotel Whittier in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-347
ark:/13030/ft4199n8dg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Tsunayoshi George Kaneda, Issei, is shown at his work at the Hotel Whittier in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr. Kaneda is ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-348
ark:/13030/ft600006s2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Since relocating to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Mr. and Mrs. Tsunayoshi George Kaneda, Issei from the Rohwer Relocation Center and six of ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-349
ark:/13030/ft8p3007rp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toshiro Minamoto, who relocated to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from the Central Utah Relocation Center in January 1944, was joined shortly before ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-350
ark:/13030/ft558005s1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nellie Takamoto, who relocated to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center in June 1944, is collating medical textbooks ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-351
ark:/13030/ft2580047b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
At the relocation hostel in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the local Nisei Steering Committee is holding its weekly social for players of ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-352  ark:/13030/ft396nb1bq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Izuno and their sons Gene, 10 (left), and Herbert, 13, who are absorbed in a ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-353  ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0s9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dorothy Tanaka and Fuku Yokoyama, who relocated to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from the Colorado River Relocation Center in June 1944, are seeing famous Independence Hall and its Liberty Bell for the first time.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1944-08 WRA no. I-354  ark:/13030/ft0k4002m2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These members of the Resettlement Council of the Japanese American Organizations in New York City are assemble at the quarters ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-355  ark:/13030/ft467nb29b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Since May, 1944, Mrs. Kimiko Nishimura, an Issei from the central Utah Relocation Center, has been employed as a clerk ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-356  ark:/13030/ft609nb331
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Edward R. Okamoto, Issei, who had his own leather-goods business in Los Angeles prior to evacuation, is operating a gold ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-357  ark:/13030/ft9q2nb5vw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Edward R. Okamoto, Issei, who had his own leather-goods business in Los Angeles prior to evacuation, is operating a gold ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-358  ark:/13030/ft1v19n75x
Additional Note
Filename: j13FI-358a.tif
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sightseeing on Riverside Drive in New York City are members of three generations of the Saiki family, voluntary evacuees from ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-360  ark:/13030/ft3c60045x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Walking along Riverside Drive in New York City are members of three generations of the Saiki family, voluntary evacuees from Hawaii to the Jerome Relocation Center, is a helper in the kitchen ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-365

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sitting on Riverside Drive in New York City are members of three generations of the Saiki family, voluntary evacuees from ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-363

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This group of New York City Nisei is spending a social evening in the living room of the uptown apartment ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-367

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seated at the desk in the bedroom of her New York City apartment, Mrs. Tatsuo Hasegawa, who came east from ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-368

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Spending a quiet evening in the living room of their furnished apartment in New York City are Mr. and Mrs. ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-369

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Kenji Sumi, Issei from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, are relaxing in the bedroom of the furnished ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-370

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Yachiyo Sumi, Issei from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, is now practicing an entirely new trade as a silk ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-371

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the Ramapo Valley Cooperative Store which he now manages in Ridgewood, New Jersey, Arthur Sasaki is putting to use ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-374

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the Ramapo Valley Cooperative Store which he now manages in Ridgewood, New Jersey, Arthur Sasaki is putting to use ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-376

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the Ramapo Valley Cooperative Store which he now manages in Ridgewood, New Jersey, Arthur Sasaki is putting to use ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-377

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sasaki, formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, and their 5-year-old daughter Beatrice came to Ridgewood, New ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-378

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sasaki, formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, and their 5-year-old daughter Beatrice came to Ridgewood, New ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-379

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sasaki, formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, and their 5-year-old daughter Beatrice came to Ridgewood, New ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-380

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
In a beauty parlor a few minutes' walk from her home in New York City, Mrs. Jimmy Hara is engaged ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-381 ark:/13030/ft9580091t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Since coming to New York City in the spring of 1944 from the Gila River Relocation Center, Mr. and Mrs. ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-383 ark:/13030/ft596nb325

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Barbara Yamamoto, Gila, and Sam Kai, Tule Lake and Jerome, are getting their coffee while lunching in one of New York City's Automat restaurants just off Fifth Avenue. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New York, New York. 1944-08 WRA no. I-384 ark:/13030/ft609nb34j
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While lunching in one of New York City's famous Automat restaurants just off Fifth Avenue, May Tomio, Granada, and Akira Kashiki, Colorado River, are obtaining pieces of pie from the food receptacles. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New York, New York. 1944-08 WRA no. I-385 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb27x
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown with their trays at the salad counter in one of New York City's famous Automat restaurants just off Fifth Avenue are Barbara Yamamoto, Gila; Akira Kashiki, Colorado River; May Tomio, Granada; and Sam Kai, Tule Lake and Jerome. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New York, New York. 1944-08 WRA no. I-386 ark:/13030/ft538nb2mn
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These young resettlers are lunching in one of New York City's famous Automat restaurants just off Fifth Avenue. From left ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-387 ark:/13030/ft2p3004pb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During a sight-seeing tour of New York City, these four young resettlers have stopped for a rest at the Hayden ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-388 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2xh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
During a Saturday afternoon stroll on New York City’s famous Fifth Avenue, Barbara Yamamoto, Gila, and Akira Kashiki, Colorado River, have stopped to do some window shopping.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New York, New York. 1944-08 WRA no. I-389  ark:/13030/ft509nb2r2
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

During a sight-seeing tour of New York City, these four young resettlers have stopped for a rest at the Hayden ...

1944-08 WRA no. I-390  ark:/13030/ft7h4nb475
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

A walk through New York City’s Riverside Park on a mid-summer Saturday afternoon is providing exercise and relaxation for four ...

1944-08 WRA no. I-391  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb4j4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

An attractive window display at a corner shop on New York City’s famous Fifth Avenue has caught the attention of May Tomio, Granada, and Sam Kai, Tule Lake and Jerome, while out for a Saturday afternoon stroll.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New York, New York. 1944-08 WRA no. I-393  ark:/13030/ft8m3nb57m
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Strolling up New York City’s famous Fifth Avenue on a mid-summer Saturday afternoon are four young resettlers. They are, from ...

1944-08 WRA no. I-394  ark:/13030/ftsw1006n1
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The Nakamizo sisters, Eiko, 20, left, and Teruko, 17, are clerks in the record room of Mt. Sinai Hospital in ...

1944-08 WRA no. I-395  ark:/13030/ft8m3nb584
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The Nakamizo sisters, Eiko, 20, left, and Teruko, 17, are clerks in the record room of Mt. Sinai Hospital in ...

1944-08 WRA no. I-396  ark:/13030/ft100002m0
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Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Shortly after his arrival in New York City in January 1944, Harry Iguchi, a voluntary evacuee from Gardena, Cal., was ...

1944-08 WRA no. I-397  ark:/13030/ft2489n7kv
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 48, Section F</th>
<th>Series 13: Relocation (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shortly after his arrival in New York City in January 1944, Harry Iguchi, a voluntary evacuee from Gardena, Cal., was ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-398 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft7p3007m9">ark:/13030/ft7p3007m9</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin Tanaka, 16-year-old Issei from the Central Utah Relocation Center, who plans to be a doctor, is receiving training at ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-399 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft387004dw">ark:/13030/ft387004dw</a></td>
</tr>
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<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin Tanaka, 16-year-old Issei from the Central Utah Relocation Center, who plans to be a doctor, is receiving training at ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-401 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft5g5006f9">ark:/13030/ft5g5006f9</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin Tanaka, 16-year-old Issei from the Central Utah Relocation Center, who plans to be a doctor, is receiving training at ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-402 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft349n7zq">ark:/13030/ft349n7zq</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin Tanaka, 16-year-old Issei from the Central Utah Relocation Center, who plans to be a doctor, is receiving training at ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-403 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft8199p13">ark:/13030/ft8199p13</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimi Tanida, formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, is now employed at Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York City, where ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-404 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2b4">ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2b4</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the office of a leading architectural and engineering firm in Jersey City, New Jersey, two Issei draftsmen, Geroge Gentoku ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-405 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft1p3003n1">ark:/13030/ft1p3003n1</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the office of a leading architectural and engineering firm in Jersey City, New Jersey, two Issei draftsmen, Geroge Gentoku ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-406 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft709nb3vg">ark:/13030/ft709nb3vg</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the recreation room of the Greater New York Relocation Hostel Sumiye Hiramoto, newly arrived from Rohwer, teams up with ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-407 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft62o9p0gv">ark:/13030/ft62o9p0gv</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a corner of the recreation room at the Greater New York Relocation Hostel Charles Taguchi (left) and Susumu Igauye, ...</td>
<td>1944-08 WRA no. I-408 <a href="http://ark:/13030/ft0r29n60w">ark:/13030/ft0r29n60w</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mr. and Mrs. Susumu Igauye, formerly of the Central Utah Relocation Center and Long Beach, California, where Mr. Igauye was ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-409 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5vk
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Rev. Ralph E. Smeltzer, director of the Greater New York Relocation Hostel, points out places of interest on a New ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-410 ark:/13030/ft4g5005sp
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Gathered in the living room of the Greater New York Relocation Hostel is a group of temporary residents and staff ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-411 ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5qh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A game of Chinese checkers engages the attention of this group of temporary residents and others at the Greater New ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-412 ark:/13030/ft4b69n8ms
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A game of Chinese checkers engages the attention of this group of temporary residents and others at the Greater New ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-413 ark:/13030/ft096n9985

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This group of resettlers and friends is enjoying an after-supper sing in the recreation room of the Greater New York ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-414 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb62s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At supper in the dining room of the Greater New York Relocation Hostel is a typical group of temporary residents, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-415 ark:/13030/ft6x0nb41c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At supper in the dining room of the Greater New York Relocation Hostel is a typical group of temporary residents, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-416 ark:/13030/ft1x0n99zr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

After a brief stay at the Greater New York Relocation Hostel, the Omura sisters from Gila, Alice (left) and Chieko, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-417 ark:/13030/ft8p3007s6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Rev. Ralph E. Smeltzer, director of the Greater New York Hostel, and a young guest, 16-month-old Bryan Nogaki, are enjoying ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-418 ark:/13030/ft2p3004qv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Misao Tajitsu, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation Center, are standing outside the New York City apartment house ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-419  
ark:/13030/ft458005w8
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In the living room of their New York City apartment, Mr. and Mrs. Misao Tajitsu, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-420  
ark:/13030/ft487005tw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Misao Tajitsu, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation Center, are standing outside the New York City apartment house ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-421  
ark:/13030/ft8z09p1r3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Misao Tajitsu, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation Center, are chatting in front of their New York City ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-422  
ark:/13030/ft6z09p0hc
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Misao Tajitsu, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation Center, and their 2-1/2 year old son Ronald Setsuo were ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-423  
ark:/13030/ft2r29n7td
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Misao Tajitsu, Issei from the Minidoka Relocation Center, and their 2-1/2 year old son Ronald Setsuo were ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-424  
ark:/13030/ft60nb352

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Noburu Zaiman is shown at his work showing a few precision instruments which he has to use. The work which ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-426  
ark:/13030/ft5r29n9g4
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Noburu Zaiman is shown at his work showing a few precision instruments which he has to use. The work which ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-427  
ark:/13030/ft467nb2bv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mary Hashimoto, first girl on the left, is a registered nurse at the Holmes Hospital. Assisting her in taking the ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-428  
ark:/13030/ft6p3007cc
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Mary Hashimoto, first girl on the left, is a registered nurse at the Holmes Hospital. Assisting her in taking the ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-429 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5m8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Shiro Muraoka, a young Issei formerly from Rohwer, is shown putting labels on bottles getting them ready for shipment. ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-430 ark:/13030/ftv19n7r1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Grace Sumida and Mr. Shiro Muraoka are shown at their work. Mr. Muraoka, a young Issei, is filling bottles ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-431 ark:/13030/ft7g5007fd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kenji Muraoka, formerly of Los Angeles, California, and more recently of the Rohwer Relocation Center, is the oldest dental ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-432 ark:/13030/ft438nb25m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kenji Muraoka, formerly of Los Angeles, California, and more recently of the Rohwer Relocation Center, is shown at work ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-433 ark:/13030/ft3000049x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown left to right are Mrs. Paul Kitsuse, Mrs. Karl Nakazawa, and Mrs. Sada Tachi, sisters, and wives of Sgt. ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-434 ark:/13030/ft400004qf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown left to right are Mrs. Paul Kitsuse, Mrs. Karl Nakazawa, and Mrs. Sada Tachi, sisters, and wives of Sgt. ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-435 ark:/13030/ft1x0nb00c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kumazo Ambo, Issei, is shown at work in the San Rae Gardens at Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Ambo is formerly ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-436 ark:/13030/ft767nb3pf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kumazo Ambo, Issei, is shown at work in the San Rae Gardens at Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Ambo is formerly ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-437 ark:/13030/ft9c6008x3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Kumazo Ambo, Issei, with their son, Masato Dennis, are looking over their victory garden. Mr. Ambo is ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-438 ark:/13030/ft4w1005s9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Kumazo Ambo, Issei, with their son, Masato Dennis, are looking over their victory garden. Mr. Ambo is ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-439

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mr. Kumazo Ambo, Issei, is shown at work in the San Rae Gardens at Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Ambo is formerly ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-440

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Ikue Yamamoto and Miss Sachiyo Kodama are working on a bundling and typing machine in another part of the ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-441

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Rose Maehara is shown working at a labelling machine. Her machine is in a large room in which she ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-442

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Adler Manufacturing Company makes hosiery starting with wool which they import from all parts of the world and ending ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-443
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshio Kamikawa, shown here, is the head electrician for the entire Adler plant. He came to Cincinnati in August of ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-444
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In contrast to Walter Futamachi, Jiro Oyama shown here had been at work for but a few hours when this ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-445
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In contrast to Walter Futamachi, Jiro Oyama shown here had been at work for but a few hours when this ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-446

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Mildred Sasaki, formerly of Tule Lake Relocation Center is shown at her work in the Day Care Nursery and ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-448

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Mildred Sasaki, formerly of Tule Lake Relocation Center is shown at her work in the Day Care Nursery and ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-449
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 49, section F

Shown here at the Friends Hostel are Mr. Kenzo Sakai, Mr. Arthur Brinton, director of the Hostel, Mr. Henry Honda, and Mr. C. Sumida, assistant at the Hostel, and Mrs. Arthur Brinton, wife of the Director of ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-450 [ark:/13030/ft529005tw](https://ark:/13030/ft529005tw)
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Here Mrs. Kenzo Sakai, Mrs. C. Sumida, Mrs. Arthur Brinton, and Mrs. Henry Honda are shown spraying chrysanthemums in their employer's greenhouse at Dayton, Ohio. They have come ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-451 [ark:/13030/ft5g5006gt](https://ark:/13030/ft5g5006gt)
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Seated left to right are Mrs. Kenzo Sakai, Mr. Sakai, Mrs. C. Sumida, Mr. Henry Honda and Mr. Y. Ikeda, ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-452 [ark:/13030/ft5000063d](https://ark:/13030/ft5000063d)
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Here Mr. and Mrs. Jinjiro Sasaki are shown spraying chrysanthemums in their employer's greenhouse at Dayton, Ohio. They have come ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-453 [ark:/13030/ft9m3nb619](https://ark:/13030/ft9m3nb619)
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volume 49, section F

Mr. and Mrs. Jinjiro Sasaki shown here are relocatees from the Jerome Relocation Center. They have come to Dayton with ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. I-455 [ark:/13030/ft7h4nb48p](https://ark:/13030/ft7h4nb48p)
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volume 49, section F

Ted Arai Stephenson, formerly from the Santa Anita Assembly Center and the Jerome Center, and before that from San Pedro, ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-456 [ark:/13030/ft2s200478](https://ark:/13030/ft2s200478)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Shown here is the staff of the International Institute, Buffalo, New York. They are, from left to right: Miss Leocadia ... 1944-09-09 WRA no. I-457 [ark:/13030/ft1489n6dq](https://ark:/13030/ft1489n6dq)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Jimmy Tsujimoto, age 23, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rikitsu Tsujimoto, from the Poston Center. He has ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-458 [ark:/13030/ft2489n7mc](https://ark:/13030/ft2489n7mc)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Jimmy Tsujimoto, age 23, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rikitsu Tsujimoto, from the Poston Center. He has ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-459 [ark:/13030/ft3z09n8nx](https://ark:/13030/ft3z09n8nx)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 49, section F

Mr. and Mrs. Sadaichi Asai (Shizue Marian Tsumura) from the Poston Relocation Center. Mr. Asai is employed in Buffalo by ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-460 [ark:/13030/ft7r29p166](https://ark:/13030/ft7r29p166)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Sadaichi Asai formerly from the Poston Relocation Center. Mr. Asai is employed in Buffalo by Rev. William ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-461 ark:/13030/ft129003h1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Sadaichi Asai is here shown coaching a boys' group in basketball. Mr. Asai is employed in Buffalo by Rev. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-462 ark:/13030/ft2p3004rc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Sadaichi Asai is here shown coaching a boys' group in basketball. Mr. Asai is employed in Buffalo by Rev. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-463 ark:/13030/ft3s200530

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Riyo Sato, Santa Anita and Heart Mountain, graduate of the College of Arts and Crafts, Oakland, California, now employed as an industrial artist by an airplane plant in Buffalo, lived in Palo Alto, California before evacuation. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Buffalo, New York. 1944-09 WRA no. I-464 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2d3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yanako Watanabe, Gila River, formerly of Pasadena, California, is a student at the University of Buffalo, and is majoring in arts and science. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Buffalo, New York. 1944-09 WRA no. I-465 ark:/13030/ft4f59n8wk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This is a group picture of the Nisei residing at the Buffalo YWCA, Buffalo, New York. From Left to right ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-466 ark:/13030/ft9g5008r5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Masao Kaizuka and their two children, Allan Kiyoshi, 1 year, and Dennis Tadao, 3 years old. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-467 ark:/13030/ft0p3002zw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Masao Kaizuka and their two children, Allan Kiyoshi, 1 year, and Dennis Tadao, 3 years old. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-468 ark:/13030/ft71nb4z0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Masao Kaizuka and their two children, Allan Kiyoshi, 1 year, and Dennis Tadao, 3 years old. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-469 ark:/13030/ft396nb1c7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Masao Kaizuka and their two children, Allan Kiyoshi, 1 year, and Dennis Tadao, 3 years old. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-470 ark:/13030/ft9s2009cx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Masao Kaizuka and their two children, Allan Kiyoshi, 1 year, and Dennis Tadao, 3 years old. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-471 ark:/13030/ft0d5n990p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown in their apartment in Kansas City, Missouri, are May and Tats Kushida, with their daughter, Pamela, age 2-1/2. Employed ... 1944-09-20 WRA no. I-472 ark:/13030/ftb69n8n9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Employed as shoe repairman, Mitsutaro Miyahara is one of many Isseis who have made Kansas City, Missouri, their new home. ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-474 ark:/13030/fb199p1km

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seven Nisei waiters employed at the Elms Hotel, resort center about thirty miles north of Kansas City, are standing as ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-477 ark:/13030/ft29005dc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Stripped to the waist is Mr. Shizuta Namba, former resident at the Rohwer, Arkansas, Relocation Center, now employed as a ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-478 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb427

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kiye Iyoya is shown at work with two Caucasian workers in the kitchen of the Elms Hotel in Excelsior ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-479 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb496

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Kiye Iyoya is shown at work with two Caucasian workers in the kitchen of the Elms Hotel in Excelsior ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-480  ark:/13030/ft6p3007fd

The Poston, Arizona, Center is the former residence of the four bell hops shown in this picture. They are employed ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-481  ark:/13030/ft7s2008b9

Formerly of Redondo Beach, California, Miss Eiko Arao relocated from the Rohwer, Arkansas, Relocation Center on July 29, 1944, to ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-482  ark:/13030/ft0s2002x1

Mr. Toshimichi Iyoya is know as Nick, the International Bartender, to his friends and patrons at the Elms, resort hotel ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-483  ark:/13030/ft5870061s

Flanked by two of his newly acquired friends, Frank is shown at the entrance to the Southwest High School in ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-484  ark:/13030/ft2r29n7vx

Flanked by two of his newly acquired friends, Frank is shown at the entrance to the Southwest High School in ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-485  ark:/13030/ft987008zz

Surrounded by members of her typing class is Harriet Yanaga, Nisei student newly enrolled at the Southeast High School in ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-486  ark:/13030/ft9d5nb5g7

You are about to witness a fine example of democracy, Principal Harry McMillan informed the typing class at Southeast High ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-487  ark:/13030/ft9t1nb5nf

Shown with her principal, Mr. Harry McMillan, and typing instructor, Miss Carlotta Cunning, is Harriet Yanaga 16-year old Nisei student ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-488  ark:/13030/ft6779p085

Surrounded by members of her typing class is Harriet Yanaga, Nisei student newly enrolled at the Southeast High School in ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-489  ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0c3
Mr. Leo T. Simmons, Acting Relocation Supervisor, has just finished explaining a program for the recruiting of families. Mr. Simmons ... 1944-09-20 WRA no. I-490 ark:/13030/ft009n99wh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Shoji and his wife Alice, who is holding their 1-1/2 month old son, Lynn, stand with George Ike and ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-491 ark:/13030/ft3v19n8tv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Shoji and his wife Alice, who is holding their 1-1/2 month old son, Lynn, stand with George Ike and ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-492 ark:/13030/ft6f59p01v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Shoji and his brother-in-law, George Ike, are shown with Ike's father-in-law, Joseph Sakamoto, cutting cabbage beside a wagon which ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-493 ark:/13030/ft509nb2sk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Shoji is shown on the tractor and Joseph Sakamoto and George Ike are throwing cabbage onto the truck. The ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-494 ark:/13030/ft1v19n76f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(From left to right): George Shoji, Joseph Sakamoto, and George Ike are shown examining a wagonload of cabbage. The three ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-495 ark:/13030/ft796nb428

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Shoji is shown at work on the farm which he and his brother-in-law, George Ike, together with George Ike's ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-496 ark:/13030/ft0779n60m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

There is much to talk about as farm housewives get together for a visit on neighboring farms near Elkhorn, Wisconsin. ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-497 ark:/13030/ft6q2nb3kv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(From left to right): George Shoji, Joseph Sakamoto, and George Ike are shown examining a wagonload of cabbage. The three ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-498 ark:/13030/ft4199n8gr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>There is much to talk about as farm housewives get together for a visit on neighboring farms near Elkhorn, Wisconsin. ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-499 [link] ark:/13030/ft7f59p0xw Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mr. Joseph Sakamoto is shown helping his neighbors across the road to operate a cutter and blower as he helps ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-500 [link] ark:/13030/ft6s2006vs Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A dramatic scene in the cornfield as good neighbors help one another on farms in southern Wisconsin near Elkhorn. Two ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-501 [link] ark:/13030/ft7z09p0xw Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>George Shoji is shown helping his neighbors across the road to operate a cutter and blower as he helps the ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-502 [link] ark:/13030/ft4r29n9sg Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>George Shoji is shown helping his neighbors across the road to operate a cutter and blower as he helps the ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-503 [link] ark:/13030/ftoc6002n8 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>George Shoji is shown helping his neighbors across the road to operate a cutter and blower as he helps the ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-504 [link] ark:/13030/ft9b69p2px Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>George Shoji and a neighbor are shown pulling together as they hoist a pipe feed line from the ground to ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-505 [link] ark:/13030/ft496nb28g Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mr. Joseph Sakamoto is shown helping his neighbors across the road to operate a cutter and blower as he helps ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-506 [link] ark:/13030/ft8290087q Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jerry Nomura holds the ball for a kick-off as his teammates line up for a charge down the field. Football ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-507 [link] ark:/13030/ft287004dk Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jerry Nomura is planning the next play with his neighbor pals as the team goes into a huddle. Jerry attends ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-508 [link] ark:/13030/ft3k4004z4 Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jerry Nomura plays center in the neighborhood football team made up of his friends near the Nomura home in Madison, ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-509 ◁ ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1q1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Nomura, voluntary resettler with his family from Oakland, California, is showing his wife, Wakaye, and their three daughters, Judy ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-510 ◁ ark:/13030/ft138nb07r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Three charming daughters of Henry Nomura pose for their picture outside the Nomura home in Madison, Wisconsin. Violet, in the ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-511 ◁ ark:/13030/ft109n99jn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Henry Nomura family of Madison, Wisconsin, are shown in their victory garden in the rear of their 9-room home ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-512 ◁ ark:/13030/ft4v19n949

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Perhaps there is something symbolic in the fact that this picture of Henry Nomura and his family was taken in ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-513 ◁ ark:/13030/ft438nb264

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Perhaps there is something symbolic in the fact that this picture of Henry Nomura and his family was taken in ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-514 ◁ ark:/13030/ft238nb182

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Henry Nomura family sit down to Sunday evening tea in their 9-room home in one of Madison's better residential ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-515 ◁ ark:/13030/ft7p3007nt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Keith Nakamura, honorably discharged Army veteran, and Toru Iura are shown in front of the statue of Abraham Lincoln at ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-516 ◁ ark:/13030/ft5v19n9my

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Keith Nakamura and Toru Iura are shown at the entrance to the College of Agriculture building at the University of ... 1944-09-17 WRA no. I-517 ◁ ark:/13030/ft2w10047x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Keith Nakamura and Toru Iura are shown at the entrance to the College of Agriculture building at the University of ... 1944-09-17  WRA no. I-518  
ark:/13030/ft429005fw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kim Obata, a registrar, for the Girl Scouts, answers her calls for registration. She is with her husband in St. Louis and was an evacuee from the Central Utah Relocation Center. She enjoys her work and is liked by everyone with whom she comes in contact.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21  WRA no. I-519  
ark:/13030/ft5779n9gv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Kim Obata, daughter-in-law of Professor C. Obata, is employed with the Girl Scouts as registrar. She is shown at ... 1944-09-21  WRA no. I-520  
ark:/13030/ft1q2nb086
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The girls who are employed by this firm work together as one happy family. Here they are discussing their work ... 1944-09-20  WRA no. I-521  
ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1rj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The girls who are employed by this firm work together as one happy family. Here they are discussing their work ... 1944-09-20  WRA no. I-522  
ark:/13030/ft7000079m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

I’m very proud of my husband, says Mrs. John M. Sakai, as she shows the Purple Heart to her guest ... 1944-09-20  WRA no. I-523  
ark:/13030/ft909nb5bj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. John M. Sakai admires her husband’s picture and looks at the Purple Heart medal which he sent to her ... 1944-09-20  WRA no. I-524  
ark:/13030/ft029002bn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. S. W. Lechner, head secretary to the Director of this C.I.O. Union Office is shown speaking to Yuki Kato, ... 1944-09-21  WRA no. I-525  
ark:/13030/ft6k40075m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

George Hiramoto is shown looking over the chain with Miss Nelly Lynch, also an end welder at the Nixdorf Krein Mfg. Co. Nelly commented that not only is George very capable, he gets along well with his co-workers. George is from the Colorado Relocation Center.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21  WRA no. I-526  
ark:/13030/ft82900880
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. B. J. Wilson, Industrial Engineer, and George Okamura, an evacuee from Poston, Arizona, are shown discussing their office problems ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-527

George Hiramoto, an evacuee from Poston, Arizona, and a former resident of Los Angeles, California, is working at this semi-defense ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-528

Here are Professor Obata and his family in the living room of their home in Webster Groves. At the left ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-529

During his spare time, Professor Obata likes to draw and paint for his own pleasure. He can be seen sketching a morning glory, taken from his own yard. His home is surrounded by plants and trees which he uses as models for his work.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-530

In a very colorful setting is Professor Chiura Obata at work at the Grimm Lamback Artificial Flower Co., as Mr. ... 1944-09-20 WRA no. I-531

In a very colorful setting is Professor Chiura Obata at work at the Grimm Lamback Artificial Flower Co., as Mr. ... 1944-09-20 WRA no. I-532

Yeiki Tashiro, an evacuee from the Colorado River Relocation Center, is shown taking an inventory at the request of Mr. A. Hope, manager. Mr. Tashiro acts in a supervisory capacity in the factory, having a complete knowledge of the work to be done.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-534

Here Yeiki Tashiro of Poston, Arizona, asks Miss Wilma Smith, hand painter, to color the lips of the model she had painted a little deeper.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-535
Mr. Rucke, principal of Emerson School, is shown speaking to Mrs. T. Hiramoto about her three children, who attend school there. Mrs. Hiramoto visits the school quite often in order to have a friendly chat with the principal and her children's teachers. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-536 ark:/13030/ft3h4nb1m5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Here is Thomas Hiramoto busy cutting paper in a typical American classroom, where children of varied ancestry attend school together. Thomas has made many friends at this school and he is liked by the teacher. 
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
St. Louis, Missouri. 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-537 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb43r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Little Jean Hiramoto, the youngest and only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. Hiramoto, came to school to visit her ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-538 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7sj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Here are a group of Japanese Americans who are employed at the Y.M.C.A. Tailor Shop as part-time and full-time workers. ... 1944-09-20 WRA no. I-539 ark:/13030/ft7k4007f2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During a recess at Emerson School, the children are all enjoying a ride on the Merry-Go-Round. Riding on the extreme ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-540 ark:/13030/ft9d5nb5hr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

During a recess at Emerson School, the children are all enjoying a ride on the Merry-Go-Round. Riding on the extreme ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-541 ark:/13030/ft2c6004b6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Thomas Hiramoto is being assisted in his drawing by his first grade teacher, Miss E. Lonergan, who is said to ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-542 ark:/13030/ft5c6006nr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kenrick Seminary has furnished a home for the Hara family of four. The oldest son has been inducted into the ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-543 ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2xw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the backyard of the Kenrick Seminary, where they both live and work, are shown the Hara family, relocatees from ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-544 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb35b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Virginia Matsumoto, an evacuee from the Gila River Relocation Center, is shown at work at Gumbo Inn, where she and ... 1944-09-21 WRA no. I-545

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shibo Hayashi, his wife Kimiye, and daughter Kuye formerly of Rohwer and San Pedro, California, stand by the truck which ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-546

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shibo Hayashi, a relocatee from Rohwer and formerly living in San Pedro, California, takes pride in showing Tad Hamada, his ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-547

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dorothy Bailey displays a handful of crab apples grown by the Mountain View Orchard Company at Romeo, Michigan, for inspection by Sei Shoda, formerly of Pasadena, California, and a relocatee from Rohwer.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Romeo, Michigan. 1944-09 WRA no. I-549
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Dorothy Bailey displays a handful of crab apples grown by the Mountain View Orchard Company at Romeo, Michigan, for inspection by Sei Shoda, formerly of Pasadena, California, and a relocatee from Rohwer.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Romeo, Michigan. 1944-09 WRA no. I-550

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shig Nishio, a former resident of Whittier, California, and the Rohwer Relocation Center, climbs a high ladder to pick snow apples from a tree at the Mountain View Orchards, Romeo, Michigan.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Romeo, Michigan. 1944-09 WRA no. I-551
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Shig Nishio, a former resident of Whittier, California, and the Rohwer Relocation Center, climbs a high ladder to pick snow apples from a tree at the Mountain View Orchards, Romeo, Michigan.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Romeo, Michigan. 1944-09 WRA no. I-552
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Sorting and packaging roses for shipment at the Mt. Clemens Greenhouse Company, Mt. Clemens, Michigan, are, left to right: Perry Miyake from Rohwer and Venice, California; June Daunt; and Toshiko Minami, formerly of Gila River and Gardena, California.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Mt. Clemens, Michigan. 1944-09 WRA no. I-553  ark:/13030/ft8s2008q9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

David Ikkanda, Yuki Sagara and Albert Wegner, all employed at the Mt. Clemens Greenhouse Company, Mt. Clemens, Michigan, are grading … 1944-09 WRA no. I-554  ark:/13030/ft5z09n9wn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Watering rose bushes is Yoki Ikegami of Rohwer and Downey, California, while Jack Miyake and Eddie Yoshiki are tying rose … 1944-09 WRA no. I-555  ark:/13030/ft058002nz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ralph Durst and Motoziro Shoda are pinching buds on rose bushes in the Mt. Clemens Greenhouse Company, Mt. Clemens, Michigan, … 1944-09 WRA no. I-557  ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2rc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Archie Wiels, engineer at the Becker Cold Storage Plant, confers with Paul Shimada, Labor Supervisor, in the refrigeration room. Mr. Shimada is formerly from the Rohwer Relocation Center and Lodi, California.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Decatur, Michigan. 1944-09-12 WRA no. I-558  ark:/13030/ft779n86m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the cooling room of the Becker plant, where the celery is placed after processing, are Mr. Howard Miyoshi (Rohwer), formerly of Florin, California, and Mr. M. Adachi (Rohwer), formerly of Long Beach, California.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Decatur, Michigan. 1944-09-12 WRA no. I-559  ark:/13030/ft0199n5km
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Paul Shimada, Labor Supervisor of Cold Storage Plant in Decatur, Michigan, formerly from the Rohwer Relocation Center and Lodi, California, … 1944-09-12 WRA no. I-560  ark:/13030/ft5x0nb386
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. Grashoff, buyer for the Harry Becker Company, is shown with Mr. Paul Shimada, the Labor Supervisor, and Mr. Southworth, the Manager, in the celery storage room checking crates. All are busy preparing celery for the Thanksgiving market.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Decatur, Michigan. 1944-09-12 WRA no. I-561 🌈 ark:/13030/ft8j49p124

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Grouped around Mr. Grashoff, buyer for the Harry Becker Company of Decatur, Michigan, are former Rohwer residents, M. Wada, formerly ... 1944-09-12

WRA no. I-562 🌈 ark:/13030/ft111nb0sm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Here we find K. Miho, formerly of Los Angeles, California, and the Rohwer Relocation Center, packing celery for the holiday market at the Harry Becker Cold Storage Plant.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Decatur, Michigan. 1944-09-12 WRA no. I-563 🌈 ark:/13030/ft129003ji

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. William K. Holland, Omaha Relocation Officer, telling a prospective employer that Japanese Americans are so much in demand as ... 1944-09

WRA no. I-564 🌈 ark:/13030/ft429005gd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Watch repairing is the vocation of Mr. Hajime Yenari (left). He is shown giving the detailed touches to a watch ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-565 🌈 ark:/13030/ft300004bf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Watch repairing is the vocation of Mr. Hajime Yenari (left). He is shown giving the detailed touches to a watch ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-566 🌈 ark:/13030/ft087002j2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A successfully relocated Nisei family is portrayed in this picture of the Harry Taketa family. As father plays a game ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-567 🌈 ark:/13030/ft1z09n71h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A successfully relocated Nisei family is portrayed in this picture of the Harry Taketa family. As father plays a game ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-568 🌈 ark:/13030/ft009n99x1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Auzella Yamamoto, stenographer employed with the Community Welfare Council of Omaha, is shown at her ediphone. Her employer, Miss ... 1944-09

WRA no. I-569 🌈 ark:/13030/ft7k4007gk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 50, | Miss Cleo Gamet and Miss Helen Murakami, both general duty nurses employed at the Lutheran Hospital, are shown charting down ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-570  
[ark:/13030/ft1p3003pj](ark:/13030/ft1p3003pj)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mrs. Ryozo Muto prepares to lead her Sunday School class in some songs. In February, 1941, Mrs. Muto bid her ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-571  
[ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2zd](ark:/13030/ft5t1nb2zd)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 50, | The Omaha Reception Committee (evacuee committee) met at the home of Mr. William K. Holland, Relocation Officer, recently to have ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-572  
[ark:/13030/ft7r29p17q](ark:/13030/ft7r29p17q)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Section F |  
The residence of Mr. William K. Holland, Relocation Officer, was the recent meeting place of some of the relocation evacuees ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-573  
[ark:/13030/ft6w10075k](ark:/13030/ft6w10075k)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 50, | The Omaha Reception Committee (evacuee committee) met at the home of Mr. William K. Holland, Relocation Officer, recently to have ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-574  
[ark:/13030/ft558005uj](ark:/13030/ft558005uj)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Section F |  
Celebrating their first anniversary away from a relocation center are Mr. and Mrs. John Ida, Issei, ages 58 and 47 ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-575  
[ark:/13030/ft6p3007gx](ark:/13030/ft6p3007gx)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 50, | Omaha has become the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Kanamine, their son, Teddy, age 15, and daughter, Joyce, age ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-576  
[ark:/13030/ft92900889](ark:/13030/ft92900889)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Section F |  
Tom Kanamine's victory garden turned out to be quite a success as evidenced by this picture of Mr. Kanamine, his ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-577  
[ark:/13030/ft4199n8h8](ark:/13030/ft4199n8h8)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 50, | The Kanamine family, consisting of Mr. Kanamine, his wife, Lucy, son, Teddy, age 15, and daughter, Joyce, age 10, are ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-578  
[ark:/13030/ft667nb3j2](ark:/13030/ft667nb3j2)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Section F |  
Prior to evacuation, Mr. Jack Kamikihara, age 40, Issei, owned a photographic studio in San Francisco, California. Before going into ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-579  
[ark:/13030/ft100002nh](ark:/13030/ft100002nh)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Another successfully relocated Issei is Kay Kato, age 38, of the Rohwer Relocation Center. He is shown examining a negative ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-580

Mr. Kingo Tasugi is shown spraying plaster-of-Paris dolls at the Oriental Trading Company in Omaha, where he is employed as ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-581

Giving the final touches to an ashtray, Mr. Kay Kato, age 38, Issei from the Rohwer Relocation Center, is engrossed ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-582

Mr. Soichi Yamamoto, formerly of Pasadena, California, and Gila River, is shown here with a fellow employee doing mechanical design ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-583

Mr. Soichi Yamamoto, formerly of Pasadena, California, and Gila River, is shown here with a fellow employee doing mechanical design ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-584

Mr. Hiromu Komori (left), formerly of Pasadena and Gila River Center, and Mr. Hitoshi Fukui, formerly of Los Angeles and ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-585

Mr. Ben Yahashida [Hayashida?], formerly of Lompoo, California, and the Gila River Center, is shown here operating a Simona Micro-Speed turret lathe at the Aetna Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Hayashida is working on 100% war work.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Mrs. Take Fujita is shown here operating a stitching machine together with her fellow worker Miss Mary Svite at the ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-589

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 50     | F       | This picture shows Mrs. Tsuru Toguchi (right), age 42, formerly of San Francisco, California, and Topaz, Mrs. Sue Ogawa (center), ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-590 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | This picture shows Mrs. Tsuru Toguchi (right), age 42, formerly of San Francisco, California, and Topaz, Mrs. Sue Ogawa (center), ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-591 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Thomas Oki, formerly of Azusa, California, and more recently of Heart Mountain Center, is shown here operating a flame sprayer, ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-592 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Thomas Oki, formerly of Azusa, California, and more recently of Heart Mountain Center, is shown here operating a flame sprayer, ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-593 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Tokuo Yamamoto, formerly of Clovis, California, and more recently of the Poston Center, is shown here operating a sand blasting ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-594 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Mr. Satokichi Sashihara (left), formerly of San Jose, California, and more recently of the Topaz Center, and Mr. George Naganuma ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-595 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Mr. George Naganuma (middle) and Mr. Satokichi Sashihara (right) are shown here at work in the Tablet Coating Room under ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-596 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Mr. Toshichi Mitoma, Mrs. Mitoma and their son, Edwin, are shown on the steps of the rear of the Thomas ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-597 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| 50     | F       | Mr. Toshichi Mitoma is shown operating a power lawn mower in the rear of the Thomas Dougherty home in Cleveland, ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-598 [Link]  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Mr. Toshichi Mitoma, his son, Edwin, and Mrs. Mitoma are shown here in the midst of a Victory garden (lima ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-599  ark:/13030/fl0v19n6sf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Toshichi Mitoma, Mrs. Mitoma and their son, Edwin, are shown here in the beautiful flower garden which Mr. Mitoma ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-600  ark:/13030/fl2j49n77i
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lillian M. Matsumura, formerly of Los Angeles, California, and Gila River Center, is shown here completing one of her special ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-601  ark:/13030/fl1g50037r
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lillian M. Matsumura, formerly of Los Angeles, California, and Gila River Center, is shown here completing one of her special ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-602  ark:/13030/fl1b69n6q6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Take Fujita is shown here operating a stitching machine together with her fellow worker Miss Mary Svite at the ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-604  ark:/13030/fl4j49n9j9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Rokuro Okubo turns tree surgeon as he operates on a large tree on the landscaped grounds of the estate-type farm ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-605  ark:/13030/fl8p3007tq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kay Morimoto, who came to Illinois from the Granada Relocation Center, is shown helping a neighbor, Mrs. Fred Stangl, harvest ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-606  ark:/13030/fl229083t0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshimi Shibata inspects carrots, one of the many truck crops raised under his direction by the Midwestern Farm Company, owned ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-607  ark:/13030/fl8s2008rt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Richard Fujii, who came to Illinois from the Granada Relocation Center, is shown helping a neighbor, Fred Stangl, harvest corn ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-608  ark:/13030/fl409nb2gm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 13: Relocation (continued)

Yoshimi Shibata inspects onions, one of the many truck crops raised under his direction by the Midwestern Farm Company, owned ... 1944-09  WRA no. I-609  ark:/13030/ft2g50049b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the foreground is a field of tomatoes and directly behind that is a field of beans, two of the ... 1944-09  WRA no. I-610  ark:/13030/ft538nb2n5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshimi Shibata inspects beans, one of the many truck crops raised under his direction by the Midwestern Farm Company, owned ... 1944-09  WRA no. I-611  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb4kn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Phyllis Okubo, age 2, and Joan Okubo, age 4, daughters of Rokuro and Ayako Okubo, are shown playing on the ... 1944-09-19  WRA no. I-612  ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3t5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Rokuro Okubo stops his tractor to talk to a Chicago District Office relocation officer, W. W. Lessing (back to camera) ... 1944-09-19  WRA no. I-613  ark:/13030/ft467nb2cc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An exterior view of the house occupied by Rokuro Okubo and his wife, Ayako, with their three children, Phyllis, age ... 1944-09-19  WRA no. I-614  ark:/13030/ft7g2nb4m5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Phyllis Okubo, age 2, and Joan Okubo, age 4, daughters of Rokuro and Ayako Okubo, are shown playing on the ... 1944-09-19  WRA no. I-615  ark:/13030/ft5w1006pj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Rokuro Okubo turns tree surgeon as he operates on a large tree on the landscaped grounds of the estate-type farm ... 1944-09-19  WRA no. I-616  ark:/13030/ft8w1008zk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Virginia Okubo is shown playing with her schoolmates in the playground of the St. Peter Lutheran School in Arlington Heights, ... 1944-09-19  WRA no. I-617  ark:/13030/ft396nb1dr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ichi Kawajiri (left) and Takeo Yoshino (right), Issei resettlers from Rohwer, are shown with Wilfred Johnson, a Jamaican, filling sacks ... 1944-09-16  WRA no. I-618  ark:/13030/ft2g5004bv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Virginia Okubo is shown playing with her schoolmates in the playground of the St. Peter Lutheran School in Arlington Heights, ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-619  ark:/13030/ft7m3nb448

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Ayako Okubo is preparing pears for canning. Beside her on the sink are jars of canned pears and of ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-620  ark:/13030/ft8n39p1r4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Okubo family is shown in the living room of their home on a farm near Palatine, Illinois. Joan, age ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-621  ark:/13030/ft6j49p063

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Virginia Okubo is shown playing with her schoolmates in the playground of St. Peter Lutheran School in Arlington Heights, Illinois. ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-622  ark:/13030/ft7f59p0z4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Virginia Okubo is shown playing with her schoolmates in the playground of St. Peter Lutheran School in Arlington Heights, Illinois. ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-623  ark:/13030/ft39nb1f8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The store front of the Toguri Food Shop at 1012 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois. This store handles a full ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-624  ark:/13030/ft59nb33p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fred Toguri, owner, June Toguri, his sister, who helps him in the store, and Masachi Hori, who is employed by ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-625  ark:/13030/ft5n39n9jh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fred Toguri, owner, June Toguri, his sister, who helps him in the store, and Masachi Hori, who is employed by ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-627  ark:/13030/ft29nb0w6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shoichiro Inada, Issei resettler employed by the Vegetable Packing House, Chicago, helps Fred Sietsmann, vegetable grower from Des Plaines, Illinois, ... 1944-09-16 WRA no. I-628  ark:/13030/ft8g500810

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Masuye Maeda (center) is shown talking to one of her boarders, Lillian Funakubo, while Mr. Maeda rests and reads ... 1944-09-19 WRA no. I-629  ark:/13030/ft30nb12m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Shoichiro Inada, Issei resettler employed by the Vegetable Packing House, Chicago, helps Fred Sietmann, vegetable grower from Des Plaines, Illinois, ... 1944-09-16

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Toyone Maeda are shown relaxing in their living room after a day's work. The Maedas opened their ... 1944-09-19

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toyone Maeda smiles as he starts out with his truck to do a small job of moving for another resettler ... 1944-09-19

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yoshimi Shibata inspects cantaloupes, one of the many truck crops raised under his direction by the Midwestern Farm Company, owned ... 1944-09

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mack Kurima and Charles Ogata, part owners and field supervisors of the Midwestern Farm Company owned by three resettlers, are ... 1944-09

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Robert Hosokawa and family are shown in front of their new home at 3401 Urbandale Avenue. Mr. Hosokawa is ... 1944-09

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Bill Hosokawa is on the lawn before the house which he purchased last August. With him is his baby, ... 1944-09

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Bill Hosokawa is on the lawn before the house which he purchased last August. With him is his baby, ... 1944-09

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seated, left to right, Alice Anderson, Lillian Hammer, Mariko Matsumoto. Standing are Bertha Wininger, Jean McClure, Shirley Cutler, Marion McCullough ... 1944-09

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Francis Ichikawa and Cloyd Street are shown busily at the work at Clark’s Salad Dressing Company. This company is famous ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-641 ark:/13030/ft787007v9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(Left to right) Alice Anderson, Lillian Hammer, Shirley Cutler, seated. Standing: Bertha Wininger, Jean McClure, Mariko Matsumoto, Marion McCullough, Lois ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-642 ark:/13030/ft8779p1hw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In front of Clark’s Salad Dressing Company are shown, left to right, Cloyd Street, Forrest Thomas, Francis Ichikawa, Earl Fairbanks, ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-643 ark:/13030/ft709nb3w7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Francis Ichikawa and W. H. Bishop, the proprietor of Clark’s Salad Dressing Company, are shown getting the cap bottles ready ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-644 ark:/13030/ft1p3003q2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Ralph Kawabe is a relatively new arrival in Des Moines and he relocated here from Heart Mountain Relocation Center. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-645 ark:/13030/ft9gd5nb5j8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Betty Kagawa entered Drake University in February 1944 after graduating from Denson High School of Jerome Relocation Center. In order ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-646 ark:/13030/ft3g5004wf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. Kagawa relocated in Des Moines November 1943 from Jerome Relocation Center. The three girls, May, ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-647 ark:/13030/ft087002kk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harrlie Taka, proprietor of his own watch shop at 1171-25th Street, Des Moines, relocated in June, 1943. Mr. Taka worked ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-649 ark:/13030/ft9580092b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Tom Umade relocated to Des Moines from Gila River Relocation Center, Rivers, Arizona, in May 1944 and secured a ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-650 ark:/13030/ft438nb27n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Miss Esther Mart, Mr. Frank Inouye and Miss Maxine Cox are at work in the Fort Des Moines Hotel Coffee ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-651 ark:/13030/ft896nb55m

Mr. Masao Dobashi and Mr. Orville Lowery are shown at their work as cooks in the coffee shop of the ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-652 ark:/13030/ft5n39n9k1

Miss Jeri Tanaka, Nisei, is employed by the Modern Lighting and Manufacturing Company in Des Moines as a welder. She ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-653 ark:/13030/ft6n39p0fc

Babe's Restaurant is the swankiest night club in Des Moines. Here, Mr. Roy Hieshima and Mr. Ben Osburn are shown ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-655 ark:/13030/ft0s2002zj

In the picture, from left to right, are: Sam Sakamoto, Lois, age 4 (on father's lap), Janet, Chiyo, Louise, age ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-656 ark:/13030/ft200003tw

In the picture, from left to right, are: Sam Sakamoto, Lois, age 4 (on father's lap), Janet, Chiyo, Louise, age ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-657 ark:/13030/ft629006wg

This picture shows Eileen Lynch of 1121-44th Street, and Hanaye Ota of 3403 Cottage Grove Avenue, as they pause for ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-658 ark:/13030/ft2580048v

Miss Tatsuko Shinno relocated to Des Moines from Jerome Relocation Center in January, 1944. Miss Shinno has made quite a ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-659 ark:/13030/ft5j49n9px

Miss Tatsuko Shinno relocated to Des Moines from Jerome Relocation Center in January, 1944. Miss Shinno has made quite a ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-660 ark:/13030/ft7w1007pn

Dr. Tom Abe is resident physician and clinical director in Broadlawns, Polk County Hospital. Here he is shown with Miss ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-661 ark:/13030/ft6z09p0jw
Dr. Tom Abe is resident physician and clinical director in Broadlawns, Polk County Hospital. Here he is shown examining the ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-662  ark:/13030/ft5b69n9f0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Tom Abe is resident physician and clinical director in Broadlawns, Polk County Hospital. Here he is shown standing in ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-663  ark:/13030/ft187003mw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Nobuko Fujiki and Mrs. Herb Schaefer, wife of the proprietor of the Schaefer Pharmacy, are shown at their work ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-664  ark:/13030/ft7489p0r2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Preparing noon meals for the patients of Lutheran Hospital are Misses Alice (left) and Elly Yoshida, former residents of Mountain ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-666  ark:/13030/ft138nb088

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

From Mountain View, California, is Miss Elly Yoshida, 22-year-old therapeutic dietician at the Lutheran Hospital. She is shown with Miss ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-667  ark:/13030/ft3r29n83b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Machiko Tanaka and Miss Thelma Sydness, administrative dietician at the Iowa Methodist Hospital in the Nutritional Department, are shown ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-668  ark:/13030/ft396nb1gs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Jusuke Takayanagi is shown after having cut chrysanthemums in one of their chrysanthemum houses of the Lockhart Gardens. Mr. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-669  ark:/13030/ft387004fd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Jusuke Takayanagi is shown after having cut chrysanthemums in one of their chrysanthemum houses of the Lockhart Gardens. Mr. ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-670  ark:/13030/ft458005xs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Robert Hosokawa and family are shown in front of their new home at 3401 Urbandale Avenue. Mr. Hosokawa is ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-671  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0t4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The Katayama twins, Itoko and Setsuko, in the 6B class at the Grant School, are shown with other pupils of ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-672 ark:/13030/ft9n39p2z1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Katayama twins, Itoko and Setsuko, in the 6B class at the Grant School, are shown with other pupils of ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-673 ark:/13030/ft5199n99z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Katayama twins, Itoko and Setsuko, in the 6B class at the Grant School, are shown at recess time with ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-674 ark:/13030/ft0j49n5th

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Katayama twins, Itoko and Setsuko, in the 6B class at the Grant School, are shown as they go home ... 1944-09 WRA no. I-675 ark:/13030/ft8p3007v7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In their apartment at Seabrook Farms Village, Bridgeton, N.J., Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kunishima and their son Richard, Jr., are ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-677 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb105

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Thomas Taneichi Kamikawa (left, at clothes line) and Mrs. Kay Noda have adjacent apartments in one of the houses ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-678 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb4bg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This group of evacuee children is shown at the entrance of one of the houses at Seabrook Farms Village, Bridgeton, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-679 ark:/13030/ft5000064x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These evacuees are carrying groceries to their apartment in one of the houses at Seabrook Farms Village, Bridgeton, N.J., which ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-681 ark:/13030/ft3h4nb1np

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Thomas Taneichi Kamikawa is preparing supper in the kitchen of the 4-room family unit which she occupies with her ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-682 ark:/13030/ft3n39n8kx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese--United States--History--20th century--Photographs
Mrs. Ellen Ayako Nakamura, liaison officer between the management of Seabrook Farms and the Deerfield Packing Corporation, Bridgeton, N.J., and ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-683  ark:/13030/ft2p3004sw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These evacuees, shown chatting before the Upper Deerfield Township School at Seabrook Farms, Bridgeton, N.J., are serving as liaison representatives ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-685  ark:/13030/ft7580079c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These evacuees, shown chatting before the Upper Deerfield Township School at Seabrook Farms, Bridgeton, N.J., are serving as liaison representatives ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-686  ark:/13030/ft5p3006g4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These five young evacuees are having luncheon in the cafeteria at Seabrook Farms, Bridgeton, N.J., where they are employed together ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-687  ark:/13030/ft9hb69p2qg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the cafeteria at Seabrook Farms, Bridgeton, N.J., two Nisei girls are serving three Nisei boys who are also employed ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-688  ark:/13030/ft2t1nb174

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Satsuki Yasumoto, formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center, is pouring beans into a package-filling machine in the processing plant ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-689  ark:/13030/ft5d49n9gf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Paul Suyeda, formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center, is grading beans in the processing plant of the Deerfield Packing ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-690  ark:/13030/ft396nb1h9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In the processing plant of the Deerfield Packing Corporation at Seabrook Farms, Bridgeton, N.J., a quality control supervisor is instructing ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-691  ark:/13030/ft6r29p0tq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Stanley Ochiai (left) and Roy Kato are employed in the cold storage warehouse in the processing plant of the Deerfield ... 1944-08
WRA no. I-692  ark:/13030/ft2j49n7kg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 51, section F
George Matsui, formerly of the Jerome and Gila River Relocation Centers, and his fellow workers are unloading lima beans at ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-693
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
Mrs. Asano Hashiba, formerly of the Rohwer Relocation Center, is checking the weight of lima beans on the package line ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-694
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
As cook’s helper, Mr. Shogoro Oka is enjoying his work at the Elms Hotel in Excelsior Springs, Missouri. Formerly of ... 1944-09-22 WRA no. I-695
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
A scene on the C. S. Inman farm, near Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas. Mr. Inman was the first farmer in the country to offer a lease or share-cropping deal to an evacuee farmer.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-18 WRA no. I-696
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
A few of the prize-winning saddle horses owned by Mr. Walter David. Mr. David owns what is probably the largest tract of land in a single piece in Deaf Smith County, 2560 acres in one tract. He specializes in pure-bred livestock.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Deaf Smith County, Texas. 1944-12-18 WRA no. I-697
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
Kiiche Tange, employed at the Bowman Nursery between Amarillo and Hereford, Texas, is shown talking with B. H. Massey, a ... 1944-12-18 WRA no. I-698
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
Kiiche Tange, employed at the Bowman Nursery between Amarillo and Hereford, Texas, is shown talking with B. H. Massey, a ... 1944-12-18 WRA no. I-699
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 51, section F
Mr. Walter David and a few of his prize-winning saddle horses. Mr. David owns what is probably the largest tract of land in a single piece in Deaf Smith County, 2560 acres in one tract. He specializes in pure-bred livestock.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Deaf Smith County, Texas. 1944-12-18 WRA no. I-700
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The high school, Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas. Numerous opportunities for evacuee truck farmers have developed in this county. Most ... 1944-12-17

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Inman and their granddaughter in front of the Inman farm home. Mr. Inman was the first farmer in the Deaf Smith County area to offer a lease of share-cropping deal to an evacuee farmer.

A scene on the C. S. Inman farm, near Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas. Mr. Inman was the first farmer in the county to offer a lease of share-cropping deal to an evacuee farmer.

An irrigation lateral near Hereford, Texas. The field shown is now in alfalfa. Irrigation water comes from wells ranging in ... 1944-12-18

The Deaf Smith County Courthouse. This fine Georgia marble structure is typical of Hereford's public buildings. Another evidence of the strong feeling of civic pride which immediately impresses the visitor.

First Christian Church, Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas. Numerous opportunities for evacuee truck farmers have developed in this county. Most ... 1944-12-17

One of the many fine churches in Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas. Numerous opportunities for evacuee truck farmers have developed ... 1944-12-17

Mr. C. S. Inman, Hereford, who was the first farmer in Deaf Smith County to offer a lease or share-cropping deal to an evacuee farmer.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-18

Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-17

Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-18

Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-18

Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-18

Hereford, Texas. 1944-12-18

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Hereford, Texas.
Kiiche Tange, employed at the Bowman Nursery between Amarillo and Hereford, Texas, is shown talking with B. H. Massey, a ... 1944-12-18 WRA no. I-709

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The City Hall, Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas. Numerous opportunities for evacuee truck farmers have developed in this county. Most ... 1944-12-17 WRA no. I-710

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

While Cpl. Roy Mita is in England with the army his wife, Gladys, is making her contribution to community welfare ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-711

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

While Cpl. Roy Mita is in England with the army his wife, Gladys, is making her contribution to community welfare ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-712

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. D. Sugahara was well-known in Los Angeles, California before evacuation. He first settled in Denver, Colorado, and came to ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-713

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. D. Sugahara was well-known in Los Angeles, California before evacuation. He first settled in Denver, Colorado, and came to ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-714

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ted Iwai is a Kibei who has been employed for the past three years by the Louisiana Hatchery, the largest ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-715

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Peter Sugawara is shown with a picture of her husband, Cpl. Peter Sugawara. Cpl. Sugawara is serving with the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-716

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Hinata Family. Mr. and Mrs. Hinata came to New Orleans many years ago. Mr. Hinata, now deceased, established an ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-717

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This picture shows the entrance to the City Park in New Orleans. In January when the picture was made the temperature in the park was 77 degrees.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-13 WRA no. I-718  ark:/13030/ft0n39n63s

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The entrance to the public school on Esplanade Avenue. Esplanade is one of the old streets in the French Quarter. ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. I-719  ark:/13030/ft409nb2h4

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Delgado Museum of Art. This museum is situated near one entrance to the New Orleans City Park.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-13 WRA no. I-720  ark:/13030/ft0r29n61d

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The St. Louis Cathedral is one of the oldest churches in America. It is situated across from Jackson Square in New Orleans and is visited by thousands of tourists every year.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-721  ark:/13030/ft1199n6hc

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Swans and ducks are common in the City Park. These pictures were taken on the 13th day of January, 1945. On that day several people were rowing boats and paddling canoes in the park lagoons. The temperature was 77 degrees.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-13 WRA no. I-722  ark:/13030/ft5m3nb2xk

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Swans and ducks are common in the City Park. These pictures were taken on the 13th day of January, 1945. On that day several people were rowing boats and paddling canoes in the park lagoons. The temperature was 77 degrees.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-13 WRA no. I-723  ark:/13030/ft5b69n9gh

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Canal Street is a main street in New Orleans and in many respects resembles Market Street in San Francisco. This picture is taken near Canal and Baronne Streets in the heart of the business district.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-724  ark:/13030/ft7n39p14h

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Louisiana Capitol Building is a monument to the late Senator Huey P. Long. It was built in the early ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-725  ark:/13030/ft0j49n5wj

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Masami Hata, an Issei, age 44, was for many years a gardener in San Mateo, California. At the time of ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-726
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Masami Hata, an Issei, age 44, was for many years a gardener in San Mateo, California. At the time of ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-727
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Masami Hata, an Issei, age 44, was for many years a gardener in San Mateo, California. At the time of ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-728
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Masami Hata, an Issei, age 44, was for many years a gardener in San Mateo, California. At the time of ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-729
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sam Kohara, age 30, is the oldest son of Mrs. M. Kohara. The Kohara family moved to Alexandria, Louisiana many ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-730
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sam Kohara, age 30, is the oldest son of Mrs. M. Kohara. The Kohara family moved to Alexandria, Louisiana many ... 1945-01-09 1/9/45 WRA no. I-731
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sam Kohara, age 30, is the oldest son of Mrs. M. Kohara. The Kohara family moved to Alexandria, Louisiana, many ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-732
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. M. Kohara and one of her Caucasian employees in the Kohara Studio. Mrs. Kohara manages the studio and has ... 1945-01-09 WRA no. I-733
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Suenaga, on Indefinite Leave from the Manzanar Relocation Center, came to New Orleans without definite employment but immediately accepted ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. I-734
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Suenaga, on Indefinite Leave from the Manzanar Relocation Center, came to New Orleans without definite employment but immediately accepted ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. I-735
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This group consists of Mrs. K. R. Maruyama, S/Sgt. Kenny Okamoto, Mrs. Tommy Imamura, and Mrs. George Toriumi. These young women serve as hostesses at the USO Club, Hattiesburg, Mississippi. The S/Sgt. is located at Camp Shelby.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Hattiesburg, Mississippi. 1945-01-11 WRA no. I-736 ark:/13030/ft9p3008qz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. S. Butsuyen has owned and operated this farm for the last seven years. The farm is 1000 acres with ... 1945-01-17 WRA no. I-737 ark:/13030/ft9779p1xd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

S. Butsuyen, co-owner, Sam Hayashi, employee, H. J. Omayi, co-owner, and Jim Shinobu Tani, evacuee, are shown on the Maryfield ... 1945-01-18 WRA no. I-738 ark:/13030/ft509nb2t3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tractor preparing lettuce beds for planting. The tractor operator is T. Omayi. This photo was taken four miles from the highway between Brunswick, Georgia, and Jacksonville, Florida, 21 miles south of Brunswick in the coastal area of Georgia.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

White Oak, Georgia. 1945-01-17 WRA no. I-739 ark:/13030/ft0199n5nn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. S. Butseyen [Butsuyen], and T. Omayi are shown on a tractor which is being used to prepare lettuce beds ... 1945-01-17 WRA no. I-740 ark:/13030/ft779p1zx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Jim Shinobu Tani, evacuee employee, H. J. Omayi, co-owner, Sam Hayashi, employee, and S. Butsuyen, co-owner, are pictured on the ... 1945-01-18 WRA no. I-741 ark:/13030/ft3j49n80g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lettuce beds at the Maryfield Plantation located at White Oak, Georgia, in the coastal area of Georgia.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

White Oak, Georgia. 1945-01-17 WRA no. I-742 ark:/13030/ft0j49n5x2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lettuce beds at the Maryfield Plantation located at White Oak, Georgia, in the coastal area of Georgia.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

White Oak, Georgia. 1945-01-17 WRA no. I-743 ark:/13030/ft596nb346

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. Robert Taylor, WRA Relocation Officer at Savannah, Georgia, is seen looking over a field of broccoli which is nearly ... 1945-01-19 WRA no. I-744  ark:/13030/ft7z09p10d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A field of collards to be harvested February 1, in the coastal area of South Carolina, seven miles south of Beaufort, South Carolina.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Beaufort, South Carolina. 1945-01-16 WRA no. I-746  ark:/13030/ft758007bw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A field of collards to be harvested February 1, in the coastal area of South Carolina, seven miles south of Beaufort, South Carolina.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Beaufort, South Carolina. 1945-01-16 WRA no. I-747  ark:/13030/ft1779n6j6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tractors preparing land for planting vegetables in the coastal area of South Carolina. The land shown is four miles south of Beaufort, South Carolina.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Beaufort, South Carolina. 1945-01-16 WRA no. I-748  ark:/13030/ft3f59n7zt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A lettuce bed in the coastal area of South Carolina, about three miles south of Charleston. This section is specially adapted to the growing of iceberg lettuce.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Charleston, South Carolina. 1945-01-16 WRA no. I-749  ark:/13030/ft9w10094z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A field of cabbage in the coastal area of South Carolina. This crop is now ready for harvesting. The field is about three miles south of Beaufort, South Carolina.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Beaufort, South Carolina. 1945-01-16 WRA no. I-750  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3s0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A field of young collards in the coastal area, about three miles south of Beaufort, South Carolina.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Beaufort, South Carolina. 1945-01-16 WRA no. I-751  ark:/13030/ft0g5002v1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Sam Nagata came to the United States from Japan in 1905. He lived for years in Chicago but since ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. I-752  ark:/13030/ft1524h3z2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Fumi Matsumoto, formerly of Pleasanton, California, and Gila River Relocation Center, Arizona; Tomi Kawakami, of Auburn, California, and Minidoka Relocation Center, Arizona; Miss Matsuo, formerly of Minidoka Relocation Center and Seattle, Washington, studies in the Kansas City General Hospital's library. Miss Matsuo does a little kibitzing over the shoulders of a Caucasian friend in ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Tomi Kawakami, formerly of Auburn, California, and Minidoka, does a little kibitzing over the shoulders of a Caucasian friend in ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Miss Florence M. Clarke, Director of Nursing, talks with Nisei girls enrolled in the Cadet Nurse Training Corps at Kansas ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Riyeko Kikuchi, formerly of Tacoma, Washington, and Heart Mountain, makes intravenous fluid in the course of her training as a ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-756</td>
</tr>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Michiye Fujimoto, formerly of Del Rey, California, and Gila River Center, removes linens from the sterilizer at the Kansas City ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Toshiko Ryozaki, formerly of Los Angeles, California, and the Granada Center, types from the dictaphone in the office of the ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mary Murata, formerly of Marysville, California, and the Granada Center, discusses a mimeographing job with her supervisor in the office ... 1945-03-01 WRA no. I-759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Miss Tee Mikami, formerly of Los Angeles and the Colorado River Center, discusses plans for a party menu with an ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Harry Yanaga, formerly of Gardena, California, and the Colorado River Center, with a fellow worker at the International Caterpillar Company ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-761

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry Yanaga, formerly of Gardena, California, and the Colorado River Center, with a fellow worker at the International Caterpillar Company ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-762

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Kishi, Issei formerly of Los Angeles and Colorado River Center, with a fellow worker at Shelly Motors, Kansas City, ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-763

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. George Nagamoto, Issei, and one of the most prominent orthodontists in the country, teaching at the University of Kansas ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-764

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. George Nagamoto, Issei, and one of the most prominent orthodontists in the country, with a friend of his, Major ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-765

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This hostel at 2411 Independence Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, was formerly the parsonage of the Independence Avenue Methodist Church which ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-766

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry S. Oshimo, an Issei resident of Kansas City for ten years, in his gift shop on Petticoat Lane in ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-767

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry S. Oshimo, an Issei resident of Kansas City for ten years, in his gift shop on Petticoat Lane in ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-768

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tomiki Noda, a paroled alien, and his wife are employed in the home of an outstanding physician in Kansas City, ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-769

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Dr. John Shimokawa, who graduated from the Kansas City Dental College in the spring of 1944, has recently started a ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-770 ark:/13030/ft4s2005j1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. John Shimokawa, who graduated from the Kansas City Dental College in the spring of 1944, has recently started a ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-771 ark:/13030/ft896nb564

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Although George Matoi is over 60 years of age, the night foreman at Downey Box Company says he hates to ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-772 ark:/13030/ft409nb2jn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Although George Matoi is over 60 years of age, the night foreman at Downey Box Company says he hates to ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. I-773 ark:/13030/ft0n39n649

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

More than 40 Nisei girls have used the National Training School for Christian girls in Kansas City, Missouri, for temporary ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-774 ark:/13030/ft429005hx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At the busy intersection of Troost and 47th Streets in Kansas City, Missouri, Dr. Roger Matoi has recently opened offices ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-775 ark:/13030/ft2z09n7rp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

More than 40 Nisei girls have used the National Training School for Christian girls in Kansas City, Missouri for temporary ... 1945-03-02 WRA no. I-776 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb26d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

We’re all set to go again, state Clarence Kimura and Kiyoshi Miya as they pose on their 170-acre farm in ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-777 ark:/13030/ft138nb09s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ihei Hatanaka and Paul Koga, Isseis relocated in Kansas City, Missouri, are shown in front of the plant where they ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-778 ark:/13030/ft0r29n62x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Seated at the dining table among Caucasian students and faculty members of the National Training School for Christian girls in ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-779 ark:/13030/ft687006rz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

For more than a half year, resettlers and Caucasians have been meeting twice monthly for a Cosmo Nite at the ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-780 ark:/13030/ft5j49n9sg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This social has been dubbed COSMO NITE. For over half a year, evacuees and Caucasians have been meeting twice monthly ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-781 ark:/13030/ft1q2nb09g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

For more than a half year, resettlers and Caucasians have been meeting twice monthly at the YWCA in Kansas City, ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-782 ark:/13030/ft5779n9jw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This social has been dubbed COSMO NITE. For over half a year, evacuees and Caucasians have been meeting twice monthly ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-783 ark:/13030/ft3b69n7m0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Captain Carl Hirota, formerly of San Francisco and Topaz, was among the visitors at the semi-monthly Cosmo Nite at the ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-784 ark:/13030/ft1489n6f0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

For more than a half year, resettlers and Caucasians have been meeting twice monthly at the YWCA in Kansas City, ... 1945-03-04 WRA no. I-785 ark:/13030/ft6g5006p7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ohashi, with their three-week-old baby, Katherine, rent a modern two-bedroom bungalow near the most exclusive residential ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. I-786 ark:/13030/ftz09n737

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ohashi, with their three-week-old baby, Katherine, rent a modern two-bedroom bungalow near the most exclusive residential ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. I-787 ark:/13030/ft129003k2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Haru Tanaka, an Issei resident of St. Louis, Missouri, for 30 years, owns a small restaurant in the Negro district. ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. I-789 [ark:/13030/ft5000065f]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sam Kuwahura, Issei cook, came to St. Louis in October 1944 from the Manzanar Center to help Mr. and Mrs. ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. I-790 [ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2td]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Hayashida, formerly of Fresno, California, and Rohwer Center, owns with his partner, George Teraoka, a modern dry-cleaning establishment, Model ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-791 [ark:/13030/ft0779n614]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Hayashida, formerly of Fresno, California, and Rohwer Center, owns with his partner, George Teraoka, a modern dry-cleaning establishment, Model ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-792 [ark:/13030/ft967nb5kg]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Council House at 5625 Wells Street, St. Louis, Missouri, is a friendly community center, where children play at all hours. ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-793 [ark:/13030/ft7m3nb45s]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kinya Kitamura, formerly of Seattle and Minidoka, came to St. Louis, Missouri, in November, 1943, as a chef in a ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-794 [ark:/13030/ft509nb2vm]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kinya Kitamura, formerly of Seattle and Minidoka, came to St. Louis, Missouri in November, 1943, as a chef in a ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-795 [ark:/13030/ft2f59n7kt]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florence Abe, formerly of Tule Lake and Alice Yamaoka, formerly of Poston became a partnership in solving their housing problem. ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-796 [ark:/13030/ft6x0nb42w]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florence Abe, formerly of Tule Lake and Alice Yamaoka, formerly of Poston became a partnership in solving their housing problem. ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-797 [ark:/13030/ft1n39n7fr]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 52, Section F</th>
<th>Alice Yamaoka, formerly of Poston, Marci Sakai, formerly of Gila River, and Florence Abe, formerly of Tule Lake, in Alice ... 1945-03-05 WRA no. I-798 [x] ark:/13030/ft7c6007b6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 52, Section F</td>
<td>Teruo Mukoyama, an Issei resident of Chicago for 16 years, owns his Trading Company in the Garfield Park section of ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-799 [x] ark:/13030/ft7j49p18x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 52, Section F</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Okimoto, formerly of Seattle and Minidoka, operates the Wisteria Tea Room, 212 E. Ohio Street, in Chicago's fashionable ... 1945-03-10-45 WRA no. I-800 [x] ark:/13030/ft7f59p104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 52, Section F</td>
<td>Denjuro Obayashi, who resettled in Chicago from Poston two years ago, is a chef in Fred's Restaurant, owned by Masakidu ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-801 [x] ark:/13030/ft3w1004vr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 52, Section F</td>
<td>Pfc. Noboru Hokame, Hawaiian-born Japanese-American, and his Chicago buddy, Pfc. Charles P. Carroll, spent their convalescent furlough together recently at ... 1945-03-09 WRA no. I-804 [x] ark:/13030/ft7c6007cq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 52, Section F</td>
<td>Pfc. Noboru Hokame, Hawaiian-born Japanese-American, and his Chicago buddy, Pfc. Charles P. Carroll, spent their convalescent furlough together recently at ... 1945-03-09 WRA no. I-805 [x] ark:/13030/ft2f59n7mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume Section</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Dr. Tom T. Watanabe, radiologist, is among the doctors and technicians employed in the largest X-ray laboratories in Chicago. Dr. ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-808 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>The Fujimoto family, resettlers in Chicago from Jerome, have opened a grocery store specializing in Oriental foods at 3321 South ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-809 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Dr. Randolph Sakada, optometrist, has adjoining offices with Dr. Koki Kumamoto at 47th and Cottage Grove Avenue. Dr. Sakada was ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-811 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>One of the finest repair shops in Chicago is owned by an Issei, Kankuro Matsumoto, 14 N. Michigan Ave., who ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-812 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Taneichi Yamamoto, 57-year-old farmer of Salinas, California, came to Chicago from Poston a year ago and entered a new kind ... 1945-03-11 WRA no. I-813 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Miss Marian Tanabe, formerly of San Diego and Poston; and Sakae Toda, formerly of Topaz and Centerville, California, are among ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-814 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Mrs. Chiyono Osasa is employed by the St. Anthony’s Hospital in the laundry. Her home was, before evacuation, at Port ... 1945-03-13 WRA no. I-815 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Mrs. Chiyono Osasa is employed by the St. Anthony’s Hospital in the laundry. Her home was, before evacuation, at Port ... 1945-03-13 WRA no. I-816 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Sakuichi Sasaki, formerly of Marysville, California, and Granada, came to Rockford in March, 1944. The Sasakis, who ... 1945-03-13 WRA no. I-817 <a href=""></a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Mrs. Sakuichi Sasaki, formerly of Marysville, California, and Granada, came to Rockford in March, 1944. The Sasakis, who ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-13 WRA no. I-819</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Yazo Ishizaki formerly had his own jewelry and watch repair shop in Sacramento, California. He was evacuated to Tule Lake ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-13 WRA no. I-820</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Mr. Donell Tekawa and family came to Rockford in October 1943 from the Granada Relocation Center. Mr. and Mrs. Tekawa ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-13 WRA no. I-821</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>The shop foreman at Phoenix Cleaners is pleased with the work of his Japanese American employees. When asked if he ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-13 WRA no. I-822</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>At the Phoenix Cleaners Isamu Arita works as a presser. Before evacuation he had his own shop in Los Angeles. ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-13 WRA no. I-823</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Toshio Furukawa, formerly of Palo Alto, California, and Granada, is employed at the Hatfield Dental Laboratories in Peoria until he ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-14 WRA no. I-824</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Toshio Furukawa, formerly of Palo Alto, California, and Granada, is employed at the Hatfield Dental Laboratories in Peoria until he ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-14 WRA no. I-825</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Paul N. Nakamoto, a maintenance man at the St. Joseph Home, Peoria, Illinois, originally lived in Los Angeles. He came ...</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1945-03-14 WRA no. I-826</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hal Takaoka, floral designer, brought his wife and daughter to Peoria in December 1943 from Manzanar. Mr. Takaoka formerly lived ...

Dr. Sam Kuramoto, osteopath, formerly had a medical practice in Los Angeles, and came directly to Des Moines, Iowa, where ...

Dr. Sam Kuramoto, osteopath, formerly had a medical practice in Los Angeles, and came directly to Des Moines, Iowa, where ...

Dr. Sam Kuramoto, osteopath, formerly had a medical practice in Los Angeles, and came directly to Des Moines, Iowa, where ...

May Ideta, oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kiyoshi Ideta-Minami, formerly of Seattle and the Minidoka Center, at Drake University, ...

May Ideta, oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kiyoshi Ideta-Minami, formerly of Seattle and the Minidoka Center, at Drake University, ...

The Ideta-Minami family and a neighbor's child around the piano in their new home in Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. and ...

Mr. Kiyoshi (Ideta) Minami, formerly of Seattle, Washington, and the Minidoka Relocation Center, brought his wife and five children to ...

Mr. Kiyoshi (Ideta) Minami, formerly of Seattle, Washington, and the Minidoka Relocation Center, brought his wife and five children to ...

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Shiro Mori, 56-year-old bachelor, came to Des Moines, Iowa three months ago from the Granada Center to work as a ... 1945-03-17 WRA no. I-836  ark:/13030/ft5489n9m8

George Yoshida, formerly of Lindsay, California, just brought his wife, two children, and two sisters-in-law to Des Moines, Iowa, from ... 1945-03-16 WRA no. I-837  ark:/13030/ft4m3nb29z

Asajiro Nishimoto, Issei in charge of the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Department of Jack Love's Modern meat and food market, ... 1945-03-16 WRA no. I-838  ark:/13030/ft600006v3

Mrs. Verlin Yamamoto, formerly of San Francisco and Gila River Center, buys her Saturday groceries at a modern meat and food market located near her home, 3920-1/2 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa. 1945-03-16 WRA no. I-839  ark:/13030/ft2f59n7nv

Little Judith Yamamoto went to the grocery store with her mother but was stopped outside by some admiring children. The Verlin Yamamoto family, formerly of San Francisco and Gila River, have resettled in Des Moines, Iowa. 1945-03-16 WRA no. I-840  ark:/13030/ft929008bb

Harrison Wakida, son of Mrs. Ruth Wakida, formerly of Gila River Center and Selma, California, playing in the children's sand ... 1945-03-17 WRA no. I-841  ark:/13030/ft0m3n99vx

Jack Ikemoto, formerly of San Jose, California, and Heart Mountain, arrived with his wife, Susie, and baby, Elaine, at the ... 1945-03-16 WRA no. I-842  ark:/13030/ft9g5008sp

Mrs. Kay Korematsu, formerly of Tule Lake and Marysville, California, in front of her house on the $135,000 farm that ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-843  ark:/13030/ft0r29n63f
volume 53, section F

Norman Tanabe, formerly of Topaz and Marysville, California, works on the $135,000 farm leased by Hi Korematsu. Mr. Korematsu has ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-844 ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4kn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Peter Omachi, formerly of Tule Lake, Topaz, and Loomis, California, works on the $135,000 farm leased by Hi Korematsu, formerly ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-845 ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4m5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Norman Tanabe, formerly of Topaz and Marysville, California, Hi Korematsu, formerly of Topaz and Oakland, California, and Peter Omachi, formerly ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-846 ark:/13030/ft2s200499

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Norman Tanabe, formerly of Topaz and Marysville, California; Hi Korematsu, formerly of Topaz and Oakland; and Peter Omachi, formerly of ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-847 ark:/13030/ft287004aq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Norman Tanabe, formerly of Topaz and Marysville, California; Hi Korematsu, formerly of Topaz and Oakland; and Peter Omachi, formerly of ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-848 ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4ig

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

The six children of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Omachi on the $135,000 farm near Grand Island, Nebraska, leased by Hi ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-849 ark:/13030/ft2t1nb18n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Fred S. Doi, formerly of Gila River Center and Fresno, California, came to the Omar Farm outside of Omaha, Nebraska, ... 1945-03-19 WRA no. I-850 ark:/13030/ft300004cz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Thomas Nakaniishi, born in Honolulu, and formerly of Fowler, California, and Gila River Center, is in charge of the poultry ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-851 ark:/13030/ft2r29n7wf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

With the exception of the manager and several part-time helpers, this family operates Omar Farm, a 220-acre experimental dairy and ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-852 ark:/13030/ft2199n6zd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Fred S. Doi, formerly of the Gila River Center and Fresno, California; and his brother-in-law, Thomas Nakanishi, formerly of Gila ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-853</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft1k4003jt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Mr. and Mrs. Tokuichi Takagi, formerly of Heart Mountain Center and Pomona, California, have purchased a 17-1/2-acre truck garden in ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-854</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ftk4007h3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Mr. and Mrs. Tokuichi Takagi, formerly of Heart Mountain Center and Pomona, California, have purchased a 17-1/2-acre truck garden in ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-855</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ftj4009546</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tsuji, formerly of Granada and Los Angeles, shown with their two daughters and Mrs. Leslie Smith, ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-856</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ftj49n5z2k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tsuji, formerly of Granada and Los Angeles, with one of their children, Grace, in front of ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-857</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft809nb4hb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Grace Tsuji, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tsuji, formerly of the Granada Center and Los Angeles; and Jerry ... 1945-03-20 WRA no. I-858</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ftn39p0gw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>A scene in the Chicago Relocation Division of the War Relocation Authority where relocatees are being interviewed for relocation and assistance. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru Chicago, Illinois. 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-859</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft9779p20x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>A scene in the Chicago Relocation Division of the War Relocation Authority where relocatees are being interviewed for relocation and assistance. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru Chicago, Illinois. 1945-03-10 WRA no. I-860</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ftk4007jm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Presentation of the Distinguished Service Cross was posthumously made to Pfc. Kiyoshi Muranaga at one o'clock Saturday, April 21, 1945, ... 1945-04-21 WRA no. I-861</th>
<th>ark:/13030/ft9199p1tj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volume 53, section F

Presentation of the Distinguished Service Cross was posthumously made to Pfc. Kiyoshi Muranaga at one o’clock Saturday, April 21, 1945, ... 1945-04-25

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Gold stars are here being presented by K. Okura, USO representative, to mothers whose sons were killed in action. This presentation was made in the high school auditorium April 21, 1945.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Amache, Colorado. 1945-04-21 WRA no. I-864

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

The program for the war memorial services in honor of Sgt. James S. Karatsu and S/Sgt. Masami Sakamoto, April 21, ... 1945-04-21

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho served 16 months in the Burma-India theatre attached to Army Combat Intelligence with General Frank Merrill’s ... 1945-04-21

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho served 16 months in the Burma-India theatre attached to Army Combat Intelligence with General Frank Merrill’s ... 1945-04-25

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho, left, and Pfc. James Yura, right, are seen looking over War Relocation Authority photographs of some ... 1945-04-28

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 53, section F

Mrs. Nisaku Araki, mother of Toru Araki, transplants some of the plants in her son’s greenhouse in Seattle. Another son, Minoru Araki, is with the Army in France. The Araki family was formerly of Hunt, Idaho.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 53, Section F</th>
<th>Toru Araki, formerly of Hunt, Idaho, is mending the roof of his greenhouses in Seattle. Toru is a University of ...</th>
<th>1945-05-13</th>
<th>WRA no. I-871 <a href="">link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Toru Araki and their daughters, Susan and Louise, and Toru's father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Nisaku ...</td>
<td>1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-872 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Mrs. Toru Araki is busy with the family laundry. Mr. Araki is a University of Washington graduate, who with his ...</td>
<td>1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-873 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Toru Araki and his two daughters, Susan and Louise, have their pictures taken with their puppy, Dule, and a Caucasian ...</td>
<td>1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-874 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Toru Araki, formerly of Hunt, Idaho, is here shown with tomato and celery plants which were grown in one of ...</td>
<td>1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-875 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Mrs. Emon Ikuda, formerly of Heart Mountain, prepares a family meal on her own stove for the first time since evacuation. Mr. and Mrs. Emon Ikuda and their son Mitsuo were White River Valley's first returnees. \ Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru \ Kent, Washington. 1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-876 <a href="">link</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Mrs. Emon Ikuda has plenty of household tasks to keep her busy now since her return to their home near ...</td>
<td>1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-877 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>White River Valley's first returnees are Mr. and Mrs. Emon Ikuda and their son Mitsuo, from Heart Mountain. They are ...</td>
<td>1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-878 <a href="">link</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 53, Section F</td>
<td>Mr. Emon Ikuda proudly displays some of his rhubarb crop grown on his farm near Kent, Washington. Mr. and Mrs. Emon Ikuda and their son Mitsuo, were White River Valley's first returnees. \ Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru \ Kent, Washington. 1945-05-13</td>
<td>WRA no. I-879 <a href="">link</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms \                Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs \</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Eleanor Apartments which consists of thirty-two units, of which twenty-two are rented to Caucasian defense workers, are owned by ... 1945-05-13 WRA no. I-880

Mr. and Mrs. Seinosuke Nishimura of Seattle inside one of their greenhouses typing tomato plants. Mr. Nishimura had a few ... 1945-05-12 WRA no. I-881

Frank Kubota, a returned veteran, at work in the machine shop of the Ravenna Metal Products company in Seattle. Kubota ... 1945-05-12 WRA no. I-882

This picture taken in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki of 313 18th Avenue in Seattle, Washington, are of ... 1945-05-13 WRA no. I-884

Mrs. Z. Maekawa, formerly of Tule Lake, transplanting celery in the Rainier Valley near Seattle, Washington. During the past two ... 1945-05-14 WRA no. I-886

Mrs. Z. Maekawa, formerly of Tule Lake, transplanting celery in the Rainier Valley near Seattle, Washington. During the past two ... 1945-05-14 WRA no. I-887

Mrs. M. Noji, whose husband operates an extensive greenhouse property now specializing in tomatoes and vegetable plants for commercial gardens, ... 1945-05-14 WRA no. I-888

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Seattle, Washington.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Seattle, Washington.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Seattle, Washington.
Mrs. M. Noji in one of the rapidly developing tomato houses in the Rainier Valley near Seattle, Washington. Her husband ... 1945-05-14 WRA no. I-889

Billie, Rosie and Takeshi Sakaguchi, formerly from Minidoka, find no time for idle moments on the 10-acre vegetable and fruit ... 1945-05-17 WRA no. I-890

Billie, Rosie and Takeshi Sakaguchi (Minidoka) find no time for idle moments on their 10-acre vegetable and fruit farm near ... 1945-05-17 WRA no. I-892

K. Funai was the first old timer to return to his farm near Woodenville, Washington. He was at the Minidoka ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. I-893

Pfc. Kiyoshi Yabuki, a wounded veteran home from Italy and France with a Purple Heart to his credit, is glad ... 1945-05-17 WRA no. I-894

With the return of Terumatsu Yabuki to his greenhouse property at Hunt's Point near Bellevue, Washington on May 17, 1945, ... 1945-05-17 WRA no. I-895

Mr. T. Seto, formerly of Minidoka, works on some of the plants he cared for as head gardener of the ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. I-896

T. Kay Horike, formerly of Minidoka, now a Senior at the College of Puget Sound, takes time out from his ... 1945-05-15 WRA no. I-897
Mr. and Mrs. George Yoshihara, formerly of Granada, have returned to the oyster beds and home near Shelton, Washington. They stayed with Caucasian neighbors when they first returned, until they could get moved back into their own home.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru


Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. George Yoshihara, formerly of Granada, is shown on the oyster shell dump outside of his packing plant. The Yoshiharas ...

WRA no. I-899 ark:/13030/ft0w100348

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. George Yoshihara, formerly of Granada, is shown on the oyster float in front of his oyster beds. The Yoshiharas ...

1945-05-15 WRA no. I-900 ark:/13030/ft6z09p0kd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Brother and sister, Meddy Shigeo Itami, are shown in their greenhouse at 67th and Holgate, Portland, Oregon. The Sukemon Itami ...

1945-05-19 WRA no. I-901 ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4mh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Sukemon Itami family, formerly from Heart Mountain, is shown in front of their Portland home. Left to right: Mr. ...

1945-05-19 WRA no. I-903 ark:/13030/ft467nb2dw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Violet McCurtey, nursery school director, and Rose Niguma, swing shift nursery school teacher at University Homes Housing Project in ...

1945-05-18 WRA no. I-904 ark:/13030/ft6b69p04r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Rose Niguma, nursery school teacher in the University Homes Housing Project in Portland, formerly from Minidoka, is shown with one ...

1945-05-18 WRA no. I-905 ark:/13030/ft629006zr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. T. S. Akiyama, formerly from Minidoka, displays some of the asparagus which is ready to be crated in the packing shed. The Akiyamas are marketing their crops through the Apple Growers Association and expect to sell more than 100 crates during the season.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Hood River, Oregon. 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-906 ark:/13030/ft6j49p084

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The T. S. Akiyama family of Hood River, Oregon, recently relocated from Minidoka, are shown in their asparagus field. The ...

1945-05-21 WRA no. I-907 ark:/13030/ftBr29p24z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. T. S. Akiyama, formerly from Minidoka, cuts asparagus to be crated and sold through the Hood River Apple Growers Association. They expect to sell more than 100 crates during the season.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Hood River, Oregon. 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-908  ark:/13030/ft5t1nb30d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Sue Ogawa and her two daughters, Mary and Lois, on the porch of their lovely home in the Hood ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-909  ark:/13030/ft2779n7m1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Sue Ogawa and her two daughters Mary and Lois, are busy cleaning the undergrowth in their 20-acre orchard near ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-910  ark:/13030/ft038n996t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Y. Mishima is shown with his friends and neighbors, the Cereghino brothers, who own and operate a truck farm ... 1945-05-20 WRA no. I-911  ark:/13030/ft8p3007zs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Y. Mishima, are shown with two Caucasian neighbors on the berry ranch near Gresham, Oregon. The Mishimas ... 1945-05-20 WRA no. I-912  ark:/13030/ft138nb0b9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

B. Fujii and his sons Ed, Tom, and Ted (voluntary evacuees to Weiser, Idaho) are shown cultivating their asparagus field ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. I-913  ark:/13030/ft0b69n66c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. B. Fujii stops cultivating the asparagus field long enough to pose for his picture. The Fujis voluntarily relocated at ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. I-914  ark:/13030/ft7m3nb48b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Roy Yamada and her mother, Mrs. B. Fujii, in front of their home near Troutdale, Oregon. Roy Yamada is ... 1945-05-18 WRA no. I-915  ark:/13030/ft7c6007d7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Asakawa is shown in his rhubarb patch. He has lived in the neighborhood for nearly 30 years, and says ... 1945-05-20 WRA no. I-916  ark:/13030/ft6z09p0mx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
E. M. Cox and Nogi Asakawa stopped plowing a Caucasian neighbor’s field long enough to pose for their pictures. Formerly ... 1945-05-20 WRA no. I-917 ark:/13030/ft1n39n7g8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Asakawa family is shown on the lawn of their home near Gresham, Oregon. Formerly residents of Hunt, Idaho, the ... 1945-05-20 WRA no. I-918 ark:/13030/ft3g5004xz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. S. Asai, formerly from Heart Mountain, is shown pouring water into the radiator of his tractor in preparation for ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-919 ark:/13030/ft129003mk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. S. Asai is shown cleaning out the irrigation rills in the 40-acre family orchard near Hood River. All 40 ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-920 ark:/13030/ft0v19n6tz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eighteen-year-old Gene Asai is shown with his mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. S. Asai, thinning apples on their 40-acre ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-921 ark:/13030/ft9x0nb639

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Eighteen-year-old Gene Asai and his father, Mr. S. Asai, are discussing the problems of fruit raising on their ranch near ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-922 ark:/13030/ft9870091g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. S. Asai and George Shitara from Heart Mountain pose on the tractor after cutting rills in the Asai orchard ... 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-923 ark:/13030/ft3199n7dx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Twenty-year-old Mika Asai, daughter of S. Asai, formerly of Heart Mountain, is shown weeding part of the family orchard near Hood River, Oregon. Two of her brothers are serving overseas and a third is awaiting overseas orders.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Hood River, Oregon. 1945-05-21 WRA no. I-924 ark:/13030/ft5v19n9nc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Blair Stewart, chairman of the steering committee of the Portland Citizens Relocation Committee and Reed College professor of Economics, ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. I-925 ark:/13030/ft1n39n7hs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The steering committee of the Portland Citizens Relocation Committee is shown at a weekly luncheon business meeting at the old ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. I-926

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The steering committee of the Portland Citizens Relocation Committee is shown at a weekly luncheon business meeting at the old ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. I-927

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. K. Sasaki, formerly from Minidoka, poses for her picture with her three children and Miss Alice Finley, hostel director ... 1945-05-22 WRA no. I-928

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hideo Yabuki displays the products of his toil since coming back home to Hunt's Point to his brother, Kiyoshi, a ... 1945-05-17 WRA no. I-929

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amy Watanabe of Denver and Pfc. James Maeda, Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, at an annual semi-formal dance sponsored by the ... 1945-06-14 WRA no. I-930

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mitzi Fujino form Denver and formerly from Minidoka, is dancing with Shig Sakamoto from the Topaz and Tule Lake centers, ... 1945-06-14 WRA no. I-931

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This picture was taken during intermission at an annual semi-formal dance sponsored by the Young People's Society of Denver, which ... 1945-06-14 WRA no. I-932

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

While on his visit of evacuee families in the Fresno District, Mr. Dillon Myer, Director of the War Relocation Authority, ... 1945-06-20 WRA no. I-935

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Howard Hatayama, formerly from the Gila River Relocation Center, and later Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is shown with Mr. Dillon Myer, ... 1945-06-20 WRA no. I-936

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 54, section F

The children of Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Iwasaki are playing with their friends after their return from the Colorado ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-938

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Mrs. Charles Iwasaki holding her daughter, Amy, and a neighbor girl, Annie Torosian, on her lap. Mrs. Iwasaki is known ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-939

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Mrs. Charles Iwasaki of Rt. 1, Box 384, Reedley, California, formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center and its first ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-940

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Mr. Kiichi Iwasaki is assisting in irrigating the vineyard belonging to his son, Charles K. Iwasaki, located at Rt. 1, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-941

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Charles K. Iwasaki is irrigating his peach orchard located at Rt. 1, Box 384, Reedley, California, to which he and ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-942

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Michi Kubota, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Itaru Kubota of Fresno, California, and formerly of the Colorado River Relocation Center, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-943

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

The Farm Labor Camp at Rt. 2, Box 313, Reedley, California, which is under the management of Mr. Y. Takemoto ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-944

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Three daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Denroku Sasaki are shown in the garden of their home located at Rt. 1, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-945

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Mr. George M. Takeuchi is busily at his work repairing radios at his Radio Parts and Repair shop located at ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-946

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 54, section F

Mrs. Uichiro Morishima, Rt. 1, Box 20, Selma, California, returned with her husband, her son and his family, Mr. and ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-947

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Masaru Miyamoto is giving an apricot which he has been picking to his daughter, Susie, on his farm at Rt. 1, Box 174, Selma, California, to which he and ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-948  ark:/13030/ft1n39n7j9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Masaru Miyamoto is picking apricots on his farm located at Rt. 1, Box 174, Selma, California, to which he and ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-949  ark:/13030/ft5l1nb31x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Toshihiro Masada is showing some of his Thompson Seedless grapes which he raises on his 20-acre farm at Rt. 1, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-950  ark:/13030/ft6b69p058

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Front, left to right: Katsumi Masada, Mrs. Nobuye Masada, Tokio Masada, Mrs. Kyo Masada, Miyoko Masada, Toshihiro Masada; back, left ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-951  ark:/13030/ft6w100784

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Akira Chiamori, Rt. 1, Box 193, Parlier, California, returned to his farm from Chicago, Illinois, where he relocated from ... 1945-06-20 WRA no. I-952  ark:/13030/ft9199p1wk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seated on the steps of their home, the Doi family of Rt. 1, Box 53, Parlier, California, is shown left ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-953  ark:/13030/ft9p3008s0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Tonokichi Doi are shown with their children, Noboru, Minoru, Eleanor, and Betty in the yard of their ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-954  ark:/13030/ft2r29n7xz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Noboru Doi and his father, Tonokichi Doi, are showing some of their Thompson Seedless grapes on their 72-acre vineyard located ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-955  ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0s8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Tonokichi Doi, one of the first evacuees to return to the Fresno district from the Gila River Relocation Center ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-956  ark:/13030/ft809nb4jv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Charming Mrs. George Suda is taking dental appointments for Mr. S. Abrahams, 25 Taylor Street, San Francisco, and his son ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-957  ark:/13030/ft6k400785

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
One of the first businesses to open in Fresno since the return of evacuees to the city is the office ...

Miss Marie Watkins, the Executive Secretary of the Fresno International Institute, is
getting an X-Ray of her teeth taken by ...

Dr. Robert Yabuno, Optometrist, a graduate of the University of California, is shown
standing beside his new sign post before ...

Mr. Tom Inouye, owner and operator of the O.K. Garage located at 1402 Kern Street,
Fresno, California, returned from Burrington, ...

The O.K. Garage, located at 1402 Kern Street, Fresno, California, is again re-opened
for business. Mr. Tom Inouye, owner and ...

Mrs. Busuke Saito, mother of three sons on the U.S. Army, is shown in the garden of
their family home ...

Alma’s Beauty Salon, owned and operated by Alma Sakamoto Collier, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Sakamoto, formerly of ...

Alma’s Beauty Salon, owned and operated by Alma Sakamoto Collier, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Sakamoto, formerly of ...

The Buddhist Temple Hostel located at 1340 Kern Street, Fresno, California, has just
been opened for occupancy for those who ...
Left to right: Toshi Hoshiko, Yoshi Hoshiko, Mitsuko Teraoka, and June Hoshiko, all of Rt. 5, Box 536, Fresno, California, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-967

Mrs. Torata Hoshiko, Rt. 5, Box 536, Fresno, California, is shown pouring a bucketful of apricots which she just picked ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-968

With buckets in hand, everyone is ready to go pick apricots on the Hoshiko farm at Rt. 5, Box 536, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-969

Yoshi Hoshiko is showing a bucketful of apricots which she just picked to her father, Torata Hoshiko, who is driving ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-970

The West Fresno Drug Co., or otherwise known as Tenshodo, owned and operated by Mr. William M. Toshiyuki, has just ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-971

Mr. William Toshiyuki, owner and operator of the West Fresno Drug Co., is shown selling some cosmetics to Tsuyako Yamashiro, ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-972

Mr. and Mrs. Kiyoshi Robert Kanagawa are shown with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Yasoichi Kanagawa in front of their ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-975

Mr. Kiyoshi Robert Kanagawa, who returned to his 85-acre farm of citrus fruits and nursery stock located at Rt. 2, ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-973

Mr. Kiyoshi Robert Kanagawa, who returned to his 85-acre farm of citrus fruits and nursery stock located at Rt. 2, ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-974

Mr. Kiyoshi Robert Kanagawa is shown in his orange grove located at Rt. 2, Box 606, Sanger, California, to which ... 1945-06-26 WRA no. I-976
Mr. Ed. H. Nagata is shown picking plums on his 40-acre farm located at Rt. 1, Box 446, Kingsburg, to ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-977

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

After arriving home from Ontario, Oregon, where they relocated from the Colorado River Relocation Center on January 22, the Nagata ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-978

Putting a bridle on one of his mules, Mr. Ed H. Nagata of Rt. 1, Box 446, Kingsburg, California, says ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-979

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Putting a bridle on one of his mules, Mr. Ed H. Nagata of Rt. 1, Box 446, Kingsburg, California, says ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-979

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group enjoying a rest during their noon hour on the lawn of the Yamada residence at Rt. 1, Box ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-980

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Henry K. Yamada is busy at work picking apricots on his son's 40-acre farm at Rt. 1, Box 66, ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-981

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Aiko Yamada is shown with her pet dog on the front steps of her home to which she returned from ... 1945-06-25 WRA no. I-982

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Goichi Hase are shown with their son, Mac, and daughter, Toyo, at their home located at Rt. ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-983

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mac Hase, who will be inducted into the U.S. Army tomorrow, is cutting weeds in his vineyard to get it ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-984

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mac Hase is discussing the work of the vineyard to his father, Goichi Hase, before he leaves for the Army ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-985

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kanjiro Mayeda is shown at his home at Rt. 1, Box 374, Dinuba, to which he and his family ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-986

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. and Mrs. Kanjiro Mayeda of Rt. 1, Box 374, Dinuba, is shown at their home to which they returned ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-987 ark:/13030/ft8f59p1ww

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Katsunosuke Miya returned to their son’s farm located at Rt. 1, Box 90, Hanford, California, from the ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-988 ark:/13030/ft0779n62n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Katsunosuke Miya of Rt. 1, Box 90, Hanford, returned from the Granada Relocation Center, where they transferred ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-989 ark:/13030/ft8r29p260

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kaudy Mimura, a native Orosan, is shown picking cucumbers on his farm located at Rt. 1, Box 43, Orosi, ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-990 ark:/13030/ft667nb3m3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Kaudy Mimura and their son, Kenneth, is shown at their home located at Rt. 1, Box 43, ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-991 ark:/13030/ft187003px

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Tadao Yamada is shown with her son and brother and sister-in-law at their home to which they returned from ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-992 ark:/13030/ft809nb4kc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Zensaku Ichimura, an Issei couple, returned to the farm of their adopted son, Henry Umino, who is ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-993 ark:/13030/ft6w10079n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Zensaku Ichimura, an Issei couple, returned to their home at Rt. 1, Box 312, Orosi from the ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-994 ark:/13030/ft3p3004wr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. John Yamamoto, owner of a 190-acre farm composed largely of citrus fruits and truck crops, returned to his home ... 1945-06-27 WRA no. I-995 ark:/13030/ft7779p0x9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The heads of the Kishi families at Livingston, California, are seen on the lawn in front of the Chiyoko Kishi ... 1945-06-28 WRA no. I-996 ark:/13030/ft7b69p0pb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mr. Frank Kaneda, formerly of Gila River Center, is pictured in front of the hostel at 1239 South Monroe Street, ... 1945-06-28 WRA no. I-997 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5qt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Masataro Tabuchi was one of the first to return to their hometown, Stockton, from the Rohwer Relocation ... 1945-06-28 WRA no. I-998 ark:/13030/ft5199n9bg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kajiro Tanioka [i.e. Kojiro Tanioka] exhibits a sample of sweet corn growing on his farm at Rt. 2, Box 685, Merced, California. ... 1945-06-29 WRA no. I-999 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2vx

Additional Note
Correct spelling of Kojiro Tanioka's name provided by a family member in 2007.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

John Della Maggoire, San Jose orchardist, is one Santa Clara County rancher who solved the housing shortage for his recently ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. K-103 ark:/13030/ft61nb427

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Relocation is complete for Riichi Nishimura, but it took the cooperation of his Caucasian ranch owner friend, Joe Doetsch and ... 1945-07-13 WRA no. K-106 ark:/13030/ft4c6005tj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sixteen-year-old Raymond Motoike and Ben Motoike, who are cousins, from the Manzanar Relocation Center are cutting the celery plants at Camp no. 5, Bacon Island, Stockton, California. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Stockton, California. 1945-06-30 WRA no. K-11 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5rb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

It takes many hands and a lot of stooping to cultivate and bleach celery, particularly a 40-acre patch of celery. ... 1945-07-11 WRA no. K-111 ark:/13030/ft967nb5m0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the live wires of the San Jose evacuee farm colony is Masashi--Frank to his friends--Namimatsu, shown here inspecting ... 1945-07-11 WRA no. K-112 ark:/13030/ft4f59n8x3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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| Volume 55, Section F | Masashi Namimatsu, relocated from Salt Lake City and Gila to his vegetable ranch at 491 Boynton Avenue, San Jose, is ... 1945-07-11 WRA no. K-113 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|----------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Volume 55, Section F | Will we pose with our Japanese friends? said Mr. F. W. Bracker when the cameraman caught up with him on ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. K-117 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | With the Bracker family, famous Santa Clara County growers of pears and other fruits, relocation is only homecoming of their ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. K-118 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | The Bracker ranch near Santa Clara, California, is famous throughout the world for its Bartlett and Winter pears. Proof that ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. K-119 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | A farmer Rohwer resident, Kayo Takechi, is now making use of her Gregg College training in Chicago, as a stenographer ... 1945-07-02 WRA no. K-12 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | With light heart and a prayer of thanks that the big job of relocation is over for him, Tom Tomizo ... 1945-07-10 WRA no. K-136 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | Five sons in the Army! Ten children in all. This is the proud record of Mr. and Mrs. Takejiro Kodama, ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. K-143 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | Shown left to right are Jimmy Uchiyama, and his two cousins, Leo and Robert Uchiyama, on the vegetable farm of ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-146 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 55, Section F | Mrs. Yoshiko Joan Nakatsu, wife of Itaru Nakatsu, recent relocatees in the Mountain View section of California from Gila, working ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-147 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
volume 55, section F

Miss Alice Uchiyama, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Katsuzo Uchiyama, recent relocatees from Poston Center, pulling turnips on the vegetable ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-148 ◀ ark:/13030/ft8p30080s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

Itaro Nakatsu, 37-year-old citizen, came to San Jose from Gila to have a look see at relocation around his old ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-149 ◀ ark:/13030/ft000002q7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

Katsuzo Uchiyama, 55-year-old former San Jose fruit grower, is proud of his two sons in the Army overseas, of his ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-150 ◀ ark:/13030/ft4v19n96b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

The Uchiyamas are back in California. nearly 50 strong, hard at work producing vegetables--food for the Nation. Sam Uchiyama, 40-year-old ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-151 ◀ ark:/13030/ft2k40046f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

Jimmy Nakatsu, son of Mr. and Mrs. Itaru Nakatsu, recent relocatees from Gila Center, is one of the younger hands ... 1945-07-05 WRA no. K-152 ◀ ark:/13030/ft887007p1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

Jim Miyano at feeding time on his ranch, Route 4, Box 114, Petaluma, California. Jim was the second man to return to the Petaluma area. This fine flock of Leghorns reflect the care of an expert. Jim was formerly a resident of the Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-06 WRA no. K-164 ◀ ark:/13030/ft7b69p0qv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

Jim Miyano in a small potato field on his ranch, Route 4, Box 114, Petaluma, California. Jim says he is ... 1945-08-06 WRA no. K-165 ◀ ark:/13030/ft638nb325
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

Risuke Kawaoka, father of Frank Kawaoka, on his ranch at Route 1, Box 113, Petaluma, California. He was formerly a resident of the Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-07 WRA no. K-174 ◀ ark:/13030/ft229003w1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 55, section F

This picture was taken in front of the Presbyterian Church Hostel, 727 T Street, Sacramento, California. The Reverend Isamu Nakamura ... 1945-08-11 WRA no. K-201 ◀ ark:/13030/ft7q5007iz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This picture was taken at 522 N Street, Sacramento, California. Reading from left to right: Mitsu Hara, from Topaz; H. ... 1945-08-16 WRA no. K-211 ark:/13030/ft267nb0x2

A meeting was held this morning by the Board of Directors and the Hostel Trustees at the Buddhist Church on ... 1945-07-23 WRA no. K-216 ark:/13030/ft9m3nb63b

Mrs. Helen Matsumoto is shown in the file room of the FPHA. Mrs. Matsumoto is formerly of Poston and is now residing in San Francisco. Her husband, Staff Sergeant George Matsumoto, is stationed in Italy.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. K-220 ark:/13030/ft596nb35q

Shown is a group of FPHA employees. In the front row, left to right, there are two Nisei girls: Marie Kai (Granada) and Arrice Mizono (Topaz). Back row, left to right: Mae Tanaka (Topaz) and Helen Matsumoto (Poston).
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. K-223 ark:/13030/ft70007b4

Working in the Sequoia Nursery in Redwood City, California, are (from left to right) Hirosuke Inouye, Topaz; Satoru Yamada, Gila; ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. K-235 ark:/13030/ft7489p0vm

Shuji Kanno, Route 4, Box 739, Santa Ana, California. Mr. Kanno, formerly of Poston, is the owner of 20 acres ... 1945-09-12 WRA no. K-278 ark:/13030/ft4489n8dc

Mr. and Mrs. Juichi Shimazu, Route 4, Box 752, Santa Ana, California. Mr. Shimazu, formerly of Poston, owns 10 acres ... 1945-09-12 WRA no. K-279 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb15

Mrs. Henry Akiyama is pictured on her Pacific Gold Fish Farm, Garden Grove, California. Mr. and Mrs. Akiyama have leased ... 1945-09-13 WRA no. K-281 ark:/13030/ft929008cv
Mr. Henry Akiyama is shown on his Pacific Gold Fish Farm, Garden Grove, California. Mr. and Mrs. Akiyama have leased ... 1945-09-13 WRA no. K-282

This photo shows the following: Takajiro and Mitsuko Nishimoto, husband and wife; Tsui Nishimoto; Amy Watanabe and Yoko Nishimoto, 3055 ... 1945-09-08 WRA no. K-283

Mr. Itaro Nakada, left, and Tero Tanaka, right, examining chrysanthemums at Mr. Nakada's place. Mr. Nakada has 30,000 chrysanthemums started ... 1945-07-02 WRA no. K-29

John Yamane, 1908 Redondo Blvd., Gardena, California, operates the Golden Nursery. He was formerly at Poston. Operating with him are his three brothers, Carl, Henry, and Frank. He reports that he is having marketing difficulties. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Pictured are John, Frank, Carl, and Henry Yamane, operators of the Golden Nursery at 1908 Redondo Blvd., Gardena, California. They are from the Poston Relocation Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

A group of workers in a Lodi, California, vineyard. Pictured are Mickey Yoshimoto and the Komatsu Brothers, formerly of Gila. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Ko Hirata, Rt. 1, Box 65, Linden, California, returned from the Manzanar Center early in April to resume operation of ... 1945-07-02 WRA no. K-34

The Hirata family returned from the Manzanar center early in April to their farm at Rt. 1, Box 65, Linden, ... 1945-07-02 WRA no. K-35
Nisei instructors in the Japanese language are busy youngsters teaching army officers at Stanford University. Shown here before the Stanford ... 1945-07-15

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Here are some of the reasons--nine by exact count--why army life is not all that Sherman said of war. Teachers ... 1945-07-15

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two pairs in poker is only a fair hand but these two pair of Nisei teachers at Stanford University are ... 1945-07-15

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Here is a group of Nisei contributing to the war effort by teaching the Japanese language to officers and men ... 1945-07-15

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Among the pioneers of relocation in San Jose are Mr. and Mrs. Shigetaka Onishi and their son, Richard. Mr. and ... 1945-07-14

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kiyo Kitazawa, wife of Buemon Kitazawa, florist of San Jose, in the garden of the Kitazawa home at 597 Polhemus ... 1945-07-12

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of San Jose's widely known and highly respected residents is Buemon Kitazawa, grower of rare shrubs and flowers at ... 1945-07-12

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

You can say the Kato family has resumed where we left off at evacuation time. Thus epitomized Yasuto Kato the ... 1945-07-14

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Robert Utsumi, and his uncle, Yasuto Kato, Warm Springs vegetable growers, are shown here inspecting tomato plants on the Kato ... 1945-07-14

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Taijyu Kato, Gold Star father of the Warm Springs area of California, sprinkles celery plants in the hot house of ... 1945-07-14

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Fred Mittwer, who writes under the name of Mary Oyama, relocated in Denver from Heart Mountain in January, 1943. ... 1944-05-13 WRA no. -150

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Omachi at the transit, a young student of engineering from the Tule Lake Center, now relocated in Cleveland and employed by the National Surveys Company, is here seen at work on the water front with Joe Semanisin, a Caucasian.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Cleveland, Ohio. 8/18/43 WRA no. H-211

Democracy at Work. Abe Hagiwara, a relocatee from the Minidoka Relocation Center and a former resident of Alaska prior to ... 1943-08-19 WRA no. -217

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Another freedom of considerable importance to the young feminine mind in America is the freedom to shop for and wear ... 1942-08-13 WRA no. -32

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ayako Yoshii (left), and Allyce Hirabayashi, are interviewed by Nurse Maxine Davis at the American Red Cross Blood Donor Center, ... 1944-02-03 WRA no. -357

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Mildred Sasaki, formerly of Tule Lake Relocation Center, is shown at her work in the Day Care Nursery and ... 9/12/44 WRA no. -447

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dora Nakamura helps her mother in the nurses' home at St. Anthony's Hospital, Rockford, Illinois. One of their duties is ... 1944-02-04 WRA no. -581
Fed Toguri, owner, Masachi Hori, who works for Fred, and June Toguri, Fred's sister, are shown at the front counter ... 1944-09-19 WRA no.-626 ark:/13030/ft7g5007kg

Kay Sunahara, Akira Taniguchi, and Lillian Funakubo, Nisei boarders, are pictured on the front steps of the pleasant boarding house ... 1944-09-19 WRA no.-633 ark:/13030/ft1f59n6zq

The Delgado Museum of Art. This museum is situated near one entrance to the New Orleans City Park.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-13 WRA no.-720 ark:/13030/ft9h4nb5z4

Swans and ducks are common in the City Park. These pictures were taken on the 13th day of January, 1945. On that day several people were rowing boats and paddling canoes in the park lagoons. The temperature was 77 degrees.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
New Orleans, Louisiana. 1945-01-13 WRA no.-723 ark:/13030/ft596nb367

Kenneth Sugioka, young Nisei, at work on a precision lathe in the defense plant of the Hathaway Instrument Company in ... 1943-05-05 WRA no.-869 ark:/13030/ft029002dp

Sightseeing in Washington, D.C. Harrio Najima, from Tule Lake Relocation Center, Kiyoko Nagai from Jerome Center, Jane Oi from Granada, ... 1943-10-14 WRA no.-905 ark:/13030/ft6489p08h

Kiyoko Nagai from Jerome, Harrio Najima from Tule Lake, Paul Matsuki from Central Utah, Sally Tsujimoto from Manzanar, and Jane Oi from Granada visit the Lincoln Memorial in Washington. They are all working in that city for the War Relocation Authority.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
"Washington, D.C.", . 1943-10-14 WRA no.-907 ark:/13030/ftd5nb5nt

Feeding pigeons in front of the Capitol in Washington, D.C. are Jane Oi from Granada Relocation Center, Harrio Najima from ... 1943-10-14 WRA no.-908 ark:/13030/ftc6005v2
Jane Oi and Sally Tsujimoto show privates Katsujii Nakamoto and Harold Matsumura the Capitol in Washington. Jane, who spent nearly ... 1943-10-14 WRA no. -912 ark:/13030/ft358004fr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ruth Nishi, 21, an evacuee from Poston who is now working for the Bloomfield Mfg. Co., Chicago, where she skillfully ... 1943-08 WRA no. -934 ark:/13030/ft9s2009df

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

When all persons of Japanese ancestry were evacuated from the west coast, George Tayota left a fruit stand in Oakland, ... 1943-09-16 WRA no. -954 ark:/13030/ftbc60092b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Staff Sergeant Ben Kuroki of the United States Army Eighth Air Forces. Sgt. Kuroki has spent a year and a ... 1944-01-03 WRA no. -976 ark:/13030/ft779n6m7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Four evacuee boys and one girl are employed in the cafeteria at the University of Cincinnati in Cincinnati, Ohio. One ... 1943-06 WRA no. -637 ark:/13030/ft700007cn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

After living in crude barracks for many months, these relocated Japanese-American find real pleasure in having a home of their ... 1943-06 WRA no. -638 ark:/13030/ftb59p04d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sam Tamura trims a hedge on the eight-acre estate of his employer in the outskirts of Cincinnati, Ohio, while his ... 1943-06 WRA no. -639 ark:/13030/ft2n39n77z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the leading newspaper columnists in Cincinnati, Ohio, Alfred Segal, leads a discussion group of relocated Japanese-Americans at the ... 1943-06 WRA no. -640 ark:/13030/ft1tnb521

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss May Yasutake, formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, left early in June this year to accept a job as ... 1943-06 WRA no. -641 ark:/13030/ft1s2003zb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Mount Auburn Presbyterian Church at Cincinnati, Ohio, welcomes the children of relocated Japanese-Americans at the daily vacation Bible school ... 1943-06 WRA no. -642 ark:/13030/ft3r29n84v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 83, section H

Democracy at Work. Abe Hagiwara, a relocatee from the Minidoka Relocation Center and a former resident of Alaska prior to ... 8/19/43 WRA no. H-217

Additional Note

[Private] dup image deleted: jH-217A.gif in Volume AX1, Section H, WRA no. -217

[recto] Democracy at Work. Abe Hagiwara, a relocatee from the Minidoka Relocation Center and a former resident of Alaska prior to ... WRA no. H-217 [recto]

[verso] Democracy at Work. Abe Hagiwara, a relocatee from the Minidoka Relocation Center and a former resident of Alaska prior to ... WRA no. H-217 [verso]

Additional Note

Duplicate of WRA no. H-217 in vols. AX 1 and 78

volume AX1, section K

The camera man caught Mr. and Mrs. Harry Iwagaki in a happy mood at their San Jose home, 514 Boynton ... 1945-07-11 WRA no. -114 ark:/13030/ft9w10095q

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume AX1, section K

A foreman for the Roscoe Zukerman farm at Camp #21, Mandeville Island, Stockton, California, is George Hisaka, shown here with ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -15 ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4np

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume AX1, section I

Miss Mildred Sasaki, formerly of Tule Lake Relocation Center, is shown at her work in the Day Care Nursery and ... 1944-09-13 WRA no. -447 ark:/13030/ft7p3007qv

Additional Note


Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume AX1, section I

Mr. Hiromu Komori (middle), formerly of Pasadena and Gila River Center, and Mr. Hitoshi Fukui, formerly of Los Angeles and ... 1944-09 WRA no. -587 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb169

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume AX1, section I

Mrs. Toshie Kadowaki (left), formerly of Los Angeles, California, and Colorado River, and Mrs. Lillian Matsumura (right), formerly of Los ... 1944-09 WRA no. -603 ark:/13030/ft0j49n60k

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume AX1, section G

Dillon Myer, Director of the War Relocation Authority, looking over the Heart Mountain Sentinel with several evacuees from Heart Mountain ... 1944-09 WRA no. -618 ark:/13030/ft85800895

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume AX1, section I

Mr. Bill Hosokawa and family are shown on the lawn before the home which they purchased last August. With him ... 1944-09 WRA no. -639 ark:/13030/ft4z09n8xc

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Miss Ruth Yakel, Mrs. Yukino Kawamura and Mrs. Cora Gilbert are shown at their work in the Nutrition Department of ... 1944-09 WRA no. -665 [ark:/13030/ft9p3008th]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 14: Pre-evacuation 1942.

Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 56-62, 78, 82, 83.
Extent: 661 photographs.

Content/Description
Photographers: (74), (482), (99), unidentified (6)

Location: Various California cities including Arcadia (13), Byron (22), Centerville (64), Florin (47), Hayward (37), Loomis (15), Los Angeles (41), Mission San Jose (21), Mountain View (46), Oakland (20), Penryn (37), Sacramento (24), San Francisco (139), Stockton (18), Woodland (32), and others (85).

Mr. and Mrs. K. Iseri have closed their drugstore in preparation for the forthcoming evacuation from Little Tokyo in Los Angeles.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. A-1 [ark:/13030/ft687006vh]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry has been brought to the park in the center of town ready to ... 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-216 [ark:/13030/ft767nb3qz]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Quarters of evacuees of Japanese descent at Assembly Center before the streets were graded. These evacuees will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-234 [ark:/13030/ft600006wm]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of two evacuee families of Japanese descent meet at this Assembly Center located on the Salinas Rodeo Grounds. These people will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-237 [ark:/13030/ft5k400649]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry boarding a bus which will take them to the Santa Anita Assembly Center. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority Center to spend the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-240 [ark:/13030/ft8n39p1sn]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Evacuees of Japanese ancestry boarding a bus which will take them to the Santa Anita Assembly Center. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority Center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-241  ark:/13030/ft2r29n7zg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Baggage is being assembled to be taken by truck to the Salinas Assembly center where evacuees from this area will await transfer to a War Relocation Authority center for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-249  ark:/13030/ft3r29n85c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry register in preparation for the forthcoming evacuation.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. A-264  ark:/13030/ft329004mp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry registering prior to evacuation. Evacuees are housed temporarily at assembly points and later transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. A-272  ark:/13030/ft0d5n992q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry are being registered prior to their evacuation to assembly centers from where they will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. A-275  ark:/13030/ft5x0nb3cr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry are being registered prior to their evacuation to assembly centers from where they will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. A-276  ark:/13030/ft758007cd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evidences of the forthcoming evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-03-29 WRA no. A-3  ark:/13030/ft5v19n9pw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Following evacuation orders, this store, at 13th and Franklin Streets, was closed. The owner, a University of California graduate of ... 1942-03-13 WRA no. A-35

Headlines of newspapers, in stand at 14th and Broadway, presaged on February 27, 1942, the evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry already was ... 1942-02-27 WRA no. A-36

Interior view of Japanese American Citizens League headquarters. A Japanese language school was conducted in this building. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

As Bataan fell, as recorded in these newspapers of April 9, 1942, evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry already was ... 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-38

Saturday afternoon shoppers reading order directing evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry. This store on Grant Avenue in Chinatown was ... 1942-04-17 WRA no. A-41

Entrance to a restaurant vacated by a proprietor of Japanese descent prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

As evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry progressed in April 1942, this sign (above), advertising a swimming pool, was posted in many San Francisco districts. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Farm house in rural section where farmers of Japanese ancestry raised truck garden crops. Evacuees from this and other military areas will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Japanese farm. These people are farm owners. The family are preparing to evacuate and expect the order at any time. ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-46  ark:/13030/ft3199n7ff

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Transplanting tomato plants in a section where, before evacuation, ranches were operated by farmers of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-03-27 WRA no. A-47  ark:/13030/ft0r29n65g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Greenhouse on nursery operated, before evacuation, by horticultural experts of Japanese ancestry. Many of the Nisei (born in this country) ... 1942-04-05 WRA no. A-48  ark:/13030/ft80000839

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting cauliflower on a ranch near Centerville on April 9, 1942, while evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry was in progress. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-49  ark:/13030/ft6h4nb3xq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry waiting for the train which will take them to an assembly center from where they later will be transferred to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. A-5  ark:/13030/ft2489n7pd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Packing cauliflower on a ranch near Centerville, Calif., on April 9, 1942, while evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry was in progress. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-50  ark:/13030/ft9d5nb5pb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As a safeguard for health, evacuees of Japanese descent were inoculated as they registered for evacuation at 2031 Bush Street. ... 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-500  ark:/13030/ft7b69p0rc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

As a safeguard for health, evacuees of Japanese descent were inoculated as they registered for evacuation at 2031 Bush Street. ... 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-501  ark:/13030/ft3j49n82h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
As a safeguard for health, evacuees of Japanese descent were inoculated as they registered for evacuation at 2031 Bush Street. 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-502

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Scene in orchard of a 20-acre farm in Santa Clara County before the operators were evacuated to assembly centers. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are being transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-506

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a final harvest prior to evacuation, mother and daughter wash white radishes on a 20-acre farm in Santa Clara County, California. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-508

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Icing cauliflower in refrigerator car for shipment to eastern markets, prior to evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this farming section. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-51

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Families of two Shinto priests who were interned on December 8, 1941, immediately upon declaration of war. The mother, at ...

1942-04-25 WRA no. A-510

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese mother, wife of interned Shinto priest, with youngest of her nine children who are American born. She has been ...

1942-04-25 WRA no. A-511

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two friends play final game while awaiting evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese descent are being housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-512

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Packing crates of cauliflower in refrigerator car for shipment to eastern markets, prior to evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this rural area. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-52

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry T. Futamachi (left), superintendent of a 1300-acre mechanized ranch, discusses agricultural problems with the ranch owner, John B. MacKinlay. ...

1942-04-10 WRA no. A-53

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On this 1300-acre farm which, before evacuation, was worked and managed by persons of Japanese ancestry, tractors and other mechanized ...

1942-04-10 WRA no. A-54

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
So-called stoop laborers are shown weeding a celery field. Many persons of Japanese ancestry worked at this type of field labor before they were evacuated from military areas. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-55

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

So-called stoop laborer is shown weeding a celery field. Many persons of Japanese ancestry worked at this type of field labor before they were evacuated from military areas. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-56

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Husbands of these two women are being held as dangerous enemy aliens. Wives and children were evacuated with other persons of Japanese ancestry, and will spend the duration at War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-567

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cutting potato seed on an industrialized farm where, before evacuation, all work was done by persons of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-57

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cutting potato seed on an industrialized farm where, before evacuation, all work was done by persons of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. A-58

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Prior to evacuation, members of the Shibuya family seeding a field on ranch which they own. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mountain View, California. WRA no. A-59

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of the Shibuya family are pictured at their home before evacuation. The father and the mother were born in ...

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

1942-04-18 WRA no. A-60

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Dave Tatsuno prepares a final meal at 2625 Buchanan Street, prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. She ... 1942-04-13 WRA no. A-61
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dave Tatsuno re-reads notes he compiled while he was a student at the University of California, where he was graduated ... 1942-04-13 WRA no. A-62
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Tatsuno pictured in his San Francisco dry goods store prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. He was in the goods business for 40 years in San Francisco. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-13 WRA no. A-62
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shortly before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from the Post and Buchanan Streets neighborhood, San Francisco. This dry goods store is closing out its merchandise. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-13 WRA no. A-64
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Customers buy merchandise in a store operated by a proprietor of Japanese ancestry, during a pre-evacuation sale. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-13 WRA no. A-65
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With the owner scheduled to be evacuated, a store front is boarded on Post Street, San Francisco. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. A-66
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of business district on Post Street in a neighborhood occupied by residents of Japanese ancestry, before evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. A-67
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This restaurant, named Nisei after second-generation children born in this country to Japanese immigrants, was closed prior to evacuation of ... 1942-04-07 WRA no. A-68 ark:/13030/ft087002nm

While American troops were going in action on far-flung fronts, residents of Japanese ancestry were being evacuated from this neighborhood on Post Street. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. A-69 ark:/13030/ft1j49n65g

The moving van backs up to the curb to load possessions of residents of Japanese ancestry who are being evacuated from this flat building on Post Street. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. A-70 ark:/13030/ft358004g8

Members of the Japanese Independent Congregational Church attend Easter services prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Oakland, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. A-71 ark:/13030/ft7b69p0sw

Lunch hour at the Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets, in the so-called international section. Many children of ... 1942-04-17 WRA no. A-72 ark:/13030/ft000002rr

Pals at Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets. Yuichi Sumi (left), of Japanese ancestry, and Tommy Wong, of ... 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-73 ark:/13030/ft2h4nb133

Many evacuated children attended Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets. One of the pupils was Rachel Karumi (above). Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-74 ark:/13030/ft5w1006q2
Many evacuated children attended Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets. Above is a lunch hour scene prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-16 WRA no. A-75 [ark:/13030/ft2r29n80g]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Flag of allegiance pledge at Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets. Children in families of Japanese ancestry were ... 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-78 [ark:/13030/ft6199n9pz]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A business man of Japanese descent confers with a representative of the Federal Reserve Bank at Wartime Civil Control Administration ... 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-79 [ark:/13030/ft5w1006rk]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are being vaccinated by fellow evacuees upon arrival at the assembly centers.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04 WRA no. A-8 [ark:/13030/ft229003xj]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Father and son register for evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-80 [ark:/13030/ft7r29p1b8]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry file forms containing personal data, two days before evacuation, at Wartime Civil Control Administration stations. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-81 [ark:/13030/ft029002f6]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry file forms containing personal data, two days before evacuation, at Wartime Civil Control Administration stations. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-82 [ark:/13030/ft687006w1]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Early comers arrive with personal effects at 2020 Van Ness Avenue as part of the contingent of 664 residents of ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. A-83 [ark:/13030/ft1p3003s3]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An early comer arrives with personal effects at 2020 Van Ness Avenue as part of the contingent of 664 residents on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-84.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Early comers arrive with personal effects at 2020 Van Ness Avenue as part of the contingent of 664 residents on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-85.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An early comer arrives with personal effects at 2020 Van Ness Avenue as part of the contingent of 664 residents on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-86.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An early comer arrives with personal effects at 2020 Van Ness Avenue as part of the contingent of 664 residents on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-87.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Early comers arrive with personal effects at 2020 Van Ness Avenue as part of the contingent of 664 residents on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-88.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of Wartime Civil Control Administration station at 2020 Van Ness Avenue on April 6, 1942, when first group of persons of Japanese ancestry is evacuated. WRA no. A-90.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With baggage stacked, young residents of Japanese ancestry await bus at Wartime Civil Control Administration station, 2020 Van Ness Avenue, on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-91.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The family unit is kept intact in various phases of evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry. Above is a view on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-93.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The family unit is kept intact in various phases of evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry. Above is a view on 1942-04-06. WRA no. A-94.

Subjects and Indexing Terms:
- Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Just about to step into the bus for the Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. A-95

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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The family unit is kept intact in various phases of evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry. Above is a view ...

1942-04-06 WRA no. A-96
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In response to the Army’s Exclusion Order No. 20, residents of Japanese ancestry appear at Civil Control Station at 2031 Bush Street for registration. The evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25
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A pre-evacuation barbecue on Mitarai farm in Santa Clara County, California. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photograph: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-519 ark:/13030/ft4n39n92z
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A pre-evacuation barbecue on a farm in Santa Clara County, California. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority Centers for the duration. Photograph: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1945-04-26 WRA no. A-520 ark:/13030/ft0x0n99g6
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Young farmer, graduate of College of Agriculture, University of California, class of 1941. After graduation he leased 200 acres for ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-521 ark:/13030/ft709nb408
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Farewell letter posted in show window of T. Z. Shiota, importer in San Francisco's Chinatown, prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photograph: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04 WRA no. A-522 ark:/13030/ft7489p0w4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Letter of appreciation posted in show window of Pacific Dry Goods Company, 434-440 Grant Avenue, in San Francisco's Chinatown. Evacuees of Japanese descent will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photograph: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04 WRA no. A-523 ark:/13030/ft4n39n93g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Stenographer for Japanese American Citizens League of Mr. Eden township. Helps the farmers of the vicinity to close out their affairs before evacuation. Photograph: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-524 ark:/13030/ft0f59n67j
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Evacuees of Japanese descent among a contingent of 664, first to be removed from San Francisco, awaiting buses at 2020 ... 1942-04-16 WRA no. A-525 ark:/13030/ft3c60046f
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A young evacuee arrives at 2020 Van Ness Avenue, meeting place of first contingent to be removed from San Francisco ... 1942-04-16 WRA no. A-526 ark:/13030/ft867nb50c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Japanese berry farm, transferred to a Yugoslavian who came to the United States in 1933. The berry crop on this farm last year was worth about $5,000. It was left in perfect condition.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-527
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Yugoslavian farmer is taking over berry farm formerly operated by residents of Japanese ancestry, who are being sent to assembly points and later to be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-528
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese family heads and persons living alone form a line outside Civil Control station located in the Japanese American Citizens League Auditorium at 2031 Bush Street, to appear for processing in response to Civilian Exclusion Order No. 20.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-529
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Japanese family heads and persons living alone form a line outside Civil Control station located in the Japanese American Citizens League Auditorium at 2031 Bush Street, to appear for processing in response to Civilian Exclusion Order No. 20.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-530
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese family heads and persons living alone form a line outside Civil Control station located in the Japanese American Citizens League Auditorium at 2031 Bush Street, to appear for processing in response to Civilian Exclusion Order No. 20.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-531
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Grandmother and youngest of 13 grandchildren photographed during a pre-evacuation barbecue on a ranch in Santa Clara County, California. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-532
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Grandfather of 64 who came to the United States from Japan at the age of 19. He now lives with ... 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-533
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Grandfather of 64 who came to the United States from Japan at the age of 19. He now lives with ... 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-534 [ark:/13030/ft100002r2]
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Grandfather of 64 who came to the United States from Japan at the age of 19. He now lives with ... 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-535 [ark:/13030/ft1199n6mx]
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Grandfather of 64 who came to the United States from Japan at the age of 19. He now lives with ... 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-536 [ark:/13030/ft1h4nb05b]
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Mrs. Shibuya of the successfully established family who came to this country in 1904 with her husband who had $60.00 ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-537 [ark:/13030/ft2b69n7bj]
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Oldest son of the Shibuya family, a graduate in plant pathology of the College of Agriculture, University of California, in ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-538 [ark:/13030/ft3b69n7p1]
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Oldest son of the Shibuya family, a graduate in plant pathology of the College of Agriculture, University of California in ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-539 [ark:/13030/ft8r29p27h]
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The Shibuya family on the lawn in front of their beautiful home before evacuation to War Relocation Authority centers. There ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-540 [ark:/13030/ft2h4nb14m]
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Arranging flowers for altar on last day of services at Japanese Independent Congregational Church, prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in the War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-541 [ark:/13030/ft2779n7p2]
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Arranging flowers for altar on last day of services at Japanese Independent Congregational Church, prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in the War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-542 [ark:/13030/ft758007dx]
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Bunching young tomato plants on an Alameda County farm for one of the last shipments to market prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Leandro, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-543
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Family labor transplanting young tomato plants under canvas about ten days prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry to Assembly Centers.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Leandro, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-545
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Watering young tomato plants on a farm in Alameda County, California, prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Leandro, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-546
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Homes of residents of Japanese ancestry on Bush Street. Occupants were evacuated and will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-13 WRA no. A-547
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Many children of Japanese ancestry attended Raphael Weill public school, Geary and Buchanan Streets, prior to evacuation. This scene shows...

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-548
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Laborer of Japanese ancestry who within a few days will be on his way to the assembly center for later transfer to War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-549
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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This family of Japanese ancestry have but a few days to work in their strawberry field before evacuation to an assembly center from where they will be transferred to a War Relocation center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-550
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This family of Japanese ancestry have but a few days to work in their strawberry field before evacuation to an assembly center from where they will be transferred to a War Relocation center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-551
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Picking strawberries a few days before evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry to an assembly point, later to be transferred to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-552
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Picking strawberries a few days before evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry to an assembly point for later transfer to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-553
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Scene at a Santa Clara County berry farm leased by its owner--of Japanese ancestry--to a Caucasian family prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese descent will be housed at War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mountain View, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-555
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Scene at a Santa Clara County berry farm leased before evacuation to this family by the owner, a farmer of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees of Japanese descent will be housed at War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mountain View, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-556
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Picking strawberries before evacuation on a Santa Clara County ranch operated by farmers of Japanese descent. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mountain View, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. A-557 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb37c
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Young workers of Japanese ancestry picking peas on a farm in Alameda County, before evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese descent will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers where there will be opportunities to follow agricultural and other callings.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-04-26 WRA no. A-558 ark:/13030/ft6779p09p
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Civilian Exclusion Order No. 5, ordering evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry, posted in a vacant store window on Grant ... 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-561 ark:/13030/ft7b69p0td
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Ready to close the doors of greenhouse on strawberry truck farm in Santa Clara County. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-562 ark:/13030/ft4w1005tt
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Mike Masaoka (second from left), national secretary and field executive of Japanese American Citizens League, and a group of friends ... 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-563 ark:/13030/ft5f59n9g5
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Owners of Japanese ancestry board windows of their stores on Post Street prior to evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. A-564 ark:/13030/ft2p3004td
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The father of these children is being held as a dangerous enemy alien. Mother and children were evacuated with other persons of Japanese ancestry to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-565 ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2tc
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Husbands of these two women are being held as dangerous enemy aliens. Wives and children were evacuated with other persons of Japanese ancestry, and will spend the duration at War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-566 ark:/13030/ft696nb393
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Dave Tatsuno, president of the Japanese American Citizens League of San Francisco, re-reads college notes as he packs for evacuation. Tatsuno was ...

1942-04-13 WRA no. A-568 ark:/13030/ft6j49p0b5
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Dave Tatsuno, president of the Japanese American Citizens League of San Francisco, and his family pack for evacuation. Tatsuno was ...

1942-04-13 WRA no. A-569 ark:/13030/ft1d5n99wf
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Waiting in line, 2031 Bush St., for voluntary inoculation against typhoid, preceding evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-20 WRA no. A-570 ark:/13030/ft9c60090m
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Lining up before Japanese American Citizens League auditorium at 2031 Bush Street to register for evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-571 ark:/13030/ft109n99mp
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Residents of Japanese ancestry appear for registration prior to evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-572 [ark:/13030/ft1v19n78g]
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Residents of Japanese ancestry appear at 2031 Bush Street for information on evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Residents of Japanese ancestry appear at 2031 Bush Street, for information on evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-574 [ark:/13030/ft4v19n97v]
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The residents of Japanese ancestry appear at 2031 Bush Street, for information on evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-575 [ark:/13030/ft0x0n99hg]
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Clergyman of Japanese ancestry receives information on evacuation at 2031 Bush Street. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-576 [ark:/13030/ft6g5006qr]
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A conference on evacuation details at 2031 Bush St. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-25 WRA no. A-577 [ark:/13030/ft6f59p05x]
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A farmer of Japanese ancestry appears at Wartime Civil Control Administration station preparatory to evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Hayward, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-578 [ark:/13030/ft138nb0db]
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Harry Konda, farmer, discusses evacuation details with a representation of the Farm Security Administration. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Hayward, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. A-579
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A home is sought for kittens as owners prepare to evacuate. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04 WRA no. A-580
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A close-out sale--prior to evacuation--at store operated by proprietor of Japanese ancestry on Grant Avenue in Chinatown. The evacuees of Japanese descent will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-582
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A close-out sale--prior to evacuation--at store operated by proprietor of Japanese ancestry on Grant Avenue in Chinatown. The evacuees of Japanese descent will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. A-583
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A soldier and his mother at a strawberry field. The soldier, age 23, volunteered July 10, 1941, and is stationed ... 1942-05-11 WRA no. A-584
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A soldier and his mother at a strawberry field. The soldier, age 23, volunteered July 10, 1941, and is stationed ... 1942-05-11 WRA no. A-585
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese farm home, showing typical tomato plant beds. 653 Japanese were evacuated from this valley on the morning after this ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. A-586
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuation of farmers of Japanese descent resulted in agricultural labor shortage on Pacific Coast acreage, such as the garlic field ... 1942-05-05 WRA no. A-587
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Family of Japanese ancestry laboring in their strawberry field at opening of harvest season. Note the distant Coast Range hills, also their farm home and buildings at the end of strawberry rows. Evacuation is due in a few days.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. A-588 ark:/13030/ft8w100913
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-641 ark:/13030/ft100002sk
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-642 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9vh
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-643 ark:/13030/ft6w1007b5
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-644 ark:/13030/ft2v19n7vk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-645 ark:/13030/ft909nb5c2
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-646 ark:/13030/ft0199n5r6
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Series 14: Pre-evacuation 1942.

Volume 57, Section G

A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-647 ark:/13030/ft2f59n7pc
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Waving to departing friends who are leaving for assembly centers. All residents of Japanese ancestry from designated military areas will eventually be housed in War Relocation Authority Centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-15 ark:/13030/ft5779n9mx
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry entraining for Manzanar, Calif., 250 miles away, where they now are housed in a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-16 ark:/13030/ft7c6007q8
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Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry entraining for Manzanar, Calif., 250 miles away, where they now are housed in a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-17 ark:/13030/ft5000066z
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Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Waving good-bye as the train pulls away from the station. These girls are on their way to ... 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-18 ark:/13030/ft767nb3s0
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry entraining for Manzanar, Calif., 250 miles away, where they now are housed in a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-19 ark:/13030/ft3199n7gz
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry entraining for Manzanar, Calif., 250 miles away, where they now are housed in a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-20 ark:/13030/ft9z09p2vf
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Volume 58, Section G

Los Angeles, Calif.-- Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are leaving by special trains for assembly centers where they will await transfer to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-21 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb4dr
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-648
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A 70 acre fruit ranch formerly operated by M. Miyamoto. This ranch, now not being worked, raised principally plums, peaches and pears.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-649
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Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people. Note boarded up windows and doors.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 11-10-42 WRA no. A-650
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Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people. Note boarded up windows and doors.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-651
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Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people. Note boarded up windows and doors.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-652
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Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people. Note boarded up windows and doors.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-653

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people. Note boarded up windows and doors.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-654
Series 14: Pre-evacuation 1942.

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people. Note boarded up windows and doors.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-655 [ark:/13030/ft7m3nb49v](ark:/13030/ft7m3nb49v)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Buddhist church.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-656 [ark:/13030/ft0p30033f](ark:/13030/ft0p30033f)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-657 [ark:/13030/ft0c6002ps](ark:/13030/ft0c6002ps)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Stores and homes formerly inhabited by Japanese. Some of them are now used by Chinese people.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-658 [ark:/13030/ft1f59n70q](ark:/13030/ft1f59n70q)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Evacuee property. An evacuation sign on a telephone pole in this town where many of the residents were farmers of Japanese descent. These people were evacuated from the Western military farms and sent to War Relocation Center.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-660 [ark:/13030/ft909nb5dk](ark:/13030/ft909nb5dk)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Scene on ranch in Placer County, California, foothills operated by former Oklahoma residents. This ranch is in a community which had a large number of fruit ranches operated by Japanese previous to the evacuation.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-661 [ark:/13030/ft638nb346](ark:/13030/ft638nb346)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 58, section G**

**Oakies who are renting and farming property owned by evacuee.**

**Photographer:** Stewart, Francis  
**Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-662 [ark:/13030/ft596nb37r](ark:/13030/ft596nb37r)**

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---
Oakies who are renting and farming property owned by evacuee.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-663 ark:/13030/ft6j49p0cp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-667 ark:/13030/ft6580070d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-668 ark:/13030/ft5w1006s3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-669 ark:/13030/ft1q5003t9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 58, Section G | Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| --- | --- |
| Volume 58, Section G | Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 58, Section G | Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-672 [1] ark:/13030/ft300004f0  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 58, Section G | Buildings and views of ranch formerly owned and operated by farmer of Japanese ancestry. The soil in this area is very shallow with many large rocks. The ranch raises fruit but is now deserted.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-673 [1] ark:/13030/ft2d5nb0xc  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 58, Section G | Farm owned and formerly operated by Saburo Yonehiro. 46 acres in fruit--peaches, pears and plums.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-674 [1] ark:/13030/ft8s2008sb  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 58, Section G | Farm owned and formerly operated by Saburo Yonehiro. 46 acres in fruit--peaches, pears and plums.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-675 [1] ark:/13030/ft1489n6ji  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 58, Section G | Farm owned and formerly operated by Saburo Yonehiro. 46 acres in fruit--peaches, pears and plums.  
Photographer: Stewart, Francis  
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-676 [1] ark:/13030/ft509nb2xn  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Law ranch--former tenant farmer was Japanese. This is a 60 acre fruit ranch raising largely plums, pears and peaches.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Loomis, California. 1942-11-10</td>
<td>A-677</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft1489n6k2</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Law ranch--former tenant farmer was Japanese. This is a 60 acre fruit ranch raising largely plums, pears and peaches.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Loomis, California. 1942-11-10</td>
<td>A-678</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft9n39p33k</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Law ranch--former tenant farmer was Japanese. This is a 60 acre fruit ranch raising largely plums, pears and peaches.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Loomis, California. 1942-11-10</td>
<td>A-679</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft0b69n68d</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Nakaya ranch--18 acres--principal crop is Tokay grapes.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Florin, California. 1942-11-11</td>
<td>A-680</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft9x0nb65b</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Nakaya ranch--18 acres--principal crop is Tokay grapes.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Florin, California. 1942-11-11</td>
<td>A-681</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft1q2nb0b7</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Nakaya ranch, 18 acres, now deserted. The principal crop is Tokay grapes.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Florin, California. 1942-11-11</td>
<td>A-682</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft5b69n9k2</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Nakaya ranch, 18 acres. Strawberry field--plants now dead.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>Florin, California. 1942-11-11</td>
<td>A-684</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft809nb4mw</a></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volume 58, section G
Nakaya ranch, 18 acres, now deserted. The principal crop is Tokay grapes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-685 ark:/13030/ft1d5n99xz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Kitakawa farm now operated by Florin Farms, Inc.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-686 ark:/13030/ft5p3006hn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Kitakawa farm now operated by Florin Farms, Inc.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-687 ark:/13030/ft9f59p2mj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Farm formerly operated by J. Nitta--now operated by Bob Fletcher. 40 acres total. 34 acres in grapes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-688 ark:/13030/ft0v19n6w0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Farm formerly operated by J. Nitta--now operated by Bob Fletcher. 40 acres total. 34 acres in grapes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-689 ark:/13030/ft2p3004vx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Farm formerly operated by J. Nitta--now operated by Bob Fletcher. 40 acres total. 34 acres in grapes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-690 ark:/13030/ft5x0nb3d8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Farm formerly operated by J. Nitta--now operated by Bob Fletcher. 40 acres total. 34 acres in grapes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-691 ark:/13030/ft4r29n9w1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 58, section G
Farm formerly operated by J. Nitta--now operated by Bob Fletcher. 40 acres total. 34 acres in grapes.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-692 ark:/13030/ft009nb01p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Slap the Jap with Iron Scrap. Burma Shave sign on highway. The population of this farming area was made up largely of people of Japanese ancestry prior to evacuation. Resentment of them is now widespread.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-693

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Slap the Jap with Iron Scrap. Burma Shave sign on highway. The population of this farming area was made up largely of people of Japanese ancestry prior to evacuation. Resentment of them is now widespread.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-694

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Slap the Jap with Iron Scrap. Burma Shave sign on highway. The population of this farming area was made up largely of people of Japanese ancestry prior to evacuation. Resentment of them is now widespread.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-695

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Slap the Jap with Iron Scrap. Burma Shave sign on highway. The population of this farming area was made up largely of people of Japanese ancestry prior to evacuation. Resentment of them is now widespread.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-696

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Taisho Y.M. (Young Men) Hall. This hall was a former meeting place for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. It is now used to store evacuee property and is boarded up.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-698

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Taisho Y.M. (Young Men) Hall. This hall was a former meeting place for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. It is now used to store evacuee property and is boarded up.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-699

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Farm formerly operated by J. Nitta--now operated by Bob Fletcher. 40 acres total. 34 acres in grapes. Boysenberries are shown here.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-700 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A view of a farm formerly operated by a farmer family of Japanese descent. This hillside farming area is sub marginal with frequent outcroppings of rocks and patches of very shallow soil.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-705 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A view of a farm formerly operated by a farmer family of Japanese descent. This hillside farming area is sub marginal with frequent outcroppings of rocks and patches of very shallow soil.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-706 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A deserted house which was formerly occupied by a farmer family of Japanese descent. When this family was evacuated they left all but the basic necessities of life.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-707 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A deserted house which was formerly occupied by a farmer family of Japanese descent. When this family was evacuated they left all but the basic necessities of life.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-708 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A view of a farm formerly operated by a farmer family of Japanese descent. This hillside farming area is sub marginal with frequent outcroppings of rocks and patches of very shallow soil.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Penryn, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-709 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A deserted house which was formerly occupied by a farmer family of Japanese descent. When this family was evacuated they left all but the basic necessities of life.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-710 [link]
Evacuee property. A Japanese bathhouse. Practically every farm, formerly operated by evacuees, has a similar type bathhouse.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-711 ark:/13030/ft7v19p1cf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A Japanese bathhouse. Practically every farm, formerly operated by evacuees, has a similar type bathhouse.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Loomis, California. 1942-11-10 WRA no. A-712 ark:/13030/ft938nb5j9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property on 1st street near San Pedro Street.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. A-713 ark:/13030/ft3489n81c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property on 1st street near San Pedro Street.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. A-714 ark:/13030/ft9s2009fz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The J.A.C.L. Hall, now storing Japanese belongings.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-715 ark:/13030/ft6f59p06f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A church, now boarded up, formerly used by Japanese before their evacuation.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-716 ark:/13030/ft0k4002p3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harvesting grapes on a ranch formerly operated by Japanese.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-717 ark:/13030/ft779n6p8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee property. A view on a Tokay grape farm.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Florin, California. 1942-11-11 WRA no. A-718 ark:/13030/ft99n6nf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>Archival Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Harvesting grapes on a ranch formerly operated by Japanese.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-11</td>
<td>A-719</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5sv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Florin, California.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Evacuee property. Stores, formerly operated by evacuees of Japanese ancestry. These stores are located near 1st and Los Angeles Streets, in an area formerly called Little Tokio. These stores are now for rent.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-23</td>
<td>A-720</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft5t1nb32f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Evacuee property. A sign on a telephone pole on property which was formerly operated by farmers of Japanese ancestry.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-23</td>
<td>A-721</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2fp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Evacuee property. A greenhouse formerly operated by a truck gardener of Japanese descent. This property has been left and is now being utilized by a Caucasian firm.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-22</td>
<td>A-722</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft3779n874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>200 acres of cauliflower, cabbage, lima beans, formerly farmed by Japanese, but now being run by the Farm Products Co.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-19</td>
<td>A-723</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2wd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>200 acres of cauliflower, cabbage, lima beans, formerly farmed by Japanese, but now being run by the Farm Products Co.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-19</td>
<td>A-724</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft0n39n65t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>200 acres of cauliflower, cabbage, lima beans, formerly farmed by Japanese, but now being run by the Farm Products Co.</td>
<td>Stewart, Francis</td>
<td>1942-11-19</td>
<td>A-725</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft3k400504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Byron, Calif. As families of Japanese ancestry evacuated from farms in Contra Costa County, they gathered at Wartime Civil Control Administration ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-100</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft767nb3th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from Contra Costa County, await bus which will transport them to assembly center at ... 1942-05-02
WRA no. C-101  ark:/13030/ft138nb0fv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--Farm families of Japanese ancestry boarding buses for Turlock Assembly Center 65 miles away. An official of the WCCA is checking the families into the bus by number.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-102  ark:/13030/ft9m3nb64v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--The bus which will take this farm family of Japanese ancestry to the Assembly Center is almost ready to leave. Note identification tag on small boy.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-104  ark:/13030/ft6k40079p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--This family of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from farm in Contra Costa County, boards bus for assembly center at Turlock ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-105  ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5sj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--Main Street of small town in the farming district, on morning of evacuation. Six bus loads of residents of Japanese ancestry were checked in and taken to the Assembly Center at the Turlock Fair Grounds, 65 miles away.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-106  ark:/13030/ft1b69n6rz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--These families of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from farms in Contra Costa County, board bus for assembly center at Turlock ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-107 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2g4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G

Byron, Calif.--The moment has come for these farm families of Japanese ancestry to board the bus which will take them from their homes and ranches to the Assembly Center 65 miles away.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-108  ark:/13030/ft1b69n6sq

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Byron, Calif.--The moment has come for these farm families of Japanese ancestry to board the bus which will take them from their homes and ranches to the Assembly Center 65 miles away.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-110 ark:/13030/ft8b69p1d0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Byron, Calif.--The moment has come for these farm families of Japanese ancestry to board the bus which will take them from their homes and ranches to the Assembly Center 65 miles away.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-111 ark:/13030/ft5199n9gj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Byron, Calif.--Third generation of American children of Japanese ancestry in crowd awaiting the arrival of the next bus which will take them from their homes to the Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-112 ark:/13030/ft5199n9gj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Byron, Calif.--Youngsters in this family of Japanese ancestry, from a farm in Contra Costa County, await bus for assembly center ...

1942-05-02 WRA no. C-113 ark:/13030/ft5k40065t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif.--School girl pictured before her Bush Street home three weeks before evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. C-114 ark:/13030/ft8199p1p5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
San Francisco, Calif.--High school boys, on balcony of Japanese American Citizens League at 2031 Bush Street, look down the sidewalk ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-115 ark:/13030/ft136nb0hw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif.--Awaiting registration for evacuation at the Wartime Civil Control Administration station at 2020 Van Ness Avenue. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-116 ark:/13030/ft2p3004wf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mountain View, Calif.--Weeding a garlic field in Santa Clara County. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-117 ark:/13030/ft8b69p1fh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mountain View, Calif.--Mother of six children born in this country. Before evacuation, the family operated a 20-acre farm in Santa ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-118 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb13q

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mountain View, Calif.--Members of family who, before evacuation, operated a 20-acre farm in Santa Clara County raising berries, broccoli, peas ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-120 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb17

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mountain View, Calif.--Scene at Santa Clara County home of the Shibuya family who raised select chrysanthemums for eastern markets. Madoka ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-121 ark:/13030/ft0m3n99xz

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif.--Flag of allegiance pledge at Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets. Children in families of Japanese ... 1942-04-20 WRA no. C-122 ark:/13030/ft8t1nb5dh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif.--These first-graders were pictured at Raphael Weill Public School, Geary and Buchanan Streets, on April 20, 1942, shortly ... 1942-04-20 WRA no. C-123 ark:/13030/ft2k40047z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 59, section G
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G
San Leandro, Calif.--Greenhouse on nursery operated, before evacuation, by horticultural experts of Japanese ancestry. Many of the Nisei (born in ... 1942-04-05 WRA no. C-126 [Ark: ark://13030/ft367nb1zc]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G
San Bruno, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry arrives at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-129 [Ark: ark://13030/ft3g50050g]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G
San Bruno, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry arrives at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-132 [Ark: ark://13030/ft3489n82w]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G
Hayward, Calif.--Members of clergy and Salvation Army bid farewell to evacuee minister, Reverend Sui Hiro (center), of the San Lorenzo ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-145 [Ark: ark://13030/ft196n9pp]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G
Hayward, Calif.--The Reverend John Carlos Derfelt (left), Baptist Minister, ties identification tag in coat lapel of the Reverend Sui Hiro ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-146 [Ark: ark://13030/ft51nb33z]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 59, section G
Hayward, Calif.--Baggage of evacuees of Japanese ancestry stacked at public park as evacuation bus prepares to leave for Tanforan assembly ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-147 [Ark: ark://13030/ft7j49p1cg]
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volume 59, section G
Hayward, Calif.--Baggage of evacuees of Japanese ancestry stacked at public park as evacuation bus prepares to leave for Tanforan assembly ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-148 [Ark: ark://13030/ft4v19n98c]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Hayward, Calif.--Baggage of evacuees of Japanese ancestry ready to be loaded on moving van. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-149

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--This family is awaiting evacuation bus. Each person carries an identification tag to assure keeping family units intact, and ... 1942-05-08

WRA no. C-150

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--This family of Japanese ancestry are about to board the bus for an Assembly Center. The social worker seen in the background is assisting in the evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-151

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry about ready to board the bus to an Assembly Center. An official of WCCA Control Station is checking registration numbers. Social worker in the background is assisting in the evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-152

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Members of the Mochida family awaiting evacuation bus. Identification tags are used to aid in keeping the family unit ... 1942-05-08

WRA no. C-153

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Two children of the Mochida family who, with their parents, are awaiting evacuation bus. The youngster on the right ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-154

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Two children of the Mochida family who, with their parents, are awaiting evacuation bus. The youngster on the right ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-155

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--A young member of an evacuee family awaiting evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-158
Hayward, Calif.--A young member of an evacuee family awaiting evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-159 ◊ ark:/13030/ft5s2006rx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Grandfather and grandchildren awaiting evacuation bus. The grandfather conducted a dyeing and cleaning business. The family unit is preserved ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-160 ◊ ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0sm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Grandfather of Japanese ancestry waiting at local park for the arrival of evacuation bus which will take him and other evacuees to the Tanforan Assembly Center. He was engaged in the cleaning and dyeing business in Hayward for many years.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-161 ◊ ark:/13030/ft7m3nb4bc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--This family of Japanese ancestry have just arrived from their farm. They will await the evacuation bus which will ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-162 ◊ ark:/13030/ft429005jf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--A farm girl helps unload family baggage in a final step before evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-163 ◊ ark:/13030/ft367nb20c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Friends say good-bye as family of Japanese ancestry await evacuation bus. Baggage of evacuees, most from small farms in Alameda County, was piled on sidewalk. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-164 ◊ ark:/13030/ft9n39p343

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--A mother with her American-born-and-educated children awaiting evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-165 ◊ ark:/13030/ft1g5003vt
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Hayward, Calif.--This farm family of Japanese ancestry are ready to board the evacuation bus which is approaching and which will ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-166

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Eddie Nomura, president of the senior class in the Hayward High School, reads magazine article The Date of Hitler's ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-167

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--This farm family of Japanese ancestry are ready to board the evacuation bus which is approaching and which will ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-168

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Writing a letter to a brother in Texas as an evacuee family awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-169

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--This evacuee, from a farm in Alameda County, awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-170

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Farm families of Japanese ancestry are being checked into the evacuation buses which are enroute to the Assembly Center. ... 1942-05-08

WRA no. C-171
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Hayward, Calif.--These people of Japanese ancestry are awaiting the special bus which will take them, and other evacuees, to the ... 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-172

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--With baggage piled on sidewalk, evacuees of Japanese ancestry await evacuation bus. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-173

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 14: Pre-evacuation 1942.

Hayward, Calif.--A young evacuee looks out the window of evacuation bus before it starts for Tanforan assembly center. Evacuees will be transferred from assembly centers to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-174  ark:/13030/ft6j49p0d6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hayward, Calif.--Farmer of Japanese ancestry is showing his identification card to a WCCA Control Dispatcher as he is about to board the special bus for Tanforan Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Hayward, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-175  ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1s2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif.--A young evacuee looks out the window of bus before it starts for Tanforan Assembly Center. Evacuees will be transferred later from assembly centers to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-177  ark:/13030/ft6m3nb3zw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.--These little girls of Japanese ancestry are on the special train taking evacuees of Japanese descent from this area to an assembly center where they will await transfer to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-22  ark:/13030/ft0f59n682

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.--Evacuee mother and child ready to board a train which will take them to an assembly center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will await transfer to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. B-23  ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0gn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Pedro, Calif.--Lieutenant James Glatt (left), and Lieutenant Cal Ferris (right) complete last minute evacuation details as the last 300 residents of Japanese ancestry leave their Redondo Beach homes for assembly center at Arcadia, California.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-24  ark:/13030/ft1h4nb06v

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Pedro, Calif.--Trucks were jammed high with suitcases, blankets, household equipment, garden tools, as well as children, all bearing registration ...

WRA no. B-25  ark:/13030/ft238nb19k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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San Pedro, Calif.--Military police give advice to evacuees of Japanese ancestry as the last leave their Redondo Beach homes for assembly center at Arcadia, California. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-26
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Pedro, Calif.--Evacuated residents of Japanese ancestry await transportation to assembly center at Arcadia, California. They will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-27
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Pedro, Calif.--Residents of Japanese ancestry being moved from Los Angeles harbor before eventual resettlement in War Relocation Authority centers where, as in evacuation, the family unit is kept intact.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-28
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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San Pedro, Calif.--Trucks were jammed high with suitcases, blankets, household equipment, garden tools, as well as children, all bearing registration ...

1942-04-05 WRA no. B-29
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Pedro, Calif.--Father and son evacuees of Japanese ancestry talk things over with military policeman prior to leaving for assembly center at Arcadia, California.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-34
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.--Caretaker Mary Ogawa, making preparations to close the Nagamine home prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry from this area. Evacuees of Japanese descent will spend the duration in War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-35
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 14: Pre-evacuation 1942.

Los Angeles, Calif.--The Sumi residence prior to evacuation of people of Japanese ancestry from designated military areas. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-36 ark:/13030/ft9779p23g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Los Angeles, Calif.--The Sumi residence prior to evacuation of people of Japanese ancestry from this area which has been designated ... 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-38 ark:/13030/ft5p3006kp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Newcomers at Santa Anita Park assembly center receive vaccination against smallpox and typhoid fever. Under direction of Dr. Norman ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-386 ark:/13030/ft1v19n790

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Newcomers at Santa Anita Park assembly center receive vaccination against smallpox and typhoid fever. Under direction of Dr. Norman ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-387 ark:/13030/ft9489p1z8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.--Celery sections of central produce market, Los Angeles, operated almost exclusively, before evacuation, by residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-39 ark:/13030/ft8n39p1vp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Meal time, cafeteria-style, for these children at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-396 ark:/13030/ft9r29p2k0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cafeteria-style assures promptness in serving meals at Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-399 ark:/13030/ft8w10092m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Arcadia, Calif.—to insure cleanliness and to protect health, modern dish-washing apparatus is used to sterilize dishes for thousands of meals at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-400 ark:/13030/ft2z09n7s6
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Los Angeles, Calif.—The Nagamine residence prior to evacuation of people of Japanese ancestry from this area.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-41 ark:/13030/ft3h4nb1p6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Preliminary medical examination for mother and son before entering Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-411 ark:/13030/ft6r29p0x8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.—The traffic sign says Stop, but the bulletin in Japanese says Go to residents of Japanese ancestry shown ... 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-42 ark:/13030/ft7w1007q5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dressed in uniform marking service in the first World War, this veteran enters Santa Anita Park assembly center for persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from the West Coast.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. B-424 ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1s2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.—Japanese parasol for spring showers at Santa Anita Park assembly center. Evacuees later are transferred to War Relocation centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-428 ark:/13030/ft187003qf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.—Vegetable concession in wholesale produce market, operated almost exclusively by residents of Japanese ancestry before they were evacuated. They will be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-43 ark:/13030/ft209nb07d
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**Frieda Lakahama of Long Beach, California, joins in window washing at Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-431
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**Arcadia, Calif.--Sacks of fresh vegetables arrive at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center kitchens.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-432
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Los Angeles, Calif.--Bulletin, in Japanese, posted in window of store in Little Tokyo when residents of Japanese ancestry were instructed to evacuate. They will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-44

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Arcadia, Calif.--Young evacuees demonstrate Japanese-style marbles at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center. Marbles are played inside fish-shaped lines.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-440

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Arcadia, Calif.--Impromptu dancing at Santa Anita Park assembly centers for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-441
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Los Angeles, Calif.--Reading bulletins in Japanese language in Little Tokyo when residents of Japanese ancestry were instructed to evacuate. They will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-46

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**Los Angeles, Calif.--Sign in shop window in Little Tokyo after residents of Japanese ancestry were instructed to evacuate. They will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.**

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. WRA no. B-47

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Los Angeles, Calif.--A store for rent in Little Tokyo after residents of Japanese ancestry were instructed to evacuate. This area is near the Civic Center in Los Angeles. Evacuees will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-48 ark:/13030/ft2t1nb1dg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Los Angeles, Calif.--Toys for sale at half price but books held their price after Little Tokyo prepares for evacuation in ... 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-49 ark:/13030/ft196n99q6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.--Eyes shifted from Little Tokyo to assembly centers as residents of Japanese ancestry were ordered to evacuate from this district in Los Angeles. Evacuees will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-50 ark:/13030/ft5v19n9qd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Los Angeles, Calif.--Dr. Tom T. Watanabe, Physician and Surgeon of Japanese ancestry, by his office door prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese descent from military areas. Evacuees are being housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-51 ark:/13030/ft6b69p08t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Los Angeles, Calif.--The last issue of the Los Angeles Daily News has been run off the press in preparation of ... 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-52 ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0h5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sadae Nomura, Associate Editor of the Los Angeles Daily News, is seen running off instructions (printed in English and Japanese) on evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-53 ark:/13030/ft229003z2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Los Angeles, Calif.--Last call to pick suits and gowns before shades were pulled down in Little Tokyo prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. Many were assigned to Manzanar, War Relocation Authority center, in Owens Valley, California.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-54 ark:/13030/ft4c6005wk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Los Angeles, Calif.--Tokutaro Slocum in front of the Japanese American Citizens League headquarters before evacuation of all residents of Japanese ancestry from this area.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-56 ark:/13030/ft0199n5sq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Los Angeles, Calif.--Street scene in Little Tokyo near the Los Angeles Civic Center, prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Los Angeles, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. B-57 ark:/13030/ft6580071x
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Residents of Japanese ancestry awaiting their turn to register prior to evacuation of all people of Japanese descent from military areas.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. B-59 ark:/13030/ft5w1006tm
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Scene at Fuji Hotel prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry from this area.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. B-61 ark:/13030/ft1n39n7kt
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San Francisco, Calif.--Residents of Japanese ancestry are registering in connection with the forthcoming evacuation.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. B-69 ark:/13030/ft667nb3p4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Aliens at Sharp Camp following the evacuation order for persons of Japanese ancestry. This camp was set up as detention ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-73 ark:/13030/ft9n39p35m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Pedro, Calif.--Former dwellings of fishermen of Japanese ancestry, situated on Terminal Island in Los Angeles harbor. These people were evacuated to assembly centers prior to being assigned to War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Pedro, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. B-77 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2hn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 14: Pre-evacuation 1942.

**volume 59, section G**

San Pedro, Calif.--View of main street at Terminal Island in Los Angeles Harbor, California. All residents of Japanese descent were evacuated from this area, and will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

San Pedro, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. B-81  ark:/13030/ft7j49p1d0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 59, section G**

San Pedro, Calif.--Homes of residents of Japanese ancestry on Terminal Island in Los Angeles Harbor before evacuation to assemble points. They will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

San Pedro, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. B-82  ark:/13030/ft9b69p2sg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 59, section G**

San Pedro, Calif.--Former dwellings of fishermen of Japanese ancestry, situated on Terminal Island in Los Angeles harbor. These people were evacuated to assembly centers prior to being assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

San Pedro, California. 1942-04 WRA no. B-83  ark:/13030/ft3x0nb2g6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 59, section G**

San Pedro, Calif.--Former dwellings of fishermen of Japanese ancestry, situated on Terminal Island in Los Angeles harbor. These people were evacuated to assembly centers prior to being assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

San Pedro, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. B-84  ark:/13030/ft9n39p364

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 59, section G**

San Pedro, Calif.--View of homes from which residents of Japanese ancestry were evacuated on Terminal Island in Los Angeles harbor. Evacuees later were transferred for the duration to War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

San Pedro, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. B-85  ark:/13030/ft9870093h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 59, section G**

Workmen erecting barracks for evacuees of Japanese ancestry at assembly center on Pomona Fair Grounds. Evacuees will be assigned later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Pomona, California. 1942-04-08 WRA no. B-86  ark:/13030/ft8t1nb5f1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**volume 60, section G**

John Bird, former Director of Information for the War Relocation Authority, speaks to a young woman who is weeding a ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-179  ark:/13030/ft1b69n6f0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>Ryohitsu Shibuya, successful chrysanthemum grower, who arrived in this country from Japan in 1904 with $60.00 and a basket of ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-181 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft1v19n7bh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Mrs. Ryohitsu Shibuya, wife of successful chrysanthemum grower, pictured on their farm in Santa Clara County, before evacuation. Horticulturists and ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-182 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft7j49p1fh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Mother and oldest son of the Shibuya family have been weeding in their 20-acre farm prior to evacuation order affecting ... 1942-04-18 WRA no. C-183 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft4b69n8ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Icing refrigerator car packed with cauliflower in one of the last shipments to eastern markets, before evacuation. Farmers and other ... 1942-04-09 WRA no. C-184 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft7q5007m0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Victory Corps weeding garlic field. Thirty-seven high school boys have been recruited and organized at the request of Caucasian growers ... 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-185 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft3c60047z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Evacuation of farmers of Japanese descent resulted in agricultural labor shortage on Pacific Coast acreage, such as the garlic field ... 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-186 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft8c60093v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Victory Corps weeding garlic field. Thirty-seven high school boys have been recruited and organized at the request of Caucasian growers ... 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-187 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft838nb4wp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, Section G</td>
<td>Evacuation of farmers of Japanese descent resulted in agricultural labor shortage on Pacific Coast acreage, such as the garlic field ... 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-188 [↩] ar:rk:/13030/ft038n998v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A farm youngster pictured two days before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this Santa Clara County farming community. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-189 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Close-up of one of the dwellings previously occupied by the five farmers of Japanese ancestry and their families. On their leased land, they produced garlic, onions, strawberries, etc., cooperatively.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-190 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of side of one of the ranch houses occupied by the operators of Japanese ancestry and their families, of this leased truck farm land.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-191 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A farm youngster pictured two days before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this Santa Clara County farming community. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-192 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Wash-day 48 hours before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this farming community in Santa Clara County. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-193 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Wash-day 48 hours before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this farming community in Santa Clara County. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-194 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Wash-day 48 hours before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this farming community in Santa Clara County. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-195 [link]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Piling baggage of evacuees from this Alameda County farming community, on the day before evacuation to assembly centers. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-197

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of 7 children in the Hamachi family pictured on the Hamachi farm in Alameda County the day before he was evacuated. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-08 WRA no. C-198

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Early comers arrive at evacuation meeting place in this Alameda County farming community. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-199

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Family labor in strawberry field at opening of 1942 season. Evacuation due in a few days. For many years approximately ... 1942-04-26 WRA no. C-200

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of farming families are pictured as they left for Centerville, one mile away, to board evacuation bus. These women ... 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-201

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Harry Konda leaves the quarters of the Japanese American Citizens League of this township for the last time. He is ... 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-202

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

School girls await evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-203

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This youngster is awaiting evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-204
Irrigator, who, with 595 persons of Japanese ancestry, is leaving this rural district this morning for an Assembly Center under the Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-206

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These school boys read the funnies while awaiting evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-207

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Caucasian friend has come to say goodbye to his farmer friends of Japanese ancestry prior to their evacuation to an Assembly Center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-208

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Awaiting evacuation bus. Posters in background list names of families, buses to which they are assigned, and departure times. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-209

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This farming couple awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-210

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This youngster is being evacuated with a group of 595 persons of Japanese ancestry under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34 to the Tanforan Assembly Center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-211

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A friend comes to bid a farmer of Japanese ancestry goodbye while awaiting evacuation bus. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-212
These posters on the outside wall of the Japanese American Citizens League quarters list families of Japanese ancestry names and the buses to which they have been assigned for evacuation to the Assembly Center. This boy is finding his family place.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09
WRA no. C-213 [ark://13030/ft296nb107]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A farm mother awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09
WRA no. C-214 [ark://13030/ft596nb388]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This farm mother of Japanese ancestry is awaiting the evacuation buses which will take her and 595 others from this district to the Tanforan Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09
WRA no. C-215 [ark://13030/ft5779n9nf]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nailing the hayloft door on the morning of evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09
WRA no. C-216 [ark://13030/ft1h4nb07c]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry waiting in front of the Japanese American Citizens League quarters in evacuation buses which will take them to the Tanforan Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09
WRA no. C-217 [ark://13030/ft638nb35g]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry waiting in front of the Japanese American Citizens League quarters in evacuation buses which will take them to the Tanforan Assembly Center. The man in the gray hat is reading a religious book written in Japanese.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09
WRA no. C-218 [ark://13030/ft1580040d]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A grandfather awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-19
WRA no. C-219 [ark://13030/ft5q2nb39d]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>A farming family awaits evacuation bus. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographer: Lange, Dorothea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-220 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>Farm families of Japanese ancestry awaiting evacuation buses which will take them to the Tanforan Assembly Center.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographer: Lange, Dorothea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-221 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>This girl, who worked as a strawberry picker on an Alameda County farm, awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographer: Lange, Dorothea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-222 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>Grandmother of farm family awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographer: Lange, Dorothea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-224 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>This farm youngster and members of her family await evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographer: Lange, Dorothea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-225 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>Members of farm families await evacuation bus. In March they came from Santa Barbara County to Alameda County, so that ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                     | 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-226 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, Section G</th>
<th>Members of farm families await evacuation bus. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographer: Lange, Dorothea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-227 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs  

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 715
Members of farm families await evacuation bus. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-228

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Farm families of Japanese ancestry awaiting the evacuation buses which will take them to the Tanforan Assembly Center along with 595 other evacuees from this district under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-229

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Farm families of Japanese ancestry awaiting the evacuation buses which will take them to the Tanforan Assembly Center along with 595 other evacuees from this district under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-230

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Awaiting evacuation bus, while personal effects are packed aboard moving vans. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-231

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This farmer rearranges his personal effects as he awaits evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-232

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mother and baby await evacuation bus. Posted on wall are schedules listing names of families, buses to which they are assigned, and times of departure. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-234 ark:/13030/ft929008dc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The bus has just arrived and these farm families of Japanese ancestry are being kept intact enroute to the Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-235 ark:/13030/ft3k40051n

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The bus has just arrived and these farm families of Japanese ancestry are being kept intact enroute to the Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-236 ark:/13030/ft5199n9h2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of farm families board evacuation buses. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-237 ark:/13030/ft7p3007rc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Members of farm families board evacuation buses. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-238 ark:/13030/ft7c6007hs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The bus has just arrived and these farm families of Japanese ancestry are being kept intact enroute to the Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-239 ark:/13030/ft5d5nb2wr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The bus has just arrived and these farm families of Japanese ancestry are being kept intact enroute to the Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-240 ark:/13030/ft9c600914

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 60, Section G | **This evacuee stands by her baggage as she waits for evacuation bus. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.**
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-05-09 WRA no. C-241 [ark:/13030/ft9h4nb604](ark:/13030/ft9h4nb604)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 60, Section G | **Harry Konda is shown above in strawberry field on March 27, 1942, six weeks before he and 142 other farmers ... 1942-03-27 WRA no. C-242 [ark:/13030/ft696nb3bm](ark:/13030/ft696nb3bm)**
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 60, Section G | **Weeding garlic field several weeks before evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.**
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-243 [ark:/13030/ft6b69p09b](ark:/13030/ft6b69p09b)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 60, Section G | **Hands of woman farm-worker preparing soil for transplanting tomato plants in a field in Alameda County, California, several weeks before ... 1942-03-27 WRA no. C-244 [ark:/13030/ft6z09p0pz](ark:/13030/ft6z09p0pz)**
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 60, Section G | **Weeding celery field on industrialized ranch in the Delta region, prior to evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.**
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-245 [ark:/13030/ft7t1nb53j](ark:/13030/ft7t1nb53j)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 60, Section G | **Operating tractor on industrialized farm in the Delta district, prior to evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.**
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-247 [ark:/13030/ft0k4002qm](ark:/13030/ft0k4002qm)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 60, Section G | **Tractor operator of Japanese ancestry, on large-scale corporation farm in the Delta district. He will soon be evacuated to an Assembly Center, along with other evacuees from this district.**
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-248 [ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0jp](ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0jp)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Farm laborers of Japanese ancestry on large-scale corporation farm in the delta district prior to evacuation. They are seen here planting potato seed.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-249 arl:/13030/ft496nb290
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Stringing poles in a bean field in Santa Clara County. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sunnyvale, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-250 arl:/13030/ft0m3n999z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cutting potato seed for market on the ranch of John C. Kelly in the Delta region, prior to evacuation. The ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-251 arl:/13030/ft5779n9pz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

So-called stoop laborers weeding celery field on large industrialized ranch in the Delta region, prior to evacuation. Evacuees will be ... 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-252 arl:/13030/ft429005kz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bulletin board in Japanese American Citizens League office, during period when farmers of Japanese ancestry were preparing for evacuation. Farmers ... 1942-04-09 WRA no. C-253 arl:/13030/ft6x0nb46z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Young mother prepares for evacuation at 2526 Buchanan Street. She was born in this country. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-13 WRA no. C-254 arl:/13030/ft696nb3c4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At a close-out sale these patrons were buying merchandise to take with them when they are evacuated. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-255 arl:/13030/ft729007gx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school boys look over Buchanan Street scene, prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-256 arl:/13030/ft8199p1r6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
(Buchanan Street.) High school boys of Japanese ancestry in the Japanese quarter on a busy Saturday afternoon, watching preparations for evacuation which is due in a few days.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-257 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2j5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Oiling water pump for safe keeping on a farm in Santa Clara County, prior to evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mountain View, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-258 ark:/13030/ft5m3nb31m

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Repairing truck on industrialized farm in Santa Clara County, prior to evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees will be given opportunities to follow their callings at War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mountain View, California. 1942-03-20 WRA no. C-259 ark:/13030/ft296nb11r

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Four sisters in the Mitarai family. Their father operated an industrialized farm in Santa Clara County, prior to evacuation. Farmers ...

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Ark:/13030/ft267nb10k

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

John W. Abbott (left), chief field investigator for the Tolan Congressional Defense Committee on Migration, is shown speaking to a ...

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Ark:/13030/ft887007sk

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This farm owner of Japanese ancestry has just completed arrangements for leasing his acreage, buildings, and equipment for the duration of his evacuation to a War Relocation Center. His sisters can be seen in the background.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Jose, California. 1942-03-27 WRA no. C-261 ark:/13030/ft0n39n66b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Weeding celery field in Delta region, prior to evacuation. Henry Futamachi, ranch manager, in foreground. Farmers and other evacuees of ...

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Ark:/13030/ft3489n84x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 60, section G</th>
<th>Henry Mitarai, age 36, successful large-scale farm operator with his family on their ranch about six weeks before evacuation. This family, along with other families of Japanese ancestry, will spend the duration at War Relocation Authority centers. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Mountain View, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-264 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, section G</td>
<td>Members of the Mitarai family on their ranch, six weeks prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Mountain View, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-265 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, section G</td>
<td>Members of the Mitarai family on their ranch, six weeks prior to evacuation. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea Mountain View, California. 1942-03-20 WRA no. C-266 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, section G</td>
<td>Henry Mitarai, 36, in the machinery yard of his ranch, prior to evacuation. His payroll on the mechanized farm ran ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-267 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, section G</td>
<td>Henry Mitarai, 36, in the onion field on his mechanized farm, prior to evacuation. His payroll on the mechanized farm ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-268 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, section G</td>
<td>Henry Mitarai, 36, in the machinery yard of his ranch, prior to evacuation. His payroll on the mechanized farm ran ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-269 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 60, section G</td>
<td>Henry Mitarai, 36, in the onion field on his mechanized farm, prior to evacuation. His payroll on the mechanized farm ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-270 <a href="">link</a> Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Henry Mitarai, 36, successful, large-scale, mechanized farm operator, on his ranch prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mountain View, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-271  ark:/13030/ft729007rf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Henry Mitarai, 36, in one of his sugar beet fields on his mechanized farm, prior to evacuation. His payroll on ... 1942-03-30 WRA no. C-272  ark:/13030/ft8s2008tv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This house, a mansion of the 1890's, was evacuated on May 19, 1942, by a farming family in this agricultural ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-273  ark:/13030/ft709nb41s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

(4 miles east of Lodi.) Farm home of laborer of Japanese ancestry. This vineyard is the highly productive area of San Joaquin County. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-274  ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0xp
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Where a day laborer of Japanese ancestry lived in the vineyard section of San Joaquin County, prior to evacuation. Horticulturists ... 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-275  ark:/13030/ft4779n96d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A family of Japanese ancestry lived in this house and operated the surrounding vineyard in this grape-producing area of San ... 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-276  ark:/13030/ft8199p1sq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This farm home is owned by farmers of Japanese ancestry in the rich, highly productive area of San Joaquin County, three days prior to evacuation. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-277  ark:/13030/ft4z09n90w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The scene in this vineyard was taken three days before evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-278  ark:/13030/ft87007xb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An alien Japanese pictures before evacuation at his farm in the grape-producing area in San Joaquin County. Farmers and other ... 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-279 ark:/13030/ft9d5nb5fd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Father and son give pre-evacuation data at Wartime Civil Control Administration station. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-280 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb2bg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two brothers give pre-evacuation data at Wartime Civil Control Administration station. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-281 ark:/13030/ft467nb2fd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This farmer of Japanese ancestry has come to the W.C.C.A. Control Station for guidance and instructions after the issuance of Civil Exclusion Order No. 70.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-282 ark:/13030/ft7199p0rd

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A family gives pre-evacuation data at Wartime Civil Control Administration station. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-283 ark:/13030/ft896nb59p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lodi, Calif.--Social worker at the W.C.C.A. Control Station advises heads of families of Japanese ancestry regarding their affairs, prior to evacuation under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 70.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. C-286 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2vw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Turlock, Calif.--Heads of families of Japanese ancestry are gathered about the table where their hand-baggage is being inspected for contraband before being admitted into the Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-294 ark:/13030/ft696nb3dn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Turlock, Calif.--Baggage is inspected as families arrive at the Turlock Assembly Center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. C-295

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Turlock, Calif.--These children have just arrived at Turlock assembly center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later from assembly points to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-308

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Turlock, Calif.--These young evacuees of Japanese ancestry are waiting their turn for baggage inspection upon arrival at this Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-310

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

San Jose, Calif.--Japanese farm laborer prior to evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-03-28 WRA no. C-312

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Near Mission San Jose, Calif.--Irrigator of Japanese ancestry on a farm, prior to evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-05-28 WRA no. C-313

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

San Jose, Calif.--Farm family in their strawberry field prior to evacuation. Their home can be seen in the background at ... 1942-04-26 WRA no. C-314

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

San Jose, Calif.--Farm family in their strawberry field a few days before evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-05-25 WRA no. C-315

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Near Mission San Jose, Calif.--Members of farm families of Japanese ancestry in their strawberry field at the opening of the ... 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-316

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 61, section G
Near Stockton, Calif.--Laborers of Japanese descent cutting potato seed on a large-scale ranch where only Japanese labor is employed. Evacuation is due within a few days to an assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-317 ark:/13030/ft967nb5nh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
Centerville, Calif.--Japanese field laborers packing cauliflower in field on large-scale ranch owned by white operator (L. E. Bailey).
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. C-318 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5tc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
Centerville, Calif.--Japanese field laborers packing cauliflower in field on large-scale ranch owned by white operator (L. E. Bailey).
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. C-319 ark:/13030/ft1580041x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
Centerville, Calif.--Laborer of Japanese descent packing cauliflower on large-scale industrialized ranch a few days prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-04-09 WRA no. C-320 ark:/13030/ft0f59n6b3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
Near Centerville, Calif.--This farm woman of Japanese ancestry is transplanting tomato plants into growing beds, prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Centerville, California. 1942-03-27 WRA no. C-321 ark:/13030/ft4f59n8zm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
San Bruno, Calif.--Help wanted sign displayed for newly arrived evacuees. There was much work to be done since the center ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-322 ark:/13030/ft049nb2k5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
San Bruno, Calif.--These older evacuees of Japanese ancestry have just registered and are resting before being assigned to their living ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-339 ark:/13030/ft1s2004db
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G
Berkeley, Calif. (2903 Harper Street)--Wedding of George and Michiko Uchida two days before evacuation to Tanforan Assembly Center. These young people do not speak Japanese.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Berkeley, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. C-342 ark:/13030/ft038n999c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 61, section G

Berkeley, California (2903 Harper Street)--George and Michiko Uchida with their bridal party prior to evacuation to Tanforan Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Berkeley, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. C-343  ark:/13030/ft667nb3qn

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Tanforan Assembly Center (San Bruno, Calif.)--These young evacuee volunteer helpers are resting a few moments from their big job of ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-346  ark:/13030/ft6g5006r8

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

San Francisco, California--Street scene in Japanese quarter on day preceding evacuation to assembly center. Their household effects will be stored.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-347  ark:/13030/ft267nb113

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

San Francisco, Calif.--(Buchanan Street) A common sight on the streets of the Japanese quarter of the city prior to evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-348  ark:/13030/ft7779p11b

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

San Francisco, Calif.--Looking up Buchanan Street from Post Street. A typical view of the Japanese residential section in San Francisco.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. C-349  ark:/13030/ft8779p1jd

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

San Francisco, California--Dwelling is being vacated in the Japanese section near Post Street as evacuation orders were posted.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. C-350  ark:/13030/ft6s2006w9

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

San Francisco, Calif. (Post Street). Owners of Japanese ancestry board windows of their stores prior to evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-07 WRA no. C-351  ark:/13030/ft858008bp

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
San Francisco, California--This family is preparing to move from their Bush Street home to an assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. C-352
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, California (Post Street)--Businesses operated by people of Japanese ancestry were closed upon receiving evacuation orders.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-13 WRA no. C-353
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, California (2020 Van Ness Avenue)--Girls of Japanese ancestry have just sighted a Greyhound bus which will take them to the assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-354
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush St.)--Methodist Japanese minister who has come to the WCCA station with 17 male members of ... 1942-04-25 WRA no. C-355
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--Methodist clergymen of Japanese ancestry, with oldest member of his congregation. They will soon be ... 1942-04-25
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--Oldest members of the Japanese Methodist Church, who came to this country fifty years ago ... 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-357
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Byron, California--Toshi Mizoguchi waiting at the WCCA station to register for evacuation. Mr. Mizoguchi came to the United States from ... 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-358
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Byron, California--Toshi Mizoguchi waiting at the WCCA station to register for evacuation. Mr. Mizoguchi came to the United States from ... 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-359
volume 61, section G

Byron, California--Laborers of Japanese ancestry from a large-scale asparagus ranch are at the WCCA station awaiting their turn to be interviewed prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-360

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Byron, California--Laborers of Japanese ancestry are returning to large-scale asparagus ranch after interview at the WCCA station awaiting their turn to be interviewed prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-361

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Byron, California--Laborers of Japanese ancestry are returning to large-scale asparagus ranch after interview at the WCCA station regarding their evacuation which is due in three days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-362

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Byron, California--Laborers of Japanese ancestry are returning to large-scale asparagus ranch after interview at the WCCA station regarding their evacuation which is due in three days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-363

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Byron, California--Laborers of Japanese ancestry are returning to large-scale asparagus ranch after interview at the WCCA station regarding their evacuation which is due in three days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-364

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Byron, Calif.--These field laborers of Japanese ancestry at the W.C.C.A. Control Station are receiving final instructions regarding their evacuation to an Assembly Center in three days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-365

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Byron, California--This farmer of Japanese ancestry is being interviewed at the WCCA station three days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Byron, California. 1942-04-28 WRA no. C-366

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Baggage of evacuees of Japanese ancestry piled on the sidewalk. The Greyhound buses will soon arrive to take this baggage as well as the evacuees to the Tanforan Assembly Center under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 28. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea. Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-368 [LINK] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>These buses are lined up ready to take residents of Japanese ancestry to Tanforan Assembly Center under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 28. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea. Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-369 [LINK] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry, ready to be loaded into moving vans to be taken to Tanforan Assembly Center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea. Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-370 [LINK] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>This family of Japanese ancestry, is waiting at the W.C.C.A. Control Station for the bus which will take them and other evacuees to the Tanforan Assembly Center, under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 28. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea. Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-371 [LINK] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Boarding a bus at the W.C.C.A. Control Station for Tanforan Assembly Center. These evacuees of Japanese ancestry will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority Center to spend the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea. Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-372 [LINK] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oakland, Calif. (1117 Oak Street)--Part of family unit of Japanese ancestry leave WCCA station on afternoon of evacuation, under Civilian Exclusive Order No. 28. Social worker (State Employment Service) directs these evacuees to the waiting bus. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-373  ark:/13030/ft2s2004bt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (1117 Oak Street)--Residents of Japanese ancestry waiting for evacuation buses which will take them to the Tanforan Assembly Center under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 28.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-374  ark:/13030/ft9f59p2n2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (1117 Oak Street)--Evacuees at the WCCA station awaiting evacuation bus for Tanforan Assembly Center under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 28. Woman standing in background is a local Caucasian church worker assisting in the evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-376  ark:/13030/ft329004s8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (1117 Oak Street)--Residents of Japanese ancestry congregated at W.C.C.A. Control Station under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 28, awaiting ...

1942-05-06 WRA no. C-377  ark:/13030/ft458005z9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (1117 Oak Street)--People of Japanese ancestry congregating at WCCA Control Station a half hour before departure of the ...

1942-05-06 WRA no. C-378  ark:/13030/ft6v19p0qt

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape-producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by officials ...

1942-05-19 WRA no. C-380  ark:/13030/ft6v19p0rb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Stockton, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are watching the arrival of buses bringing new groups of families to this assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-397  ark:/13030/ft779n9gg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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volume 61, section G

Stockton, Calif.--Field laborer of Japanese ancestry in a large-scale corporation ranch a few days prior to evacuation. These laborers earned from $750.00 to $1000.00 per year, plus living accommodations and their own little gardens.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. WRA no. C-413 [ark:/13030/ft5b69n9n3]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Stockton, Calif.--Field crew of Japanese ancestry, unloading potato seed, prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-04-10 WRA no. C-414 [ark:/13030/ft300004jj]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--The bus is being loaded to take a group of 321 persons from the Japanese ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-415 [ark:/13030/ft409nb2mp]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

Inhabitants of the Japanese section wave farewell at the departure of their friends and neighbors whom they are soon to ... 1942-04-19 WRA no. C-416 [ark:/13030/ft1x0nb06g]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

The Japanese quarter of San Francisco on the first day of evacuation from this area. About 660 merchants, shop-keepers, tradespeople, ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-417 [ark:/13030/ft087002p4]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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A scene in the Japanese quarter of San Francisco on the first day of evacuation from this area. About 660 ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-418 [ark:/13030/ft5x0nb3fs]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 61, section G

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry boarding buses which will take them to Tanforan Assembly Center. The father of these children is a Buddhist priest now interned by the F.B.I.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-421 [ark:/13030/ft1t1nb0z6]
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Friends and neighbors congregate to bid farewell, though not for long, to their friends who are enroute to the Tanforan Assembly Center. They, themselves, will be evacuated within three days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-422 [ark:/13030/ft7r29p1cs]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC 731
San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--The baggage of evacuating Japanese has been brought in and piled on the sidewalk across the street from the WCCA Control Station and a group looks on at this scene of first evacuation from this district.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Francisco, California.  1942-04-29  WRA no. C-423  
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are a part of a group of 600 persons being ... 1942-04-29  WRA no. C-425  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--Boys of Japanese ancestry unloading bed rolls and baggage, which they have brought from their homes to the WCCA station, awaiting evacuation to an assembly center.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Francisco, California.  1942-04-29  WRA no. C-427  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--This bus, loaded with evacuees of Japanese ancestry, is bound for Tanforan Assembly Center on the first day of evacuation of the Japanese quarter.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Francisco, California.  1942-04-29  WRA no. C-428  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
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San Francisco, Calif. (2031 Bush Street)--This little evacuee of Japanese ancestry, is taking one last look before the bus departs for Tanforan Assembly Center.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Francisco, California.  1942-04-29  WRA no. C-429  
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San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--Young musician of Japanese ancestry plays his guitar at the WCCA station. He is a member of the first contingent of over 600 persons to be evacuated from San Francisco.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Francisco, California.  1942-04-06  WRA no. C-430  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--Young high school boy of Japanese ancestry at WCCA station awaiting evacuation bus. He is a member of the first contingent of over 600 persons to be evacuated from San Francisco.  
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Francisco, California.  1942-04-06  WRA no. C-431  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at the WCCA station to await evacuation bus which will take them to the assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-432
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San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--San Francisco residents of Japanese ancestry being checked by registration numbers and family groups prior to boarding buses which will take them to an Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-433
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San Francisco, Calif.--This family of Japanese ancestry are waiting for the evacuation buses which will take them to an Assembly Center. They are of the first group of 664 persons to be evacuated from San Francisco.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-434
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San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--This evacuee of Japanese ancestry has been checked by officials and is about ready to board the evacuation bus for an Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-435
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San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--Young evacuees of Japanese ancestry awaiting evacuation bus which will take them to an assembly center. They are part of the first contingent to be evacuated from San Francisco.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-436
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Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-437
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San Francisco, Calif. (2020 Van Ness Ave.)--Many news photographers were present for the first contingent of evacuees of Japanese ancestry ...

1942-04-06 WRA no. C-438
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Woodland, Calif.--Tenant farmer of Japanese ancestry who has just completed settlement of their affairs and everything is packed ready for evacuation on the following morning to an assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-439
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Woodland, Calif.--These farm children of Japanese ancestry are all prepared to go to an assembly center with their parents who ...

1942-05-20 WRA no. C-440
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Woodland, Yolo, County, Calif.--Members of a farm family of Japanese ancestry the day preceding evacuation. He said, I am going to have a vacation--a long one--I had no long vacation since I was born.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-441
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Woodland, Calif.--This mother of Japanese ancestry is ready, with her family of ten, to leave their farm the following morning ...

1942-05-20 WRA no. C-442
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Hayward, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry in their new truck, piled high with household goods and personal effects, driving through a ...

1942-03-28 WRA no. C-443
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Woodland, Calif.--Preparations are being made to evacuate this farm on the following morning. The neighbor has come with his truck to assist his friends of Japanese ancestry inasmuch as the father has been interned in South Dakota.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-445
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Woodland, Calif.--Oldest son of this family of Japanese ancestry helps load the truck for evacuation from this farm on the following day. The father has been interned in South Dakota and a friend has come with his truck to assist in the evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-446
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Woodland, Calif.--Woman on farm being evacuated on the following day by farmers of Japanese ancestry. This mother and her children ...

1942-05-20 WRA no. C-447
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Woodland, Calif.--Scene on farm being evacuated by people of Japanese ancestry. The mother is helping load a truck which has been brought by a friend who is assisting the family with the packing because of the father's internment in South Dakota.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-448
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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San Francisco, Calif. (Post and Bush Streets)--Dave Tatsuno and his father, merchants of Japanese ancestry in San Francisco prior to the evacuation.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-450
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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San Francisco, Calif. (Post and Bush Streets)--Father of Dave Tatsuno who has been a merchant in San Francisco for forty years. He is now preparing for evacuation to an Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-451
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (2625 Bush St.)--Dave Tatsuno, American-born Japanese merchant, with his small son. Mr. Tatsuno is a graduate of ... 1942-04-13
WRA no. C-452
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San Francisco, Calif. (2625 Bush Street)--Dave Tatsuno, graduate of the University of California in 1936, is making preparations for evacuation ... 1942-04-13 WRA no. C-453
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Centerville, Calif.--Scene in the Japanese American Citizens League local office. This office is assisting the farmers of Japanese ancestry in ... 1942-04-09 WRA no. C-457
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Francisco, Calif. (Sutter and Octavia St.)--Billboard advertisement at edge of Japanese quarter, photographed on morning when 600 persons of Japanese ancestry from this section were evacuated to an assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-458
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Sacramento, Calif.--Harvey Akio Itano, 21, 1942 graduate of the University of California, who received his B.S. degree in Chemistry with ... 1942-05-20
WRA no. C-460  ark:/13030/ft9s2009h0
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Sacramento, Calif.--Harvey Akio Itano, 21, 1942 graduate of the University of California, where he received his B.S. Degree in Chemistry. ... 1942-05-20
WRA no. C-461  ark:/13030/ft5m3nb324
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Sacramento, Calif.--Masamichi Suzuki (left) and Bill Sugiyama, roommates of Harvey Itano, at this assembly center. Both boys have attended the ... 1942-05-20
WRA no. C-463  ark:/13030/ft98700941
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Hayward, Calif. (Hesperian Blvd.)--The Negi family, operators of a forty-acre, intensively cultivated, leased truck farm, completes arrangements with a Chinese ... 1942-05-05
WRA no. C-484  ark:/13030/ft8m3nb5b5
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Hayward, Calif. (Hesperian Blvd.)--The Negi family, operators of a forty-acre, intensively cultivated, leased truck farm, completes arrangements with a Chinese ... 1942-05-05
WRA no. C-485  ark:/13030/ft1199n6pz
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Hayward, Calif. (Hesperian Blvd.)--Negi family, operators of a forty-acre leased truck farm, completes arrangements with a Chinese businessman who is ... 1942-05-05
WRA no. C-486  ark:/13030/ft367nb21w
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Hayward, Calif. (Hesperian Blvd.)--A portion of Negi leased farm as seen from their water tower. The berry field is just ... 1942-05-05
WRA no. C-487  ark:/13030/ft4j49n9mk
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Woodland, Yolo Co., Calif.--Entrance to American Legion Hall, now used by WCCA. Here persons of Japanese ancestry come to receive ... 1942-05-20
WRA no. C-488  ark:/13030/ft7w1007rp
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Woodland, Calif.--Household goods belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry, stacked for storage. The Federal Reserve Bank is assisting, in conjunction with the W.C.C.A., in the final settlement of their affairs.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-489  ark:/13030/ft3r29n87d
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Woodland, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry with their baggage at railroad station awaiting arrival of special train which will take them from their home town to the Merced Assembly Center, about 125 miles away.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-491  ark:/13030/ft5m3nb33n
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Woodland, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry with their baggage at railroad station waiting for arrival of special train which will take them from their home town to the Merced Assembly Center, about 125 miles away.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-493  ark:/13030/ft6n39p0kf
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Woodland, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry with their baggage at railroad station waiting for arrival of special train which will take them from their home town to the Merced Assembly Center, about 125 miles away.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-494  ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4n1
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Woodland, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry waiting at the railroad station for the special train which will take them from their home town to the Merced Assembly Center about 125 miles away.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-495  ark:/13030/ft0q2n99dv
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Farm family of Japanese ancestry see the train approaching down the track, which will take them to Merced Assembly Center. They hasten to gather to their respective places as instructed.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-496  ark:/13030/ft5z09n9zp
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Woodland, Calif.--Farm families of Japanese ancestry waiting at the railroad station for the special train which will take them to ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-497  ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1tk
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Woodland, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry leave the station platform to board the train for the Assembly Center about 125 miles away. About 750 people of Japanese ancestry have been evacuated from this area under Civilian Exclusion Order No. 78.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-498
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Woodland, Calif.--The departure of persons of Japanese ancestry by special train for Merced Assembly Center brought many of their Caucasian ... 1942-05-20

WRA no. C-500
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Woodland, Calif.--Women at railroad station on morning of departure of persons of Japanese ancestry from this agricultural community to the Merced Assembly Center. The woman in the dark slack suit is one of the few exhibiting grief on leaving.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-501
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The train is about to depart which will take these evacuees of Japanese ancestry from this rich agricultural district to the Merced Assembly Center, about 125 miles away. Many leave close friends behind.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-505
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Woodland, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry from this rich agricultural district are on their way to the Assembly Center. This special train consists of ten cars.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-506
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Woodland, Yolo County, Calif.--Ten cars of evacuees of Japanese ancestry are now aboard and the doors are closed. Their Caucasian ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-507

Woodland, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry from this rich agricultural district are on their way to the Assembly Center. This special train consists of ten cars. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, Yolo County, Calif.--Ten cars of evacuees of Japanese ancestry are now aboard and the doors are closed. Their Caucasian ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-510

Woodland, Calif.--Filled with evacuees of Japanese ancestry, the special train is ready to depart from this rich agricultural section for the Merced Assembly Center about 125 miles away. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Woodland, Yolo County, Calif.--Ten cars of evacuees of Japanese ancestry are now aboard and the doors are closed. Their Caucasian ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-514

Woodland, Calif.--This staff of WCCA workers have completed their job and stand on the platform awaiting the departure of the special train which has been loaded with evacuees of Japanese ancestry bound for the Merced Assembly Center, 125 miles away. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Francisco, Calif. (Post Street)--Everywhere in the Japanese quarter are evidences of the coming evacuation. This is a Laundry and Cleaning business which is just winding up its affairs prior to evacuation. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Berkeley, Calif.--Residents of Japanese ancestry are closing out their businesses in preparation for the coming evacuation. They will be moved into War Relocation Authority Centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Berkeley, California. 1942-03-19 WRA no. C-518
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Mountain View, Calif.--These ranch houses are typical in many California rural sections where residents of Japanese ancestry engage in truck gardening. This was the ...

1942-04-18 WRA no. C-520
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Mountain View, Calif.--Typical California ranch houses of residents of Japanese ancestry who are engaged in truck gardening. This was the ...

1942-04-18 WRA no. C-521
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Near Mission San Jose, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry laboring in their strawberry field at opening of harvest season. Note the ...

1942-04-05 WRA no. C-522
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Near Mission San Jose, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry laboring in their strawberry field at opening of harvest season. Note the ...

1942-04-05 WRA no. C-523
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Near Mission San Jose, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry laboring in their strawberry field at opening of harvest season. Note the ...

1942-04-05 WRA no. C-524
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Family of Japanese ancestry laboring in their strawberry field at opening of harvest season. Note the distant Coast Range hills and their farm homes and buildings that can be seen at the end of the strawberry rows. Evacuation is due in a few days.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Mission San Jose, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. C-525
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Near Mission San Jose, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry laboring in their strawberry field at opening of harvest season. Note the ...

1942-04-05 WRA no. C-526
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This Issei, the father of seven children, came to the United States from Japan when he was a boy. Formerly ... 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-529  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3wj
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Florin, Calif.--Strawberry truck farmer who came to the United States from Japan in 1902 and who now owns his own ... 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-530  ark:/13030/ft1p3003x5
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Florin, Calif.--Strawberry truck farmer who came to the United States from Japan in 1902, is seen packing strawberries on his farm a few days before evacuation. He has six American born children, with one son serving in the United States Army at Camp Robinson.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-531  ark:/13030/ft5870064b
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A mother of Japanese ancestry is shown packing strawberries in a field a few days before evacuation. Her soldier son, ... 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-532  ark:/13030/ft0g5002x2
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A mother of Japanese ancestry is shown packing strawberries in a field a few days before evacuation. Her soldier son, ... 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-533  ark:/13030/ft5c6006st
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A mother of Japanese ancestry is shown packing strawberries in a field a few days before evacuation. Her soldier son, ... 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-534  ark:/13030/ft9b69p2vh
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Florin, California--Packing strawberries prior to evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry from this area.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-535  ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5wd
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Florin, California--Farm mother of Japanese ancestry picking strawberries a few days prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-536  ark:/13030/ft6580072f
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volume 62, section G

Florin, California—Farm mother of Japanese ancestry picking strawberries a few days prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-537
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volume 62, section G

This 23 year old Nisei soldier volunteered for army service July 10, 1939, and is stationed at Camp Leonard Wood, ... 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-538
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This soldier, age 23, volunteered for service in the Army July 10, 1939. He is now stationed at Camp Leonard ... 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-539
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volume 62, section G

Florin, Calif.--Rev. Naito (Buddhist) on steps of his church prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-540
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Florin, Calif.--Rev. Naito (Buddhist) on steps of his church prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-541
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

Hands of Rev. Naito (Buddhist) are here shown as he locks the door of his church. The beads are carried by Buddhist priests at all times.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-12 WRA no. C-542
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This American soldier of Japanese ancestry is shown at the railroad station of a small town in an agricultural community. ... 1942-05-10 WRA no. C-544
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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volume 62, section G

Two of the nine soldiers of Japanese ancestry, now in the Army of the Unites States, who were granted furloughs ... 1942-05-10 WRA no. C-546
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Florin, Calif.--Picking strawberries in irrigated field a few days prior to evacuation from this area of residents of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-10 WRA no. C-547
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Florin, Calif.--Picking strawberries in irrigated field a few days prior to evacuation from this area of residents of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-10 WRA no. C-548 ark:/13030/ft7g2nb4sr
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Mission San Jose, Calif.--High school girl of Japanese ancestry assisting her family in the strawberry field prior to evacuation. She plans to attend graduation exercises on the following day given especially for evacuating students.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-549 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb4f8
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Mission San Jose, Calif.--High school girl of Japanese ancestry assisting her family in the strawberry field prior to evacuation. She plans to attend special graduation exercises for evacuating students being held on the following day.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Mission San Jose, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-550 ark:/13030/ft3779n88n
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Sacramento, Calif.--Sewing teacher, at the door of her shop, two days before evacuation. She has for years been the main ...
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-551 ark:/13030/ft5g5006mw
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Lorenzo, Calif.--Farm laborer with his little son a few days prior to evacuation from this area of residents of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Lorenzo, California. 1942-05-05 WRA no. C-552 ark:/13030/ft0n39n69w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Home of dentist of Japanese ancestry which is outside the Japanese quarter of town, prior to evacuation from this area of residents of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-553 ark:/13030/ft187003rz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Home of physician of Japanese ancestry, outside the Japanese quarter of town, prior to evacuation from this area of residents of Japanese descent.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-554 ark:/13030/ft667nb3r5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sacramento, Calif.--Home of residents of Japanese ancestry a few days prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-555 ark:/13030/ft6z09p0qq
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Scene in the business district of the Japanese quarter of town two days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-556 ark:/13030/ft1c6003k1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Japanese Christian Center two days before evacuation of persons of Japanese ancestry from this area.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-557 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2wd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Japanese bank and Medical-Dental Building in business district of the Japanese quarter two days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-558 ark:/13030/ft6k4007b6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Scene in the Japanese section two days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-559 ark:/13030/ft1t1nb11q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Scene in residential section of the Japanese quarter two days before evacuation. Note Civilian Exclusion Order posted on telephone pole. Note also crated furniture on porch of corner house.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-560 ark:/13030/ft3w100503
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Center of Japanese business district at Fourth and Capitol Streets two days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-561 ark:/13030/ft1c6003mj
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Looking up Capitol Street in the business district of the Japanese quarter two days before evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-562 ark:/13030/ft7h4nb4gs
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sacramento, Calif.--Type of home in the Japanese [section] of town. Photograph taken two days prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-563 ark:/13030/ft1n39n7nv

Sacramento, Calif.--Rooming house in the Japanese section of town. Photograph taken two days prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-564 ark:/13030/ft6p3007kg

Sacramento, Calif.--Preparations are being made for evacuation two days hence of all residents of Japanese ancestry from this city.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-565 ark:/13030/ft0f59n6cm

Sacramento, Calif.--Evidence of evacuation is seen in the Japanese quarter two days prior of evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry from this city.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-566 ark:/13030/ftk4003mv

Sacramento, Calif.--View in the Japanese section of this city two days before evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-567 ark:/13030/ft0j49n62m

Sacramento, Calif.--Children of Japanese ancestry play on the front porch of their home, two days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-568 ark:/13030/ft6n39p0mg

Sacramento, Calif.--Typical homes of residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuation to assembly centers is due in a few days and preparations are now under way.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-569 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb2xz
Sacramento, Calif.--Scene in rooming house section of the Japanese quarter of this city two days before evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-570 ark:/13030/ft3f59n81b
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Child of Japanese ancestry on porch of home two days before evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry from this city.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-571 ark:/13030/ft5c6006tb
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--A resident of Japanese ancestry seen in front of the grocery store of which he is a manager, two days before evacuation. He is a graduate of Sacramento Junior College.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-572 ark:/13030/ft4199n8k9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florin, Calif.--Main street of this small town in the center of the strawberry and grape-producing area. Most of the population ...
1942-05-11 WRA no. C-573 ark:/13030/ft3b69n7sk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florin, Calif.--Evacuation of residents of Japanese ancestry from this town is due in two days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-574 ark:/13030/ft22900402
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florin, Calif.--Businesses are being sold by owners of Japanese ancestry. Evacuation of all residents of Japanese descent from this area is due in two days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-575 ark:/13030/ft367nb22d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florin, Calif.--In front of grocery store owned by resident of Japanese descent, two days before evacuation.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-576 ark:/13030/ft0p30034z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florin, Calif.--Scene on Main Street in this small agricultural town occupied largely of residents of Japanese ancestry, who will be evacuated in two days.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-577 ark:/13030/ft2s2004fc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Florin, Calif.--View on main street of this little agricultural town in the center of the strawberry and grape-producing area occupied mostly by residents of Japanese ancestry. Evacuation is due in two days of people of Japanese descent from this community.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Florin, California. 1942-05-11 WRA no. C-578 ark:/13030/ft287004h4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (Oak Street)--Young evacuees of Japanese ancestry guarding the family belongings near the WCCA Control Station. In half an hour the evacuation bus will depart for Tanforan Assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-579 ark:/13030/ft1779n6r9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (Oak Street)--Kimiko Kitagaki, young evacuee guarding the family baggage prior to departure by bus in one-half hour for Tanforan Assembly Center. Her father was, until evacuation, in the cleaning and dyeing business.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-580 ark:/13030/ft567nb2td

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif.--Mr. and Mrs. Kitagaki with two of their children at the WCCA Control Station a few minutes before departure ...

1942-05-06 WRA no. C-581 ark:/13030/ft1q2nb0cr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Oakland, Calif. (1117 Oak Street)--Evacuee family of Japanese ancestry leaving WCCA Control Station to board a bus which will take them to Tanforan Assembly Center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Oakland, California. 1942-05-06 WRA no. C-583 ark:/13030/ft309nb176

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Woodland, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry have come in from the ranches this morning and are gathered at the railroad station ...

1942-05-20 WRA no. C-590 ark:/13030/ft4c6005zm

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

A residence at 837 Laveta Terrace formerly occupied by Japanese.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-696 ark:/13030/ft8f59p1zx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 62, section G

Evacuee property on 1st street near San Pedro Street.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-697

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

This home and nursery at 3706 Normandy, Los Angeles, California, were formerly owned by Japanese who are now located at a relocation center.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-698

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

A nursery formerly operated by Japanese, now in a relocation center. This nursery is located at 3527 S. Western, Los Angeles, Calif.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-699

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

Apartment house at 410 Crocker Street, Los Angeles, Calif., formerly occupied by Japanese prior to evacuation.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-700

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

The Northwest Apartments at 327 N. Beaudry was formerly occupied by Japanese prior to their evacuation.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-701

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

Evacuee property on 1st Street near San Pedro Street.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-709

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

A 77-acre truck farm on the corner of Central and Olive Streets at Compton, California, formerly operated by Japanese, now being farmed by Mexican labor.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-716

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G

A 77-acre truck farm on the corner of Central and Olive Streets at Compton, California, formerly operated by Japanese, now being farmed by Mexican labor.

Photographer: Stewart, Francis

Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-717
volume 62, section G
A 77-acre truck farm on the corner of Central and Olive Streets at Compton, California, formerly operated by Japanese, now being farmed by Mexican labor. Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-718 ark:/13030/ft5b69n9q4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G
A 10-acre truck crop ranch at Compton, California, formerly farmed by Japanese, now being run by B. G. Moriset.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-719 ark:/13030/ft5v19n9rx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G
A 10-acre truck crop ranch at Compton, California, formerly farmed by Japanese, now being run by B. G. Moriset.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-720 ark:/13030/ft7n39p16j
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G
A 10-acre truck crop ranch at Compton, California, formerly farmed by Japanese, now being run by B. G. Moriset.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-721 ark:/13030/ft8779p1kx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G
An Auction Sale was held at this nursery at 3527 S. Western Los Angeles, California, of the stock fixtures and equipment. The owners, who are of Japanese ancestry, are now in a relocation center.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-722 ark:/13030/ft1h4nb09d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G
The Northwest Apartments at 327 N. Beaudry was formerly occupied by Japanese prior to their evacuation.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Los Angeles, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-723 ark:/13030/ft7c6007kt
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 62, section G
Apartment house at 410 Crocker Street, Los Angeles, Calif., formerly occupied by Japanese prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
San Francisco, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-724 ark:/13030/ft0f59n6d4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Apartment house at 410 Crocker Street, Los Angeles, Calif., formerly occupied by Japanese prior to evacuation.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
San Francisco, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-725 arch:13030/ft809nb4nd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A 10-acre truck crop ranch at Compton, California, formerly farmed by Japanese, now being run by B. G. Moriset.
Photographer: Stewart, Francis
Compton, California. 1942-11-19 WRA no. D-726 arch:13030/ft8r29p281
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Exclusion Order posted at First and Front Streets directing removal of persons of Japanese ancestry from the first San Francisco section to be affected by evacuation. Evacuees will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Francisco, California. 1942-04-11 WRA no. -39 arch:13030/ft796nb45t
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fishing boats, formerly operated by residents of Japanese ancestry, are tied up for the duration at Terminal Island in Los ... 1942-04-07 WRA no. -78 arch:13030/ft567nb2vx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

With baggage stacked, residents of Japanese ancestry await bus at Wartime Civil Control Administration station, 2020 Van Ness Avenue, as ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. -92 arch:13030/ft1779n6st
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Residents of Japanese ancestry are closing their businesses in preparation of the forthcoming evacuation.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
San Francisco, California. 1942-03-29 WRA no. -2 arch:13030/ft5c6006vv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On a brick wall beside air raid shelter poster, exclusion orders were posted at First and Front Streets directing removal ... 1942-04-11 WRA no. -40 arch:13030/ft9k4009cm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Weeding garlic field in Santa Clara County, prior to evacuation. Farmers and other evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be given opportunities to follow their callings in War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.
Mountain View, California. 1942-03-30 WRA no. -246 arch:13030/ft9w1009b2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Father and son give pre-evacuation data at Wartime Civil Control Administration station. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be housed in War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Lodi, California. 1942-05-14 WRA no. -284 ark:/13030/ft258004dx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuee mothers, with their babies, getting acquainted at the Santa Anita Assembly center where evacuees from this area are awaiting transfer to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-11 ark:/13030/ft6489p091

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at the Santa Anita Assembly center to await transfer to War Relocation Authority centers as soon as housing facilities are available.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-12 ark:/13030/ft5t1nb36h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

San Bruno, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry arrives at Assembly Center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-27 WRA no. C-127 ark:/13030/ft4z09n91d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--At the entrance of their barrack apartment at the Santa Anita assembly center. As soon as housing facilities are made available, evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-14 ark:/13030/ft6f59p07z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at the Santa Anita assembly center. As soon as housing facilities are available, evacuees will be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-15 ark:/13030/ft6z09p0r0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Cleaning up the grounds at the Santa Anita Assembly center, formerly a race track. Evacuees are housed in barrack-like apartments, but will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers as soon as housing facilities are available.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-18 ark:/13030/ft1d5nb01m
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry out for a stroll at the Santa Anita Assembly Center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-19 ark:/13030/ft0r29n660
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees watching transformation of Santa Anita race track into assembly center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry from Southern California ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-20 ark:/13030/ft8p30084v
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry identify their luggage at this Assembly Center, prior to transfer to a War Relocation Authority Center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-200 ark:/13030/ft8c60094c
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry was brought in by truck to this assembly center. Evacuees will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-201 ark:/13030/ft8n39p1w6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry was brought in by truck to this assembly center. Evacuees will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-202 ark:/13030/ft5z09p009
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
These evacuees, having identified their belongings which were brought to this Assembly Center by truck, are now taking it to their barrack homes. Later, when housing is available, they will be moved to a War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-203

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Salinas, Calif.--A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry identifies her baggage at assembly center prior to transfer to a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-204

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

These evacuees, having identified their belongings which were brought to this Assembly Center by truck, are now taking it to their barrack homes. Later, when housing is available, they will be moved to a War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-206

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive at this assembly center with their personal effects. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority Center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-207

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Salinas, Calif.--Baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry is brought in by truck to this assembly center. Evacuees will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-210

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry at assembly center prior to transfer to a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-212

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from the West Coast, after their arrival at an assembly center, where they lived temporarily before being transferred to relocation centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-213

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Persons of Japanese ancestry are shown with their luggage, shortly after their arrival at this Assembly Center. Later on, when housing is available, they will be transferred to a War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-214 ark:/13030/ft2199n72f

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Baggage belonging to evacuees of Japanese ancestry has been brought to the park in the center of town ready to ...

1942-03-31 WRA no. A-216 ark:/13030/ft0f59n6fn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuees of Japanese descent are vaccinated by fellow physician-evacuee at this assembly center prior to transfer to a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-218 ark:/13030/ft329004ts

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Mrs. Lily Okura taking in the wash and making new friends at the Santa Anita Assembly Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Later they will be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-22 ark:/13030/ft3t1nb29z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Makeshift closet in barracks at this assembly center. Persons of Japanese ancestry were housed temporarily in such centers before being transferred to relocation centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-221 ark:/13030/ft5z09p01t

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Salinas, Calif.--Postal service has been established at this assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-226 ark:/13030/ft1v19n7c1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Salinas, Calif.--Evacuee girls out for a stroll at the Salinas Assembly Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-227 ark:/13030/ft7s2008db

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 63, section H

Salinas, Calif.--Postal service is established when evacuees of Japanese descent arrive at this assembly center. They will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-229 ◁ ark:/13030/ft3d5nb18b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 63, section H

Looking between two rows of barracks at the Salinas Assembly Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-232 ◁ ark:/13030/ft909nb5f3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 63, section H

Quarters of evacuees of Japanese descent at the Assembly Center, before the streets were graded. These evacuees will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-234 ◁ ark:/13030/ft2f59n7qw

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 63, section H

Young evacuees of Japanese descent play baseball on their day of arrival at this assembly center. They will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-235 ◁ ark:/13030/ft900009gs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 63, section H

Persons of Japanese ancestry at the Salinas Assembly Center, where they lived temporarily before being transferred to relocation centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-236 ◁ ark:/13030/ft8z09p1t4
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volume 63, section H

Salinas, Calif.--Members of two evacuee families of Japanese descent meet at this Assembly Center located on the Salinas Rodeo Grounds. These people will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-237 ◁ ark:/13030/ft509nb2z5

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Salinas, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at this assembly center. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority center for the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-238
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Salinas, Calif.--A family of Japanese descent arrives at this assembly center prior to transfer to a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-239
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Salinas, Calif.--Seated in family groups, evacuees of Japanese ancestry check in at Armory before moving to the Salinas Assembly Center. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-242

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Salinas, Calif.--The head of a family of Japanese descent checks in with clerks at this assembly center prior to transfer to a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-245

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seated in family groups, evacuees of Japanese ancestry check in at the Armory before moving to an assembly center. They will be transferred later to a War Relocation Authority center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-246

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Salinas, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry have assembled their baggage which will be taken by truck to the assembly center where evacuees from this area will await transfer to WRA centers to spend the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-251
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Salinas, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry wait for the bus which will take them to the Santa Anita Assembly Center. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-252
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Salinas, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry waiting for the bus which will take them to the Salinas Assembly Center. They will later be transferred to a War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Salinas, California. 1942-03-31 WRA no. A-253 ark:/13030/ft209nb09f
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Arcadia, Calif.--This former race track, with grandstand in background, has now been turned into an assembly center for temporary housing ...

1942-04-06 WRA no. C-26 ark:/13030/ftd5n9979

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--An immense warehouse under construction at the Santa Anita Assembly Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry who are temporarily being housed at this former race track.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-27 ark:/13030/f1q2nb0d8
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Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arrive here by train and await buses for Manzanar, now a War Relocation Authority center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Lone Pine, California. 1942-04-01 WRA no. A-288 ark:/13030/ft900009h9
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Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry, temporarily housed at the Santa Anita Assembly Center, are out for a stroll about the former racetrack grounds. They will later be transferred to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-04 WRA no. C-29 ark:/13030/f5j49n9t0
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Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry are getting settled in their temporary quarters at the Santa Anita Assembly Center. Later they will be transferred inland to War Relocation Authority centers to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-31 ark:/13030/f6n3p0ng
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Arcadia, Calif.--Cooks of Japanese ancestry prepare meals for thousands of evacuees at the Santa Anita Assembly Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-32 ark:/13030/ft409nb2pq
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Arcadia, Calif.--Military police on duty in watch-towers at the Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--William Otani, former chef at a fashionable California resort, watches his assistants at Santa Anita assembly center prepare filet of white fish for evacuees. Fish is a basic part of Japanese meals.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 4/6/42
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Arcadia, Calif.--To insure cleanliness and to protect health, modern dishwashing apparatus is used to sterilize dishes for thousands of meals at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06
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Arcadia, Calif.--To insure cleanliness and to protect health, modern dishwashing apparatus is used to sterilize dishes for thousands of meals ...

1942-04-06

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Throat examinations are given to every new arrival at Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry from San Pedro, California, arrive by special train for Santa Anita Park assembly center. Evacuees are transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--All baggage is inspected before newcomers enter Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 63, Section H | Arcadia, Calif.--Brother and sister in an impromptu pillow tussle in the two-room apartment were Seabiscuit once held forth at Santa ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-427 | Subjects and Indexing Terms  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcadia, Calif.---Japanese parasol for spring showers at Santa Anita Park assembly center. Evacuees later are transferred to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcadia, Calif.--The family unit is kept intact. This is a view of the Yamagatas on arrival at Santa Anita Park ... 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-429</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcadia, Calif.--Young evacuees demonstrate Japanese-style marbles at Santa Anita Park assembly center. Marbles are played inside fish-shaped lines. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcadia, Calif.---Sacks of fresh vegetables arrive at Santa Anita Park Assembly Center kitchens.</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcadia, Calif.--Impromptu dancing at Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arcadia, Calif.--Mrs. Lily Okura poses with statue of Seabiscuit in Santa Anita Park, now an assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-444 [link: ark:/13030/ft2290041k]
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Arcadia, Calif.--Mrs. Lily Okura, with necktie rack, carpet and shelves, begins housekeeping at Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees are transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. B-445 [link: ark:/13030/ft529005wx]
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Arcadia, Calif.--Lumber scraps are utilized for auxiliary furniture at Santa Anita Park assembly center for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Tennis ... 1942-04-06

WRA no. B-446 [link: ark:/13030/ft2t1nb1f7]
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MP's at assembly center for persons of Japanese ancestry evacuated from coastal areas.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-48 [link: ark:/13030/ft4489n8kz]
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Arcadia, Calif.--Washday for this family of Japanese ancestry at the Santa Anita Assembly Center.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-51 [link: ark:/13030/ft538nb2s7]
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Evacuee mothers, with their children, getting acquainted at the Santa Anita Center, where evacuees from this area are awaiting transfer to War Relocation Authority center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. C-6 [link: ark:/13030/ft5k40067v]
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Panorama of Salinas Assembly Center. Persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from coastal areas, were held first in assembly centers before being assigned to relocation centers further inland.

Photographer: Albers, Clem

Salinas, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-65 [link: ark:/13030/ft1c6003n2]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume and Section</th>
<th>Image Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Volume 63, Section H | **Panorama of Salinas Assembly Center.** Persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from coastal areas, were held first in assembly centers before being assigned to relocation centers further inland.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Salinas, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-68 [ark:/13030/ft767nb3v1](ark:/13030/ft767nb3v1)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | **Panorama of Salinas Assembly Center.** Persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from coastal areas, were held first in assembly centers before being assigned to relocation centers further inland.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Salinas, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-69 [ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1wm](ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1wm)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | Persons of Japanese ancestry arrive at the Santa Anita Assembly Center from San Pedro, California. Evacuees lived at this center at the Santa Anita race track before being moved inland to relocation centers.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-05 WRA no. A-7 [ark:/13030/ft409nb2q7](ark:/13030/ft409nb2q7)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | **Panorama of Salinas Assembly Center.** Persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from coastal areas, were held first in assembly centers before being assigned to relocation centers further inland.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Salinas, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-70 [ark:/13030/ft0779n64p](ark:/13030/ft0779n64p)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | **Panorama of Salinas Assembly Center.** Persons of Japanese ancestry, evacuated from coastal areas, were held first in assembly centers before being assigned to relocation centers further inland.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Salinas, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-71 [ark:/13030/ft4c60060m](ark:/13030/ft4c60060m)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | **Arcadia, Calif.**--An impromptu baseball game in held by young evacuees of Japanese descent at Santa Anita assembly center.  
Photographer: Albers, Clem  
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-75 [ark:/13030/ft067n99k5](ark:/13030/ft067n99k5)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Arcadia, Calif.--Two young evacuees of Japanese ancestry watch an army mechanic repair a Jeep at Santa Anita assembly center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-76 <ark:/13030/ft0s20032k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--A ping pong game on a home-made table occupies the attention of these young evacuees of Japanese descent at Santa Anita Assembly center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-77 <ark:/13030/ft8j49p13n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Husky young evacuees of Japanese descent help to improve their temporary new home sites at Santa Anita Assembly Center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-79 <ark:/13030/ft1b69n6vh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at the Santa Anita Assembly center from San Pedro.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-8 <ark:/13030/ft2p3004xz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Four young evacuees of Japanese ancestry are tucked in bed for an afternoon nap at Santa Anita Assembly Center.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-81 <ark:/13030/ft8v19p2c7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Pomona, Calif.--General view of assembly center being constructed on Pomona Fair Grounds, for evacuees of Japanese ancestry. Evacuees will be assigned to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. (See B-88 for rest of panorama.)
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Pomona, California. 1942-04-08 WRA no. B-89 <ark:/13030/ft8z09p1vn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arcadia, Calif.--Entering her new temporary apartment at the Santa Anita Assembly center to await transfer to a War Relocation Authority center where evacuees of Japanese ancestry will spend the duration.
Photographer: Albers, Clem
Arcadia, California. 1942-04-06 WRA no. C-9 <ark:/13030/ft2p3004zg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 63, Section H | Pomona, Calif.--Constructing temporary quarters for evacuees of Japanese ancestry on Los Angeles County Fairgrounds. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Albers, Clem Pomona, California. 1942-04-08 WRA no. B-90 [link](ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4pj)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| --- | --- |
| Volume 63, Section H | Segregees from a typical block bringing hand baggages to the street and receiving check stubs for each item from the members of the Appointed Personnel. Photographer: Lynn, Charles R. Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-950 [link](ark:/13030/ft1199n6qg)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | Evacuee loading crews are seen filling a segregation baggage car with checkable baggages bound for Tule Lake. Photographer: Lynn, Charles R. Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-951 [link](ark:/13030/ft2b69n7c2)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | Segregees from a typical block bringing checkable baggages to the street where they received check stubs before the baggages are transported to the rail head by truck. Photographer: Lynn, Charles R. Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-952 [link](ark:/13030/ft2779n7qk)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | Evacuee loading crews are seen filling a segregation baggage car with checkable baggages bound for Tule Lake. Photographer: Lynn, Charles R. Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-953 [link](ark:/13030/ft1c6003pk)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | Etsu Nakamura, 30-11-D, one of the young arrivals on the first train from Tule Lake, waited while her father claimed his checkable baggages after inspection in one of the Recreation Halls. Photographer: Lynn, Charles R. Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-954 [link](ark:/13030/ft6779p0cq)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 63, Section H | Persons transferred from Tule Lake on the first train claimed their checkable baggages in Recreation Hall 17 a day or two after arrival. Photographer: Lynn, Charles R. Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-955 [link](ark:/13030/ft1q2nb0fs)
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Castleberry assisted in inspecting checkable baggages belonging to first train of transferees from Tule Lake a day or two after their arrival.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-956  ark:/13030/ft1b69n6w1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A. G. Thompson, Superintendent of school, assisted in inspecting checkable baggages belonging to first train of transferees from Tule Lake a day or two after their arrival.

Photographer: Lynn, Charles R.
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-957  ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1tk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

General view showing where they are loading freight to be delivered to the railroad, taken in Block 3.

Photographer: Okano, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-21 WRA no. B-958  ark:/13030/ft8v19p2dr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

K. Nakawaki and family of Block 3 packing and preparing for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Okano, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-21 WRA no. B-959  ark:/13030/ft4h4nb1v3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Checkable baggages belonging to the people bound for Tule Lake are being loaded on a large truck to be hauled to the railroad freight car.

Photographer: Okano, Tom
Denson, Arkansas. 1943-09-19 WRA no. B-960  ark:/13030/ft409nb2rr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A coach of Tule Lake transferees welcomed by the evacuee leaders from the Minidoka Center.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-966  ark:/13030/ft6199n9r0
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A family from Tule Lake Center arrives at their new home and is welcomed by residents of the block.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-967  ark:/13030/ft0p30035g
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A family from Tule Lake Center arrives at their new home and is welcomed by residents of the block.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-968  ark:/13030/ft6000070n
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Recreation Hall in which movable screens were set up to provide bedrooms for Tule Lake transferees due to a temporary shortage of regular barrack space. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-970 ark:/13030/ft0c6002q9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Transferees from Tule Lake Relocation Center being registered for housing immediately after inspection of baggage. It was arranged so that ... 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-971 ark:/13030/ft2z09n7v7

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Boy accompanying his parents to the Tule Lake Center looks out a window of the special train which carried 254 transferees from the Minidoka Relocation Center. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-972 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2xx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Minidoka Relocation Center evacuee and an evacuee being transferred to the Tule Lake Center grasp hands in a final farewell as the train carrying the 254 evacuees to the Tule Lake Center prepares to leave. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-973 ark:/13030/ft496nb2bh

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Recreation Hall partitioned with wall board to make bedrooms for Tule Lake transferees due to the shortage of regular housing space. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-974 ark:/13030/ft6m3nb40w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

High school teachers assist arriving evacuees from the Tule Lake Relocation Center. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-975 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2kp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Baggage of Tule Lake transferees sorted and piled accordingly at Hunt siding. Most of the baggage was delivered to the owners the same day. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-976 ark:/13030/ft7c6007mb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Transferees from Tule Lake Relocation Center being registered for housing immediately after inspection of baggage. It was arranged so that ... 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-977 ark:/13030/ft8q2nb5tZ

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of the 254 evacuees transferred from the Minidoka Relocation Center to the Tule Lake Center boards the train at Hunt siding after riding the five miles from the center in trucks. 
Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-978 ark:/13030/ft0p300360

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A group of the 254 evacuees transferred from the Minidoka Relocation Center to the Tule Lake Center boards the train at Hunt siding after riding the five miles from the center in trucks.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-979  ark:/13030/ft809nb4px

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Seikichi, center and right, with two friends. They are here shown packing their personal belongings preparatory to moving to another center.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-980  ark:/13030/ft5w1006wn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mrs. Kikoye Yokagawa and Kenichi, Emiko and Kaoru, who will be transferred to another center.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-981  ark:/13030/ft3c60048g

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Mrs. Kikoye Yokagawa and her children Kenichi, Emiko, and Kaoru are shown packing their personal belongings preparatory to transferring to another center.

Hunt, Idaho. 1943-09-25 WRA no. B-982  ark:/13030/ft5870065v
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San Bruno, Calif.--These families of Japanese ancestry have just arrived at the Assembly Center and are on their way to ...

1942-04-29 WRA no. C-128  ark:/13030/ft787007zv
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San Bruno, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry arrives at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Centers where they will be housed for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-129  ark:/13030/ft0j49n634

Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Arriving at the assembly center, the man at the right is a volunteer Japanese worker assisting at the induction.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-131  ark:/13030/ft000002s8
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San Bruno, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry arrives at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-132  ark:/13030/ft3779n8bp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 64, section H

San Bruno, Calif.--Family of Japanese ancestry arrives at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-133
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San Bruno, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrives at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-134
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San Bruno, Calif.--Evacuee of Japanese ancestry arrives at this Assembly Center where he and approximately 8,000 others will remain until transferred to War Relocation Authority Centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-135
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The last family off the bus from San Francisco have just arrived at this assembly center (formerly a race track) which will be their home until relocation centers inland have been established and are ready for occupancy.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-136
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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San Francisco family end first stage of evacuation and are seen leaving the bus at the Tanforan Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-137
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A Greyhound bus bringing evacuees to the assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-138
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A Greyhound bus bringing evacuees to the assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-139
San Bruno, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry arriving at the Tanforan Assembly Center. They are being checked as they leave the bus.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-140 ark:/13030/ft796nb46b
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San Bruno, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrive at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-141 ark:/13030/ft3779n8c6
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San Bruno, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrive at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-142 ark:/13030/ft4g5005xr
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San Bruno, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrive at assembly center at Tanforan Race Track. Evacuees will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will be housed for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-143 ark:/13030/ft7m3nb4cw
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Turlock, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrived at Turlock assembly center. Evacuees will be housed later at War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-287 ark:/13030/ft200003zz
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Turlock, Calif.--Members of the Esaki family arrive at Turlock assembly center. The parents, who came to this country 38 years ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-288 ark:/13030/ft029002jr
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Turlock, Calif.--Farm families of Japanese ancestry arriving at this Assembly Center from Byron. Their hand baggage will be inspected on ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-289 ark:/13030/ft3199n7hg
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Turlock, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrived at Turlock assembly center. Evacuees will be housed later at War Relocation Authority centers for the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-290
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Turlock, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry have just arrived at the Turlock Assembly Center which has been open only two ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-291
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Turlock, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arriving at the Turlock Assembly Center. Their baggage will be inspected for contraband and they ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-292
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Turlock, Calif.--Baggage is inspected as families arrive at Turlock Assembly center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-293
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Turlock, Calif.--Heads of families of Japanese ancestry are gathered about the table where their hand-baggage is being inspected for contraband before being admitted into the Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-294
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Turlock, Calif.--Baggage is inspected as families arrive at the Turlock Assembly Center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. C-295
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Turlock, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry awaiting their turn for medical examination before being assigned to their places in the barracks, after their arrival at this Assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-296
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Turlock, Calif.--Families of Japanese ancestry arrive at Turlock Assembly center. Evacuees will be housed later at War Relocation Authority centers for the duration. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-297 ark:/13030/ft0w10038b
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Turlock, Calif.--Possessions brought to the Assembly Center by evacuees of Japanese ancestry, are inspected for contraband upon arrival. Evacuees are ... 1942-05-05

WRA no. C-298 ark:/13030/ft758007hg
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Turlock, Calif.--Baggage is inspected as families arrive at Turlock Assembly center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Turlock, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. C-299 ark:/13030/ft5z09p02b
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Turlock, Calif.--Possessions brought to the Assembly Center by evacuees of Japanese ancestry, are inspected for contraband upon arrival. Evacuees are ... 1942-05-05

WRA no. C-300 ark:/13030/ft0f59n6g5
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Turlock, Calif.--Baggage is inspected as families arrive at Turlock assembly center. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Turlock, California. 1942-04-02 WRA no. C-301 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2m6
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Turlock, Calif.--These two girls peer out of a window in their quarters just after their arrival at Turlock assembly center. ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-302 ark:/13030/ft2w10049z
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Turlock, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry have just arrived at this Assembly Center and are awaiting the inspection of their ... 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-303 ark:/13030/ft6t1nb448
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Turlock, Calif.--Arrivals at assembly center on their way to their new quarters. Evacuees of Japanese ancestry will be transferred later from assembly centers to War Relocation Authority centers where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Turlock, California. 1942-05-02 WRA no. C-304 ark:/13030/ft1580042f
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This center is a converted race track. Here are shown what were horse-stalls, now remodeled into living quarters for families. Photograph was made at noon on the third day after the center had been opened.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-323

Barracks for family living quarters. Each door enters into a family unit of two small rooms (remodeled horse-stalls). Tanforan Center ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-326

A Japanese woman, just evacuated, who arrived this morning is shown at the door of her living quarters. Each door enters into a family unit of two small rooms (remodeled horse-stalls).

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-327

Barracks for family living quarters. Each door enters into a family unit of two small rooms (remodeled horse-stalls). The center ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-328

This assembly center has been opened for two days. Bus-load after bus-load of evacuated Japanese are arriving this day. After ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-330

This assembly center has been open for two days. Bus-load after bus-load of evacuated Japanese are arriving today. After going ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-332

This assembly center has been open for two days. Bus-load after bus-load of evacuated persons of Japanese ancestry are arriving ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-335
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San Bruno, California--These older evacuees of Japanese ancestry have just registered and are resting before being assigned to their living ... 1942-04-29
WRA no. C-339  ark:/13030/ft6k4007d7
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Tanforan Assembly Center (San Bruno, Calif.--These young evacuee volunteer helpers are resting a few moments from their big job of ... 1942-04-29 WRA no. C-346  ark:/13030/ft4k40068c
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape-producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by officials ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-379  ark:/13030/ft4580061t
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape-producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by officials ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-380  ark:/13030/ft4b4nb16n
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by ... 1942-05-19
WRA no. C-381  ark:/13030/ft5000067q
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Arrival at Assembly Center at 12:45 P.M. This assembly center has been open for one week. This group was evacuated ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-382  ark:/13030/ft400004vh
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by ... 1942-05-19
WRA no. C-383  ark:/13030/ft9h4nb61n
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by ... 1942-05-19
WRA no. C-384  ark:/13030/ft867nb53x
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by ... 1942-05-19
WRA no. C-385  ark:/13030/ft9489p208
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Stockton, Calif.--People of Japanese ancestry from the Lodi grape producing district. Their identification numbers and family groups are checked by ... 1942-05-19

WRA no. C-386 arx:/13030/ft2x0nb147
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Stockton, Calif.--Young mother of Japanese ancestry arrives at Assembly Center with 21 day old baby.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-387 arx:/13030/ft6p3007m0
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Stockton, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are spending their first day at this Assembly Point. The average age of the Nisei is 20 years. Later they will be transferred to a War Relocation Center to spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-388 arx:/13030/ft8g500852
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Roy Kaneda in the assembly center which is situated on the outskirts of his hometown. He is continuing his high school studies with other boys at the assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 5/19/42 WRA no. C-389 arx:/13030/ft9k4009d4
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Young persons of Japanese ancestry, second and third generation Americans. They have been in camp about a week, where there ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-390 arx:/13030/ft9k4009d4
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Noon on a hot day at the Stockton Assembly Center, which is a converted fairgrounds. This photograph shows the old race track. This center has been opened a week and evacuees will arrive daily until the capacity of 5,000 is reached.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-393 arx:/13030/ft309nb18q
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Noon on a hot day at the Stockton Assembly Center, which is a converted fairgrounds. This group of people on ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-394 arx:/13030/ft2489n7tg
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Part of the Stockton Assembly Center as seen at noon on a hot day. This center has been open to evacuees of Japanese ancestry for one week.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-395 arx:/13030/ft3h4nb1qq
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Stockton, Calif.--Hand baggage is being inspected for contraband upon the arrival of evacuees of Japanese ancestry to this Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-396 ark:/13030/ft1d5nb024
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Stockton, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are watching the arrival of buses bringing new groups of families to this assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-397 ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0n7
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Stockton, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry have been at this Assembly Center for several days and are watching the arrival of buses bringing new groups of families. Later, all will be transferred to War Relocation Authority Centers to spend the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-398 ark:/13030/ft100002t3
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Stockton, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are watching the arrival of buses bringing new groups of families to this assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-399 ark:/13030/ft4q5005z8
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Stockton, Calif.--Evacuees of Japanese ancestry have been at this Assembly Center for several days and are watching the arrival of buses bringing new groups of families. Later, all will be transferred to War Relocation Authority Centers to spend the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-400 ark:/13030/ft400004w1
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Stockton, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are watching arrival of buses bringing new groups of families to this assembly center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-401 ark:/13030/ft8z09p1w5
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Stockton, Calif.--These evacuees of Japanese ancestry are bringing fresh food with them to this Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Stockton, California. 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-402 ark:/13030/ft809nb4qf
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Sacramento, Calif.--Young college students of Japanese ancestry at this Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-468 ark:/13030/ft5b69n9rn
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Sacramento, Calif.--Former University of California students of Japanese ancestry who were evacuated from Sacramento to the Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-469 ark:/13030/ft867nb54f
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Sacramento, Calif.--This evacuee of Japanese ancestry has worked for the State of California as an engineer. He has had two ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-470 ark:/13030/ft8000085b
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Sacramento, Calif.--College students of Japanese ancestry who have been evacuated from Sacramento to the Assembly Center.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-471 ark:/13030/ft3r29n88x
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Sacramento, Calif.--University of California students, now at this Center, awaiting transfer to a War Relocation Authority Center to spend the duration.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-472 ark:/13030/ft3s200572
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 64, section H

Sacramento, Calif.--This evacuee of Japanese ancestry is a graduate of the Fresno State College with a major in Education. She is one of several who have started a kindergarten school at this Center for over 300 of the younger evacuee children.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-473 ark:/13030/ft0x0n99m8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 64, section H

Sacramento, Calif.--Under-graduate college students of Japanese ancestry who, since their evacuation to this Center about a week ago, have helped to established a kindergarten for over 300 evacuee children between the ages of 3 and 10 years.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-474 ark:/13030/ft487005wx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sacramento, Calif.--Young University of California students now at this Assembly Center awaiting transfer to a War Relocation Authority Center where they will spend the duration.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-475
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--This young woman of Japanese ancestry received credentials from the San Jose State College to teach in Junior High, ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-476
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Another of the young students of Japanese ancestry just evacuated, who has completed two years at the San Jose College. Her ambition is to become a nurse.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-477
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--View of barracks in block 2 during first week of occupancy of this Center. The entire Japanese population of ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-478
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--View of Sacramento Assembly Center seen across the fields from road which approaches it. This Center has a capacity for 5000 persons. It is situated eleven miles north of the City.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-480
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--This Center has been opened for about a week. It has a capacity for 5000 persons. The people seen ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-481
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--These young evacuees of Japanese ancestry are enjoying themselves at this Assembly Center which has just opened. They have many companions--play games--and no school as yet.
Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
Sacramento, California. 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-482
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sacramento, Calif.--Another family of Japanese ancestry has just arrived at this Center by bus. Their baggage has been inspected for ... 1942-05-20 WRA no. C-483
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Stockton, Calif.--Young mother of Japanese ancestry has just arrived at this Assembly Center with her baby and she is the ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-527 ark:/13030/ft0z09n758

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This family just arrived in the Stockton center this morning. The mother and the children wait at the door of ... 1942-05-19 WRA no. C-528 ark:/13030/ft7v19p19g0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Old Mr. Konda in barrack apartment, after supper. He lives here with his two sons, his married daughter and her ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-584 ark:/13030/ft6b69p0bv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Preschool evacuee children leaving the building for recess at this assembly center. There are about ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-586 ark:/13030/ft67n99n6

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Preschool evacuee children at this assembly center number 25 with six volunteer student teachers being trained by a Mills College graduate, all of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-587 ark:/13030/ft6v19p0tc

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Barrack home in one of the long lines of converted horse stalls. Each family unit consists of two small rooms--the rear room without outside door or window. Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-589 ark:/13030/ft938nb5nv

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Entering Recreational Hall where election is being held for Councilmen. A general election for five ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-592 ark:/13030/ft3489n86z

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A mother and daughter, Issei and Nisei, who have been living in this Assembly Center for one month, are seen at the door of their home in the barracks. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-593 ark:/13030/ft6n39p0p0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 64, Section H | A close-up of an entrance of a family apartment (converted horse stall). Note that the windows in this unit have been enlarged. Five people occupy two small rooms, the inner one of which is without outside door or window. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-594  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|---|---|
| Volume 64, Section H | Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Young evacuee on steps of the Library which has just been established at this assembly center under the direction of a Mills College graduate, a professional librarian of Japanese ancestry. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-595  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 64, Section H | Building of the Tanforan Center are plastered at this time with all manner of locally devised posters incident to the election of five members of the Advisory Council. Three candidates were nominated from each of the five precincts. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-597  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 64, Section H | A close-up of the exterior of a family unit. These barracks were formerly horse stalls. Each family is assigned two small rooms. The interior one has neither outside door nor window. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-598  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 64, Section H | Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--A nursery school has been established at this assembly center with young evacuee volunteer student teachers learning nursery school techniques from an evacuee Mills College graduate trained in this work. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea  
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-599  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, Section H | Segregee's household effects arrive at apartment.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-1  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, Section H | Segregees board trucks for processing center.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-10  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, Section H | Checkable luggage is unloaded at processing center.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-11  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>ARK Link</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evacuees loaded their own freight on train.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-12</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft9t1nb5sh</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteer evacuee worker helps load freight on train.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-13</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft50000680</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segregees sign for blankets.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-14</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8z09p1xp</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loading Platform.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-15</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8c60095w</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family effects, crated and addressed, is stacked outside the apartments to</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-16</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8g50086k</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>await truck.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segregee is fingerprinted.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-17</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft167nb0cg</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segregees are photographed.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-18</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft8n39p1xq</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segregees are photographed.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-19</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0t4</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Army nurse tends segregee baby.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-2</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft7489p0xn</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segregees are photographed.</td>
<td>Newell, California</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-20</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft2b69n7dk</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Volume 65, section H | Bidding farewell at the ironing rooms.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-21 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|---------------------|---------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|
| Volume 65, section H | Evacuees entrain for Minidoka.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-22 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Evacuees entrain for Minidoka.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-23 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Crowd watches entrainment of segregees.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-24 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Arrival. Trucks await incoming train.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-25 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Trucks bringing segregees to the train.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-26 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Truck load of personal effects arrive at rail head for shipment to Jerome.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-27 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Train arrives from Gila. Luggage is first passed out through windows.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-28 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Bidding farewell at the ironing rooms.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-29 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Segregee's household effects arrive at apartment.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-3 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Segregee's luggage is inspected.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-30 |  
Subjects and Indexing Terms:  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Evacuee, with lumber furnished by WRA, makes boxes for shipment of personal effects.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-31 ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0vn
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A segregee family awaits turn for processing.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-32 ark:/13030/ft3m3nb1c6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Segregees en route to Heart Mountain.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-33 ark:/13030/ft6199n9sh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Segregee is fingerprinted.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-34 ark:/13030/ft5v19n9sf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Before boarding train, the segregees are given last minute inspection.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-35 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb2zf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Individual segregee folders made up.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-36 ark:/13030/ft8s2008xd
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

First step in processing new arrivals at Tule Lake.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-37 ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1x4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Evacuee boxes household effects with assistance of small daughter.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-4 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4s2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Trucks loaded with segregees arrive at processing center.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-5 ark:/13030/ft196n99rg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Caucasian supervisor on train loading detail.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-6 ark:/13030/ft0m3nb003
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Father and son while away the hours carving small wooden animals for the children in front of their home in the barracks. They have been living at the Assembly Center for approximately one month.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-600
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A sign at the main entrance of the Tanforan Assembly Center, through which all traffic passes. The gate is guarded and controlled by U.S. soldiers.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-601
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Young evacuee on steps of the library which has just been established at this assembly center under the direction of a Mills College graduate, a professional librarian of Japanese ancestry.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-602
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Young evacuees at this Assembly Center begged to have their pictures taken.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-606
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Young evacuees at this assembly center who begged to have their pictures taken.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-607
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Young evacuees at this assembly center are happy to get their pictures taken.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-608
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Mrs. Fujita and her neighbor inspecting the tiny vegetable garden she has planted in front of their barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-610
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.—Close-up of barrack home with the carefully planned flower garden in foreground. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-611
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

The dental clinic in one of a group of four buildings devoted to medical services. All medical services at this ...
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-612
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Here a line is seen waiting to enter the building where they will cast their votes for Councilman from their ...
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-613
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

The dental clinic in one of a group of four buildings devoted to medical services. All medical services at this ...
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-614
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.—View of mess hall No. 1. The placards posted on the side of the building are campaign posters incident to the forthcoming general election of Councilmen within the center. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-615
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Maintenance work, repair and construction is done by volunteer evacuee workers. The wages are $8.00 per month for 48 hours a week. This gang of boys and young men are digging a drainage tank along the front of one of the barracks. Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-15 WRA no. C-616
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Time out for some of the boys on the Work Corps. All maintenance work, repair and construction is done by ...
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-15 WRA no. C-617
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

This scene shows one type of barracks for family use. These were formerly the stalls for race horses. Each family ...
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-618
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

This scene shows one type of barracks for family use. These were formerly the stalls for race horses. Each family ...
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-619
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
Another view of the barracks at the Tanforan Assembly Center, after approximately six weeks of occupancy. The building on the right is one of the eighteen such mess halls which, together, accommodate approximately 8,000 persons for three meals each day.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-620
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Early comers to a mid-day meal. There are eighteen such mess halls which, together, accommodate approximately 8,000 persons for three meals a day. Such mess halls are manned and operated entirely by Japanese evacuees.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-621
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Supper time! Meal times are the big events of the day within an assembly center. This is a line-up of ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-622
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here is one type of barracks for family use. These were formerly the stalls for race horses. Each family ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-623
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Supper time! Meal times are the big events of the day within an assembly center. This is a line-up of ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-624
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Supper time! Meal times are the big events of the day within an assembly center. This is a line-up of ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-625
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

All maintenance work, repair and construction is done by volunteer workers of Japanese ancestry. The wages are $8.00 per month for 48 hours a week. This gang of boys and young men are digging a drainage tank along the front of one of the barracks.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-626
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Entering Recreational Hall where election is being held for Councilmen. A general election for five ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-627
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
A close-up of the end of barracks shown in photograph No. [15H] C-620. The placard placed upon the wall in Japanese characters is an election poster advertising the candidacy for Councilman from this precinct.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-620
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking down one of the avenues between rows of barracks. The ones on the right are converted horse stalls, and ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-629
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Near view of horse-stall, left from the days when what is now Tanforan Assembly Center was the famous Tanforan Race Track. Most of these stalls have been converted into family living quarters for Japanese.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-630
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Near view of horse-stall, left from the days when what is now Tanforan Assembly Center was the famous Tanforan Race Track. Most of these stalls have been converted into family living quarters for evacuated Japanese.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-631
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Supper time! Meal times are the big events of the day within an assembly center. This is a line-up of ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-632
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Two babies were delivered in the hospital, shown here, this morning by a Japanese doctor (woman) assisted by Japanese registered nurses.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-633
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Medical clinic at this assembly center. Evacuee nurses of Japanese ancestry are busy tiding up after 80 persons have been taken care of. At this date there are 8,000 persons of Japanese descent housed here.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-634
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--An evacuee nurse of Japanese ancestry tiding up after a busy morning in the medical clinic at this assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-635
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Another view of the barracks, living quarters for families evacuated from San Francisco on April 29. Note the flower garden and numerous evidences of care of their surroundings. These barracks were formerly horse stalls.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-636

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Evacuee boys in the foreground are playing basketball. This is one of eight recreation centers ...

1942-06-16

WRA no. C-637

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Evacuee boys in the foreground are playing basketball. This is one of eight recreation centers ...

1942-06-16

WRA no. C-638

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Portrait of youth of Japanese ancestry from a farming district in central California.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-639

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Many of the evacuees suffer from lack of their accustomed activities. The attitude of the man shown in this photograph ...

1942-06-16 WRA no. C-641

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of the Tanforan Assembly Center, showing a type of barrack peculiar to the center. Also shown is part of a line-up of evacuees waiting for places in the mess hall for their noon meal.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea

San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-643

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Noon time! Meal times are the big events of the day within an assembly center. Shown here is a line-up ...

1942-06-16 WRA no. C-644

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
An art school has been established in this Assembly Center with large enrollment and a well trained, experienced Japanese staff. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-645

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--An art school has been established at this Assembly Center with a well trained, experienced staff. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-646

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--In the art school at this assembly center. These evacuee children are remaining after hours to continue their creative work.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-647

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arrivals from Tule Lake receiving housing accommodations.--INCOMING
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-65

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here is one type of barracks for family use. These were formerly the stalls for race horses. Each family ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-651

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of the 18 mess halls plastered with all manner of locally devised posters advertising the qualifications of the various ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-652

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Portrait of evacuee of Japanese ancestry from a farming district in central California.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-653

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tanforan Assembly Center, San Bruno, Calif.--Mrs. Fujita working in her tiny vegetable garden she has planted in front of her barrack home at this assembly center.

Photographer: Lange, Dorothea
San Bruno, California. 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-654

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Supper time! Meal times are the big events of the day within an assembly center. This is a line-up of ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-655 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown here is one type of barracks for family use. These were formerly the stalls for race horses. Each family ... 1942-06-16 WRA no. C-656 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An arrival from Tule Lake receiving medical checkup.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-66 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former Tuleans on truck to be transported to their barracks.--INCOMING
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-67 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Arrivals from Tule Lake lined up awaiting induction.--INCOMING
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-69 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Segregees are photographed.
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-7 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking from the induction house--arrivals lined up waiting to be inducted.--INCOMING
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-70 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Closer view of arrivals from Tule Lake in line to be inducted.--INCOMING
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-71 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former Tuleans on truck to be transported to their barracks.--INCOMING
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-73 [link]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 65, section H | Foreground--line awaiting induction. Background--boarding trucks to be transported to their barracks. INCOMING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-74 | ark:/13030/ft1s20041v  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
|---------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Volume 65, section H | Swampers and luggage awaiting newcomers from Car 6.--INCOMING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-75 | ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3x2  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Newcomers awaiting induction.--INCOMING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-76 | ark:/13030/ft5s2006tz  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Unloading hand baggage of former Tuleans from train.--INCOMING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-77 | ark:/13030/ft3489n87g  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Woman unable to walk is carried by husband to the awaiting ambulance.--INCOMING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-78 | ark:/13030/ft1v19n7f2  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | New arrivals receiving medical checkup.  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-79 | ark:/13030/ft3j49n852  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Loading platform.  
Newell, California. 1943-09 WRA no. G-8 | ark:/13030/ft3c600490  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Arrivals receiving medical checkup.--INCOMING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-80 | ark:/13030/ft4g500608  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
| Volume 65, section H | Departees from Heart Mountain waving farewell.--OUTGOING  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-81 | ark:/13030/ft5m3nb345  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume, Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>WRA no.</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>Watching arrival of train from Tule Lake.--INCOMING</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-82</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Part of crowd at high school prior to departure.</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-84</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Part of crowd at high school prior to departure.</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-85</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Part of crowd at high school prior to departure.</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-86</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Farewell shake at high school grounds.</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-87</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Announcer giving train instructions to departees over P.A. system.</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-88</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Part of crowd at high school prior to departure.</td>
<td>Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td>1943-09</td>
<td>G-89</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, H</td>
<td>After processing, segregee sinks almost exhausted on luggage to await truck to apartment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G-9</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 65, Section H</td>
<td>OUTGOING--Unloading freight.</td>
<td>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-90</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft3199n7j0</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Bidding farewell to departees.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-91</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft0d5n998t</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Boarding truck at high school to be transported to train.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-92</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft729007tg</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Shaking farewell through window of high school building.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-93</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft709nb43t</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Waving good-bye to departees on train.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-94</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft000002ts</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Crowd at track just before train left.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-95</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft9f59p2s4</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Boy Scout band playing a farewell music.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-96</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft967nb5p1</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Boy Scout band arriving at the train.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-97</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ftf59n9kq</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 65, Section H</th>
<th>OUTGOING--Baggage trucks waiting to load train.</th>
<th>Photographer: Aoyama, Bud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-98</td>
<td><a href="">ark:13030/ft2s2004qw</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Action and Setting

**Volume 66, Section H**

**INCOMING--First arrival stepping off train.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-100  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Arrivals from Tule Lake leaving train.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-101  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Arrivals filing to induction station.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-102  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Arrivals leaving train assisted by Girl Scout with their baggage.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-103  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Unloading freight.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-104  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Registering for housing accommodations.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-105  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Arrivals boarding truck for transportation to barracks.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-106  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Arrivals boarding truck for transportation to barracks.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-107  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

**INCOMING--Medical checkup at induction station.**
- Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
- Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09
- WRA no. G-108  
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
OUTGOING--Medical checkup of departees in school room.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-109  ark:/13030/ft4c600614
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Registering for housing accommodations.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-110  ark:/13030/ft1580043z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Registering for housing accommodations.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-111  ark:/13030/ft9n39p39p
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Medical checkup of arrivals at induction station.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-112  ark:/13030/ft000002v9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Transferring patient to ambulance.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-113  ark:/13030/ft9b69p2w1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Induction station.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-114  ark:/13030/ft038n99bw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Unloading hand baggage from coaches.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-115  ark:/13030/ft9199p1zm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

INCOMING--Boy Scout band welcoming newcomers.
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-117  ark:/13030/ft7489p0z5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Internal Security officers inspect baggage of evacuees who are being segregated to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-24 WRA no. G-118  ark:/13030/ft7489p0z5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 66, section H

Internal Security officers inspect baggage of evacuees who are being segregated to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-24 WRA no. G-119 [ark:/13030/ft6k4007hs]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Freight being unloaded at warehouse for shipment to Tule Lake Center later.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-24 WRA no. G-120 [ark:/13030/ft9870095j]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Crated belongings of evacuees being loaded for transit to railhead for shipment to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-24 WRA no. G-121 [ark:/13030/ft1r29n7gx]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Crated belongings of evacuees being loaded for transit to railhead for shipment to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-24 WRA no. G-122 [ark:/13030/ft858008c6]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Crated belongings of evacuees being loaded for transit to railhead for shipment to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-24 WRA no. G-123 [ark:/13030/ft829008d2]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Internal Security Officer inspects baggage of evacuees who are being segregated to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-29 WRA no. G-125 [ark:/13030/ft887007w4]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Internal Security Officer inspects baggage of evacuees who are being segregated to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-29 WRA no. G-126 [ark:/13030/ft900009kb]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

Internal Security Officer inspects baggage of evacuees who are being segregated to Tule Lake Center.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-09-29 WRA no. G-127 [ark:/13030/ft2000041g]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 66, section H

High school students listening to Dr. E. Stanley Jones lecture.
Rivers, Arizona. 1943-10-19 WRA no. G-128 [ark:/13030/ft9199p20m]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>WRA No.</th>
<th>ARK Link</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Segregants at breakfast at 3:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-132</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft329004v9</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Segregants at breakfast at 3:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-133</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft1489n6mk</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Segregants leaving dining room for the buses.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-134</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft858008dg</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Boarding on Center buses.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-135</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft7h4nb4h9</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Boarding on Center buses.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-136</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft0t1nb02f</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Send off--front of the mess hall.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-137</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft1k4003pw</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Unloading hand baggage at Casa Grande railhead.</td>
<td>Rivers, Arizona</td>
<td>G-139</td>
<td>ark:/13030/ft067n99q7</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Segregants barding on train, 6:30 a.m., Casa Grande--first contingent.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-140  ark:/13030/ft0h4n99n5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Segregants boarding on train, 6:30 a.m., Casa Grande--first contingent.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-141  ark:/13030/ft258004ff
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Segregants boarding on train, 6:30 a.m., Casa Grande--first contingent.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-142  ark:/13030/ft2d5nb10w
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Segregants boarding on train, 6:30 a.m., Casa Grande--first contingent.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-143  ark:/13030/ft7w1007v7
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Segregants receiving health examination.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-144  ark:/13030/ft138nb0jd
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Segregants boarding on train at Casa Grande.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-147  ark:/13030/ft838nb4zq
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Segregants boarding on train at Casa Grande.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-148  ark:/13030/ft4b69n8rv
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In the train.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-149  ark:/13030/ft996nb5n5
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Dining Car.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-150  ark:/13030/ft0x0n99ns
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Kitchen Car.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-151  ark:/13030/ft0c6002rt
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Third contingent just about to leave Casa Grande.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-152  ark:/13030/ft896nb5cq
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Third contingent just about to leave Casa Grande.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-153  ❃ ark:/13030/ft8j49p145
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The last minute for the train.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-154  ❃ ark:/13030/ft9489p21s
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Center trucks at the Casa Grande railhead.
Rivers, Arizona. WRA no. G-156  ❃ ark:/13030/ft1b69n6xj
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Project Director, Charles F. Ernst, bidding Shigeru Yamamoto, Chairman of the Resident Segregation Committee at Topaz, goodbye as the last train for Tule Lake pulls out.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-157  ❃ ark:/13030/ft5z09p04c
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The resident guide committee directing movement of transferees in and out of Topaz.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-158  ❃ ark:/13030/ft6t1nb45s
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Arrivals from Tule Lake enjoying little refreshments in Reception Center at Topaz.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-159  ❃ ark:/13030/ft8p30085c
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Climbing aboard truck for trip to Delta Station.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-160  ❃ ark:/13030/ft967nb5qj
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Convoy of checkable baggage heading for the Delta Station.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-162  ❃ ark:/13030/ft0489n61g
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Group of Hawaiian transferees at Topaz waiting for bus to convey them to Delta Station.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-163  ❃ ark:/13030/ft996nb5pp
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Transferees waiting for pick-up bus in the block.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-164  ❃ ark:/13030/ft20000420
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volume 66, section H

Unloading from truck at the Delta Station.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-165 [ark:/13030/ft400004z2]
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Checkable baggage at Topaz in parking lot ready for movement to train.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-166 [ark:/13030/ft3779n97x]
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Topaz family settled down in Tule Lake bound train.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-167 [ark:/13030/ft3489n880]
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Checking transferees aboard bus bound for Delta.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-170 [ark:/13030/ft2489n7v0]
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Family group in Topaz waiting for bus to convey them to the Tule Lake bound train.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-172 [ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0pr]
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Climbing aboard Tule Lake bound train from deluxe bus at Delta.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-173 [ark:/13030/ft39n3p3b6]
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Ready to leave Topaz for the Tule Lake bound train.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-174 [ark:/13030/ft2b69n7f3]
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volume 66, section H

Checkable baggage assembled in Topaz.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-175 [ark:/13030/ft6k4007j9]
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Passing luggage into train through windows at the Delta station.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-177 [ark:/13030/ft1199n6r0]
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volume 66, section H

The last farewells at the Delta station.
Topaz, Utah. WRA no. G-178 [ark:/13030/ft0w10039v]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
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Transferees arriving at Delta, Utah, on trip 14 from Tule Lake board the school bus, which transferred them the remaining distance to the depot. One of the many evacuee wardens is shown assisting.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-272  ark:/13030/ft2n39n78g

New arrivals at Topaz, trip 14, from Tule Lake, are shown being helped to an awaiting bus by one of the wardens.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-273  ark:/13030/ft700007fp

One of the many wardens assisting in the segregation movement is here shown meeting new arrivals from the Tule Lake Center and directing them to the induction center.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-274  ark:/13030/ft3t1nb2c0

Former Tuleans, who arrived at Topaz on trip 14, are shown waiting outside the induction center through which they passed before being assigned to their new quarters.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-275  ark:/13030/ft1r29n7hf

Former Tuleans, who arrived at Topaz on trip 14, are shown waiting outside the induction center through which they passed before being assigned to their new quarters.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-276  ark:/13030/ft409nb2s8

New arrivals from Tule Lake are shown entering the induction center where they are first met by a nurse and nurses' aids who checked their medical records.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-277  ark:/13030/ft2h4nb175

Volunteer wardens, at the Topaz Center, are shown meeting new arrivals as they enter the induction center, where they direct them to the various departments.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-278  ark:/13030/ft1f59n72r
Former residents of Tule Lake arriving at the induction center at Topaz, Utah, are shown being checked by one of the resident physicians as they pass through to their new quarters.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-279 ark:/13030/ft3r29n89f

Doctors and nurses, in the induction center at Topaz, examine the new arrivals from Tule Lake before they are assigned to their new quarters.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-280 ark:/13030/ft68700702

An elderly Issei gentleman arriving on trip 14 from Tule is here shown being directed to his new quarters by one of the volunteer workers in the induction center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-281 ark:/13030/ft5j49n9w1

Having finished with the brief medical inspection, new arrivals at Topaz from the Tule Lake Center are shown being directed to the house committee. A father is shown carrying one of the many infants that arrived on trip 14.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-23 WRA no. H-282 ark:/13030/ft3z09n8pf

A crowd of Topaz residents is here shown at one of the mess hall assembly centers where they gathered to bid goodbye to friends and relatives leaving for the Tule Lake Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-283 ark:/13030/ft5g5006nd

A crowd of Topaz Center residents wave farewell as one of the buses, City of Topaz, leaves the assembly center on its way to Delta, Utah, with passengers for trip 15 leaving for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-284 ark:/13030/ft8n39p207

Buses loaded with passengers for trip 15 to Tule Lake are shown about to leave the assembly center at Topaz. A crowd of friends and relatives wait to bid the passengers farewell.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-285 ark:/13030/ft9b69p2xj
Final goodbyes are called through the bus windows as Topaz residents leave the center to entrain for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-286 ark:/13030/ft5p3006ng
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Final hand shakes through the bus windows as passengers for trip 15 to Tule Lake are about to leave the assembly point.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-287 ark:/13030/ft6489p0dk
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Old friends part as one of the buses loaded with passengers for Tule Lake (trip 15) is about to leave the Topaz Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-288 ark:/13030/ft358004kt
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Boys Drum Corps at Tule Lake plays at the center’s gateway, as buses, laden with evacuees being transferred to Tule Lake, pass through on their way to the train at Delta, Utah.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-289 ark:/13030/ft5779n9r0
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Topaz residents line the fence to watch bus loads of departing transferees pass by on their way to Delta, Utah, to entrain for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-290 ark:/13030/ft6580074g
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The fact that one arm was in a sling did not prevent the young lad from taking his place in the Topaz Boys Drum Corps as they played for departing residents bound for Tule Lake.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-291 ark:/13030/ft3489n8b1
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People from the Manzanar Relocation center were moved to the Tule Lake Segregation Center and quartered in the ten blocks ...

WRA no. G-568 ark:/13030/ft6g5006ss
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People from the Manzanar Relocation center were moved to the Tule Lake Segregation Center and quartered in the ten blocks ...

WRA no. G-569 ark:/13030/ft9779p25h
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People from the Manzanar Relocation center were moved to the Tule Lake Segregation Center and quartered in the ten blocks... WRA no. G-570
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volume 66, section H
OUTGOING--Close view of baggage trucks waiting to load train.  
Photographer: Aoyama, Bud  
Heart Mountain, Wyoming. 1943-09 WRA no. G-99  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
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volume 67, section H
A caravan of buses is seen on the highway between Topaz Center and Delta, Utah, conveying transferees to the latter place where they are to be entrained for the Tule Lake Center.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-292  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 67, section H
A scene at the little railway station of Delta, Utah, as transferees from the Topaz Center entrain for Tule Lake. One of the center's nurses is shown in attendance.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-293  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 67, section H
Transferees from the Topaz Center are here shown boarding the train (trip 15) for their new home at Tule Lake.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-295  
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volume 67, section H
There were many sad goodbyes and heartaches as life long friends were separated and families were broken up when transferees from the Topaz Center entrained to their new home at Tule Lake.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-296  
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volume 67, section H
A resident of the Topaz Center, who declared his loyalty to the United States and voted to stay at the center, bids good-bye to many friends who are shown here about to depart for the Tule Lake Center.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-297  
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volume 67, section H
A car load of transferees bound for Tule Lake take advantage of a final few minutes before departure to exchange hand clasps and goodbyes with friends and relatives remaining at the Topaz Center.  
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-298  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The very old, the very young and the ill, among the transferees bound for Tule Lake, received special attention. They were quartered in special coaches, and doctors, nurses and nurses’ aids were on hand to look after their comfort and well being.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-299
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A Topaz resident, who chose to remain at the center, bids farewell to two of his close friends who elected to be transferred to the Tule Lake Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Topaz, Utah. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-300
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Passengers enroute to Tule Lake spend most of their time reading and sleeping. A few, however, played Japanese games. This traveler wiles away the hours with the good old American game of solitaire.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-301
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Passengers on trip 15 to Tule Lake play a game of Shogi in the car smoker. Shogi is a Japanese game similar to chess.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-302
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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Volunteer K.P.’s help out in the dining car kitchen. A group of young transferees are shown washing dishes after the noon meal.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-303
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Special formula feedings for the many infants enroute from Topaz to Tule Lake were prepared by the Army nurses, aided by volunteer nurses’ aids recruited from among the transferees. Here three young girls are shown preparing to distribute the milk bottles through the coaches.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-304
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A volunteer waitress pours a cup of iced tea for one of the many children dining in the improvised box car.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E. 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-305
Subjects and Indexing Terms
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A scene in the improvised box car where between 60 and 70 transferees were fed at one time. Volunteer waitresses helped with the serving.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-306 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft496nb2dj
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Many young lads aboard the train on trip 15 from Topaz to Tule Lake, volunteered for K.P. duty in the train kitchen. They welcomed this activity to help while away the hours of an otherwise tedious journey.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-307 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft3m3nb1f7
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Dinner time in the improvised baggage car where transferees were fed by the Army enroute from Topaz to Tule Lake. The meals were excellent and the service, with volunteer help from among the passengers, was speedy and efficient.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-308 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft9580094c
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Meals aboard the segregation train were excellent and included soup and dessert. Here two volunteer helpers are placing a generous helping of canned peaches on each plate.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-309 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft387004m0
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Roscoe Bell, WRA representative aboard trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake, is shown in the dining car in a huddle with two of the cooks and the train monitor.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-310 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft2s2004hd
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A view of one of the improvised diners, formerly a baggage car. There are two on each train with places to accommodate between 60 and 70 passengers. Two volunteer waitresses are here shown setting the places just before mess call.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-311 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft187003t0
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A scene in one of the twenty coaches on trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake. The train monitor is seen conferring with a car captain and some of the passengers regarding the comfort of the latter.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

, . 1943-09-24 WRA no. H-312 ⓜ ark:/13030/ft738nb482
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A bed ridden transferee, on trip 15 from Topaz to Tule Lake, is moved directly from the pullman car to an awaiting ambulance. He will be moved directly to the Tule Lake Hospital.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-313 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2p7
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Trip 15 arrives at Tule Lake near midnight, and a WRA warden is here shown removing one of the many slumbering infants.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-314 ark:/13030/ft3k40053p
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A W.R.A. warden is shown assisting transferees to detrain upon their arrival at the Tule Lake station. This young child shows his resentment at being aroused from a sound slumber.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-315 ark:/13030/ft6n39p0qh
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A transferee mother is shown leaving the pullman with her sleeping infant, on arrival at the Tule Lake station.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-316 ark:/13030/ft796nb47v
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Some of the transferees arrived at the Tule Lake station after the rather tiresome trip from the Central Utah Center, ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-317 ark:/13030/ft9v19p2cj
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Some of the passengers aboard trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake, show an interest in the chickens at a remote section house where the train stopped for a few minutes to allow the transferees to stretch their legs.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-318 ark:/13030/ft696nb3f5
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Roscoe Bell (extreme right), W.R.A. representative for trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake, chats with a group of car captains, ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, . 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-319 ark:/13030/ft6m3nb41d
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Volume 67, Section H

Time out for exercising. Each segregation train, when possible, paused for 10 or 15 minutes at some railroad siding to allow the passengers to detrain and limber up.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

1943-09-25 WRA no. H-320 ark:/13030/ft8j49p15p
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On trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake, the train stopped at a railroad siding to allow the passengers to get ... 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-321 ark:/13030/ft1q5003xv
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The exercise period at a remote siding between Topaz and Tule Lake. Passengers were allowed 10 to 15 minutes for this respite.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

1943-09-25 WRA no. H-322 ark:/13030/ft667nb3w7
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Roscoe Bell, representing W.R.A. on trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake, is shown in conference with Southern Pacific representative William ... 1943-09-25 WRA no. H-323 ark:/13030/ft909nb5jn
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Roscoe Bell, W.R.A. representative on trip 15, Topaz to Tule Lake, checks with the car captains as to the comfort and well being of passengers in their respective cars.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

1943-09-25 WRA no. H-324 ark:/13030/ft3q2nb1zn
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W.R.A. wardens, stationed at Tule Lake, help passengers to alight from the coaches on arrival at the Tule Lake station.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

1943-09-25 WRA no. H-325 ark:/13030/ft0b69n69x
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Volume 67, Section H

W.R.A. wardens, stationed at Tule Lake, help passengers to alight from the coaches on arrival at the Tule Lake Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Transferees arriving at Tule Lake station on trip 15 from Topaz wait to be loaded into one of the Army trucks for conveyance to their new quarters.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

1943-09-25 WRA no. H-327 ark:/13030/ft1d5nb03n
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Residents of the Tule Lake Center post many signs to welcome the arrival of transferees from other centers.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-328 WRA no. H-328 ark:/13030/ft1j49n67h
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A young radio engineer resident of Tule Lake, formerly of the Hollywood Sound Institute, plays records on the public address system on the arrival or departure of each segregation train.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-329 WRA no. H-329 ark:/13030/ft5n39n9n2
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A scene at the Tule Lake freight yards, where heavy baggage belonging to the new arrivals is being transported from the baggage cars to the warehouse. Needless to say, many tons of baggage leave and arrive with each segregation train.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-330 WRA no. H-330 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb168
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Hand luggage is removed from the coaches and piled ready to be loaded on trucks, as passengers dismount from the opposite ends of the coaches. Luggage is reclaimed on arrival at the induction center.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-331 WRA no. H-331 ark:/13030/ft6j49p0fg
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A truck load of heavy baggage is framed in the baggage of doorway as it leaves the freight yard enroute to the Tule Lake warehouse.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-332 WRA no. H-332 ark:/13030/ft0f59n6j6
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Truck loads of freight, in many cases the sole possessions of the evacuee owners, are shown being unloaded from the train which brought segregees from Topaz to Tule Lake.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-333 WRA no. H-333 ark:/13030/ft3r29n8bz
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New arrivals from Topaz wait in the induction center at Tule Lake while their baggage is being inspected. This was the first step in the induction routine.
Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
1943-09-334 WRA no. H-334 ark:/13030/ft9580095w
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Scene in the induction center at Tule Lake as new arrivals from Topaz pass through the various departments before being directed to their new quarters. Here a mother and her three children are shown registering.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-335

In the induction center at Tule Lake, one of the 489 arrivals on trip 15 from Topaz is seen receiving his new barracks number from one of the clerks before being issued his quota of blankets.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-336

One of the many wardens on duty at the Tule Lake induction center directs new arrivals from Topaz to the photographic department, where they will have their identification pictures taken and also be finger printed.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-337

Many small children and babies were among the 489 arrivals at Tule Lake from Topaz. Some of them are here shown waiting in line to register at the induction center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-338

Tule Lake induction center. New arrivals from Topaz are shown waiting to have their identification pictures taken and finger prints made.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-339

Scene in the finger printing department at the Tule Lake induction center as an elderly transferee has impressions made of ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-340

A scene in the induction center at Tule Lake, where a mother and daughter are having impressions made of their finger prints upon arrival at Tule Lake from the Topaz Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
1943-09-25 WRA no. H-341
An elderly gentleman, newly arrived from the Topaz Center, is shown being photographed, front and side, as one of the requirements for all present residents of the Tule Lake Center. Everyone over 12 years of age was photographed and fingerprinted.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Induction Center. An elderly arrival from the Topaz Center is philosophical as he goes through the tedious routine of being inducted into the Tule Lake Center. One of the volunteer helpers is seen assisting him with his registration papers.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Each new arrival at Tule Lake is issued a roll of blankets, which he carries with him to his new quarters. Here transferees from the Topaz Center are seen receiving bedding issued to them.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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One of the many wardens who assisted in the induction routine of transferees arriving from Jerome at the Tule Lake ...

1943-09-26 WRA no. H-345 ark:/13030/ft9v19p2d2
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A scene in the induction center at Tule Lake. Many children were left guarding the family’s sole possessions while their ...

1943-09-26 WRA no. H-346 ark:/13030/ft929008fw
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New arrivals from the Jerome Center, having passed through the induction routine, are shown boarding trucks which will take them to a mess hall and later to their new quarters.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-26 WRA no. H-347 ark:/13030/ft838nb517
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A mother from the Jerome Center feeds her baby while waiting for the truck to take her to her new quarters.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-26 WRA no. H-348 ark:/13030/ft6m3nb42x
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While the new arrivals were being fed at the mess hall, their luggage was delivered to their newly assigned barracks to be on hand when they arrived.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-26 WRA no. H-349
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Newly arrived segregees at Tule Lake clean house and air their bedding before taking up residence in their new quarters.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-27 WRA no. H-350
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Evacuee residents of relocation centers have few possessions that could not be carried away by hand. However, a few still ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-29 WRA no. H-351
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The many canine pets of the center residents were not questioned as to their loyalty, it being universally taken for ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-29 WRA no. H-352
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A scene in the vast Tule Lake warehouse, where tons of incoming and outgoing freight are handled. Here two resident ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-27 WRA no. H-353
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A distant view of the Tule Lake Relocation Center and a portion of its vast agricultural project.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-28 WRA no. H-354
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Tule Lake Relocation Center as seen from the summit of a nearby mountain. The cross was erected by the evacuee residents for an Easter Sunrise Service this year.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-28 WRA no. H-355
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One of the many boundary signs posted around the Tule Lake Center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.

Newell, California. 1943-09-28 WRA no. H-356
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A view inside a baggage car showing freight being loaded for shipment to other centers.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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A truck load of freight being put aboard a train for shipment to the Heart Mountain Center. The loading of cars was under the supervision of the wardens. One is shown at the left.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
Newell, California. 1943-09-29 WRA no. H-366  ark:/13030/ft4779n98f
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Raymond R. Best (left), Director of the Tule Lake Relocation Center, and Mortimer C. Cooke, Supply Officer. Cooke was in charge of loading and unloading of trains at the center.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Three doctors from the Tule Lake Hospital are shown in attendance at the loading of passengers for trip 24. They are, left to right: Dr. Akamatsu, Dr. Ito and Dr. Suzuki. They were on hand to look after the comfort and well being of departing transferees.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, 1943-09-30 WRA no. H-368  ark:/13030/ft429005mg
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Morlin Kurtz, representing W.R.A. in the movement of transferees between Heart Mountain and Tule Lake, confers with F. L., Cobb, District Passenger Agent for the Great Northern Railway, aboard the train on trip 24.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, 1943-09-30 WRA no. H-370  ark:/13030/ft5m3nb366
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P. D. Hefferman, Conductor on trip 24, from Tule Lake to Heart Mountain, checks his passenger lists.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, 1943-10-01 WRA no. H-371  ark:/13030/ft1x0nb070
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Dinner time in the converted baggage car. 60 to 70 passengers were served at one time.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
, 1943-10-01 WRA no. H-373  ark:/13030/ft3d5nb19v
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A train mother on trip 24, Tule Lake to Heart Mountain, is here shown assisting with the special diet of one of the children requiring pullman accommodations and special feedings.  

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Volunteer K.P. duty. Three passengers enroute to Heart Mountain from Tule Lake help peel potatoes for the 482 transferees aboard trip 24.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Meals served passengers travelling to and from Tule Lake were excellent. Between meals, ice cream and lemonade were frequently distributed through the coaches. Children of Japanese ancestry go for ice cream as eagerly as Caucasians, as here evidenced.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Hundreds of magazines were put aboard all the segregation trains to help passengers while away the time. The younger travelers eagerly perused the comic periodicals, such pulp prints as Superman, Buck Rogers and Tarzan.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Kay Nakamura entertains her fellow coach passengers with selections played on the violin. She is an accomplished musician.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Exercise periods were arranged at remote sidings on all trips to and from Tule Lake to allow passengers a chance ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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The scenery, especially along the Columbia River, was interesting, had the passengers aboard the coaches been able to see it ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Remote sections were selected for exercise periods, where the segregation trains paused for a few minutes to allow the passengers ...

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.
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Remote sections were selected for exercise periods, where the segregation trains paused for a few minutes to allow the passengers ...

A general view at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center taken from the top of the train, as trip 24 arrived from Tule Lake.

A view at the entrance to the Heart Mountain Relocation Center as residents and center officials wait for transferees on trip 24 from Tule Lake to unload. The ambulance is for the few hospital cases while others walked from the train to the induction center, shown in the rear.

Residents of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center wait along the barrier to greet long separated friends and relatives arriving on trip 24 from Tule Lake.

A scene at Heart Mountain during the unloading of trip 24 from Tule Lake when hand luggage was sorted and loaded on trucks to be conveyed to the barracks.

New residents at Heart Mountain who arrived on trip 24 from Tule Lake wait with their hand luggage to be conveyed to their new quarters.

New arrivals at Heart Mountain from the Tule Lake Center are loaded aboard trucks to be conveyed to their newly assigned quarters.
Sorting and loading hand luggage, which arrived on trip 24 at Heart Mountain from Tule Lake. The handling of baggage was very efficiently organized and new arrivals often found their possessions waiting for them when they reached their assigned barracks.  

Photographer: Mace, Charles E.  
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Ray Hashitani did not live in a relocation center but came to Washington a year ago from his home in Oregon. However, many of his friends are at Minidoka. He is now working for the O.P.A. and is shown here consulting with another member of the agency.  

Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen  
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Father K. W. Nakajo, M. Th., S.T.M., arrived from Minidoka in November 1943. He is working as a graduate student of Hebrew at the Episcopal Seminary in Alexandria. He is also assistant priest at the Emmanuel Episcopal Church in Washington, D.C.  

Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen  

Alexandria, Virginia. 1944-03  WRA no. G-437  ark:/13030/ft2t1nb1h8
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Jane Oi from Granada and Sally Tsujimoto from Manzanar visit the Capitol in Washington. Both of these girls are working ...  
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Harrio Najima from Tule Lake, Kyoto Nagai from Jerome Relocation Center, Sally Tsujimoto from Manzanar Relocation Center and Paul Matsuki ...  

1943-10-14  WRA no. B-903
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Jane Oi from the Granada Relocation Center and Sally Tsujimoto from the Manzanar Center visit the capital in Washington, D.C. ... 1943-10-14 WRA no. B-904 ark:/13030/ft6000072p
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Katherine Kagayama from the Central Utah Relocation Center at Topaz is now in Washington working for the War Relocation Authority. Here she is discussing with the landlady the possibility of renting a room.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
"Washington, D.C.", . 1943-10-17 WRA no. B-909 ark:/13030/ft9779p261
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Katherine Kagayama and Paul Matsuki, both of whom spent some time at the Central Utah Relocation Center at Topaz, do ... 1943-10-17 WRA no. B-910 ark:/13030/ft8w100955
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Jane Oi from the Granada Relocation Center, Kiyoka Nagai from Jerome, and Sally Tsujimoto from Manzanar take a look at ... 1943-10-14 WRA no. B-911 ark:/13030/ft9n39p3cq
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Fukeko Seki from Minidoka, Joan Ishiyama from Heart Mountain, Ryo Kayama from Tule Lake, Kiyoko Nagai from Jerome, Marvel Maeda ... 1943-10-01 WRA no. B-913 ark:/13030/ft8c60097x
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Katherine Kagayama from the Central Utah Relocation Center at Topaz is now in Washington working for the War Relocation Authority. Here she is discussing with the landlady the possibility of renting a room.
Photographer: Van Tassel, Gretchen
"Washington, D.C.", . 1943-10-17 WRA no. B-914 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb189
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Mrs. Mary Okada is a private secretary in a New York City office. Before relocation, she worked in a Seattle import and export company.
Photographer: Parker, Tom
New York, New York. 1943-09-13 WRA no. E-944 ark:/13030/ft3j49n873
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Tom Inada works as an animator in the New York City studio of a movie cartoon producer. He had just ... 1943-09-13 WRA no. E-949 ark:/13030/ft029002ms
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Chiyeko Juliet Fukuoka leaves the portals of the New York Public Library. Formerly of San Francisco, California, where she attended ... 1943-09-14 WRA no. E-952
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volume 68, section J
Chiyeko Juliet Fukuoka leaves the portals of the New York Public Library. Formerly of San Francisco, California, where she attended ... 1943-09-14 WRA no. E-953
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volume 68, section J
Kay Odahara is gradually furnishing her new apartment just across the street from Radio City in New York. Here, she ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-981
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volume 68, section J
Yuriko Amemiya is studying interpretive dancing on a scholarship at the famed Martha Graham School in New York. Back in ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-991
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volume 68, section J
Yasamura family. Ailyn Yasamura, six, listens intently at her Sunday School class at the famed Riverside Church in New York. ... 1944-01 WRA no. E-996
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volume 69, section J
Mr. Kikushima treats some of young people to tea in the back room of his restaurant. Left to right: Yoneko ... 1944-01 WRA no. G-300
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volume 69, section J
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volume 69, section J
George Morishita, Jim Yasukawa and another mechanic are repairing one of the 220 taxis operated by the Sun Cab Company ... 1944-07-06 WRA no. G-621
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volume 69, section J
At a monthly tea for New York City resettlers at the Japanese Methodist Church in uptown Manhattan, Mrs. S. Iijima, ... 1944-07-08 WRA no. G-627
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Dorothy L. Scher (left), art director of a leading New York advertising agency, instructs commercial artist Ray Komai in a ... 1944-07-18 WRA no. G-643
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Mr. and Mrs. Harumi Yamasaki in the front yard of their home. They relocated in the spring of 1944 to ... 1944-07-21 WRA no. G-693
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Martin Harvey (right), Dean of the Samuel Houston College in Austin, Texas, speaks informally to a group interested in inter-racial ... 1944-08-15 WRA no. G-718
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Mrs. Margory Matsuye Odagawa discusses with Henry Patterson, Relocation Officer in Philadelphia, Pa., plans for entering the children, Judy Kikue ... 1944-10
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Miss Ruby Yoshino sings in one of the wards of the Walter Reed Army Hospital in Washington, D.C. Miss Yoshino ... 1944-11 WRA no. G-798
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Robert Iki, formerly of Central Utah, is now working for Federal Communications Commission as an editor in the Far Eastern ... 1945-01-26 WRA no. G-808
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Kay Kageyama (standing), formerly of Culver City, Calif., and the Manzanar Relocation Center, and Masayoshi Shibata, an Issei New Yorker, ... 1945-03-03 WRA no. G-822
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Miss Mine Okubo, Nisei, who resettled to New York from the Topaz Center, paused to have this picture taken while ... 1945-03-06 WRA no. G-828
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Ken Shimizu, representing the young people of New York City's famous Riverside Church, is speaking at one of several discussion ... 1945-03-17 WRA no. G-864
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Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
William Mori (left), owner of the K. and J. Three Decker Restaurant, walks along a busy street in Waterbury, Connecticut, ... 1945-06 WRA no. G-915

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Endo and Mizukami families take it easy on the porch of their home on Lewis Barton’s Clark Farm in ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-920

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Tomatsu Gorai and Mr. Ushimatsu Kubota looking over the job bulletin board in the Philadelphia WRA office. ... 1945-07 WRA no. G-932

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of the hostesses at the Washington USO for Nisei servicemen and their guests. The USO is run by ... 1945-08-11 WRA no. G-949

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Former S/Sgt. Henry H. Gosho, Mrs. Gosho (seated) and their eighteen-month-old daughter Carol Jeanne are shown with a few of ... 1945-09-12 WRA no. G-989

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Yasamura family and a neighbor boy gather at Sunday dinner. The family includes Mr. Jobu Yasamura, father, an issei, ... 1944-01 WRA no. I-1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

In a quiet corner of the chapel at the Eastern Baptist Theology Seminary at Overbrook, Pennsylvania, Yashushi Wada plans for ... 1944-01-28 WRA no. I-23

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kichii Saito (Granada) busy in the kitchen of the Greenough estate in Belmont, Massachusetts. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Belmont, Massachusetts. 1944-08 WRA no. I-255

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut group (evacuees only). Left to right, Jim Nakano (Topaz, Redwood City, Calif.); Tokuji Furuta (Poston, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-292

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 16: Resettlement 1943-1945. (1945)

---

**volume 72, section J**

Harvesting tomatoes on the farm of Herman S. Heston in Newtown, Bucks County, Pa., are five Issei farmers who were ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-305 📕 ark:/13030/ft7r29p1d9

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 72, section J**

Reverend and Mrs. Casper Horikoshi from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center with their children, Elliot and Nancy, and Mr. and ... 1944-08 WRA no. X-5 📕 ark:/13030/ft252004jx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 73, section J**

With the aid of a map of New York City, Mrs. Yukie Hara, receptionist in the district WRA relocation office, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-359 📕 ark:/13030/ft796nb48c

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 73, section J**

As a silk screen operator in the New York City plant of Meissner Colorcrafts, Kenji Sumi, 39-year-old Issei from the ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-372 📕 ark:/13030/ft98700962

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 73, section J**

In the Ramapo Valley Cooperative Store which he now manages in Ridgewood, New Jersey, Arthur Sasaki is putting to use ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-375 📕 ark:/13030/ft949p2qr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 73, section J**

Rev. and Mrs. Isao Tanaka and their 16-year-old son Shin, all Issei from the Central Utah Relocation Center, are shown ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-400 📕 ark:/13030/ft91nb5t1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 74, section J**

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-10 📕 ark:/13030/ft067n99s8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 74, section J**

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-11 📕 ark:/13030/ft560070d

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 74, section J**

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-12 📕 ark:/13030/ft0r29n67h

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**volume 74, section J**

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-13 📕 ark:/13030/ft8x0nb5zf

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
This group of evacuee children is shown at the entrance of one of the houses at Seabrook Farms Village, Bridgeton, ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-680 arK:/13030/ft567nb2wf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Torao Suyehiro (left) and Shoichi Akutagawa, from the Heart Mountain Center, being interviewed in the personnel relations department of Seabrook ... 1944-08 WRA no. I-684  ark:/13030/ft2r29n84j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-7  ark:/13030/ft5x0nb3ht

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-8  ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4sr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Seabrook Farms Photo
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey. 1944-08 WRA no. X-9  ark:/13030/ft796nb49w

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The entrance to the public school on Esplanade Avenue. Esplanade is one of the old streets in the French Quarter. ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. I-719A  ark:/13030/ft409nb2ts

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Thomas Masuda, well-known attorney and former civic leader in Seattle, Washington, is now associated with a Caucasian friend, Oscar M. Nudelman, in a law firm at 134 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago. LaSalle Street is the Wall Street of Chicago. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Chicago, Illinois. 1945-03-11 WRA no. I-803  ark:/13030/ft40000502

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

While visiting his war buddy, Pfc. Charles P. Carroll, 2102 S. Central Park, Chicago, Pfc. Noboru Hokame met some of ... 1945-03-09 WRA no. I-807  ark:/13030/ft7q2nb4vs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Koki Kumamoto, formerly of Sacramento, California, has had a dental practice in Chicago since September, 1944. Dr. Kumamoto does ... 1945-03-11 WRA no. I-810  ark:/13030/ft7g5007p1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Conference on Inter-racial Coordination called together by the Pacific Coast Committee on American Principles and Fair Play. Dr. Paul S. ... 1945-01-11 WRA no. -605  ark:/13030/ft309nb197

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Among the very first to leave the Central Utah Relocation Center and return to their West Coast homes after the ... 1945-01-12 WRA no. -615 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2r8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Takejiro Noguchi, Issei from Gila River, being greeted on arrival at the Pasadena Hostel. Shown left to right are: Miss ... 1945-05-25 WRA no. -680 ark:/13030/ft1g5003zc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. K. Ota talks over the situation with a neighbor and decided everything is going to be all right. Mrs. ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. -716 ark:/13030/ft496nb2gk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. K. Ota, from Gila River, and his two sons, Kenji, on the tractor, and Minoru are busy getting their thirty-five ... 1945-06-05 WRA no. -717 ark:/13030/ft5h4nb2xx
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. and Mrs. Taki Asakura and their four-year-old daughter, Naomi, are seen at the door of their old home at ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. -720 ark:/13030/ft809nb4sg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Taki Asakuras, who arrived in Santa Barbara from Gila River, March 17, and resumed residence in their old home ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. -723 ark:/13030/ft6f59p08q
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Frank Uyeda, who left Poston May 18, and returned to Watsonville, California, has been given a job as photo finisher ... 1945-06-08 WRA no. -733 ark:/13030/ft1779n6vv
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Kohei Kogura (Issei) returned to San Jose from the Gila River center, on May 9, and has reopened his ... 1945-06-11 WRA no. -741 ark:/13030/ft2m3nb0w5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miss Aiko Kiroki, who returned to Berkeley from Granada April 16, is seen in her comfortable home at 2411-1/2 Dwight Way, Berkeley. Miss Kiroki is blind, but has found work which she can do in her home. She is very cheerful and glad to be back in California. Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Berkeley, California. 1945-06-18 WRA no. -767 ark:/13030/ft109n99rr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 78, Section I</th>
<th>Dr. Koki Kumamoto, formerly of Sacramento, California and Tule Lake, has had a dental practice in Chicago since September, 1944. ... 1945-03-10 WRA no. -810</th>
<th><a href="">ark:/13030/ft0q2n99gw</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 78, Section I</td>
<td>While on his visit of evacuee families in the Fresno District, Mr. Dillon Myer, Director of the War Relocation Authority, ... 1945-06-20 WRA no. -934</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft096n99q8</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 78, Section G</td>
<td>A group of the hostesses at the Washington USO for Nisei servicemen and their guests. The USO is run by ... 1945-08-11 WRA no. -949</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft2n39n790</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>Left to right: Mrs. Nobu Kuniyoshi, Takako Tanioka, Bennie Kuniyoshi, Amy Tanioka, Mrs. Fude Tanioka, Marlene Tanioka, Marjorie Tanioka, Anna ... 1945-06-29 WRA no. -1</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft6489p0f3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>Pitching right in to help the man-power shortage that has hit the former Rohwer group at Camp #5, Bacon Island, ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -10</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft6q2nb3qx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>It did not take the George Yamasaki youngsters long to find some friendly Caucasian playmates when they arrived in Sunnyvale ... 1945-07-10 WRA no. -100</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft7489p105</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>Tsunekichi Sasao will go down in the Thank You book of the George Yamasaki family, from Heart Mountain, as a ... 1945-07-10 WRA no. -101</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft3p300510</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>Gordon Inouye on the business end of a hoe in the Della Maggiore bean patch near San Jose. Gordon may ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -102</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft4t1nb24p</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>John Della Maggiore, San Jose orchardist and his evacuee friend and employee, Hisajiro Inouye, have much in common. Not the ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -104</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ftbr29p2b2</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 79, Section K</td>
<td>Even army life in war time has its happy moments. Witness Sgt. Joe Nikei, Nisei veteran from Hawaii, being entertained ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -105</td>
<td><a href="">ark:/13030/ft0209n76s</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mrs. Haruko Kawasaki, recent relocatee from Heart Mountain Center with her two young sons, Victor, 2-1/2, and Allen, 1-1/2 years ... 1945-07-13 WRA no. -107

Yasushi Morishita and his wife, Hideko (nee Nishimura), are recent evacuees from Heart Mountain Center to the Los Gatos District ... 1945-07-13 WRA no. -108

Except for their daughter, Fumiye, and son, Joseph, who are relocated near Chicago, relocation is complete for the Riichi Nishimura ... 1945-07-13 WRA no. -109

Pvt. Lincoln Kimura was home on furlough from his duty in Hammond General Hospital in Modesto, California, when the cameraman ... 1945-07-13 WRA no. -110

Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Iwagaki, from the Heart Mountain Center, are mighty proud of their two soldier sons, both ... 1945-07-11 WRA no. -115

When Mrs. Amy Higuchi, formerly of Heart Mountain, accepted employment as secretary in the War Relocation Authority office in San ... 1945-07-11 WRA no. -116

Building new homes for the many families returning to the Roscoe Zukerman farm on camp #21, Mandeville Island, Stockton, California, ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -13

Repairing a potato digger on the Roscoe Zukerman farm at Camp #21, Mandeville Island, Stockton, California, is Toru Okazaki, formerly ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -14

On the Roscoe Zukerman farm's repair garage at Camp #21, Mandeville Island, Stockton, California, are employed two former Rohwer evacuees, ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -16
Frank Morita is helping to construct new homes for the many families scheduled to return to Camp #21, Mandeville Island, ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -17

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Paul Sato, formerly of Rohwer, returned to Camp #21, Mandeville Island, Stockton, California, to the Roscoe Zukerman farm in June. ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -18

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

May Shimada, Rt. 1, box 366A, Acampo, California, cooking at the newly purchased range which was secured by a priority ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -19

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Yonezo Shimada irrigating grapes in his vineyard at Rt. 1, Box 366A, Acampo, California. The Shimada family returned from the ... 1945-06-29 WRA no. -2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Grace and Dorothy Funamura thinning grapes on the C. R. Van Bruskrik vineyard near Lodi. Grace and Dorothy recently returned ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -21

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Hashimoto family at their home at Rt. 1, Box 290, Winton, California, standing left to right, Fred Hashimoto, Juichi ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -22

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Left to right, Fred Hashimoto, Noboru Hashimoto, examining nectarines produced on the nectarine orchard in the background. They have two ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -23

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Juichi Hashimoto irrigating grapes in his vineyard at Rt. 1, Box 298, Winton California. The Hashimoto family has nearly 70 ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -24

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tay Andow, Rt. 1, Box 293, Winton California, irrigating grapes on the vineyard. Mr. Andow returned in January from Stratford, ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -25

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Left to right: Tay Andow, Mrs. Yoshi Andow, his wife, and Aya Nakashima at the Andow home at Route 1, ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -26 ark:/13030/ft7f59p13p

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tay Andow and Kohei Nakashima are irrigating grapes on the Andow ranch at Rt. 1, Box 293, Winton, California. the ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -27 ark:/13030/ft15800471

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Bob Morimoto who was pictured on the front steps of the house recently completed at Box 5, Cresse, California. Bob ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -28 ark:/13030/ft4c600635

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Shimada family and their home at Rt.1, Box 366A, Acampo, California. Left to right, Mrs. Yonezo Shimada, Sally, Mae, ... 1945-06-29 WRA no. -3 ark:/13030/ft9w1009d3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Teruo Tanaka, left, and Utoro Nakada, right, seated on the lawn of the Nakada home at Rt. 2, Box 7, ... 1945-07-02 WRA no. -30 ark:/13030/ft6199n9vj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Group of girls thinning grapes at the C. R. Van Buskrik vineyard near Lodi, California. Standing, left to right: Marye ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -31 ark:/13030/ft596nb39s

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kiyo Matsumoto standing on a ladder thinning grapes on the C. R. Van Buskrik vineyard near Lodi, California. Kiyo returned ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -33 ark:/13030/ft896nb5fr

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

There are five stars in the service flag that hangs in the window of Asajiro Miyake, 69, and his wife, ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -36 ark:/13030/ft0199n5w8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Four Star Mother was among the passengers on the Rohwer Special returning to Long Beach, California, where she will ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -37 ark:/13030/ft767nb3x2

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Among the several young mothers, with attractive children, on the train was Mrs. Cecilia Saito, who is returning to Los ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -38 ark:/13030/ft3p3004zs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Among the passengers bound for Los Angeles from the Rohwer Relocation Center were Mr. and Mrs. George S. Kaneko and ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -39

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A group of children living at Camp #5, Bacon Island, Stockton, California, were asked to take a few minutes off ... 1945-06-29 WRA no. -4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Yasuke Sakei and daughter being interviewed by Miss Ralston of the United Press while en route from the Rohwer ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -41

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Joe Nitta and family, Mr. and Mrs. H. Okamoto and daughter on the Rohwer Special which took them from the ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -42

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Japanese Americans returning to their former homes in Sacramento, California, on a special train of seven cars which brought 450 ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -43

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -44

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -45

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A Four Star Mother was among the passengers on the Rohwer Special returning to Long Beach, California, where she will ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -46

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -47

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
| Volume 79, Section K | En route to Fresno, California, are M. Sato and T. Yamasaki. Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of Stockton, California, after spending three years at the Rohwer Relocation Center, McGehee, Arkansas. A special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -48 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Returnees from the Rohwer Relocation Center awaiting transportation to their homes in Sacramento. Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -49 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Nagai and Miyake families at the new home which they have constructed since April 15. Left to right, front row: ... 1945-06-29 WRA no. -50 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Dr. K. Tsuda and family returns to Sacramento, California, after spending three years in the Rohwer Relocation Center, McGehee, Arkansas. ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -51 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Mrs. Kjelland of the Sacramento WRA office greets a Sacramento returnee from the Rohwer Relocation Center, McGehee, Arkansas. A special ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -52 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Former residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center pose for a picture upon arrival in Stockton, California. A special train of ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -53 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Mrs. McIntosh greets Mrs. Kasa and daughter, Ai, upon arrival in Stockton, California, after spending three years at the Rohwer ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -54 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |

| Volume 79, Section K | Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -55 | Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| | Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs |
Mrs. McIntosh greets Ai Kasa upon arrival in Stockton, California. Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center to Los Angeles.

Among the passengers bound for Los Angeles from the Rohwer Relocation Center were Mr. and Mrs. George S. Kaneko and their family.

Roaring into Sacramento Monday morning, July 30, a special train of seven cars brought some 450 Japanese American residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center to Los Angeles.

Dr. Wallace Nagata and family enroute to their home in Los Angeles. On Monday morning, July 30, a special train brought some 450 Japanese American residents of the Rohwer Relocation Center to Los Angeles.

Left to right, Gene Miyake, Tommy Sheridan, Patty Sheridan; Margaret Miyake; Gordon Nagai; Robert Miyako; and David Nagai, in Robert’s lap. They are in the peach orchard owned by the Miyake family at Rt. 1, Box 114, Atwater, California.

PFC Walter Heirakuji, Nisei volunteer from Hawi, Hawaii, on the lawn of Dibble Hospital at Palo Alto, California, where he was recuperating.

Corporal Minoru Yoshida, 100th Infantry Battalion--the most decorated unit in the United States Army--got into this war early. He was one of the soldiers who volunteered for service in the 100th Infantry Battalion.

One of the nisei being patched up at Dibble General Hospital, Palo Alto, California, is Private Masao Hayashida, member of the 100th Infantry Battalion.
It was while the famous 442nd Combat Infantry Team was engaged in driving through stubborn German defenses to rescue the... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -68 ark:/13030/ft5r29n9j5
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S/Sgt. Jack N. Kawamoto gave an eye to the cause of liberty in Italy and a large part of his... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -69 ark:/13030/ft5000069h
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At Camp #5, Bacon Island, Stockton, California, there is a group of about 60 (including women and children) former Rohwer... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -7 ark:/13030/ft0c6002sb

Additional Note
Correct spelling of Yutaka Hiranaga provided by a family member, 2016.
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PFC Kiyotaka Uchimura is a member of the famous 100th Infantry Battalion --the Purple Heart Battalion of this man's army--... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -70 ark:/13030/ft5s2006vg
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PFC Roy T. Tsutsui is the only mainland member of the Nisei disabled soldiers now undergoing treatment at Dibble General... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -71 ark:/13030/ftq2nb31z
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Here is a group of Nisei wounded veterans of the Italian campaign and two Caucasian buddies being hospitalized at Dibble... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -72 ark:/13030/ft1k4003qd
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In the public relations office of Dibble General Hospital, at Menlo Park, Palo Alto, California, are shown PFC Walter Heirakuji... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -73 ark:/13030/ft779n7sm
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Buddies in the long and bloody campaign to drive the Germans from Italy, Private Russell Buss, Los Angeles boy and... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -74 ark:/13030/ft5w1006x5
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Hospitalized at Dibble General Hospital, Menlo Park, California, are a number of Nisei veterans of the famous 100th Infantry Battalion... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -75 ark:/13030/ft858008gr
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Shown here are a group of wounded Nisei veterans of the 100th Battalion and 442nd Infantry Combat Team, being hospitalized ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -76 ark:/13030/ft6779p0d7

In evacuation the Kiyoshi (Jimmy) Hirasaki family was first to leave the Western Defense Command from the Gilroy Section. After ... 1945-07-15 WRA no. -78 ark:/13030/ft209nb0cg

Here are Mineko Hirasaki of Gilroy in the foreground and her sister Fumiko at the fish pond of the beautiful ... 1945-07-15 WRA no. -79 ark:/13030/ft2x0nb19t

Mr. Shokichi Ishimaru and Toshimatsu Tsutaoka are pictured washing the celery plants before they are sent to the field to ... 1945-06-30 WRA no. -8 ark:/13030/ft1q5004c

The many friends of Rev. Yasuhara Osuga, Minister of the San Jose Methodist church (Japanese) will be glad to learn ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -80 ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4t8

Jean, 9, and Ruth, 7, daughters of Rev. and Mrs. Yasuhara Osuga of 566 North Fifth Street, San Jose, California, ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -81 ark:/13030/ft2r29n86k

Mine Host, Torahiko Kawakami, boniface of the San Jose Civic Unity Hostel, Manager, Buyer, Chief Clerk, Mess Superintendent aide, Chief ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -82 ark:/13030/ft8z09p206

Isamu Oka saw a lot of Italy during the time he was on his feet with the 442nd Combat Team ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -86 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb3dz

Veteran of three years service in the United States Army, Isamu Oka, shown here on the Oka orchard near Los ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -87 ark:/13030/ft1d5nb045

Tozaburo Oka and family, at Route 1, Box 265, Los Gatos, California are not only pioneers of relocation but with ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -88 ark:/13030/ft496nb2h3
Thelma Takeda is the first Nisei student to return to San Jose State College. Thelma is a Junior in Commerce ...

Tye Ogawa is planting celery plants that the machine had missed. Tye relocated to Camp #5, Bacon Island, Stockton, California, ...

If 'Hot cargo' means a hot race of buyers trying to buy your produce, then I am for it, said ...

First family to return to Santa Clara County, Jimmy and Chiyeno Yamamoto and their two daughters, June and Linda, are ...

Jimmy Yamamoto, a former Heart Mountainite, and a pioneer of relocation in Santa Clara County, does not believe in putting ...

Because the lease on their ranch had another year to run did not stop Mr. and Mrs. Katsusaburo Oda from ...

These two youngsters did not cross the plains in a covered wagon during the wild Indian warpath days, but they ...

Mrs. Toyono Yamamoto, recently from Heart Mountain, is 78-years-old. She has lived in Santa Clara County most of her lifetime. ...

Relocation to the Oku family was only a matter of returning to their home from their voluntary relocation in Denver, ...

Cheese cloth may not keep out the rain but it does temper the climate according to Masao Oku, shown here ...
Shown here are Mr. and Mrs. Unosuke Oku and their grandson, David, son of Masao Oku, florist at Wright and ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -123
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Among the older residents of the Mountain View District is Unosuke Oku, shown here at the Oku home, Wright and ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -124
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Ryohitsu Shibuya, widely known Mountain View florist and King of the Chrysanthemum growers, and his son, Maremaro, on the grounds ... 1945-07-06 WRA no. -125
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Ryohitsu Shibuya, Dean of the Mountain View florist colony of Japanese, is a chrysanthemum specialist. But he finds time for, ... 1945-07-06 WRA no. -126
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Maremaro Shibuya, the 160-pound baby of the Ryohitsu Shibuya family of Mountain View, in the driver's seat of his father's ... 1945-07-06 WRA no. -127
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Missing from this shot of the Ryohitsu Shibuya family are only Madoka, a student in Stanford Medical school, San Francisco, ... 1945-07-06 WRA no. -128
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Left to right are shown Rosei, Junior and Betty Taketa, recent arrivals from the Granada Center, busy now preparing a ... 1945-07-07 WRA no. -130
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Relocation meant resettlement for Henry Suezaki and family, voluntary evacuees from the Watsonville section of California to Denver. Among the ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -131
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Harry Toshinaga Taketa, Tosh to his friends; his family and father, Kumataro, were among the first evacuees to return to ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -132 ark:/13030/ft338nb1q3
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With strawberries at $2.40 a crate on the ranch and six acres of the luscious fruit coming into bearing early ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -133 ark:/13030/ft8m3nb5cp
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During the day time Mrs. Grace Suezaki helps her husband, Henry, and the other members of the family in their ... 1945-07-12 WRA no. -134 ark:/13030/ft5199n9k3
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From Heart Mountain relocation of a family looked like an impossible job to Tom Yamasaki. A wife and seven youngsters, ... 1945-07-10 WRA no. -135 ark:/13030/ft5q2nb3fg
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Relocation completed. This is the final entry in the file of Akira Ichikawa, recent arrival from Heart Mountain Center. With ... 1945-07-08 WRA no. -137 ark:/13030/ft9c600935
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Propping prune trees is only one of the many chores which occupy the relocation days of Akira Ichikawa, who arrived ... 1945-07-08 WRA no. -138 ark:/13030/ft3d5nb1dd
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There is work in the fruit harvest for everyone in Santa Clara County, California, but the Ichikawa youngsters also find ... 1945-07-08 WRA no. -139 ark:/13030/ft2d5nb11d
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Before the fish pond on his orchard and vegetable farm near San Jose stand Squire Shigio Masunaga, his 77-year-old father, ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -140 ark:/13030/ft2p30052h
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Shigo Masunaga had just left his fish pond to check the size of his cucumbers when the camera man arrived. ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -141 ark:/13030/ft0g5002zk
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Takejiro Kodama, father of ten children of whom the United States Army called five, is waiting out the return of ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -142 ark:/13030/ft1g50042d
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Relocation from Heart Mountain presented few problems to the family of Eiichi Sakauye, San Jose pear grower and his family. ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -144

Eiichi Sakauye, prominent San Jose pear grower back on his San Jose ranch from Heart Mountain, is a busy and ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -145

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -153

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -154

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -155

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -156

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -157

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -158

Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -159
Home again and happy! Heart Mountain Special No. 2, carrying nearly 100 Santa Clara County evacuees, pulled into 16th Street ... 1945-07-09 WRA no. -160

Mr. and Mrs. Rikichi Ogawa, recent relocatees from the Heart Mountain Center, with their daughter Shizue. They have two daughters ... 1945-07-15 WRA no. -161

Shizue Ogawa, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rikichi Ogawa, recent relocatees from the Heart Mountain Center, is shown picking ... 1945-07-15 WRA no. -162

Mr. Rikichi Ogawa, recent relocatee from Heart Mountain Center, is shown picking apricots. Mr. Ogawa has leased his fifteen acre ... 1945-07-15 WRA no. -163

Little Tommy Ozaki, age 9, is shown at the ranch of his uncle, Jim Miyano. They begin young in the chicken business in this county. Jim, formerly a resident of the Granada Relocation Center, was the second man to return to the Petaluma area. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Jim Miyano's father, Ishitaro Miyano, founder of the chicken ranch at Route 4, Box 114, Petaluma, California, with his son, Jim, and his daughter Lily, and his grandson, Tommy Ozaki, taken in front of the Miyano home. All were former residents of Granada.

From left to right: John Petersen [i.e. Petersen]; Oscar Peterson [i.e. Petersen]; Newton Peterson [i.e. Petersen]; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sumigawa, Route 4, Box 113, Petaluma; ... 1945-08-07 WRA no. -168

Additional Note
The correct spelling of the Peterson name is Petersen, as corrected by a family member of Newton Petersen in 2011.
Mrs. Harry Sumigawa, Route 4, Box 113, Petaluma, California is shown picking apples on the Peterson [i.e. Petersen] ranch near Sebastopol, California. She was formerly from Granada.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-07 WRA no. -169

Additional Note
Spelling of "Petersen ranch" provided by a family member, 2011.
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---

Alice Imoto, Route 1, Box 196, Petaluma, California, picking apples on the Peterson [i.e. Petersen] ranch near Sebastopol, California. Alice is a former resident of Granada Relocation Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-07 WRA no. -170

Additional Note
Spelling of "Petersen ranch" provided by a family member, 2011.
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Newton Peterson [i.e. Petersen], Johnny Peterson [i.e. Petersen], Yoshito Sugioka, Genichi Sugioka, and Oscar Peterson [i.e. Petersen] are pictured on the Peterson [i.e. Petersen] ranch, Route 3, box 371, Petaluma, California. The returnees in this picture are former residents of the Granada Relocation Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-07 WRA no. -171
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Mr. and Mrs. Kisaichi Uyeda, former residents of the Granada Relocation Center, feeding their seven-weeks-old chicks on their fine ranch on Star Route, Box 76, Petaluma, California. Mr. Uyeda is one of the evacuee committee members for the Petaluma district.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-07 WRA no. -172
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Mutt Kimura feeding 11-weeks-old chicks on the Frank Kawaoka ranch, Route 1, Box 110, Petaluma, California. He was formerly a resident of the Granada Relocation Center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-07 WRA no. -173
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Frank Kawaoka, former resident of the Granada Relocation Center, on his ranch at Route 1, Box 110, Petaluma, California, giving ... 1945-08-07 WRA no. -175
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On the chicken ranch of Takashi Koga, Route 3, Box 392, Petaluma, California, the work of rehabilitating the property is ... 1945-08-08 WRA no. -176 ark:/13030/ft5779n9sh
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Mr. Takashi Koga and 300 of his meat birds in an outdoor battery is shown on his chicken ranch, Route 3, Box 392, Petaluma, California. Mr. Koga was formerly a resident of the Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-08 WRA no. -177 ark:/13030/ft358004mb
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Mrs. Hiroshi Kawahara and her children, Seichi and Seiko, in their garden at Route 3, Box 389, Petaluma, California. Mr. Kawahara is working for Mr. Polonisky, a grower in the vicinity. The Kawaharas are former residents of Granada.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-08 WRA no. -178 ark:/13030/ft7t1nb563
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Mrs. George Fujita, Route 1, Box 112, Petaluma, California. Mrs. Fujita is redecorating her house. Her family is in Denver, ... 1945-08-08 WRA no. -179 ark:/13030/ft7f59p146
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Mrs. George Fujita, Route 1, Box 112, Petaluma, California, is shown combing her daughter Judy's hair. Bobby, her son, looks on. They were former residents of the Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-08 WRA no. -180 ark:/13030/ft6w1007hr
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As tenants on the Guidi ranch on Ryer Island, Route 1, Box 83A, Walnut Grove, California, Mr. Fukuma Aoki, his ... 1945-08-16 WRA no. -184 ark:/13030/ft9j49p2ss
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Shigeru Sueoka, former resident of the Granada Relocation Center, is shown on his ranch at Route 3, Box 395, Petaluma, ... 1945-08-08 WRA no. -186 ark:/13030/ft5779n9t1
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The children of Mr. and Mrs. Shigeru Sueoka are shown feeding their young chicks at their ranch at Route 3, Box 395, Petaluma, California. The Sueokas were formerly residents of the Granada Relocation Center.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Petaluma, California. 1945-08-08 WRA no. -187 ark:/13030/ft4q2nb32g
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A group living at the Whitton Ranch, Wheatland, California; names reading from right to left are Aetna Kadoi, Yasuda Uyemura, Shigeru Itake, Otokichi Takeda, Mrs. Machiko Takeda and Ted Okimoto. All were former residents of Granada.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Wheatland, California. 1945-08-11 WRA no. -188 ark:/13030/ft1z09n763
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Shown in this orchard scene of the Whitton Ranch, Wheatland, California, from right to left are S. Itake and Y. Uyemura, both from Amache.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Wheatland, California. 1945-08-11 WRA no. -189 ark:/13030/ft500006b1
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Mr. and Mrs. Takeda, formerly of the Granada Relocation Center, were among the first to be employed by Mr. Whitton in April.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Wheatland, California. 1945-08-11 WRA no. -190 ark:/13030/ft7b69p0vx
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Ted Okimoto and one of his helpers, A. Kadoi, formerly from the Granada Center, who is now foreman at the Whitton Ranch and has been serving in that capacity for several months. He is now in charge of approximately 25 other Japanese workers.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Wheatland, California. 1945-08-11 WRA no. -191 ark:/13030/ft0d5n999b
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Mr. Harvey Whitton, owner and operator of the Whitton Ranch, Wheatland, California, is shown with his able foreman Ted Okimoto, formerly of Granada.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Wheatland, California. 1945-08-11 WRA no. -192 ark:/13030/ft567nb2zg
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The Schaeffer Ranch, District No. 10, Marysville, California. Back row (right to left), Y. Kasiwaga, Natsuko Kasiwaga, M. Kasiwaga. Front ... 1945-08-13 WRA no. -193 ark:/13030/ft7d5nb4hn
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Lawson Ranch, District No. 10, Marysville, California. Mr. and Mrs. Y. Maeyana, formerly of Gila River, together with their employer's ... 1945-08-13 WRA no. -194 ark:/13030/ft9g5008w7
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Mr. and Mrs. Tanimoto and their daughters Eva and Rowa. The Tanimotos returned to their ranch in Gridley, in February, ... 1945-08-13 WRA no. -195 ark:/13030/ft6j49p0g7
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Butte Co-Operative Farms, Gridley, California. This group was engaged in distributing boxes to the orchards where they have been employed. 1945-08-13

WRA no. -196
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From left to right are Kay Hamatani and Roy Nikiado. These boys together with Henry Taketa, formerly from Tule Lake, ... 1945-08-13

WRA no. -197
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Taken at the home of Mr. Harry Matsuoka in Walnut Grove, showing returned members of the family. They were formerly ... 1945-08-13

WRA no. -198
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Taken in the front room of the Matsuoka home in Walnut Grove, California. The Matsuokas were formerly residents of the ... 1945-08-13

WRA no. -199
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Taken in front of the home of Mr. and Mrs. K. Sasaki. Picture of Mr. and Mrs. Sasaki, whose son, T/4 Tom, is now in Okinawa as an interpreter in the United States Army Intelligence Service. These folks were formerly of Granada.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Walnut Grove, California. 1945-08-14

WRA no. -200
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Mr. Rokutaro Nakamura (formerly of Granada) is standing in front of his newly-opened furniture and hardware store at 1317 Fourth ... 1945-08-08

WRA no. -202
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Dr. V. Sugami (formerly of Minidoka) is shown at work in his dental office, located at 1210 Fourth Street, Sacramento, California. Doctor Sugami's offices have been open for approximately a month now, and he reports business very good.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Sacramento, California. 1945-08-15

WRA no. -203
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This picture was taken on the front porch of Harold Ouye's home at 2211 Thirteenth Street, Sacramento, California. The Hayashi ... 1945-08-08

WRA no. -204
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The Kobayashi family, comprising Aijire, father, Miye, mother, and their children Richard and Mary, returned to their ranch at Florin in February of this year from the Manzanar Relocation Center. Two other sons of the Yamamotos, ... 1945-08-13 WRA no. -206

Mrs. Hiratsuka's husband Sergeant James Hiratsuka is overseas with the 81st Hospital Train Unit. Two other sons of the Yamamotos, ... 1945-08-08 WRA no. -207

The Umeda family, consisting of Masao and Lily, and their children Stanley and Daniel, returned to their 40 acre vineyard ... 1945-08-08 WRA no. -208

This picture shows Peter Osuga standing in front of Hostel No. 1, located at 327 O Street, Sacramento, California. Mr. ... 1945-08-16 WRA no. -210

This picture shows Henry Taketa in his temporary office located at 5th and Capital Avenue, Sacramento, California. Mr. Taketa is ... 1945-08-16 WRA no. -212

Hostel No. 3 at 1916-7th Street, Sacramento, California, is sponsored by Henry Taketa and Peter Osuga. Reading from left to ... 1945-08-16 WRA no. -213

Laguna Honda Home, San Francisco, California. Reading from left to right are: Mr. Yujiro Hoshino, Topaz; Mr. Yataro Takashima, Heart ... 1945-07-24 WRA no. -214
Shown are Mr. and Mrs. Dave Tatsuno and family, Sheldon 5, Rodney 3 and Arlene 10 months of Topaz. Mr. ... 1945-07-24 WRA no. -215  ark:/13030/ft567nb30g
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Mr. Fred Ross, District Relocation Officer of San Francisco, is shown discussing hostel arrangements with the Buddhist Hostel trustees.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. -217  ark:/13030/ft2290043m
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Rev. Zenaki Okayama, formerly of Topaz, is shown at the Shrine of the Buddhist Temple.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-24 WRA no. -218  ark:/13030/ft6d5nb3zk
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Miss Mae Tanaka of Topaz is shown in the Property Section of the Public Housing Authority. Miss Tanaka is employed as a secretary of the FPHA and is residing in San Francisco. Her brother Yosh Tanaka is stationed in Texas in the U.S. Army.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. -219  ark:/13030/ft8h4nb4vs
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Arrice Mizono of Topaz is a stenographer with FPHA. Miss Mizono is residing with her family at 912 Steiner Street, ... 1945-07-23 WRA no. -221  ark:/13030/ft9199p235
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Miss Maria Kai is a stenographer with FPHA. Miss Kai, formerly of Amache, is residing in San Francisco and her brother, Pvt. Jiro Kai, is with the 232 Combat Engineers in Italy.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. -222  ark:/13030/ft7s2008gc
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Toshi Miyachi is taking dictation. Miss Miyachi, of Topaz, is working as a secretary for a government agency and is residing with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jubei Miyachi in San Mateo.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. -224  ark:/13030/ft7w1007zs
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Miss Toshi Miyachi is shown taking dictation. Miss Miyachi, who was formerly a resident of the Topaz Relocation Center, is working as a secretary for a government agency and is residing with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jubei Miyachi in San Mateo.
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-07-23 WRA no. -225  ark:/13030/ft2b69n7jn
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Mr. Hatsuto Yamada at Jim's Drug Company. Mr. Yamada, prior to evacuation, was proprietor of the Nippon Drug Company on ... 1945-07-23 WRA no. -226

Alice Soda of Heart Mountain is shown taking dictation. Miss Soda is employed as a secretary by the Hallawell Seed ... 1945-07-23 WRA no. -228

George Tanaka and Father A. Sterns at the San Francisco General Hospital. Mr. Tanaka and Father Sterns, philosophers and friends ... 1945-08-03 WRA no. -229

The Sturge Hostel at 26 South Humboldt, San Mateo, California. Mr. Frank Murai, a recent arrival from Heart Mountain, is selecting a bed in the men's dormitory. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru San Mateo, California. 1945-07-18 WRA no. -231

Disbudding chrysanthemums, Mr. and Mrs. Torao Mori from Topaz. They returned to their chrysanthemum farm in Redwood City, February 12, ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -232

Mr. Iwataro Kitayama, Mrs. Frank Onizuka, Allen, age 2-1/2, and Galen Onizuka, age 1, of Topaz. Mr. Kitayama and the ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -233
volume 81, section K
Mr. Frank Onizuka watering chrysanthemum plants. Mr. Onizuka of Topaz gets along well with his neighbors, Caucasians, Chinese and Filipinos. He is working with Mr. Gene Gadriez, a Filipino.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Redwood City, California. 1945-07-19 WRA no. -234

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
The Inouye home, Sequoia Nursery. Left to right, front row: Mrs. Dick Arimoto, Christina Arimoto, 11 months, Mr. K. Inouye ...

1945-07-19 WRA no. -236

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
Hirosuke Inouye of Topaz and Satoru Yamada of Gila are shown working in the Sequoia Nursery in Redwood City. They ...

1945-07-19 WRA no. -237

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
Mr. Hirosuke Inouye, formerly of Topaz, is inspecting chrysanthemum plants at the Sequoia Nursery in Redwood City. Mr. Inouye was a Stanford graduate '38, Biological Science.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Redwood City, California. 1945-07-19 WRA no. -238

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
Mrs. Kinu Tamura of 116 South Humboldt Street, San Mateo. Mrs. Tamura returned from Topaz June 21, 1945 and found ...

1945-07-19 WRA no. -239

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
Reading from left to right are: Mrs. Kinu Tamura, Mr. and Mrs. Kyusuke Yamaguchi. Mrs. Tamaru returned from Topaz on ...

1945-07-19 WRA no. -240

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
Mr. and Mrs. Shigeharu Takahashi and son, Jerrold, age 19 months, are standing in front of their home at 108 ...

1945-07-19 WRA no. -241

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 81, section K
Shown is Mrs. Kiyono Rikimaru of Topaz at home at 108 South Humboldt, San Mateo. Mrs. Rikimaru's son, Masa Tatsuguchi, ...

1945-07-19 WRA no. -242

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Mrs. Saiki Yamaguchi is shown with her daughter Susan, age 2, at the Tanaka home, 38 Colorado Street, San Mateo. ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -243  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. George S. Takahashi and daughter, Kaye, age 5, of Topaz at home at 118 North Humboldt Street, San Mateo. ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -244  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown in the green house is Mr. Jubei Miyaji from Topaz. Mr. and Mrs. Jubei Miyaji and son, Hirohumi, age ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -245  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Riyosuke Adachi of Topaz is employed as a gardener on the Lober Estate in San Mateo. He resides in ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -246  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mrs. Ray Ikeda and son, Lynolden, age 13 months, formerly of Topaz and Chicago, at home at 152 Eldorado Street, San Mateo. Mr. Ikeda works as a gardener.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
San Mateo, California. 1945-07-19 WRA no. -247  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown is Mr. Kango Suzuki, an employee on the Stevick estate since 1930. Mr. Suzuki, his wife and daughter, Fukiko, of Topaz, are employed and reside on the Stevick estate.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Atherton, California. 1945-07-19 WRA no. -248  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Hashio Itakura of Topaz is shown examining the petunias. Mr. Itakura has worked on the Stevick estate since 1926. His wife, Kaiko, and son, Jackie, age 4, are well and enjoy their home on the Stevick property.  
Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru  
Atherton, California. 1945-07-19 WRA no. -249  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Left to right: Mrs. Iwao Takahama, Mrs. M. C. King, Mr. Kameo Kido, Mr. Iwao Takahama, and Mrs. Kameo Kido. ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -250  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Picture of damage caused in former bedroom of 111 N. Grant Street sometime during the last three years. The house ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -251  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume 81, Section K</th>
<th>Reading from left to right are: Mr. and Mrs. Tomeyo Yoshida, their daughter, Mrs. Haru Sugishita and granddaughter, Suzanne Sugishita. ... 1945-07-19</th>
<th>WRA no. -252 [ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0wt] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Reading from left to right are: T/4 Keo Takahashi, Mrs. Takahashi, Mary Kato, Mrs. Jinzo Kato, S/Sgt Ken Kato, Mrs. ... 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -253 [ark:/13030/ft1q2nb0ht] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Mrs. Jinzo Kato, recently returned from Topaz, is shown with her hero son, Staff Sergeant Ken Kato, who has just received a medical discharge from the Army after serving with distinction for 26 months overseas in the South Pacific Area. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru San Mateo, California. 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -254 [ark:/13030/ft0r29n681] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Staff Sergeant Ken Kato has returned home after serving with the Army since 1941. He saw action for more than ... 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -255 [ark:/13030/ft3b69n7vm] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Mr. Mikumi Hirayama and his wife are shown in the garden at the home of Mrs. Edward M. Lipsett, 57 ... 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -256 [ark:/13030/ft1n39n7qw] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Mr. Tokumatsu Obe is shown in the garden of the Lipsett estate, 57 W. Poplar Ave., where his daughter and ... 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -257 [ark:/13030/ft6t1nb47t] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Shown from left to right are: Hirofumi Miyaji, Mr. and Mrs. Jubei Miyaji. Mr. Miyaji returned to San Mateo County ... 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -258 [ark:/13030/ft8d5nb4q2] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Mr. Yasu Shirotani is shown working in the kitchen of the Livingstone estate. Mr. Shirotani, who is 77 years old, returned from Topaz four months ago to resume his employment at the Livingstone’s where, except for evacuation, he has worked since 1923. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru Hillsborough, California. 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -259 [ark:/13030/ft4k40058k] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 81, Section K</td>
<td>Mr. Yonekichi Nakata is shown arranging a bowl of flowers in the dining room of the Livingstone estate. Mr. Nakata ... 1945-07-19</td>
<td>WRA no. -260 [ark:/13030/ft2h4nb1bg] Subjects and Indexing Terms Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shown from left to right are: Mr. Yasu Shirotani, Mr. Yonekichi Nakata, and Mr. Lageson, at the Livingstone estate, 183 ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -261 ark:/13030/ft44b9n8mg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mr. Tetsutaro Takahashi from Gila is shown working on the Honda Nursery at 1576 Valota Road. Mr. Takahashi lived in ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -262 ark:/13030/ftb69p1p4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mack Takahashi from Gila is shown at work on the Honda Nursery at 1576 Valota Road. Mack is expecting to ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -263 ark:/13030/ft1m3nb0q8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Ham Honda from Topaz is shown re-planting carnations in one of his greenhouses at the Honda Nursery, 1576 Valota Road. ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -264 ark:/13030/ft387004p1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Shown from left to right are: Mitsuye, Hideko, Toshiye, and Sadako Hamasaki, Mrs. Toshijiro Hamasaki, Kay Tatsuguchi, and S/Sgt. Ken ... 1945-07-19 WRA no. -265 ark:/13030/ft7x0nb4v3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Shown are some arrivals in Fresno from the Rohwer Relocation Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Fresno, California. 1945-07-31 WRA no. -266 ark:/13030/ft6x0nb480

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Shown are two arrivals in Fresno from the Rohwer Relocation Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Fresno, California. 1945-07-31 WRA no. -267 ark:/13030/ft3489n8cj

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Shown are some arrivals in Madera, California, from the Rohwer Relocation Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Madera, California. 1945-07-31 WRA no. -268 ark:/13030/ft5r29n9kp

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs

Mrs. Kimiko Nakanishi, from Topaz, has opened an employment agency, Lily's Employment Agency, 2033 Pine Street, San Francisco. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-08-01 WRA no. -270 ark:/13030/ft9f59p2tn

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans—Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945—Photographs
Jimmie Koide is employed by the National Automotive Fibers Company in Oakland as a tent designer. Mr. Koide has relocated from Topaz and is enjoying his work with this concern.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Oakland, California. 1945-08-27 WRA no. -271

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Florence Ukai has relocated from Topaz and is now employed in the Better Made Sandwich Shop in Oakland. She enjoys the goodwill and friendship of her fellow employees.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Oakland, California. 1945-08-27 WRA no. -272

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Miye Kashiwase, who is employed as secretary by the International Institute in Oakland, is highly regarded by her fellow associates. She was formerly a resident of the Topaz Relocation center.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Oakland, California. 1945-08-27 WRA no. -273

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Lily Nakanishi, in San Francisco, hands an appointment slip for work to a recently returned evacuee. Lily operates an independent...

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
San Francisco, California. 1945-11-25 WRA no. -451

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The dining room of the temporary housing project at Camp Funston, near Ocean Park in San Francisco. Each family does its own cooking and serving, and volunteers maintain the kitchen and dining room. Food is available through a community owned store.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
San Francisco, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -452

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A typical family unit in the temporary housing project at Camp Funston, near Ocean Park in San Francisco, California.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
San Francisco, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -453

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The community kitchen of the temporary housing project at Camp Funston, near Ocean Park in San Francisco. Each family does its own cooking and serving. Food and provisions are provided through a community operated storehouse.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
San Francisco, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -454

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Typical barracks for bachelors in the temporary housing project at Camp Funston, near Ocean Park in San Francisco, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
San Francisco, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -455 ark:/13030/ft9m3nb67d
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Temporary housing units at Hunters Point in San Francisco, where returning evacuees may remain until they have found permanent homes. ... 1945-11 WRA no. -456 ark:/13030/ft6c6006k1
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A section of the temporary housing units at Hunters Point in San Francisco, where returning evacuees may remain until they ... 1945-11 WRA no. -457 ark:/13030/ft7779p14w
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Entrance to the cafeteria and a section of the temporary housing units at Hunters Point in San Francisco, where returning evacuees may remain until they ... 1945-11 WRA no. -458 ark:/13030/ft5d5nb30s
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A portion of the Recreation Building (center), the Post Office and Administration Building (left) and the cafeteria (right) at the ... 1945-11 WRA no. -459 ark:/13030/ft4v19n9df
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Post office and Administration Building at Hunters Point, San Francisco, where returning evacuees may remain until they have found ... 1945-11 WRA no. -460 ark:/13030/ft5c60071x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The cafeteria at the Hunters Point temporary housing unit in San Francisco, where returning evacuees may remain until they have ... 1945-11 WRA no. -461 ark:/13030/ft1779n6wc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Interior of typical barracks-type quarters provided for returning evacuees at Camp Kohler, near Sacramento, California. Photographer: Parker, Tom
Sacramento, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -463 ark:/13030/ft0h4n99q6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
At the Presbyterian Hostel in Sacramento, T. Sgt. Kaz Yoshihata, just returned from two years in the Pacific, entertains his ... 1945-11 WRA no. -464 ark:/13030/ft158004bk

Shig Nishimoto rings up a sale in his newly opened general merchandise store. Shig had worked for one year in Benton Harbor, Michigan, after spending two years at Minidoka Relocation Center. He also owns several orchards around Penryn. Photographer: Parker, Tom Penryn, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -466 ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0xb

East meets West! New York born troops say Hi Yah to Californians of Japanese descent returning to their former homes ... 1945-07-30 WRA no. -40 ark:/13030/ft60000736

The Washington USO for Nisei servicemen and their friends is a gay place on Saturday night. Veterans returned from overseas ... 1945-08-11 WRA no. -950 ark:/13030/ft4m3nb2c0

Grace and Dorothy Funamura thinning grapes on the C. R. Van Bruskrik vineyard near Lodi. Grace and Dorothy recently returned ... 1945-07-01 WRA no. -20 ark:/13030/ft4r29p04r

Enroute to Los Angeles were Dr. Nagai, Robert Allison (W.R.A. Rep.), and Mr. K. Inouye from the Rohwer Relocation Center. Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru Los Angeles, California. 1945-07-31 WRA no. -269 ark:/13030/ft4489n8n0

Booth at the Pan-Pacific Industrial Exposition, Los Angeles, California, sponsored by Friends of the American Way, Council for Civic Unity, ... 1945-09-06 WRA no. -274 ark:/13030/ft98700983

Booth at the Pan-Pacific Industrial Exposition, Los Angeles, California, sponsored by Friends of the American Way, Council for Civic Unity, ... 1945-09-06 WRA no. -275 ark:/13030/ft9m3nb68x
Americans All booth at the Pan-Pacific Industrial Exposition, Los Angeles, sponsored by anti-racial civic organizations in cooperation with W.R.A. (Continuous motion picture showing of Nisei in Action and World We Want to Live In.)

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Los Angeles, California. 1945-09-06 WRA no. -276

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Nobu Matsumoto and Kay Matsumoto, father and son, Route 3 Box 358, Santa Ana, California, own 10 acres of land ... 1945-09-13 WRA no. -280

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photograph of Mr. and Mrs. Ryozo Hirata and son, as well as Mr. T. Yonemura, father of Mrs. Hirata and ... 1945-09-08 WRA no. -284

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Mr. Hirata, who owns 20 acres at 2050 Harrison Street, Arlington, California, is pictured working in the field. He raises ... 1945-09-07 WRA no. -285

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown is Reverend Masayoshi Ohmura, 3195-14th Street, Riverside, California. Reverend Ohmura has charge of the Japanese Union Church, resides at ... 1945-09-07 WRA no. -286

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pictured is Keeko Suzuki, owner and operator of the Palm Cafe at 328-1/2 East First Street, Los Angeles, California. Mr. Suzuki reports that business is good. He employs four other evacuees in his restaurant.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru
Los Angeles, California. 1945-09-03 WRA no. -287

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

This photograph was taken at the Koyasan Hostel, 342 First Street, Los Angeles. In the photograph are shown Gentaro Miyahara, ... 1945-09-04 WRA no. -288

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Shown is Mr. Yukio Suzuki, owner and operator of the Pioneer Cafe, 421 East Fifth Street, Los Angeles, California. Mr. Suzuki reports that business is very good and that his reception since his return has been excellent.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Los Angeles, California. 1945-09-05

WRA no. -289  ark:/13030/ft067n99ts

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photograph of Pete Mitsui, who is employed at the Valley Tire Shop owned and operated by Pete Andres. This is ...

1945-08-31

WRA no. -290  ark:/13030/ft2d5nb12x

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photograph of J. S. Takeyasu, 13251 Borden Avenue, San Fernando, California. Mr. Takeyasu owns 20 acres at this address where ...

1945-09-01

WRA no. -291  ark:/13030/ft4779n9bg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

R. Nojima, formerly of Venice, California (where he was born and raised), is now working for Mr. Takeyasu at 13251 ...

1945-09-01

WRA no. -292  ark:/13030/ft3m3nb1h8

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Photograph of Kichiro Muto and Fred Muto, father and son, who are the owners and operators of a 20 acre ...

1945-09-04

WRA no. -293  ark:/13030/ft2q2nb0jb

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Kodo Muto, brother-in-law of Fred Muto, is employed in the operation of Fred's 20 acre ranch at 10743 Foothill Boulevard, ...

1945-09-04

WRA no. -294  ark:/13030/ft929008hx

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Hiro Imai, owner and operator of a 5 acre tomato ranch at 10189 Foothill Boulevard, San Fernando, is pictured working on his ranch.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

San Fernando, California. 1945-09-04

WRA no. -295  ark:/13030/ft4580062b

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Shown is Dr. Richard K. Ono, Dentist, of 743 Gardena Blvd., Gardena, California. He is from Amache. He graduated from Gardena High School and University of Southern California. He was well received and is very busy.

Photographer: Iwasaki, Hikaru

Gardena, California. 1945-09-03

WRA no. -298  ark:/13030/ft558005x3

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume AX1, Section K</th>
<th>Mr. G. Nakada of 101 W. Bonita Avenue, Azusa, California, is shown on his 10 acre ranch. He states he ... 1945-09-01 WRA no. -299</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Nakada's children are shown playing with their Caucasian neighbor, Roger Abbot. Mr. Nakada, who owns a 10-acre ranch at ... 1945-09-01 WRA no. -300</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Nakada's son is pictured with his Caucasian neighbor, Roger Abbot. Mr. Nakada, who owns a 10-acre ranch at 101 ... 1945-09-01 WRA no. -301</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three children, temporarily residing in the Winona Housing Project at Burbank, California, where evacuees from the centers are temporarily residing until they are able to find homes in Los Angeles or the surrounding area. Photographer: Parker, Tom Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -476</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpacking belongings in this temporary trailer home at the Winona Housing Project in Burbank, California, where returned evacuees find temporary living quarters until they are able to secure homes in or around Los Angeles, Calif. Photographer: Parker, Tom Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -477</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A section of the Winona Housing Project, Burbank, California, where trailer homes are provided for returned evacuees while they are securing permanent homes in and around Los Angeles. Photographer: Parker, Tom Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -478</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A section of the barracks and service building area of the Winona Housing Project at Burbank, California, where returning evacuees find temporary housing while they are locating permanent homes in and around Los Angeles. Photographer: Parker, Tom Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -479</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents of the Lomita Housing Project gather for chow. The project, located just outside Lomita, California, provides trailer and barracks type quarters for returnees while they are locating permanent homes in the area. Photographer: Parker, Tom Lomita, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -484</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms: Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trailer and barrack type quarters provided at the Lomita Housing Project near Lomita, California, which are being used by returnees while they locate permanent homes in the area.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Lomita, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -485
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A section of the barrack type quarters provided at the Lomita Housing Project for returnees while they are locating permanent homes in the area.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Lomita, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -489
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At the Santa Ana temporary housing project a group of persons of Japanese ancestry, formerly evacuated from Hawaii, are gathered ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Los Angeles, California. 1945-11-30 WRA no. -492
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A portion of the Magnolia Housing Project at Burbank, California, where returned evacuees find temporary quarters while locating homes in the Los Angeles area.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -493
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A portion of the Magnolia Housing Project at Burbank, California, where returned evacuees find temporary quarters while locating homes in the Los Angeles area.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Burbank, California. 1945-11 WRA no. -495
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

On a sundeck on the SS Shawnee, a group of small children have found entertainment while awaiting sailing orders in Los Angeles Harbor. The Shawnee was detailed to return 1100 persons of Japanese ancestry to their former homes in Hawaii.

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Los Angeles, California. 1945-11-30 WRA no. -504
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A soldier of the Army Transport Command hands a cup of milk to a small boy about to return to ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Los Angeles, California. 1945-11-30 WRA no. -505
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dr. Toshio Ichioka and his wife, Tsutayo (also and M.D.), in their office in East Los Angeles, California. The patient ...

Photographer: Parker, Tom
Los Angeles, California. 1945-05-22 WRA no. -670
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
The Taki Asakuras, who arrived in Santa Barbara from Gila River, March 17, and resumed residence in their old home ... 1945-06-06 WRA no. -724 ark:/13030/ft12z09n77m

This huge Honor Roll on the main street in Watsonville contains many Japanese names, some with Gold Stars. The boys were former residents of the community and it is hoped that a lot of them will be able to return.

Photographer: Mace, Charles E. Watsonville, California. 1945-06-09 WRA no. -737 ark:/13030/ft429005ph

This fertile valley in Santa Cruz County, of which Watsonville is the center, contains much acreage owned by evacuees. Strawberries ... 1945-06-09 WRA no. -738 ark:/13030/ft4d49n681

Sam Kimura (left), formerly of the Minidoka Relocation Center, Cliff Dakama, also a former Minidoka resident, and Fujisada Takawa, former ... 1944-11-28 WRA no. -791 ark:/13030/ft2w1004qi

With a family of ten to house, relocation might daunt some people. But not Fred Inouye, San Jose rancher lately ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -83 ark:/13030/ft7t1nb57m

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Inouye, well known San Jose couple who recently relocated at the old stand from Heart Mountain, ... 1945-07-14 WRA no. -84 ark:/13030/ft4779n9c0

Sukemon Itami, 69-year-old father of Meddy and Shigeo, has his picture taken by the service star flag in the greenhouse ... 1945-05-19 WRA no. -902 ark:/13030/ft4d5nb32h

After a comfortable stay at the Washington Hostel, 2311 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C., Mr. and Mrs. Shigeru Koizumi and their ... 1945-08 WRA no. -946 ark:/13030/ft2f59n7sx

Soldiers and their partners pause for some refreshment between dances at the Washington USO for Nisei servicemen. From left to ... 1945-08-11 WRA no. -947 ark:/13030/ft187003xj
Selecting records to play for dancing at this Washington USO for servicemen and their friends are: Pfc. Paul Y. Hosoda ... 1945-08-11 WRA no. 948 ark:/13030/ft81nb5jk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Series 17: Miscellaneous and Unidentified
Physical Description:
Extent: Volume 76.
Extent: 13 photographs.
Content/Description
Photographers: (1), unidentified (12)

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. WRA no. 17XX-1 ark:/13030/ft9b69p323
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dust Storm WRA no. 17XX-10 ark:/13030/ft3v19n90x
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Street in the West? by Mine Okubo WRA no. 17XX-11 ark:/13030/ft8779p1pg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Buildings WRA no. 17XX-12 ark:/13030/ft1k4003sf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Fish WRA no. 17XX-13 ark:/13030/ft9s2009jh
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Farmer tending cauliflower in his 1.5 acre market garden. (Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture) Photographer: Ackerman, G. W. Middlesex County, Connecticut. WRA no. 17XX-2 ark:/13030/ft0t1nb03z
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. WRA no. 17XX-3 ark:/13030/ft7j49p1jz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. WRA no. 17XX-4 ark:/13030/ft6d5nb40k
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Series 17: Miscellaneous and Unidentified

volume 76, section X

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. WRA no. 17XX-5
ark:/13030/ft438nb285

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 76, section X

Display of photographs of agriculture in the Southern states, prepared by the Washington office for use at relocation centers. WRA no. 17XX-6
ark:/13030/ft9w1009q4

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 76, section X

Homeless WRA no. 17XX-7
ark:/13030/ft0p30039j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 76, section X

Men's Hall Lineup WRA no. 17XX-8
ark:/13030/ft2p30054j

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 76, section X

Conversation WRA no. 17XX-9
ark:/13030/ft8779p1q0

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs


Physical Description:
Extent: Volumes 87-88.
Extent: 317 Kodachrome slides, black and white and color.

Sub-series 1: Illustrations for the WRA lecture "The Wrong Ancestors," June 1943.

Physical Description:
Extent: (121, black and white)

volume 87, item :1-145

Individual slides are not captioned. However, a photocopy of the text of the lecture is included in the volume.


Physical Description:
Extent: (145, color)
Content/Description
Photographer:

Photographer: Joe McClelland
Individual captions from a typescript accompanying the slides (photocopy also included in the volume):

Amache from the outside BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:1

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Approaching the project BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:2
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The gate checking station BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:3
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The MP checks an incoming car BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:4
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The site of Amache BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:5
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Laying foundations for the barracks BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:6
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Pre-fabricated sections put together BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Raising the walls of a barrack BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:8
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Some construction BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:9
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A barrack constructed from lumber BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:10
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

One of 30 block messhalls BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:11
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The building identification system BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:12
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Military police guard tower BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:14
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 88, item:15
**The first project offices** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:15
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:16
**A street scene (G Street)** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:16
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:17
**Relocatees in front of the Relocation Office** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:17
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:18
**The Army-type WRA hospital** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:18
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:19
**Another view of the hospital** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:19
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:20
**Landscaping improved the administrative area** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:20
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:21
**The post office-Amache Branch** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:21
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:22
**Keystaff members after a weekly meeting** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:22
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:23
**The fire department** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:23
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:24
**The fire department goes for a run** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:24
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:25
**Warehouses** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:25
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:26
**Motor pool filling station** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:26
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item:27
**Underground water storage (250,000 gallons)** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:27
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 88, item :28  
**Sewage disposal plant** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:28  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :29  
**The P.X.** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:29  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :30  
**Staff quarters** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:30  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :31  
**Completed for occupation** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:31  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :32  
**Mountains of baggage** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:32  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :33  
**On guard and waiting** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:33  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :34  
**Sorting baggage** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:34  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :35  
**Arranging baggage for claimant** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:35  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :36  
**Unloading baggage** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:36  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :37  
**Welcome to the newcomers** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:37  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :38  
**The Tuleans head for new homes** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:38  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :39  
**Bound for Tule Lake** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:39  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :40  
**Morning glories** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:40  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sub-series 2:Granada Relocation Center, Amache, Colorado ca. 1942-1944.

volume 88,
item :41
**A vine-covered messhall** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:41
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :42
**The family wash** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:42
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :43
**A family garden** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:43
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :44
**A landscaped block** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:44
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :45
**Rye prevents sand erosion** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:45
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :46
**Loading coal** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:46
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :47
**Hauling coal** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:47
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :48
**A Buddhist Church** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:48
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :49
**Amache Town Hall** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:49
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :50
**A landmark of Amache (25,000 gallons)** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:50
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :51
**Russian thistles hold the soil** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:51
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :52
**Memorial Day parade** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:52
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88,
item :53
**Boy Scouts raise the flag** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:53
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Flag ceremony preceding a memorial BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:54
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The honor roll BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:55
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache service flag BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:56
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Artificial flowers BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:57
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A flower display at the fair BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:58
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Flower arrangement BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:59
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Minature [sic] garden BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:60
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The first store BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:61
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Co-op BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:62
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Front view of the Co-op BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:63
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The Co-op Board BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:64
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The old Koen hotel BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:65
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A field of celery BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:66
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 88, item :67  
A field of carrots BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:67
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :68  
Carrots BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:68
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :69  
Planting beans BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:69
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :70  
A planting sled BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:70
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :71  
The fodder in the shock BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:71
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :72  
Corn in the crib BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:72
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :73  
Stacking hay BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:73
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :74  
Tall sorghum BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:74
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :75  
Sorghum BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:75
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :76  
Corn harvest BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:76
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :77  
Spring harvest BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:77
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :78  
Harvesting carrots BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:78
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :79  
Good cobblers BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:79
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
volume 88, item :80
A melon crop BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:80
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :81
Green peppers BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:81
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :82
Trench for celery BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:82
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :83
Celery storage BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:83
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :84
The source of eggs BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:84
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :85
The poultry yard BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:85
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :86
An Amache cowboy BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:86
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :87
WRA Cattle BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:87
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :88
Hot work BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:88
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :89
Heating the iron BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:89
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :90
The brand goes on BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:90
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :91
The ranch feed lot BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:91
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

volume 88, item :92
Canning tomatoes BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:92
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Pulling green onions BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:93
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

The staff works too BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:94
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A good crop BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:95
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Ready for shipment BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:96
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

At the farm fair BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:97
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Victory garden products BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:100
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

An interested spectator BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:101
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Tomatoes and peppers BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:102
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Victory garden display BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:103
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

School bell at Amache BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:104
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Barrack school and bell BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:105
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume, Item</th>
<th>Image Title</th>
<th>Subject and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88, 106</td>
<td>School landscaping</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 107</td>
<td>The gardeners pride</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 108</td>
<td>Struggling with sand</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 109</td>
<td>After the store</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 110</td>
<td>School flowers</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 111</td>
<td>The 8H Block</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 112</td>
<td>Playground apparatus</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 113</td>
<td>Junior high library</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 114</td>
<td>Girls at play</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 115</td>
<td>Typical Amache</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 116</td>
<td>Relays</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 117</td>
<td>Playground games</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88, 118</td>
<td>Baseball in 8H</td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>On the slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Young bon odori dancers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>Dressed for the bon odori festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Bon odori participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>Young Sumo wrestlers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>Young gardeners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Winter scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>A new sport to Californians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>Winter playground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>The elementary block in snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>Snowballing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Construction--high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>High school before landscaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>High school (south)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>High school (north)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Flag dedication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Flagpole exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>Football-- Holly vs. Amache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Baseball crowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>A panoramic view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>Amache from the water tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>Blue sky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Storm over Amache</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Volume 88, Item: 145**

**Amache rainbow** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:145

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

Sub-series 3: Extra slides from Granada 1942-1944.

**Physical Description:**
Extent: (45, color)

**Photographer:** Joe McClelland

Individual captions from a typescript accompanying the slides (photocopy also included in the volume):

**Volume 88, Item: 1**

**Laying Amache water supply pipe line -- Summer, 1942**

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:1 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 2**

**Foundations for barrack buildings** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:2 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 3**

**Early construction** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:3 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 4**

**Lumber substituted for wall-board in part of the Center**

BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:4 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 5**

**Construction with lumber** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:5 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 6**

**One of the warehouses** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:6 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 7**

**A barrack building** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:7 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 8**

**Evacuees being assigned quarters** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:8 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

---

**Volume 88, Item: 9**

**Early evacuees going to their quarters** BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:9 [Extra Slides]

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Amache from the water tower -- Fall, 1943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Typical view of barracks -- 1943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Membership Drive Chart of Amache Co-op -- Spring, 1943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Entrance to one of the Amache Co-op stores -- 1943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

WRA employees arrive at Center from Lamar in WRA bus
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Amache hospital
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Elementary children at play
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Elementary school recess time
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Supervised play for Elementary school children
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

A marble game
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Elementary school children at play
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Organized recreation activities
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 88, Item: 30</td>
<td><strong>Segregation -- Fall, 1943</strong> BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:30 [Extra Slides]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume 88, Item: 32</td>
<td><strong>Spectators at segregation train -- Fall, 1943</strong> BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:32 [Extra Slides]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New arrivals from Tule Lake -- Fall, 1943
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:34 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Handling baggage -- Segregation -- Fall, 1943
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:35 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

View of Center from highway
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:36 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Center farm showing fall plowing -- 1943
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:37 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Cucumbers raised on project farm -- 1943
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:38 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Watermelons -- project farm -- 1943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

"Habucha" or bean tea grown on project farm -- 1943
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:40 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Crop of peppers -- project farm -- 1943
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Project livestock on pasture -- 1943
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:42 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Dust storm -- Winter, 1944
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:43 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Sunset -- Winter, 1944
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:44 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs

Looking west from Amache -- 1944
BANC PIC 1967.014--PIC, Vol.88:45 [Extra Slides]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Japanese Americans--Evacuation and relocation, 1942-1945--Photographs
Sub-series 4: Central Utah Project. Topaz, Utah 1945.

Physical Description:
Extent: (6, color)

Individual captions from a typescript accompanying the slides (photocopy included in the volume):

volume 88, item :1-2
Nisei youths aid harvest operations on Central Utah project arm
volume 88, item :3-4
Japanese-American evacuees make the desert bloom at the WRA's Central Utah Project
volume 88, item :5-6
Children of evacuee residents of the Central Utah project enjoy a swim at Antelope Springs summer camp in the mountains